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. SARRACENIA VARIOLARIS.

SPOTTED TRUMPET-LEAF.

NATURAL ORDER, SARRACENIACE^.

The pi' '-^nt which we have now to
consider, was l «= ribed bj- Michaux in his
F/ora boteali Aiie. . na, issued in 1805, so
that in comparisOii with some of its congeners,
it has but a modem history. Michaux found
it "from Carolina to Florida" and gave it

the name it bears, Satraceriia variolaris. It

is derived from the Latin, varius, which
though usually signifying varied, is used
by Virgil in the sense of spotted or speckled,
and variolus would be the diminutive, sig-
nifying a little or somewhat speckled. A
glance at the end of the leaf in our plate
shows the application of the name. The differ-

ent forms of the leaves in the various species
of pitcher plant, have always suggested odd
resemblances. One old writer describes the
Sarracenia purpurea as having a flower like a
poppy, and a leaf like the flower of an Aristo-
lochia. This is not a bad comparison, especially
as the odor in the Aristolochia is so disagree-
able, and that of the flowers of this species of
pitcher plant little better. In the attempts
to give Latin names to plants before Linntjeus'
time the Sartacetiias were named BucanophyU
lum by Plukenet, and Coilophyllum by Morison,
the former alluding to the hollow leaves being
like an ox horn; and the latter name from
cothis, a cave or hollow, also in allusion to the
hollow leaves. As already noted, however,
our present species was not known in those
ancient times; but it has, nevertheless, become
one of the most famous in those peculiar ques-
tions which have made the whole genus so in-
teresting. In the species which were known to
botanists before this one, the water in the
pitchers might be caught from the rain, because
the lid at the apex was more or less erect.
It was suspected, however, by the more ob-
serving, that the water was secreted by the

plant itself. If they had knowledge of the
present species they would have seen at once
that the arched lid was an excellent umbrella
for the pitcher in a rain storm. All the species
catch flies, but this is one of the most success-
ful fly-catchers of them all. Barton in his
Elements of Botariy, published in 1836, in-

forms us of all that was known up to his time.

He quotes Sir J. E. Smith as saying that "one
of the gardeners at Liverpool had seen an
insect drag flies to Sarracenia adunca (a syno-
nym of Sarracenia variolaris), and with some
difficulty force them under the lid or cover of
the leaf, to deposit them in the tubular part,

which was half filled with water ; all the leaves

on being examined were found crammed with
dead or drowning flies." Barton remarks on
this that "probably the air evolved by these
dead flies may be beneficial to vegetation, and,
as far as the plant is concerned, its curious

construction may be designed to entrap them,
while the water is designed to tempt as well

as to retain them. The sphex or ichneumon,
an insect of prey, stores them up unquestion-
ably for the food of itself or its progeny,
probably depositing its eggs in their carcases,

as others of the same tribe lay their eggs in

various caterpillars, which they sometimes
bury afterwards in the ground. " He adds
that " Rumphius who has described and figured

the plant \^\^XQh2i\Ay Sarracenia purpurea'], says
various little worms and insects crawl into the

orifice and die in the tube, except a certain

small squilla or shrimp, with a protuberant

back, sometimes met with, which lives there."

As Rumphius published his work in Amster-
dam in 1 75 1, it shows that observers were
closely on the track of what modern observers

have been inclined to claim as their own
ground. Of our species especially Barton

(I)
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. SARRACENIA VARIOLARIS.

SPOTFEI) TRriMPKT-LKAF.

NATURAL ORDER, vSARRACEXIACK.K.

^''''''summ
'

^'^Mipn^^Tv^- '.' ''^^'^nu^^''
erect trumpet-shaped. broadly winged, spotted with white near the v. H.-wish

(cC ni^ .\ y./;^^^^^ . V ./; •
"^^;?"'/f o^v'/^'^ °''^'''? °^ ^^'"^ y'^'^- ^^^^^^- ^"*' reticuhited with purple- veins . cneath.K^na\mirxv s J /,j, a of r-u .Si. n//it^f n L mted States. See also Wood's cV(/-s>-/»VW- t;/ />',>/./,, i).

The pi' -^nt which we have now to
consider, was i ^ ribed by Michaiix in his
F/oia boreali A) le . .la, issued in 1805, so
that in compariso.. w:lh some of its congeners,
it has but a modern history. Michaux found
it "from Carolina to Florida" and o-ave it

the name it bears, Sarracenia variolaris. It

is derived from the Latin, varius, which
though usually sij^nify :ig varied, is used
by Virgil in the sense of spotted or speckled,
and variolus would be the diminutive, sig-
nifying a little or somewhat speckled. A
glance at the end of the leaf in our plate
shows the application of the name. The differ-

ent forms of the leaves in the various species
of pitcher plant, have always suggested odd
resemblances. One old writer describes the
Sarracenia purpurea as having a flower like a
poppy, and a leaf like the flower of an Aristo-
lochia. This is not a bad comparison, especially
as the odor in the Aristolochia is so disagree-
able, and that of the flowers of this species of
itcher plant little better. In the attempts

tvj give Latin names to plants before Linuiuus'
time the Sarracenias were named Ihicanophyl'
Iurn by Plukenet, and Coilophyllum by Morison,
the former alluding to the hollow leaves being
like an ox horn; and the latter name from
coilus^ a cave or hollow, also in allusion to the
hollow leaves. As already noted, however,
our present species was not known in those
ancient times; but it has, nevertheless, become
one of the most famous in those peculiar ques-
tions which have made the whole genus so in-
teresting. In the species which were known to
botanists before this one, the water in the
pitchers might be caught from the rain, because
the lid at the apex was more or less erect.
It was suspected, however, by the more ob-
serving, that the water was secreted by the

plant itself. If they had knowledge of the
present species they would have seen at once
that the arched lid was an excellent umbrella
for the pitcher in a rain storm. All the species

catch flies, but this is one of the most success-

ful fly-catchers of them all. Barton in his

Elements of Botany, published in 1S36, in-

forms us of all that was known up to his time.

He quotes Sir J. IC. Smith as saying that "one
of the gardeners at Liverpool had seen an
insect drag flies to Sarracenia adnnca (a syno-
nym of Sarracenia variolaris), and with some
difficulty force them under the lid or cover of
the leaf, to deposit them in the tubular part,

which was half filled with water ; all the leaves

on being examined were found crammed with
dead or drowning flies." Barton remarks on
this that '* probal)ly the air evolved by these

dead flies may be beneficial to vegetation, and,

as far as the plant is concerned, its curious

construction may be designed to entrap the 111,

while the water is designed to tempt as well

as to retain them. The sphex or ichneumon,
an insect of prey, stores them up unquestion-

ably for the food of itself or its progeny,
probably depositing its eggs in their carcases,

as others of the same tribe lay their eggs in

various caterpillars, which they sometimes
bury afterwards in the ground." He adds
that •• Rumphius who has described and figured

the plant \^y^xohd\Ay Sarracenia purpurea'], says

various little worms and insects crawl into the

orifice and die in the tube, except a certain

small squilla or shrimp, with a protuberant

back, sometimes met with, which lives there."

As Rumphius published his work in Amster-
dam in 1 75 1, it shows that observers were
closely on the track of what modern observers

have been inclined to claim as their own
ground. Of our species especially Barton
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says, "The leaves of Sarracenia vatiolaris,

which is a native of the swamps of Georgia
and Carolina, contain great numbers of insects-

The fact is not unknown to the various species

of birds, especially to the brown thrush, or

French mocking bird {Turdiis tufus), and other
birds belonging to this and other genera of the
•order Passerines. It is common to see numbers
•of these birds collecting about the Sarracenia,

with no other known view than to procure
the imprisoned insects. They pick holes in

the leaves, and then slit them for some dis-

tance, and thus readily obtain their prey.

They cannot obtain their prey through the

mouths of the ascidia. This fact is well

attested ; nor will it be deemed one of the

least interesting in the history of the instincts

of this class of birds." He adds, ''When we
consider the multitudes of insects which they
(the pitchers) often contain, we may, with great

propriety, call them the store-houses of the

food of birds.

"

That the plant has been designed expressly

to catch insects for its own good, is believed to

be proved by the power which the plants

possess of excreting a honeyed juice above the

tube of the leaf, and which seems to be of no
value to the plant except to allure insects to

their destruction. Our present species has
had an important part in the discussions that

have arisen on this question, and it becomes
an important matter in the history of Satra-
cenia to note the facts here. In the " Proceed-

ings of the American Association" in 1874,

Professor Riley thus states the point : " Run-
ning up the front, or ventral side of the

trumpet, is a broad wing with a hardened
border, parting at the top and extending
round the rim. Along this border, as Dr.

Mellichamp discovered, but especially for a

short distance inside the mouth, and less

conspicuously inside the lid, there exudes
drops of a sweetened, viscid fluid, which as

the leaf matures, is replaced by a white, papery,

tasteless, or but slightly sweetened sediment
or efflorescence ; while at the smooth bottom
of the pitcher is secreted a limpid fluid possess-

ing toxic or inebriating qualities." Dr.

Mellichamp, however, in a subsequent volume
of the American Naturalist disclaims all respon-

sibility for the statement about the inebriating

quality of the secretion. He says the secretion

is viscid to the touch and sweet to the taste.

He cut the trumpets open and allowed flies

and other insects to feed on the secretions.

He has seen some feed for ten minutes, and
' • there was no indication at any time of either

stupor or intoxication. **

In regard to the living larva found by Dr.

Mellichamp in the leaves of Sarracenia vario-

lariSy Prof. Riley gives some very interesting

accounts in the paper cited. The Sarracenia

moth, Xanthoptera semicrocea "was figured

many years ago by Abbott, who found it feed-

ing on Sarracenia variolatis in Georgia." '* It

walks with impunity over the inner surface of

the pitcher, which proves so treacherous to

other insects. " "The young larva from the

moment of hatching, spins for itself a carpet

of silk," and very soon closes the mouth of

the pitcher. It is suggested that possibly this

moth may have some duty to perform in cross

fertilization. He then refers to another

"grub" found among the macerated remains

of insects at the bottom of the pitcher—similar

perhaps to those found by Rumphius so long

ago, in Sarracenia purpurea. This, Mr. Riley

names Sarcophaga sarracenia, or the Sarracenia

flesh-fly. Upwards of a dozen larva are

dropped into each pitcher by the parent fly;

but they eat one another, and one only, finally

remains. Two or three other minute insects

have been found by Mr. Riley in the pitchers,

which make in all five known to brave with

impunity the horrors of this death-dealing

floral well. It seems rather hard that after

the plant by an elaborate contrivance, catches

insects, other insects which it cannot injure,

should seize so large a portion of the plant's

prejs but this is in keeping with much that

we find in other fields of nature. Still the

reflection may not be without its use by those

who may study design in connection with

these curious plants.

Dr. L. Peyre Porcher, believes that the plant

has undoubted medical virtues ; though this

has been disputed by others who preceded him.

So much of special interest has been said and
written about this particular species of pitcher

plant, that it is impossible to cover all the

ground in one chapter, as can be done with

other plants illustrated. Future opportunities

will be taken to complete its history.

Explanation of the Plate.—Full-sized portions of a
plant, grrown by Mr. Jackson Dawson, at the Arnold Arbore-
tum of the Bussey Institute, Mass.

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURE.

WINTER.
" Lastly came Winter, clothed all in frize.

Chattering his teeth for cold that did him chill

;

Whil'st on his hoary beard his breath did freeze,
And the dull drops, that from his purpled bill
As from a limbech (alembic) did adown distill:
In his right hand a tipped staffe he held,
With which his feeble steps he stayed still

;

For he was faint with cold, and weak with eld

;

(age),

That scarse his loosed limbes he hable was to
weld." (wield). —Spenser.

Opuntia rutila.—Few who have not had a
sight of the dryer regions of our countr>^ can
have a good idea of the important part which
cactuses play in floral scenery. With this

appears an illustration, see page 9, gotten
from a recent report made by the United States

Department of Agriculture of an exploration
in the Death Valley part of the great desert

area. This particular species is particularly

striking by its dense clothure of long slender
spines. It was first discovered by Nuttall
*' in latitude 42°, on the Colorado of the West,

"

who gave it its name. Mr. C. Hart Merriam,
who has prepared the admirable portion of the
report referring to the cactuses and yuccas
met with on the expedition, speaks of it as
baving sometimes yellow as well as red flow-

ers. It was found in Nevada and Utah, just
entering California. The question will natur-
ally arise as to what part this dense mat
of spines plays in the economy of the plant.

If the answer should be **for protection,"
another question, what to protect from, would
follow. There are cactuses with few or no
spines that might as legitimately cry for pro-
tection.

Water Vine of Nicaragua.—Under this
name a correspondent of the Public Ledger
speaks of a Nicaraguan plant: " Beneath the
dense canopy of the trees in the deep forest
the floral exhibit was disappointing and insig-
nificant. They sought the tree tops where
sunlight and the air was abundant and there
nm riot. In March or April to look down on

the tree-tops of a valley was to see a blaze of
gorgeous coloring.

Among all the vines and creepers that bind
the underbrush in a tough, dense mat, hem-
ming in the traveller on all sides, the Bejuco
de aqua, or water vine, was the one exception
that was not a nuisance. This vine looks like

an old manilla rope, and furnishes a cool and
clear drink of tasteless water. Seizing the
vine in the left hand, a stroke of the machete
severs it a foot or two below the hand and
another stroke severs it above the hand ; imme-
diately a stream of water issues from the
lower end, which may be caught in a dipper or

in the mouth. A three foot length of vine,

two inches in diameter, would furnish a pint of

water.*'

Variations in the Sensitive Fern.—Prof.

W. W. Bailey notes: "At Little Compton, R.

I., this summer I found the wildest vagaries in

0?toclea sensibilis; not only forms that filled the

bill for variety obtusilobata, but transitorial

conditions of utmost eccentricity. The ordi-

nary fruiting kind, as every one knows, is

berry-like; but here I had long attenuated pin-

nae—rolled up from the sides inward; but
not lacineate, and other fruiting conditions

not inrolled at all. I have at other times

seen Osmunda Claytoniana vary in the same
queer way. These monstrous forms often throw
light on morphology.

"

Luminous Flowers.—It has long been
placed on record that the daughter of Linnjcus

saw flashes of light, supposed to be phospho-
rescent, coming from fraxinella flowers. The
list has been added to occasionally, but not to

a great extent. The nasturtium is said some-
times to present this phenomenon. Some
sunflowers and the French marigold have been
included

; and Mr. Mauriceson, of the Golden
Gate Park, San Francisco, states that the

Australian poppy will frequently send out

flashes of light. What species of plant is

intended by the term Australian poppy ?

(3)
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Viola palmata, Lin.—Mr. C. J. Hill, of En-
glewood, Illinois, notes: *'The interesting

note of Mr. John VV. Dunlop, regarding the

behavior of this plant on Racine Prairie, calls

to mind my observations of it in the vicinity

of Chicago. It is a frequent plant here, but

far less common than the variety cucullata

(Gray), everywhere abundant except in the dry

sands, where Viola pedata takes its place. I

have often closely studied it and the variety,

having been quite skeptical about their being

the same species. The two are generally

found growing in the same localities, some-
times so thoroughly mingled that they crowd
one another, yet with leaves so distinct as

to show no intermediate forms. It was not till

two years ago that I came across a few plants

with both kinds of leaves on the same root.

They grow in a bit of woodland at Willow
Springs, where plenty of both kinds, entirely

distinct as to foliage, also grew. This is the

only iUvStance in my experience with the plant.

The lower and earlier leaves were of the

cucullate type, tlie later and higher of the

palmate type. Though almost universally so

different in foliage, I could never find any con-

stant distinctions in the flowers. These vary
no more as between the two forms than do in-

dividuals of the same form. This is also true

of the cleistogamic flowers, whose minute
anatomy under the microscope showed the

same parts and structure. About all that

appeared to be made out was that the variety

is more floriferous than the type; but this

may be local or seasonal.

Viola pahnata sometimes varies towards V.

sagittata. This is mainly in the summer stage

of the two. when the leaves become much
enlarged. Then the lower part of the leaves of

the V. sagittata may become lobed, and the

sagittate basal lobes become more or less lobu-

late, and so closely resemble narrow-leaved
forms of V. palmata as to quite baffle distinc-

tion. But cleistogamic flowers, if present, as

they are very apt to be at this season, are

a decisive test, for those of V. palmata are on
short, horizontal or incurved stalks, usually

hidden under dead leaves or half buried in

loose soil, while those of V. sagittata are

on tall, erect stalks. Sometimes the leaves of

the V. palmata resemble those of V. pedati-

fida; but they are rarely as finely divided, and
with less approach to regularity, for the loba-

tion of V, palmata is exceedingly varied in

pattern.

I have never observed any lack of fruit-

fulness of the early and complete floweis of

V. palmata and its variety. The cleistogamic

flowers do not seem to be needed for this pur-

pose, but serve to prolong the time of produc-

tiveness. It is, however, an admirable pro-

vision of nature against any accidents that

might befall the conspicuous flowers. In habi-

tat, V. palmata is with us, essentially, though

not exclusively, a denizen of the woods, liking

a rich soil, in places a little shady. It flour-

ishes in such localities and becomes very large

in the summer. The variety cucullata shares

the woods with it, but is less particular as

to soil, and is also abundant in prairies and

meadows where it comes in contact with V.

sagittata and V. pedatifida, the latter almost

exclusively a prairie plant.

Migration of Plants.—It is the belief of

many scientific men that, when the ice com-

menced its journey southwardly, covering

so large a portion of the temperate regions

of the northern portion of our globe, many
of the northern plants accompanied the trav-

els of the ice sheet. Plants which would

not journey southwardly as long as the

temperature remained high, took that jour-

ney when the temperature fell ; but what

they have not explained is, why, by virtue

of the same law, they did not follow the ice on

its retrocession towards the North Pole. One
would suppose that there would be no more

difi&culty in journeying backwards than in

journeying forwards, provided the conditions

were the same. There are a large number of

problems connected with the geography of

plants that have not j^et been solved. One of

the most interesting facts is that nearly all

Arctic plants are perennial ; it is extremely

rare that a species with an annual character is

found among them.

Texas Clover.—Miss Laura Bennett, of

Wadesboro, N. C, notes that the Richardsonia

scabra was introduced into south-west Georgia

about thirty years ago, and has received the

common name of "Texas Clover." She has

seen eight acres literally covered with it. It is

a very persistent weed when it once gets a

foothold. Its native country is Mexico.

A Fire-Weed,—Erechtites hieracifolia.
—Mr. B. F. Leeds, Jacksonville, Florida, says:

"The composite fire-weed, credited by you to
* New Jersey and probably elsewhere,' ^^^r^///^5

hieracifolia, I found growing and in flower,

the 1 6th of December, on the site of the

sometime since burnt Murray Hall, the one
fine hotel at Pablo Beach. Pablo Beach, as

you perhaps know, is an ocean-side warm
weather resort some seventeen miles out of
this city, eastwardly. The fire-weed speci-

mens w^ere thriving finely on a quite bare
spot, and the question came to me in con-

sequence, "Does this plant especially dis-

like a crowed, or is it simply a preference for

cooked food rather than raw that prompts
it to fall to, eat and grow on such pre-

viously scorched areas ?
'

'

A new chemical germ stimulating com-
bination, to be found only on fire-touched

surfaces, may account for the singular
habit of this one plant, or are we all

abroad in our surmise or belief that the
Erechtites only appears where fire has
recently passed ? More recently I found
a number of these plants, a dozen or
more perhaps, along the border of the
King's Road, the highway, in part shell-

covered, that connects South Jacksonville
with Saint Augustine. An old colored
man sitting in a neighboring doorway
was asked whether the old grass had
been burnt over the road margin in ques-
' ion. and his answer was that it had been
v.ithin the year.

Chapman says of E. hieracifolia that
it is common in the South, in rich soil.

A note of my own in my Chapman's
Botany of the Southern U. S., opposite
this species, made in the spring of 1886, says
" probably seen in the burnt district of Palatka,
Fla."

On the outskirts of Jacksonville, and also of
South Jacksonville, I have seen during the
same month, Hypoxis erecta flowering on ground
that had been fire-touched, inside of twelve
months, and in one case inside of three, the
star grass being in this latter instance the
only herbaceous thing in sight.
The Monthly reaches me in very nice shape,

so that one can fully enjoy its fine illustrations
and excellent reading matter. '

' Why does the
plant love fire }

Variations in Plants.—Botanists gener-

ally have but a faint idea of the breadth of

variation common to all plants ; and can only

attribute a striking departure from the " nor-

mal type"—that is to say from the specimen
from which the first description was drawn

—

as being the result of hybridization. "Supposed
hybrids " abound in botanical literature. Mr.
Eugene Schieff'elin, of Tivoli-on-the-Hudson,

has a beautiful form of the common hemlock
spruce, the branches of which have a cruciate

character. The leader does not drop as in

ordinary hemlocks, but is stiff" and erect, and
it has verticils of four branches at regular

intervals. Those who are familiar with hem-

SYRINGA JAPONICA -.skc paoc s.

locks on a large scale know how wide is the

variation,—this particular one of Mr. Schieffelin

is, however, unique. When our botanical

friends get done with naming and describing

" hybrid " oaks, the hemlock offers a rich field

for the extension of botanical nomenclature.

Bear Grass.—A correspondent says that in

the South Yucca filamentosa is known as Bear

Grass, and that farmers keep a few stocks cul-

tivated in order to use the leaves as strings

so as to hang pork on, and for other similar

uses. In some cases the plant throws up the

flower stalks ten feet high.
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Sarracenia variolaris.—Although Sarra-

cenia variolaris does not seem to have been well

enough known to warrant any botanist in des-

cribing it before Michaux, and the English floral

chronologies give 1803 as the date of its intro-

duction to culture by Lee and Kennedy in Eng-
land; there is reason to believe that the indefa-

tigable John Bartram had seen it and sent it to

Collinson half a century before. In Collinson's

memorandums of the plants in his garden is

this: "January, 1762, received from J. Bart-

ram, one Sarracenia (a dwarfspecies). '

' Dillwyn
who printed in 1843 th^ Hortus Collinsonianus

identifies this with Sarracenia variolaris.

In relation to the contradictory objects

often apparent in nature, as already noted in

the case of the Sarracenia flesh-fly being accom-

modated by food apparently caught for another

purpose, it may be in place also to note the

fact that this species which has been regarded

as the most inveterate fly catcher of the whole

genus, offers less inducements in the structure

of the lid of the pitcher than any others.

The pitcher itself is arched, and the opening

often very small. And yet it seems a part of

all nature to struggle the most for that which
is the hardest to get, and in this, perhaps, the

more secret trap of this species was the more
ingenious. What Moore says of the lover,

may be as true of the insect in love with rare

food. In the "Fire Worshippers" Moore
says :

(i Nor wake to learn what Love can dare.
Love, all defying Love, who sees
No charm in trophies won with ease;
Whose rarest, dearest fruits of bliss

Are plucked on Danger's precipice !

Bolder than they who dare not dive
For pearls, but when the sea's at rest

Love, in the tempest most alive,

Hath ever held that pearl the best
He finds beneath the stormiest water !

"

Origin of Guano.—Mineral phosphates and
guano are often confounded with each other.

So much of these articles are used in gardening

that it interests all to have an idea what it is.

Navassa guano is frequently referred to. The
Independent notices that the phosphate deposits

of the island of Navassa, in the West Indies,

are represented by E. V. d'Invilliers, of Phila-

delphia, as occurring in two terraces ; the one,

of gray phosphate, in a low terrace from ten to

seventy feet high encircling the island ; the

other, of red phosphate, abounding in caves

upon an upper flat, two hundred and thirty

feet above the sea. The mineral occupies irreg-

ular fields or caves in a coral limestone, not

extending deeper than twenty feet. This red

variety contains over fifteen per cent, of iron

and alumina, and probably some of the lime

has been leached out. The island looks like a

coral atoll. The phosphate must have been of

organic origin and washed into the surface

cavities, and partly or wholly derived from the

droppings of birds. There are one hundred

and tfeirty acres of the gray variety, more

than half worked out; while the red phosphate,

the less valuable, is much more abundant.

Life in the Dead Sea.—It has become to

be a scientific axiom that the waters of the

Dead Sea are absolutely destitute of any living

vegetable or animal organism. A French in-

vestigator, M. Lortet, has now found that even

this supposed great truth is wrong. He finds

innumerable numbers of species of micro-or-

ganisms, and they are found to be of a very

malevolent character. Animals inoculated die

in a few days from the blood-poisoning brought

on through the agency of these minute bodies.

The river Jordan, which is so popular with pil-

grims for bathing, is said to be full of these

micro-organisms to such an extent as to be

absolutely unfit for bathing, and for drinking

water almost perilous.

A P0PUI.AR Oregon Flower.—While Cali-

fornia is creating some envy by pointing to

the great glory which Eschscholtzia Califomica

gives to that state, the people of Oregon

are comforting themselves with the idea that

Gaillardia aristata is just as proud a beautifier

of their country as ever the California poppy

can be for that state. Eastern people will have

to look on and let the Blanket flower and the

poppy, like the white and red roses, settle the

dispute themselves.

Jumping Seed.—A number of plants have

seeds which occasionally seem to have the

property of leaping. It is now ascertained

that this is in consequence of the motion of

insects which make their home in these seeds.

One kind, known as the "Mexican Jumping
Bean," owes the motion, according to Prof.

Riley, to an insect which he calls Carpocapsa

saltitans.

-¥.mm^!mss;^m^^
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THE SEAT AT THE BEECH TREE.
" On the lawn.

Beneath a spreading beech, our favourite seat.
We sat us down at last and made review
Of what was past, and sought to shadow forth
The history to come."

Howard Worckster Gii^bert.

RhodeA JaponicA.—Mr. E. O. Orpet, South
Lancaster, Mass., referring to the note in the

November issue, kindly notes that the plant

has been introduced into American gardens,

being in Mr. Hunnewell's collection and
others,—and that it proves to be a very
valuable hardy plant, and an excellent thing
for window culture. The scarlet, holly-like

berries add to its interest.

Crat.kgus apiifolia.—The Garden and
Forest has had recently chapters calling atten-

tion to the great merits of American haw-
thorns for ornamental purposes. It is a well
timed direction to a class comparatively neg-
lected by planters. Possibly the most beauti-

ful, certainly one of the most beautiful of the
American hawthorns, is the parsley-leaved

CratcefTus apiifolia. A specimen in the Ger-
mantown Nurseries is about 35 years old. It

is about 25 feet high and 20 feet in diameter,

with a trunk about iS inches in circumference.

In June it is densely set with its clusters of
white, slightly scented flowers,—w^hile the
finely cut leaves, turning to a beautiful crim-

son in fall, give it considerable attractiveness.

Benthamia.—The great bot-

anist, Bentham, has been un-
lucky in botanical honors. In

1828S. Richard named an orchid

in his honor, but it was finally

regarded as but Habenaria. In

1830 Lindley again tried it, but
this time it finally came to be
but an Amsinckia. In 1833
Lindley for the second time
ventured on the plant now
fi«:ured from the London Journal
of Horticulture, but the hidex
Kewe7isis refers the genus to

Comus and calls it Cornus capi-

tata, before named by Wallich
from the Himalayan mountains.
It differs from Cornus in having
the berries all consolidated, in-

stead of standing out separately
as our dogwoods do. Hence,
the name of Lindley, Be?ithamia
f^ci^ifera—\\\^ strawberry bearer.
In Meehans' Nurseries, its sister,

Cornus Kousa, has blossomed,
and proves to be a valuable addi-
tion to ornamental plants. It

has been known as Be?tt/iamia
faponica.

(7)
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American Roses.—Sometimes we may profit

by even a sharp criticism ; and an English

critic expresses surprise that with an apparent

love of roses, which pervades the American

people and which leads them to buy them

by the hundreds of thousand and very often at

a high price, very few attempts have been

made by American florists to improve the rose.

They have not the patience in carefully cross-

ing which a number of the old-world rose

growers exhibit,—no attempt of any account

is made to raise seedlings,—and the critic calls

close attentioi/to the fact that all the so-called

American roses that are popular were merely

chance sports . He refers to the varieties known

as Marshal P. Wilder, the Bride, Sunset, the

Puritan, the Waban, and the Queen, A little

fun is made of Americans about the American

Beauty, which is not an American rose,—but

Americans have never claimed this. It was

called American Beauty simply because the

original name was lost and no one knew what

its real name was. It was ultimately found to

be a European variety known as Madam Fer-

dinand Jamain,—this is conceded by Amer-

ican rose growers themselves, and they are

perfectly willing that the credit should go

to where the credit is due. Still the point is a

good one, and American rose growers might

possibly turn their attention to the raising of

roses from seed. The standard of excellence

in America is very different from that which

prevails in the old world. The American rose

grower does not simply want a large showy

flower with some peculiar tint or shade of

color,—he wants a flower with a long stem

that can be cut to advantage without having to

fasten an artificial stalk to it,—and he wants a

variety that will bloom freely and in continual

succession as well. These points have never

been a want in the old world, and American

needs should bring American results.

Many plants which are ordinarily annual, live

through the winter when sown very late, but I

have never known a single specimen of Crab

grass to live through the winter, in the open

ground, under any circumstances. But after

the plants attain any considerable size, they

will stand about as much digging up and

overhauling, even in hot dry weather, as any

I know of; and the only way to destroy it, is

to hoe or cultivate very soon after it comes up.

But to "give the devil his due" we must say

for this and Witch grass that both make the

very best of forage when young and tender,

and while the latter gives, on rich soil, a very

early and very heavy crop for the scythe, the

latter yields the best of pasture later in

summer when other grasses begin to fail.

"

The Crab Grass.—Paspalum sanguinale is

undoubtedly an annual, as the following from

Mr. W. F. Bassett, Hammonton, New Jersey,

shows.

"In your remarks on Crab grass, you ask

whether it is an annual. There are several

grasses which are called by this name, but the

common Crab grass of this section, a green-

house-grown sample of which I enclose, is an

annual, without the possibility of a doubt.

Antigonon leptopus.—A correspondent

from Galveston sends specimens for a name,

which prove to be of this plant. He describes

it as a twining vine, dying to the ground

in the winter time ; but advancing during the

season so rapidly that it reaches the tops of

the tallest trees,—at times completely envelop-

ing them. It is clothed with panicles of rose

colored blossoms, far outrivaling in beauty the

crape myrtle. It must be, from his descrip-

tion and the specimens which he sends, a won-

derfully beautiful plant. It bears, in Galves-

ton, the popular name of " Corona di Reina,"

which is Mexican for Queen's Crown,—a name

which its royal beauty well deserves. Our cor-

respondent has heard of a Mexican vine, called

in that country " Rosa di Montana," that is to

say Mountain Rose, which he thinks is likely

to be the same thing.

Syringa Japonica.—Every new addition to

the family of lilacs is welcome in American

gardens. The common Siberian forms of lilac

are especially so. During the past year a

species from Japan has flowered in several

American collections. The flowers individ-

ually are small, but collectively they make a

very large head of greenish white flowers,

—

sometimes over a foot in diameter. When in

time plants shall have grown large they will

have an unusually showy effect among hardy

flowers. The engraving given on page 5, is

from Dr. Dieck's catalogue, who is one of the

most energetic of German introducers of new
things.

m

Fancied Resemblance in Trees.—The
writer was reading recently in a horticultural
serial of high character, severe criticisms on the
training of trees so as to represent birds, beasts,
or forms ofother things. In reading this no one
would seem to object. Strange to say, in the
same paper, was a sketch of profile rocks,
which the reader was called on especially to
admire. Some hillside, it was said, exactly
resembled the profile of a human face, and
others somewhere else had similar points to

recommend them. Just why these fancied

?f-^^

blance. We are not recommending that trees
should be sheared into these fanciful figures,

by no means, and yet it seems strange that
these contradictions in our natures should exist.

Improving Sugar Cane by Selection.—
Mr. W. T. Thompson, of Patterson, La., in-

quires whether it is possible to improve the
chemical characters of the Sugar Cane by plant
selection,—the universal opinion being that
these characters can only be effected by selec-

tion from seeds. Such high authorities as Mr.

"t <*'at»0-

s.^: . T
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resemblances should be admired in the case of
rocks and not in trees is not explainable.
Everywhere these fancied resemblances draw
interest. Recently, in an American magazine,
was an account of the outline of a moun-
tain near the harbor of San Vincente in the
Cape Verde Islands, which is said to resemble
remarkably the conventional statues of Gen-
eral Washington—this mountain top repre-
sents him, as it were, lying face upwards in
sleep. It is said that every one visiting this
part of the world goes considerably out of his
^'ay to look on and enjoy this fancied resem-

Thistleton Dyer and Mr. Daniel Morris of Kew,
are quoted in favor of the latter view. It is

probable that these eminent gentlemen are not
as familiar with the effects of bud vatiation as
we are on this more extensive continent. It

is pretty well understood here where sports by
bud variations are rather common, that the
chemical characters of such variations change
as easily as when variations come from seeds.

With all these facts, there is no reason for be-
lieving that sugar cane may not really be im-
proved by selecting the best and propagating
therefrom.

%•' '.
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American Roses.—Sometimes we may profit

by even a sharp criticism ; and an English

critic expresses surprise that with an apparent

love of roses, which pervades the American

people and which leads them to buy them

by the hundreds of thousand and very often at

a high price, very few attempts have been

made by American florists to improve the rose.

They have not the patience in carefully cross-

ing which a number of the old-world rose

growers exhibit,—no attempt of any account

is made to raise seedlings,—and the critic calls

close attentioi/to the fact that all the so-called

American roses that are popular were merely

chance sports. He reftrs to the varieties known

as Marshal P. Wilder, the Bride, Sunset, the

Puritan, the Waban, and the Queen. A little

fun is made of Americans about the American

Beauty, which is not an American rose,—but

Americans have never claimed this. It was

called American Beauty simply because the

original name was lost and no one knew what

its real name was. It was ultimately found to

be a European variety known as Madam Fer-

dinand Jaraain,—this is conceded by Amer-

ican rose growers themselves, and they are

perfectly willing that the credit should go

to where the credit is due. Still the point is a

good one, and American rose growers might

possibly turn their attention to the raising of

roses from seed. The standard of excellence

in America is very different from that which

prevails in the old world. The American rose

grower does not simply want a large showy

flower with some peculiar tint or shade of

color,—he wants a flower with a long stem

that can be cut to advantage without having to

fasten an artificial stalk to it,—and he wants a

variety that will bloom freely and in continual

succession as well. These points have never

been a want in the old world, and American

needs should bring American results.

Many plants which are ordinarily annual, live

through the winter when sown very late, but I

have never known a single specimen of Crab

grass to live through the winter, in the open

ground, under any circumstances. But after

the plants attain any considerable size, they

will stand about as much digging up and

overhauling, even in hot dry weather, as any

I know of; and the only way to destroy it, is

to hoe or cultivate very soon after it comes up.

But to ''give the devil his due" we must say

for this and Witch grass that both make the

very best of forage when young and tender,

and while the latter gives, on rich soil, a very

early and very heavy crop for the scythe, the

latter yields the best of pasture later in

summer when other grasses begin to fail.

"

The Crab GrAvSS.—Paspalum safigulnale is

undoubtedly an annual, as the following from

Mr. W. F. Bassett, Hammonton, New Jersey,

shows.

••In your remarks on Crab grass, you ask

whether it is an annual. There are several

grasses which are called by this name, but the

common Crab grass of this section, a green-

house-grown sample of which I enclose, is an

annual, without the possibility of a doubt.

Antigonon leptopus.—A correspondent

from Galveston sends specimens for a name,

which prove to be of this plant. He describes

it as a twining vine, dying to the ground

in the winter time ; but advancing during the

season so rapidly that it reaches the tops of

the tallest trees,—at times completely envelop-

incr them. It is clothed with panicles of rose

colored blossoms, far outrivaling in beauty the

crape myrtle. It must be, from his descrip-

tion and the specimens which he sends, a won-

derfully beautiful plant. It bears, in Galves-

ton, the popular name of •' Corona di Reina,"

which is Mexican for Queen's Crown,—a name

which its royal beauty well deserves. Our cor-

respondent has heard of a Mexican vine, called

in that country •• Rosa di Montana," that is to

say Mountain Rose, which he thinks is likely

to be the same thing.

Syringa JAPONICA.—Every new addition to

the family of lilacs is welcome in American

gardens. The common Siberian forms of lilac

are especially so. During the past year a

species from Japan has flowered in several

American collections. The flowers individ-

ually are small, but collectively they make a

very large head of greenish white flowers,

—

sometimes over a foot in diameter. When in

time plants shall have grown large they will

have an unusually showy effect among hardy

flowers. The engraving given on page 5, is

from Dr. Dieck's catalogue, who is one of the

most energetic of German introducers of new

things.

Fancied Resemblance in Trees.—The
writer was reading recently in a horticultural

serial of high character, severe criticisms on the
training of trees so as to represent birds, beasts,

or forms of other things. In reading this no one
would seem to object. Strange to say, in the
same paper, was a sketch of profile rocks,

which the reader was called on especially to

admire. Some hillside, it was said, exactly
resembled the profile of a human face, and
others somewhere else had similar points to

recommend them. Just why these fancied

blance. We are not recommending that trees

should be sheared into these fanciful figures,

by no means, and yet it seems strange that
these contradictions in our natures should exist.

Improving Sugar Cane by Sklkction.—
Mr. W. T. Thompson, of Patterson, La., in-

quires whether it is possible to improve the
chemical characters of the Sugar Cane by plant
selection,—the universal opinion being that
these characters can only be effected by selec-

tion from seeds. Such high authorities as Mr.
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resemblances should be admired in the case of
rocks and not in trees is not explainable.
I'.verywhere these fancied resemblances draw
interest. Recently, in an American magazine,
^vas an account of the outline of a moun-
tain near the harbor of San Vincente in the
Cape Verde Islands, which is said to resemble
remarkably the conventional statues of Gen-
eral Washington—this mountain top repre-
sents him. as it were, lying face upwards in
sleep. It is said that every one visiting this
part of the world goes considerably out of his
^vay to look on and enjoy this fancied resem-

Thistkton Dyer and Mr. Daniel Morris of Kew,
are quoted in favor of the latter view. It is

probable that these eminent gentlemen are not
as familiar with the effects of bud vaiiation as

we are on this more extensive continent. It

is pretty well understood here where sports bj'

bud variations are rather common, that the
chemical characters of such variations change
as easily as when variations come from seeds.

With all these facts, there is no reason for be-

lieving that sugar cane may not really be im-
proved by selecting the best and propagating
therefrom.
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A Fine Specimen of the Mammoth Tree
OP California.—Mr. Joshua Pusey, of Phila-

delphia, sends a small twig for a name, which
proves to be of the great Mammoth Tree of

California {Sequoia gigantea). It is remarkable
from the fact of its growing in a place now
apparently neglected, from vSeed said to have
been received from California a great many
years ago. What is still more surprising,

although every tree known to the writer around
Philadelphia has been wholly destroyed or

badly demoralized by a minute fungus, this

one is distinguished by being absolutely

healthy. From its unprotected condition the

top of it was cut off by some vandal many
years ago for a Christmas tree. Mr. Pusey
describes it at present as being 5^ feet in

circumference at about one foot above the

ground, with a straight trunk about 10 feet to

where it was beheaded,—the spread of branches
is about 30 feet. The tree probably would
have been 30 or 40 feet in height, but for the

misfortune which befell it. It will be a mat-
ter of great interest to know the dimensions
of the largest and best trees under cultivation

in the Bast.

The Oleander.—Notwithstanding the ole-

ander is numbered among poisonous plants

—

and it is really believed that it was the flowers

of the oleander ar.d not the rhododendron
that caused such trouble in the army of

Xerxes—no trouble has ever been found from
them in America, notwithstanding in the

Southern States they are so extensively grown.
Some of the English papers are endeavoring to

create a sentiment against them ; but all we
can find to warrant this is something that

happened in 1809, when it is said some
Spanish soldiers used the wood for skewers in

roasting meat, and a few children, many years

ago, died through eating the flowers. Possibly

it may be that in America children get so

many things better to eat than oleanders that

this may be the reason, therefore, for the

general immunity of American people and
children from any injury resulting from the

cultivation of this beautiful plant.

Perennial Plants.—It has recently been

shown in a scientific paper that the reason

why some plants appear as annuals and others

as perennials, is simply because of the strain

on nutrition, which annual plants make. la

perennial plants there is not the same drafts

and a little nutrition is left to form buds at

the base, and in that way continues the same

individual plant from year to year. If the

annuals are prevented from maturing seeds by

having the flowers cut off" early, they become

perennials, and make buds at the base just as

those recognized as perennials do. Perennials

indeed are scarcely such any more than those

recognized as annuals. The potato, for

instance, makes a new tuber, but all the rest

of the plant dies; and this is said to be true,

in the main, of all plants—even the strawberry,

as there is nothing about the plant, more than

one year, that is truly living.

Rose, Wm. Allan Richardson.—This

beautiful rose is far more popular in the old

world than it is here, having been named in

honor of Mr. W. A. Richardson, a highly es-

teemed amateur horticulturist, of Louisville,

Ky. The climate being not so severe in that

part of the world, it lives out without injury

during English winters, and in some cases is

used as a climber for ornamenting walls, fre-

quently reaching to the second stories of the

houses. .Its golden-yellow flowers have ob-

tained for it in that part of the world, the

common name of the apricot rose, which name
is unfairly supplanting the American name
which justly belongs to it.

Hardy Shrubs and Trees.—Mr. Wm.
Golding tells the Royal Horticultural Society

of London that the plantings of rare trees and

shrubs have very much declined in England

since Loudon's time. In America it has been

different. The desire to plant a variety of

trees and shrubs has steadily increased during

that time,—till there are to-day few^ gardens

that could not show a greater variety than

some famous English places.

Deterioration of Varieties.—Professor

Bailey states that the varieties of the tomato

scarcely remain distinct after a generation pr

two. He thinks that there is no vegetable

which deteriorates so rapidly as this,—they

soon loose their distinguishing characteristics.

He, however, naively remarks, "It is not cer-

tain that all this variation is chargeable to the

running out of the variety."

The Codlin Moth in California.—When
this insect first appeared among the apple trees
of California a great fight was made by the de-
struction of treps and other repressive meas-
ures to destroy, and as the expression is,

"stamp out the little creature." All these
efforts have been found non-effectual. Instead
of endeavoring by state laws to prevent the in-
troduction of the insect into California, or the
destruction of trees, it would have been
wiser to endeavor to destroy the insect where
it appeared by applications of Paris green, as
we do in the East. One pound of Paris green
to 160 gallons of water is the application.

Fl^qilTS m. ¥E^ETi^PLES.

Clianthus Dampieri. —This singularly
beautiful annual plant from New Zealand, has
never been very successful in our country. It

seems to have some tender habit which causes
it to die away, either before or soon after flower-
ing. A correspondent, Mr. Louis Vieweg, of
Quedlinburg, Germany, has thought to apply
the scientific doctrine of natural selection to
the plant

;
and by successively selecting year

after year those which seemed to be the
hardiest, and with the least imperfection, he
now claims that he has a strain which will do
perfectly well in localities where the original
usually failed before.

A RosE-CoLORED Calla—A common white
calla lily, the Richardia ^'Ethiopica of botan-
ists, is well known,—as well under the
name of Easter lily as calla lily. Sometime
ago a yellow species was introduced into
Europe from Africa, and it is now reported
that a rose-colored one has been found. It is

called Richardia Lehma7ini, The flower in
shape and size is very much like the common
white calla; but the leaves are long and linear,
being at least four times as long as broad.

KuDsu Vine.—This is a much shorter and
easier name than Pachyrhizus Thunbcrgianus,
or Dolichos Japonicus, the botanical name of a
remarkably fast growing vine that has been
for ten or more years in American gardens.
It is a perennial, dying to the ground in win
ter, but will make the enormous growth of
60 feet in three months. It is of the bean
family— indeed the foliage resembles some-
what that of the Lima bean. Pueraria Thun-
bergianus is its strict name.

A ViNELEss Sweet potato.—In the culti-

vation of the sweet potato, a point is to keep
the trailing branches from rooting in the
ground,—if these creeping branches get roots,
it is so much taken from the main crop,—all

the roots are comparatively small and value-

^
less for commercial purposes. For this reason
the cultivator of the sweet potato has to be
continually moving among the vines,—lifting
them from the ground by various methods in
order to prevent these branches from sending
out other roots. It is now given out that in
Florida a variety has been raised which takes
on the bushy form without any tendency to
run or sprawl over the ground. If this be so,

it ought to be one of the greatest advances
made for many years. As a general rule,

varieties of the bushy class are not as pro-
ductive as those which take on a regular
climbing character. The bushy varieties are
not nearly as productive as the taller growing
kinds, but the sweet potato may be an excep-
tion, as the crop is under ground.

Grafting Grapes.—In the notice recent-

ly given of the death of a leading Phila-

delphia amateur horticulturist, Robert Cornel-
ius, it was stated that he
was the inventor of a new
process for grafting the

grape. The method was
to take half-matured wood
to operate on. The scion

was wedged at both ends,

and inserted like a bow in

the stock. A piece of tape

then tied around drew the

scion tightly into the

stock. Success in almost

every case was absolutely

perfect. Attention was re-

cently drawn to this meth-
od by a recent paper in

"Orchard and Garden."

The cut is not exactly the

same as originally appear-

ed in the Gardener' s Month-

fyy but it serves well to

illustrate the nature of the

method.

•..-i»> ..
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Black Knot in the Plum Tree.—The
Country Gentlemen, of October the 29th, has an

excellent article on the efforts made by one of

its correspondents to rid his plum orchard of

the black knot by cutting off the excrescences

as fast as they appeared. The experiments

were conducted annually from 1884 to 1891,

with the result of showing that not the slight-

est advantage was gained by cutting off and

burning these knots, as is so generally recom-

mended. This is in accord with all that we
have taught. Now that it is known that

these knots are caused by the operation of a

minute fungus which floats in the atmosphere

until it finds a convenient stopping place, it is

clear they cannot be kepc from floating around

by the few which we burn. This may be of

value to the persons of experience who are

continually watching for a chance to fight the

knot. It has now become a well ascertained

fact that the conditions which are suitable for

the growth of these spores are so very nice,

that it is to this fact more than anything else

that their growth is kept by nature within the

limits which we find them occupying. The
best protection against the attacks of these

spores is to remove or obstruct these condi-

tions, for much more has been gained by wash-
ing the trees with some solution that is

opposed to the increase of fungus spores than

all one could ever do by cutting and burning

up the diseased branches after the fungus has

done its work.

Variation in the Quality of Fruits.—
Mrs. Frederic C. Johnson, of Hastings, Ne-

braska, notes: "The Ben Davis apple, as

raised in the West, is of very poor quality,

but in a recent trip south my husband found

them far different. Those raised in southern

Missouri and northern Arkansas are of excel-

lent quality. I could hardly believe they were
the same variety,—the iron in the soil giving

them color, flavor and finer grain.

The only fruit that seems to adapt itself to

the prairies in central Nebraska is the sour

cherry,—currants and gooseberries do very
well if in a shady place."

No one knows why some kinds vary so,

—

not even " iron in the soil " fully accounts for

it. The famous Ribston Pippin apple of Eng-
land is nothing but poor in any part of Amer-
ica ; while the Williams Bon Chretien pear,

usually second-rate in that country, in Amer-

ica, as the Bartlett, is almost everywhere on the

top of the list. Again some of our own, of the

highest character in one locality, are of little

account elsewhere. The Newtown Pippin,

which is the pride of the Hudson River region,

is also superior in Western Virginia, but no-

where else.

Orange Culture in California.—Not-

withstanding the difiiculty which the cultivator

of the citrus tribe has found in California, by

reason of scale insects and diseases, the exten-

sion of orange culture goes on at an enormous

rate. The A7iaheim Gazette states that in that

vicinit3% at least, 3,000 acres more have been

added recently to the area already in existence.

Judging by what is stated by other California

papers, very little success has ever followed

the many suggestions for getting rid of the

orange scale. If a number of Pennsylvania

farmers of the old German race were sent out

to care for these trees, we fancy the trunks and

branches would be all pretty well annually

whitewashed with lime ; and we judge, from

the great success they have in keeping down
all sorts of scale insects as well as fungus

diseases, by the use of lime wash on their

fruit orchards, little trouble would be found

from the orange scale, or any other pest of that

fruit tree. This paragraph is suggested by a

discussion going on in a California paper in

regard to what is called the phenomenal growth

of orange trees near San Jose, which is attrib-

uted to whitewashed fences surrounding the

trees. The trees of two years' growth were

about 16 feet high.

Improved Grapes.—A correspondent sagely

remarks :

'

' The first great advance in improv-

ing the native grape was made over a quarter

of a century ago by a young lawyer of Boston,

and not by one who knew the business. He
was simply one ofthe much contemned amateur

class. I am of opinion that it could clearly be

shown that the intelligent amateur has done
considerable more to advance American horti-

culture than the trade has done. You will

perhaps say that each class has done its share

in its own way. Perhaps so,—I will only ask

whether any grapes are to-day any better than

those which Rogers raised so many years

ago ? '

'
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SQUASH BORERS.

The Squash Borer.—It is one of the pleas-

ures of rural life to watch the behavior of in-

sects ; and the pleasure can often be turned to

great profit by the cultivator. Recently the

writer of this paragraph saw an industrious

farmer hard at work collecting and burning

the stems of his potatoes. He explained that

they had been destroyed before mature by

stem borers, and that "his

paper" had advised burning in

order to destroy the whole brood.

He had never looked for the

beetle, nor had he ever cut open

a stem to see the working of the

"grub." He was amazed when
he was shown that the " grub "

had long ago left the stems for
^

its winter quarters in the ground.

If he had known this and pulled

lip the stems when they began
to fade, he would not have had
his labor for his pains.

A useful lesson to learn about

predacious insects is that kind
nature does not usually inflict

them on the cultivator for long
at a time. A species increases

in proportion to the food at its

command. Hence, when any
vegetable feeder becomes numer-
ous, some carniverous species

usually follows to feed on them.
Still man must do a little for his

own protection, and the more he
knows the more he can do.

These creatures often emigrate
to new fields where food is squash

plenty. How they find the best pastures, no
one knows. They are smarter than we take

them for.

Just now the New Jersey and New York veg-

etable growers are bothered by the squash

stem-borer, which by the courtesy of Prof.

J. B. Smith, of the New Jersey experiment

station, is here illustrated. The grub pro-

ceeds from the egg; "of a day-flying moth,

Melittia ceto of entomolog}'. The eggs are

deposited in Northern New Jersey about the

first week in July, so that if it is possible

to get squashes from vines when planted so late

as the middle of July, they probably would be

exempt. The plan adopted with many plants

that would suffer from stem borers is to lap

pine tar paper round the stems, or paper

smeared with wheel grease. The letters merely

represent different stages of the insect's growth.

Krigia Dandelion, Nuttall.—Mr. Ernest

Walker, New Albany, Ind., writes that

Krigia Dandelion occurs in isolated thick

patches in open woods around New Alban}-,

Ind. It appears to love a rich,

springy soil, and some of the

nicest specimens were found

growing on a southerly slope

under oaks.

The herbage comes on a short

stem from the summit of a

smooth, small, tuber. The short

stem above the tuber throws out

numerous fibrous roots, and from

the scale axils underground

branches, which terminate in

fleshy tubers exactly like those

of the potato on a reduced scale.

The tubers are slightly milky,

and have the taste of a raw

potato with a faint bitterish

flavor. Southern Indiana is

slightly north of the plants'

recorded range.

"

A colored plate of this plant

appears in the second series of

" Flowers and Ferns of the

United States" (Vol. I., plate

35), but no mention of this inter-

esting fact appears in the chapter

giving its history. It would be

well worth while trying to im-

BORERs. prove it as a garden vegetable.
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FROST.
I TRACED her name upon the frost

That blurred my window pane
;

At morn the sweet device was lost.

The glass was blurred again.

So fades the impress that we make
On those who love no more

;

'Tis like the ripple on the lake,
Scarce seen till it is o'er.

—St. George Best, in June LippincoWs.

Grounds of Werner Boeckun, Esq., Bur-
lyiNGTON, Iowa.—Once on a time a loving

couple were going through the grounds of a

nursery near Philadelphia with the salesman,

when some remark was addressed to the hus-

band, who was walking quietly behind.

"Don't say anything to him," the lady re-

marked. *

' He doesn 't care anything for

flowers.

"

It happened that the salesman and the gen-

tleman were alone for a few minutes when he
whispered, "My wife thinks I don't care for

flowers, but I do, only if she knew it the cost

would ruin me.

"

All husbands are however not so timid, as

the following from Mr. Bcecklin abundantly
testifies. We take the liberty of publishing

it, in order to encourage many husbands
already pretty good to their wives to still go
on and do better.

" Many thanks for sending us a duplicate of

the August number of your monthly, for those

photos from our place were duly appreciated

and admired. You will surely excuse my
smiling, however, at the way ' history is writ-

ten.' Even old Horace Greeley's history of our
late rebellion tells many things that are not

just so. And now, according to Meehans*
Monthly, Werner Boecklin, Esq., is the grand
old bashaw with three tails, while in reality our

lovely garden is Cornelia B.'s product, the

result of twenty years of her unremitting care

and untiring labor. But like Chas. Dudley
Warner, * yours truly ' occasionally sits on an
inverted flower pot, bosses the job, pays the

bills and takes the glory. It was ever thus.'

'

(14)

The Shrubs of Northeastern America,

by Charles S. Newhall, New York,—G. P.

Putnams' Sons.

Mr. Newhall is already known by a similar

work on the trees, and the many who have

profited by the easy way in which he has in-

troduced them to a knowledge of the larger

denizens of our forests, will be glad of this

chance to make the acquaintance of the more

humble ones. Though no botanist could

object to anything, the popular keys remove

the usual objection that "Botany is a hard

study." For instance, shrubs are arranged by

their fruit, and class I. includes those which

have the seeds released by decay,—the second

class, those which split their seed vessels to

let the seeds escape. An apple would naturally

be in the first section, while such things as

Althcra and those with pea-shaped fruits would

come under the second. It will not be difiicult

for anyone to find the name ofany shrub, with

a work like this,—and then learn, in a con-

densed form, all about it.

Bulbs and Tuberous Rooted Plants,

their History and Successful Culture, by

C. ly. Allen,—published by Orange Judd Co.

Amateur horticulturists particularly delight in

bulbs. They do not require the continual

attention other plants do,— for even the best

loved tasks become monotonous. Their culti-

vation is comparatively simple, and yet there

is much to learn. No better teacher could be

found than Mr. C. L. Allen, and this beauti-

fully illustrated work does him much credit.

T. C. Thurlow.—Prophets—like some other

men—are seldom without honor, except in

their own country. When the '

' own country "

comes into the arena with praise, it is doubly

welcome. It is pleasant always to note the

praise and double praise of good flower lovers.

The Boston Traveler has this good word for

Mr. T. C. Thurlow, whom readers of Mee-
hans' Monthly already know. It classes

him among the leading men of West Newbury.

':^'>^
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Scotch Thistle.—A correspondent sends
an extract from a literary periodical of high
character in which the Canada thistle is noted
as the ''famous Scotch thistle." He thinks
the real thing is quite another species, and
would like a ''history of the whole affair."

This is a heavy request for our limited space.

Briefly:—There is a legend that in the early
history of Scotland, the naked footed invader
was arrested by the besieged strewing thistles

round the fort. In our times besiegers would
have burnt them, and then advanced,—story
not likely. The motto of the order of the
thistle, founded by James II. in 1687, with the
motto, "No one treads on me with impunity,"
evidently has no reference to such a legend.
The thistle does not appear to have been the
Scotch national flower before this. On the
standards of Scotland, up to this time, a fancy
portrait of St. Giles was the leading feature.

St. Giles was one of the earliest Benedictine
abbots in Normandy. Lafranc, another Bene-
dictine from France, was made archbishop of
Canterbury by the influence of William the
Conqueror, and Benedictine priests from the
continent installed everywhere. Margaret,
wife of the great Scotch leader, Malcolm Can-
mere, sent to Lafranc for Benedictine priests,

and under their influence the famous Church
of St. Giles in Edinburg was founded in 11 10.
The charter of the order of the Thistle was
granted to a body that had St. Andrew for
their patron. For some reason or other which
the writer of this paragraph has not clearly
gathered from history, about this time a cru-
sade arose against the figure of St. Giles on
the national standard, and by an order of the
Council sitting in Edinburg, his figure was
ordered to be supplanted by the thistle. The
motto of the order appears to have been
adopted in some spirit of retaliation, and there
seems to be no question that a religious anti-
pathy of some kind induced the change. St.
Giles in no way whatever had relation to either
the civil or religious history of Scotland. He
died in his forest hermitage in Normandy
about the end of the eighth century, and
scarcely anything is known of him, not even
the year of his death. It was but the tradi-
tion of the Norman monks of his order in
charge of the churches of Scotland, some two
or three hundred years after, that dedicated
these great edifices in his honor. Whether or

not any of these considerations had to do with

the dethronement of St. Giles by the Scotch

Thistle must be only a guess.

The York and Lancaster Roses.—Those
familiar with Shakespeare remember that the

two antagonistic houses of York and Lancaster

had their followers distinguished by one side

carrying white roses and the other red roses.

There is in cultivation, a rose called the

York and Laiicaster on account of striped

white and red lines pervading the petals,

—

these colors, of course, represent the two

houses united. Just what particular species of

roses were chosen has always had an interest

for the critical student. A recent notice in the

Quarterly Review decides that the white rose of

York was the English wild rose,

—

Rosa

arvensis, and warmly contends that it was a

double variety of this species; but if that rose

at all, it was most likely to be a pure wild

form, for it would be almost impossible to get

double flowers for the thousands of men who
engaged in those broils.

Tabern.^montana.—The origin of this

name has recently been the subject of criticism

in Meehans' Monthly. Dr. Bronson, of

Eustis, Florida, objects to the meaning of

Taberna being confined to tavern. Tabernacle

has its origin in the same root, and he suggests

that "Tabernacle of The Most High" could

hardly be reduced to mean God's Tavern. He
would rather restrict the word Taberncrmon-

tana to mean a hospitable mountain home.

Tabenue, therefore, simply relates to the plant's

home, and Montana the mountain, the high

ground on which it grows.

Asa Gray.—Mrs. Gray has done the world

great service by publishing a selection of her

late husband's letters. Lovable and beloved

wherever he was known, this glimpse of his

inner life lends an additional charm to his

memory. The letters are in two volumes,

published b^- Houghton, Mifllin & Co., Boston.

The Insane.—Not now as possessed by
Satan, the insane are objects of our sympathy
and lov^e. Our best gardeners raise flowers for

them. Some lovely seedlings come from Thos.

McCarthy, gardener at the Danville (Penna.)

Asylum.



GENERAL NOTES.

Discriminative Love for Flowers.—
Roses, carnations, and similar flowers, stock

articles with the florists, have preserved to a

great extent the love of flowers among our peo-

ple, while they have been recovering from the

great blow to that hiu:her and intelligent

love of horticulture which resulted from the

great civil war. Since that time it has been

rare to find a person, though with a reputation

for culture, that knew one flower from another

in any intelligent sense of the word. To find

the rare and beautiful flowers which the last

generation enjoyed, we have to search farm

windows and old-fashioned suburban gardens,

where many of them have been preserved.

But times are changing, and herbaceous bord-

ers and houses for rarer plants are being built

in numbers. Around Philadelphia this pro-

gress is apparent. Mr. John Wanamaker has

erected an orchid hoUvSe at an expense of over

$10,000,—Mr. H. P. McKean is about to build

extensive ranges,—and the City Councils, of

Philadelphia, have appropriated $15,000 as a

beginning for a house in Fairmount Park ex-

pressly for the winter blooming plants of Aus-
tralia and similar things.

Condensation.—The index shows the

strength of the point made regarding the effort

at condensation made by Meehans' Monthly.
There is scarcely a paragraph but furnishes

matter valuable for reference for all time.

Meehans' Monthly might justly be termed an
encyclopaedia ofgardening and popular botany.

Most of our subscribers are binding their num-
bers, making a beautiful library book for all

time.

The Head-line Poems.—Several corre-

spondents have recently taken occasion to

send compliments on the beauty and appropri-

ateness of the poems which adorn the several

chapter heads in the magazine. Referring to

Mrs. Helen Hunt Jackson's poem in the No-
vember number, a New York friend remarks

:

'•It is a beautiful poem. She was truly a

(16)

botanist in her love of plants and her capacity

to seek out and understand their many charm-

ing manners and customs."

It may here be remarked that in this sen-

tence our correspondent has succinctly and yet

beautifully expressed the mission of the true

poet. Much that is called poetry in modern
times is but a torturing of words, and a twist-

ing of phrases into shapes unheard of until the

greater the obscurity and the more difficult it

may be to get at the meaning of the '* poet"

the more brilliant the genius is supposed to be.

The Small Parks of London.—The city

councils of London not only open small parks

for the people as breathing places, but adorn

them with flowers as far as consistent with

a free use of the ground. A contract was
recently made with a single firm for one thou-

sand dollars' worth of Dutch bulbs for plant-

ing this autumn,—and two thousand five hun-

dred dollars will buy a good many bulbs in the

old world.

Foreigners.—The Gardener's Chronicle well

remarks that Englishmen are startled when
they hear such men as Asa Gray and Oliver

Wendell Holmes, spoken of as "foreigners.**

In gardening affairs, especially, America and

England are being drawn closer together from

year to year. Possibly the time may come
when their commercial interests may be as

much alike as their science, their literature and

their language.

The Next Plate.—The curious order of

TrilliacecB contains only the American genera,

Trillium and Medeola, both furnishing interest-

ing wild flowers. Trilliufn grandiflonim will

be the subject of the next plate.

American Pomological Society.—The ex-

ecutive committee has decided to hold the next

meeting of this useful society in San Francisco

sometime during the winter of 1894-95. The
exact date is not yet determined.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Advertisements under this head, not exceeding 50 words,

will be ioserted once for 50 cents, or three times for I1.25.

A reliable and thoroughly posted man, with inside

and outside work wants a position indoors, in a

Seed, Plant or Nursery establishment, commencing

with the New Year . Could acceptably fill position

as Superintenden.t of a Cemetery. Address, T. J.,

care Thomas Mrechat & Sons, Germantown, Phila.

r-

—

'

\A/ANTE D- -bv married man, no children, situa-
tion as a Gardner or Florist. Thoroughly

understands all branches of the profession. Good
references. Address, W. P., care Thomas Meehan
& Sons, Germantown, Phila.

LATEST NOVELTIES IN

ROSES, PHIiOX, POPPIES, IRISES, PAEONIES,

PYRETHRUIWS, DEliPHINlUIWS, ETC.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA

ROSA WICHURAIANA

4 Catalogues, 228 pages, fully describing the most unique
collection of hardy plants in America. The

set for 5 two cent stamps.

THE READING NURSERY
JACOB \M. MANNING. PRO'

P

E8TABLI8HCO IN 18S4 READING. MASS.

USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN. FLOWERING SHRUBS
Fine specimens of the choicest varieties. Write

for descriptive catalogue ot one thousand varieties

of ornamental trees and plants.

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
For Pamphlet on " Bugs and Blight, " address

B. HAMMOND, Fishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y.

SH3VTUEL C. 7VYOON
niopplsvill*, Bueks County, Pa.

If you want th«»

PureHtund Best in

HENDERSON'S BASDENING FOR PLEASURE,

New Edition, rewritten and greatly enlarged. A guide
•fw ^™at«"r i". the Fruit, Vegetable, and Flower Gardenwith full descriptions for the Greenhouse, Conservatory andWindow Garden. It meets the wants of all cla.sses, in country

J *l*°?J^"?^^'.^^° ^^^P » garden for their own enjoyment
rather than for the sale of products. By Peter Henderson.

Finely Illustrated. Cloth, 18ino. »2.00
THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS,

.
Germantown, Pa.

Painesville,

Lake Co. Ohio.

The 5torrs

frees '"' ^^''''^'^

Shrubs Co.,

Roses
Vines
Plants
Etc.,

I

For their viiliiiible 1 A4
>iii;e ciitiiloiriit* free. The
artft'.st fruit tree unci ornnnu'n-
tul nursery in the U. S. None
supply tlnor stock. In everyway
reliah'le, •'>•. years of sncoessful
husiness deinonstrates this.

Sending by mail a specialty
-safe arrival and satisfac-
tion guaranteed.

Larger trees by freight or exi>rpss. Kverythlnir
Tor Parka, HKntv-Xi^^ 4»rohur<iM, Vliifyurdii,
rto. Tlio finest equipped nursery iu AmoricH.
40th year. 1(«M» Acres, 2S Greenhouses.

send to

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS
Jt Is the experience of all who own pleasure grounds that there is a tendency all the time

towards planting for a permanency rather than for one season only. Annual plants are
so pretty, and many of them are of such beautiful foliage, that some will always be recjuired.
But there are many situations on the lawn where many of the old favorite herbaceous plains
could be used. Many of those with showy flowers could be massed to pro<lucc an effect as
pleasing as from annual plants, and when once in the ground they are there forever. vSpring
IS the time to set these plants. We are paying a good deal of attention to them, and should
be glad to have applications for our Catalogue, which shows the uice collection we have.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Qermantown, phila.

FOR XHB

BEST STHNDHRD FLOWER POTS
KODRSSS

THE iB^HILLDlN POTTERY CO.
713 TO 719 UHHRTON ST., PHILnOBLPHIK

-lBQBSSS^S3iSr;ap!i^
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Established 1824
»

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

My Annual Priced Catalogue is now ready and
mailed free to all applicants. It contains all the
leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FARM AND FLOWER SEEDS,
besides all the desirable novelties of last season,

and nearly everything else in my line of business.

ALFRED BRIDG£MAN.
37 EAST 19th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

DREER'S

TRY GARDEN
SEEDS

Plants, Bulbs and Requisites.

They are the best ai the lowest
prices. Caleudar for '94 mailed
free. Address

HENRY A. DREER.
714 Chestnut St.. Phila.

ColDflibus Eirgreen! ^^i^ir^S,^
El Plant an EK^nireen from my nuraery in

.memory c

SEt

nuraer^r
t^ e Kreat occasion, given

FREEt - ich of niy cnstomers. Oter
lOmilliori trees for wind-breaks and
ornamencation. Hardiest variety.

Of Good Local Agents Wanted.

D. HIL' , Evergreen Specialist,

DESTl YSI
Shall it

a Pou
Entirel

tecting bui

our HouHe o»
t Copper

f

y J '^arture in pro-
Id* t*^ ^xoL ligbtniug.

U Patents of lt<. 6. c. Hodges,
|l Editor o/^cierce.

Send for circulars. A^entv wanted.
American Lightning I^otection Co.,

874 Broadway, New York.

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP

has been used by Millions of Mothers for their
children while Teething for over Fifty Years.
It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays
all pain, cures wind colic, and is the best
lemedy for diarrhoea,
TWENTY.FIVE CENTS A BOTTLE.

HITCHINGS St CO.
ESTABLISHED 1844.

GREENHOUSE HEATING AND VENTILATING. HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING

"'^^^^i^^iiit^i^-''::^;^^^^ > i

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION
<ireenhouseH, Conservatories, Palm Houses, Graperies, etc.. Constructed Complete, or Structural Iron^Mrk

shipped ready for erection. Plans and Specifications . furnished on application •. also estimate of cost WTHITCHINGS & CO., »33 Mercer Street, N. Y. City. Send 4 cents postage for illustrated catalogue wf

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and P>timates furnished
on application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

FRONT VIEW OF A PORTION OF OUR EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S FAIR

SEND FOUR CENTS POSTAGE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Mention "Meehans' Monthly/' LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-on-Hudson, I.Y.
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THIS is a n^w acmiin^thljr gtgmne ^t«d by WilUam Falconer, a Iwidscape. practical and sdeo-
tific gaor^er 9^ the /widest fetfeiciwce and highest abUity io bis profession, assisted by a staff of

specialists ^i^ th(6 severa. inches of gardening. It is snpefbly illustrated from life and in, tie i^iost
artistic man^^ ; it is tti« o&tk in what^erisnew, true and desirable in horticulture, and it will tell ybu
honestly about the val * nw:pia^ts, wha| to pjant and when to plant. And besides telling you all
about hardy and^win^ ^ pd greehhouse towers, it will be your guide in the selecting, planting and
growing of driiain|F ^ ^' J&aand shrubs,, fruit trees, buslies and vines, and garden vegetables. It will
show you how to bSld,, leat, stock and care for greenhouses and hotbeds, and aim to instruct you in all
things pertaining to t je care of a country place, large or small. It will be what no other gardening
paper has ever been.

Have you ev^ wiUBted such a paper? Are you still looking for it—one that will give you the
absolute unbiased trit|i? We will mail you a sample copy free on request. Get it now. The price of
the paper is (i.oo a y<fer, twenty-four (24) numbers.

THE GARDENING CO., MonoD Building, Chicago.

Special Clubbing Offers

on Horticultural Magazines

MEEHANS* MONTHLY. 1 «„« year, for $5.00GARDEN AND FOREST. J
^O* ^

MEEHANS' MONTHLY, ) ^ne ywr, for $2.25
GARDENING, i

y'-r. wi- ^^,^j>

"For the enlightened owner* 'of gardens and woodlands
this journal' iriavaluable/'—A'Wf/ Ygrk Tribune,

MEEHANS' MONTHLY, ) ^„e year, for $2.25AMERICAN GARDENING, /
^ ^ ^

one year, for $5.75
MEBHANS* MONTHLY.
GARDEN AND FOREST,
GARDENING,

MEEH VNS' MONTHLY,
GARD-^N AND FOREST.
GiJ-^r^SNiNO,

A/ ICAN GARDENING,,

one year, for $6*50

one year, for $5.75
mfeh'a ^s» monthly,
GA »DeN AND FOREST,
AA ;RICAN GARDENING,

Avidresa

THCViAS MBBHAN a SONS, PublUbera.

GERMANTOWN. MlLA.
"" "

, .

' '
. >
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Thirty parts ff li<»aliana* Mo^tlU^ ewo ol-
w?M'«?*'***"r*.3«> cotored>lat«.bi^PaAfco,of
I^^l^l^J^r^'* •«»?. F«^«; Wfth^oomerpiii copper
s;^.r:-ii!5f^^i?^^^^^

^

«,r»f .
'=PiiraTinKa, ana ass pagtts of readii

S)Hnu» l'r^?**>'"*'^* Oo^VTovcr, artist,

thi ^n 'u
"^ *" alWeots of nature. Edited by

wor?^ iS."*^"
Autbttrity,Thomas Meohan. a

and descriptive drcnlar fte«

I
THOS. MEEHAN & SONS, Germantown, Pa.

^HEN WRITIliirfo^/^ERTIsiEis^

A beautifully illustrated journal of

Horticulture, Landscape iVrt, and For-
estry, filled ever> Aveek with fresh, en-
tertaining, practical, and aairate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take
an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are th^ foremost American
and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

best literatiu-e of the time on all sxibjects

w|thm the scope of the paper.

Th^rhfegfj^mal <^f ita impor^t kind i-/>)kiv«i. I^^ns.

"A ddijh^ul ^ectcty toi»pfAicii:*-HuT^*s iVeekiy,

II eaaD/jesdt all sinitarjoumiaa in this country, if not in f
all couatrjea,—^M/on Transcript.

The eSgrarioirs afford a rich variety of reaarkable or rare
trees, flowera, ahtuhs and fandscapet.- A^. K J^vening Post.

It sustains the high character which it assnme^ from its
commencement, and has no rival in Its ^ti^.—SpringJield
Republican

.
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Specimen copy free on application.

j
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Established 1824

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

Mv Annual I'ticod Critaln^no is now reads ainl

ni.'iilcMl Ircc to all a])i)litants. It contains all tli<

IcadinL' and most ])o])nlar sorts ot

VEGETABLE, FARM AND FLOWER SEEDS,
besides all the desirable ni)vcltics o! last season,

and nearly evervtliin<' else in niv line of business.

ALFRED BRIDG£MAN,
37 EAST 19th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

> *
: *

Columlius Efi^green! C»?o°?.d?l7'a^^
^(M.-iTitau Ea. Hjrefn froru my nursery in

riiprnfiry . . t' « KTH.-it orciision, given
FRE!£t ii h of my ciiHtomers, Of«r
liimillion trtes for wiiid-hrenkfl and
ornai'ientetion. Hunlust variety.

Uf (iood Loc.'il A^Mjiits Wanted.

D. HIL' , 'V«rgreen SDecialist,

DESTi YS!
Miall il

a I'oii

I'.nl iirlv -

our lloui^r 4»r

I 4 opperf
art iir»' in pro-

*

\

DREER S

TRY GARDEN
SEEDS

i'lants, Kiilh.s aiul ki'i|iiisites.

'I"h< y are the lust ai tiic l()\v<->>t

piiifs. Caliiidar lul ui niuihd
frt-e Adiiress

HENRY A. DREER.
714 Chestnut St., Phila.

Lj* l(<t ill',' build {<^ .. i lit,'lit riiii^.

I Patents of 1. • D. c. Hodges,
/ / f\[*

hjtihn 'VhV/r/fr.
/ /i jW Send for «ir(iilars. A cnf v wanKd.

j^ / \ JJ
A.MKKICAN lacMIMNO laOTKCTlUN Co.,

' L/ SM llroadway, >'u\v York.

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP

lias boon u^Mi by Millicmsof JTothers for their
cliildrtMi wliilf Teething; for over Fifty Years.
\X sootlu'S tlie child, softens the gums, alhiys
all pain, cures wind eolic, aiul is tlie best
K'Uiedv for dian-liM-a.

T\VK\TV.FI>i: <"F\Th a llOTTl.K.

HITCHINGS St CO.
Established 1844.

GREENHOUSE HEATING AND VENTILATING. HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING

•f

-r-r-»-,'' ^ «« •»• » {' t

!i

-WV'-

''e)\ '

\.4^

•»''r?;.."

> h I I

^,i»'**t-^-^- »•* :v ^^

V;,^/.*'. 'l M- "•"' /.^;

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION
<iroeiilioiis«>s, (%>iiN(>rviitori«>s, ralin Hoiis«'s, <;rai»«'ri«"s, «»tc., Construeted Complete, orStn .

shipped ready lor erectioti. Plans and Specihcations lurnished on a])plicatioii ; also estimate o( .l>-'
lllTi:illN'(iS & CO., 2;i:i 3l«!r*!er Street, N, Y. City. Send 4 cents postage Un illisstiated catalogue

.1 lion rk

if

LORD 6l BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HE&TING ENGINEERS

l'lan>> ;intl l>liiuates hwiiishcd
on ap]ilication HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

/ //

:

V" .: -.ill ,Li.,

-. I

'
i^fcj -'j. ' i '' '

-'

'"

' i'"" * iV*-

it

I HONT Vlt \A. C>^ A P OH 1 ION Of OUK t KHIHIT A I T H f- WOMl I
- FAIR

*A SKN1> l«»VK C1:NIS lOSlAi;}-: 1<M< ILMSTKATHD O.VTAI.tX.UI':.

MeiuuMi Meehans Monthly, LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-on-Hudson,

NIN6
TPIIS is a new semi-monthly magazine edited by William Falconer, a landscape, practical and scieu-

tific gardener of the .videst experience and highest ability in his profession, assisted by a staff of
specialists in the severa. ' inches of gardening. It is snperbly illustrated from life and in the most
artistic manner ;

it is th« ader in whatever is new, true and desirable in horticulture, and it will tell you
honestly about the val ' new plants, what to plant and when to plant. And besides telling you all
al)out hardy and wind nd greenhouse flowers, it will be your guide in the selecting, planting and
i^rowing of orname*- ^* ies and shrubs, fruit trees, bushes and vines, and garden vegetables. It will
show you how to bui4d,^ leat, stock and care for greenhouses and hotbeds, and aim to instruct you in all
things pertaining to t ic care of a country place, large or small. It will be what no other gardening
pa])er has ever been.

Have you ever wanted such a paper? Are you still looking for it—one that will give you the
absolute unbiased truth? We will mail you a sample copy free on request. Get it now. The price of
^be paper is $1.00 a year, twenty-four (24) numbers.

THE GARDENING CO., MonoD Building, Chicago.

Special Clubbing Offers

on Horticultural Magazines

MEEHANS' MONTHLY, \ ^ne year, for $5.00
(jARDEN and FOREST, /

MEEHANS' MONTHLY. ) ^ne year, for $2.25
GARDENING, / ^ » »*' O

"For the enlightened owners 'of gardens and woodlauds
this journal is invaluable."—iVrrf }otk Ttibune.

'mBBBSBIi!NO 306

GAR D FN
^\ N V^

FORESl
MEEHAN5' MONTHLY, ) ^^^ y^^,, ,^, J^.^S

NO, /
^AMERICAN GARDENING,

MEEHANS' MONTHLY,
GARDEN AND FOREST,
GARDENING,

1
MEEH \NS' MONTHLY,
GARD-^N AND FOREST,
G.A'^f.^^NING,

I

A ICAN GARDENING, j

a\brh'a >is* monthly,
ga 'den and forest,
AA :rican gardening,

one year, for $5.75

one year, for $6.50

ALOF^HORTICULTURE
P-EjART AND FORESTRY

JAMi'ARY 3 1394 •' ^f'frf*- *r ^' ^
*"ffr 'TflT

'

one year, for $5.75

MiC »iAS MEEHAN & SONS, Publishers,

germantown, phila.

•I' T7

'"''inmiiimimmitmiifflMminiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimmrimmfflimra

A Book of Flowers

!

and Flower Lore.
Thirty jiarts of Meehaiis' Monthly; two vol- §
uVm '1.*;°"^**"*"^ 30 colored plates, bv Prang, of 3
\\ lid Flowers and Ferns; with numerous copper ^

n ute? A^"'^r\''^"Pj^
*"*^ ^"^^ P"^«« of reading ^'Matter A text book for the flower lover, artist

th^lSln i®"*^
^" sttidents of nature. Kdlted byuie well-known anthoritv, TliomuH Meehan A

v''^.l'''P'"i^'y
°*" ® P'-'^^ '" an> librarv. Klegant-

anrfJJI f .."'*7'^*°»"'^^>' ^»"d. Sample partand descriptive circular free.

I
THOS. MEEHAN & SONS, Germantown, Pa.

£^i^itiiiiilinhiiUitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiAiiiiiiimiiiinAiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii||||||,||,iit

A beautifully illustrated journal of

Horticulture, Landscape Art, and For-
estry, filled ever>- Aveek with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and acurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take
an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American
and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the sco|)e of the paper.

The best journal of its important kind ^Phila. Press.

"The foremost journal of its class."— ^f?.v/<?« Herald.

"A delightful weekly companion."— //ay^,'>V Weekly.

It easily leads all similar journals in this country, if not in
all co\x\\\.x'\^ii.—Boston Ttansctipt.

The engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare
trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes. -.V. }'. Evening Post.

It sustains the high character which it assumed from its
commencement, and has no rival in its ^cX^.—Springfield
Republican

.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application.

Garden and Forest Poblisliing Co. "^"^^^^ vokk""

I. Y,

*'HEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS^jJTolrfHLY.
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Grow
Your __
Own Roses

Everybody can do so if they have

the bingee & Conard Roses to

grow, and their 1894

"Guide to Rose Culture"
to direct. This book will assist

you in selecting and caring for all

kinds of flowers. It overcomes all

the difficulties of growing flowers

—lets you right into the secrets of

the expert florist. It will pay you
to see it. Sent free upon ai)plica-

tion, together with a sample copy
of our interesting magazine—the

only one entirely devoted to flori-

culture—**Success With Flowers."

ATIVE OAKS
Largest collection in America.

Trees of all sizes, from i foot to 20 feet.

75 acres in Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS WEEHflH St SONS,
GER^AflTOWfl. PHiLtn.

Fashions

)

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.,
Rose Growers and Seedsmen,

West Grove, Pa,
J

IN

Flowers
like fashions in dress, have their chanjfes. They do not
change so often, but they change. HARDY ORNAMEN-
TALS of all kinds are coming to the front. Soijiething
permanent that does not have to be replaced every year.
What makes the homes of the Old World so beautiful ? It is

the liberal use of Hardy Ornamentals. Hardy ferns,

shrubs, vines, herbaceous plants and seeds that have been
grown in Vermont are sure to be constitntionally hardy.
My Catalogue will tell you how to grow them and where
to buy them. Send for it.

F. H. HORSFORD, Charlotte, Vt.

EDWARD CAMPBE
LAINDSC/IPE /IRQHITECT AUb ENQINEEK

ARDMORE, PA.

Sketch plans and planting maps prepared, and suggestions given for the laying out and improvement

of country and suburban residences, public parks and grounds of every description.

Grounds laid out and their construction undertaken by contract or day labor, and carried out under

strict personal supervision. The choice grouping and effective arrangement of trees and shrubs has been

iiiade]]a special stud}-. Trees furnished and planted by experienced workmen.

Draining Plans and Surveys. Fine Crushed Stone for Walks and Carriage Drives.

HOT WATER HEATING
QRB£XfBOU»KS and X^^WEXS^IIiQS

»»

BOILERS, PIPES, FITTINCS, ETC.

Frederic O'Neill
S6!N. Seventh Street and 2116 Race Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

HIRES & CO., Limited, LARGE STOCK
LOW PRICES

Nkinufacturers and
Importers

PLATE WINDOW

Colored Hnd Knameled Glass,
liooking Glass.

French Sheet.
Snglish Sheet.

Rennoved to 626 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
^ACTOfll

•UINTON
ics : , The only House in Philadelphia that car-
. N. J. ries a fw^J Stock of Polishea Plate Glass.

IT WILL PAY YOU to send for our new cata
logue, which tells of Hardy Trees, Shrubs,

Plants, Roses, Fruit, and our special stock ol

Rhododendrons. It will interest all who are inter-

ested in such matters.

ANDORRA NURSERIES, ^X^l^X
Wm. Warner Harper, manaqer

CRLtlFOt^Nin piiOWEt^S
Plants, Seeds, Bulbs, Amaryllis, Cacti

Orchids, Native Seeds, etc,

ms. THEODOSIA B. SHEPHEltO

Veotura-on-tbe-Sea, Cal.

Send locts. for fiue new descriptiveCatalogue. Meotloo pape-

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, PLEASE MENTION MEEHANS' MONTHLY.

!V FEBRUARY, 1594 No. 2

ISSUED MONTHLY, $2.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE, SINGLE COPY 20 CENTS.
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Thomas Meehan & Sons,

Qepmantouin, Pbiladelptaiia.
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
QERMANTOWN, PHILA.

Subscription Price

$2.00 per Year

$1.00 for Six Months
Back Numbers 20 ots. Eaoli

Two Subscriptions for 3.50 per Year

/ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

Forms close on the 20th of each Month,

preceding date of issue.

Address all Correspondence relating both to

Editorial and Advertising matter, to

THOIMAS IVIEEHAN & SONS, Publishers

Germantown, Phiia., Pa.

A Beautiful Evergrreen,

The Great Southern Magnolia
Visitors to the South often return home with

tales of the wondrous beauty of the MAGNOLIA
QRANDIFLORA, coupled with the wish that it

could be grown in the North. This can be done if

planted among other evergreens ofsome size, or near
a dwelling, that it may receive a little shelter in
winter, and if still further helped by having a few
evergreen branches placed around it for a few years
until established. There are many fine trees about
Philadelphia, attesting the correctness of this state-
ment. North of this point it would make a good
tub plant, if no sheltered place could be found for it.

We offer sturdy, bushy young: trees, 4 ft. at
$2.50 each, and 5 to 6 ft. at $3.50, for Spring
delivery.

Supply limited. Orders booked now.

Descriptive Catalogue of Trees, Shrubs, etc.

,

FREE.

THOIAS MEEHAN & SONS, Germantoin, Phlla.

Meehans' Monthly f Volume III.

HE complete issue for 1893 ^^^ ^^w be furnished, beauti-

fully bound, to match the preceding volume, and will

be sent, postpaid, at the prices annexed. It contains 12

colored lithographs and 192 pages of text, together with title

page, preface and index.

We can also supply Volumes I and II when desired.

Cloth, Gilt Edge, . .

Half Morocco, Gilt Edge,

Full (( (C (C

VOLUME in

$2.50

3.25

3.75

VOL. I and U
(Bound in One Book)

$3-50

4.25

4.7s

FULL SET OP
3 VOLS.

$6.00

7.50

8.50

Subscribers can return their unbound parts for 1893 (Vol. Ill)

and receive a bound copy at the following prices, postpaid

:

. . 65 cents

Full Morocco, Gilt Edge, $1-75

Cloth, Gilt Edge,

Half Morocco, Gilt Edge, . . $1.15
|

The postage for returning the package of Monthlies to us
will be 10 cents, but put no writing inside the package—mark
your name on the outside.

Thomas ffleenan & sons, PuBllsliBrs, GermantowD, Pnila., Pa.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS. TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHAN8' MONTHLY'

CLASS SEEDS.
OUP 93i*d AIMNURU CflTAliOGUH

is now ready, and will be mailed free on application. It contains

the larj^cst collection in the world of

YegetalilE, Flower and Farm Seeds
including every standard variety and every novelty of cstahlishctl merit.

Beautifully illustrated with hundreds of cuts.

JtUrvrWE MAIL IT FREE -t^a

J.M.THORBURN & Co. 15 JOHN ST.NewYork

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Evergreens^^Vines
In our nurseries we have trees of all si/.es, from i foot to 20 feet in height, and in the highest state of

health and cultivation.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas
Fine bushy ])lants, well set with flower buds. Low prices bv the roo.

Descriptive catalogue free. vSpecial estimates nia<le on large planting lists.

The furnishing of trees, shrubs, etc. to cemeteries, parks, etc., a specialtv.

Thomas Meehan & Sons,
Qermantovvn, Philada.

^^pon our 250 acres of nur.sery we have every class of hardy Trees and Plants ; Fniit.
'Ornamental, Nut, Flowering. Mary and Henry Ward Beecher Strawl)Lrries and Lovett's Best
'blackberry are among the most valuable novelties.

In our catalogues, which are the most complete, comprehensive and elaborate published by
my nursery establishment in the world, all are a* curat<.]y described and oncrcd at i^uc-Juilf the

'' of tree aoents.

Lovett»s Guide to Fruit Culture tells all a!)out fruits : tlieir merits and defects ; how to plant,
'''•"e. cultivate, etc. Richly illustrated, .several colored plates. Price loc.

Lovett's Manual of Ornamental Trees and Plants is authoritative as well .-> instructive; a
•''Mel of excellence in printing and illustration. Price, with colored ])lates. 151.

Established 40 years. We successfully ship to all parts of the earth.

• ^''^^»°i'"i^^::^::i^^^'^:::^£^:i:)^-r''"'' j. t. lovett co., Little silver, n. j.

W^f'-^y
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PUBLI$9ED KONTHLY BY

THOMAS INEEHAN & SONS
QERMANTOWN, PHIU.

Subscription Price

$2.00 per Year

tlXO for Six MontliB
Back Numbera 20 ot8« Zlaoli

Two Sybseriptions for 8.50 per Year

ADVERTISmQ RATES ON APPLICATION

Form8 close on the 20th of each Month,

preceding date of Issue.

Address all Correspondence relating^ both to

Editorial and Advertising matter, to

THOMAS MEEHAN 9l SONS, Publishers

Germantewfl, Phlia., Pa.

A Beautiful Evergrreen,

The Great Mbem liiSDOlia
Vidtdrs to the South oft^i return home with

tales of the wondrout beatttyr of the MAGNOLIA
QRANDIFLORA, coupled with the wish tfaiit H
could be grown in the North. This can be done if

plantedamong other evergreensofsome size, or n$ar
a dwelling, that it may receive a little shelter in
winter, aUd if still further helped by having a few
evergreen branches placed around it for a few years
until established. There are many fine trees about
Philadelphia, attesting the correctness of Uiis State-
ment. North of this point it would make a good
tub plant, if no sheltered place conld be found for it

We offer sturdy, bushy young trees, 4 ft. at

$3.50 each, and 5 to 6 ft. at $3.50, for Spring
delivery.

Supply limited. Orders booked now.

Descriptive Catalosrue of Trees, 5hnibs, etc.

,

PRBB.

THOUS lEEHiN & SOITS, tomaitoffo, PhllL

Meehans' Monthly ^ Volume III.

HE complete issue for 1893 can now be furnished, beauti-

fully bound, to match the preceding volume, and will

be sent, postpaid, at the prices annexed. It contains 12

colored lithographs and 192 pages of text, together with title

page, preface and index.

We can also supply Volumes I and II when desired.

Clotli, Gilt Edge, . .

Hall Morocco, QiK Edge,

PiUl ** <* "

VOLUMB lU

$3.50

3.35

3-75

y0X». I and n
<Boiuid lA One Book)

$350

4-75

FULL 8BT OP
3 VOLS.

|6.bo

7-60

«-S0

•i-7S

Subscribers cati tett^n tijuAt tikbouhd parts for 1893 <V61. HI)
and receive a bound copy, at the following prions, postpaid

:

Cloth, Gilt Edge, . . 65 cents

Half Morocco, Gilt Edge, . . $1.15 |
Full Morocco, Gilt Edge, . .

The postage for returning the package of Monthlies to us

will be 10 cents, but put no writing inside the package—mark
your name on the outside.

Ttiomas meenan & Sons, PutHlstiers, QermantowD, Plilla., Pa.

CLASS SEEDS.
OUf 93vd AflflUAIi CATAIiOGUH

is now ready, and will be mailed f t»e« on application. It contains

the largest collection in the world of

YBDBtalilB, Flower and Farm Seeds
including every standard variety and every novelty of established merit.

Beautifully illustrated with hundreds of cuts.

A^-WE MAIL IT

J.M.THORBURN & Co. 15 JOHN ST.NewYork

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Evergreenss^^'Vines
In our nurseries we have trees of all sizes, from i foot to 20 feet in height, and in the highest state of

health and cultivation.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas
Fine bushy plants, well set with flower buds. Low prices by the 100.

Descriptive catalogue free. Special estimates made on large planting lists.

The furnishing of trees, shrubs, etc. to cemeteries, parks, etc., a specialty.

Thomas Meehan & Sons,
Qermantown, Philada.

*-—
WNEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS. TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY.

Upon our 250 acres of nursery we have every class of hardy Trees and Plants ; Fruit,
Ornamental, Nut, Flowering. Mary and Henry Ward Beecher Strawberries and Lovett's Best
Blackberry are among the most valuable novelties.

In our catalogues, which are the most complete, comprehensive and elaborate published by
any nursery establishment in the world, all are accurately described and offered at one-half the
price of tree agents.

Lovett*8 Guide to Fruit Culture tells all about fruits ; their merits and defects ; how to plant,
prune, cultivate, etc. Richly illustrated, several colored plates. Price loc.

Lovett's Manual of Ornamental Trees and Plants is authoritative as well as instructive ; a
model of excellence in printing and illustration. Price, with colored plates, 15c.

Established 40 years. We successfully ship to all parts of the earth.

a^i'.:;^"i,°;etiv'i'SS^„<'J„'4%f?Jo^w^^^^^^^^^^^^ J. T. LOVETT CO., Little Silver, N. J.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOS wSSSW^'



\TKE£S\
Fruit and <lrnamental. Cnrinfv DIantinit Handsome new
Qrapes. Shrubs. KoHen for Opilllg riallUllgt itiO pace
Awarded tSeveral Medals at the World's Fair. Catalogue /V«€

EUwanger & Barryr^Ro'JhX.'^.rNf v^'"

1838 1894

MEW APPLE, PEAR flHD HUT TREES. ''
^I^J^acres

To«o«?'t?il7' «^ largest early apple; Paragon, and other valuable sorts Lincoln Coreless, Seneca andJapan Golden Russet Pears m collections at reduced rates. NUTS-Parry's Giant, Pedigree Mammoth,paragon and other chestnuts Walnuts-French, Persian. Japan. Knglish, and American. P™ansAlmonds and Gilberts. Eleagnus Longipes, Hardy Oranges, Dwarf Rocky Mt. Cherries free from insects

^f%L^r.°c ' °J ei^^r diseases SmallFruits, Grape Vines. Currants, etc. SHADE TREES-Immense stockof Poplars and Maples, Ornamental Shrubs and Vines, asr Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue Free -^aPOBffONA. KURSSRISS. ' WILLIAM PARRY, Parry, N. J.

ID'S
TIMBRELL
STRAWBERRY.NKW FRUITS A HPEflALTV. Buy direct.

FRUIT TREES,
SMALL FRUITS, VINES, ROSES,
ORNAMENTALS, Grates& Baskets.

They suitPASS all others') PIDODAnO
BLACKBERRY.

saya K S. Carman, R. IS. Y., and
H. E. Vandkman, U. fci. Dept.

Don't pav double prices. Illustrated Catalogue FllIiE. ti fli KtlUi DriQgBPOrt, OlllOi

We Grow ?frM?lirn*1,? Roses Annually
Many otherthingrs as largely. Are headquarters for the choicest

FrultandOrnamentalTreee,Shrubs,Vine8, Rosea, Plants,
Seeds. Oureleg-antlGH page Catalogue free; contains everything good,
old or new, with natural illustrations, true descriptions, right prices, square
dealing; don't buy before seeing it. Seeds, small size trees, etc. by
mail, larger by freight or express; safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
40th Year, 1000 Acres, 28 Greenhouses.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO, ,Boi 39 Palnmille, Ohit

Landreth's Calendar
FOR

FEBRUARY
Towards the close of this month seeds of Cabbajre,

• M 'luV' T«»"at"' Eg? Plant and Pepper may be planted
in Hotbed; watch them lest Ihev suffer bv frost or as it isnot infrequently the case, from vvnnt of sufficient' air as theweather becomes milder, when they will need also increased
water.

We can only speak in general terms of the work whichmay be advantageously done now, preparatory to the activeseason which approaches. If tools and implements arelikely to be needed, the thoughtful man provides them indue season; overhauls his stock of Seeds, sends for I.and-
reth s Catalogue, and makes out a list of those which mav
Ume^of sow° ^""^ "'"* "'^^ "'''*^' ^^ '" ^'^°'^ ^^^"'"^ ^^^

D. I/ANDRETH Sl SONS
SEED AND IMPLEMENT

21 and 23 SOUTH 6th ST. WAREHOUSE
PHILADELPHIA

FREE TO ALL

:

Our New Illustrated
Catalogue of Plants,

I

KosEs, Bulbs, Vines,
Shrubs, Ornamental
Trees, Small Fruits,
Grape Vines, Seeds,

•etc., will be mailed
J
Free toall applicants.
100 pages. Most com-

V -uit x.^^ c. . . .
Plete Plant Catalogue

h published. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 20 Rose
q Houses. 15 Greenhouses; ao acres Nurseries.
i Address

I] NANZ & NEUNER, Louisville, Ky.
U. ••—»••—)••—,••—>••»-)•^^> ^-t*^^. f—^. r-^,gfAt ..m ..m .M .m m .. -'^r1^'T_|'-

r

f

f

r

NEW, RARE an^ BEAUTIFUL PLANTS
A large collection of Rare Hot House and Greenhouse Plants

carefully grown, at low rates. Orchids-a very extensive stock f
K;ist IndianMexican, Central and South American, etc. Rareand Beautiful Evergreens, Ornamental J rees, Shrubj.. etc.
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TRILLIUM CxRANDILLORUM.

GROUND LILY.

NATURAL ORDER, TRILUACE.^.

Trillium ORANnirLORUM. Salisbury.—Stem eigrht to twelve inches hij^h. Leaves three to five inches in diameter broadly
rhomboid-ovate, suhsessile, abruptly acuminate

;
peduncle included. Flowers suberect • petals one and a half to two

inches in length, much larger than the calyx, spatulate-obovate, connivent at the base, abruptlv acuminate at the apex.
{ Wood's C/ass-/iook o/ Bo/any. ^&*t a\&o Qr^y'a Manual of the liotany of the yortfiern United Statt^s ti

Flora of the Southern United States.)

It will be noted that Professor Wood, whose
description is adopted because it fits so accu-

rately the specimen here illustrated, places

the plants of this genus in a natural order for

which they have also furnished the name

—

TrilliacccB,—while Professor Gray, in his more
modern works, refers them io IJliacecp, though,
in his earlier publications, Professor Gray
classed them as Trilliacecc also. This fact will

teach the student how difficult it is to draw
definite lines between various classes in nature,

and that the distinctions depend more on the
views of the importance or non-importance of

divisional lines which botanists may hold.

LiliacecE, or the Lily family, belongs to the
endogenous division of the vegetable king-
dom, a striking peculiarity of which is that
the leaves have not netted veins, nor have
the stems regular annual concentric layers or
rings of wood. In LiliacecE, also, the parts are
usually strictly in threes. Our plants differ

from typical LiliacecE in some of these respects,

and theanomalies induced DeCandolle in iSi6 to

place them in a natural order separate, and
under the name of TrilliacecB, Though we
have followed Professor Wood in the reten-
tion of the separate order, the experiences of
modern morphology rather tend to confirm
the view taken by Professor Gray, and prob-
ably all botanists will finally agree in unit-
ing the order with Liliacea. The most strik-
ing difference in the order from the usual
forms of the Lily family, as well as from
endogens in general, is in the tendency to
produce veins which cross each other, or, as
IS commonly said, produce netted-veined
leaves. This tendency we see in the specimen
here illustrated. Still, the slight tendency to
the netted-veined character is accompanied,

and Chapman's

both in the leaves and in the petals, by the

parallel main veins which are so characteristic

of endogens. But in acknowledged endogens,

as in Amaryllis or Funkia, for instance, it is

not unusual to find netted veins in the petals,

w^hich, as the student knows, are but trans-

formed leaves. In Paris, a European repre-

sentative of the order, and with which Tril-

lium was at first associated b\' Linnaeus, the

parts are in fours. There are four leaves,

four sepals, four petals, eight stamens, and
four stigmas. But in the common asparagus,

a member of the order Liliacecr, we find an

occasional flower which has the peculiarity

of having all the parts in fours, as in Paris.

When, therefore, we find the peculiarities

which are supposed to distinguish an order,

existing in another, though, perhaps, to a

less extent, it is an admonition that there is

no natural dividing line, such as we look for

in the idea of a distinct natural order.

The genus is one so remarkable for varia-

tion that it is difficult to define the species

belonging to it. In Philip Miller's time there

were but three recognized species,—and now
only nine are recognized by Professor Wood
in his class-book. But attempts to make more

have been numerous. In Beck's time they

had increased to fifteen, and Rafinesque in his

"Medical Flora," published in 1830, named
and described thirty-four species, besides giv-

ing Latin names to numerous varieties. In

the one we now describe, Trillium grandi-

florum^—which was so named by Dr. Salis-

bury, who had a famous botanic garden at

Brompton, near London, in the early part

of the present century, — Rafinesque, after

giving the description according to Salisbury's

name, makes the following varieties, roseum^

(17)
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TRILLIUM (^RANDILLORLM.

(IRol'M) 1JI.^

XATURAL ORDI'R, TRILLIAC IM:,

J'Kii.i.irM <;KANnni.nKrM. Salishury.—SU-m ei.yht to twelve iiiclu-s hi-h, \.ra\, -^ tiivet- ; Mil !i'-s iji (lidiu'te:
liiojiilKiul-ovate. s'.iosessile, al.niptly aouniinatc : i)e<hnio:e iiicliulr^i. Mowrm «.ii!...rt\ i

;
j.i-laU oir- aii.l alialli.. iwo

inclics in h^iij,^th. much lars^a-r than tlic t-alyx. s]>atn!att'-()l)i)vale'. coinii w;it .-.t tli-- ]<:t^,- .tlaiiiitlv ;w i!M) iM;,it' at thr ajtex.
i \\'i)od's C/dss-Ziook or' h'o/in/v. See also (iray's .V.;//,7<// ,''///,•/;.%,•;/ 1 . , »• ///.-• mil Clia^inan's
/7.'/ (^ of t lie SoHtlu'i n I '}iitrJ S/a/rs.)

It will be noted that Professor Wood, whose
descri])tion is adopted because it Tits so accu-

rately the specimen here illustrated, ])laces

the i)lants of this genus in a natural order for

which they have also furnished the name

—

I'yilliacCiC,—while Professor Gra}-, in his more
modern works, refers them to fJliaccu\ though,
in his earlier publications, Professor Gray
classed them as 1 rilliacccr also. This fact will

teach the student how difficult it is to draw
<Kfinite lines between various classes in nature,

and that the distinctions de])end more on the
views of the importance or non-importance of

divisional lines which botanists may hold.

I.iliacccr, or the Lily family, belongs to the
endogenous division of the vegetable kinjj-

dom, a striking peculiarity of which is that
the leaves have not netted veins, nor have
the stems regular annual concentric layers or

; ings of wood. In FJliaa\c, also, the parts are
usually strictly in threes. Our plants differ

:r(>ni typical Liliacccr in some of these respects,

mdtheanomalies induced DeCandolle in iSi6to
'.)lace them in a natural order separate, and
nuler the name of Tyilliacccc. Though we
iiave followed Professor Wood in the reten-
tion of the separate order, the experiences of
modern morphology rather tend to confirm
the view taken by Professor Gray, and prob-
ably all botanists will finally agree in unit-
ing the order with LiliacCiC. The iiost strik-
ing difference in the order from the usual
forms of the Lily family, as well as from
endogens in general, is in the tendency to
produce veins which cross each other, or, as
1^^ commonly said, produce netted-veined
l<^aves. This tendency we see in the specimen
Here illustrated. Still, the slight tendency to
the netted-veined character is accompanied,

both in the leaves and in tlu- petals, by the

parallel main veins which aie so characteristic

of endogens. P)Ut in acknowledged endogens,

as in .Imatyllis or Fioikia, for instance, it is

not unusu;d to find netted veins in the ])etals.

which, as the student knows, are but trans-

formed leaves. In l\iii>, a European re])re-

sentative of the order, and with which 'I'yil-

liiufi was at first associated by Ijnn;ius, the

parts are in fours. There are four leaves,

four sepals, four petals, eight stamens, and

four stigmas. Hut in the common asparagus,

a member of the order /.ilicuwr, we find an

occasional llower which has the ])eculiarity

of having all the ])arts in fours, as in J\in's.

Wlu-n, therefore, we find the peculiarities

which are suj)j)osed to distinguish an order,

existing in another, though, ])erha})>. to a

less extent, it is an admonition that there is

no nat^iral dividing line, such as we look for

in the idea of a distinct natural order.

The genus is one so remarkable for varia-

tion that it is dithcult to define the sj)ecies

belonging to it. In Phiii]) Miller's time there

were but three recogni/ed species.-ami now
only nine are recognized by Professor Wood
in his class-book. lUit attempts to make more

have been numerous. In Beck's time they

had increased to fifteen, and Rafinesque in his

"Medical IHora." published in i8;,(j. named
and described thirt\-four sj^ecies, besides giv-

ing Latin names to numerous varieties. In

the one we now describe, 7>77//V/w i,';v7//^//-

Jlorum,—which was so named by Dr. vSalis-

bury, who had a famous botanic garden at

Brompton, near London, in the early i)art

of the present century, — Rafines(iue. after

giving the description according to Salisbury's

name, makes the following varieties, roseum^

(17)

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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elatior, rhomboideiun
,
pumilmn, parviflorum,

macropium, obovatum, longifolium. In these

days, when it is well understood that there are

individual variations in every species, the

specific characters are drawn by the describer

so as to cover all these variations as far as pos-

sible, rather than to burden classification by
hosts of varietal names.

In connection with this subject of relation-

ship and variation, it is interesting to note that

the popular mind often traces family connec-

tions where the man of science would keep
apart. Rafinesqne tells us that the common
people called this species " Ground lily, " not

perceiving any distinction between Irilliacece

and the great Lily family. This common name
we have placed at the head of our chapter in

preference to " Large White Trillium, or Wake-
Robin '

' given by Professor Gray in the " Man-
ual," because even in the case of common as

well as in botanical names the law of priority

may be considered as of some weight, especi-

ally when it has the additional merit of some
appropriateness. "Wake-Robin" is a com-
mon name for some species of English Arum,
and it only serves to confuse when applied to

a very different plant.

Writing of Trillium grandijiorum, Pursh
says the whole genus possesses strong medical
virtues— the reputation in his day having
probably been received through the Indians.

Rafinesque says that the berries are not poi-

sonous, though most works, even at the pres-

ent day, represent them as so. Sometimes the
color varies from light to dark, and Rafiijesque

says the Indians entertained the curious belief

that medicinally the dark flowered forms were
best for males, and the light was for females.

When chewed, he also says, the roots "pro-
duce salivation and tears, with heat in the
throat, and next a sensation of coldness over
the whole system," and that "it is said that
they obviate or prevent gangrene, and the need
of cutting off mortified limbs," and further that
"they say in Canada that the roots chewed
will cure instantly the bite of rattlesnakes,

both in men and cattle. Mr. Hawkins saw
an Indian make the experiment for a gill of
rum

; but how it acted is not stated. The In-

dians of Missouri call them ' Mochar New-

achar,' meaning heat and cold. It is their

remedy for consumption." It appears, how-

ever, that the medical reputation depends

chiefly on Indian practices. Dr. Grifiith, as

late as 1847, remarks, " these plants deserve

the attention of the profession, for if they pos-

sess the virtues attributed to them, they are

worthy of admission into the officinal lists of

the Materia Medica."

Trillium grandiflonun is chiefly at home in

the Northeast portion of the United States,

extending from Vermont west to Wisconsin,

and managing to get South as far as North

Carolina, by means of the Allegheny moun-
tains. It forms part of the undergrowth of

rocky, shady woods. As already noted, in

common with the whole genus it is often found

with great variations ; but in no place, per-

haps, more so than in Michigan. In the vol-

ume of the "Botanical Gazette" for 1879, Mr.

E. T. Smith, of Hubbardston, notes some very

remarkable ones. He has seen them some-

times with no leaves ; but in this case the

sepals wonderfully enlarged, so as to be in fact

leaves. Then there are some with petals green

as if they were leaves. He has also seen the

stamens, and even the styles turned into

leaves, and, occasionally, double the usual

number of stamens. He finds great numbers
of these variable forms ; and the plants show-
ing any particular peculiarity, continue to re-

produce it from year to year. Our specimen

came from Michigan, sent by Mrs. Lucy A.

Millington, and exhibits a true normal form.

It is also precisely like specimens kindly fur-

nished from the garden of Norton Johnson,

Esq., of Germantown, where it has been grow-
ing for a great number of years. Works on
gardening do not consider it beautiful ; but it

is certainly a useful plant for growing in shady
places, and is always admired when in flower.

Tendencies to develop double flowers have
been noticed, but no actual double flower re-

corded. At one time double flowers were
passed over as mere monstrosities. Now
botanists look for them, as they aid in ex-

plaining morphological problems. Formerly
the florist had the credit of producing double

flowers ; but nearly all double garden flowers

were first found in a wild state.

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURE.

THE TRAILING ARBUTUS.

"The mellow sunshine floweth softly down
Golden and wide over these billowy swells.

And on their bare and quiet woods of brown

;

And over all, in the distant dells,

The blue haze broods in silence. Wandering here
In the sweet stillness of this April day.
Sweet flower, once more

I find thee trailing all thy rosy bells

Among the pale-brown leaves of last year."
—Howard Worcester Gilbert.

Several other plants are known to have

these explosive features, of which the Witch

Hazel is perhaps the most familiar instance."

Propulsion of Seeds.—In regard to this

interesting topic Mr. J. A. Graves, of Susque-

hanna, Pa., notes: "Your mention of the

irritability of the Oxalis stricta and violacea

in the December number reminds me of my
experience with New Jersey Tea {Ceaiiothus

Americamis). Last winter, while arranging

the plants I had collected through the season

and consigning them to their final resting

place in the Hortus siccus, I wondered what

could be the meaning of the continued crack

—

crack, I was hearing—a regular little fusillade

seemingly going on in the pile of specimens

before me. Perhaps it might be a feudejoie

in honor of the event. Presently I came to

the vsheet on which was the Ceanothus, and the

mysterious cracking was a mystery no longer,

for there lay the exploded shells thickl}^ scat-

tered about on the field of action before me.

Just then my eye detected one of the fusileers

in the very act of firing, and before I could

wink had hit me square in the face with one of

the little seed-shot, giving me to understand

that he intended to do some kicking against

being disposed of so summarily.
The twisted and otherwise contorted pod

valves scattered about on the sheet was a full

explanation of the fairy fusillade that I had
heard. Spring guns are used in Flora's king-

dom instead of Gatling's.

The Euphorbia maculata possesses the simi-

lar trait of ejecting its seed. I have not been
so fortunate as to detect it throwing its seeds
from the capsule, but the tiny brown seeds and
the twisted pod valves lying scattered about on
the herbarium sheet are evidences of the fact.

Wild Flowers of ^Minnesota and Da-

kota.— Mr. J. M. Dunlop, of Milwaukee, notes:

•* Opuntia Rafuiesqjiii ami O. Missouriensisw^nt

collected by me on a rocky blufl" near Big Stone

Lake, on the State line of Minnesota and Da-

kota, in latitude 45.30, 507 miles northwest of

Milwaukee. Mamillaria vivipara is also

abundant on the same blufls. The thermome-

ter falls every winter to from 30 to 40 below

zero, and as there is little protection it may be

judged how hardy they are. Matuillaria

vivipara is one ot the hardy cactuses that

ought to be in every garden. Its flowers are

of a beautiful purple, about two inches across,

and the sepals are also colored and fringed.

It is in bloom during the whole summer when

the sun shines. The bluft', where these cac-

tuses grow, is a very singular one. There

ma}' be 40 acres of it. I clambered up in ex-

pectation of finding many rock ferns. The

only ones I found were at its base

—

Cistop-

teris fragilis and C. bulbifera. High on the

top I found Campanula rotundifolia in a large

bed in fine bloom, with a few plants of Oxalis

violacea. Had there been a few plants of Lotus

corniculatus in place of the Oxalis, I would have

felt like the Jews by Babylonian streams, as it

brought to my mind my boyhood days in Scot-

land, when I knew neither care nor trouble."

Common Names of Wild Flowers.—It is

always desirable to have a common name for

popular use, and when English names become

common, even botanists like to use them.

Looking over Pursh"s Jouriial he notes that in

the northern part of Pennsylvania Tiarclla

cofdifolia is universally known by the name of

Rough-Leaf, and that Ttillitim erythrocarpum

is known as the Bath-Nut. What connection

the last name has with the plant is not evi-

dent ;
perhaps some of our readers in northern

Pennsylvania can explain.
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The Bark of Trees.—Few things inter-

ested our European visitors among phytologists,

especially our German friends, among whom
we may class the accomplished editor of '

' Gar-

tenjlora,''' than the practical lessons afforded

them by the Senior Conductor of Meehans'
Monthly, regarding the manner in which na-

ture forms the rough bark of trees, and many
wishes were expressed that he would prepare

a fully illustrated paper for some scientific

magazine or society. The old idea that the

bark of trees cracks mechanically, through
expansion by growth, has long since been

abandoned
; but nothing has taken its place in

the text books, though the Senior Conductor
of Meehans' Monthly has often shown in

popular lectures, that the rifts follow from the

growth of cork cells, and that the manner of

growth of these cork, or suber-cells, is peculiar

to each species of tree. The time and manner
of the occurrence of rough bark is so specifi-

cally distinct that a blind man may distinguish

species by the touch . Many years ago the writer

of this in conversation with the late Professor

Gray, and Doctor Russell, of Hartford, offered

to put this to the test, and together the three

took a night walk around the grounds of the

hospital for the insane. Doctor Russell con-

firmed the name of the tree given in each case.

The intention of the present paragraph is

simply to call general attention to this hitherto

obscure subject. The illustration on opposite

page is given through the courtesy of Professor

Rothrock, State Forester of Pennsylvania, of
the trunk of a persimmon tree ; any one could
surely learn to distinguish it by its bark.

Double trunks in trees.—A correspond-
ent at Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, notes that
along the Wissahickon Drive, just above the
Reading railroad bridge, near the Park restau-

rant known as "Maple Spring," there is a
Buttonwood tree, which has a loop in the trunk,
that is to say, there is an opening probably two
feet long, and nearly as wide—really being two
trunks at that point—as if the tree bole had
forked just above the ground and then again
united. This is quite likely to have been, the
case. Instances of this character are occa-

sionally seen in this and other trees. Pre-

served in the Museum of the Academy of Na-
tural Sciences is a portion of the trunk of a
Silver Birch of the same character. It is sim-

ply brought about by the uniting, or inarching

of two branches in youth. One of the trunks

subsequentl}^ rotting away or dying, at the top

beyond the union, the growth afterwards con-

tinues and gives the appearance noted. On
the grounds of the late James Gowen, of Mt.
Airy, there is, or was some years ago, a Mag-
nolia tree. Some half a dozen young trees

had been planted around a circle of probably 6

or 8 feet in diameter. At the height of about 5
or 6 feet from the ground, these had all been
drawn together where they united at the point,

and eventually formed one single trunk, and
the tree has the appearance of standing on six

legs. Experiments of this kind may be made
in any garden, and are not only of much inter-

est for lessons in regard to the manner of tree

growth, but always afford objects of interest to

those who simply love to see the curious in

vegetation.

The Resistance of Tree-trunks to the
Wind.—Fewer thoughts would be suspected of

error than that a tree trunk of immense size,

stood against storms as solidly as a rock.

Poets have been fond of using this fact in illus-

tration of various story points. Algernon
Swinburne used it as an illustration of

''Faith."

Faith fades and shines and ebbs away,
Faint as the nioou if the sundawn gleam.

Faith, whose eyes in the low, last ray
Watch the fire that renews the day

—

Faith, which lives in the living past.
Rock-rooted, swerves not as weeds that sway.

As trees that stand in the storm-wind fast
She stands, uusmitten of Death's keen blast;
With strong remembrance of simbright spring,

Alive at heart to the lifeless last.

Yet few things are more interesting than to

watch from the inside of a room, the behaviour
of the tree trunk under a gale. Measured by
the window panes, the largest trunk may be
distinctly noted swaying back and forth. It

is, of course, but very slight in an old tree, but
still sufficiently distinct to be noted. People
usually love to stand by the sea-side, and note
some immense vessel battling with the waves
in a terrible storm, and learning a lesson as to

the immense power of natural forces. But just
the same good lesson can be had from a tree

trunk battling with the wind in the same way.
For all that the poet says, it will be found that
they do "swerve " "as weeds that sway."
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The Bark oi- Trees.—Few things inter-

ested our Ivnropean visitors among pliy tologists,

especially our German friends, among whom
we ma}^ class the accomplished editor of • • Gar-

tenjlora,'' than the practical lessons afforded

them by the Senior Conductor of Meehans'
Monthly, regarding the manner in which na-

ture forms the rough bark of trees, and many
wishes were ex]:)ressed that he would prepare

a full}- illustrated paper for some scientific

magazine or society. The old idea that the

bark of trees cracks mechanically, through
expansion by growth, has long since been

abandoned
; but nothing has taken its place in

the text books, though the vSenior Conductor
of Meichans' Monthly has often shown in

popular lectures, that the rifts follow from the

growth of cork cells, and that the manner of

growth of these cork, or sul)er-cells, is peculiar

to each species of tree. The time and manner
of the occurrence of rough bark is so specifi-

cally distinct that a blind man may distinguish

species by the touch. Many years ago the writer

of this in conversation with the late Professor

Gray, and Doctor Russell, of Hartford, offered

to put this to the test, and together the three

took a night walk around the grounds of the

hospital for the insane. Doctor Russell con-

firmed the name of the tree given in each case.

The intention of the i)resent paragraph is

simi)ly to call general attention to this hitherto

obscure subject. The illustration on opj^osite

page is given through the courtesy of Professor

Rothrock, State Forester of Pennsylvania, of
the trunk of a persimmon tree ; any one could
surely learn to distinguish it by its bark.

DouHLE TRUNKS IN TREES.—A Correspond-
ent at Chestuut Mill, Philadelphia, notes that
along the Wissahickon Drive, just above the
Reading railroad bridge, near the Park restau-

rant known as "Maple Spring," there is a
Buttonwood tree, which has a loop in the trunk,
that is to say, there is an opening probably two
feet long, and nearly as wide—really being two
trunks at that point—as if the tree bole had
forked just above the ground and then again
united. This is quite likely to have been, the
case. Instances of this character are occa-

sionally seen in this and other trees. Pre-

served in the Museum of the Academy of Na-
tural Sciences is a portion of the trunk of a
Silver Birch of the same character. It is sim-

ply brought about by the uniting, or inarching

of two branches in youth. One of the trunks
subsequently rotting away or dying, at the top

beyond the union, the growth afterwards con-

tinues and gives the appearance noted. On
the grounds of the late James Gow^en, of Mt.
Airy, there is, or was some years ago, a Mag-
nolia tree. Some half a dozen young trees

had been planted around a circle of probably 6

or 8 feet in diameter. At the height of about 5
or 6 feet from the ground, these had all been
drawn together where they united at the point,

and eventualh' formed one single trunk, and
the tree has the appearance of standing on six

legs. Ivxperiments of this kind may be made
in any garden, and arc not onl}^ of much inter-

est for lessons in regard to the manner of tree

growth, but always afford objects of interest to

those who simjjly love to see the curious in

vegetation.

The Resistance of Tree-trunks to the
Wlnd.—Fewer thoughts would be suspected of

error than that a tree trunk of immense size,

stood against storms as solidly as a rock.

Poets have been fond of using this fact in illus-

tration of various story points. Algernon
Swinburne used it as an illustration of

"Faith."

Faith fades and shines and ebbs away,
Faint as the moon if the suiidawn gleam.

Faith, whose eyes in the low, last ray
Watch the lire that renews tlic dav

—

Faith, which lives in the living past.
Rock-rooted, swerves not as weeds that swav.

As trees that stand in the storm-wind fast
She stands, unsniittcn of Death's keen blast;
With strong renicnibrancc of sunbright spring,

Alive at heart to the lifeless last.

Yet few things are more interesting than to

watch from the inside of a room, the behaviour
of the tree trunk under a gale. Measured by
the window panes, the largest trunk may be
distinctly noted swaying back and forth. It

is, of course, but very slight in an old tree, but
still sufficiently distinct to be noted. People
usually love to stand by the sea-side, and note
some immense vessel battling with the waves
in a terrible storm, and learning a lesson as to

the immense power of natural forces. But just
the same good lesson can be had from a tree

trunk battling with the wind in the same way.
For all that the poet says, it will be found that
they do "swerve " "as weeds that sway."

TRUNK OF PLRSiMMON, OIOSPYROS VIRGINIANA. L.-bck page Ic
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The Beauty of the Oak.—In the exami-
nation of the scenery collection of paintings,

exhibited in New York last spring, Corot's
** Oak Charlemagne " was the occasion of an
inquiry why the English Oak was always rep-

resented with an element of strength which
American oaks do not exhibit. But this can-

not be said of the American white oak, Quercus
alba, which will often bear fair comparison with
its English relative. If w^e critically examine
as to what gives this peculiar character to the

English oak, it may be seen to consist in the
tendency of the side branches to rival the cen-
tral trunk in size. In most American oaks,
these side branches are always much inferior

to the main trunk. But in the English oak,
the laterals are often almost as heavy as the
trunk

; and when they spread, as they often do,
to a long distance, and yet seem almost self-

sustaining in spite of the efforts of gravitation
to pull them down, the impression of immense
strength is irresistible. In this respect the
American white oak is a good match for the
other. The side branches are of immense
strength, and no one can ever behold a well
grown specimen of any considerable age with-
out bowing in respect to so much arboreal
majesty.

Boring of Flowers by Humi{le Bees.—
A large number of flowers are bored, as it is

believed by humble bees. They collect the
nectar in this way, instead of entering by the
mouth of the flower. Dr. J. Schneck, of Mt.
Carmel, Ills., one of our most observing bot-
anists, believes these are not humble bees-
members of the genus i^^w/^//^.—but belong to
the genus Xylocopa, popularly known as Bor-
ers, or Carpenter Bees. He has certainly seen
these creatures slitting the tubes of clover,
and humble bees entering the mouth in the
legitimate way.

Abraham's Oak —In the old world, where
the climate is not so severe on vegetation,
trees are sometimes known to have existed for
many, many centuries. On the Plains of
Mamre there is an oak so old that no one
knows its history. A popular legend claims
that it was there in Abraham's time, and that
under its boughs tlilf patriarch rested. The Gar-
dcfier's Chronic/e s^ys that it is Quercus psciido-
coccifcra, a species of oak still common in Syria.

Maple Sugar.— It seems almost incredible

that during a single year no less than 36,000,000

pounds of sugar should be taken from the

Maple trees of the northeastern portion of the

United States—Vermont being one of the lead-

ing States for this sugar product. March is

the month in which the sap is chiefly collected

for sugar in that State. It has been stated

that no sugar can be made from Maples in any
climate where there is not a severe frost. How
this is. however, we cannot trace to any faith-

ful record. The original Sugar Maple woods
are getting scarce, but young trees are being

set out in immense quantities in Vermont, just

as apple trees are for orchards in other places.

A correspondent of the New York '' Indepeiid-

e?it
'

' states that orchards of five and eight acres

are not uncommon. They are usually planted

on elevations, so that as the sap flows it can
be conducted at once down hill into troughs to

the boiling places. A 15 year old tree is large

enough to profitably tap. In the old way a

hole was made in the tree by an augur and a

wooden spout driven in ; but in modern times
galvanized iron spouts are used. The sweetest

sap is said to be in the wood of the previous

year—that which is obtained from older wood
being comparatively thin. When the sap is

received in the vats, the liquid portion is evap-
orated by heat and the sugar remains. Several

successive boilings, however, are required to

get the best article. The profits of maple
sugar are not large, but are said to be compar-
atively fair, and that $40 per acre can often be
made. This, at certain seasons of the year,

would be a meagre return for the time, trouble

and expense
; but happening when other work

is scarce, it fills in the time fairly well.

The Trees of Arkansas.—Mrs. John-
stone, of Hastings, Nebraska, sends a note in

regard to the unusual character of the forest

scenery of Arkansas. Trees are, as a rule,

straight, and not growing close together. They
are carpeted by grass without underbrush.
These points struck also the writer of this par-

agraph in his first journey through Arkansas.
The whole country seems like one vast park be-
longing to some powerful baron of the Old
World. As the writer of this remembers the
trees were chiefly of Post Oak, Pecan, and Net-
tle trees, although there are species of trees
that are more or less frequent.

GENERAL GARDENING.

ART IN NATURE.

There is a fresh and lovely sight

;

A beauteous heap and hill of moss.

All lovely colors there you see,

And mossy net-work, too, is there.

As if by hand of lady fair

The work had woven been.

—Wordsworth.

The Gardens of the Greeks.— 77/^ Gar-

deniiig World observes that the garden of Alcin-

ous, in the Odyssey, is the most celebrated in

the heroic times. Is there an admirer of Homer

who can read his description without rapture,

or who does not form to his imagination a scene

of delight more picturesque than the landscapes

of Titian ? Yet what was that boasted para-

dise which

—

. . . . the gods ordain 'd

To grace Alcinous and his happy land.

W^hy, divested of harmonious Greek and be-

witching poetry, it was a small orchard and

vineyard, with some beds of herbs and two

springs that watered them, enclosed with a

quickset hedge. The whole compass of this

much-vaunted garden comprised just four

acres :

—

Four acres was th' allotted space of ground,

Feuc'd with a greeu enclosure all around.

Its trees were Apples, Figs, Pomegranates,

Pears, Olives, and Vines. And

Beds of all various herbs for ever green.

In beauteous order terminate the scene.

This garden of Alcinous planted by the poet,

was enriched by him with the fairy gift of eter-

nal summer, and no doubt was an effort of

imagination surpassing anything Homer had

ever seen. As he has bestowed on the same

happy prince a palace with brazen walls and

columns of silver, he certainly intended that

the garden should be proportionately magni-

ficent. We are sure, therefore, that as late as

Homer's time, an enclosure of four acres, com-

prehending orchard, vineyard, and kitchen

garden, was a stretch of luxury the eye of

the poet had never beheld.

The Hardy Jasmine. — A few years ago

there was but one species which would stand

the winters in the northeastern states, and

this was Jasmimim officinale — the oldest

known, probably, of all the Jasmines. It still

goes by the name of the Hardy Jasmine,

although a yellow flowered one, much more

hardy than this, has been in cultivation from

Japan during recent years. This Japan spe-

cies is known as Jasminum nudicaule, or

sometimes niidijloa. It has yellow l)lossoms,

very early, even before the leaves have ap-

peared, but it has no fragrance. The old-

fashioned Hardy Jasmine sometimes gets in-

jured in severe winters in the north, but as a

general rule manages to live pretty well. A
correspondent tells us that at Trenton, N. J.,

some may be seen along the sides of houses,

where they have been trained to trellises many

feet in height, and apparently as hardy as any

climbing vine. It certainly deserves to be

much more cultivated than we usually find it.

Cultivating Wild Flowers.—Dr. D. W.

Beadle in the *' Transactions of the Canadian

Institute" regrets that there is no botanical

garden in Canada, He points out how easy

of cultivation most wildlings are. and instances

a collection by Mr. Jas. L. Hughes, of328 native

species, mostly of great beauty, growing in his

garden. Most people who fail in cultivating

our beautiful wild flowers, ntgiect to give thtm

food. In the woods and fields they get rich

fertilizing from the hand of nature. A flower

border requires an annual manuring as well as

a vegetable garden.

Graftin(; Geraniums on Tomatoes —Mr.

John T. Wright, has been experimenting on

herbaceous grafting, and has had the surprising

result of success with a Geranium on a Tomato

stock, and still more surprising a monocoty-

ledon in the Tradescaniia zcbrina, also on the

Tomato a dicotyledon. The experiments are

described and illustrated in detail in the August

issue of the Botanical Ga^aette,

(23)
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Early Care of Fruit Trees.—One of the
problems of fruit culture is how to care for an
orchard in its earlier years. Trees have to be
planted at the distance from each other desir-

able when mature, but this implies a great
waste of ground for many years. Sometimes
short lived trees, such as peaches or dwarf
pears are set between longer lived pears or
apples, but in some parts of our country
peaches or dwarf pears will live as long as
other kinds. Rather than do this some culti-

vators set only those to be permanent, and
either put some garden or farm crops between,
or set the whole in grass. But when this is

done the orchard whether in grass or garden
crops, must have fertilizers of some kind, or
the trees will starve. There is no objection to
this double cropping when the ground is thus
kept rich, unless crops are employed that
make the earth very dry. Grain crops are of
this character. The class of garden vegetables
are not generally of such a thirsty character,
and, where these can be made profitable use of,

give the best selection. In many parts of our
country it is indeed better to have the orchard
ground cropped in this way, than to have a
bare surface. The small fibres, properly so-
called, the feeding roots which die annually,
like to be near a shady surface. The vegetable
crops give this grateful shade. In California
they have found the sugar beet and fruit cul-
ture go well together. The cut on page 25 for
vjrhich we are indebted to the courtesy of the
J^ural Califoniian shows an orchard so cropped.

Root Fungus. — We have already stated
that, as a result of our actual experiments,
made many years ago, and recorded at the
time in horticultural journals, the writer
ascertained positively that the disease called the
yellows in the peach, was caused by the work
of a fine cobwebby spawn of a mushroom, which
proved to be Agaricus melleus, which attacks
the roots of the peach tree. It not only attacks
the peach particularly, but has almost an equal
fondness for other plants, among which the
.Norway spruce and the white pine may be
especially named. The same, or similar dis-
astrous results on the foliage, can be obtained
by planting the spawn of this fungus around
white pine and Norway spruce as around the
peach. Its disastrous effect on the growth
and leaves of plants are pretty nearly as well

known now in the old world as it ought to be
in America. Dr. Dyer has now discovered that
another species of mushroom or toad-stool,

called Agaricus squarrosus, has the same dis-

astrous effect on trees as Agaricus melleus. Its

pernicious influence, however, he says, is not
generally so rapid as the other, as the mycelium
is not nearly so well developed a structure. It,

however, appears to work on the apple rather
than the peach, so far as has been observed in
the old world.

The Grapevine Disease in France. —No
greater evidence of the immense value of scien-
tific knowledge to the practical man has ever
been adduced which is so conclusive as that in
relation to grape culture in France, where
thousands of acres of grapevines became
absolute useless. Mainly through the scien-
tific labors of our own Professor Riley, the
existence of a root insect, the phylloxera,
was discovered and its whole history de-
cided. It was found to be an American
insect, which had perhaps from the crea-
tion been in connection with American vines
without any serious injury to them. The
phylloxera transferred itself to the European
vine, which was unable to resist as the Ameri-
can vines had done. It was only necessary,
therefore, to introduce the American vine as
well as the American insect, and graft the
European forms on the American roots. The
Inspector General, Georges Conanon, of the
French Department of Agriculture, now states
that in consequence of these practical deduc-
tions from scientific truths, France will soon
regain her old position as a great wine growing
country. The French wine grower no longer
fears the insect. Plantations are now being
made with as much confidence as they were
before the existence of the insect was known.

Climbing Roses.—Z>/<7« Horticole, an excel-
lent French horticultural magazine, objects to
the term of climbing, as applied to long
slender-stem roses. It urges that no roses
climb in the usual sense of the tefm. They
should be called sarmentose. Perhaps the
term was badly chosen in the first instance,
but no one is now misled. Language is sim-
ply to express our thoughts, and we all under-
stand the thought correctly when we speak of
climbing roses.

1894.] mkehans' monthly—general gardening. 25
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Karly Care of Fruit Trees.—One of the
problems of fruit culture is how to care for an
orchard in its earlier years. Trees have to be
planted at the distance from each other desir-

able when mature, but this implies a great
waste of ground for many years. Sometimes
short lived trees, such as peaches or dwarf
pears are set between longer lived pears or
apples, but in some parts of our country
peaches or dwarf pears will live as long as
other kinds. Rather than do this some culti-

vators set only those to be permanent, and
either put some garden or farm crops between,
or set the whole in grass. But when this is

done the orchard whether in grass or garden
crops, must have fertilizers of some kind, or
the trees will starve. There is no objection to
this double cropping when the ground is thus
kept rich, unless crops are employed that
make the earth very dry. Grain crops are of
this character. The class of garden vegetables
are not generally of such a thirsty character,
and, where these can be made profitable use of,

give the best selection. In many parts of our
country it is indeed better to have the orchard
ground cropped in this way, than to have a
bare surface. The small fibres, properly so-
called, the feeding roots which die annually,
like to be near a shady surface. The vegetable
crops give this grateful shade. In California
they have found the sugar beet and fruit cul-
ture go well together. The cut on page 25 for
virhich we are indebted to the courtesy of the
Rural Californian shows an orchard so cropped.

Root Fungus. — We have already stated
that, as a result of our actual experiments,
made many years ago, and recorded at the
time in horticultural journals, the writer
ascertained positively that the disease called the
yellows in the peach, was caused by the work
of a fine cobwebby spawn of a mushroom, which
proved to be Agariciis mclkus, which attacks
the roots of the peach tree. It not only attacks
the peach particularly, but has almost an equal
fondness for other plants, among which the
.Norway spruce and the white pine may be
especially named. The same, or similar dis-
astrous results on the foliage, can be obtained
by planting the spawn of this fungus around
white pine and Norway spruce as around the
peach. Its disastrous effect on the growth
and leaves of plants are pretty nearly as well

known now in the old world as it ought to be
in America. Dr. Dyer has now discovered that
another species of mushroom or toad-stool,

called Agariais squarrosus, has the same dis-

astrous effect on trees as Agariais melleus. Its

pernicious influence, however, he says, is not
generally so rapid as the other, as the mycelium
is not nearly so well developed a structure. It,

however, appears to work on the apple rather
than the peach, so far as has been observed in
the old world.

The Grapevine Disease in France. —No
greater evidence of the immense value of scien-
tific knowledge to the practical man has ever
been adduced which is so conclusive as that in
relation to grape culture in France, where
thousands of acres of grapevines became
absolute useless. Mainly through the scien-
tific labors of our own Professor Riley, the
existence of a root insect, the phylloxera,
was discovered and its whole history de-
cided. It was found to be an American
insect, which had perhaps from the crea-
tion been in connection with American vines
without any serious injury to them. The
phylloxera transferred itself to the European
vine, which was unable to resist as the Ameri-
can vines had done. It was only necessary,
therefore, to introduce the American vine as
well as the American insect, and graft the
European forms on the American roots. The
Inspector General, Georges Conanon, of the
French Department of Agriculture, now states
that in consequence of these practical deduc-
tions from scientific truths, France will soon
regain her old position as a great wine growing
country. The French wine growler no longer
fears the insect. Plantations are now being
made with as much confidence as they were
before the existence of the insect was known.

Climbing Roses.—Zjw/ Horticole, an excel-
lent French horticultural magazine, objects to
the term of climbing, as applied to long
slender-stem roses. It urges that no roses
climb in the usual sense of the tefm. They
should be called sarmentose. Perhaps the
term was badly chosen in the first instance,
but no one is now misled. Language is sim-
ply to express our thoughts, and we all under-
stand the thought correctly when we speak of
climbing roses.
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Popular Names of Plants.-—No one but
the editor of a magazine knows so well what a
great nuisance it is to be endeavoring to ascer-

tain what is meant by this or that plant under
some common name. Any one and every one
seems to have a right to call a plant what name
he pleases, and thus in every section of the
world, plants have local names which those
who use them cannot understand why it is

that the editor should not know what is being
referred to. The following extract from the
London Gardeners' Chronicle shows that the
same difference occurs in the old world as
with us. The talk about botanical names being
hard is evidently nonsense, as a large number
of them are much easier than the common
names which were introduced to displace them.

'*With reference to Trillium erectum, Mr.
Meehan, in his excellent Monthly, alludes to
the circumstance that this American plant goes
by the name of Three leaved Nightshade. Wake
Robin, Bath Flower, and Birthwort. This fur-
nishes a good illustration of the inconvenience
of popular names. In this country the Night-
shade is Atropa belladonna, a widely different
plant

;
Wake Robin is Arum maculatum, a

plant almost equal remote ; and Birthwort ap-
plies to Aristolochia clematitis, which has
nothing to do with the plant under notice.
Surely Trillium erectum is not more difficult

to remember or pronounce than any of the
others, while it has the great advantage that
the name applies to the plant in every country
in the world. There are cases where popular
names are desirable, but this is not one of
them."

Absorbtion of Water by Trees.—It has
been noted that in swamps, where there are
small hillocks so that trees may grow on them,
the ground is not as wet as in places where
trees cannot grow. This comes from the ab-
sorbtion of moisture by the roots of trees.

Every one knows how a large thrifty growing
tree will dry the earth underneath it. It is

this drying power of the roots which tends to
make swamps dry. The more rapid grower a
tree is, the more leaves, — in other words,
the more leaves to pump moisture, the more
they will dry the ground. Practical use of
this fact in drying swamps has not, how-
ever, been made to any great extent. The only
effort, on any great scale, to make use of this

principle is on the marshes near Rome, w^here

the Blue Gum tree of Australia has been
planted. This is an enormously rapid growing
tree, and the drying of the swamps is of

course proportional.

Disease of Root Fibres. — So many of

these diseases are now traced to the parasitic

fungi that the solutions of copper sulphate

are being universally employed in their des-

truction. It must not, however, be forgotten

that these solutions are poisonous to some
extent, and care should be employed in their

use. Some question has been raised as to the

value of lime, which the French mix with
their copper solutions. It is contended by one
of the leading vegetable chemists of France
that the copper solution cannot reach the inner

parts of plants unless it is mixed with lime.

This seems to be one of the cases where the

facts are against the theory, for certainly the

simple solution of copper has been abund-
antly effective in destroying these little

pests in American gardens.

Pruning Trees.—It is customary in some
quarters to decry science. Of what use, it is

asked, is science to the practical man ? The
best answer is to point to tree pruning. The
vast majority of trees are ruined by ignorant

pruning. It is impossible to prune a tree

properly without a knowledge of the scientific

principles on which sound pruning depends.

One may find out by a long and costly experi-

ence that by checking a growing shoot, by
pinching or cutting back while growing, we
weaken that shoot, and strengthen those not

p.nchedor cut back,—but when we look around
us, we see that people do not learn it by ex-

perience. But the lesson can be learned from
scientific teaching,—even from a paragraph as

brief as the reader is now perusing.

Tacsonia.—Tacsonia is much like the pas-

sion flower, but among other differences, has a
long tube to it. Interesting, as the passion
flower always is, the Tacsonia usually sur-

passes it in beauty. They do not endure
frost, but flower profusely in the open air dur-

ing summer and fall. Mrs. Theodosia B.

Shepherd, of Ventura, Cal., notes that 7.

Sutherlandii is *' the most beautiful of the
known family."
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Packing Trees.—It is not generally known
that in sending trees to a distance, the tighter

they can be packed, provided they are not very

wet, the better they will travel. In old times,

before the days of steamboats, it was not un-

common to send such plants as Camellias,

Azaleas, Heaths, and other plants on a six

months' voyage to Australia with perfect suc-

cess. The plants were packed in perfectly dry

moss, and pressed into the cases as tight as it

was possible for them to be pressed. They
usually reached Australia in perfect condition.

In packing trees in America, tight pressure is

also found to be a great benefit. This is espe-

cially the case where evergreen trees are to be

packed, provided the moss, or material sur-

rounding the branches is perfectly dry. Of
course, in the vicinity of roots considerable

moisture has to be provided for.

FK'ytTS Sffi ¥E^ET^PLES.

Evergreens at the World's Fair. —
Though our large firms found it impossible

under the rules to make d^ny great exhibit of

a general character, such as appeared at the

United States Centennial Exhibition, there were

many special collections of great merit. Of
these one notable one was by Mr. D. Hill, of

Dundee, Ills., who makes a specialty of ever-

greens. There were six thousand plants in

forty varieties, artistically arranged with great

taste. The highest honors were deservedly

awarded to them by the judges.

Rapid Growth of the California Red-
wood Trees.—We have evidence in California

that Redwood trees cut down sixty years ago

have made sprouts which are new trees from

three to five feet in diameter, and from one

hundred to one hundred and fifty feet high.

It is the rapid growth of some of these trees

which leads people to doubt their great age,

—

but there seems to be no reason for doubting
that the method of calculating by annual rings

of wood is sound, and that the great age im-

puted to some of these trees has solid ground
work to build on.

Abelia rupestris.—This is a delightful

small shrub from the Himalayas and China,

often seen in greenhouses, and no doubt per-

iectly hardy. It is the subject of a colored

plate in Gartenjlora of March i. It belongs to

the honeysuckle family, or CaprifoliacecE.

The Peach Yellows.— The Troy Daily

Times has an unusually wide-awake editress in

Mrs William Seliger, who seems quite alive in

gathering information from rich store-houses

of learning that have long been closed to the

general public. In a recent article on the

'

' peach
'

' she notices that the disease known

as the "Yellows" is not a modern one, but

was well known in the time of Thomas Say,

the well known scientist of Philadelphia, who

in 1825 referred to it as a terrible foe to the

peach grower. We have learned much about

these matters since. At that time there was

an inclination to believe that the disease was

simply a form of starvation. With the pro-

gress of our knowledge in the line of minute

fungus matters, an intelligent fruit grower has

no difliculty in deciding that fungus germs are

at the bottom of the whole trouble. A peach

tree comparatively starved may have yellow

leaves,—the disease known as " Yellows " not

only has yellow leaves but small sprouts grow-

ing out of the line of the main branches. A
large number of the weaker twigs, by reason of

their loss of vital power, die during the winter

season. Such effects do not follow starvation.

The Bismark Apple.—New varieties of

apples are being raised in Australia as well as

in the rest of the world, and one named the

Bismark, is described as a very beautiful one

and destined to great popularity in that part

of the world. It was raised from seed sixteen

years ago, by Mr. Clarkson, of Carisbrook a

small town in the colony of Victoria, and not

in New Zealand as was supposed. The apple

was exhibited at one of the exhibitions, and

named by three eminent British pomologists,

Bismark. The German pomologists of Victo-

ria are very proud, that, what they believe to

be the best representative of the apple family

in that part of the world, should have been

named in honor of th. ir distinguished fellow

countryman.

Cucumber as a Honf:v Plant—In Florida

the cucumber is regarded as an excellent bee-

plant. It is said bees favor it ; and that the

honey prepared from cucumber flowers is of

first class quality. Cucumber pollen is also

said to be a favorite with the honey bee.
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Pruning Cherry Trees.—Those who have
made a special study of cherry culture, contend
that the Morella or pie cherry class should
have an entirely different system of pruning .

from those of the sweet or Biggareau class.
The growing wood of the Morella should be
thinned out in the young season so as to leave
a fair proportion, a foot or so apart, all over
the tree. This is on account of the great num-
ber of twigs which this class of cherry produces
in comparison with the other class. The great
object of pruning in fruit trees is to keep one
branch from interfering with another,—all
should be allowed to have a due proportion of
light and air, which is necessary to have per-
fectly healthy leaves. If trees have been neg-
lected and not pruned for a number of years,
it is not well to do too much in one season.
Although pruning is essential to good orchard
culture, the vital principle of a tree is checked
if a large number of branches are taken off at
once. In pruning the class of sweet cherries,
shortening of some of the shoots is employed,
that is to say, they are cut down to short
stumps, the result of which is the production
of a large number of spurs, and it is from these
spurs that the best fruit is produced.

The Catawissa Raspberry.— When gar-
dening becomes a skillful art, and pursued
with that intelligence that it deserves, the
Catawissa raspberry will be more highly ap-
preciated than it is to-day. It was introduced
over 30 years ago by Joshua Peirce, of Wash-
ington, especially for its Fall bearing prop-
erties. Those who plant it, and treat it as
they do other raspberries, properly style it as
"no good." Those who cut it down to the
ground, and put an abundance of good food
around it, as the famous editor of the Germayi-
town Telegraph, Philip R. Freas, used to do,
have something in September to surprise their
friends who may be called in to "examine
tea spoons" together.
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Potato Culture.—Some few practical
farmers well understand that a much larger
crop of potatoes can be obtained when the
manure is of a long, stringy character than
when well rotted manure, or special fertilizers

are introduced
; but this knowledge has not

yet spread to the vegetable grower, critically
so called. Yet it is amazing what an enorm-

ous crop of potatoes may be produced by the
use of such material. If any of our amateur
readers, who want to excite the envy of their

neighbors by growing superior crops, will

cover the potato sets with mere straw, or some
other kind of litter, several inches in depth,

before the earth is drawn over them they will

certainly have this personal satisfaction.

Draw out a trench, say 4 inches in depth, put
the potato sets about a foot apart, cover the
whole of this trench in 4 inches deep with straw
or litter, and then draw 3 or 4 inches of earth

over it, and the product will be a surprise.

Not only are the potatoes large and produced
in enormous quantities under this treatment,

but the skins of the potato themselves have a
bright and clear look, which makes them an
object of beauty as well as a desirable crop
from the purely vegetable point of view.

Stem-boring Insects.—A number of insects
carry on their destructive operations by bor-
ing into the trunks of the trees near the
ground. The apple, quince and peach borers
are of this class. Wagon grease, or any mix-
ture containing pine tar—not coal tar—applied
as a paint to the collar of the tree, has been
found effective. The ^%% laying beetles do not
like this sort of a nest, into which to deposit
their eggs, but go elsewhere. It is better,

perhaps, to destroy its brood than to banish
them. For this the United States Department
of Agriculture gives a good hint. The ento-
mologist says ;

" A very effective remedy, and one easy of
application, consists in removing the soil for
a few inches from the base of the tree, and
painting the exposed trunk for a foot or so
above the soil with a thick mixture of Lon-
don purple and water. This should be ap-
plied about the first of June, and the young
larvae hatching from the eggs deposited by the *

parent moths will be poisoned in eating their
first meal while penetrating the bark."

Rhubarb from England.—A remarkable
feature in the vegetable market of New York,
for a week or two preceding Christmas, was in
the shape of several tons of forced Rhubarb, of
which it is said that over ten tons were received
from Liverpool. It is something rare to have
vegetables exported from the Old World to the
New.

Horse-radish Leaves.—The paper by Mrs.

Kellerman on the divided leaves of the Horse-

radish, which appeared in Meehans' Monthly

some time ago, is exciting very wide attention.

A correspondent of the '

' Bulletin of the Torrey

Botanical Club," imagines that plants which

originally grew on the banks of streams and

ponds likely to be covered by water in spring

and fall, would [most likely carry the pinna-

tifid habit with thenu Plants growing under

water usually have this class of foliage. These

speculations are very interesting, because

they. lead to thought; but there are a num-

ber of plants w^hicli have divided leaves in

infancy, especially among Crucifcrce, or have

the leaves; entire as they approach maturity
;

indeed, all plants have a tendency to entire

leaves as theiplant matures. The holly, ivy,

paper mulberry, and ordinary white mulberry,

honeysuckle, and various other similar illus-

trations will occur to most readers and need

not be cited;here.

Importation of Fruits from America

TO Great Britain.—California has been able

to throw her fresh fruits and vegetables on

the eastern market with the greatest ease

through the California Fruit Refrigerating

Co., of which Mr. E. R. Hutchins is the

vice-president. They are delivered as fresh

and good in the eastern markets as if gath-

ered only the day before. So successful has

this company been that they are now mak-

ing arrangements to carry them across the

Atlantic. The New York steamers have had

the Hutchins' refrigerators arranged vSo as to

carry the fruit across the water in the same

manner as it is brought across the continent.

The fruit will be delivered in Liverpool and

London and sold by auction in the same man-

ner as it is now being done in New York and

Philadelphia. California owes quite as much
to the vigorous enterprise of its citizens for its

wonderful prosperity as to its climatic advan-

tages.

The Elberta Peach.—This is becoming as

famous in the south for market purposes as

the Smock is in northern markets. The Smock
is by no means of very high quality ; but as it

is what is known as a good carrier, that is, not

inclined to rot under slight provocation,

it has a market value which few others more

sensitive, though of better quality, possess.

The Elberta, in the same way, is characterized

as enduring shipment remarkably well ;
while

it not only defies bad treatment in carrying,

but also bad treatment in nature, as it fre-

quenth' bears when most others fail. It was

raised 20 years ago by IVIr. Rumph, of Georgia.

As an illustration of how comparatively rare it

is to get an improved variety, it may be stated

that he set ou' an orchard of 12,000 seedlings

for the sake of the natural fruit which they

produced ; and this one, the Elberta, was the

only one that he considered to be of sufficient

value to preserve under a distinctive name.

Grapes Under Glass.—Apropos of the

illustration in the December number of grape

growing under glass, it may be noted that the

extensive graperies erected by Mrs. Hettie

Trimble at West Chester thirty years ago, and

now owned by Mr. D. M. McFarland, are still

in perfect health, notwithstanding a single

vine—Muscat Hamburg—produces about 5,000

pounds of fruit a year. There are two lean-to

houses iSoft. by 20 each, and two span-roof

of ^o ft. Thousands of bunches of Gros Col-

man were hanging on the vines early in

December. They are not forced, but simply

protected by glass. It is a cool grapery.

Culture of Raspberries.— It is a common

thing to see raspberry canes after the fruit is

gathered, left standing until winter, and then

cut away. The best amateur gardeners cut out

the canes of last year as soon as possible after

the fruit is gathered. This gives an opportu-

nity for the canes for next year to grow more

vigorously and to better advantage. In addi-

tion to this a number of the canes should be

cut away, so as to leave for fruiting next year

only those that we wish to carry the crop for

the coming season.

Three Good Peaches.—Mr. J. H. Hale, of

Glastonbury, Conn., is one of the most suc-

cessful of American Peach growers. He ob-

tained the premium for the best ten at the

Hartford County Horticultural Annual Exhibi-

tion, and it was a matter for special notice that

the best among these ten were two ver>' old

kinds—Crawford's Late and Oldmixon. A
newer local one called Crosby, was promising.

I
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BIOGRAPHY AND LITERATURE.

THE GARDEN OF THE SOUL.
A SONNET.

I gaze into my heart, a sheltered spring,
From eye of the profaner hidden well.
Sending a streamlet forth, its love to sing
In dreamy murmurs down a narrow dell.
Screened from the breeze and sunset's fading glow
By crags bedecked with tressed grass and flowers
That drink their beauty from the vernal showers.
The heaven above in the clear depth below
Ivies mirrored, and a solitary star.
But now steals in a sweet angelic face.
Which beaming not in coldness from afar.
Sheds a warm glory round the shaded place.
I know the radiant features

; they are thine,
My gentle, fair, and peerless Rosaline.

Thomas Conrad Porter.

Professor Asa Gray.—A beautiful feature
in the charrcter of the late Prof. Asa Gray,
was the cordialty with which he welcomed
light from every quarter. A note from him on
any subject was always an incentive to harder
work. The following to Miss Kurtz, of York,
Pa., is so characteristic of this great man, that
she will surely pardon the liberty taken to use
it as an illustration of this happy character-
istic.

" Botanic Garden,
" Cambridge, Mass., July, 1879.

''Bravo! Many thanks for the specimens.
** There is a white form of almost every-
" thing; but I never thought to see white
•' Partridge-berries. Hoping for plants in the
" fall, I remain, sincerely yours,

. ,,. *'A. Gray.
'• Miss Kurtz."

Helen Hunt Jackson —In the early days
of Colorado, it was the writer's good fortune to
meet Mrs. Hunt, at the recently founded settle-
ment of Denver. All of the party with the
writer were charmed with the quiet, unobtru-
sive demeanour of Mrs. Hunt, beneath which
we discovered a mine of wealth, which even
the owner of a rich silver lode might envy,
lyike most mining settlements Denver had a
large share of the rougher element, but the
gentle lady, but recently a widow, seemed to
have the esteem and love of all. She was born

(30)

in Amherst, Mass., in 1831, and previous to
her marriage with Mr. Hunt, who was an en-
gineer in the United States service, was a Miss
Fiske. Subsequently to the writer's meeting
with her, she married Mr. Jackson, one of the
engineers who located the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad. She died a few years ago.
She was not confident of her gifts as a true
poet, and her poems were issued simply under
initials only, H. H. The book of poems was
issued before her marriage to Mr. Jackson.

Robert Douglas.—This eminent and
genial horticulturist, has been wintering in

Waukegan, his earlier home, the first time in

ten years
;
and the many admirers of his use-

ful life-work will be glad to know he is in the
best of health in spite of his advanced years.
By the way it should have been his son
(Thomas H.) to whom credit should have been
given in the December number for the new
facts in relation to the Snow plant.

FiLLEREE PLANT.—The fruit of many geran-
iums are like wooden pins, quite as much
as they are like "stork's bills." In California
two of the family have become extensively nat-

uralized, and are known in common language,
according to Mr. W. M. Bristol, of East High-
lands, in the Rtnal California7i as Filleree, be-
ing a corruption of the Spanish Alfiilerilla, a
little pin.

Baron F. Von Mueller.—That ''true love
never runs smooth " seems as true of love in

science as of love elsewhere. Australian papers
tell us that Baron Von Mueller has retired from
the Directorship of the International Academy
for Botanic Geography—disapproving of sev-
eral measures recently adopted.

• POMOLOGIST in THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE.—Prof. S. B. Heiges, of York, Pa.,

has been appointed to succeed Mr. Van Deman
as Pomologist to the United States Department
of Agriculture, dating from January ist.

The Residence of Henry Shaw.—Mrs.

Frederick C. Johnstone, gives the following in-

teresting account of the residences of the late

Henry Shaw, the big hearted philanthropist,

of St. Louis

:

" The large brown-stone house, the summer

home of Henry Shaw, is now occupied by the

Superintendent of the '^Gardens." The town

mansion of brick has been brought here, and

put up the same as it stood in the city. It is a

simple plain three-story house. In the midst

of all this loveliness is the beautiful mausoleum

where rests the founder of this school of hor-

ticulture and landscape gardening. Through

the elegant plate-glass windows we see his

statue lying at full length, the drapery of

his couch about him, and a full-blown rose and

its leaves in one hand. The delicate tracery

of each veined leaf, each petal of the rose, the

long slender hand which holds it, the grand

noble head, and each separate hair tell the

wonders of a sculptor's skill."

Parks and Open Spaces in the Cities.—
Philadelphia is getting a great deal of credit

by proceedingly vigorously to provide open

spaces and small parks over its wide territory',

nearly 200 square miles ; but the great city of

London, in the old world, seems to be getting

ahead of Philadelphia, by the report which is

now on the Conductors' table. The park area

of the city has been increased 1,000 acres dur-

ing the past four years,—they claim now to

have fourteen large parks and thirty open

spaces, that are chiefly pla}^ grounds, and

twenty-two small parks that have been fitted

up as gardens, on which they spend for main-

tenance annually about one-half million of

dollars. It is said that there is no item of tax-

ation, which the people of London more cheer-

fully pay, than those for the maintenance of

the small parks.

The Columbine.—Our European friends do

not take kindly to the suggestion of making
the Columbine the American national flower.

They say that Columbines grow as freely in

the old world as in America. The same reason

might have prevailed against making the rose

the national flower of England,—for surely

the rose is not confined as a native plant to the

soil of Great Britain. The one thought which

gives force to the suggestion of the Columbine

for a national flower is not that it is exclu-

sivelv American, but the curious coincidences,

—the name Coliimba—a dove—in connection

with the story of the ark finding new land
;

and Columbus,—still the dove—finding Amer-

ica. It is remarkably suggestive and, in spite

of the opposition people feel to going deliber-

ately to select a national flower, there really

does seem to be more than usual force in the

suggestion.

The Accent of the Word " Arbutus."—
A correspondent sends the following criti-

cism, which seems, as parliamentarians say,

*' well taken" :

**As to the proper accentuation of the

common Pennsylvanian name of the Epigcea

repe?is, I would like to see, presented in

Meehans' Monthly, the following facts :

ist. The accent ** arbutus" is undoubtedly

correct if the name is to be regarded as a

classical word. 2nd. But when it is used as

the English name of the plant, the classical

rule for quantity no longer applies. I could

give a very long list of English words in

which the rule is disregarded ; indeed, in

our mother-tongue it cannot be regarded as

a rule at all. I will ofier only a few words

in proof of my assertion, viz: "attribute,"

'untidy," ''fallacious," "October," "or-

ganic," "incisive,'^ "astonish." This will

sufiice.

"

Around the World.—This is the title of a

beautiful geographical monthly, edited by the

well known explorer. Prof Angelo Heilprin,

and published by the Contemporary Co., New

York. The December number has a portrait

of Mrs. Peary, and much interesting matter

about Esquimoland and the Esquimos.

Mr. Betz' Conservatory.—It is said that

the greenhouses and conservatory of Mr. John

F. Betz, Jr., near Gwynedd, in Montgomery

county, near Philadelphia, are unusually fine,

and were erected at a cost of $50,000.

Bad for the Middleman.—A recent orator

at a grange meeting asserted that paradise was

a happy place until the middleman came in

with his yarn to Eve, and since then "thus

has it ever been."

i^:
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GENERAL NOTES.

Priority in Botanical Namks.—The Gar-
deners' Chronicle of October 28 has a reasona-
ble article on the present disposition to change
so many names of plants because of the dis-

covery that there were prior names given by
other authors. * In our time spruces which
were under Abies have been turned over to
Picea, and the firs formerly Picea given to
Abies simply from the belief that some modern
author did not perceive that the ancient Ro-
mans spoke that way. Numerous other plants
have been treated thus until no one knows
what the other is talking about. Dr. Masters
seems to believe that botany was made for
man and not man for botany, and that the
study of botany is better served by stability
in generally received names than it is by
the attempts to honor ancient and almost for-

gotten men by digging up the names they
gave to plants that they scarcely understood
themselves.

Teaching Science in the Schools.—Sci-
ence is little more than acquiring the habit of
observation and comparison. As taught in
most schools "Science" is not science, but
resembles a dry skeleton with no life in it. It
IS especially amusing to go into some schools
and see botany taught. Occasionally one may
meet a successful teacher, but the greatest
success of such a teacher is in implanting a
love for those things in the pupils. When
once they have acquired a desire to know they
will do all that is needed of themselves there-
after. In every large city we may find a few^
rare instances of much success. A correspond-
ent tells us of one in Hartford, Conn. Miss
Alide B. Clark is the teacher, and the school is

at 160 Market street. May the number of
these successful teachers ever increase.

I.AWS Against Vegetable Enemies.—So
far as the conductors can recall no good has
ever come from legislative bills against weeds
or plant diseases. But still they come. Now
it is the State of New York. Henceforth,

(32)

* * three competent freeholders, "at * * two dollars

a day for each full day," or "one dollar for

each half day," with "other reasonable

charges, " may be appointed by the Mayor in

any town or city, as "commissioners," who
are to go around and place a mark on trees

"supposed to be affected," serve a notice, and
the owner must cut away and burn within ten

days,—then the commissioners are to do the

neglected work, and the owner either fined $25
or sent to jail 15 days.

Higher Education.—The great New Eng-
land institution. Trinity College, which here-

tofore has had for its chief work the training of

Episcopalian clergymen, is about extending
its line of studies so as to bring natural his-

tory prominently forward as a leading study.

President Smith seems likely to be successful

in the new departure.

It is surprising that matters of this kind
Should have been so long left in the rear. The
great founder of Christianity drew his leading

lessons from natural history, and his teachings

abound with references to natural objects. No
teacher was ever the worse for a knowledge of

things about him. It is to be hoped President

Smith's efforts will meet all the success they
deserve.

Pruning.—A correspondent says the brief

paragraph on pruning in the October number
broke away at once the whole mystery usually
thrown around it, and made him feel that he
always knew all about it, only he didn't know
that he knew a thing about it until the para-
graph told him.

The Lung-wort.—The main chapter in
the next number will be devoted to one of our
most beautiful spring flow^ers, the Virginia
Lung-wort, Mertensia Virginica. It will not
be seasonable only, for the beauty of the pic-
ture would give pleasure at any season of the
year.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Advertisements under this head, not exceeding 50 words,

will be inserted once for 50 cents, or three times for $1.25.

A reliable and thoroughly posted man, with inside

and outside work wants a position indoors, in a

Seed, Plant or Nursery establishment, coiniiiencing

with the New Year. Could acceptably fill position

as Superintendent of a Cemetery. Address, T. J.,

care Thomas Meehan & Sons, Gennantown, Pliila.

\A/ANTED—by married man, no children, situa-
^V tion as a Gardener or Florist. Thoroughly
understands all branches of the profession. Good
references. Address, W. P., care Thomas Meehan
& Sous, Gennantown, Phila.

LATEST NOVELTIES IN

HOSES, PHliOX, POPPIES, IRISES, PREOfllES,

PYRETHRUIWS, DELPHINIUMS, ETC.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA

ROSA WICHURAIANA

4 Catalogues, 22S pages, fully describing the most unique

collection of hardy plants in America. The

set for 5 two cent stamps.

THE READING NURSERY
JACOB W. MANNING. PRo'p

READING. MASS

A GERMAN gardener who has had extensive

experience in the best gardens, nurseries and

seed houses in the old world, desires a situation,

either to take charge of a large garden and green-

houses or in other ways where his knowledge and
experience may be useful. Refers by permission

to the publishers of Meehans' MonThi^y. Ad-
dress, Eugene Mii.i.ard.

FLOWERING SHRUBS
Fine specimens of the choicest varieties. Write

for descriptive catalogue of one thousand varieties

of ornamental trees and plants.

ST^TV^UEI- C. 7VYOON
moppisville, Bucks County, Pa

USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.
Chrysanthemums

Cannas *^ Begonias

SEED OF EITHER. 25 CIS per packet. Price list tree.

T. H- SPAULDING, Orange, H. J.

TBANSPLANTINO
SOLIO STCEJ: 3 Sizes

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
I'or Pamphlet on *' Hugs and Blight," address

1

B. HAMMOND, Fishkillon-Hudson, N. Y. i

Cleves' Steel Trowels,

STEEL DIBBERS, 4 SIZES.
Sold bv leading dealers.

W.B. CLEVES, Pat. and Mf v.,
IliriKlianiton, N. Y.

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS

I

t is the experience of all who own pleasure grounds that there is a tendency all the time

towards planting for a permanency rather than for one season only. Annual plants are

so prettv. and many of them are of such beautiful foliage, that some will always be reciuired.

But there are many situations on the lawn where many of the old favorite herbaceous plants

could be used. Many of those with showy flowers could be massed to produce an effect as

pleasing as from annual plants, and when once in the ground they are there forever. Spring

is the time to set these plants. We are paying a good deal of attention to them, and should

be glad to have applications for our Catalogue, which shows the nice collection we have.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Qermantown, phila.

I=OR THE

BEST STHNDHRD FLOlflZER POTS
KDDRESS

THE WHILLDIN POTTERY CO.
713 TO 719 WHHRTON ST.. PHILHDELPHIH

. k-^jfit.->fr-is^



Established 1824

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

My Annual Priced Catalogue is now ready and
mailed free to all applicants. It contains all the
leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FARM AND FLOWER SEEDS,
besides all the desirable novelties of last season,
and nearly everything else in my line of business.

AI.FRED BRIDGEMAN,
37 EAST 19th. STREET, NEW YORK CITY

TRY
DREER'S
GARDEN
SEEDS

Plants, Bulbs and Requisites.
They are the best at the lowest
prices. Calendar for '94 mailed
free. Address

HENRY A. DREER.
714 Chestnut St., Phila.

Gofmitas EferKreen! w%?M^£'ftt^
11Plant an ETargreen from my noneiT in

noTT of tke sreat occasion, given
RKEtoeaohOTmyoostomera, Ofer

of tke great occasion, given
leriu C

ion trees for wind-breaks and

emo

fo"
ornamentation. Hardiest yariety.
PF'Good Local Agents Wanted.
D. HILL, Evergreen Specialist,

X^TJXTZDSS, ZX«3JX2)TOXa.

TtM to THE MOON
Company

For f TREES, SHRUBS, VINES,
Your

I and SMALL FRUITS.
Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue Free.

THE WIVI. H. IVIOON CO.,
IVIorrisvilie, Pa.

1840-1892.
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP

has been used by Millions of Mothers for their
children while Teething for over Fifty Years.
It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays
all pain, cures wind colic, and is the best
lemedy for diarrhoea.
TWENTY-PIVE CENTS A BOTTLE.

aRGBNaOOSE HE&TINirjND VENTILATING

HITCHINGS & CO.
Established 1844.

HORTICDLTDRAL ARCHITECTDRE AHD BDILDIHG

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION

^^^^I'^r^^V^ior^?^^^^^^ Graperies, etc.. Constructed Complete, or Structural Iron Work
HrfcHlNG8^& CO.?233 Merier St^^

furnished on application; also estimate of cost«o <K vij., AAA jueroer i»treet. N. Y. City. Send 4 cents postage for illustrated catalogue.

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS
Plans and Estimates furnished

on application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

FRONT VIEW OF A PORTION OF OUR EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S FAIR
SEND FOUR CKNTS POSTAGR FOR II.LUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-on-Hudson,Mention "Meehaus' Monthly."
I. Y.

THIS is a Dew semi-monthly; tsagazine edited by William Falooner, a landscape, practical and eden

tific gardener of the wid^ experience and highest ability in his profession, assisted by a staff of

specialists in the several branches of gordening. It is superbly illnatrated from life and in the most

artistic manner ; it is the l^der in whatever is new, tmc and desirable in horticulture, and it will tell you

honestly about the value o^ new plants, what to plant and when to plant. And besides telling you all

about hardy and window and greenhouse flowers, it will be your guide in the selecting, planting and

growing of ornamental trees and shrubs, fruit trees, bushes and vines, and garden vegetables. It will

show you how to build, heat, stock and care for greenhouses and hotbeds, and aim to instruct you in all

things pertaining to the care of a country place, large or small. It will be what no other gardeninj?

paper has ever been.

Have you ever wanted such a paper? Are you still looking for it—one that will give you the

absolute unbiased truth? We will mail you a sample copy free on request. Get it now. The price of

the paper is |x.oo a year, twenty-four (24) numbers.

THE GARDENING CO., Monoo Building, Chicago.

Special Clubbing: Offers

on Horticultural Magazines

MBBHANS' MONTHLY. \ one year, lor $5.00
GARDEN AND PORB5T, /

MEBHANS' MONTHLY, \ one year, for $3.25
QARDENINQ, I

MEEHANS» MONTHLY
AMERICAN QARDBNINQ

MEBHAN5* MONTHLY
GARDEN AND FOREST
QARDBNINQ,

* 1 one year, for $3.J5

one year, for $5*75'\

MEEHANS' MONTHLY,
QARDBN AND f^OREST,
QARDBNINQ,
AMERICAN GARDENING. J

MEEHANS' MONTHLY
GARDEN AND FOREST
AMERICAN GARDENING

...ddress

^G. J

one year, for $6.50

one year, for $5*75

"For the enlightened owners of gardens and woodlanda
thisjournal is invaluable."—A'^nt/ York Tribune.

THOMAS MBEHAN & SON^, Pftbttuhors,

QBltMANTOWNi PHILA.
I '

,

1

"
.1 l<ill< ! I «J Vt I « Wi » l< II ill I II

Lurgett ctllection in America.

Trees of all ttiis, fiom t lo«t to so feet.

75 w^fts in Ofnaaentid Trees, Shmbe, &c.

CATALOGUB OH AFPUCATIOH,

THOMAS MBHHAISI fit SONS,
QHi^iHAfiTowfi, pniun.

A beautifully illustrated journal ol

Horticulture, Landscape Art, and For-

estry, filled every week with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and accurate infdr^

mation for all who love nature or take

an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all' subjects

withiii the scope of the Jfaper.

l^elMitjotiraal of Us important kind —Phila Prtsa.

"tlie flortmoet jbomal of its tAvaC'^Boston Berald,

"A deHghtlbl wedcly companloa."- Htirfet'* Weekiy.

It easily leads all siipiiarjonmels in this coantrf , |fnot to

all conntries.—i?a»/a« Transcript. •

The cagravinKs afford a rich Tariety of remarkable or rare

trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes. -VY. Y. Evening Post.

It sustains the high character which it assumed from its

commencement, and has no rtval in Its fktX^.^SpringJield

Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application.

Garden and Forist PnblishiBt Co. ^"^i^ ^igf
WHEN WRITIN8 TO ADVERTISEIiS. TELL THES YOU SAW THCW CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY. '«:*•:. *;,3:'sg:
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Established 1824

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

My Annual Priced Cataloj^ue is now ready and
mailed free to all applicants. It contains all the
leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FARM AND FLOWER SEEDS,
besides all the desirable novelties of last season,
and nearly everything else in my line of business.

AI.FRED BRIDGEMAN,
37 EAST r9th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Columbus Evergreen! ^^;s?^^i^^
Plant an Evergreen from my nursery in
~ iinemory of the Kreat occasion, given

FREE to each of my customers. Oter
10 million trees for wind-breaks and
ornamentation. HardieBt variety.
tSf Good Local Agents Wanted.

D. HILL, Evergreen Specialist,

OREER'S »

TRY "«Pf"SEEDS
Plants, Bulbs and Requisites.
They are the best at the lowest
prices. Calendar for '91 mailed
free. Adilress

HENRY A. DREER.
714. Chestnut St.. Phila.

sind to THE MOON
Company

For f
TREES, SHRUBS, VINES,

Your ] and SMALL FRUITS.
Descriptive Illustrated CatJiloj^ue Free.

THE WM. H. MOON CO.,
Morrisville, Pa.

l840-r89T
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP

has been used by Millions of Mothers for their
ehikiren while Teething for over Fifty Years.
It soothes the child, softons the gums, allava
all pain, cures wind colic, and Is the best
1 eiuedy for dlarrhc»«a.

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A llOTTl.E.

aaEESfloasE heatin&^:.and ventilating.

HITCHINGS St CO.
ESTABLISHED 1844.

HORTICULTDRAL ARCHITECTURE AND BOILDING

—^,w
I.

. - - --.^ > ^ -'Kit.

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION

M.,.V.r,::;!,'r\-;;"V,*eroT"'\»;:,';;:'^^,|;';^:^^^^ „••.-: ?°"»!r-"<' V-t'l-'e, or Struc,„ra. Iro„ Wor:
o estimate of c
ated catalogue.

ci,?, ,^1 ""•-•". ^ «Mi>tivaiories, laim Houses, CJraperios, etc.. Constructed Co
lilTC^nNS^'&^^cr^'i'n^Mc^ furnished on application; also estimate of cost.vi.T. a. v/if., <«.i.$ i^icrcer Street, N. \. C'lty. send 4 cents postage for illustrr

LORD <&, BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS
Plans and Ivstiinates furnished

on aj)plication HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDER!

*?f«*'- hX.
.''*'" '"^ii^^*'^^^ '^'^!:'f'^\li'^ S ?5'^^**1^™5^5!S

vraisi^a^

—1. L,.

rRONT VIEW OF A POKTION OF OUR EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD > ^A|K
«:iSKNI) roUK Ci:XTS l'OST.\(iIv tor IUJ-STKATKI) C.XTAT.rxU'K.

Mctition "Medians' Monthly." LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvlngton-on-Hudson, N. Y

THIS is a new semi-monthly magazine edited by William Falconer, a landscape, practical and scien

tific gardener of the widest experience and highest ability in his profession, assisted by a staff of

specialists in the several branches of gardening. It is superbly illustrated from life and in the most

MTtistic manner ; it is the leader in whatever is new, true and desirable in horticulture, and it will tell you

honestlv about the value of new plants, what to plant and when to plant. And besides telling you all

about hardy and window and greenhouse flowers, it will be your guide in the selecting, planting antt

j^jrowing of ornamental trees and shrubs, fruit trees, bushes and vines, and garden vegetables. It will

show you how to build, heat, stock and care for greenhouses and hotbeds, and aim to instruct you in all

things pertaining to the care of a country place, large or small. It will be what no other gardenin>if

paper has ever been.

Have you ever wanted such a paper? Are you still looking for it—one that will give you the

absolute unbiased truth? We will mail you a sample copy free on request. Get it now. The price of

the paper is $1.00 a year, twenty-four (24) numbers.

THE GARDENING CO., MonoD Building, Chicago.

Special Clubbing Offers

on Horticultural Magazines

MEEHANS' MONTHLY
GARDEN AND FOREST

' I one year, for $5*00
r, i

MEEHANS' MONTHLY, \ one year, for $2.25
OARDENINQ, I

.MEEHANS' MONTHLY
AMERICAN QARDENINO

• I one year, for $2.25
NO,/

MEEHANS' MONTHLY, 1 ^
GARDEN AND FOREST, \

<»"« y««»'» *<>»' *5'75
GARDENING, j

MEEHANS' MONTHLY,
GARDEN AND FOREST, I one year, for $6.50
GARDENING, f

AMERICAN GARDENING,,

"For the enlightened owners of gardens and woodlands
this journal is invaluable."

—

Ne7v York Tribune.

yoL VII. ^'cr:rm'y:^'<^1J^^.-iy7^'t-^ 306

^GARDEN.W ^-^ ^ N D »FOREST
•AJOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE
[LANDSCAPE ART AND FORESTRY

JANUARY 3 1894

NG, J

MEEHANS' MONTHLY, . ^
GARDEN AND FOREST, !" ®"« >'«•''' ^^' *5«7S
AMERICAN GARDENING,

Iress

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Publishers,

GERMANTOWN, PHILA.

'^ flXIVE OAKS
Largest collection in America.

Trees of all sizes, from i foot to 20 feet,

75 acres in Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.

ATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS MEEHAH & SONS,
OBRfflAfiTOWri, PHIliA.

A beautifully illustrated journal oi

Horticulture, Landscape Art, and For-

estry, filled every week with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take

an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the scope of the paper.

The best journal of its important kind ~- Phila Press.

"The foremost journal of its c\9s<s*' — Boston Herald.

"A delightful weekly companion."- Ha*pet^s Weekly.

It easily leads all similar journals in this country, if not lo

all countries.

—

Boston Transcript.

The engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare

trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes.- A^. Y. Evening Post.

It sustains the high character which it assumed from it»

commencement, and has no rival in its ^cXA.—SpringJield

Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application.

Garden and Forest PnWishing Co. "^",5?!? ?glS^»«

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY.
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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OSes
How to get the best
and how to grow them
successfully. First,
get the

D. & C. Roses;
they are selected and
bred on their own roots
especially for home
culture. All you have
to do is to plant them

and sec that the ordinary demands of
nature are supplied ; they will thrive and
bloom for you as well as they would for

the most experienced florist.

OUR NEW

Guide to Rose Culture
for 1894, helps you in selecting the
l)est flowers of every kind and gives
specific cultural directions for each.
Some of the most successful flower grow-
ers of to-day, received their first lessons
from this book. We send it free for the ^

asking. Those who ask right away will
receive a sample copy of our handsome
floral magazine

»* Success with Flowers."

What u wonderful thing is a live seed.
Immature, old or dead it muy look the same.
How to know ? Old gardeners say that

This Is the proof of life. When ktowh we give
our word you will be satisfied—your success
is ours. BrUPEK'.S FARU ANNUAL
tor 18949 17'2 pagea, tells all about the Bent
Seeds that Grow. The newspapers call it t/ie

Leading American Seed Catalog \te. Yours
' free for the asking if you plant seeds.

W.ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia.

YOU

The Dingfee & Conard Co.,
West Grove, Pa. J

CAN T AFFORD TO SET NEW
PLANTS EVERY YEAR

When a uiell selected list of Hafdy Plants will

last indefinitely. Well selected from all hardy cli-

mates. Get only the best. There are enough
that are good without growing weeds. Give them
a good rich soil and you luill bave tfeasupes.
You acquire a fondness for them as they come up
from year to year, as they increase in size and
beauty, that you never feel for those that have to

be replaced. They become, as it were, members
of the family, a part of your very life. Ask those

who have grown hardy plants if this is not true, or

eonsult the catalogue of

F. H. HORSFORD
CHARLOTTE, VT.

EDWARD CAMPBE

LAINIiSC/lPE /ll?QniTEQT AND ENQIHEEK
ARDMORE, PA.

Sketch plans and planting maps prepared, and suggestions given for the laying out and improvement

of country and suburban residences, public parks and grounds of every description.

Grounds laid out and their construction undertaken by contract or day labor, and carried out under

strict personal supervision. The choice grouping and effective arrangement of trees and shrubs has been

made a special study. Trees furnished and planted by experienced workmen.

Draining Plans and Surveys. Fine Crushed Stone for Walks and Carriage Drives.

HOT WATER HEATING
QKBSIIHQUQ^BS and PWS£r£*KSIQS

«« »T

BOILERS, PIPES, FITTINGS, ETC.

Frederic O'Neill
B6 N. Seventh Street and 2116 Race Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

HIRES & CO., Limited, f LARGE STOCK
LOW PRICES

Manufacturers and
Importers

PLATE WINDOW

IT WILL PAY YOU to send for our new cata

logue, which tells of Hardy Trees, Shrubs.
Plants. Roses, Fruit, and our special stock 01

Rhododendrons. It will interest all who are inter

ested in such matters.

ANDORRA NURSERIES, ^IX^p.
Wm. Wahnfr Harper, man^qcr

Colored and £iiaiiieled GIhhh.
l.<>oking lilHSs*

French Sheet.
KngliHh Sheet.

Removed to 626 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

rACTOfiics:
•UINTON. N. J.

The only House in Philadelphia that car-
* ries a lull Stock ol Polishea Plate Ulass.

CfllilFOt^NlA FliOWEf^S
Plants, Seeds, Bulbs, Amaryllis, Cacti

Orchids, Native Seeds, etc.

MRS. THEODOSIA B. SHEPHERD

¥enlura-on-ihe-Sea, Cal.

Send 10 cts. for fine new descriptive Catalogue. Mention papt

.L.IV MARCH, 1594 No. 3

ISSUED MONTHLY, $2.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE, SINGLE COPY 20 CENTS.

PUBUISHED BY

Thomas ffleehan & SonS)

Gepmantouin, Pbilad«lphla.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, PLEASE MENTION MEEHANS' MONTHLY. COPVniONTCO 1S94

BNTBRBD AT THE PHILADELPHIA P06T OFFICE AS SECOND-CLASS MATTEB.

TIGHT BINDING TEXT GUT OFF



Heehans' thomas
Monthly heehan & sons,
PUBLISHKD MONTHLY BY Germantown, Phila.

Subsepiption Priee $2.00 per year.

$1.00 for Six Months. Back Numbers 20 cts. Each.
Two Subscriptions for $3.50 per Year.

/ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

Forms close on the 20th of each Month,
preceding date of issue.

Address all Coriespondence relating both to

Editorial and Advertising matter, to

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Publishers

Germantown, Phila., Pa.

Just THREE DOLLARS is

all It will cost you this month

for the Cosmopolitan Magrazine

and Good }{ousekeeping, one

year each. To secure these

two publications for one year

for that sum, send this month

THREE DOLLARS to GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING, Springfield,

Mass.

tOUSERVflTOIIIEIi, GBEEPOUSES, Pfli HOUSES,
IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

CHOICE ROSES AT 5 Cents.
OtIR RAINBOW COLLECTION
OF 20 ROSES FOE $ I

.

I*RKPAII>
BY illAIL..

Good &
Reese's

Roses are on

their own

roots.

The roses we send are on their own roots, from 10 to 15 iric)ips liiirj, and willb oom freely this suinnier either in pots or j)hinted in yard. They are hardy everbloomers. We send instruirions with each order how to plant and cure for themPlease examine the below list of lai clioice fraurant monthly roses, and see if youcan dupiu-atethem anywhere \nr an amount so small asUH. They aTe i earlyall new kinds.- VVHguaranteo then, t«. reach you in nood condition, und xve iiUoSiiiiruiiti'c tlu>iii to Uv tJie Iu-hI dollni'ii north of runeM voii linv."ov.... «..-
oh«M>d. THE RAINBOW COLLECTION OF 20 ROSES FOR ONE I^^OLLAR MUSTBE ORDERED COMPLETE. oullak MUST

'ofWaIo« LXVvlirow'*dte*I!;.V.V^^V'''^*'''*^ l»rl,.ec««ot »inio». anioer Nellovv, teeiK?ninKtooran^'e. Simmv flake, pure white always in blooml*riiiee»n« «e Kiiuzinell. lovely com r»»H l>i>ii..i ..r *i. V' Ji
**""*'• "'*"'*" '" "i«n»ni.

Ronuty of Ktuplcford. bri^rht rosyVr msorQ,,t el."^f iU^J.:.".r*!t";,'„*^?f
'* Ko'den yellow.

whitttpduHd Dink Rlieiiiirold hHintif.Vi V. i r <»» »^ "»K»^"fe, in clusters of 6 tolO roses,

resenihles n •' afterc'ow'^^^
of saffron and tawn. S„„nvU Rolden amber.

mTulnilTn intenSinulinu of 'o ze'^oSe'teflow ' ni nk^^^^^^^^
''•"'•'7*

V"?*^ V,"'
reaich. soft rosy crimson and yellow i»up^^f^,ftic'rio?e ^lark red^queen o all yellow roses. Waban, a areat rose inV!oor«ll thSe lldrKtunu" , ^leat J^^^n en

THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING IS IN THE EATING.Hum applies to 1- loral matters us well as to mutters culinary.
Ballincer, Texas. Nov. 211

fl„,. r» /- *i nrx. nn Thoa()()l>& REESK('o..Sprinr-
neifi, u. (rentlemen

; The 30 ever l)looininK rosos you sent me for
fl. arrived yesterday in the most splendid condition, and allow mo
to say that 1 was absolutely surprised at the size of the stalks andthe amount, length and thriftiness of the roots. I have wonderedmany times how > on could afford to send out such rosos for such
»i small price. Kvery home in the land should have their yard
full of ever bloommg roses at this price.

Yours,
(Judge) O. H. WiLLINGHAM. V* A ..I,.. /»vo..uw CUr^MITHWc will aiKo #ioiid our Iron Clnd Collertlon of ia Hardy Rohoa. nil dlflrerr-nt poIom. ttl tL^ « --. oii #^u *u

'

nil prizo ninncrfi. fl. 1 fl <icranliiin«, double and Nlnslo. flo "ertMl and «M^^f?.d * 1 TaVholIrV l*^**, ^^fit''^"**"!!?*'?""*'."'40 packctH oholco Flower Seed*, all difTerent J^indi*. #f. O ,r h..n,1«^mo Vn» ^* f V ir', * ""J^*
Ker«nlai», difTerent kind*. iM.

ne have lar^e two year old Komcw for Immediate elTeet. Libenil l»r..n.i..«.-TA i.i..K _ Vi "T^ CAN bAVE YOU MONEY,
free. He are the L\R«KsT K^ISK GROWERS IN TIIFWORM^^^ "n?'"'?

'".«*'* V"'' •'•^'rf- «nd plant*
a million and u hair. \Vh«n von nr,l«r R«L7 Pi:«fl„«VJ^X^„ "^'J'L.y."'^r*'**." «<^ ^ft?^ Plant* alone la«t neaiM

„,, ^ ^ „ ^ PittsburRh, Pa., Fept. UO. IKW.
• J . ^^^P* Reere Co., Sprinytield, O. Gentlemen: I

wish to thank you for the excellent assortment of roses con-
tained in your Rainbow Collection. On May 8. 1 planted them,
l.t of them lived. About six of them bloomed in June, sine*;
which all have bloomed either monthly or peri>etual, true to
their color. On Sept. 1. 1 counted 1(16 buds and blooms on the 1

)

roses 1 hey were much admired by my friends and neighbors,
aiuj allow me to thank you for furnishinR this source of plea»
ure so cheaply. Very resjiectfully,

82 Fifth Avenue. K. D. Smith

a million and a hali: When you order Ro^;;. Plautrand Seed:; "ou Vantlhe%;?y7,el"T;; us" A«l dress
neaMon exceeded

GOOD & REESE CO., Box 119 Champion City Greenhouses, Springfield, Ohio.

CLASS SEEDS.
Gun 93Pd Al^r^UALi CATALiOGUB

is now rca«l\ , and will he mailed fr»ee on application. It contains

the largest collection in the world of

YBQEtaDlB, Flower and Farm Seeds
including every standard variety and every noveltv ol cstahlishcd iturit.

r.eantifully illustrated with hundreds of cuts.

jf&r/rWE MAIL IT FREE -'?^

J.M.THORBURN & Co. 15 JOHN ST.NewYork

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Evergreensro"Vines
In our nurseries we have trees of all sizes, from i foot to 20 feet in height, and in the highest state ol

alth and cultivation.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas
Fine bushy ])lants, well set with flower buds. Low prices by the 100.

Descriptive catalojjue free. Special estimates made on large plantiui; lists.

The furnishing of trees, shrubs, etc. to cemeteries, parks, etc., a specialty.

Thomas Meehan & Sons,
Germantown, Philada.

Trees and Plants.
FRUIT TREES.
SMALL FRUITS.
NUT TREES.
GRAPE VINES.
SHADE TREES.
EVERGREENS.
HEDGE PLANTS

In otir catalogues, named below (which arc the most

elaborate, complete and comprehensive ptiblished by

any nursery establishment in the world) all are accurately

described and offered atone-half the [iru e of tree agent.s.

Lovett's Guide to Fruit Culture tells all about fruits;

their merits and defects; how to plant, prune, culti-

vate, etc. Richly illustrated, several colored plates.

VINES AND ROSES.V Price loc.

RHODODENDRONS. \Lovett's Manual of Ornamental Trees and Plants

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.X is authoritative as well as instructive; a model

FLOWERING SHRUBS.\of excellence in printing and illustration. Price

HARDY FLOWERING PLANTS, with colored plates, rsc.

We successfully ship to all parts of the Earth.
250 ACRES ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS.

All who sond for either of the abore CatAlopue* and OAine thi« nift«ft7.ln«> wfli roro.ivp an <)tin«M' nf Flower Bced/ree.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY^



rieehans'
Monthly
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

Thomas
Heehan & Sons,

Qermantown* Phlla.

Sobscpiption Price $2.00 per year.

$t.00for Six Months. BacK Number$20ct8. Each.
Two Subddriptfons for $3.50 p€r Year.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

Forms close on the 20th of each Month,
preceding date of issue.

Address all Correspondence relating both to

Editorial and Advertising matter, to

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Publishers

Germantown, Phila., Pa.

Just THREE DOLLARS is

all it will cost you this month

for the Cosmopolitan Magazine

and Good Housekeeping, one

year each. To secure these

two publications for one year

for that sum, send this month

THREE DOLLARS to GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING, Springfield,

Mass.

DOnBTOIIIEII, 6BEEIIH0DSES, P0Lin iDSES,
IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZtNG, PATENT VENTILATING.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

CHOICE ROSES AT 5 Cents.
J MIR RAINBOW COUECTION
0F2O&0SSSr0&$l. BT mAII«.

The rosee wewnd are on their own root«, from 10 to 16 inches hich, and willb com freely this «umnier oither in votM or planted in yard. They are hardy.everbloomerH. We»end inHtructlon^witfi each order how to plant and care for themPleft.s«exnraine the below int of a» ciioic« frajfrant monthly roseH. and see if youcan dttijlicjitelliem anywhere for an amount 8o«mall u«4>l. They ur« nearlyall Hew kindh^^ We guaruntae them to reach you in good condition »nd w" ol«oiu«r««reoThem t«" beVhe b;:;rdViiiiV^^
chuM'd. THE RAINBOW COLLECTION OF 20 ROSES FOR ilft DOLLAR «AsfBE ORDERED COMPLETE.

UULLAK MUST

Good &
Reese's

Rofetirssft

thilr owii

?^f_¥li7:^'y^*_"'"?*'' <he beat pink rose by far ever Introduced

tft

J..
Walo». amber yellow, deepeninc tooran

PrlneeM de KAdslwelU laveiy coral red fe.
^iaow

»earl gir

n ©f Ft

r«»e)nblea»a "ftfttrglow?* f>n

B by far ever introduced. Vrtt
wke, pure white, alvrays In bl<
tke e«r«en«, dettp soliiea |b
VtfMtevlik eliiM^ of 6 10 10 r

>«4iy toie

]*r1nec«A
bloom.

illow.

ro»e*,
mbeiv

rdFTHEiNiniiirttiii
»pflee to Floral mattenCat WttlXaa to mutl

field. O.
|1. arrived yeiite

^ BalMnffttf. T«xa»; Nov. 29;

*n. » TheQoo©4kR«E»«00.,«priii'?.

i»p
i **^ «) eter blooiniii« rwwi yoo sent m» tor

»y »n *• moet rplendid oonditton, and aflotr mo
0«ntleme9
d yeiiterday m tae mont rpleiic ^ , „ „.„to «aythat I was absolutely BurprlB*^ at tbetHzeof thestalkii andtbe amount, length and thrjftlnewi of the roots. I have wonderedmany timea how you could afford to eend out anch ro««« formich

a small price. Every home in the land should have their yard
full of ever blooming roseH at this prioe.

^^
*
m

Yo'-oxtn,
(Judge) O. H. W1LL.INQHAM.

inlitftAira^a^Qbry.

rrx. r^ -.« ^ Httsfturgh. Pa., Pept. «, MBS..The Good ft Rkbsb Co., Sn«riiMilbi4. 0. G«nt|««imi : I
wifdi to thankyou for the aztiblliiJI atoovtmettt ^|niM«m-
tamed in youi*R*inb<m OoUeotion. On May8. fpUntedthem.
19 of tliem lived.. About eU of them bloonqod in J<ln«» abeu
8hlc^ all have bloorae<l either monthly or perpetual « true to
.eir color. On Sept. 1. 1 oounied ]06buda«nd blboms on the I

J

ro««e« 1 bey were much admirad bymy friends atf« nftiahbor*.
and allow me to thank y<m for fiuniehing this sonrce of ple«a»
ure ao cheaphr. Very respectfully,w Fifth Avenue. E. D. Smith.

IJr.r"!«'^J:!:.'yi^ 75 A!rJi»?Jt253»ttVr- •! lam^^l^^^I^l^^^-r^nt coI.«j. $1, Try • see. «0 <^ryMU.the.««m^
Beooalaa, different ktitds, $ I.

aJpgue, describing above Roses,WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
r hew te I

"

Plants nnH aW Ra^tAa maWaA fnr Ifto <>»«».»„ r^^—tt -i- ^^i ^"^*"'**' iHuHtrated, lfl2-page Oat4klogue, describing above Roses,

free. We ore the LARCIRMT 1M>SE: ftROWF^S IW Tiflp w«Bi il ^ to eina rMm^r^ VLr*^ t»«et yoBr«««d« and plants
a mUU«.. and a half Wlmn ,oTor.Ur ft^pESfl.JJE^?"?^^ Plants al-c las. aca-on ex«S^ed

P anta and all Seeds, mailed for le^.sUmpT it^n't plwe yo^r ordS^tSfo,^'iSg onr^oVKf\*e ha^ lar»e two year eld Roses for Immediate e#ect. LlSc«l Premlamrji <Sa^
£'^««ii.^* •'*'V

*'*^ V*^."^*^ *^**F GROWERS IN THE WoEPpf Onr iTiS^SS;^ p,.„t. .,^.,a mUU«.. and a hail. When you order Roses. Plants and Seeds, you want W^e vwylbwt S^y is AddrSi

GOOD & REESE CO., Box 119 Champion City Greenhouses, Springfield, Ohio.

WHEN WRITIN8 TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MCENANS' MONTHLY:

CLASS SEEDS.
OUf* 93Pd AflflURIi CATAIiOGUH

is now ready, and will be mailed fi««« on application. It contains

the largest collection in the world of

YegBtatilB, Flower and Farm Seeds
including every standard variety and every novelty of established merit.

Beautifully illustrated with hundreds of cuts.

Jt^-WE MAIL IT FREE-^i^

J.M.THORBURN & Co. 15 JOHN ST.NewYork

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Evergreensi>^^Vines
In our nurseries we have trees of all sizes, from i foot to 20 feet in height, and in the highest state of

health and cultivation.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas
Fine bushy plants, well set with flower buds. Low prices by the 100.

Descriptive catalogue free. Special estimates made on large planting lists.

The furnishing of trees, shrubs, etc. to cemeteries, parks, etc., a specialty.

Thomas Meehan & Sons,
Germantown, Philada.

m
Trees and Plants.

FRUIT TREES.
SMALL FRUITS.
NUT TREES.
GRAPE VINES.
SHADE TREES.
EVERGREENS.

In our catalogues, named below (which are the most

elaborate, complete and comprehensive published by

any nursery establishment in the world) all are accurately

described and offered at one-half the price of tree agents.

Lovett*s Guide to Fruit Culture tells all about fruits;

V their merits and defects; how to plant, prune, culti-

HEDGE PLANTS. \ vate, etc. Richly illustrated, several colored plates.

VINES AND ROSEsX Price loc.

RHODODENDRONS. \Lovett's Manual of Ornamental Trees and Plants

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.V is authoritative as well as instructive; a model

FLOWERING SHRUBS.\of excellence in printing and illustration. Price

HARDY FLOWERING PLANTS, with colored plates, 150.

We successfully ship to all parts of the Earth.
250 ACRES. ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS.

All who Rend for either of the ebore Cetalogtiee and neme this meffftxliM* will racelre an ounce of Flower seedyVet.

xm
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are now used in all well rejfulaied lilantings. Larj^est stock, in the
world, of all sizes. TRKES, .SHIil'BS, KVEKGKKENS, VINK.S,
HEKKAC ICOIJ8 PLANTS.NATIVE OAKS

Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue for 4c. in stamps THOMAS WIEEHAN & SONS, Germantown, Phila.

ITK££6
Fruit and Ornamental. Cnriniy Dlantinor
Grapes. Shrubs. Roses for Opilllg rldilllllgt

Handsome new
160 pace

Awarded Several Medals at the World's Fiiir. CatalORue /Vcc

EUwanger & Barry,-"R«chXe''r"Nfv!'"

TIMBRELLRp I H'SELDORADO
STRAWBERRY 1 1 llM I fc^_^^ BLACKBERRY

"THEY HAVE NO EQUAW says E. 8. Car.
MAN, R. N. Y., and H. E. Vandeman, U. 8. Bept.

A full assort*
ment of„,..., „ FRUIT TREES,

SMITLL FRUITS, VINES, ROSES, ORNAMENTALS.
CRATES and BASKETS. NEW FRUITS A SPEflATiTY. C Ul DCm Qrififfannrt i\hUBuy direct. Don't pay double prices. Illustrated Cataloicue FREE. C* " • nLllli DllUg6|}0lI| UlllOfl

A |F[nA Plants, Roses, Shrubs,XN IJX Fruit and Ornamental
^wmwmm0%0 Trees, Grape Vines,
EVERYTHING IN THE Cm-ill cJiiSfte ^k^NURSERY LINE. omail rruits, etCi

RAREST NEW. CHOICEST OLD.
At right prices. Don't buy without first seeini? our

elegant 168j)a^e catalogue, free. Contains hundreds
of illustrations and full descriptionsof one of the
most complete stocks in the U.S. Seeds, plants.small

trees, etc. by mail, larjrer by freijrht or express. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. 40th Year, 28 Greenhouses. 1000 Acres

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 40 Painesviile, Ohio.

POR THE

BEST STHNDHRD FLOMER POTS
nODRBSS

THE MHILLDIN POTTERY CO.
713 TO 719 MHKRTON ST.. PHILKDELPHIR

M
illustratkd ocscriptivc cataloauc containinq

cultuhai. notcs. fuck on application.

HEADQUARTERS FOR WATER LILIES
Nelumbium Speciosum (Egyptian I^otus)

NEiAi KND RHRE T^QUKTICS
Y collection, including several new and rare varieties, received Five Medals. The highest

number of awards for Aquatics, at the great Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

WM. TRICKER, Clifton, New Jersey

DBiignts Botn scBiii

and Lignt

fills the air with fragrance at d

the beholder with pleasure.

BBchters DOUtllB

FiDWBiing flmBricaii GraD
Received Highest Award at World's Fair.

Write to Introducer for deHcriptive circular, free.

THE STAUNTON NURSERY
TMCO. BECHTCL. Propr. StaUntOII, lH'

Gardening Operations fop ^aiTGh

Sow AsparagiiH Seed, Veet Heed, Celery, Cress, Lettuce
Mustard, Parsnips, l*eas, Kadislies, Khuharb, Sage and
Turuips. Sow Cabl>age Seed in a sheltered place if not
already in a hot-bed. Attend Cauliflower underclass. Pre-
pare Compost for hot-beds. Plant Asparagus Roots.
Transplant Lettuce. Attend to Muslirooin beds. Put out
Onion sets. Plant Karly Potatoes and Rluilmrb Roots.

The above directions are dependent on the weather being
favorable.

D. IiRflDI^BTH St SOflS
•KCD AND IMPLEMENT WAREHOUSE

|t»s. ai ••<! aa s. sixm St., PHiiiAoaiiPHiit

JjR^^:^^K^>



MERTENSIA VIRCxINICA.

VIRGINIAN COWSLIP.

NATURAL ORDER, BORAGINACE^.

Mfrtfnsia Vir(>imca, De Candolle.-Stem one to two feet high, nearly erect, angular, succulent, a little branched at the

summit Upper leaves lanceolate, gradually smaller than the lower, and tecoming sub-sessile ;
lower leaves hnaiy

rt)undish-obovate, three to six inches long, on petioles two to five inches long. Racemes elongated in fruit. Corolla

nnked in the throat, nearly an inch long, with an annular tuft on the inside, near the base. Disk bearing two glands as

long as the ov ries. (Darlington s Flora Ceshica. See al.so Gray's Manual of the Botany oj the ISot tfitrn Lnttea

States, Chapman's Flora of the Southern United States, and Wood's Class-Book of Botany )

Our plate shows the young flowers of a rosy-

pink color,—the blue tint for which the species

is so popular with collectors of wild flowers,

appearing only as the blossoms open. It is

remarkable that the floral embleniists, ever

alive to any suggestion that might excite

fancy, have made no use of this fact to repre-

sent some phase of human love or passion.

Poets have at various times attempted to

illustrate this phase in human experience, by

references to many things except flowers

—

the changing aspects of the moon being a

favorite theme in this connection. Sir Walter

Scott, in ''Rokeby, " describing a moonlight

scene, has the following pretty lines :

"The nioon is in her summer glow,
But hoarse and high the breezes blow,
And, racking o'er face, the cloud
Varies the tincture of her shroud ;

On Barnard's towers, and Tee's stream,

She changes as a guilty dreani,

When conscience, with remorse and fear,

Goads sleeping fancy's wild career.

Her light seems now the blush of shame,
Seems now fierce anger's darker flame.

Shifting that shade, to come and go.

Like apprehension's hurried glow,

—

Then sorrow's livery dims the air,

And dies in darkness, like despair."

One would only need to watch the changing
' nts of the opening blossoms of the Virginian

i wslip, to perceive how well it might be sub-

stituted for the moon, in this pretty piece of

i^etry, to express the same thoughts. But

though there seems to be no direct allusion to

this plant by the poets, prose writers often show
how near it comes to igniting the poetic fire.

The first blush of anger or shame might be well

represented by the roseate tinge of the early

bud
; and the paler hue, as the flower progresses,

be brought in to represent the growing inten-

'*^ity of passion as the first blush passes away.

In the Eastern Atlantic States it usually

grows in damp woods, or shady meadows,

where the blue is rather pale. In the open

grassy prairies this blue tint is very bright.

Referring to what were some years ago the

prairies of Central Illinois, the Rev. Eward L.

Greene thus enthusiastically writes of our

plant :
*• We next come to extensive patches

of Mertensia Virginica, which, with its nod-

ding clusters of richest blue, presents a picture

of surpassing beauty."

The Mertensias are not, however, the only

plants that have the peculiarity of starting

with ''the blush of shame," going through

'* fierce anger's darker flame," to wear "sor-

row's livery " as it fades away, for a number

of allied BoraghiacecB share this character

with it. But there is one point in which it

stands almost alone among the representatives

of this great natural order. They are nearly

all characterized by a rough hairiness. This

is so characteristic of the order, that at one

time it was characterized as Asperi/olicr. But

the Mertensias aie smooth, and, as we may see

in our plate, especially so. Though the flowers

are usually of various shades of pink and blue,

they are occasionally found white ;
and, by an

expression of Mr. A. H. Young, in the Botan-

ical Gazette, it might be inferred that white

is not uncommon in some western local-

ities. He says of Jefferson County, Indiana,

"Mertensia, with its large clusters of white,

pink, and purple flowers, adorns many a

southern slope of the river bluffs."

In these modern times we are permitted to

question nature as we will, and she has been

asked why she changes from pink to blue or

purple in this singular manner. Dr. Hermann
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MliRTI^:XSIA VIRGINICA.

VIRGINIAN COWSLIP.

NATURAL ORDER, BORAGINACI«M':.

Ml K 1 1 N-^iA ViKc.iMCA De Catulolle.-Stem one to two feet biKh. nearly erect, angular, succulent, a little branched at the

^nniniit Vvpvv leaves lanceolate, praduallv smaller than the lower, and ! econiinv; sul.->essi!e
;
hjwer leaves una i\

joundish ol.ovate. three to six inches louR. on petioles two to five inches Ion- Racemes elonj^ated in tniit. >"'^"/la

n iked in the throat, nearlv an inch \o^^^, with an annular tuft on the itiside. near the base. Disk bearing two k-mucN as

loMK as the ov ries (Darlington s //ora (W/;/V</. See also Cray's .V</«//<7/ ^»/" ///'• /-•('/.;«.» o/ thr .\oi Jirt u (ni.^a

Sfati's. Chapman's Flofa of t fit' Sout/io n i'mted ^(ates, and Wood's Clas:>-i:ook or Botany )

Our plate shows the young flowers of a rosy-

pink color,—the blue tint for which the species

is so popular with collectors of wild flowers,

appearing only as the blossoms open. It is

rtniarkable that the floral enibleniists, ever

alive to any suggestion that might excite

fancy, have made no use of this fact to repre-

sent some phase of human love or passion.

I'oets have at various times attempted to

illustrate this phase in human experience, by

references to many things except flow^ers

—

the changing aspects of the moon being a

favorite theme in this connection. Sir Walter

Scott, in "Rokeby." describing a moonlight

ccne, has the following pretty lines :

" The moon is in her summer glow,

lUU hoarse and high the breezes blow,

And, racking o'er face, the cloud
Varies the tincture of her shroud ;

( )n Barnard's towers, and Tee's stream,

Slie changes as a guilty dream,
When conscience, with remorse and fear.

Goads slec])ing fancy's wild career.

Her light seems now the blush of shame,
v^cei!is now fierce auger's darker flame,

Shifting that shade, to come and go.

Like apprehension's luirricd glow,

—

Tlicn sorrow's livery dims the air,

And dies in darkness, like despair."

' hie would only need to watch the changing

'.Us of the opening blossoms of the Virginian

-wslij), to perceive how well it might be sub-

luted for the moon, in this pretty piece of

try. to express the same thoughts. But

'Ugh there seems to be no direct allusion to

s plant by the poets, i)rose writers often show
w near it conies to igniting the i)oetic fire.

The fust blush of anger or shame might be well

1 resented by the roseate tinge of the early

»'•' and the paler hue, as the flower progresses,

^' brought in to represent the growing inten-

"f ]\assi(ui as the first blush passes away.

In the Ivastern Atlantic vStates it usually

grows in damp woods, or shady meadows,

where the blue is rather pale. In the open

grassy prairies this blue tint is very bright.

Referring to what were some years ago the

prairies of Central Illinois, the Rev. Ivward L.

Greene thus enthusiastically writes of our

plant :
*' We next come to extensive patches

of McrtCHsia Mr^iuiau \\\\\q\\. with its nod-

ding chisters of richest blue, presents a picture

of surpassing beauty."

The Mertensias are not, however, the only

plants that have the peculiarity of starting

with "the blush of shame," going through

" fierce anger's darker flame," to wear " sor-

row's livery " as it fades away, for a number

of allied Boraginactcr share tiiis character

with it. But there is one ]K)iut in which it

stands almost alone among the re])resentatives

of this great natural order. They are nearly

all characterized by a rough hairiness. This

is so characteristic of the order, that at one

time it was characterized as Aspcrifolur. \M\t

the Mertensias aie smooth, and. as we may see

in our plate, especially .so. Though the flowers

are usually of various shades of pink and blue,

they are occasionally found white :
and, by an

expression of Mr. A. H. Voung. in the nofan-

ical C,a-cffc\ it might be inferred that white

is not uncommon in some western local-

ities. He says of Jefferson County, Indiana,

" Mertensia, with its large clusters of white,

pink, and jmrple flowers, adorns many a

southern slo])e of the river bluffs."

In these modern times we are ])ermitted to

question nature as we will, and she has been

asked why she changes from pink to blue or

purple in this singular manner. Dr. Hermann
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Mueller thinks she has told him why. Re-
ferring to an allied species of Europe, Pulmo-
naria officinalis, which behaves in the same
way, he says, "the flowers change from red
to blue as the flowers grow older, in order
to indicate to intelligent bees which fer-

tilize it, (in his country a species known as
Anthophora pilipes is supposed to perform this

office for this plant) which flower should be
visited by them for their own end and the
plant's profit." One bee, which he watched, vis-

ited 182 red flowers, to 10 blue ones. That such
a purpose, useful to the honey-gatherer or

pollen-collector, may well be served by this

change of color is apparent ; but in later times
botanists are not a unit in believing that every
behavior of a plant is for its individual good.
Many plants that depend wholly on insects for

fertilization, have a hard time in getting along
;

and, in the case of annuals, would be confined
to a very limited area in some cases, and
when some insects are locally absent in

some years, might be doomed to total ex-
tinction. It is barely possible there is some
other good to be accomplished by this change
of color other than relates to cross-fertiliza-

tion
; and it may be well for the student to

continue to question nature on the subject.

The generic name Mertensia, was given by
Albert William Roth, a celebrated German bota-
nist, who between 17S2 and 1830 wrote a num-
ber of botanical works This genus he estab-
lished in 1797. It was named for Prof Fran-
cis Charles Mertens, of Bremen, author of a
work on Algae. There are several distin-

guished men of this name—one, Charles Henry
Mertens, also of Bremen,—F. C. Mertens was
born in 1796, took part in the Russian expedi-
tion under Captain Lutkc in 1826-29, and made
a collection of plants at Sitka, dying soon after

the return of the expedition to St. Petersburg.
Previous to this the plant was classed as Pul-
monaria, under which name its early history
must be sought. Clayton, one of the earliest

collectors in America, sent it from Virginia,
and it is described by Grono i^i is, who edited

Clayton's work, as a Puhiona>,'a— '' Pnl?nona-
ria 710)1 viaculosa;' or not spotted. This is in

reference to the spotted leaves of some of the
old-world Pulmonaria, and from which the
original genus derived its name. " So named,"
says Don, •• from its being supposed to be a
good remedy in disorders of the lungs (pul-

mones)
; or, according to some, from the spots

on the leaves resembling those on some dis-

eased lungs." The popular English name
Lungwort, given to this genuis and Mertensia,

is thus accounted for. In reference to this,

Dr. Griffith says, "they are all emollient and
demulcent, but not more so than numerous
other plants, which have no peculiar virtues

attributed to them, and it is most probable,

that they owe much of their renown to a lin-

gering reliance on the doctrine of signatures
;

for as the leaves are spotted somewfiat like the

lungs, it was supposed that they must of

necessity be useful in the diseases of those

organs. '

' He then says ofour species, the leaves

ofwhich are not spotted, '

' P. Virginica is stated

to be astringent and demulcent, and is much
used in some parts of the country in catarrhs

and other disorders of the respiratory organs."

It is hardly worth retaining the common name
Lungwort for our Mertensias, as the old Ameri-
can name quoted in Gronovius from Clayton,

''Mountain Cowslip," is very good. In the

old world the original Pulmonaria arigiistifolia

is known as " Blue Cowslip," and " Cowslip
of Jerusalem." Merle?isia was separated from

Pulmonaria by its short, five-parted calyx, and

the naked throat of the corolla, which is pilose

in Pulmonaria. The nutlets are also ovate,

while they are turbinate in that genus The
name Mcrtensia has been given by Willdenow
to a genus of ferns, and by Humboldt to a

genus of the family of Elms ; and these names
are still in use by distinguished authors. These

give the name Stcfihaymnaria to our Merten-

sias,—a name which Dr. Gra}^ uses as sec

tional, placing under it ih^ Merletisia maritima

of our northern coast.

The flowers are known as proterandrous,

—

that is the anthers mature in advance of th*.

final growth of the pistil. When the flower.,

first open the anthers at once shed their pol-

len, and the pistil then presents theappearanc
in Fig. I. But the next day the pistil ha

grown so long, that it is much exserted beyona
the corolla, as noted in the paler flowers of the

picture. We have taken our subject just as it

is commencing to blossom ; when itis older th'

plant has a much more paniculate inflores-

ence.

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURE.

TWO CROWNS IMPERIAL.
(Fritillaria imperialis.)

Two crowns imperial for me !

Tp part with either I am loth.

And yet I think you will agree,
I surely cannot wear them both.

Were I Gerniania's Kaiser bov,
I might perhaps the thing contrive,

The dual baubles to enjoy,
And make my double kingdom thrive.

But as a child of Yankee birth.
These coronets of fatal gleam

Excite my democratic mirth.
But not ambition's vaulting dream.

I'll keep them for the giver's sake.
Apart upon my curio shelf.

No tyrant hand the crowns shall take
;

Ere that I'll wear them both myself!

W. IVhittnan Bailey.

Explanation of the Plate.— i. An opened corolla,

first day's flower, to yhow position of pistil at maturity '5'

anthers. 2. Upper portion of flower-stem. 3. Root leaf.

Grafted Hybrids.—There is a strong be-

lief that new varieties can sometimes be ob-

tained by grafting. A branch of one tree

i^rafted into another tree is sometimes said to

assume the character of the stock as well as of
its own, and that those two characteristics will

s >metimes go along together. Unfortunately
\ ery few actual experiments in this line have
I'-^-en made, and the theory is in a measure
more of an after-thought than the result ofany
^'irect experiment. It has, however, been cer-

Minly ascertained that a variegated graft will

ommunicate variegation to the stock,—and
^lie writer of this paragraph certainly knows
'f a blood-leaved variety of the English birch
^ving communicated the blood-leaved ten-
ancy to the stock ; blood-leaved branches have
^^own out of the white birch, on which the
lood-leaved scion had been worked. The

writer has also attempted to split branches of
UM^le trees longitudinally through the bud and
piit two kinds fairly together so that the
'divided buds approximate; in one of these
^'ranches used as one graft, a R. I. Greening
'»"<! a Red Astrachan apple were so treated,
and the result was that the subsequent growth
I^roduced the large white flowers of the R. I.

^'reening, virhile the fruit itself was the true
I^ed Astrachan. This difference was very

slight, but it seemed to indicate that there was
some uniting of the two different species in

the one subsequent growth. The most remark-
able case on record is that of a kind of Labur-

num, known as Cytisus Adatni. This Labur-

num was said to have been grafted on a species

with purple flowers, and to this day, the

branches will sometimes produce the purple

flowered kind, and sometimes the yellow.

Some doubt has been raised as to whether this

is really the result of hybridization or a peculiar

power in the plant to have polymorphic flowers
;

as this is sometimes known to be the case with

the Dahlia, Rose, Chr3'santhemum, and others.

Dr. Macfarlane, of the Pennsylvania Univer-

sity, has recently contributed an able paper

on the subject of hybrids. He finds that each

species of plant has its own peculiar structuie

and character, and he finds in this Cytisus,

these two characteristics going together, and in

this way proves, from an entirely new stand-

point, that the Cytisus Adami is really the pro-

duct of hybridization as has been contended.

It is a new illustration of the value of scientific

study in determining practical facts.

Dimorphic Plants.— This expression is now
coming into general use as indicating plants

which take on different characters at different

times or under diflerent circumstances. For

instance, in some Honeysuckles, when the

plants are young, the leaves are often cut or

lobed along the outer edges. But when the

plant is in flower, instead of this tendency to

division, the opposite or union prevails, and

the upper leaves are united, vSo that the stem

seems to be going through them, —that is, per-

foliate. Another illustration is furnished by

the evergreen Euonymus. In its creeping con-

dition it will adhere like iv}- to walls or trees.

Then it is Euonymus radicans of nurser\' cata-

logues. But at other times it grows as a stout

upright, broad-leaved bush. Then it is Euony-

mus japonicus, and few would suspect its rela-

tionship to the creeping kinds. They are, in

the language of botany, dimorphic forms.
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Mertensia Virginica.—In addition to what
has been said of the Virginian Cowslip in

the main chapter, it may be noted that

Dr. Gray, in his Synoptical Flora, describes

seven species as belonging to North America.
With the exception of M. maritima, which
loves to grow in sand close down to the salt

water line, our species are rather mountain-
lovers. Our Mountain Cowslip is the only one
found east of the Mississippi river, and, in

his language, it grows on "alluvial banks,
New York to Minnesota, South Carolina inthe
mountains, and in Tennessee." The highest
northern locality is probably Chenango River,

New York, where it was gathered by Mr. F. V.
Coville. In many localities it seems to be
disappearing. In the vicinity of Philadelphia,

it was once abundant, though now rarely met
with. The specimen illustrated was found near
that city, for our artist, by Miss Anna Howell.
Dr. John M. Coulter says it was once abund-
ant in the lower regions of the Wabash, in In-

diana. Though long introduced into British

gardens, where skill in flower culture is so
common, it is not abundant. Philip Miller

says it was introduced into that country from
seed sent from the Virginian botanist Banister

to the famous English gardens of Dr. Compton,
Bishop of London, a rare lover of flowers of the
past age. He adds, however, that it was grow-
ing in the Botanic Garden at Chelsea so early

as 1699.

Mr. G. S. Miller, in the Bulletin of the Torrey

Botanical Club, records his conviction that a
plant growing in his garden changed from pur-
ple to white after some years, independently of
the agency of seed.

The Use of Spines to Cactuses. Mr. F.

N.TiLLiNGHAST, Greenport, N. Y., remarks ;—
"According to the paragraph on Opuntia
rutila in the January number of the Monthly,
the part which the spines play in the economy
of the plant seems to be problematic. If O.
nitila has no existing natural enemies against
which its spines are a protection, it would be
interesting to know if any animals have ever
lived, since the time when this cactus came
into existence, that might have eaten and
destroyed the plant, had it not been for its

defensive armor of spines.

May not the spines have survived the natural
enemies of the plant, and therefore, the use for

which they were created ? And may not those

cactuses * with few or no spines' have advanced

a step farther in the scale of evolution, by

casting off" these sharp appendages, which, in

the absence of natural enemies, have become

useless? "

In reference to these inquiries it may be re-

marked that it is usually understood that

changes in plants, generally considered under

what is termed evolution, are brought about

by gradual modification through a long series

of years. If, therefore, cactuses without

spines found trouble from predaceous animals,

and desired spines to protect themselves, they

would all be eaten up by the animals before

the long series of years required in order to

produce perfect protective spines, had passed

away.

Change of Character in the Pansy-

Flowered Bird's Foot Violet. Mr. C. F.

Saunders, Philadelphia, has the following

curious experience.

" Is my observation at fault, or do the two

purple petals of Viola bicolor really fade away
to the light blue of the others, when old ? A
bunch of violets, which we received from Vir-

ginia the other day, and which seemed com
posed of V. bicolor, with only one or two excep-

tions, is now withering, and there seems to be

as many flowers with uniform light blue petals,

as those having the two dark velvety petals

characteristic of V. bicolor. I hardly think T

was so blind as to mistake the character of

the bouquet, as the presence of so many light

blue flowers to-day would indicate."

They probably fade as suggested, but th<

observation is wholly new. If so the sam<

circumstances ought to be apparent in cti

flowers of some pansies.

Projection of Seeds from Capsules.—
Referring to the projection of seeds in the

Oxalis and Garden Balsam, a Charleston cot-

respondent refers to the same circumstance in

the seed vessels of violets. It is believed thit

these are projected by the drawing together c f

the edges of the valves, thereby pressing tl e

seeds out, just as a nut or similar object miglt

slip through the finger or thumb when presse".

These methods of nature, employed to distril)-

ute seeds, are well worth the attention of stit-

dents of the curious.

The Connection Between Early Growth

and Vigor. — The New York hidependent

notes that some remarkable facts in regard to

the character in connection with variations

have recently been recorded, as derived from

experiments with the common garden pea,

made in the Jamaica botanic garden. Garden

peas it may be noted, are selected by horticul-

turists chiefly for their earliness of bearing,

abundance of crop, or peculiar flavor of the

cooked pea. No one has thought of looking

further into the subject of scientific interest

till now. Forty-three named varieties were

sown on the 4th of April, when it vas found

that each kind had its own set time for germi-

nating and appearing above the ground. Six-

teen appeared eight days after sowing, thir-

teen nine days, nine ten days, and five kinds

took eleven days to grow. Each variet}^

seemed to have its exact time of blooming.

A variety called America.! Wonder had every

plant opening its blossom thirty-five days

after sowing, while the British Queen did not

flower till after sixty-four days. It was dis-

covered that vegetative vigor and time of

flowering were co-relative, the strong, vigor-

ous varieties being always the last to bloom.

The main scientific deduction confirms the

proposition of modern science, that tho' we do

not know how variation is brought about,

once brought into existence, it is hereditary.

SciLLA BiFOLiA.—The flowers of this Squill

are small individually, but being produced

close together in a short raceme they are very

attractive, from their star-like form and bright

blue color more or less tinted with violet.

As the specific name indicates, there are only

two leaves to a bulb. Those who like collec-

tions of Squills will find some variations in this

one, for there are varieties with reddij-h or

rose colored flowers, and others with white

flowers. The type is moreover the best, and

the beauty of the rest is best seen and appreci-

ated by contrast. The best effect is produced

by planting the bulbs in a clump, not in the

old-fashioned way of allowing the bulbs to get

crowded, but by allowing i)z in. to 2 in. be-

tween every two bulbs so as to allow^ of some

room for increase, as then the bulbs get better

nourished and the foliage is not unduly crowd-

ed. The flowers never fail to appear in March,

sometimes in the early part of it, and in late

cold springs more especially they make their

appearance above ground rather in advance of

other subjects and generally before the other

well-known early Squills, such as Scilla sibir-

ica. The whole family is hardy, and makes

excellent border flow^ers.

Proliferous Strawberry. — Recently a

figure appeared from the London Gardener's

Chronicle, showing young plants in the place

of seeds on a strawberry. America is bound to

.;o ahead of the old world,

and California has success-

fully managed it . Mr. Luther

Burbank, of Santa Rosa,

whose intelligent observation

occasion has frequently been

taken to commend, sends the

photograph. A perfectly

formed plant from a short

runner ^has grown from the
apex, while the calyx is more
tban usually foliaceous.
These abnormal forms are
very instructive. They furn-
ish the hints out of which we
learn nature's methods of
^oing things.

PROLIFLROUS
STRAWBERRY.
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The IvOVE for Wild Flowers. — One of
the best signs of the growing love for wild
flowers and nature, is the interest which
purely agricultural papers show on the sub-
ject. Papers having no relation whatever to
the mere dollar and cent phase of agriculture,

appear frequently. That excellent weekly. The
Country Gentleman, well illustrates this point-

Beginning with December the ist, a series of
articles on our native orchids commenced,

—

the first one treats of the Cypripedinm. The
article shows that our native species, that we see
in green-houses, are quite as beautiful as any-
thing from the tropics. The popular name for

Cypripedinm is Lady Slipper. The best known,
it says, is the stemless lady slipper— C. acaule.
It says it is very common in Southern Michi-
gan, and has its western limit in Minnesota.
It gives a full explanation of the curious man-
ner in which bees fertilize these flowers. There
are two yellow flowered species, one C pnbes-
cens, which is the larger one, and the other,
C parviflorum ,~ho\.\^ are very fragrant. The
author is inclined to believe that the two are
varieties of each other. Then there is a white
one, C. eandidum, not abundant anywhere, but
scattered through bogs all the way from New
York to Minnesota. The different species are
not often found growing together, but the
author of the paper has found as many as four
together in one place. The most odd-looking
of all the species is the Ramshead Lady
Slipper— C. arieti7mm. It is rare and some-
what inconspicuous. It grows in tamarack
swamps in Southern Michigan. The most
beautiful of all is the C spectabile. The stems
are often found two feet high—white, yellow
and purple shades being in the same flower.
Articles on other orchids appear in the subse-
quent ivSsues.

Propulsion of Seeds from Capsules.—Mr.
W. F. Bassett, Hammonton, N. J., makes a
good point in the following paragraph :

—

*'In Meehans' Monthly for December,
some notes about the forcible expulsion of
seeds by certain plants, are placed under the
heading 'Irritability of Plants.' Is this
properly ' irritability ' ? It appears to me that
it is rather the result of a gradual operation of
nature, by which the seeds grow and swell, so
as to crowd against their prison doors, and the
latter in the process of ripening, either

soften and weaken or dry and harden, so that

the heat of the sun warps them, and in either

case, with this class of plants, the last tie

gives way suddenly and the seeds fly. The
flowers of some Oenotheras open instantane-

ously upon the same principle. The opening
of the capsules of the Garden Balsam, when
taken hold of, is simply the result of hastening
what would otherwise happen in a short time
without assistance. The closing of the leaves

of the Sensitive Plant and others, in the same
manner, is an entirely different phenomenon."

The Gopher Plant. — When travelers

crossed the plains at the time when the Pacific

railroads were first built, a beautiful plant

called Euphorbia albo-marginata used to come
up frequently along the railroad tracks, which
the laborers believed to grow from seed that had
been waiting there to sprout since the flood.

They called it "Snow on the Mountain," be-

cause the bracts under the flowers such as we
see in Poinsetta and other euphorbiaceous

plants, were striped with white amongst the

green. It is now stated in California circles,

that where this plant grows, gophers will

receive notice to quit. It is remarkable that it

is said of another euphorbiaceous plant, the

Castor oil plant, that where it is grow^n, moles
will never appear. No one has put great faith

in this statement, but that two plants of the

same family should be watched by two classes

of observers wholly independent of each other

and be reported to have exactly the same
effect on destructive rodents, indicates thai

there must be something certain, to bring

about the like conclusions.

Variations in Nature.—Mrs. S. Tucker
of Cheney, Washington, referring to a recent

paragraph in Meehans' Monthly, that doubh
flowers originate in nature quite as frequentl}

as under the hand of the florist, calls attentioi'

to a number of cases in the wild flowers o*

that region, in which there is a disposition to

an increase in the number of petals, showing a

tendency to the double-flowering state. She
mentions one of the early buttercups, Ramin
cuius giaberrimjis, and Lewisia rediviva. Ca-

fnassia esculenta has sometimes a perianth d'

seven or ten segments. Sisyrifichium grandi-

florutn has frequently eight segments, without

any change in the usual three stamens.

GENERAL GARDENING.

THE EXOTIC FLOWER.
"How earnest thou hither? From what soil,

Where those that went before thee grew,
Ivxenipt from suffering, care and toil

;

Clad by the sunbeams, fed with dew ?

Tell on what strange spot of ground
Thy rock-borne kindred yet are found.
And I the carrier- dove will be
To bring them wondrous news of thee"—Montgomery.

Life ok the Phylloxera.—The New York
Indtpendefit remarks that a remarkably inter-

esting paper, connected with the history of

the phylloxera, the great foe to grape cul-

ture, has been contributed to Zoc, a live bio-

logical journal, of San Francisco, by Prof. H.
H. Behr. The small insect, as is now well

known, feeds on the roots of the grape, cover-

ing the roots with a mass of small galls,

about the size of grains of rice. They live

here continuously, and. Professor Behr says,

have no power to travel to any great distance

after being once regularly located. They re-

produce themselves in continuous generations

among the roots of the vines on which they
are first colonized. It is only after a large

number of these successful reproductions that
a series are produced which are winged ; and
it is this young generation that flies away and
introduces the insect as new colonies some
' distance away. After the insect is fairly col-

onized around theroots of a grapevine, he says,

ts defective capacity of locomotion are of such
character that it would take a year to cross a

-'Irdle of two feet, even if the insect could live

> long in its perfect condition, and would
Miove in one direction during all that time.
I he only way to get rid of the insect around
I'ly one vine, is to destroy the vine itself, as
tue insect can live only on living roots ; when
the roots die the insect ceases to exist. One of
the most interesting facts brought out by Dr.
I^^hr is, contrary to the usual impression, that
the winged young insects, which form new
colonies, do not come in a regular succession
of cycles, but only appear at times when it is

necessary for the insects' preservation that new

colonies should be formed. Whenever food

gets comparatively scarce, and the insects are

in danger of starvation, the broods of winged

insects come into existence. When, therefore,

a vine is destroyed, and its roots, consequently,

soon after die, a brood of winged insects ap-

pears. As a practical measure of confining the

insect to limited locations, therefore, Dr Behr

suggests that if a thick layer of gas lime is

placed around the grapevine when it is being

destroyed, winged insects cannot penetrate

through this layer and are, therefore, des-

troyed. A layer of gas lime, therefore, is a fair

preventative of the dispersion of the insect.

Professor Behr further states that in vineyards,

where the living grapevine roots are abundant,

he doubts whether a colonizing race, that is to

say, a winged brood, is often produced. After

many years of observations, he has failed to

find winged insects in situations where they

ought to be found ; but if he takes vine roots

infested with galls, r.nd places these vine roots

in propagating jars, where the roots are, in a

measure, dying, a brood of winged insects is

at once produced.

Missing Links. — Japan plants are often

identical with the plants of the Eastern portion

of the United States, and occasionally furnish

*' missing links." The white-flowered dog-

wood of our woods, by the second or spring

growth of the bud scale develops so as to

simulate a large white involucre. In Japan

there is a wood-loving plant, with leaves like

our dogwood, and with similar white pseudo-

bracts or involucres ; but the berries, instead

of being separate, as in the American plant,

form a syncarp for all the world like a huge

strawberry. It is not regarded, therefore, as a

true Cormis ; but as a superior development,

and named Benthamia fragifera.—Independent.

Sterculia platanifolia.—This is a popu-

lar shade tree in Japan, and ought to thrive

well in our Middle States. The leaves are in

shape and size like our Buttonwood.

(39)
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The Range of Variation op Plants.—It is

a trite saying that there are no two things in the

world exactly alike. Philosophy has endeavored
to explain why this variation or the other varia-

tion is ofadvantage to the species, but it is likely

that while as a main principle form is of essen-

tial service to physiological functions, in many
of the details variation in nature is for the sake
of variety alone. There seems to be no end to

the range of variation. Who would ever have
thought of an erect-flowered Fuchsia ? In all

their various forms they have still been pendu-
lous,—and indeed the utility folks have shown
how essential to the good of the plant the pen-

dulous form was, by arranging the stamens
so that the pollen could fall to the stigma. But
now we have an upright form ! The Lyon Hor-
ticole has brought this curious production to

notice, and which will surely interest the read-

ers of Meehans' Monthly.

Mushroom Charts.—All the States of the

Union, as well as the United States Govern-
ment itself, feel it their duty to encourage by
all legitimate means, the cheap production of

food, and hence we have agricultural reports,

and other aids to agriculture and horticulture,

everywhere.

Besides this, money is frequently appiopri-

ated in many ways for the dissemination of in-

formation that would lead to cheapening or

utilizing food. It is remarkable that nothing
has been done in connection with a sound
knowledge of Mushrooms. As already noted
in Meehans' Monthly the larger proportion

of the Mushroom family are edible and nutri-

tious, and it is deplorable that such an im-

mense amount of valuable food is suffered to

go to waste, simply from the ignorance as to

the few which are poisonous. The State of

New York is to be asked to freely issue Mush-
room charts, that is to say colored illus-

trations of the noxious kinds and of the

edible kinds. There is no other way to

educate people as to how to distinguish a

poisonous from a harmless Mushroom, than

by exact teaching in each case. Almost
every one knows the ordinary Mushroom
when they see it, because experience has

taught them to distinguish it, and what is

true of the common Mushroom is

true of all the rest. When these

charts can be properly disseminated

with this valuable information, it

is to be hoped that the members of agricultural

boards, or other similar institutions in each
State, will take in hand and recommend to

their several legislatures, the preparing (

these charts, just as the State of New York
is said to be about to do.

UPRIGHT FUCHSIA

RoBiNiA viscosA. — The Bulletin of th •

Horticultural Society of Tuscany refers espe-

cially to the great beauty which this plai'

.

presents in the gardens of the old world.

The branches are green and warty, and some-
what viscid, and in this way is well charac-

terized from the other species of the genus.
The Bulletin goes on to describe a very larg

'

number of beautiful varieties, some of thei 1

referring to Robinia pseud-acacia and Robin^i
hispida. Of this last named species it records

a great number of beautiful varieties in Italian

gardens.

Play Grounds in City Parks. — Public

parks have been chiefly regarded as mere
])reathing spots, where people could sit in

summer shade, or ride or walk through paths

or drives, admiring a beautiful picture in

landscape gardening. The wants of humanity
in the shape of physical exercise, and of chil-

dren for good play grounds, have seldom been
considered. It is a pleasure to note that

Boston is leading in the march for better

things. The park commissioners have recently

arranged a series of tracts, now known as the
'

'
Charlesbank Gymnasiums, '

' with a special
^

view of supplying these wants. In order to

help along this good work, we give this

month two ground plans of the arrange-

ments—one for men, one for women and
children, and a detail sketch showing how
the little girls enjoy themselves. The de-

signs are by the eminent landscape gard-
ener, Frederick Law Olmsted. It is to be
hoped that in all cities projecting public
parks these practical every day pleasures
will be as much regarded as mere pictorial

beauty.

Public Gardens and Public Garden-
/:hs.— In an article in a recent issue of the
Philadelphia Ledger, a distinguished Phila-
delphia horticulturist has pointed out the
remarkable fact that Philadelphia has no
city gardener nor any established body which
has charge of its city trees, or public squares,
and in the course of the article gives

special credit to the City of Boston for

magnificent work done by the city gardener,
Mr. Doogue. The Boston Post of recent
<late, has a special editorial on one of these
lioston gardens which it describes as an
exceptionally beautiful one, and thinks that
if people were charged a small price of
admission it would be visited far and wide
W the lovers of floral beauty. It is pleasant
to see a great public newspaper like the /\?5/

k^iving this good credit to its city gardener
;

«^nd it has been a subject of regret to the
writer of this that, not only Philadelphia,
but some other cities that might be named,
liave no care-takers of public flowers or
public trees. Little by little, however,
public sentiment is growing in this direc-
tion, and before long all cities will be
beyond this reproach.

The Great Mammoth Tree in Philadel-
phia.—Mr. Joshua Pusey kindly says :

—''The

trunk or stem of the tree was beheaded some
25 feet from the ground, instead of 10 feet. It

is 10 feet from the ground to the first limb.

The tree is now about 30 feet in height, and

would be quite 40 feet had it been left intact.

Its head is the shape of half an ^%%, and quite

regular and compact. The trunk is about ^%
feet in circumference an inch from the ground,

and 4 feet, six feet from the ground. " Correct-

ing the article appearing in January.

l^EVEP^'^
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Thoughts on Transplanting. — Many
people ask, when is the proper time to plant
trees, in the fall or in the spring?

This is a question which has been asked
thousands of times, and been answered both
ways by people who have had special success,
in the spring or fall, as the case may be.

Now, according to the studies of those who
have used their eyes and experiences on the
subject, one time is as good as the other.

Trees in full health transplanted in the spring
go on pushing their leaves and making young
fibres on the roots as if nothing had been
done to affect their usual habits. In trees as
in a human being, health is a great factor in

DIAGRAM
SHowwo women's gymnasium

•OALt

(See page 41.)

success. A good sound, healthy person who
loses a finger or even a hand, feels or ex-
hibits no signs of the trouble he has gone
through. The blood is good and sound and
goes on healing the wounded parts.

So with a tree : the spring is the healthy
time of all nature

; all plants are in their best
health, and they naturally feel less the dam-
age done to them than at any other time.

Planting in the fall also has its benefits,
even perhaps more so than in the spring. In
early fall transplanting, the leaves are picked
off, and the tree is again planted. The ad-
vantage the fall planter has is this : the tree,

we may say, has gone to sleep for the winter,

the leaves being off", they do
not need the life giving
strength of the roots, which
possibly may have been in-

jured in the digging, and need
all their strength for them-
selves. What does it matter
if we take the leaves off, in-

stead of waiting until they
fill off.? Does not winter
weather sometimes come
early, and again it comes late

in the year? Two or three

weeks make no difference,

the trees are always prepared,
and, "have gone to sleep."

To return to the planting,
we see the tree suffers very
little or none by the leaves

using the strength of the tree.

Another point is that when
spring does come, the plant

has been made solid in its

place, by the winter months.
In the first part of the

article we say that it makes
no difference whether tree^^

are planted in the fall or

spring. There is one excep-

tion in favor of fall planting,

and that is in the larch family

Larches planted in the fall are

invariably successful, while
those planted at other seasons
only pull through after a hard
struggle.

Evergreens can be trans-

planted during the summer.

fMft
J

Hardiness'of the Crape Myrtle.— Mr.

lamest Walker, New Albany, Ind., says :

•A friend who ^was recently at Bowling

<;reen, Ky., informs the writer that the Crape

Myrtle is hardy there, and says he saw and
examined bushes that had been in the "open
ij^round" for several years. It is interesting and
surprising to learn of this East Indian shrub

being hardy so far north. Many plants, how-
ever, while tender ordinarily, prove much
hardier than they are supposed to be, when
strong stocky plants are put out in the spring

(which allows them to be established by fall),

and when the first one or two winters are

favorable. This the writer has found to be in

the case with several Tea-roses, which are

commonly thoughf to be "tender" in this

locality. Among these are the Catherine

Mermet. The Bride, Gen. Sartas, Amazone,
Marie Ducher, Mme. Lambard, and one or

two others.

Kentucky is given as the northern limit of

the Spider Lily

—

Pcuicratiutn rotatum,—but the

writer has found the botanical limit is not the

horticultural limit. A few years ago some of

the bulbs w^ere accidental!}^ left out all winter.

They passed through all right, and have since

been found to be perfectly hardy here. And it

is not unlikely they may be found hardy even
farther north. So with the Crape Myrtle."

Near Philadelphia, it usually kills to the

: )und, but shoots up and flowers beautifully

; ke a herbaceous plant.

FI^qDTS 45S ME^ETi^PLES.

The Bark ok Fruit Treks.—As a general

thing healthy trees are able to get rid of the old

bark without any help from the cultivator ; but
in many cases they are all the better for having
a little help from man. In many species of

trees, there is an arrangement provided by na-

ture, for helping the plant to get rid of its bark.

These are called, in scientific language, •' suber

cells ;'•—that is to say, cork cells. These ap-

pear at first on the outer bark, as small brown
spots. From year to year, however, they de-

velop,—sometimes eating into the bark in lon-

gitudinal lines, and in this way form the

cracks which ultimately result in what is

known as rough bark. As it is thus the de-

sign of nature to get rid of the outer bark, it

is good practice to help nature in this work.

For this purpose, washes of various kinds are

found in practice extremely useful. In fruit

culture, soapy solutions have been found very

effective ; and in the unscientific work of suc-

cessful farmers even lime wash has been found

beneficial. In some of the interior counties of

Pennsylvania, a farmer would almost as vSoon

think of never cleaning his horses, as letting

his orchard trees go without a coating of lime

wash once a 3'ear. The practical results of this

treatment speak for themselves. No healthier

trees, or more successful fruit crops can be had
than result from this practice.

Blue Persian Lilac.—
^nder the name of Blue

' rsian Lilac, a Galveston
c Trespondent sends speci-

T'S which prove to be
' urafita Plumieri, a West

lian plant. It grows
'

• le as a pendulous shrub
^ to nine feet high, with
profusion of lilac blue

^^vers, succeeded by
'I'ber colored berries, the
'^ of peas. It makes a

"'^er of flowers proud of
*'nrnited States, when in

'^ part of her dominions we
can grow in the open air
at all seasons these beauti-
ful sub-tropical things.

>i

• \

(See page 41.)
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The Estate of Joseph S. Fay, Woods
HoLL, Mass.—The Committee of the Massa-
chusetts Horticultural Society, which has in

charge the very pleasant duty of examining the

gardens and estates ofpatrons of horticulture in

Massachusetts have words of praise for the fine

estate of the Hon. Joseph S. Fay, which com-
prises between 700 and 800 acres,— a large por-

tion in farm ; but still a considerable area de-

voted to garden and forestry purposes. Mr.
Fay is assisted in his good work by Mr. M. H.
Walsh, the gardener in charge, of whom the

Society speaks very highly. A very large pro-

portion of the wood around, is chiefly made up
of Scotch Pine ; but Mr. Fay regrets that he
did not use our native pitch pine, Pinus rigida.

(It may be remarked that Mr. Fay is famous
for his interest in forestry—75 acres have been
established by himself, from seed, and 25 acres

by the transplanting of trees from the nurseiy.)

He finds that the white pine does not thrive,

where exposed to winds from the ocean. Strange
to say, the pine trees, when thej^ grew up afford-

ed shelter for many birds, and especially the

blue jay, which brought the seeds of hard-

wood timber trees, in order to eat at their

leisure, but of which many escaped being used
as food, and from these, a large number of oaks
and deciduous trees have sprung up ; and now
there is a fine oak forest in places where orig-

inally only pine seeds were sown. The 25
acres of deciduous trees remain chiefly as they
were when planted. Some of these, notably
the larch and birch, are 40 feet high and 20

inches in diameter. The Committee think that

close planting for forestry purposes is a too

common mistake, and that this forest would
have shown even better results than it does

now, if they had been thinned at an earlier

stage. In the gardens, the rose is the especial

favorite,—and it is worth noting that Mr.
Walsh, the gardener, thinks it is best to trans-

plant roses in November. The plants are pro-

tected during the winter by leaves placed on
about six inches deep, with some brush to

keep the leaves from blowing away. In March
the leaves are removed and the plants pruned
—the free or climbing roses having their shoots

left much longer than those of dwarf habit.

As soon as the young leaves begin to show, the

plants are dusted with white hellebore. This
is applied once more during the season. He
finds sulphur sufficient for the prevention of

mildew ; for green fly, he applies a solution of

whale oil soap. When the buds are fairly

formed, he waters the roses with liquid manure.

In order to get fine roses, he pinches out the

weaker buds, leaving only one to flower on a

shoot. He gives the hybrid perpetual roses a

good pruning immediately after flowering, cut-

ting out most of the old wood ; and has grand

flowers by this plan. They push out a new

growth and produce nice flowers in September,

until the frost comes. The hollyhock is a very

popular flower in Mr. Fay's collection. Mr.

Walsh sows the seeds in June, transplants

them in October, covers with leaves early in

December, removes the covering in March, and

forks the bed over in which the plants are

growing. During May atid June they have

water once a week, unless rains are frequent.

Weak plants are cut out. The bed last year con-

tained 350 plants, and with the stalks, of from

35 to 40 flowers to each, in full bloom, must

have presented a magnificent sight. The vege-

table garden consists of four acres, in which

small fruits are cultivated. He finds ground

bone and sulphate of potash one of the best

manures for the onion ; and he finds, in that

more northern part of our country, that plants

raised from seed early and transplanted make

as good, if not better onions than those raised

from sets, which is the most popular way. He
finds the cauliflower thrive remarkably well ;

the seeds are sown in a hot bed, the last week in

February, and transplanted into very rich soil.

He has heads fit to cut by the last of May.

They delight in abundance of moisture, atui

rich, well rotted stable manure. He remark.

s

that lettuce to be of first quality, should ha\ c

soil richly fertilized by ammoniacals. Il<^

thinks that hard, medium sized heads a;e

better than varieties which produce very lar^e

ones.

South Pacific Apples.—Apple growers in

Tasmania, made a determined effort to cori-

pete in European markets with the apple gro^ -

ers of Canada and New England, but ha' e

finally abandoned the effort, because of tl e

heavy freight charges. The apple growers f

North America will always have an advantai e

in the high coloring which the climate gives

to their fruit. Australian apples general'v

have a good flavor, but beauty always scores

a point.

Improving Fruits by Crossing.—Mr. Jos.

Kirchgraber, of Springfield, Mo., believes that

a chapter on the fertilization of fruits and

flowers will be interesting to the readers of

Meehans' Monthly. There is very little to

explain in connection with the subject, and
probably this brief paragraph will fully mefet

the question. The stamens of a flower pro-

duce pollen, and flowers cannot be fertilized

unless this pollen reaches the pistil, the pistil

being the terminal point of the ovarium, which
is in the centre of the flower, and eventually

contains the seeds. There is a certain period

in the life of flowers, when the anther cells

burst and expose the pollen ; and there is a cer-

tain period in the growth of the pistil, when
the apex, or stigma, bursts and exposes a

liquid secretion. The only art in fertilizing

flowers, is to note, which can readily be done
by a small pocket lens, when the pistil is in

receptive condition. When the pollen is ap-

plied at this period, the ovarium becomes fruit-

ful. It so happens that in some flowers the

stamens will mature the pollen before the pis-

til is receptive
; or perhaps the stigma will be

receptive before the pollen is matured on the
stamens

; and this is frequently the reason why
so many flowers are infertile. The pollen

matures and disappears before the pistil is

ready to receive it. One can only learn these
things by observation ; but with a little prac-
ice an experienced person soon becomes adept
in the art. In the actual work of crossing,
t.ae practice is to keep a certain point in view.

^ or instance, we may have an apple which is

: our or small but would like to have a variety
of sweeter characteristics or larger. We take
•^'^e pollen from a tree with large or inferior

^'"uit, and apply it to the smaller one which we
^vish to improve. The result is that the seed-
|mg apple will in all probability be very much
larger than the female parent, and in this way
''.^proved kinds are brought about in the line

^ "at the operator desires.

A Fine Grape Vine. — Cultivators have
'•^quently noticed that the severe pnming of
'^ grape vine to keep it dwarf has a tendency
•^^ lessen its vital power ; but yet, notwith-
'^tanding this weakening of vital power, it is

''Absolutely essential at times that fruits should
^ severely pruned, in order to keep them
^^Uhin certain bounds, or for other good econ-

omic reasons. Where, however, a vine can be

allowed to extend as it naturally desires to do,

the result in longevity and productiveness is

very remarkable. One of our subscribers, Mr.

Lorin Blodget. who, besides his eminence as a

statistician, is extremely fond of amateur

gardening, which he pursues with great intel-

ligence, has a vine of the Lindley variety

growing in his garden in Philadelphia, which

rises 35 feet, completely covering the eastern

part of his house, and extends from a trellis

in the yard 20 feet from the ground, to some

75 feet in length. It has about 20 main

branches, which are an inch or more in diam-

eter each, and the main tnink is 15 inches in

circumference. In the year 1890 the crop was

weighed, and found to be 450 pounds. The

Lindley, by the way, is one of the verj' best

grapes for amateur culture, although it was

one of the earliest of the introductions of hy-

brid grapes. It often has the proclivity of pro-

ducing fruit without making seeds, just as the

currant of commerce, which is a seedless grape,

does. In this case, as in the case of the cur-

rant, the seedless grapes are only one-half the

size of those which are normally produced, and

have the appearance of being Delaware grapes

interspersed with the real Lindley. They af-

ford an admirable lesson as to the nature of

the currant of commerce.

The Baldwin Apple.—Many persons ask

why it is that an apple so comparatively poor

in quality should be so universally grown, and

form the chief stock of what is offered during

the winter in the markets. Certainly there are

numbers of much better flavored kinds But

the fruit grower who suj)plies the market nec-

essarily looks to profit beyond all things, and

the Baldwin happens to be a tree which has

a remarkably hardy growth and bears very

abundantly,—and the apples are so sturdy in

keeping qualities that it is no wonder it re-

ceives the particular attention of those who

plant to supply markets. If one is satisfied

to have trees not quite so sturdy and vigorous,

more liable to the little troubles that bother

the fruit grower, and desires to have high

flavor, beauty and other qualities independent

of great productiveness, there is a very large

list to choose from. Raisers of seedlings should

aim at uniting both good properties. Such a

variety would be welcomed by all fruit growers.

!-_
'
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THE ROUGH EXTERIOR.
Ah, March, we know thou art
Kind hearted, spite of ugly looks and threats

;

And, out of sight, art nursing April's violets.

Helen Hunt.

George W. Childs.—*' George W. Childs
is dead !" was the sad expression that fell from
many thousands of lips in the great city of
Philadelphia on the morning of Saturday, Feb-
ruary 3d, 1894,—and scarcely one but had
something to tell of a kindly deed done by this

great and good man, that his neighbor had
never known. Long before these lines reach
the reader's eye, he will have read elsewhere
the romantic story of the great self-made man
—a lesson of immense value to the young and
struggling forages to come. Horticulture, with
so many other interests suffers a great loss by
his death. His beautiful country place near
Philadelphia did much to encourage the love
of gardening in others,—while his personal
influence as President of the Pennsylvania
Horticultural Society, went far towards per-

petuating the great work which this famous
institution has been so long engaged in.

Professor Charles R. Barnes.— Botany
and gardening are so closely related, that
prominent botanists have always an interest to
the mere lover of gardening and wild-flowers.
Among the younger generation coming for-

ward into great prominence, few stand higher
than Prolessor Charles R. Barnes. He was
born at Madison, Indiana, on the 7th of Sep-
tember, 1858. His first love seems to have
been given to chemistry, but he attended the
summer school of botany at Plarvard Univer-
sity in 1879 and 1880, when his attention to
the amiable science, as botany is called, seems
to have been fixed. In 1880 he was appointed
provisional instructor in botany at the Purdue
University, and became full Professor of botany
and geology in that institution soon after-

wards. In 1885 and 1886 he took a special
course in botany at the Harvard University,
giving attention especially to the botanical
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garden. In 1887 he was made Professor of

botany in the University of Wisconsin, which
position he has ever since held. He is one of
the editors of the Botanical Gazette, and has
recently been engaged in preparing a new edi-

tion of Dr. Gray's " Field, Forestry and Gar-
den Botany. '

'

The Flowers of Shakespeare.—More and
more interest is taken in everything relating

to Shakespeare and his works as the world
grows older. The identification of the flowers

referred to by the great poet and play-wright
are among the special points receiving marked
attention just now; for, as botany was then not

a science, and no botanical names would be

employed which would make their identity

clear to intelligent people, Shakespeare would
only employ the common names in use at the

time, and which unfortunately do not stav

common long enough, as a general rule, to

last from generation to generation. The re-

sult is the necessity for great research as to

what plants were referred to by the great poet.

Rev. Canon Ellacombe, of England, has

written a work to endeavor to make clear

what Shakespeare meant,—and just now a lad v

of Philadelphia is engaged in making water

color drawings of them, with, it is understooc.

the intention of publishing them in book fori

when the task is completed.

Flowers and their Guests.— One of W\r.

most fascinating branches of botany is the

study of the relations between insects and
flowers. Commencing with October 26tli.

The Country Ge?iticjna?i issued a series of verr

entertaining chapters on the subject,—nicelv

illustrated.

Ben Perley Poore.—The residence of Mr
Virginia Dodge, widow of the famous literar\

and genial character, B. Perley Poore, on In-

dian Hill, near West Newbury, Mass., is repre-

sented as one of the most ideally beautiful

homes in New England.

Ki'HRAiM Bull, the Originator of the
Concord Grape.—Dr. Robert H. Lamborn

sends from New York the following newspaper

clipping with the subjoining remarks with

which all our readers will sympathize. Lack

of marks of gratitude to our national bene-

factors often occurs from the fact that no one

steps forward to lead. If any one had sug-

irested a testimonial to Mr. Bull, and had

organized a movement, hundreds would have

gratefully responded. Horticultural and pomo-

logical societies, might well take up such

matters

:

Ephraim Bull, the originator of the Concord
grape is dying at his home in Concord, Mass.,

from injuries received last autumn by a fall

from a ladder. Though eighty- seven years
old, he was active until this injury overtook
bini. He is poor, having lost all his fortune in

trying to introduce a new grape that he origin-

ated several years ago, and his friends are car-

ing for him. He may soon be removed to a
Home for the Aged in Concord.

" Here is a man who has done more for the

world than many a well known American in-

ventor, dying in obscurity and in poverty. His

services as originator of the Concord grape can

best be appreciated by imagining the common-
wealth without this exquisite fruit. It is safe

to say that we should be poorer to the extent

of many scores of thousands of dollars annually.

What Bull did for the country is as certainly

worthy of due reward as is the work of

McCormick or Colt or Singer. He found a

common native species of grape such as any
' mer would deem valueless and leave for the

'(Is in his hedge rows ; he spent 3'ears in

Viiodifying it by the most pains-taking selec-

tion and finally- gave us a delicious, cheap and
St healthful food, which will be supplying

''a and pleasure to millions of persons, for

^ s after this generation has vanished.

'\ recollection of Bull is a very pleasant

<^^:'e. I visited Concord to hear Julia Ward
Howe lecture on Kant at the Summer School
^^' I'hilosophy, making my home at the old

Hawthorne mansion. Wandering in the imme-
'^iate neighborhood one Sunday afternoon I

pissed Mr. Bull's house and fortunately found
^lim in his yard. As I always talk with a gar-
ncner when I have an opportunity I asked him
'^bout his flowers, and by chance discovered that
^ve were standing near the original Concord
^nie. He told me that when he came to this

place he found the vine growing in the rich

soil near a drain from the kitchen. It had

been, he believed, brought from the forest or

wild tangle of a neighboring roadside and

planted there by his predecessor. He soon

noted the excellence of the berry, the large

size and compactness of the bunches and the

vigor of the vine. He chose the finest fruit

for seedlings, and by careful selection made
among hundreds of plants in each generation

for a number of years he at length secured

the admirable variety w^hich enables us to

point to a native grape rivalling in aroma and

delicacy the famed productions of European

vineyards. Society will certainly fail to se-

cure the best services of its best men so long

as it withholds from benefactors like Ephraim

Bull, such a large proportion of the advantages

and emoluments their patience and acumen

have created."

Burns.— Robert Burns is usually claimed by

the agriculturist as of his class. He certainly

turned up daisies with his plough. But as

talent is in some degree hereditary, the fact

that his father was a gardener ma}' give the

lovers of horticulture some claim to a share in

the elation which farmers feel at having the

great poet in their ranks.

Gardening and General iNTELLUiKNCE.

—So many of our modern great men were in

earh' life farmers, gardeners, or in some other

way engaged in soil culture, or characterized

by a love of flowers, that it is well to note that

the same feature characterized the great men
in the past. It is now said that Plautus the

early Latin poet and playwright, was origin-

ally a peasant, and rose to be a grinder of

wheat, before he reached poetic eminence.

A Statue oi' Victory. — Mrs. Frederick

John.son notes the remarkably beautiful vStatue

of \'ictor3' in the Missouri Botanical Garden,

—the conception of its late illustrious pro-

prietor, Henry Shaw,—a woman with pencil

and tablet, on which she has inscribed : "The

victory of science over ignorance. Ignorance

is the curse of God. Knowledge the wing

wherewith we fly to heaven.'

Sargent and Canby.—Prof. C. S. Sargent

and Wm. M. Canby are botanizing in Arizona.

wm



GENERAL NOTES.

Sentiment in Flowers.—Some years ago,

when the first number of the *
' Flowers and

Ferns of the United States '* appeared, one of

our leading critics wrote to the author, ''you
are doing a magnificent thing for Amercan
Botany,—but had you not better leave poetry
and sentiment alone ?" But the very object of
the work was not so much to help botany, but
to carry botany into the heart and soul ofevery
man and woman's life. Without poetry and
sentiment human life would be barren indeed.
It was pleasant, however, to have the friendly

criticism,—still no less pleasant to have the
following on the other side recently.

*'I have enjoyed very much your quotations
from the poets, where applied to any species
under discussion. When we consider how close-

ly interwoven with human destiny and human
life, are the flowers—when the toddling child
plucks them with delight—the maiden wears
them on her bosom—the bride in her hair—the
banquet board not complete without them, and
lastly, in the silent shadows of death they are
strewn upon the grave as the purest tokens of
remembrances that we have in tangible form-
it is no wonder that they assert themselves in

the poet's love."

Health in Gardening.—In a recent para-
graph in Meehans' Monthly attention was
called to the healthful nature of gardening as
attested by statistics. Instances of extreme
old age are more common among those who
exercise themselves with gardening than in
any other employment. One of our contempo-
raries has found an old farmer who is 102 years
old, but who for many years past has given
his time to gardening. He is still hale enough
to attend to his whole patch of nearly a quar-
ter of an acre wholly himself. Let some other
occupation now bring out their old men.

Fritillaria pudica.—Europe boasts of its

snowdrop
; and polite literature teems with its

praise. We have spring flowers just as in-

spiring, but they have not yet a warm place in
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the heart of American poetry. When the good

time comes, the modest yellow snowdrop of the

Wahsatch range will show to as good an ad-

vantage as the snowdrop of the old world.

Meehans' Monthly will do its part in wel-

coming its popularity, by a figure in the April

issue.

Honored in Flowers.—The custom of

naming florists' flowers in honor of friends and

distinguished people is a very pleasant one,

and is especially agreeable to the parties so

honored. Specimens of some new chrysanthe-

mums, honoring one of the junior patrons of

Horticulture, Thomas B. Meehan, were duly

appreciated,—and next we were scarcely less

pleased when ** Geo. S. Conover,"in honor of

a well known and highly esteemed senior pat-

ron, of Geneva, N. Y., was called to our atten-

tion. The latter is a beautiful golden yellow.

"Youth and old age" come in for an equal

share in these honors.

Phytoline.—Phytoline is said to be a new

extract from the nearly mature pokeberry,

Phytolacca decandra. Those who have alwa} s

a new "certain cure" every year for the same

trouble are already giving out that it is a

"sure anti-fat." Pokeberries fatten robins

pretty well against their early wnnter fliglit

south, and it would be remarkable if they

should reduce fat in other creatures.

California Mid winter Exhibition.—Tl e

mid-winter exhibition which opened on tie

27th of January, and is to continue six month h,

proves to be a greater aflair than even the mo. t

sanguine expected. Lovers of fruits and flowe s

especially write in glowing terms of its ple.i -

urable instructiveness.

Meehans' Monthly.—Some notices refer to

Meehan's, instead of Meehans' Monthlv.

The magazine has been established as the wo'l^

of the three sons of Thomas Meehan, atid

hence the plural form appears in the title.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Advertisements under this head, not exceeding 50 words,

will be inserted once for 50 cents, or three times for $1.25,

A reliable and thoroughly posted man, with inside

and outside work wants a position indoors, in a

Seed, Plant or Nursery establishment, commencing

witli the New Year. Could acceptably fill position

as Superintendent of a Cemetery. Address, T. J.,

care Thomas Meehan & Sons, Germantown, Phila.

\ A/ANTED—by married man, no children, situa-
* * tion as a Gardener or Florist. Thoroughly
understands all branches of the profession. Good
references. Address, W. P., care Thomas Meehan
& Sons, Germantown, Phila.

A GERMAN gardener who has had extensive
experience in the best gardens, nurseries and

seed houses in the old world, desires a situation,

either to take charge of a large garden and green-
houses or in other ways where his knowledge and
experience may be useful. Refers by permission
to the publishers of Mekhans' MonThi^y. Ad-
dress, EUGEIffE MlLI<ARD.

r^ARDENERS—on our register will be found
^^ the names of Competent Gardeners, adapted
for all positions, and we will take pleasuie in send-
ing these to any one requiring their services. Cor-
respondence solicited. Henry A. Dreer, Seedsman
and Florist, 714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

(^ARDENER—strictly first-class, married, one
^-^ child

; 17 years practical experience in green
houses, graperies, roses, vegetables, flowers, lawns,
etc Can take full charge of gentleman's country
place. Highest references. Address, William Rob-
erts, 49 Greenwich Avenue, New York City.

USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.

BY THE SEEDSMEN.
lor I'aniphlet oti " Hiip-S aiul HliRht,' address

R. HAMMOND, FishkiU on-Hudson, N. Y.

LATEST NOVELTIES IN

ROSES, PHLOX, POPPIES, IRISES, PAEONIES,

PYRETHRUIVIS, DEIiPHlNlUlVIS, ETC.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA

ROSA WICHURAIANA

4 Catalogues. 22S pa^es, fully describing the most unique
collection of hardy plants in America. The

set for 5 two cent stamps.

THE READING NURSERY
JACOB W. MANNING. PRO'P

C8TABLI8HCO IN 1884 READING. MASS.

Chrysanthemums
Cannas *f Begonias

SEED OF EITHER. 25 CTS. per packet. Price litt tree.

T. H. SPAULDING, Orange, N. J.

TRANSPCANTINO
SOLID STEEL
e INCH BLAOe

3 Sizes

Cleves' Steel Trowels,

STEEL DIBBERS, 4 SIZES.
Sold bv leading dealers.

W. B. CLEVES, Pat. and Mf'r.,
Hinghaintoii, N. Y.

Trees ^^^^ Shrubs

Parsons & Sons Co.,

l.TI)

Kissciia Nurseries, Flu.sliitii^, N. Y.

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS
I
t Is the experience of all who own pleasure grounds that there is a tcnflencv all the time

towards planting for a permanency rather than for one season only. Annual plants are

so pretty, and many of them are of such beautiful foliage, that some will always be rccjuired.

Bui there are many situations on the lawn where many of the old favorite hcrl)aceous plants

could be used. Manv of those with showv flowers could be massed to produce an etlcct as

pleasing as from annual plants, and when once in the ground they are there forever. Spring

is the time to set these plants. We are paying a good deal of attention to them, and should

be glad to have applications for our Catalogue, which shows the nice collection we have

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Qermantown, phila.



Established 1824

SEEDS

!

SEEDS
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My Annual Priced Catalogue is now ready and
mailed free to all applicants. It contains all the
leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FARM AND FLOWER SEEDS,
besides all the desirable novelties of last season,
and nearly everything else in my line of business.

ALFRED BRIDG£MAN,
37 EAST 19th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

riaule's Seeds ••

^^Lead All.

EVERGREENS.
,^ Largest stock in Amer-

3 Colorado Blue Spruce
'^ and Douglas Spruce

of Colorado.
Also Ornamentnl.

Shade and Fnifst Trees.
Tree Seeds, Etc.

\Vuiiki>Kuii, 111*

QUR NEW SEED BOOK contains not
only everytliiuj^ new worth having,

but the cream of all the good old stand-
byes in Vegetable, Flower, Field and
(irass Seeds, as well as Flowering Plants,
Bulbs, Small Fruits, Fruit Trees, etc. It
is mailed free to those desiring to pur-
chase, to oihers on receipt of Jive 2-cent
stamps, which does not cover half Its

cost. A few of its special features: 5<.>3

illustrations, $^^'450 in Cash Prizes, etc.,

etc. Address

WM. HENRY MAULE,
171 1 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HIXCHINGS St CO.
ESTABLISHED 1844.

aREENHOJSE HEUTINGJAND YEHTILATIHG. HORTICDLTDRAL ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDIBG

—1-—
.
„ , »^, -- . , ^•w"*-:^'; ,;'',i'.'"'-. .. .1.1., ^ ,

' --

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION

fi}iin».2f^to?*'"f
**** ^^^ns^rvatorles, Palm Houses, Graperies, etc.. Constructed Complete, or Structural Iron Work

HlWwixAi^J^J^/^^^oio^^V, ^^*°^ *"*^ Specifications furnished on application ; also estimate of cost.tiii(.UlJMUS & CO.. 233 Mercer Street, N. Y. City. Send 4 cents postage for illustrated catalogue.

LORD 6l BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and Kstimates furnished
on application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

FRONT VIEW OF A PORTION OF OUR EXHIBIT AT tHE WORLD'S FAIR

SEND FOUR CENTS POSTAGE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Mention "Meehans' Monthly." LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvlngton-on-Hudson, N. V-

Columbus Evergreen! Oi^^.??.''^li^^
" Plant, an Evernreen from my nursery in

.memory of the (treat occasion, fdTen
PREEtoeach of my ciiBtomere, Oter
lOmillion trees for wind-breakB and
ornamentation. Hard, est variety.

PIT Good Local Agents "Wanted.

D. HILL, Evergreen Specialist,

'S«:*

M

sina to THE MOON
Company

For f TREES, SHRUBS, VINES,
Your

I and SMALL FRUITS.
Descriptive Illustrated Catalojrue Free.

THE WM. H. MOON CO ,

Morrisville, Pa.

1840-1892.
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP

has been used by Millions of Mothers for their
children while Teething for over Fifty Years.
It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays
all pain, cures wind colic, and is the best
1 eniedy for dlarrhf^a.
TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOTTLE.

1-MORE THAN-^nrpA
>ooo>oooTnEES

Fruit and Ornainentnl. SIIRIIIS, VINES,
HOSES, etc., in over 1 QOO Varieties.
Now and Kare. |

^
::

;

Send for our 111 us. Catalogues.

Dreer's
Reliable

Old «Sc Relinble.
|\%'. S. L1TTL.K «fc CO., KorlieMer, N. Y.,

or W2. Kxclmnge Phice, N*. V. City.

A

V

t

o
i...

Have been planted by the most critical

prrowers for over half a century. They are
8nre to §(ro\«^, true to nnnie, and will
save you money and disappointment If

sown in tlie Garden, Farm, or Green-
lioaee. This is the year for

Economy
In the Garden.
Send two stamps for DREER'S GAR-
DEN CALENDAR for 18U4, and make
Mioney by gettmt; the best only. Describes
everything NE^V and OI-.D in SEEDS,
PLANTS and BULBS. Jt gives descrip-
tions in cultivating, is richly illustrated
in addit ion to large colored plateson cover.

HENRY A. DREER,
714 Chestnut St. , PHILADELPHIA.

:

'm»:-

NEW, RARE sri BEAUTIFUL PLANTS
A large collection of Rare Hot House and Cireenhouse Plants*

carefully grown, at low rates. Orchids—a very extensive stock :

East Indian, Mexican, Central and South American, etc Kara
and Beautiful Everjfrecns, Ornamental trees. Shrub*, etc.

Pfeonles-a large collection of the finest in cultivation. Hardy
l*erennials, Phloxes, Japanese Iris, Roses, Clematis, etc. New
«nd Standard Fruits, etc. 4UI' Catalogues on application.'

JOHN SA.XJr^, Washington, D. C.

FREE TO ALL :
[j

Our Now Illustrated n
Catalogue of Plants, H
Roses, Bitliis, Vines, f]

Shrubs, OuNAMENTAL n
Trees, Small Fri'its. f]

Grape Vines, ^keds,
\]

etc., will bo mailed \]

FREEtoallapplicant.s. ('

100 pages. Most com- f

plete Plant Catalogue f

M published. Satisfaction Gimmnteed. 20 Rose f

fj Houses. -IjGreenuousks; 30 acres Nurseries, t

r] Address ,.

[j
NANZ & NEUNER, Loihsville, Ky J

.iiT._ii*i II li^ili t
'

MARSHALL
STRAWBERRY.

Latest Novelty for 18W. Mafj-
niticent fruit. I ^argt'st and finest
ever grown. 14 b*Trieh fill a
<iuurt. Took First Five Prizes
from Ma.>is. Hort. Society, Boston

in 1892, and again in 189.3. I)e*»p rtd, solid, delicious flavor.

Hower perfect. 12.50 per 1 3, 8I6./tO per U 0, postpaid. Priced
(Catalogue ot Strawberries and all Decorative Hardy Plant*,

Stirubs and Trees at low rates, sent free. I^rge stock,

B. M. WATSON, Old Colony NurserieH,

PLYMOI'TII, MASS.

Maule's Seeds
A HI^ now recognized hy all ent*frprislng,

progressive gardeners as the stand-

ard for quality. We have made hard-time

prices on all our goods this season. Here

are a few samples: 10 lbs. of Onion
Seed, SIO.OO; '^O Ileanttful Flo\«'erlnff

Plants, SI.00; O packets of the Choic-
est Flower Novelties, 15 centsi the

best selection of Fruit Trees and
Small Fruits ever offered, 9'^*50, etc.,

etc. You cannot atrord, wiiether you buy

10 cents or SIO.OO worth of seeds annually,

to be without this book. It is mailed free

to all intendinir buyers; to others on re-

ceipt of five two-<-«'nt stamps. Address

WM. HENRY MAULH,
1711 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

mmim mmm m mmi
New Edition, rewritten and greatly enlarged. A guide

to the amateur in the Fruit, Vegetable, and Flower Garden,

with full descriptions for the Greenhouse, Consenatory and

Window Garden. It meets the wants of all cla.s.ses, in country,

city and village, who keep a garden for their own enjoyment

rather than for the sale of products. By Peter Henderson.

Finely Illustrated. Cloth, 12ino. •2.00

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS,

Germantown, Pa.



Correspondence.

The Meehan Nurseries.

To the Editor of Garden and Forest:

Sir,—A visit to Mr. Meehan 's nursery, in

Germantown, a suburb of Philadelphia, will

well repay a lover of trees. In no other estab-

lishment are American trees and shrubs raised

in such numbers. Long ago Mr. Meehan rec-

ognized two facts—that the climate of eastern

America is particularly suited to deciduous-
leaved plants, which grow more satisfactorily

here than in any other country of the world,

and that American plants are the best for

America ; so for years he has been busy in

raising American Oaks, Maples, Ashes, Dog-
woods, and scores of other plants which can
only be obtained in large quantities from his

nursery. Cornus florida, which is one of the
most beautiful of all hardy flowering trees, is

raised by hundreds of thousands. Trees not
often seen in nurseries, like our Nyssa or

Tupelo, the Sassafras, the Persimmon and the
Sycamore, are raised here in numbers, as are

all our Magnolias and the Tulip tree. But the
nursery is by no means exclusively devoted to

the cultivation of American plants ; many
exotic species are cultivated on a large scale,

and it is certainly within bounds to say that
the stock of young plants of the beautiful Japa-
nese Viburnum plicatum is larger than can be
found in all other American and European
nurseries combined.
The Germantown nurseries contain a number

of remarkable and interesting plants. Here is

the original plant of the now well-known weep-
ing Cornus florida, discovered in the woods
near Baltimore, and the original plant of

Halesia Meehani, a chance seeding raised by
Mr. Meehan, and figured in Garden and
Forest (see vol. v., p. 535). I noticed, also, a
beautiful small specimen of a very distinct

weeping variety of Prunus serotina and a
fastigiate form of Picea Engelmanni, produced
from a graft brought by Mr. Meehan from the
timber-line on Gray's Peak, in Colorado ; this

is a compact, dense pyramid eight feet high,

with very glaucous leaves, and, altogether, one
of the most distinct and interesting conifers of
recent introduction.

One of the best plants in the United States

or Europe of the Japanese and northern China
Quercus dentata can be seen here ; it is fully

thirty feet high, with a stout, well-formed
trunk and spreading branches. The hardiness
and value here of this handsome and very dis-

tinct tree appear to be demonstrated. Here,
too, is the finest specimen of Cedrela Sinensis
I have seen, a shapely plant nearly thirty feet

high, which has flowered freely this year. A
split in the trunk indicates, however, that it is

not destined to grow to a great age, and shows,
what has been noticed before, that Cedrela
lacks the hardiness and constitution which
make the Ailanthus, from the same region of
northern China, one of the most valuable of all

trees. In general appearance the two trees are

not unlike, but the leaves of Cedrela are witl:

out the glands which characterize those ( f

Ailanthus, and the flowers are produced in

long hanging racemes. Near the Cedrela

stands one of the best plants of Hovenia dulcis

which can be seen outside of Japan. It is a

slender tree thirty feet high, with spreading

branches and a flat top, and has flowered pro-

fusely this year. There is a large specimen,

too, of Zizyphus vulgaris, the Jujubetree, cov-

ered with half-grown fruit ; this beautiful tree,

a native also of northern China, appears per-

fectly hardy in Germantown ; it is well worth

a place on every lawn for the beauty of its lus-

trous pinnate leaves. A remarkable plant of

Pterostyrax hispidum is more than twenty-five

feet high, with a tall straight trunk and wide-

spreading branches loaded with its ripening

fruit. ^ ^ * ^ * * ^

Of plants in flower in the nursery nothing

was so beautiful and interesting as Gordonia
Altamaha, the rarest of all North American
trees. Discovered long ago in Georgia by the

Philadelphia botanist, Bartram, it has not been

seen growing naturally for nearly a century,

and has only been preserved through culti-

vated plants. Mr. Meehan grows it exten-

sively, fully appreciating its value and the

beauty of its large, fragrant, white flowers,

which resemble those of a single flowered Ca-

mellia, and continue to open for a long time in

succession at midsummer, and of its large lus-

trous leaves which in autumn assume the most
brilliant scarlet tints. Great masses of this

plant may be seen near Horticultural Hall,

in Fairmount Park, where it appears perfectly

at home. It is strange that it is so rarely

found in our gardens. No other summer-
blooming hardy shrub or small tree at all

equals it in beauty.
The comparatively new Rose, Madame

Georges Bruant, I saw in flower here for the

first time ; it is a hybrid, raised at Poitiers by

a nurseryman named Bruant, between the

Japanese Rosa rugosa and the Tea-rose, Soni-

breuil. It is a vigorous-growing plant, with

clustered, fragrant white flowers and paie

glaucous foliage ; it is very distinct from othtr

hybrids raised from Rosa rugosa, and as it

appears to be a free and constant bloomer :t

may be expected to prove a decided acquisitior

Among the Conifers, which are much le.^s

grown than deciduous-leaved plants, were two

of much interest; one of these was a larj^-

plant of Retinospora squarrosa, a plant whic'i

deceived such a good botanist as Maximowic/

.

who considered it a species, but which here hi-^

entirely grown out of its juvenile squarrosc-

leaved form with the exception of two low^ r

branches, and displays its true charactei,

showing that it is only a juvenile form ' *

Retinospora pisifera. The second was a plai t

of the so-called Retinospora ericoides growiii;r

into its mature form and showing that this

plant, which has been weighed down with ^

dozen names, is only a juvenile state of the

common Arbor-vitre (Thuya occidentalis). S.

From Gat den and Forest, September 6, 1893.
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A beiiutifully illustrated journal of

Horticulture, Landscape Art, and For-

estry, filled ever\ week with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take

an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the
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Corrcs]H)n(lcncc.

llu* Median Niirs(;ri(.'s.

To tlie Ivditor of (»ahi)i:x and Im)ri:sT:

vSir, —A visit to Mr. Median \s tiiiiSL'r\', in

C.LMinantown, a snbinb of I'hila'Ulphia, will

Well repa\' a lover of trees. In no other estab-

lishment are Anieriean trees and .shrnl)S raised

in sneli numbers. l/>nj^ a^^o Mr. Meehan ree

o^ni/ed two facts—that the elimate of eastern

America is particularly suited to deciduous-
leaved plants, which <;row more satisfactorilv'

here than in any other country of the world,

and that American ])lants are the best for

America ; so for years he has Ijeen busy in

raising American Oaks, Mai)les, Ashes, Dog^-

woods, and scores of other plants which can
only be obtained in larj^e c^nantitics from his

nursery. Cornns ilorida, which is one of the
most beautiful of all hardy ilowerin<i" trees, is

raised by hundreds of thousands. 'I'rees not
often seen in nurseries, like our Xyssa or

Tupelo, the vSassafras, the rersimmon and the
Sycamore, are raised here in numbers, as are
all our Ma<2^nolias and the Tulip tree. Ihit the
nunseiy is by no means exclusively devoted to

the cultivation of American plants ; many
exotic species are cultivated on a lar<>^e scale,

and it is certainly within bounds to say that
the stock of younji^ ])lants of the beautiful Japa-
ncvse Viburnum plicatum is larger than can be
found in all other American and lviiroj)ean

nurseries combined.
The riermantovvn nurseries contain a number

of remarkable and interesting plants. Here is

the original plant of the now well-known weep-
ing Cornus Ilorida, discovered in the woods
near Baltimore, and the original plant of
Ilalesia Meehani, a chance seeding raised by
Mr. Meehan, and figured in (iAHDicx and
FoRKST (see vol. v., p. 5;>5). I noticed, also, a
beautiful small specimen of a very distinct

wee])ing variety of rrunus serotina and a
fastigiate form of Picea Ivngelmanni, produced
from a graft brought by Mr. Meehan from the
timber-line on (iray's Peak, in Colorado ; this

is a coin])act. dense j)yramid eight feet high,
with very glaucous leaves, and, altogether, one
of the most distinct and interesting conifers of
recent introduction.

One of the best plants in the United vStates

or Euroj)e of the Japanese and northern China
Ouercus dentata can be seen here : it is fullv

thirty feet high, with a stout, well-formed
trunk and spreading branches. The hardiness
and value here of this handsome and very dis-

tinct tree appear to be demonstrated. Here,
too, is the finest specimen of Cedrela Sinensis
I have seen, a sha])ely plant nearly thirty feet

high, which has ilowered freely this year. A
split in the trunk indicates, however, that it is

not destined to grow to a great age, and shows,
what has been noticed before, that Cedrela
lacks the hardiness and constitution which
make the Ailanthus, from the same region of
northern China, one of the most valuable of all

trees. In general aj)])caraiice the two trees are

not unlikf, but the ieavt s of Cedrela are w il

out the ulands which characterize thosr

Ailanthus, and the llowers are produced
long hanging racemes. Near the Cedn
stands one of the best ])laiits of IlovLiiia du]<

which can be seen outsi(!e of Japan. It i>

slender tree thirty feet high, with sprea<lii

l)iauches and a Hat top, and has Ilowered pi

fusely this year. There is a large si)eciiiu

too, of Zizy])hus vulgaris, the Jujubetree, co

ered with half-grown fruit ; this beautiful trc

a native also of northern China, appears ])(

fectly hardy in Germantown ; it is well wort

a place on every lawn for the beauty of its lu

troiis pinnate leaves. A remarkable plant

Pterostyrax hispiduin is more than twenty- fi->

feet high, with a tall straight trunk and wid^

spreading branches loaded with its ripenii

fiuit. ^ * * ^ * '• '\

Of ])laiits in llower in the nursery nothing.;

was so beautiful and interesting as (iordoni i

Altamaha, the rarest of all North Anierica:i

trees. Discovered long ago in Georgia by tli(

Philadelphia botanist. Bartram, it has not been

seen growing naturally for nearly a centurv

and has only been preserved through culti

vated plants. Mr. Meehan grows it exteii

sively, fully appreciating its value and tli-

beauty of its large, fragrant, white flower^

which resemble those of a single flowered Ca
mellia, and continue to open for a long time in

succession at midsummer, and of its large lus-

trous leaves w hich in autumn assume the mo'
brilliant scarlet tints. Great masses of tli

plant may be seen near Horticultural lla'

in l-'airmount Park, where it appears perfect

at home. It is strange that it is so rarel

found in our gardens. No other suniiiK

blooming hardy shrub or small tree at .

equals it in beauty.
The coni])aratively new Rose, Madair

(icorges Hrnant. I saw in llower here for t'

first time ; it is a hybrid, raised at Poitiers 1

a nurseryman named Bruant, between t

Ja])anese Rosa rugosa and the Tea-rose, Soi

breuil. It is a vigorous-growing plant, wi

clustered, fragrant white llowers and j^a

glaucous folia.i^e ; it is very distinct from otl'

hybrids raised from Rosa rugosa, and as

appears to be a free and constant bloomer
may be expected to prove a decided acquisiti<

Among the Conilers, which are much 1'

grown than deciduous leaved plants, were t

of much interest; one of tluse was a lai

plant of Retinospora scpiarrosa, a plant wh
deceived such a good botanist as Maximowi-
who considered it a si)ccies. but which here 1

entirely grown out of its juvenile s(iuan<>

leaved form with the exception of two lo\^

branches, and displays its true charact

showing that it is only a juvenile form
Retinospora pisifera. The second was a ])l.i

of the so-called Retinos])ora ericoidcs growi

into its mature form and showing that t1

])lant, which has been weighed down with

do/.en names, is only a juvenile state of t

common Arbor-vit.e (Thuya occidentalism. S
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nulow Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vej^^e-
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->ut this valuable journab
lor condensed common sense in gardening matters, for

'.able, uni)rt'judiced and safe information, Gardening
mot he surpassed, and although moderate in size it ex-
•ils upon perusal." W. C H<iAN, Highland Park, 111.

'-ARDKNING is the best horticultural paper printed in

.erica.'' CH/VS L. Burr, Spriugfield, Mass,

1 am greatly pleased with the paper. It is practical and
, restive. Itsrei)roduction of photograi)hic views of i)lants,

' ers and landscapes is a most admirable feature "

W. M Johnson, Hackensack, N. J.

U is a delightful paper and has been very interesting and
: Mctivc to me." Frank Hitchcock, Davenport, la.

' l\ave found Garoeninc; extremely useful and interest-
Vou have given your subscribers a great deal more than
money's worth.' Chas. E. Brown.

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

>uch a publication was long ne«ded in this country,
y line of its contributions is a lesson in itself to many

' "isionals as well as to amateurs.
"

MN Bi rry. Gardener to Senator Wolcott, Littleton, Colo.

value Garok^ino highly on account of the very practi-
aaracter of its contents.'"

J. A. Pkttigrew, Supt. Lincoln Park, Chicago

regard Gardening as one of the most practical niaga-
- i^'sued in the interests of horticulture.'

W. F. MaCara, Waterville, N. V.

t; J>aper is the most practical of any I read."
W. f:. Abhs, Fond du Lac, Wis.

subscribe to all the horticultural and floricultural jour-
^ on this continent as far as I know and tind in Garden-
ihe most practical one for an amateur like myself.''

Dr. Geo. T. Hawley, Corning, N. Y.
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Its writers are the foremost American

and luiropean authorities, and the edi-

torial and leadin.i^ articles con.stitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the scoi>e of the paper.

The best journal of its important kind ^Phtla. Ptess.

"The foremost journal of its class.''— .^<?.«.7tm Hrmld.

"A delightful weekly companion. "- Hatp,t's IfWk/y.

It easily leads all similar journals in this country, if not in

all countries.—Bos/07t Tran.^ci ipt.

Tlie engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare

trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes —.V. }'. Evening Post.

It sustains the high character which it assumed from its
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-"Guide Rose
Culture
for 1894

no pages, lithographed cover;
one double and one single
colored plate

;

hundreds of illustrations.

Now ready, and sent free for the
asking.

This beattlifully ilhistrated work of art. de-
scribes and jfivcs full directions for growing:
the famous I). & C. Roses, and all other flowers
in the domniii ofthe floral world that are worth
growing. Ifyou wish to plant anything in the
way of

Roses, Hardy Flowering Plants,
Perennials, Bulbs, Small Fruits,
Flower or Vegetable Seeds,

this book will assist you in the selections. A
postal card with your name and address will
put you in possession of it, together with a sam-
Sle copy, if you so request, of our handsome
oral magazine, "Success with Flowers."

Address THB DINGEE & CONARD CO.,
Rose Growers, West Grove, Pa.

The D. & C. Roses Go and
Grow Everywhere!

Ks^«.«:JM^#.4>x«Jbl«i«.-»

"What u wonderful thing is a live seeii.
Immature, old or (lead it may look the same.
How to know ? Old gardeners aay that

This is the proofof life. When grown we give
our word you will be satisfied—your success
is ours. BIJRFEK'S FAIi;>I ANNUAL.
for ]894« 172 paues, tells all about the Best
Seeds that Grow, 'i'he newspapers call It the
Leading American Seed Catalogue. Yours

[free for the askitjg if you plant seeds.

'. A TL£E BURPEE & CO.. Philadelphia.

You Can't Afford
To Set

New Plants
Every Year

When a well selected list of Hardy Plants will
last indeHiiately. Well selected from all hardy cli-

mates. Getonly the best. There are enouj^h that
aregood without growing weeds. Give them agood
rich so 1 and you t» ill have treasures. You ac-
quire a fondness for them as they come up from
year to year, as they inciease in size and beauty,
that you never feel for those that have to be re-
j)l iced. They become, as it were, members of the
lamily, a part of your very life. Ask those who
have grown hardy plants if this ij» not true, or con-
sult the catalogue of

F. H. HORSFORD, Charlotte, Vt.

EDWARD CAMPBE
LflNbSC/IPE ARCHITECT /INb ENQIHEER

ARDMORE, PA.

Sketch plans and planting maps prepared, and suggestions given for the laying out and improveniei

of country and suburban residences, public parks and grounds of every description.

Grounds laid out and their construction undertaken by contract or day labor, and carried out und(

strict personal supervision. The choice grouping and effective arrangement of trees and shrubs has bee

made a special study. Trees furnished and planted by experienced workmen.

Draining Plans and Surveys. Fine Crushed Stone for Walks and Carriage Drives.

HOT WATER HEATING
eBSBUBOUeBS and D/Wfi&I^IIlCiS

«A »»

BOILERS, PIPES, FITTINGS, ETC.

Frederio O'Neill
ne N. Seventh Street and 2M6 Race Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

HIRES & CO., Limited, f LARGE STOCK
LOW PRICES

WINDOWMamifacturers and
Importers

Colored and ICnaiiieled Glass.
liooklng Glass.

Removed to 626 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

French Sheet.
Knglish Sheet.

rACTORIKS:
QUIMTON* N. 4.

The only House in Philadelphia that car-
ries a tull Htock ot Polished Plate Glass.

IT WILL PAY YOU to send for our new cai

logue, which tells of Hardy Trees, Siirub
Plants, Roses, Fruit, and our special stock
Rhododendrons. It will interest all who are intc

ested in such matters.

ANDORRA NURSERIES, ?in".tr.':'pa
WM. WARNfR HARPli(«. MANAQiR

cnLtipot^Nin FiiOWEt^s
Plants, Seeds, Bulbs, Amaryllis, Cac

Orchids, Native Seeds, etc.

MHS. THEODOSIA B. SHEPHERD

Ventura-OD-the-Sea, Cal.

Send locts. for fine new descriptive Catalogue. Mention pft;

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, PLEASE MENTION MEEHANS' MONTHLY.
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Subscription Price $2.00 pep year.

$1.00 for Six Months. Back Numbers 20 cts. Each.

Two Subscriptions for $3.50 per Year.

/j^
DVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

Forms close on the 20th of each IMonth,

preceding date of issue.

Address all Correspondence relating both to

Editorial and Advertising matter, to

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Publishers

Germantown, Phila., Pa.

Just THREE DOLLARS is

all it will cost you this month

for the Cosmopolitan Magazine

and Good Housekeeping, one

year each. To secure these

two publications for one year

for that sum, send this month

THREE DOLLARS to GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING, Springfield,

Mass.

The Native Flowers and Ferns ol the United States.

Many readers of Meehans' Monthly who have learned to look with

pleasure to its coming each month, are not aware of the fact that it is a con-

tinuation, in a measure, of a great work undertaken by Prof. Thomas Meehan
some years ago. Under the title of *^The Native Flowers and Ferns of the

United States,'^ four magnificent volumes were published, each volume con-

taining forty-eight handsomely lithographed plates, by the celebrated firm of

L. Prang & Co., of Boston, and with each plate four pages of descriptive text,

or 192 pages of text in each volume.

Only for the sudden demise of the publisher of the work, the lithographs

and popular text accompanying them, now in use in Meehans^ Monthly,
would have been used for additional volumes of ^^The Native Flowers and

Ferns of the United States ;^^ in fact, they were originally prepared for suc-

ceeding volumes.

To those possessing the volumes of Meehans' Monthly, and desiring to

make the work more complete, the possession of the four volumes of **The

Native Flowers and Ferns of the United States'' would doubtless be a great

pleasure. We can supply the four volumes at the following prices

:

Cloth, gilt edge, S7.50 per vol. Half Morocco, gilt edge, S9.00 per vol.

Full Morocco, gilt edge, $I0.50 per vol.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS - Qermantown, Philadelphia.

18401892.
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP

has been used by Millions of Mothers for their
children while Teething for over Fifty Years.
It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays
all pain, cures wind colic, and Is the best
remedy for diarrhoea.
TWENTir-FITE CENTS A BOTTLE.

AGENT8$75 aw.bi;k

UsiuR or stlliiii? PRACTICAL
PLATING DYNAMO.Themod-
ern iiieihod, uavd ia all factories

to plate new goods. Plates gold,
silver, nioki'l, etc , on watches,
jewelry, table-ware, bicjcles and
all metal goods ; (inc outfits for

aKeots; differoDt sizes; always
ready; no battery; no toy; no
exp<!rieQce; no limit to plating
needed ; a great money mak^r.

W. p. HARRISON & CO., Clerk No. 16, Columbut, Ohio.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY.

LANDRETHS'
(^ARi>ENlHC OPERATIONS FOR A^RlL

VH|»:4r;ii;ii'> sow or i»I:mt roots, it not ;itt«>n(l»'il to la>t

,inli. Wlieit'ver |tr;ictic;il»h' :i bed of miHk it-nt size

„ilil lie in;ule to |termit an ample sii|»ply without •uttin^:

.iv tt-el'Ie slioot wliicli jteeps ;»ltove tlie surfact': iiHleeM

rfe siMce ami lueins admit, two beds ^^liouM be maiii-

iiicd. and eut alternate seasons. For dirj'ctions for mak-
' :i!i".\s|»ara^us bed, see aitielc upon asparaj^us.

^uw 15«Mn>, 15«'«'t>, CiiblKi;;*'. ()t <':ihb;ii;i' .sow trebly

,1 there may be enough lor the fly. and to plant ont in

iulv tor Antumn n-;e. Sow C'lnrots, <«d<T\, ('r«'H>,

<!!« tiinlMT, liOoli, Sweel >lMrj<n';iin, ">! ii«»lar<l lor Salad,

Ml h>ii.s, Na>mrtiiiin, Onion, raislry, I'arNiiip, r«Mh,
. ilv and latf, I'otatoiN, Ha(li>li<>s. SaUiiy, Saj;e, Spin-
11. Mb. Tliynn', T«nnato, in border t<) sneered those sown

hot lie<ls. I.ettiK'e, -.ow in drills, al-^o transjilant from
. !< of last autumn sowinj;.

i imlrttirs rataloy^iie Maih'tl Vvi'v to all applicants.

I^vi'iytliint; of the l>e«.t lor Farm oriiarden.

1>. l.aiKln^tli cV Sons
si:i:n and impiemknt wahijioi sf:

Nos. 21 and '^3 South Sixth Strrtt

I'liiladelphia, I*a.

DBlipfits Botn Scent

anfl Lignt

fills the air with fraoranct.' and

tht.- bc-lioUk'i' with plca.siirf.

BBClllBrS DOUlllB

FlDWBrlng flniBrican CraD
Received Highest Award at World's Fair.

W'ritt' to iiit joiiuiii- lor de.-criptive eireular, free.

Sample spray ol bloKHonm by mail, S cents.

THE STAUNTON NURSERY
THEO. BECHTEL. Propr. StaUflton, III.

yruf CVC'C f^'tiri.t,. .<,;ii- .r rin.^
nCff Clk O .\l>"H|;i;i.l*. n,.r 1. ..;:..,

tr itiii'-ut CI Kl-> 1' - '-• l 1 ••• - "T I. ids whcii all

t tii-i - 1 id. II uri'lr^ :~ I ' M viii. • 1. I'.miphN'l I rt-o,

No iCi-iv. A<Kii'..-:9 lliL L\ Is, Olcud 1" alio, >>. V.

ROR THE

BEST STHNDARD FLOWER POTS
PiDDRESS

THE WHILLDIN POTTERY CO.
713 TO 719 WHHRTON ST.. PHILHDELPHIH

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Ever^reens?:'^Vines
III our nurseries we have trees of all si/.es, frotu i foot to 20 feet in height, iiiil in the highest state of

iitli aiitl cultivation.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas
Fine bnshy ])lants, well set with flower hmls. Low prices hy the 100.

-criptive catalogue free. Special estimates made on large planting lists.

Ihe furnishing of trees, shrubs, etc. to cemeteries, parks, etc.. a s])ecialty.

Thomas Meehan & Sons,
Qermantown, Philada.

CLASS SEEDS.
Our 93rd AlMNUflLi CATRUOGUB

is now rea.lv, and will he mailed ^ree en application. It contains

the largest collection in the world of

Vegetatile. Flower and Farm Seeds
including everv standard variety and every tiovrlty of cstahlishcd merit,

r.eautifulh illustrated with hundreds iA cuts.

J.M.THORBURN & Co. 15 JOHN ST.NewYork

*:''''• '
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Just THREE DOLLARS is

all it will cost you this month

for th^ Cosmopolitan Magazine

and Good Housekeeping, one

year each. To secure these

two publications for one year

for that sum, send this month

THREE DOLLARS to GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING, Springfield,

Mass.

The Native Flowers and Ferns ol the United States.

Many readers of Meehans' Monthly who have learned to look with

pleasure to its coming each month, are not aware of the . fact that it is a con-

tinuation, in a measure, of a great work undertaken by Prof. Thomas Meehan
some years ago. Under the title of *'The Native Flowers and Ferns of the

United States,'^ four magnificent volumes weje published, each volume con-

taining forty-eight handsomely lithographed plates, by the celebrated firm of

L. Prang & Co., of Boston, and with each plate four pages of descriptive text,

or 192 pages of text in each volume.

Only for the sudden demise of the publisher of the work, the lithographs

and popular text accompanying them, now in use in Meehans' Monthly,
would have been used for additional volumes of **The Native Flowers and

Ferns of the United States ;'' in fact, they were originally prepared for suc-

ceeding volumes.

To those possessing the volumes of Meehans' Monthly, and desiring to

make the work more complete, the possession of the four volumes of **The

Native Flowei^ and Perns of the United^ States'* would doubtless be a great

pleasure. We can ^pply the four vplutoesat.the ^Uowing prices

:

f f

Cloth, gilt edge, S7.60jp<Br vol. Half MordooO.^lt edge, M.CO per vol.
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THOMAS MfiEHAN & SONS - Qermantown, Philaderphia.

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP

has been used by HUlions of Mothers for their
ohlldren while TeethlnR tor orer Filty Tears.
It soothes the child, soitens the gtims, allays
all paii^ cures wind colic, and la the best
temedy for diarrhoea.
TWKNTT.FIVE CEXTS A BOTTLE.

using or MlNnK PKACTICAL
PLATINtt DVNAMO.TiteRMKi
WD RMthod, ased io all fmoUnita
(o plai« new foods. PlMek gold,
silrer, niokel, etc , on watobes,
jewelrj, table-ware, bicyclMaud
all meul gooda ; One MiiflU for

ageou; (liff«rent aieea; always
reaiy; no battery; no toy; no
•xperleno*; no Umit to pfatlng

_

—

.— ... Inawifd; a great money mak#r.
W. p. HARRISON & CO.. Clerk No. IB, CoHimbiw, Ohio.

LANDRETHS'
(Iardeniiic operations for Ai>RlL

Asparagas sow or i)Iant roots, if not attended to last

month Wherever practicable a bed of suilicient size

should be made to permit an ample supoly without cutting

.'Very feeble shoot which peeps above the surface : indeed

where space and means admit, two beds should be main-
tained, an«l cut alternate seasons. For directions for mak-
ing an Asparagus bed, see article upon asparagus.

Sow Bean.s, Beets, Cabbage. Of Cabbaj^e sow freely

that there may be en(mgh for the fly, and to plant out lu

Inly for Autumn use. Sow Carrots, Celory, Cress,

Cacumber, Il.eek, Sweet Marjoram, MaHtard for Salad,
Melons, Nasturtium, Onion, I'arsley, Parsnip, Peas,
e;irly and late. Potatoes, Kadishes, Salsify, Sage, Spin-
njicii, Thyme, Tomato, in border to succeed those sown
in hot-beds. liettuce, sow in drills, also transplant from
betls of last autumn sowing.

Landreth's Catalogue Mailed Free to all applicants.

Everything of the Best for Farm or Garden.

D. Landrcth & Sons
SFRD AND IMPLEMENT WAREHOUSE

Nos. 21 and 23 South Sixth Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

DBligHts Botn Scent

aim Lig&t

fillvS the air with fragrance and
the beholder with pleasure.

BBchters DOUDlB

Flowering flmerlcan GraD
Received Highest Award at World's Fair.

Write to introducer for descriptive circular, free.

Sample spray of blossoms by mail, 8 cents.

THE STAUNTON NURSERY
THEO. BECHTEL, Phopr. StaUntOH, III.

IICHI CVC'C Cat.irnctn, Scars or Films
Hbff 'Elk O Aii^UiiiiblD. Our iiuiiio

troatmentCLRKS Diseased Ey»'8 or Lids when all

rthrrs fiiil. IIun<ir»><is r.>nTinc«'il. Pamphlet free,

^o 1U8K. Addrebs TUE 1::VK, Gleus i*'aUs, N. Y.

POR THB

BEST STHNDHRD FLOMER POTS
J^ODRBSS

THE 3fl£HILLDIN POTTERY CO.
713 TO 719 liiIHHRTON ST.. PHILKDELPHIH

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Evergreensp^^^Vines
In our nurseries we have trees of all sizes, from i foot to 20 feet in height, and in the highest state of

health and cultivation.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas
Fine bushy plants, well set with flower buds. Low prices by the 100.

Descriptive catalogue free. Special estimates made on large planting lists.

The furnishing of trees, shrubs, etc. to cemeteries, parks, etc., a specialty.

Thomas Meehan & Sons,
Qermantown, Philada.

CLASS SEEDS.
Out* 93Pd AfJ^UAU CATAUOGUH

is now ready, and will be mailed tt*ce on application.

the largest collection in the world of

It contains

YegetatilB, Flower and Farm Seeds
including every standard variety and every novelty of established merit.

Beautifully illustrated with hundreds of cuts.

MAIL

A-.»

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS. TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY. J.M.THORBURN&C0.I5 JOHNST.NewYork
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Seed, tubers and roots. Now is the time to plant hardy varieties of pond lilies, sow seeds of all
kinds; also Nelumbiunis. Seed of red, white and blue Water lyilies and three varieties of Nelunibiuni
for $i.oo. Start tubers of tropical varieties indoors. This mode is very satisfactory. Zanzibar i,ily
tubers, 50 cents each. My Columbian novelties now ready for distribution. Prices and catalogues on
application.

J.

Pitcher & Manda
QUR CATALOGUES for 1894 have been mailed to the
^^ addresses of all customers on our books. If you have failed
to receive a copy and desire one, write and it will be forwarded to
you. If interested in any kind of plants, or if information in ref-

erence to greenhouses or landscape gardening is desired, kindly
send us your address, and one of our travelers will call on you with
photographs and colored plates, and furnish you with particulars
without expense.

Gardeners having first-class references may have their names
entered upon our employment register without charge, and any one
requiring the services of a competent Gardener^ upon stating the
specific qualificatiofis desired, will be furnished with the addresses
0/ those worthy of recommendation.

United States Nurseries
SHORT HItLS, N. J.

AN OLD-FASHIONED GARDEN
Can be made at small expense. The following choice collection of Hardy Perennials

For ^i.oo.
I Achillea "The Pearl," white,
1 Anthemls linctorla, yellow.
1 Columbine, yellow,
1 Boltonia latisquama, deep lilac,

1 Chrysopsis villosa, yellow.
1 Sweet William.
1 Lychnis chalcedonica, scarlet,
1 Hollyhock, double white,
1 Plumbago larpentae. blue.

Many of the above plants flower freely during the summer, and are valuable for
cutting. Full catalogue of Hardy Perennials on application.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

1838 1894
56 YEARS

300 ACRESWBW APPLE, PEflR AND NUT TREES.
^^ Starr, the largest early apple; Paragon, and other valuable sorts. Lincoln Coreless, Seneca an.

I

Japan Golden Russet Pears in collections at reduced rates. NUTS -Parry's Giant, Pedigree Mammoth,
Paragon and other chestnuts. "Walnuts—French, Persian, Japan. Knglish, and American. Pecati-
Almonds and Filberts. Eleagnus Longipes, Hardy Oranges, Dwarf Rocky Mt. Cherries free from insect

-

black knots, or other diseases. Small Fruits, Grape Vines, Currants, etc. SHADB TREES—Immense sto.
of Poplars and Maples, Ornamental Shrubs and Vines. ^^ Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue Free-^i*

WILLIAM PARRY, Parry, N.J.
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FRITILLARIA PUDICA.

UTAH YELLOW RICE ROOT.

NATURAL ORDER, ULIACE^.

jRiTii.LARiA PUDICA, Sprcngel.—Stem three to eight inches hi jj^ , ffom a flattened disc-like hulbiferous corm.one to six-

tiowered ; leaves linear, oue and a half to four inches long, two to three lines wide, obtuse, scattered ; flowers deep
vellow, campanulate, often solitary, on rather long nodding peduncles, erect in fruit; sepals five to nine lines long,

obovate-spatulate, sessile, the gland usually obscure ; stigma entire ; capsule eight to twelve lines long, oblong or sub-

globose, truncate above, abruptly narrowed ^t the base ; seetis very numerous. (Watsons Botany of the Fortieth Par-

allel. See also Watson's Revision of the LiliacecF of the United States.

There are no species of the true Snowdrop in

this country, but if we look about for an ana-

logue, we should most likely select this for its

representative in all except the color. True,

this one is referred in botanical classification

to a distinct order

—

AmaryllidacecB; while Fri-

tillana is a member ofthe Lily family

—

Liliacece,

—but the differences between these orders mor-

phologically are very slight, though found in

nature to be quite constant enough to serve the

purposes of the systematic botanist. In the

Amaryllidacece, to which the Snowdrop

—

Galan-

tJiHs nivalis—belongs, the lower portion of the

l)erianth, or flower cup, which comprises what
in other flowers we should call sepals and pet-

als, is united with the ovarium, or that por-

tion of the flower which becomes finally the

-^eed vessel. This makes the ovarium, in bo-

iinical language, inferior. In the LiliacecF, the

i>crianth and stamens are free, or separable from

btf ovary, rising from its base, as we see in

5g. 4. On account of these differences, the

.'lers are somewhat widely separated in sys-

matic botany. Yet we often see tendencies

1 the individual genera of the two orders to

• l^proach each other. In W^^ Amaryllidacece,

v»- see some with the perianth not so entirely

united with the ovarium as in others, while in

'lacecc there are occasional cavSes where the
l>ase exhibits an appearance similar to an
Vmaryllidaceous plant. In our present species,

" see in Fig. 5, how the flower stalk has
sickened, so that the flower at first looks as if

It might have an inferior ovarium, just as in a
I'UL' Snowdrop

; and if this succulence and con-

^' quent union of parts had extended a little

nrther up, and embraced in its action the
>a8es of the leaves of the perianth, the plant
^vould then have belonged to the Amarillida'

cecB. This little character seems a very im-

portant one, as showing the plant's true rela-

tionship ; though it seems to have been over-

looked by other artists and describers. In a

colored plate in the Gardeii, of 1878, it is wholly

overlooked, as it is also in a drawing given by

Torrey in the botanical report of Stansbury's

expedition to Salt Lake. In Pursh's ''Flora

of North America, " where the plant is figured

with its original description, the peculiarity is

fairly shown.

The specimen illustrated by Pursh was col

lected by Captain Lewis, on the memorable ex-

pedition across the continent inaugurated by

President Thomas Jefferson, in 1803 and 1804

under I^ewis and Clarke. It was found in the

regions of the " Upper Missouri," where it has

since been collected by Parry, Watson, Coul-

ter and others. Pursh, describing Lewis' speci-

men, doubtfully refers it to Lilium, and names

\\. Lilium pudicum, noting, however, that ''this

doubtful species is at first sight more related

10 Fritillaria : but the style, which is the

length of the petals, with an obtuse stigma,

associates it more closely to /.ilium.'' Spren-

gel, a botanist who succeeded Pursh, regarded

it as more nearly a Fritillaria, notwithstand-

ing the objections of Pursh ; and this is the

reason we read Fritillaria pudica, of Sprengel,

though it was first described by Pursh,—be-

cause the one who describes a plant under its

true relationship, is, in botany, entitled to the

credit of the name. Rafinesque believed the

undivided stigma entitled it to generic distinc-

tion— distinct both from Lilium and Fritilla-

yia—2i\\^ named it Afnblinon.—and this view-

was adopted by Dr. Torrey in Stansbur>''s re-

port of 1852, where it is figured as Amblirion

pudiaim,—but Watson and other modern bot-

(49)
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FRITILLARIA PUDICA.

UTAH YKLLOW RICE ROOT.

NATURAL ORDER, IJLIACK.E.

rurni.LARIA rTT)iCA, Sprcnpcl —Stem three tc) ei^ht itichcs hi j^li , froiu a flatteiuMl disc-like liulhiferous curm.one to '.ix-

ilowered ; leaves linear, one and a half to four inches loni;, two to three lino wide, obtusf, scattt-red ; fk)wcrs deep
\tIlow, catnpanulate, often solitary, on rather lonj^ noddinjj: peduncles, erect in fruit; sepals five to nine lines lonj^,

obovate-spatulate. sessile, the ^land usually obscure ; stigma entire . capsule eii;ht to twelve lines lonjf, obloni; cr snb-

ulobose. truncate above, abruptly narrowed ^t the base ; seeds very numerous. ( Watson s Hotany of thr l-'otiicth I\i> -

.illrl. See also Watson's Rei isi'on of the I.iliaccr of the i'nited States.

There are no species of the true Snowdrop in

this country, but if w^e look about for an ana-

logue, we should most likely select this for its

representative in all except the color. True,

this one is referred in botanical classification

to a distinct order

—

Amafjllidacece: while Fri-

t:liana is a member ofthe Lily family

—

IJliacecPy

—Itut the differences between these orders mor-

phologically are very slight, though found in

nature to be quite constant enough to serve the

purposes of the systematic botanist. In the

IniaryllidacecB, to which the Snowdrop

—

Galan-

Yv nivalis—belongs, the lower portion of the

'crianth. or flower cup, which comprises what
.•.\ .)ther flowers we should call sepals and pet-

>. is united with the ovarium, or that por-

>n of the flower which becomes finally the

ed vessel. This makes the ovarium, in bo-

-lical language, inferior. In the Liliaceic, the

1 lanth and stamens are free, or separable from

<uary, rising from its base, as we see in

4. On account of these differences, the

lers are somewhat widely separated in sys-

.11 alio botany. Vet we often see tendencies

ihe individual genera of the two orders to

•roach each other. In XhQ Amahylliilacew,

see some with the perianth not so entirely

ted with the ovarium as in others, while in

-'. t\r there are occasional cases where the

V exhibits an appearance similar to an
ryllidaceous plant. In our present species,

- e in Fig. 5, how the flower stalk has
<ened. so that the flower at lirst looks as if

' Hii-^ht have an inferior ovarium, just as in a

Snowdrop
; and if this succulence and con-

"^<^*nt union of parts had extended a little

' '^^' up, and embraced in its action the
^^-.s of the leaves of the perianth, the plant
''lUl then have belonored to the Amayillida-

cecE. This little character seems a very im-

portant one, as showing the plant's true rela-

tionship ; though it seems to have been over-

looked by other artists and describers. In a

colored plate in the Gardoi, of 1S7S, it is wholly

overlooked, as it is also in a drawing given by

Torrey in the botanical report of Stansbury's

expedition to Salt Lake. In Pursh's "Flora

of North America," where the plant is figured

with its original description, the ])eculiarity is

fairly shown.

The specimen illustrated by Pursh was col

lected by Captain Lewis, on the memorable ex-

pedition across the continent inaugurated by

President Thomas Jefferson, in 1S03 and 1S04

under Lewis and Clarke. It was found in the

regions of the " Upper Missouri." where it has

since been collected by Parry, Watson. Coul-

ter and others. Pursh, describing Lewis' speci-

men, doubtfully refers it to /.ilium, and names

\\. fJliuju pudiciim, noting, however, that "this

doubtful species is at first sight more related

to I-yitiliaria : but the style, which is the

length of the petals, with an obtuse stigma,

associates it more closely to /.///V/w." Spren-

gel, a botanist who succeeded Pursh, regarded

it as more nearly a /OZ/Z/A/r/^?, notwithstand-

ing the objections of Pursh ; and this is the

reason we read J-^t itilhu ia pitdica, of Sprengel,

though it was first (lcscril)ed by Pursh.—be-

cause the one who describes a plant imder its

true relationship, is. in botany, entitkd to the

credit of the name. Rafinesciue believe<l the

undivided stigma entitle<l it to generic distinc-

tion— distinct both from Liliion and I'rifilla-

,/^7_and named it Ambliyion,—and this view

was adopted by Dr. Torrey in Stansbury's re-

port of 1S52, where it is tigured as Ambiiriofi

pudicuni,—but Watson and other modern bot-

(49)
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anists have returned to Sprengel's view, find-

ing the mere union or subdivision of the apex
of the pistil no very important character.

The origin of the name Fritillaria is lost in

history. We find it in use by Lobel, Clusius,
and other authors of several hundred years
ago. Many modern botanists say "from fri-
tillus, Latin for chess-board,—because some of
the species have flowers barred like the squares
of a chess board." But/ritilhis does not seem
to have ever been used for chess-board, but is

the Latin name for " dice-box," and hence Dr.
Gray, in his "School Botany," with more rea-

son says '' fritillus, dice-box, from the shape of
the flowers. " Still one cannot but remember
that though the shape of the flowers of the
European Frittllaria Meleagris—the one known
to the ancients—may be like a "dice-box," it

is no more like one than hundreds of others,

and there seems therefore no reason for the
special designation in this case. It is most
probable that the name, like so many other
European ones, arose among the fables of the
ancients. Ovid relates of one, Meleag, a son
of Althnea, that he was a wonderful hero, who
alone, of a large troop, attacked and destroyed a
huge boar, which Diana in her anger had
let loose to devastate the country ruled by
Meleag's father. He is described as a chivalric

and good-hearted fellow, and on one occasion
defended Atlanta against several powerful men
who had attacked with the design of robbing
her. On one occasion he fell in with Fritillus,

who had been driven from home by his hard-
hearted mother-in-law, and, to do him kind-
ness, made him superintendent of a flock of

guinea-fowls. He entered into the care of these

then precious birds with singular devotion.

On one occasion a mighty tempest dispersed

the birds. Determined to gather them to-

gether he wandered several days, till overcome
by fatigue he sickened and died. The gods
who, as the fables tell us, made the flowers in

those days out of those human beings whom
they loved, were so pleased with the devotion
shown by this servant to the interests of his

master that they turned his dead body into a

flower, Fritillaria Meleagris, whose petals to

this day resemble the feathers of the Meleagris

—the birds he had in charge.

In Utah, from whence by the favor of Mr.

John Reading of Salt Lake City our specimens
were obtained, it is known as the Rice-root, to

which, as there is another species with dark

flowers in Utah, we have added the name
golden. It seems preferable in applying conu
mon names to take those which have sprung
from the people, especially when they have a

special significance, than to make new ones.

Mr. Robinson, in the Garden, when illustrating

this plant proposes the common name of

" Golden Fritillary," but independently of the

prior claims of "Rice- root," given by the

people of Utah, there is already a golden

Fritillary in the old world, which has made a

deep impression in European history. This is

the Fritillaria Persica,—sometimes called the
" Golden Lily of Persia. '* Among the many
pretty references the one by Moore in the
* * Fire-worshippers '

' may be the best remem-
bered. The poet tells of the hatred of the

Gheber to Hafez, but who is beloved by the

chief's daughter Hinda, who was happy
enough before the young infidel came inta

these parts and stole her heart away.

"Once, Emir ! thy unheeding child.
Mid all this havoc, bloom'd and smil'd.
Tranquil as on some battle plain
The Persian lily shines and towers,

Before the combat's reddening stain
Has fallen upon her golden flowers. '

^

According to the different authors who have

spoken of it, our species is confined to dis-

tricts, not exactly sub-alpine, but of elevations

of about 6,000 to 7,000 feet. In the Yellow-

stone region in Wyoming Dr. Parry notes it

as forming some of the vegetation of hill-

sides under the fir forests, Picea grandis,

and where it is among the earliest to flower

after the winter snows have gone. Its raii<:e,

according to Mr. Sereno Watson, is " Northern

Sierra Nevada to British Columbia, and east to

Utah and Montana." It is likely as it becomes

better known some variations will be discov-

ered.

The old root decays after the new growth oi

the season has been made, and new bulbs coire

from the upper surface of its remains. In .-^1

that we examined, three larger ones than iVe

others appear round the base of the flower stalk,

but in Torrey's drawing these are replaced I'V

numerous small ones, though the lower series

is just like Torrey figures it.

Explanations of the Plate.— i. Utah specimens, full

size. 2. Bulbs forming lor next year on the remains of tlie

old. 3. The same, full face view. 4. Flower with the petal*
and sepals ^perianth) removed. 5. Thickened portion of U^e^

flower stalk at the base of the flower.

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURE.

A SOUTHERN SPRING.

Here the air is sweet,
r'resh from the roses newly blooming

;

Here the waters meet,
Down the grassy valley flowing

;

Here the bands of ivy twine.
Here the bells in yellow shine,
On the flowering gelseniine,
Round the oven trellis growing.

—

Percival.

The Libocedrus Mistletoe.—The Mistle-

toe of the Old World has the parts of the

flower divided^ in fours, while the American
Mistletoes have them usually in threes. On
this account and some other minor points

botanists have divided them, and the Old
World form is Viscum, and those of the New
World are referred to Phoradendron.

It is a remarkable illustration of the sense

of fltness in nature, that Mistletoes which
grow on leafy trees have leaves as well as

the trees on which they grow as parasites,

while those which grow^ on trees which have
leaves and stems connate, so that there is

scarcely any leaves properly so-called, have

Mistletoes for parasites

which have no proper

leaves either.

The Phoradendro7i Libo-

ccdri of Engelmann is one

this character. It has
:: ) proper leaves, but in-

i' ad of the hard woody
."-toms of the leafy Mistle-

.:'>es, has soft succulent
t igs of c^i bright living

- ven, just as capable of

t^msforming the crude sap
^'* 'he Libocedrus, into nu-
tiilion for itself, as if it

H 'd full green leaves. The
^vhite berries show off like

pearls along the shining
gT^een stems, and have a
i^nch more striking effect

than any Mistletoe which
"^i^ing in the old Castle

Hall " during the jolliest Christmas in the Old
World.

The specimen illustrated was kindly sent

by our good friend and correspondent. Mrs.
Ross Lewers of Reno County, Nevada. It is

supposed to be confined to California, but

Reno is not far from the county line. Clar-

ence King's exploring expedition must have
taken in this part of our territory, but this

Mistletoe seems to have escaped the notice of

Watson, the lynx-eyed botanist of the ex-

pedition. It is to be presumed that it is

rare in Nevada.

Variation in the Yellow Rice Root.—
In Pursh's illustration the petals are broader

and rounder than in our illustration. In

Stansbury's report, though the petals are

more like ours, the stems are remarkably

leafy, while in the Garden illustration the

flower stalks are absolutely leafless, rising di-

rect from the ground, as in the common snow-

drop. In like manner there seems to be a dif-

ference in the form of the roots.

1.IBOCEDRU8
(Reduced

MISTLETOE.
one-half.)

(51)
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The Sierra Snow Plant {Sarcodes sangui-
nea.—The Sarcodes sanguinea, is the most
beautiful of all the flowering plants with
which I am acquainted. It inhabits the upper
Sierras, at an altitude of from 5000 to 7000 feet

above sea level. It attains a height of from
four inches to two feet ; in its flowering sea-

son, it throws up a shaft from which innumer-
able flowers spring forth, on all sides ; the
flower as well as the shaft itself, is a deep,

glistening, fiery red,—so intensely colored as

to have the appearance of sparkling in the
light. To appreciate the beauty of this mar-
velous flower, it should be seen in its native

haunts.

I can well remember my first acquaintance
with it. We were traveling in the upper Sier-

ras, and came to a beautiful Alpine meadow,
from which sprang a heavy growth of black
firs. In the aisles of the woods, the snow
plant flourished in luxuriant abundance, and
looked like crimson streaks of fire, as they
rose alternately here and there, through the

dark aisles of the wood.

Appreciative travelers have marked bloom-
ing specimens of this plant, and removed the

bulb after it stopped blooming, hoping to do-

mesticate this marvelous plant, but they in-

variably failed to make the plant grow, after

the best of care and attention.

I have been studying the snow plant for

quite a while, wishing to thoroughly under-

stand its nature, and why it failed to grow,
after being removed. The conclusions that I

have arrived at, at present, are these : A snow
plant after once blooming, will never bloom
again

; it exhausts its vitality in perfecting the

one bloom, and immediately dies.

Persons anxious to secure specimens of this

plant, of course always choose blooming speci-

mens, and hence never succeed in making
them grow.

Young plants do most of their growing un-
der ground, preparatory for the coming sea-

sons bloom, and therefore they will be difficult

to get hold of ; but at high elevations, where
the timber is dwarfed by the cold, and on the

granite wastes of the Sierras, where the snow
plant flourishes in great abundance, the bulbs

of all sizes could be dug up, and a certain per

cent, would prove to be bulbs that have never

blossomed, and these would be the ones that

would grow, and give satisfactory results. A

man reports that in grading a road near Silver

Lake, California, that hundreds of the bulbs of

the snow plants were unearthed, being about

eight inches under the surface of the ground.

A stage driver here once discovered a blue col

ored one.

The snow plant has already been domesti-

cated, the flowers being shipped to San Fran-

cisco florists, where they commanded a high

price. This plant is also a splendid edible vege-

etable, somewhat resembling the cauliflower. I

am of the opinion that this plant will flourish

in a great diversity of soil and climate after its

culture is once understood. Still, there are

many things yet to be learned concerning thivS

strange plant.

S. Ir. Watkins. Grizzly Flats,

Eldorado Co., California.

The above note from Mr. S. L. Watkins,

adds considerably to our knowledge of this

wonderful plant. How the coral-like masses

(bulbs) get their first start in life is yet a secret

of nature. They are certainly not parasites in

the ordinary sense of the term, and we have

probably to call in a recently discovered condi-

tion of things, symbiosis, to account for it. In

this way some fungus that has to live on the

plant, first prepares the food on which the plant

has to live ! The plant, then, does not need

roots of its own.

Juniper Berries.—It is a well known fact

that juniper fiowers do not perfect their

seeds for two years,—consequently there are

blue and green berries on the plants at the

same time ; but Mr. Jack, in the Bota?iical Ga-

zette, believes that it takes three years for the

berries to perfect. The red cedar, which is an-

other kind of juniper, however, perfects see«ls

the same year. It is remarkable that so much
diversity should exist among plants so closeU'

allied.

The Age of Tulip Trees.—It is very diffi-

cult to get the age of the large trees in onr

country, as few have been purposely planted,

while no one knows how long the wild speci-

mens have been growing. In England there

is a specimen of the tulip tree known to ha\ e

been planted two hundred years ago on Loid

Homes' estate in Berwickshire. At two feet

from the ground it measures twenty-three ftct

in circumference.

Curved Trees.—Some years ago, at a meet-

ing in Philadelphia of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, Professor

Bessey spoke of a perfectly straight Balsam

fir of many feet in height which had blown

partially over, and which trunk afterwards

became curved. No one had ever thought be-

fore that an old trunk could curve in that way.

But the writer of this has since seen many
instances which seem to prove that they can.

Bath-Nut.—Mr. Willard N. Clute, Bing-

hamton, New York, notes in relation to this

peculiar common name :

" Perhaps the name of " Bath-nut," referred

to in the February Monthly, nia}' have been

applied to 1 rillium erythtocarpum in this way.
" Birth-root

'

' was long ago applied to 7. etec-

turn from its siippOvSed medicinal (qualities, but

the word is now often used for any of the

genus, though in its usually corrupt form of

CURVED TREES.

With this paragraph is a scene on the Wissa-
liickon near Philadelphia, in which is a Red
Cedar which must have curved in this way.

Authenticated examples would be valuable.

Trillium grandiflorum.—Dr. Thomas
Koberts, of Minneapolis, Minn., referring to

the given geological range of Trillium grandi-

J'orum\\\\\\X,^^ to Wisconsin westwardly, states

tbat he has found it quite abundantly in some
places in Eastern Minnesota, especially in

Crow-wing and Hennepin counties.

•' Bath root " or '* Beth-root ** it is generally

restricted to 7. eredtan. Wood calls this plant

''^dX\\-flower.'^ Of all our common trilliums,

the fruit of T. crythrocarpum is most noticable,

being nearly an inch in diameter and colored a

deep brilliant red. It is no great stretch of

the popular imagination to call this fruit a

nut, and if one plant is a " Bath-flower " why

not call the other the "Bath-nut?" In

northern Pennsylvania, T. erectum is also

called •• bloody-noses "or " nose-bleed "—evi-

dently from the color of the flower."

wss^m'
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The Sierra Snow Plant {Sarcodes sangui-
nea.—The Sarcodes sang7iinea, is the most
beautiful of all the flowering plants with
which I am acquainted. It inhabits the upper
Sierras, at an altitude of from 5000 to 7000 feet

above sea level. It attains a height of from
four inches to two feet ; in its flowering sea-

son, it throws up a shaft from which innumer-
able flowers spring forth, on all sides ; the
flower as well as the shaft itself, is a deep,

glistening, fiery red,—so intensely colored as

to have the appearance of sparkling in the
light. To appreciate the beauty of this mar-
velous flower, it should be seen in its native
haunts.

I can well remember my first acquaintance
with it. We were traveling in the upper Sier-

ras, and came to a beautiful Alpine meadow,
from which sprang a heavy growth of black
firs. In the aisles of the woods, the snow
plant flourished in luxuriant abundance, and
looked like crimson streaks of fire, as they
rose alternately here and there, through the

dark aisles of the wood.

Appreciative travelers have marked bloom-
ing specimens of this plant, and removed the

bulb after it stopped blooming, hoping to do-

mesticate this marvelous plant, but they in-

variably failed to make the plant grow, after

the best of care and attention.

I have been studying the snow plant for

quite a while, wishing to thoroughly under-
stand its nature, and why it failed to grow,
after being removed. The conclusions that I

have arrived at, at present, are these : A snow
plant after once blooming, will never bloom
again

; it exhausts its vitality in perfecting the

one bloom, and immediately dies.

Persons anxious to secure specimens of this

plant, of course always choose blooming speci-

mens, and hence never succeed in making
them grow.

Young plants do most of their growing un-
der ground, preparatory for the coming sea-

sons bloom, and therefore they will be difiicult

to get hold of; but at high elevations, where
the timber is dwarfed by the cold, and on the

granite wastes of the Sierras, where the snow
plant flourishes in great abundance, the bulbs

of all sizes could be dug up, and a certain per

cent, would prove to be bulbs that have never

blossomed, and these would be the ones that

would grow, and give satisfactory results. A

man reports that in grading a road near Silver

Lake, California, that hundreds of the bulbs of

the snow plants were unearthed, being about

eight inches under the surface of the ground.

A stage driver here once discovered a blue col

ored one.

The snow plant has already been domesti-

cated, the flowers being shipped to San Fran-

cisco florists, where they commanded a high

price. This plant is also a splendid edible veg(

etable, somewhat resembling the cauliflower. I

am of the opinion that this plant will flourish

in a great diversity of soil and climate after its

culture is once understood. Still, there are

many things yet to be learned concerning this

strange plant.

S. L. Watkins. Grizzly Flats,

Eldorado Co., California.

The above note from Mr. S. L. Watkins.

adds considerably to our knowledge of this

wonderful plant. How the coral-like masses

(bulbs) get their first start in life is yet a secret

of nature. They are certainly not parasites in

the ordinary sense of the term, and we have

probably to call in a recently discovered condi-

tion of things, symbiosis, to account for it. In

this way some fungus that has to live on the

plant, first prepares the food on which the plant

has to live ! The plant, then, does not need

roots of its own.

Juniper Berries.—It is a well known fa. t

that juniper flowers do not perfect tlu r

seeds for two years,—consequently there ai-

blue and green berries on the plants at t^

same time ; but Mr. Jack, in the Bota7iical C
zette, believes that it takes three years for t: c

berries to perfect. The red cedar, which is <r -

other kind of juniper, however, perfects see-
the same year. It is remarkable that so mu^ *:

diversity should exist among plants so clo.se^v

allied.

The Age oi< Tulip Trees.— It is very di' i-

cult to get the age of the large trees in «i r

country, as few have been purposely planted

while no one knows how long the wild si>t

mens have been growing. In England thes-

is a specimen of the tulip tree known to lur ^'

been planted two hundred years ago on I.'

Homes' estate in Berwickshire. At two K ^^

from the ground it measures twenty-three ft it

in circumference.
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Curved Treks.—Some years ago, at a meet-

ing in Philadelphia of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, Professor

I'.essey spoke of a perfectl}^ straight Balsam

iir of many feet in height which had blown

jiartially over, and which trunk afterwards

became curved. No one had ever thought be-

fore that an old trunk could curve in that way.

But the writer of this has since seen many
instances which seem to prove that they can.

Bath-Nut.—Mr. Willard N. Clutc, Bing-

hamton. New York, notes in relation to this

peculiar common name :

" Perhaps the name of " Bath-nut," referred

to in the P>bruary MotitJilw may have been

applied to 1 rillin))i erythrocaypum in this wa\'.

" Birth-root
'

' was long ago applied to /. e)eC'

turn from its snpposed medicinal (jualities, but

the word is now often used for any of the

genns, though in its usually corrupt form of

CURVED TREES.

^\ ith this paragraph is a scene on the Wissa-

• ickon near Philadelphia, in which is a Red
-edar which must have curved in this way.

• uithenticated examples would be valuable.

Trhjjum grandiplorum.—Dr. Thomas
Roberts, of Minneapolis, Minn., referring to

Ihc given geological range of Trillium ^fandi-

'''/^^// limited to Wisconsin westwardly, states

'hat he has found it quite abundantly in some
1^1 aces in ICastern Minnesota, especially in

Crow-wing and Hennepin counties.

•Bath root "or " Beth-root " it is generally

restricted to '/
. crcctum. Wood calls this plant

"Bath-//^:£'d';'. " Of all our common trilliums,

the fruit of 7". crythrocarpnm is most noticable,

being nearly an inch in diameter and colored a

deep brilliant red. It is no great stretch of

the popular imagination to call this fruit a

nut, and if one plant is a " Bath-tlower " why

not call the other the '* Bath-nut ^^ " In

northern Pennsylvania, T. crectum is also

called " bloody-noses "or •* nose-bleed "—evi-

dently from the color of the flower."

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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Disappearance of Wild Flowers.—Miss
Bessie B. Winslow, of New Bedford, notes that
with the extension of towns and other improve-
ments rare plants disappear. Even the Adder's
Tongue, a yellow dog's tooth violet Erythro-
nium luteuni, and the pink Oxalis, have van-
ished -near that city in localities where they
were once abundant. It is an interesting topic.
Nature herself as well as man, often operates
in a destructive manner. Death as well as life

is in her hands. Near Philadelphia there is a
strip of land, several miles in length, stretch-
ing from Bristol, on the Delaware, to near
Norristown, on the Schuylkill, on which the
vegetation was of that class that characterizes
New Jersey. Forty years ago the writer could
gather Drosera rohmdifolia, Ainiaiithum mus-
ccetoxicum, Aletris /an?tosa, Pogonia pen-
dula, Bartonia squarrosa, Comandra umbeliata,
and possibly a couple of scores of others,
including the common cranberry. These have
not disappeared through anything man has
done. Ages ago the Delaware had a course
along much of the tract now traversed by
the Schuylkill. The land in question has
since been cut oft from New Jersey by the
new course of the Delaware. Other plants
were more favored. In the struggle for life

those better fitted to the new conditions are
crowding out the "Jersey men." It was piti-

ful to note the struggle of the Drosera at that
time scarcely an inch high, and on a dry but
shaded bank, where ages ago a swamp must
have been.

Variations in the Trailing Arbutus.—
The surprising variations in Epigcea repeals,

add much to the interest which this lovely
Spring flower inspires. Though there are ru-

dimentary organs of both sexes in each flower,

the separate plants are usually dioecious, and
hence fruit is rarely seen. Miss Fanny E.
Langdon, in a history of the plant, kindly
gives credit to Mr. Thomas Meehan, for being
the first to note, in a paper issued in 1868,

this practical dioecism. Mr. Meehan found,

subsequently, that Dr. Undley, had made a
note of this in the "Botanical Register,"
many years before ! The descriptions of the
variations, however, and the deductions there-

on, still stand as an original contribution to

the science of evolution. That work brought
the commencement of a life-long correspond-

ence with Mr. Darwin. In the letter he stated

that it was the highest compliment his great
work "The Origin of Species" had yet re-

ceived,—the observations having, as stated,

been suggested by its study.

LOBED Leaves.—Grant Allen, a writer of

pretty chapters on speculative botany, con-

tends that leaves become dissected in their

efforts to obtain air and light. Those who
have had an opportunity of examining our
White Oak, know that the leaves are lobed

just in proportion to the ease by which they can
get light. In other cases the rule is reversed.

The outer leaves are chiefly lobed, and to our
mind this is the rule that generally prevails.

Some other circumstances than light must
have to do with the lobing of leaves. The
well known English Ivy has its leaves lobed,

while it is running rapidly up trees, walls, or

fences. When it ceases to grow in this direc-

tion, but sends out lateral branches, the lobes

disappear. Light can have nothing to do with
this result.

Branching of Oaks.—Referring to a para-

graph in the February number of Meehans'
M0NTHI.Y, in which it is observed that the

American oak, Qiiercus alba, has a similar

characteristic of the English oak in having
side branches, which occasionally assume the

dimensions of huge trunks, Mr. Howard
Worcester Gilbert notes that in the Quaker
Graveyard at Salem, N. J., there is a white
oak, which would rival any American and
almost any oak in the English parks. The
spread of branches was over fifty paces,—son.-

of these side branches rival the trunk r.

strength. There is a tradition that the tr .

was mutilated by soldiers during the Revolu
tionary War, and that the tree as it now ai-

pears has grown from a sprout which shot u;

at that time.

Variation in the Numericai. Order i

Trillium.—Prof W. W. Bailey remarks :

* Your 7rilli7tm plate is the best yet. In th>

account thereof, speaking of the four leaves el

Paris, you instance, as a case of tetramery, an

occasional flower of Asparagus. Let me ask.

would not Maiayithemtcm (Smilacina) bifolia be

a better illustration ? There the parts are al-

ways in fours."

GENERAL GARDENING.

THE GARDEN OF PROSERPINA.
*• Next thereunto did grow a goodly tree.

With branches broad dispread and body great.

Clothed with leaves, that none the wood might
see,

And laden all with fruit, as thick as thick might
be.

"The fruit were golden apples glistening bright.

That goodly was their glory to behold ;

On earth no better grew, nor living wight

E'er better saw, but they from hence were
sold." —''Spenser."

Fruiting of the Lily of the Valley.—
Mrs. Cornelia Boecklin, of Bnrlington, Iowa,

remarks

:

" An item on page 180, December number of

Mi:i:hans' Monthly, "Fruiting of the Lily

of the Valley," a.stonished me, as I have quan-

tities of them to fruit every year. This past

fill my bed of Lilies of the Valley was uncom-

monly full of the large red berries. Friends of

mine carried away from that bed dozens of

Inniches of those pretty red berries.

"

It is beginning to be better understood than

it was formerly that what is technically known
as dimorphism in flowers,—that is to say the

• ibilit}^ to have stamens imperfect in some
1 WLTS or the pistils imperfect in others on

(Utlerent plants is common and not exceptional.

''his is evidently true of the Lily of the Valley.

If plants in one locality have been propagated

: years from a plant with defective stamens

pistils there can be no berries. If the origi-

stalk have both organs perfect in the same
Acrs berries will result.

The Sunken Garden in Fairmount Park.
•r^ne of the most beautiful features in I'air-

nt Park during the Summer time is the
•" 'r.ken Garden. The famous Horticultural
'' '.1, which was left over since the Centen-
inal Exposition, is regarded as one of the

ftr.cst structures in the Ignited States. The
gJ^ound, however, on which it was erected,

heing somewhat level, did not show off the

'niilding to its best advantage. The designer,

therefore, lighted on the happy idea of mak-

ing the vSunken Garden, extending it for a long

distance, which thus afforded the opportunity

of adding to the apparent elevation of the

building, and at the same time furnishing a

tract for flower-gardening under the massing

system, known as carpet bedding, which was

at that time so popular. One of the weak-

nesses of this carpet bedding system was that

from the point of view of the observer looking

at an angle, the best effects could not be ob-

tained as when looked down on. The arrange-

ment here gives this advantage. This system

of bedding has in a measure given away to the

continual desire for change, which permeates

humanity. It is still a great favorite here, and

in this case, simply because of the opportunity

for looking down upon it, referred to. The

avenues on either side are lined with ICuropean

planes.

Manna.—Few know that Manna is a species

of gum which exudes from the Ash. The true

Manna Ash is the Fraxiyius Onius : it is a

beautiful tree and has much handsomer flow-

ers than any other Ash. The Pharmaceutical

Journal says that in some parts of Sicily trees

are planted expressly for these substances

which they yield, just as in some parts of our

country the Sugar Ma]>le is planted for its

sugar. The Ash trees are tapped when about

ten years old. A transverse cut is made about

one-third of the circumference of the tree,—

a

number of these transverse cuts being made

one above the other,—as many as forty- five

cuts are frequently made in one large trunk.

In some countries where Manna is collected it

is done by inserting tubes, just as in the case

of collecting the Maple Sugar, but where these

cuts are made the gum runs down the trunk

and hardens. The following season cuts are

made just above those of the previous year.

After this has been three years in progress, the

stems are cut down and the new crop of shoots

left to get matured. Sometimes, however, the

stems are left standing four years before being

finallv cut awav.

(55)
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Peach Yellows.—California, notwithstand-
ing its prohibitive legislation, does not seem
satisfied that it knows much about this disease,
for it has appointed a Commission to inquire
further into it. The Florida Farmerand Fruit
Grower, noting what the senior conductor of
MEEHANS' Monthly says about it, states posi-
tively, that, '

' Mr. Meehan contends that it will
not thrive this far south. " This opinion is of
course, simply by inference. What Mr. Mee-
han did say is, that from the same nurseries
from which peach trees have been sent south
for a hundred years, peaches sent to Michigan
and other States would very soon exhibit the
disease. Considering that the plants all come
from the same nurseries, from the same stock,
and undergo the same treatment,—sent to
two different localities, and the one getting the
disease badly, the other being always entirely
free from it, indicates the great probability, that
the circumstances were unfavorable to its de-
velopment. For this reason, Mr. M. believes
that it is extremely unlikely that the yellows
will ever be seen either in California or Florida.
Aside from this, he has found by absolute ex-
periment that the mycelium of Agaricus mel-
leus applied to the roots of peach trees, as with
other trees, will infallibly produce the disease

;

and that the inference is, that this fungus is

the cause of the disease, and is unable to de-
velop in some countries, on account of climatic
conditions. It is to be remarked, that he does
not state the disease will not thrive, but simply
that, after what might be called the experience
of a hundred years, it has not appeared, al-

though all the other circumstances were favor-
able to its development.

William Allan Richardson Rose.—It was
recently noted in Meehans' Monthly that
this rose, named in honor of a distinguished
amateur of Louisville, Kentucky, was very
popular in the old world as a climbing rose.

Miss Laura Bennett, of Camilla, Georgia, says
of it in our country :

•* After testing it eight or ten years I would
say that the William Allan Richardson com-
bines as many good points as any other rose
of my acquaintance. In the South it is per-

fectly hardy, growing more after the manner
of the Gold of Ophir and Zelia Pradel, not so
rapidly or vigorously as the Cloth of Gold,
Solfaterre, Climbing Devoniensis, Lamarque,

Reine Marie Henriette, and some other
climbers. It blooms as early and late as any
other ever-bloomer.

There is not a month in the year in which
I have not seen it in full flower one year or

another. Its unusual color adds much to its

popularity. In unfavorable weather it has a

faded appearance. In common parlance it is

"Bill Dick " for short."

Heading Back Large Trees.—A Philadel-

phia correspondent, A. R. Mcllvaine, has been

told by a '* tree pruner " that it will not hurt

trees any more to head them back than it

would hurt him to have his hair cut. Strancre

how a smart saying will often have some
effect ! The fact is that the heading back of

large trees is the first step to rapid decay. If

large trees have grown too tall to be of the ser-

vice originally intended, it will save time to

cut them out altogether and plant new ones

than to trifle with them by heading them
back. A lady who has travelled considerable

suggests that this heading back of large trees

is peculiarly a Philadelphia practice. If this

be so it must come from the fact that people

ignorantly plant the Silver Maple as a shade

tree, simply because it happens to grow fast

when young. Its peculiar habit ofgrowth soon

deprives it of the utility expected from a shade

tree,—it is this failure to supply the original

want which suggests the heading-back process.

Azalea calendulacea.—Mrs. Fisher notes

that the grand, flame-colored Azalea, of Noi th

Carolina, does not seem to be common in cul-

tivation. She notes that it is always found

in the woods, or, at least, in partial shade.

Its flaming blossoms make a most brilli ut

and striking spectacle in the mountains, the

whole region is a paradise for people who h^ve

the silvan haunts of nature at the season

when this azalea is in flower. In our own

grounds, a few specimens planted in rather

gravelly soil, thrive very well, indeed, flower-

ing every year in a blaze of beauty. Where

it does not do well in gardens, it is probably

from the soil being too heavy ; the fibrous,

hair-like roots like to grow in among gravel

and sand where they can get air as well as

other food. If these conditions are conipli«^^

with, it possibly would do as well in the open

as in the shade of woods.

Greenhouses of Dr. C. G. Weld, Brook-

line, Mass.—Dr. C. G. Weld, of Brookline,

Mass., is a devoted amateur lover of plant

u rowing, and has two extensive ranges of

glass, 37 feet long and 20 feet wide, in which

uiany rare plants, especially orchids, are

iirown. In addition to this, he has a number

of other houses, devoted especially to separate

plants. One of these is filled with tea roses,

;rrown on benches, similar to the method

adopted by florists, and the more popular roses

which they grow, namely, Catherine Mermet.

The Bride, Papa Gontier, and Waban are the

favorites. There is another house devoted

to carnations and cyclamens; while still an-

other house is devoted entirely to the cultiva-

tion of cinerarias. Houses especially devoted

to this latter plant, are by no means common;
but it is said that the beautiful effects produced

in early Spring by the numerous varieties of

this beautiful flower more than re-

pay the little expense of giving

them a house entirely to them-

selves. Another house is devoted

entirely to cool greenhouse plants,

in which Australian and Cape
'lowers, like azaleas, acacias, and
ericas, and with many other choice,

hard-wooded plants, form the chief

attractions. This beautiful range
was designed and constructed by
the well-known firm of Lord &
Burnham. The material is of glass

and iron
; and, notwithstanding

J^onie doubts in the past as to the

success of such material in cool

climates, where the contraction and
expansion by differences of temper-
ature are supposed to interfere with
success, these houses have proved
everything that could possibly be
desired. Among the interesting

features in this little village of

i^iass, is an octagon conservatory.
I'lie Committee of the Massachu-
setts Horticultural Society, who
examined these grounds the last

season, found in this house a speci-

men of Cypripedium insigfie, which
bad no less than 64 heads of bloom
<^n it. An establishment of this

<^'>^tent, of course, requires the care
of an experienced gardener, and Dr.

Weld is considered especiallj' fortunate in

havinj,^ in this capacity Mr. Finlayson, who is

rejj^arded as one of the best practical men in the

state. In the culture of cinerarias and cycla-

mens he especially excels.

New Mexico.—A correspondent from Santa

Fc. is enthusiastic over the future prospects of

New Mexico. The senior conductor has taken

this part of the w^orld in among his wander-

ings, and does not wonder at his friend's en-

thusiasm. Santa Fc. the capital, was founded

in 1605, but it is no fault of nature that it is

not as prosperous as Denver or Salt Lake City.

The temperature does not vary much, and has

an annual mean of about 47^ or 4S°. As in

all countries where one has absolute control of

water—to give or withhold as the cultivator

pleases—it is a paradise of fruit culture.

Bituminous and anthracite coal abound.

SALMON BERRY. -••£« ^Aoe 6<
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Peach Yellows.—California, notwithstand-
ing its prohibitive legislation, does not seem
satisfied that it knows much about this disease,
for it has appointed a Commission to inquire
further into it. The Florida Far7nerand Fruit
Grower, noting what the senior conductor of
MEEHANS' Monthly says about it, states posi-
tively, that, '

' Mr. JNleehan contends that it will
not thrive this far south. " This opinion is of
course, simply by inference. What Mr. Mee-
han did say is, that from the same nurseries
from which peach trees have been sent south
for a hundred years, peaches sent to Michigan
and other States would very soon exhibit the
disease. Considering that the plants all come
from the same nurseries, from the same stock,
and undergo the same treatment,—sent to
two different localities, and the one getting the
disease badly, the other being always entirely
free from it, indicates the great probability, that
the circumstances were unfavorable to its de-
velopment. For this reason, Mr. M. believes
that it is extremely unlikely that the yellows
will ever be seen either in California or Florida.
Aside from this, he has found by absolute ex-
periment that the mycelium of Agaricus mel-
leus applied to the roots of peach trees, as with
other trees, will infallibly produce the disease

;

and that the inference is, that this fungus is

the cause of the disease, and is unable to de-
velop in some countries, on account of climatic
conditions. It is to be remarked, that he does
not state the disease will not thrive, but simply
that, after what might be called the experience
of a hundred years, it has not appeared, al-

though all the other circumstances were favor-
able to its development.

William Allan Richardson Rose.—It was
recently noted in Meehans' Monthly that
this rose, named in honor of a distinguished
amateur of Louisville, Kentucky, was very
popular in the old world as a climbing rose.
Miss Laura Bennett, of Camilla, Georgia, says
of it in our country :

•' After testing it eight or ten years I would
say that the William Allan Richardson com-
bines as many good points as any other rose
of my acquaintance. In the South it is per-

fectly hardy, growing more after the manner
of the Gold of Ophir and Zelia Pradel, not so
rapidly or vigorously as the Cloth of Gold,
Solfaterre, Climbing Devoniensis, Lamarque,

Reine Marie Henriette, and some oth- r

climbers. It blooms as early and late as a:

other ever-bloomer.

There is not a month in the year in which
I have not seen it in full flower one 3'ear nr

another. Its unusual color adds much to its

popularity. In unfavorable weather it has a

faded appearance. In common parlance it is

"Bill Dick " for short."

Heading Back Large Trees.—A Philadtl-

phia correspondent, A. R. Mcllvaine, has been

told by a * tree pruner " that it will not hurt

trees any more to head them back than it

would hurt him to have his hair cut. Stranire

how a smart saying will often have some
effect

! The fact is that the heading back of

large trees is the first step to rapid decay. If

large trees have grown too tall to be of the ser-

vice originally intended, it will save time to

cut them out altogether and plant new ones

than to trifle with them by heading them
back. A lady who has travelled considerable

suggests that this heading back of large trees

is peculiarly a Philadelphia practice. If this

be so it must come from the fact that people

ignorantly plant the Silver Maple as a shade

tree, simply because it happens to grow fast

when young. Its peculiar habit ofgrowth soon

deprives it of the utility expected from a shade

tree,—it is this failure to supply the origit al

want which suggests the heading-back process.

Azalea calendulacea.—Mrs. Fisher notes

that the grand, flame-colored Azalea, of XoiUi

Carolina, does not seem to be common in ( ul-

tivation. She notes that it is always for id

in the woods, or, at least, in partial sha le.

Its flaming blossoms make a most brill i it

and striking spectacle in the mountains, le

whole region is a paradise for people who 1 e

the silvan haunts of nature at the sea n

when this azalea is in flower. In our o n

grounds, a few specimens planted in ral r

gravelly soil, thrive very well, indeed, flo\^
-

ing every year in a blaze of beauty. Wli- re

it does not do well in gardens, it is probaily

from the soil being too heavy ; the fibi >

hair-like roots like to grow in among gra ^1

and sand where they can get air as well is

other food. If these conditions are com] '
-

with, it possibly would do as well in the o]k"

as in the shade of woods.

( .KKHXHorsES ox- Dr. C. G. Weld, Brook-

\i:. Mass.—Dr. C. G. Weld, of Brookline,

; .ss., is a devoted amateur lover of plant

owing, and has two extensive ranges of

''^'^. "SI fc^t long and 20 feet wide, in which

many rare plants, especially orchids, are

^rown. In addition to this, he has a number

.>i other houses, devoted especially to separate

plants. One of these is filled with tea roses,

L,^rown on benches, similar to the method

ailojjted by florists, and the more popular roses

wliich they grow, namely, Catherine Merniet.

The Bride, Papa (jontier, and Waban are the

favorites. There is another house devoted

to carnations and cyclamens; while still an-

other house is devoted entirely to the cultiva-

tion of cinerarias. Houses especially devoted

to this latter plant, are by no means common;
but it is said that the beautiful effects produced

in early Spring by the numerous varieties of

this beautiful flower more than re-

]).iy the little expense of giving ,

Ihem a house entirely to them- I

Stives. Another house is devoted

I niirely to cool greenhouse plants,

in which Australian and Cape
•lowers, like azaleas, acacias, and
ericas, and w^ith many other choice,

: .ird-wooded plants, form the chief

'.fractions. This beautiful range
>> designed and constructed by

.'- well-known firm of Lord &
rnhani. The material is of glass

•d iron
; and, notwithstanding

nie doubts in the past as to the

: oess of such material in cool

mates, where the contraction and
qmnsion b}- differences of temper-
ire are supposed to interfere with

I cess, these houses have proved

\ thing that could possibly be

-"'Ted. Among the interesting

dures in this little village of

- OS, is an octagon conservatory.

Committee of the Massachu-
^^ts Horticultural Society, who
'nined these grounds the last

-^>on, found in this house a speci-

"•'vn of Cypripedinm insigne, which
'i^id no less than 64 heads of bloom
'"1 U. An establishment of this

y-c-nt. of course, requires the care
'1 an experienced gardener, and Dr.

Weld is considered especially fortunate in

having- in this capacity Mr. I'inlayson, who is

re.L;ardcd as (me of the best practical men in the

state. In the enltnre of cinerarias and cyela-

mens he especially excels.

Xi:w Mexico.—A correspondent from vSanta

Fe. is enthusiastic over the future prospects of

New Mexico. The senior conductor has taken

this part of the world in among his wandcr-

in<rs, and does not wonder at his friend's en-

thusiasm. Santa Fe. the capital, was fonnded

in 1603. but it is no fault of nature that it is

not as prosperons as Denver or vSalt Lake City.

The temi)eratnre does not vary much, and has

an annual mean of about 47 or 4S°. As in

all countries where one has absolute control of

water— to give or withhold as the cultivator

pleases—it is a paradise of fruit culture.

Bituminous and anthracite coal abound.

SALMON BERRY. .-src »»agc GO
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Change op Habits in Animals.—It has
been suggested in some scientific quarters that
the necessities of various creatures to employ
different means to exercise their functions may
have an important influence eventually in

modifying the structure of the creature itself,

and thus induce variation leading to new
species in time. In the Old World the English
sparrow builds in holes in old ruins, in wheat
or hay stacks, or anywhere but in trees. When
introduced to America, where no such oppor-
tunities are afforded, it makes its nests in trees.

Not having been accustomed to building in

such places, the nests are of the rudest possi-
ble character, and compare, as would the pot-
tery of the ancient American Indian with the
beautiful ware of our Trenton potteries, with
the artistic nests of other birds. No doubt
with experience these nests will improve in

character, and possibly the birds themselves
will vary from the foreign type when that time
comes. A number of creatures show wonder-
ful powers of adaptation to suit circumstances.
Thus in Boston Harbor, the sea urchin, during
the process of spawning, has a habit of cover-
ing itself with seaweed, which is packed down
tightly above it as if to avoid observation. In
Tampa Bay, Prof. Wilcox has observed that
the sea urchins, having the same desire to
avoid observation at that time, are also covered
— but not with seaweed. Empty shells abound
on that coast, and this creature uses the shells
for this purpose. Habits, once acquired, be-
come in a measure hereditary—changing only
when dire necessity compels ; and with the
foiced change of habit some modification of
structural character is not impossible.

The Yellow Calla Lily.—The White
Calla Lily of our gardens is well known, it

still retaining the original name of Calla, al-

though botanists have in modern times re-

moved it to another genus, which is called

Richaidia. Calla will, however, long be its

common name. It has been frequently hinted
that there are species with other colors, which
would soon come into cultivation ; but, so far,

these have been mere rumors. It is now defi-

nitely known that there is a bright yellow
species, which has been named by botanists,

Calla Elliottiana. The one in cultivation,

known as Richardia maculata, has a slightly

yellowish tint, sometimes. The new one is

said to be a clear yellow, and has leaves spotted

with white, similar to our common maculafa.

Only one original plant was introduced, and

it is said there are only a few propagated from

it in cultivation. Ten plants were recently

sold at auction in London, and bought by

enterprising florists for $2,000, which is con-

sidered the largest figures ever obtained for

auction plants. Another yellow one has been

introduced under the name of Calla Pcjitlandi^

which is J- aid to differ in having larger foliaj^e,

and richer colored spathes; but which has not

yet been offered to the trade.

Destruction by Field Mice.—It is said

that in some parts of the eastern counties of

Scotland, field mice have increased in such

great proportions, that scarcely a blade of grass

is left undevoured over hundreds of acres, and

that the farmers are holding public meetings to

implore the government to do something to aid

in the extermination of the mice. All hands

are said to be set to work hunting and killing

the mice one by one. We think our American

cultivators would make short work of the

trouble by burying turnips, potatoes, or other

vegetables, well impregnated with Paris green,

in their runs. They attribute their misfortune

to the great destruction of owls, which hereto-

fore are said to have fed chiefly on field mice.

Fruit of the Dwarf Almond. — The

paragraph in a recent number of Meehans'

Monthly, stating that the Dwarf Almond,

Aynygdahis nana, was never known to fruit,

was barely published, before the London (nir-

dencr's Chronicle figured it, the first time it

was ever known to fruit, or as it says, it

fruits so rarely." The husk is very dowiv,

oval, and a little over an inch in length, a'-d

the nut, or •' almond" about the size of a sni -U

plum stone.

FiLEREE.—A correspondent vSuggests that tue

Californians are in fault in the spelling of this

word with two I's. Being of Spanish deri
.

1-

tion it should be •' Fileree." Another corres-

pondent asks what species of the Geraniu'.u

family it refers to. There are two under this

Spanish Mexican name. The most coninun

and most useful is Etodium ciadannm> 1^ ^^

a very useful forage plant, and one of the for-

eign weeds California is thankful for.

TnK Bermuda Lily.—Although not gener-

ally recognized in botanical and horticultural

works, it is simply a fact that nature does not

always place plants in the localities best suited

to their development. Swamp trees, for in-

stance, trees which grow partly in water, grow

a .^reat deal better, more vigorously, and everj^

way apparently more happily, when they can

1)11(1 themselves in dry ground ; for specimens

of maples, willows, sweet gums, and other

sui)posed swamp trees are always found in com-

paratively dry ground. What is known as the

Bermuda Lily is another case in point. This

is a native of Japan, really Lilium longiflonun:

but nowhere does it grow in such luxuriance

as in the island of Bermuda, where it was ac-

cidentally introduced, or escaped from cultiva-

tion a great many years ago. So great is its

Inxuriance, that it has been recognized as a

distinct variety from the Japan plant, and is

known in cultivation as Lilinm Harrisii, hav-

in<:^ been first made known to cultivators about
tell 3'ears ago. by Mr. Harris, an enterprising

llorist in the vicinity of Philadelphia. Many
otntr illustrations might be given to show that

TKitnre does not always arrange that plants

hould naturally be found in places the best

11 i ted to their growth.

FK^llTS S5S ¥E^lTi^PLIES.

American Ash Trees.—All who have had
lo with the various species of Ash which
• been described as native to our country,

-1 have been struck with the great amount
niation. The conductors of this magazine
•often been utterly unable to tell, for in-

"ce, whether they have the white, red, or

n ashes, as they all run so closely together,

;i dividing line has been found utterly im-
ble. B3' a note in the Garden and Forest,

Igium correspondent states that after a

*'il study of American species he has been
pelled to reduce them to about foiir species,

''nus Americana, the white Ash, and
he calls Fraxitius 7iigra, the black Ash,
'nis, quadrangulata, the blue Ash, and

-^niall western one, Fraximis anomala,
one comparatively unknown, which he

'^ Fraxinus Schiedeana, is all that he recog-
". all the rest he relegates to the position

^ub-varieties. Though this arrangement
• 'i probably not be final, it is certainly on the

'^ to propriety. The Carolina Ash seems
^lisiinct enough.

th.

Grasses for Lawns.—Dr. Beal bought a

large number of various "Lawn Grass Mix-

tures," and found that the following grasses

and weeds comprised them,—some kinds in

one, and some in others:

—

June grass.

Rye grass,

Red top.

Sheep's fescue,

Sweet vernal,

Timothy,

Orchard grass.

Bent grass,

Old witeh grass,

Crested dog's tail,

Alsike clover.

White clover,

Laiiee ])laiitain,

Ox-evcd daisy,

Slender rush, with many other small weeds.

It will be seen, by this, how limited we are

to really good lawn grasses, as, of the whole

list, June grass Poa pratensis. Sheep's fescue,

Festncaovina, with, in some special cases, Red

Top Agrostis vulgaris, are the main stay of

most good lawns.

Washing the Trunks of Trees.—No one

who has had successful experience in orchard

management, but fully understands the value

of washing the trunks of the trees in Winter

time. Lime wash colored to prevent the white

glare has been found particularly valuable.

Such care always results in healthy trees,

though few have cared to inquire why? It

is now known that many of the diseases of

fruit trees come from the germs of minute

funguses, which float on the bark and germ-

inate when the proper temperature arrives.

The washes kill the germs. The California

Fruit Groiver recommends the following as an

excellent wash for winter work :

Unslacked lime, 40 pounds ;
sulphur, 20

pounds ; stock salt, 15 pounds ;
water to make

100 gallons.

Directions. — Place 10 pounds of lime and

20 of sulphur in a boiler with 20 gallons of

water, and boil over a brisk fire for not less

than one hour and a half, or until the sulphur

is thoroughly dissolved. When this takes place

the mixture will be of an amber color. Next

place in a cask 30 pounds of unslacked lime,

pouring over it enough hot water to thoroughly

slack it ; and while it is boiling add the 15

pounds of salt. When this is dissolved add to

the lime and sulphur in the boiler and cook for

half an hour longer, when the necessary water

to make 100 gallons should be added.
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Salmon BERRV.—The writer did not know
until the receipt of the following note from Mr.
IvUther Burbank, of Santa Rosa, that the Cali-

fornian Salmon Berry of that section and the
Salmon Berry of the far northern portion of
the Pacific were from plants recognized as dis-

tinct species. Rubus nutkanus is the Salmon
Berry of Alaska,—it dies down annually as the
common raspberry does, and when cultivated
in Philadelphia, dies down under a compara-
tively light frost. In other respects it can be
easily cultivated.

The description of the fruit, its size, varia-

tion, etc., correspond exactly to those de-

scribed in the note,—and the difference in lob-

ing of the leaves, and the more or less woody
character of the one over the other would indi-

cate that local conditions have had much to do
in the evolution of the two species. Mr. Bur-
bank says :

' * I mail you to-day a photograph one-half life

size oi Rubus spedabilis (Botany of California),

the yellow or salmon-colored berry at the left,

and the dark red variety lower down at the right,

see page 57. These are always by everybody on
this coast called " Salmon Berries " though in

Botany oiQd\\ioxn\^ Rubus nutkanus is so called.

The leaves are nearly evergreen—the stalks

perennial, making tree-like plants 12 to 20 feet

high, and trunks 2 to 3 inches in diameter, with
a spreading top ; so that the most common way
of gathering the berries, in many places, is to

take a basket and pick them while on horse
back. Some friends in Mendocino Co. claim
to know of bushes having trunks 10 to 12

inches in diameter. The berries are larger

than any cultured raspberry,—though rather

sofl and insipid when compared with them.
There is a marked difference in the growth, ap-

pearance, and productiveness of the plants, and
in size of berries in different localities. Yet the
light and dark -colored ones are always strik-

ingly distinct (in color only), as are the berries

red ^.n^ yellow of an Elder (Sambucus) growing
in the same places.

Many attempts have been made to cultivate

the Salmon Berry, always everywhere ending
in failure, but lately I have had abundant suc-

cess by planting on moist sandy land. The
crop is always sure and exceedingly abundant.
The plants assume a rounded bush form. The
berries are ripe when other raspberries are in

bloom."

Copper Solutions.— Mr. C. L. Longsdorf,

of Floradale, Pa., would be glad to know wliat

is the experience of fruit growers, with the use

of copper solutions, without having lime or

carbonate of ammonia mixed with it. All tliat

can be said from experience in the Meehans'
nurseries is, that they find lime to discolor

the leaves of roses and other plants grown

under glass. Trees were sprayed with sul-

phate of copper with the use of lime, and

the general result seemed to be entirely satis-

factory. The only report being that sometimes

when the copper solution was too strong, the

leaves of the plants that were sprayed, would

be somewhat injured. Whether or not tliis

was from the absence of lime, cannot positively

be stated. The writer has had no experience

with its use in this simple form in the open

air, and it is this information which is desired.

The Bismark Apple.—A note from Baron

von Mueller, of Melbourne, Australia, in a re-

cent issue of Meehans' Monthly, presents to

our readers the exact history of this apj^le,

which has become so famous in Australia. A
lady of Hartford, Conn., writes that the apple

has been introduced into Germany, and that

her friends in that country tell wonderful tales

of its superior character. They say that it

bears abundantly the first year after grafting,

and that the fruit is remarkably large, ver\'

showy and a fine keeper. She says that there

is another variety in Germany called Bismark,

and that to get the true variety, it has to be

ordered under the name of New Zealand Bis-

mark.

Improvement in Strawberries.—Those of

us who can look back for half a century show lit-

tle enthusiasm over reported improvements in

strawberries. When in our country Hove 's

Seedling first came to us, and we introduced f he

famous Myatt's Seedlings from the old world,

surely they were quite as high flavored, as

productive, and every way as desirable as mi ny

of the famous introductions of to-day. l^iit

they declined, and we had a sort of revival

under Longworth and the Cincinnati Horti-

cultural Society,—but good and really tmc

varieties became scarce. The Albany seed-

ling did much to revive interest in new straw-

berries, but the strongest impulse came from

the Pittsburg strawberry grounds of the R*^"^'

MARY STRAWBERRY

nd Jeremiah Knox, whose success with a

1 cuch variety named Jucunda aroused again a

1 irked interest in strawberry culture every-

where. But its sun also went down. The
^^iiarpless and the Cumberland Triumph had a

3:ood run,—but though to-day they hold their

^ n. they do not seem to be much better than
'se referred to of half a century ago. It

hH's seem as if it is necessary to keep on try-

"»g Tor something new, if only to keep prog-
ress from going backwards. We have been in-

'^ested in one introduced by J. T. Lovett &
'

. which seems to bring us back again at

'east to where the famous Jucunda left us, and

which they have named the " Mary." The il-

lustration has been drawn by the same artist,

Lunzer, who draws for our colored plates, so

we feel sure there is no exaggeration.

It was raised by an amateur, Henry H.

Alley. It is said to be very prolific, and,

unlike many large fruited kinds, has good

firm flesh desirable in a market fruit. A

strawberry will always be a strawberry, and

naturally nature will have some limit to straw-

berry size, but it would be well to take this for

the maximum as yet produced, and then send

word to Meehans' Monthly when a larger

one is found.
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Salmon Berry.—The writer did not know
until the receipt of the following note from Mr.
Luther Burbank, of Santa Rosa, that the Cali-

fornian vSalnion Berry of that section and the
Salmon Berry of the far northern portion of
the Pacific were from plants recognized as dis-

tinct species. RHh?is 7mtka7ius is the Salmon
Berry of Alaska,—it dies down annually as the
common raspberry does, and when cultivated
in Philadelphia, dies down under a compara-
tively light frost. In other respects it can be
easily cultivated.

The description of the fruit, its size, varia-

tion, etc., correspond exactly to those de-

scribed in the note,—and the difference in lob-

ing of the leaves, and the more or less woody
character of the one over the other would indi-

cate that local conditions have had much to do
in the evolution of the two species. Mr. Bur-
bank says :

'• I mail you to-day a photograph one-half life

size oi Riibus spedabilis (Botany of California),

the yellow or salmon-colored berry at the left,

and the dark red variety lower down at the right,

see page 57. These are always by everybody on
this coast called " Salmon Berries " though in

Botany of California Rubus nntkafius is so called.

The leaves are nearly evergreen—the stalks

perennial, making tree-like plants 12 to 20 feet

high, and trunks 2 to 3 inches in diameter, with
a spreading top ; so that the most common way
of gathering the berries, in many places, is to

take a basket and pick them while on horse
back. Some friends in Mendocino Co. claim
to know of bushes having trunks 10 to 12

inches in diameter. The berries are larger

than any cultured raspberry,—though rather
soft and insipid when compared with them.
There is a marked difference in the growth, ap-
pearance, and productiveness of the i)lants, and
in size of berries in different localities. Yet the
light and dark -colored ones are always strik-

ingly distinct (in color only), as are the berries

red Rtidyel/ozc of an Elder (Sambucus) growing
in the same places.

Many attempts have been made to cultivate

the Salmon Berry, always everywhere ending
in failure, but lately I have had abundant suc-

cess by planting on moist sandy land. The
crop is always sure and exceedingly abundant.
The plants assume a rounded bush foruL The
berries are ripe when other raspberries are in

bloom."

Copper Solutions.— Mr. C. L. Longsdorf

of Floradale, Pa., would be glad to know wl at

is the experience of fruit growers, with the 1 .t

of copper solutions, without having lime )r

carbonate of ammonia mixed with it. All tl at

can be said from experience in the Meehans"
nunseries is, that they find lime to discolor

the leaves of roses and other plants gro\vn

under glass. Trees were sprayed with sul-

phate of copper with the use of lime, and

the general rCvSult seemed to be entirely satis-

factory. The only report being that sometimes

when the copper solution was too strong, the

leaves of the plants that were sprayed, would

be somewhat injured. Whether or not this

was from the absence of lime, cannot positively

be stated. The writer has had no experience

with its use in this simple form in the o})en

air, and it is this information which is desind.

The Bismark Apple.—A note from Baron

von Mueller, of Melbourne, Australia, in a re-

cent issue of Meehans' Monthly, presents to

our readers the exact history of this ap]i]e

which has become so famous in Australia. A
lady of Hartford, Conn., writes that the apj-le

has been introduced into Germany, and that

her friends in that country tell wonderful tales

of its superior character. They say that it

bears abundantly the first year after grafting:,

and that the fruit is remarkably large, very

showy and a fine keeper. She says that th( re

is another variety in Germany called Bismark.

and that to get the true variety, it has to he

ordered under the name of New Zealand lis-

mark.

Improvement in Strawberries.—Thos« of

us who can look back for half acentury show .it-

tie enthusiasm over reported improvements in

strawberries. When in our country Hovt s

Seedling first came to us, and we introduced he

famous Myatt's Seedlings from the old wo: d.

surely they were quite as high flavored, is

productive, and every way as desirable as m: iv

of the famous introductions of to-day. 1 'it

they declined, and we had a sort of revi il

under Longworth and the Cincinnati Ho i-

cultural Society,—but good and really t "^

varieties became scarce. The Albany sc- fi-

ling did much to revive interest in new straw-

berries, but the strongest impulse came fr '"

the Pittsburg strawberr}- grounds of the K v

LI
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MARY STRAWBERRY
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ti<l jLTemiah Knox, whose success with a

'ei.ch variety named J ucunda aroused again a

1
»' ked interest in strawberry culture every

-

I't". But its sun also went down. The
i^'plcss and the Cumberland Triumph had a

' '"• run,—but though to day they hold their

^ they do not seem to be much better than
'>e referred to of half a century ago. It

> stem as if it is necessary to keep on try-

.: tor something new, if only to keej) prog-

- troni going backwards. We have been in-

• ^ted in one introduced by J. T. Lovett &
which vSeems to bring us back again at

^^t to where the famous J ucunda left us, and

which they have named the " Mary." The il-

lustration has been drawn by the same artist,

Lunzer, who draws for our colored plates, so

we feel sure there is no exaggeration.

It was raised by an amateur, Henry H.

Alley. It is said to be very prolific, and,

unlike many large fruited kinds, has good

firm fiesh desirable in a market fruit. A

strawberry will always be a strawberry, and

naturally nature will have some limit to straw-

berry size, but it would be well to take this for

the maximum as yet produced, and then send

word to Meehans' Monthly when a larger

one is found.

intentional second exposure
j^^sm^'
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NATIVE COURAGE.
Caiild blew the bitter biting north
Upon thy early humble birth,—
Yet cheerfully thou glinted forth

Amid the storm,
Scarce reared above the parent earth

Thy tender form.

The flaunting flowers our gardens yield.
High sheltering woods and wa's maun shield '

But thou, beneath the random bield
O* clod or stane, ,

Adorn'st the histie stibble-field,

Unseen, alane.

—Burns to a Daisy.

An Old Cemetery.—William Young.—
Possibly the oldest cemetery on this continent,
is a plot of about a quarter of an acre, now
known as Leech's burial ground, in the
Twenty-seventh Ward of Philadelphia. It is
close to where the old building stood till re-
cently, in which Wilson the ornithologist
taught school, and also near the famous Gar-
den of Bartram the botanist. It was, indeed,
established by a co-temporary of Bartram,
Wm. Young, who was a competitor with
Bartram in collecting and sending Amer-
ican plants to Europe. It is certainly two
hundred years since the first interment, and
Young in his will bequeathed two and a half
acres forever to his family for burial purposes,
constituting his grandsons and grandaughter,
the Leech's, his executors for the purpose, ex-
pressly declaring that neither they nor their
successors should ever have any right to sell
it. A stone over his grave states that he was
"the founder of this repository of those who
around him sleep in solemn silence. " Another
stone records the burial place of Elizabeth
Young, who died November 21, 1777. Young
obtained the title of " King's Botanist,'* with
a yearly annuity, much to the discomfort of
Bartram, who under date of September 23,
1764, wrote to Peter Collinson, ' my neighbor
Young's sudden preferment has astonished
great part of our inhabitants. They are daily
talking to me about him, that he has got more
honor by a few miles traveling to pick up a

(62)

few common plants, than I have by near thirty

years' travel, with great danger and peril. It

is shocking that plants you have had * *

should be esteemed at court new discoveries."

On the 15th of September following we find

him, however, sending plants **by my nei^li

bor Young" to Collinson. He gives an opin-

ion to Collinson, that if Young could be " put

under Dr. Hill's care he will make a botanist,

as he is very industrious and hath a good share

of ingenuity. " He is anxious to have a box

sent to the King, " not that I depend on liav-

ing any such preferment as Young had," but

to see whether his new plants would grow in

England as well as Young's old and well-known

ones. This appears, however, to have brought

an annuity to John, for by a letter from Col-

linson, February 10, 1767, reference is made
to the plants sent to " our gracious King,"

and that the annuity will be regularly paid.

Collinson deprecates Young's expensive pleas-

ures in the old world and despairs of his mak-

ing a name as a botanist. Young, however,

kept up sending plants after Bartram secius

to have mostly given it up, for Dr. Fother<iill,

writing to Marshall in 1771, praises the man-

ner in which Young packed his plants, and

wonders whether John Bartram is still send ng

more, and remarks, •* Young is very diligtiit,

and has glutted the market with tulip trees ;:nd

the like." He makes other points al ut

Young, that he "indiscreetly" put his plants

and seeds into the hands of an improper person,

and Fothergill is " sorry for Young. " Bartr m
died about this time, that is September 22,

1777, in his seventy-eighth year. In thissa ne

old cemetery stands the original tree of 'he

•' Kingsessing" Pear, which one time 1 rid

great popularity, and is yet regarded as go d,

to say the least, as many that have replaud

it in popular estimation. Young's house iias

been for many years used as a poor substit^ite

for a public school. As no one in the woild

owns land absolutely, but under govermenlal

regulations,—it is not likely this plot \^ilJ

stand "for ever."

i:nglish Names of the Wii^d Carrot.—
The misfortune of English names, or common
names, to our flowers, is that the names are

not permanent. An3'one who pleases can give

any name he likes, no matter how many names
the plant may have had before, and it is this

that brings about the confusion. It is not so

nuioli that there is any objection to pretty Eng-
lish names for plants, but for the continual

( han<]:e which the free naming by every one

entails. A valued exchange in noticing the

recent remarks in Meehans' Monthly on the

Wild Carrot suggests that "Queen Anne's Lace
Mower " is probably intended ; but it is more
than likeh' that if this name had been used in

ihv ])aragrapli, not one reader of the magazine
in a thousand would have known what was
referred to. Another correspondent notes that

tlie common Golden Bell of our gardens

—

For-
sythia viridissima—is known in Arkansas as

( Golden Rod ; but if a resident of Arkansas
were to send to any eastern nursery, he would
be mortified to receive in return, some such a

plant as was recently figured in Mekhans'
Monthly. Can any one tell, with numerous
En^^lish names to a single plant, how such con-
fnsion is to be avoided ? Our correspondent,
by the way, thinks that the name would be far

tiiore appropriate to the Golden Bell than to the
ordinary (iolden Rods. It might be said in

re:<ard to this that the original Golden Rod
Nvas a species known in Europe as Solidago
>.:anrea. This species has an inflorescence

nmch like a Golden Rod ; and one having
n so named all subsequent species had to

'\V.

each other. A branch has been established

especially for the devotees of ferns. It is called

the Linuccan Fern Bulletin. One dollar a y<.ar,

to^Irs. D. T. Dershimer. vSquareTop. Wyoming
Co., Pa., makes one a member.

KRN Chapter of the Agassiz Associa-
^-—An interesting and exhilirating feature

^ botanical study is collecting plants, learning
- 11" names, and arranging them in herbari-

'^ This practice leads to the detection of
'- rences, and making comparisons,—facul-

^

- essential to successful botanical pursuits.
'

• i'^rtunately many rest here. It is in a
^ -owledge of the structure, behavior, and
"^neral history of plants that the real pleasure
'

' '>otany begins. Books will put the student
'
n the track, but only a loving acquaintance

j^Jth the plant itself will open to us the true
li'^^'irt of the plant's life. The chapters of the
' gassiz Association issue small pamphlets in
^^iich the members let out their love secrets to

The Beautiful Flower Garden.—We all

know that there is such a thing as Winter

time and vSpring time, but it puzzles the

sharpest to decide when Winter ends and

Spring begins. Meehans' Monthly resolves

itself into a magazine of genuine information,

in which " reading notices " which are usually

paid-for advertisments in some shape or an-

other, shall never appear. But it is sometimes

as diflicult to draw the line between what is

or what is not a reading notice, and what is

genuine news, as to divide between Winter

and Spring. W. Atlee Burpee & Co. issue a

very expensive book at nominal j)rices, but of

course incidentally to help their business.

Their instructive book, " The Beautiful Flower

Garden," would be favorably noticed in ordi-

nary reviews, as particularly valuable and in-

structive if a good sum were charged for it.

Meehans' Monthly has decided to give

these gentlemen the benefit of the doubt.

Small minded people are apt to think nursery

and seeds men sell more when seeds fail. But

when they spend so much money on a book

like this, solely to instruct and favor success ;

such silly notions should surely fade away.

Around the World.—As announced in

Meehans* Monthly, Profes.sor Heilprin's

geographical venture which was to appear soon,

has now been issued. Beautifully printed and

aptly illustrated, it gives pleasure in itself

aside from its instructiveness. There is much

in it that will particularly interest our readers.

The picture of the peak of Orizaba, which

by the way. Prof. Heilprin was the first to

accurately measure, shows the character of the

vegetation of the foothills,—while another

picture gives some forest scenery of the now

famous Hawaiian Islands.

A Great Work on Pomolo(;y.—Mr. H. E.

Van Deman, formerly pomologist in the I'nited

States Department of Agriculture is contem-

plating a great work similar to that of the late

Charles Downing on Fruits and Fruit Trees of

America.
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The PI.ANTS OF the Sierra Nevada.—Mr.
Geo. Hansen, of Jackson, Amador Co., Cal.,
has made a collection of, and dried, the plants
of the Sierra Nevada, and has already made
sets of some 600 species, 400 of which have
been named by Prof. Greene, who finds a
large number to be entirely new. There are
no valley plants in the collection, all having
been gathered from between 2000 and 9000 feet
elevation. Prof. Hansen's original idea was,
as stated last year in Meehans ' Monthi^y, to
have his plants for tourists, who usually like
to take away with them mementoes of their
travels,--just as travelers in Switzerland can
bring away from there accurately named plants
of that region. Mr. Hansen deserves the thanks
of all lovers of botany for introducing this ex-
cellent practice, to aid the pleasures of tourists
in California.

The Trillium Plate.—Whether it was be-
cause friends took the opportunity while re-
newing subscriptions to praise the Trillium
plate may be a question. But it was univer-
sally regarded as a remarkably fine piece of
artistic work. The praise is grateful. The
conductors believe that nothing like the whole
make-up of Meehans' Monthly has ever been
given at the same price, in any part of the
world,—nor is it believed that anywhere in the
world would it be more cordially supported.
If Americans are proud of the work, the con-
ductors are proud of Americans.

Primitive Names. — The consternation
which some botanists have raised in pressing
the duty of abandoning many universally ac-
cepted plant names, and adopting for general
use more primitive ones, is spreading to other
departments of learning. It is found that the
whole English language is in the same unfor-
tunate condition as the language of botany.
It is proposed to abandon «'thinks,*' "walks,"
•'listens," freezes," etc., for "thinketh'*'
"walketh," -listeneth," " freezeth," etc., ks
having a much prior claim to our regard.

(64)

Condensation.—As the readers of ]\Iee-

HANS' Monthly know, the magazine took a

new departure in giving condensed instead of

elaborate treatises. The conductors believe

that what appears in one number could legiti-

mately be spread over several. In these busy
days, time is an important element in a happy
life. And yet it is not so easy to save sub-

scribers time in this way. It is an art that

can only be learned by knowledge and exper-

ience.

Alphonse De Candolle, says, in one of

his more recent works, "C'est dans Part de

dire beaucoup en peu de mots qu'il y a le plus

de difference d'un auteur a I'autre, au point

de vue de la phytographie. '
*

Schools of Horticulture.—In the Old
World Horticulture has a broader meaning
than in America, where it is often confined to

fruit raising or market gardening. On the

table before the writer is an engraving of the

school at Soissons, France, sent by Mr. Charles

Joly. It is a model of landscape gardening,
while keeping in view the more utilitarian

features of the gardening art. It is rare even
in the Old World, to find beauty and utility so

happily combined.

Justice to an Advertiser.—The publish-
ing department desires to tender an apology to

Mr. Parry, of Parry, New Jersey, for the ac i-

dental omission of his advertisement in the

March issue. It must have been aggravating,
as March is a grand advertising month. The
department can only hope that this notice may
give additional attention to the advertisenu nt

of this eminent firm in the present issue.

American Qowshiv. —Dodecatheon Meadia,
the American cowslip, one of the most beauti-

ful of our wild flowers, and which is part of

the flora of our country, from California to

Alaska, and from thence eastwardly to the

Mississippi, will form the chief text for the

wild flower article in our next issue.

SITUATIONS WANT£D.
\fivertisements under this head, not exceeding: 5" words,

ss . ; he inserted once for 50 cents, or three times for $1.25.

A reliable and thoroughly posted man, with inside

and outside work wants a position indoors, in a

Seed, Plant or Nurser}' establishment, conitnencing

with the New Year. Could acceptably fill position

as Superintemlent of a Cemetery. Address, T. J.,

care Thomas Median & Sons; Germantown, Phila.

(^ARDENERS—on our register will be found
^^ the iiames of Competent Gardeners, adapted
for all positions, and we will take pleasuie in send-
ing these to any one requiring their services. Cor-
respondence solicited. Henry A. Dreer, Seedsman
and Florist, 714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Chrysanthemums
Cannas *f Begonias

SEED OF EITHER. 25 CIS. per packet. Price list free.

T. H. SPAULDING, Orange, N. J.

TnANSPL'
SOLID STEEL-
6 INCH BLADE

3 Sizes

I ••.ruit*

»ijtny|^

Cleves' Steel Trowels
1

STEEL DIBBERS, 4 SIZES.
Sold by leading dealers.

W. B. CLEVES, Pat. and Mf'r.,
Kinghaintoii, N. Y.

QARDENER—strictly first-class, married, one
^^ child

; 17 years practical experience in green-
houses, graperies, roses, vegetables, flowers, lawns,
etc Can take full charge of gentleman's country
place. Highest references. Address, William Rob-
erts, 49 Greenwich Avenue, New York City.

USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
I'or Pamphlet on ** Bugs and Blight," address

B. HAMMOND, Fishkillon-Hud.son, N. Y.

, EVERGREENS.
J I>arK'«'f*t8t<«'k in Amer
'J

Ica.iiicludinK

i^> Colorado Blue Spruce
and Douglas Spruce
of Colorado.
Aico Orrxainmtal,

Shuiit (in<l Furfist I'rees.

Tree Sent.t, Etc.

WuuLi'ipiii, 111.

Trees ^"^ Shrubs

Parsons & Sons Co.,

LTD.

Kisscna Nurseries, Flushing, N. Y.

LATEST NOVELTIES IN

ROSES, PHLOX, POPPIES, IRISES, PAEONIES,
PYRETHRUMS, DELPHINIUMS, ETC.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA, ROSA WICHURAIANA

^ italogues, 228 pages, fully describing the most unique collection of hardy plants in America. The
set for 5 two-cent stamps.

THE READING NURSERY
Established in 1854

JACOB W. MANNING, Proprietor

READING, MASS.

IT/^££6\
Fruit and Ornainentnl. Cnrinff PlantiniT
Grapes, .shrubs. Rosea lor w|Jilll5 fiailllilgi

Handsome new
ItiO puce

Awarded Several Meilals at the Wnrld'x fhir. Catalopu*' /Vee

EUwanger & Bsirry,-''ii^SZ:^r"Xt'-



Established 1824

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

My Annual Priced Catalogue is now ready and
mailed free to all applicants. It contains all the

leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FARM AND FLOWER SEEDS,

besides all the desirable novelties of last season,

and nearly everything else in my line of business.

ALFRED BRIDGEMAN,
37 EAST 19th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

sind to THE MOON
Company

For f TREES, SHRUBS, VINES.
Your j and SMALL FRUITS.
Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue Free.

THE WM. H. MOON CO.,
Morrisville, Pa.

1-MORE THAN-^nrrA
.ooo>oooTREES

Fruit and Ornamental. SlIRniS, VINES,
ROSES, etc., in over 1,000 Varieties.Neiv and Rare, i -^ —
Old &; Reliable. I

'^^^^^^ '"'«"' ^^'^^-^^^talogues.

W. S. L.ITTL.E &. CO., Kochester, N. Y.,
or Tiii Kxcliunge Place, N. Y. Citv.

GOmiBTOBIES, HBEEIIHOUSES, PjlLill HODSES,
IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph;;Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

HITCHINGS St CO.
ESTABLISHED 1844.

GREENHODSE HEATING AND VENTILATING. HORTICDLTORAL ARCHITECTDRE AND BDILDIHG

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION
.tiir.,.S^*l-t^?**"/®"*

Con«ervatorle8. Palm Houses, Graperies, etc.. Constructed Complete, or Structural Iron Work
HlWwii?f^t^*°/i/r*o.>o"-^ Plans and Specifications furnished on application; also estimkte of cosLHITCHINGS & CO.. 233 Mercer Street, N. Y. City. Send 4 cents postage for illustrated catalogue.

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and Estimates furnished
on application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDEPS

FRONTtVIEW OF A PORTION OF OUR EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S FAIR

SEND FOUR CENTS POSTAGE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
Mention "Meehans* Monthly." LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-on-Hudsoiip N. Y.

^ riaule's Seeds • •

i r)UR NEW SEED BOOK contains not

^ only everything new worth havinj<,

^ hut the cream of all the good old stand-

A hyes in Vegetable, Flower, Field and
^ (irass Seeds, as well as Flowering Plants,

Bulbs, Small Fruits, Fruit Trees, etc. It

is mailed free to those desiring to pur-

chase, to olliers on receipt of live 2-cent

stamps, whicli does not covtr lialf its

cost. A few of its special features : .'»y,3

illustrations, S*i'^30 in (^asli Prizes, etc.,

etc. Address

WM. HENRY MAULE,
1711 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHOICE 50c.
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Set .1-10 Elegant H(»sea 50c
" P-lOliOVclyCarmition lMiiks...60c
" O— 10 I'nzo ('hry.^autbemuiii8...ij<lc
** 1I~4 Superb French <'anmis 50c
** K.—S(it*raniums,(loul>le& tiinglefjOc
•* 111-24 Fin«GliulluM,t1fr. size fiOc
•* »-H Tuhcroso tlowerinK bulbs. .50c
** T~-i\ Fu(-lisiiiAaiiii2 B«>;onla8.. . .50c
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Seeds
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growers for over half a century. They are
Hure to gro%iv, true to name, and will
save you money and disappointment If

sown in the Garden, Farm, or Oreen-
iiouse. This is the year for

Economy
In the Garden.
Send two stamps for DREER'S GAR-
DEN CALENDAR for lNtf4, and make
money by getting the best only. Describes
everything NEW and OI-D in SEEDS,
PLANTS and BULBS, it gives de.scrip-

tions in cumvatlng, is richly Illustrated
in addi t ion to large colored plates on cover.

HENRY A. DREER,
714 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

ifwiiei^f^^

New Edition, rewritten and greatly enlarged. A guide

to the amateur in the Fruit, Vegetable, and Flower Garden,

with full descriptions for the Greenhouse. Cou.servatory and

Window Garden. It meets the wants of all classes, in country,

city and village, who keep a garden for their own enjoyment

rather than for the sale of products. By I'eter Henderson.

Finely Illustrated. Cloth, 12mo. 92.00

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS,

Germantown, Pa.

Maulers Seeds
A UE now recognized l)y all enterprising,

progressive gardeners as the stand-

ard for quality. We have made hard-time
prices on all our goods this season. Here
are a few sample.s: 10 IbM. of Onion
Seed, SlO.OOt 'iO Beautiful Flo^verluK
Plants, Sl.OO; O packetH of the C'ltolr-

est Flower Novelties, !.'> crikts; tlie

best 8el«'ctlon of Fruit Trees nnd
Small Fruits ever olTered, 9'^.50, etc.,

etc. You cannot aflTord, whether you huy
10 cents or 810.00 worth of seeds annually,

to be without this hook. It is mailed free

to all intending luiyers; lo others on re-

ceipt of five tv\o-<'ent stamps. Address

WM. HENRY MAULE,
1711 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.



Correspondence.

The Meehan Nurseries.

To the Editor of Garden and Forest:

Sir,—A visit to Mr. Meehan 's nursery, in

Germantown, a suburb of Philadelphia, will

well repay a lover of trees. In no other estab-

lishment are American trees and shrubs raised

in such numbers. Long ago Mr. Meehan rec-

ognized two facts—that the climate of eastern

America is particularly suited to deciduous-

leaved plants, which grow more satisfactorily

here than in any other country of the world,

and that American plants are the best for

America ; so for years he has been busy in

raising American Oaks, Maples, Ashes, Dog-
woods, and scores of other plants which can

only be obtained in large quantities from his

nursery. Cornus florida, which is one of the

most beautiful of all hardy flowering trees, is

raised by hundreds of thousands. Trees not

often seen in nurseries, like our Nyssa or

Tupelo, the Sassafras, the Persimmon and the

Sycamore, are raised here in numbers, as are

all our Magnolias and the Tulip tree. But the

nursery is by no means exclusively devoted to

the cultivation of American plants ; many
exotic species are cultivated on a large scale,

and it is certainly within bounds to say that

the stock of young plants of the beautiful Japa-
nese Viburnum plicatum is larger than can be

found in all other American and European
nurseries combined.
The Germantown nurseries contain a number

of remarkable and interesting plants. Here is

the original plant of the now well-known weep-

ing Cornus florida, divScovered in the woods
near Baltimore, and the original plant of

Halesia Meehani, a chance seeding raised by
Mr. Meehan, and figured in Garden and
Forest (see vol. v., p. 535). I noticed, also, a

beautiful small specimen of a very distinct

weeping variety of Prunus serotina and a

fastigiate form of Picea Engelmanni, produced
from a graft brought by Mr. Meehan from the

timber-line on Gray's Peak, in Colorado ; this

is a compact, dense pyramid eight feet high,

with very glaucous leaves, and, altogether, one
of the most distinct and interesting conifers of

recent introduction.

One of the best plants in the United States

or Europe of the Japanese and northern China
Quercus dentata can be seen here ; it is fully

thirty feet high, with a stout, well-formed

trunk and spreading branches. The hardiness

and value here of this handsome and very dis-

tinct tree appear to be demonstrated. Here,

too, is the finest specimen of Cedrela Sinensis

I have seen, a shapely plant nearly thirty feet

high, which has flowered freely this year. A
split in the trunk indicates, however, that it is

not destined to grow to a great age, and shows,

what has been noticed before, that Cedrela

lacks the hardiness and constitution which
make the Ailanthus, from the same region of

northern China, one of the most valuable of all

trees. In general appearance the two trees are

not unlike, but the leaves of Cedrela are with

out the glands which characterize those oT

Ailanthus, and the flowers are produced in

long hanging racemes. Near the Cedrel;

stands one of the best plants of Hovenia dulcis

which can be seen outside of Japan. It is a

slender tree thirty feet high, with spreading;

branches and a flat top, and has flowered pro

fusely this year. There is a large specimen,

too, of Zizyphus vulgaris, the Jujube -tree, cov

ered with half-grown fruit ; this beautiful tree,

a native also of northern China, appears per-

fectly hardy in Germantown ; it is well worth

a place on every lawn for the beauty of its lus-

trous pinnate leaves. A remarkable plant of

Pterostyrax hispidum is more than twenty- five

feet hi^h, with a tall straight trunk and wide-

spreading branches loaded with its ripening

fruit. ^ ^t * ^e ^ ^ *

Of plants in flower in the nursery nothing

was so beautiful and interesting as Gordonia

Altamaha, the rarest of all North American
trees. Discovered long ago in Georgia by the

Philadelphia botanist, Bartram, it has not been

seen growing naturally for nearly a century,

and has only been preserved through culti-

vated plants. Mr. Meehan grows it exten-

sively, fully appreciating its value and the

beauty of its large, fragrant, white flowers,

which resemble those of a single flowered Ca-

mellia, and continue to open for a long time in

succession at midsummer, and of its large lus-

trous leaves which in autumn assume the most

brilliant scarlet tints. Great masses of this

plant may be seen near Horticultural Hall,

in Fairmount Park, where it appears perfectly

at home. It is strange that it is so rarely

found in our gardens. No other summer-
blooming hardy shrub or small tree at all

equals it in beauty.
The comparatively new Rose, Madame

Georges Bruant, I saw in flower here for the

first time ; it is a hybrid, raised at Poitiers by a

nurseryman named Bruant, between the Japan-

ese Rosa rugosa and the Tea-rose, Sombreuil.

It is a vigorous-growing plant, with clustered,

fragrant white flowers and pale glaucous foliage;

it is very distinct from other hybrids raised

from Rosa rugosa, and as it appears to be a

free and constant bloomer it may be expected

to prove a decided acquisition.

Among the Conifers, which are much le s

grown than deciduous-leaved plants, were two

of much interest; one of these was a larL,e

plant of Retinospora squarrosa, a plant which

deceived such a good botanist as Maximowic/,
who considered it a species, but which here has

entirely grown out of its juvenile squarrose-

leaved form with the exception of two lowtT

branches, and displays its true character,

showing that it is only a juvenile form of

Retinospora pisifera. The second was a plant

of the so-called Retinospora ericoides growir?

into its mature form and showing that this

plant, which has been weighed down with a

dozen names, is only a juvenile state of the

common Arbor-vit^E (Thuya occiden talis). S.

From Garden and Forest, September 6, 1893.
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CorrcspondcM^cc.

'1 lie Mcchan Nurs(M-ics.

To the Ivditor of (^ardicn and Im)ri;sT:

vSir, -A visit to Mr. Median's nursery, in

Cierniantown, a subntb of Thiladelphia, will

well rei)ay a lover of trees. In no other estal)-

lishnient are American trees and shrubs raivScd

in such numbers. Lon*^ aj^o Mr. Meehan rec-

ognized two facts— that the climate of eastern

America is particularlv suited to deciduous-

leaved plants, which jLj^rovv more satisfactorily

liere than in any other countr}' of the world,

and that American jilants are the best for

America ; so for years he has been busy in

raising American Oaks, Maples, Ashes, Dog-

woods, and scores of other plants which can

only be obtained in large quantities from his

nursery. Cornus llorida, which is one of the

most beautiful of all hardy llowering trees, is

raised by hundreds of thousands. Trees not

often seen in nurseries, like our Xyssa or

Tupelo, the vSassafras, the rersimmon and the

Sycamore, are raised here in numbers, as are

all our Magnolias and the Tulij) treL\ Hut the

nurser3' is by no means exclusively devoted to

the cultivation of American plants ; many
exotic species are cultivated on a large scale,

and it is certainly within bounds to say that

the stock of young ])lants of the beautiful Japa-

nese X'iburnum ])licatuni is larger than can be

found in all otlier American and Ivuropean

nurseries combined.
The (Vermantown nurseries contain a number

of remarkable and inteivsting ])lants. Here is

the original ])lant of the now well-known weep-

ing Cornus llorida, discovered in tlie woods
near Haltimoie. and the original plant of

llalesia Meehani, a chance seeding raised by
Mr. Meehan. and figured in (;aki)i;n and
lu)Ki:sT (See vol. v., p. 5.;5). I noticed, also, a

beautiful small si)ecimen of a very distinct

wee])ing variety of rrunus serotina and a

fastigiate form of Ticea ICngelmanni. i)roduced

from a graft brought by Mr. Meehan from the

timl)er-line on (nay's Teak, in Colorado; this

is a comi)act, dense ])yraniid eight feet high,

with verv glaucous leaves, and, altogether, one

of the most distinct and interesting conifers of

recent intnuluction.

One of the best plants in the United States

or lvun)i)e of the Ja})anese and northern China
Ouercus dentata can be seen here : it is fully

tliirtv feet high, with a stout, well-formed

trunk and spreatling branches, 'i'he hardiness

and value here of this handsome and very dis-

tinct tree appear to be demonstrated. Here,

too. is the finest specimen c^f Cedrela Sinensis

I have seen, a shapely ])lant nearly thirty feet

liiilh. which has llowered freelv this vear. A
Sj>lit in the trunk indicates, however, that it is

not destined to grow to a great age. and shows,

what has been noticed before, that Cedrela

lacks the hardiness and constitution which
make the Ailanthus. from the same regiim of

tu^rthern China, ouq of the most valuable of all

trees. In general ap])earance the two trees are

not unlike, but the leaves of Cedrela are wit!

out the glands which characterize those (

Ailanthus, and the llowers are i)roduced i

long hanging racemes. Near the Cedrel

stands one of the best i)lants of Ilovenia dulci

which Ciin be seen outside of Ja])an. It is

slender tree thirty feet high, with spreadiii

branches and a llat to]), and has llowered ])i<

fusely this year. There is a large si)eciiiu.M

too, of Zizyphus vulgaris, the Jujube-tree, co-

ered with iialf-grown fruit; this beautiful trtA

a native also of norlhern China, appears \k'

fectly hardy in Germantown ; it is well wort

a place on every lawn for the beauty of its lll^

trous ])innate leaves. A remarkable jjlaiil

rterostyrax hispidum is more than twenty fiv

feet high, with a tall straight trunk and wi<li

s])readiiig branches loaded with its rii)enir

fruit. '^
"^' * '' * ^

'

Of i)lants in flower in the nursery nothii ^

was so beautiful and interesting as (lordoi; i

Altamaha. the rarest of all North Americ >

trees. Discovered long ago in Georgia by li.

Philadeli)hia botanist. Hartram, it has not be^ i:

seen growing naturally for nearly a centui

'

and has only been preserved through cull:

vated j)lants. Mr. Meehan grows it extei;

sively, fully appreciating its value and tli--

beauty of its large, fragrant, white Howe:

which resemble those of a single llowered ^

niellia, and continue to open for a long tinu-

succession at midsummer, and of its large b -

trous leaves which in autumn assume the ni' '

brilliant scarlet tints, (^.reat masses of tl

plant may be seen near Horticultural lb'

in I'airmount Park, where it ap])ears perfect

at home. It is strange that it is so ran

found in our gardens. No other sumni'

blooming hardy shrub or small tree at

ecpials it in beauty.
The comparatively new Ko.se, Madai

Georges Hruant. I saw in llower here for t

first time ; it is a hybrid, raised at Poitiers b;.

nur.seryman named Hruant, between the Ja]».
-

ese Rosa rugosa and the Tea-rose, Sombrer
It is a vigorous-growing ])lant, with clusten

fragrant white llowers and jiale glaucous folia.

it is very distinct from other hybrids rai-

from Rosa rugosa. ami as it appears to Ix

free and constant bloomer it may be expect

to i)rove a decided acquisition.

Among the Conifers, which are much 1'

grown than deciduous-leaved plants, were t. '

of much interest; one of tluse was a lat

plant of Retinos])ora scjuarrosa, a i^lant win

deceived such a good botanist as ^laximow.
who considered it a species, but which here

'

entirely grown out of its juvenile scpiarrc

leaved form with the exception of two lev

branches, and displays its true charact

showing that it is only a juvenile form

Retinosi)ora pisifera. The second was a ])1

of the so called Retinospora ericoides grow
into its mature form and showing that t. -

plant, which has been weighed down with ^

dozen names, is only a juvenile state ot t

common Arbor-vit;c (Thuya occideiitalis). S

I'rom L>\!>iicn ,ind Fotfst, September 6, 1*93.
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within the scope of the paper.

The best journal of its important kind —Phila. Press.

"The foremost journal of its clas.s."—.^o5/o« Hetald.

"A delightful weekly companion."- ^(flr/*'*'j Weekly.

It easily leads all similar journals in this country, if not in

all countries.

—

Boston Transctipt.

The engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare

\
trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes— ^V. }'. Eietting Post.,

It sustains the high character which it assumed from its

commencement, and has no rival in its fi^\^.— Springfield

Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application.

Garden and Forest Publishing Co. '"'^^^ ^Srk"'

HEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY.
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Grow
Your
OwnRoses

Everybody can do so if they have

tlie Dingee & Conard Roses to

grow, and their 1894

"Guide to Rose Culture*'
to direct. This book will assist

you in selecting and caring for all

kinds of flowers. It overcomes all

the difficulties of growing flowers

—lets you right into the secrets of

the expert florist. It will pay you
to see it. Sent free upon applica-

tion, together with a sample copy
of our interesting magazine—the

only one entirely devoted to flori-

culture—"Success With Flowers."

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.,
Rose Growers and Seedsmen,

West Grove, Pa.
J

What u wonderful tiling i» a live need.
Iruniaturo, old or dead it may look the Huuie.
How to know ? Old gardeners say tliat

4ee<Ugrm
This Is the proofof life. When grown we give
our word you will l)e satisfied—your success
is ou rs. BI R 1» I-: II'S FA Ii;>I ANNtA L
for ]894t \T2. ixiiieK, tells all about the Best
tSefdx that Grow. The newspapers call it the
Lfddiny American Seed Catalo{iue. Yours

\

free for the asking if you plant seeds.

W.ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,Phi/ade/ph/a.

When You
Hardy Plants

Get them from a Hardy Climate, from a Rich Soil where
they have room to grow. Plants from a crowded Nursery
are too much like the children of a crowded tenement.
What better warrant for hardiness in a plant, shrub or
tree could be desired than that it was grown in Vermont?
The very climatic conditions that clothe her hills witli

forests, and fields with verdure, that bid defiance to the
fiercest wintry blasts, are the conditions needed to produce
a liardy stook. My catalogue contains such a selection
as suits every climate where hardiness is desired. Write
for it.

F. H. HORSFORD, Charlotte.Vt.

EDWARD CAMPBE

L/INDSC/IPE /IRCniTECT /IND ENQINEEK
ARDMORE, PA.

Sketch plans and planting maps prepared, and suggestions given for the laying out and improvemen*

of country and suburban residences, public parks and grounds of every description.

Grounds laid out and their construction undertaken by contract or day labor, and carried out undc

strict personal supervision. The choice grouping and effective arrangement of trees and shrubs has beci

made"a special study. Trees furnished and planted by experienced workmen.

DrainlDg Plans and Surveys. Fine Crushed Stone for Walks and Carriage Drives.

HOT WATER HEATING
Q&S^HaauSBS and HWE^X^XiIfilQfi

«A »»

BOILERS, PIPES, FITTINGS, ETC.

Frederic O'Neill
6d!N. Seventh Street and 2116 Race Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

HIRES & CO., Limited, f LARGE STOCK
LOW PRICES

Manufacturers and
Importers

PLATE WINDOW

Colored and Knameled Glass.
Liooking Glas8.

French Slieet.
English Sheet.

Removed to 626 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
rACTORICS:

ttUINTON. N. 4.

The only House in Philadelphia that car-
ries a lull Stoclt of Polished Plate Glass.

IT WILL PAY YOU to send for our new cat

logue, which tells of Hardy Trees, Slirubs
Plants. Roses, Fruit, and our special stock <

Rhodoaendrons. It will interest all who are into:

estcd in such matters.

ANDORRA NURSERIES, ?HrCr."'pa
Wm. Warnir Harper, manaocr

Plants, Seeds, Bulbs, Amaryllis, Cact*
Orchids, Native Seeds, etc.

MHS. THEODOSIA B. SHEPHHHD

Ventura-OD-the-Sea, Cal.

!

Send 10 cts. for fine new descriptive Catalogue. Mention pap^

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, PLEASE MENTION MEEHANS' MONTHLY.
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ISSUED MONTHLY, $2.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE, SINGLE COPY 20 CENTS.
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^
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0«i«mantotxin, Philadelphia.
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Heehans' thomas
Monthly heehan&sons,
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY Qermantown, Phila.

Subscription Price $2.00 per year.

$1.00 for Six Months. Back Numbers 20 cts. Each.

Two Subscriptions for $3.50 per Year.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

Forms close on the 20th of each [Month,

preceding date of issue.

Address all Correspondence relating both to

Editorial and Advertising matter, to

THOIMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Publishers

Germantown, Phila., Pa.

Just THREE DOLLARS is

all it will cost you this month

for the Cosmopolitan Magazine

and Good Housekeeping, one

year each. To secure these

two publications for one year

for that sum, send this month

THREE DOLLARS to GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING, Springfield.

Mass.

Seed, tubers and roots. Now is the time to plant hardy varieti
of pond lilies, sow seeds of all kinds ; also Nelunibiums. Seed of re
white and blue Water Lilies and three varieties of Nelunibium for |i..
Start tubers of tropical varieties indoors. This mode is very satis (

tory. Zanzibar Lily tubers, 50 cents each. My Columbian novelt

j
now ready for distribution. Prices and catalogues on application.

^^JML XFIICKE«, CLIF-XON, N^ a.

An Old Fashioned Garden
of hardy herbaceous plants can still be set out bv using our stock.
We have twenty-five best sorts, strono- plants i'n three and four
nicli pots. These plants will bloom profusely this summer.

List on AppMcation

Thomas Meehan & Son;
Germantown, Philada.

C
LANDRETHS'

ARDEriirIC OPERATIONS FOR MAY
During the past month the hardier vegetables have been

sown, and by the middle of the present one all will have
been put in.

Beans, Bash, plant for succession ; Landreths* Scarlet
are the best. Lima, Carolina, Se(>k no Further, and other
Pole Boans may now be planted. Be«'ts, Long, aow. Cab-
bage, set out plants and sow seed for Autumn supply
Sugar Corn, plant. Pepper, plant. Carrot, Nantes, sow
Cauliflower in frames, remove classes. Celery, weed and
sow more. Crops which have failed when ftrsi sowd, repeat
sowings. Cucumber, Jersey Pickle, plant. Lettuce. Re.
liable, Largest of All, and Dutch Butter, sow in drills to
stand, thin out to four inches. Melons, plant ; the best is
Landreths* Boss and Long Light Icing: among Citrons
or Muskmelons the Extra Early is the ftrst to ripen Par-
snips, thin out. if ready.

Sendfor Landreths' Illustrated Catalogue of Garden Flower
and Field Seeds.

Horticultural Implttmentt and Tools In great variety.

D. Lanrtretb & Sons
SEED AND IMPLEMENT WAREHOUSE

Nos. ai and 23 South Sixth Street
Pliiladelphia, Pa.

Branch Store, Delaware Avenue and Arch Streets.

Established 1824

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

My Annual Priced Catalogue is now ready a

mailed free to all applicants. It contains all i

leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FARM AND FLOWER SEEDS,
besides all the desirable novelties of last seaso
and nearly everything else in my line of busiuc

AI.FRED BRIDGEMAN,
37 EAST j9th STREET, NEW YORK CIT

AGENTS llOadayathome
selling LIGHTNING PLAt*^«
and plating .Jewelry, Watoh"*.
Tableware, Bicycles, etc. Pla"*s

lincst jewelry good as new, aud
on all kindR of metal wiih ^old,

silver or nickel. No cxperiolice.

Anvone can plate the first effort

.

Goods need plating at eTery

house. Outfits complete. Piffer-

ent sires, all warranted.Whole-
sale to aReuts $5 up. KIk pro*

fits, good seller. Clroulars (Yea,

H. F. DelnodtCos Dept. No. e, Columbus* O*

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS. TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHL
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DODECATHEON MEADIA.

AMERICAN COWSLIP.

NATURAL ORDER, PRIMULACK.^.

Our plant seems to have been first discov-

ered by the Reverend John Banister, an Kng-
lish botanist, who collected in Virginia, and
(lied there from an accident. Ray credits him
with the collection in his "History of Plants,"
published in 1704, and Plukenet figures it

in another work, published in 1705. Miller
says that in 1709 he saw it in flower in

the celebrated garden of Bishop Compton,
near Lpndon, and after whom our Comp-
tonia is named, where it was raised from
{Canister's seeds. At that time it was sup-
I'Ksed to be an Aiaiada, which is one of
il.e great divisions of the Primrose or Cowslip
niily,_and it is from this early association

'^lat it has derived its common name of
Vnierican Cowslip." Why this class of

* '>wers received the common name of cowslip
lost in oblivion. Dr. Johnson, the author of

:i famous English dictionary, derives it ''from
owing much in pastures, and often meeting
^vs' lips." But this is absurd, the English
' cies "meeting cows' lips " no oftener than
ndreds of other plants. Moreover, the Eng-
' peasantry do not call it cows' lips, but

^"^ -sh})s, and this is most probably a corrup-
:^ of a word having a very different meaning
the olden time. How errors occur through
"•applications of words or meanings of words
^^ell illustrated by the history of the prim-
-' Itself. A very common name for it in the
'EWorld was "Palsywort," and, it was be-

;
ed to have wonderful efficacy in the cure of
^y- But it is absolutely worthless for this,
«i"y disease

; and the idea most probably
:^nnated through one of the fables in ancient

' thology. Athema, an insane king, was
'^^t to kill his wife Ino. Her friend, Meli-
ta, coming in at the time, and supposing

^ '-^elf to be the object of the lunatic's attack.

fell in the sea in her endeavor to escape. Paral-

isus, her lover, was stricken with grief by this

misfortune, and died thereof. I lis father and

mother were the God Priapus and Flora, and

they turned their beloved son into the Prim-

rose ; and the whole family of PrimrOvSes, dur-

ing the dark ages, were known to those who

affected anj' learning as Paralysus. There is

little doubt but the idea of curing the palsy

originated solely from this ancient Latin name.

Under this general name of Paralysus what we

now know as Mulleins and Comfreys were

associated with true primroses, and Dr. Prior

searches for the true derivation of Cowslip

among some of these.

The botanical name Dodecatheoyi is also a

very old name of Grecian origin. Pliny, the

early Roman writer, tells of it as *' in its

name being dignified by the protection of all

the gods," dodeka signifying twelve, andM^<75,

gods. These twelve leading divinities being

Juno, Vesta, Minerva. Ceres, Diana. Venus.

Mars, Mercury, Xeptune, Vulcan, and Apollo.

—and in another place tells us " dodecatheon

is a plant with a yellow root, and leaves

like a lettuce." It was used in medicine to

disperse watery humors. This plant of Pliny

was supposed by the herbalists to have been

a plant of the Primrose family, and when Lin-

meus took these old groups to divide into dis-

tinct genera, he often took names already ap-

plied in the group to divide the sections, and

this was probably how he came to select this

for this genus, and not because the "twelve

flowers on the stem represented the twelve

Ciesars." as we are often told. Linn.eus named

the plant Dodecatheon in 1751, although the

genus had been named Meadia by Mark Catesby

in 1743,—not showing in this his usual justice,

if we are to credit what Sir J. E. Smith says

(65^
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I)()I)i:CATlII:()\ M1:AI)I A.

ami:ri( AX c'owsiJi'.

NATIRAL 0RI)I:R. PRIMl'LACi:.i:.

I .\iiii-:oN Mi;.\i>i.\, I jNN.i.rs.— I.cavfs oval or ohli niLi, obtuse, at teniiatrtl at tlu- ha-e into a ma: uiiia! prin.;*-. - laW-
•ou-. entire or rt'i)andlv dentate ; scape nine to twentv-tlowerril : l.racts of the involucre ovale, inne: ojies lanceolate

;

>e}«als lanceolate, acute, entire; tllainents united into a tube much >«lu)Tt-r than the subtilate anth'-r-^ • \Vt)o(i'- ( A; t -

/; ,>,c ,)' /!of,inv. See also C,Vi\\\ A/,i n/iu/ ,>f' f/i j:,,tiin\ <" (hr .Wni h, > n rttr'-uf S\:--- < ".rav- Si '.•,)//; .:.' FU^ui n'
' !h A»h nca, and Ch"pnian\ I'lma o' thr South,* h {'nilni Sfatrs. >

'1! ])lant set-ins to have ])eeii first discov-

!'}' the Reverend John Banister, an \\u'^-

'i botanist, who collected in Virj,^inia, and
i there from an accident. Ray credits him

'111 the collection in his "History of Plants,"
Mii.lished in 1704, and Plnkenct figures it

MiKUher work, pnblished in 1705. Miller
v> that in i7(K) he saw it in llower in

celebrated garden of Ui.-;hop Compton,
London, and after whom onr G^v./)-

/ is named, where it was raised from
mister's seeds. At that time it was snj)-

-<-^\ to he an .liuicula, which is one of
-reat divisions of the Primrose or Cowslip

'ily—and it is from this early association
'! It has derived its common name of
American Cowslip." Why this class of
A-ers received the common name of cowslip

-t in oblivion. Dr. Johnson, the anthor of
nnus Kncrlish dictionary, derives it "from

• '"g nuich in pastures, and often meeting
^ lips." lUit this is absurd, the Juio-lish

<^s " meeting cows' lips " no oftener than
ireds of other plants. Moreover, the I^ng-
peasantry do not call it cows' lips, but
^lip-^. and this is most ])robably a corrnp-
'^^ a word having a very dilTerent meaning
'^' olden time. How errors occur through
apj.hcations of wotds or meanings of words
'^•11 illustrated by the history of the prim-
'tself A very common name for it in the

•vorld was "Palsywort," and. it was be-
^d to have wonderful eflicacy in the cure of
y- Ihit it is absolutely worthless for this,
i> disease

; and the idea most probably
^niated through one of the fables in ancient

'"'^^W- Athema, an insane king, was
^ to kill his wife Ino. Her friend. Meli-
- coming in at the time, and supposing
^ 'f to be the object of the lunatic's attack.

fell in the sea in her en<leavor to t scape. Paral-

isus. her lover, was stricken with giiLibN" tins

misfortune, and died theieof ilis tatlu i and

mother were the (Vod Priapus and IHora, and

they turned their belo\ed son into the Prim-

rose ; and the whole family (^{ Primroses, dui-

ing the dark ages, weie known to those wli..

affected an\- learning as Paralysus. Tluii i>

little doul)t but the idea of curing the pals\

originated solely from this ancient Pitin nanu

I'nder this general name of Paralvsus what we

now know as Mulleins and Conifre\s were

associated with true })riniroses, an<l Dr. Prioi

searches for the true derivation k^{ Cowslij^

among some of these.

The botanical name nodccathcofi is al.so .1

very old n.ime of Cireeian origin. Pliny, the

early Roman wiiter. tells of it as " in it>

mune being dignified by the })rottH tiou of all

the gods, dodckd signifxing tweK'e. ami ///<' '.v.

gods. 'Hiese twelve leading divinities being

Juno, Vesta, Mitierva. Ceres, Diana. Venus,

Mars, Mercury, Neptune, \ulcan, and Apollo.

—and in another place tell> u^ ' dodecathcon

is a ])lant with a yellow root, and lea\es

like a lettuce." It was used in medicine to

disi)erse watery humors. This plant of Plinx

was supposed by the herbalists to have been

a plant of the Primro.se family, and when l,in

n.ius took tliese old grou])s to divide into dis-

tinct genera, he (^ften took names already ap

plied in the group to divide the sections, and

this was jnobably how he came to select this

for this genus, and not because the "twehe
flowers on the stem represented the twelve

C.esars." as we are often told. Linn eus n.mud

the plant Podccaihiofi in 1 751, although the

genus had been named Meadiu by Mark Catesby

in I 743.— not show ing iti this his usual justice.

if we are to credit what vSir J. V.. Smith says

-4«Sf5K;i3ifcil2E;:r- iir;-*.:.'JS\., S^":i .'i Atriiiufil
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about it. Dr. Richard Mead was a correspon-

dent of Catesby, and, as Catesby tells us, aided

him in carrying out the design of his work, and
was a man far ahead of his age. He was born
at Stepney, near lyondon, in 1673, but educated
on the continent, where, he studied botany un-
der the celebrated Dr. Hermann, at Leyden.
On his return to his native land, he practiced

medicine, and became so eminent as to be en-

gaged as physician to King George II. For
his scientific eminence he was elected Vice-

President of the Royal Society . He was among
the first to endeavor to show that there was no
real opposition between the teachings of scrip-

ture and the advance of science, and wrote a
treatise to show that when the scriptures speak
of people being possessed by evil spirits, we
are to understand them as lunatics, or afflicted

with epileptic fits. At that time, however,
these advanced views brought him into antag-
onism with a large class,—and when to this

he threw the weight of his name into the utility

of vaccination, then being advanced by Lady
Montague, and under his advice, the Royal
family submit*:ed to the operation, he fell very
low in the estimation of the obstructive classes.

The leading English botanists of the day
urged on Linnaeus that so grand a genus as

that represented by the American Cowslip,
ought not to bear the name of one of whom
they thought so little,--and on their reprCvSen-

tation Linnaeus set aside the name of Catesby,
but retained as a specific one. Dodecatheon
Meadia.

The history of its second introduction
through Bartram and Collinson, is very inter-

esting. Plukenet, already cited, described
it as a cyclamen. In a letter to Alex.
Catcott, May 26, 1742, Darlington's Memorials,
John Bartram says, *'I cannot imagine what
Plukenet names a cyclamen. I believe there
is not one of them in our parts. Our Ameri-
cans have very little taste for these amuse-
ments (collecting plants). I can't find one that
will bear the fatigue to accompany me in my
peregrinations." It so happened, however,
that some one told him of something like it,

—and he at once took a journey on foot to find

it, in which he succeeded. Dr. Darlington
thinks the place was •• far in the wilderness,"
but it might not, for it has been collected near
Norristown, about twenty miles from Bartram'

s

home, and the specimen now illustrated was

gathered for this work at Duncannon, Pa., a

little over a hundred miles away, by Mrs. John
Wister, residing there.

In Dillwyn's Hortus Collinsonia, however,

Collinson notes that Bartram wrote to him
that he first found it in 1744, " only one plant,

as he crossed the Shonondor, " in the Virginia

Blue Mountains. He adds that he had never

found another plant in twenty years of annual

excursion, nor had Mr. Clayton ever found it.

It is still scarce in that particular place, though
Mr. Howard Shriver has occasionally found it

at Wytheville, and it is at times met with

through the moimtains to Tennessee. It is,

however, abundant as w^e get further west.

The prairies often exhibit them in great num-
bers, and the inhabitants thereabout know it

as "Shooting" or " Blazing Star." It has

been found through the Rocky Mountains to

the Arctic regions, and along the Pacific shores

to Mexico.

As the leading representative in America of

the Cowslip family, it is perhaps entitled to a

share in the polite literature excited by its

namesake in the old world, where, according

to Lord Thurlow's poem
" Cowslips the green meads adorn."

These old world Cowslips droop in numbers from

the top of the main stalk, and suggested to the

old time religious mind, the name of St. Peter's

Keys. The floral emblematists dedicated tlie

flower to "winning grace,"—a point mnch
more appropriate to the graceful slender curb-

ing pedicels of our species, and would certain')'

better suit Hurdis' lines to

** The love-sick Cowslip that her head inclines
To hide a bleeding heart."

Dr. Erasmus Darwin, in his curious poe .

•'The Loves of the plants " believed the flov r

drooped the better to aid in self-fertilizatir ,

and saw in the erection of the seed vess^ s

after the flowers faded, a plan to prevent \

too early seed-distribution. The single pis il

in the bending flower he likened to a bash'^.l

maiden, and the five stamens to arduous suito-

and sings

"Meadia's soft chains, five suppliant beaux cc -

fess,

And, hand in hand, the laughing belle addres ;

Alike to all, she bows with wanton air,
Rolls her dark eye, and waves her golden hair

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURE.

HICKORY LILIES.

Lo ! where the gray of early March
Lies frost-like on the grasses green,

And by the roadway many an arch
Of tangled branch and vine is seen.

Weird flowers upon old winter's tomb,
The waxen hickory lilies bloom.

Soft, sensuous petals, pale as death.
With drooping edges half-uncurled

Unwavering in the wind's cool breath
That drifts across the upper world.

Strange forest-buds that gleam o'erhead
Their creamy pallor splotched with red.

The mist from out the marsh below
Spreads filmy wings and glides away

;

Burns in the east a ruddier glow
While high above the hillside clay.

All wet with dew, the dawn's perfume,
The waxen hickory lilies bloom.

Krnest McGaffev.

Explanation of the Plate.— i. Foliage and stem (>; 1

complete plant, full size, from Duncannon, Pcnnsylvat.
2. Vertical section of a flower enlarged.

Juvenile and Adult Foliage. — It is re-

P'arkable how mankind can go on through
^ife, seeing and yet not seeing. Still more
markable that after one has seen and shown
Ms fellows, they will persist in going along
' indly for all. Alexander Braun, a famous

•tanist of the past generation, in a paper on
• Ke-juvenescence," published in the "Ray

'ciety's Proceedings," showed that there was
> dividing line between a juvenescent leaf and
adult one as to the period one or the other

»-' began
; any more than in human beings

uld there be a period when a boy would get
' ;~" common sense of a man. Some children

uld never get common sense, but remain im-
ciles through life,—and it was just as true
at some individual plants would never reach

-'-'i normal development, but retain the juv-
"*ie forms of growth and foliage continually,

^^ in fact imbeciles in the vegetable kingdom.
' ot botanists are ignorant of or forget these

^'^ ts, and individual plants, which happen to
i'-ve retained juvenile characteristics, have
'^^^n dignified as true species.

W^e give illustrations on pages 72 and 73, of a
< -mmon nursery plant of Japan, named by a
g^reat botanist, Zuccarini, Retinospora squarrosa.
A few years ago. one plant got cured of its

*' imbecility," and assumed the form nature

intended it should do. It proves to be Retinos-

pora pisifera.
It is a strange sight to leading botanists

visiting the Meehan Nurseries — and yet

any one examining beds of coniferjc seed-

lings at any time, can see that it is general

with conifene to have "free" leaves when
young, and "connate" leaves when mature;

and that in these seedlings some assume the
* 'connate" condition much earlier than others.

It is only with vigorous vitality that plants of

this class assume what seems to be a leafless

condition.

BdRiNG or Flowers by Bep:s.— Prof. \V. W.
Bailej' says :

"An incidental mention on page 22 on the

boring of flowers by bees, reminds me of a

letter of good Dr. Gray to me in 1873, when

I sent hiin m}^ notes upon Gerardia pedicularia

(afterwards quoted by Darwin), — and the

plants.

* Yes !
' wrote the Doctor. * I .see it, but it's

a clear case of burglary—kitchen window in-

stead of front door I

'

I have man}' such characteristic cards from

him."

But it appears that the work is not by

burglars after all, but by Carpenter Bees, which

are duly authorized to work in this way.

SwEET-ScENTED AzALEAS.—It is generally

understood that only the Swamp white Azalea

is sweet-scented. Mrs. E. L. H. Willis, of

Charleston, S. C, notes that all the American

species of Azaleas, when collected together in

bunches, have a more or less grateful odor,

—

and referring to Azaleas generally she remarks

that the Magnolia Gardens on the Ashley

river, about thirty miles from Charleston, are

visited by thousands of tourists every spring,

in March and April, and enjoy possibly the

many groups and masses of Azaleas in that

garden more than any other sight presented to

them.

167)
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Adaptation in Seeds to Facilitate Ger-

mination. — It is now well understood that

seeds have peculiar contrivances or adaptations

to aid in their distribution. Mr. W.W. Romelee,

of Cornell Universit3^ shows in Science for

September 30, 1892, that seeds have also spe-

cial adaptations to aid in germination as well

as distribution—a point which previously had

not been prominently pressed. While form in

plants is often charged to adaptation, variation

alone claims a share.

National Flowers.—A correspondent, sign-

ing "West Virginia," referring to the many
suggestions for the adoption of a National

Flower, makes a good point that the flowering

dogwood and the ox-eye daisy are deserving of

as much consideration as many others and are

suitable for architectural designs. They could

be perfectly represented in circles no larger

than a dime. A good word is given for the ox-

eye daisy as belonging to the chrysanthemum

family. As one of these species has been taken

as the national flower ofJapan, there can be no

reason, as our correspondent suggests, for not

having these particular species to represent us.

It may be repeated, however, that national

flowers of any kind always represent vSome

particular sentiment before they have been

adopted, and just what led to the adoption of

the chrysanthemum by the Japanese does not

seem to be a matter of record. This ox-eye

daisy, however, would admit of a very good

sentiment. This daisy is a native of the

old world, but does not fully reach the devel-

opment there which it has in the United States,

—it finds itself more at home and better

adapted to this new country than to the one it

came from. In this way it accords with the

development of our population. The people

of the United States came from the old world,

which they found badly adapted to their pro-

gressive development. In the new world they

found just the field for their enterprise and

prosperity. In this way the American emigrant

and the chrysanthemum have shown a like

adaptation, and the flower therefore might very

fitly represent American progress.

cotyledons are influenced by pollen, but tlie

cotyledon is really a part of the new plar'.

Indian corn is an illustration that albuminoi s

matter, which constitutes the greater part of

the seed of the corn, is really a part of tlie

new plant, just as much as the white of an

^%^ is a part of the new creature to be born,

and we see immediate effect in corn
;
yet we

frequently have intelligent men contending

that fruit trees in an orchard will influence the

different varieties by their pollen. Surely it

must be known by this time, that there are

orchards of scores of varieties of apples, vine-

yards with dozens of varieties of grapes, ex-

perimental beds of various fruits with numer-

ous varieties, and yet the fruit of all come trne

to their several varietal characters. At the

last meeting of the American Pomological

Society, a very intelligent gentleman from

Florida read a paper to show how one variety

of orange was so much influenced by the pol-

len of another as to produce fruit of different

forms and shades of color. These are the

result of morphological and physiological

changes, with which pollen has nothing to do.

This fact is so well-known as to be scarcely

worth repetition, only for the fact of the pollin-

izing thought gaining currency.
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Hybrid Plants.—It is very difficult to get

those of limited observation to believe that

pollen has no immediate effect on fruits. It is

conceded that the seed itself, that is to say the

IviLiUM Grayi.—Few things give more zest to

a botanical tramp than watching for varieties

that probably may be found. Some years ;i<40,

Dr. Asa Gray visited Roan Mountain, in North

Carolina, and found a single specimen i i a

beautiful Lily, which was named A/7/V/?// 6/ ;/•

A few years later, a party, consisting of Proes-

sors Leidy, Porter, Wilcox, and Meehan, \> th

their wives, planned a wagon journey thro' L'h

North Carolina. All over Roan Mountain he

continual watch-word was, "Look out lor

Lilium Grayir No one could find it. Meel ^n,

at length, found a boy driving a cow. ^<i

using a branch of the rare lily as a dri ^\%

switch ! Boy said, ''plenty over thar," po nt-

ing to a far-away valley we ultimately tri^ iii

vain to find. A solitary plant was at Icr th

found by Porter, trying its best to rivr. in

beauty a mass of Catawba Rhododend ns

blooming around it.

That root was for a long time a treasm in

the writer's garden, till a hungry rodent— 1

ay

some kind cultivator have mercy on him—i" j^^

a meal of the bulb one severe winter. •

^^^

over thar " seems to have fallen to the lot of

Mr. Harlan P. Kelsey, of Linville, to work

)Ut.

He soon after found it in some abundance,

and recently has given it prominence in a

i^roup of North Carolina wild flowers, which

he has kindly permitted us to reproduce. It

forms a prominent feature in the upper por-

tion. It is pleasant to look at it as a reminder

of one of the most delightful excursions of the

writer's younger days, as well as in affording

an opportunity of emphasizing one of the most

exciting pleasures of a botanical trip, — the

opportunities for which, no part of the United

States can exceed the mountains of North

Carolina.

LILIUM GRAYI
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Adaptation in Seeixs to Facilitate Ger-
mination. — It is now well undenstood that

seeds have peculiar contrivances or adaptations

to aid in their distribution. Mr. W.W. Romelee,

of Cornell Universit3^ shows in Science for

September 30, 1892, that seeds have also spe-

cial adaptations to aid in germination as well

as distribution—a point which previously had

not been prominently pressed. While form in

plants is often charged to adaptation, variation

alone claims a share.

National Flowers.—A correspondent, sign-

ing "West Virginia," referring to the many
suggCvStions for the adoption of a National

Flower, makes a good point that the flowering

dogwood and the ox-eye daisy are deserving of

as much consideration as many others and are

suitable for architectural designs. They could

be perfectly represented in circles no larger

than a dime. A good word is given for the ox-

eye dais}^ as belonging to the chrysanthemum
family. As one of these species has been taken

as the national flower ofJapan, there can be no

reason, as our correspondent suggests, for not

having these particular species to represent us.

It may be repeated, however, that national

flowers of any kind always represent some
particular sentiment before they have been

adopted, and just what led to the adoption of

the chrysanthemum by the Japanese does not

seem to be a matter of record. This ox- eye

daisy, however, would admit of a very good

vSentiment. Tliis daivSy is a native of the

old world, but does not fully reach the devel-

opment there which it has in the United States.

—it finds itself more at home and better

adapted to this new country than to the one it

came frouL In this way it accords with the

development of our population. The people

of the Uuited States came from the old world,

which they found badly adapted to their pro-

gressive development. In the new world they

found just the field for their enterprivSe and

prosperity. In this way the American emigrant

and the chrysanthemum have shown a like

adaptation, and the flower therefore might ver\'

fitly represent American progress.

cotyledons are influenced by pollen, but I

cotyledon is really a part of the new plai^

Indian corn is an illustration that albumiiK

matter, which constitutes the greater part 1

the vseed of the corn, is really a part of t

new plant, just as much as the white of ,1

^%% is a part of the new creature to be boi 1.

and we vSee immediate effect in corn; yet vc

frequently have intelligent men contendir:^

that fruit trees in an orchard will influence I he

different varieties by their pollen. Surely it

must be known by this time, that there are

orchards of scores of varieties of apples, viiu-

yards with dozens of varieties of grapes, l x-

perimental beds of various fruits with nunu r-

ous varieties, and yet the fruit of all come true

to their several varietal characters. At y\\K:

last meeting of the American Pomologiral

Society, a very intelligent gentleman from

Florida read a paper to show how one varii ly

of orange was so much influenced by the pol-

len of another as to produce fruit of difterciit

forms and shades of color. These are the

result of morphological and physiological

changes, with which pollen has nothing to lo.

This fact is so well-known as to be scarniy

worth repetition, only for the fact of the poll .11-

izing thought gaining currency.

Hybrid Plants.— It is very diflicult to get

those of limited observation to believe that

l^ollen has no immediate effect on fruits. It is

conceded that the seed itself, that is to sa}' the

LiLiUM Grave—Few things give more/.es:

a botanical tramp than watching for variei

that probably may be found. Some years .

Dr. Asa Oray visited Roan ^Mountain, in N<

Carolina, and found a single specimen

beautiful Lily, which was named IJliinn ^

A few years later, a party, consisting of Pn

sors Leidy, Porter, WMlcox, and Meehan. v

their wives, planned a wagon journey tliio

North Caiolina. All over Roan Mountain

continual watch-word was, "Look out

Liliinn Grayi.'' No one could find it. Meel

at length, found a boy driving a cow.

using a branch of the rare lily as a dri

switch I Boy said, "plenty over thar," p

ing to a far-away valley we ultimate!}' tri-

vain to find. A solitary plant was at \vv

found by Porter, trying its best to riv;.

beauty a mass of Catawba Rhododentl

blooming around it.

That root was for a long time a treasr

the writer's garden, till a hungry rodent-

some kind cultivator have mercy on him— i'

a meal of the bulb one .severe winter.
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.ver thar " seems to have fallen to the lot of

•. Harlan P. Kelsey, of Linville, to work

iit.

He soon after found it in some abundance,

.!i(l recently has given it prominence in a

:;ioup of North Carolina wild flowers, which

\\v lias kindly permitted us to reproduce. It

forms a prominent feature in the upper por-

tion. It is pleasant to look at it as a reminder

of one of the most delightful excursions of the

writer's younger days, as well as in affording

an opportunity of emphasizing one of the most

exciting pleasures of a botanical trip, — the

opportunities for which, no part of the United

States can exceed the mountains of North

Carolina.

LILIUM GRAYI

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
iWISSS Wm¥m-
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The Russian Thistle.—Besides being called

Russian thistle, it is just as commonly known
in North Dakota as Russian Cactus,—in Eng-

land its closely allied neighbor is called Salt-

wort or botanically Salsola Kali. It is a spiny,

fleshy plant, usually growing along the sea-

coast in the old world. It appears to dry up

and then blow away over the plains, of course

taking its seed with it. It is estimated to

have caused a loss to the farmers of a single

county in North Dakota of forty per cent of

the total crop, or in cash, three million dollars.

As a general thing a little intelligent reflection

and the proverbial '

' stitch in time " is a suffi-

cient guard against the extension of any weed.

There is no reason why a thoughtful person

should ever suffer seriously from the Canada

Thistle, which is believed to be the most seri-

ous of all pests to the agriculturist in the

north-western portion of our continent ; but

this new intruder really appears to be so far

impregnable against the best intelligence. It

is remarkable that nothing serious has ever

been heard of it in connection with agriculture

in the old world.

Double Trillium.—Many years ago, in his

correspondence with the late Prof. Asa Gray,

the writer came to learn that " never " was a

word which should not be used when speaking

of the behavior of Nature. A good illustra-

tion of this, is in regard to a remark recently

made in Meehans' Monthly, that a Double

Trillium had never been recorded. Fortunately

the cautious words * * on record '

' were used in-

stead of "never." Miss Eniilie Zimmerman
writes from Buffalo, that thirty years ago she

found a plant with double flowers in the woods
of Pine Hill, near that city. It was transplant-

ed into her mother's garden where it continued

to grow and bloom for three years, when it

suddenly disappeared. Above the three com-

paratively small green sepals, there was a

large, full head of flowers, consisting of eigh-

teen beautiful white petals. The three sub-

tending green leaves were as large as usual.

ond growth of bud-scales, which forms I e

'* involucre " of the common Dogwood, Corpus

flofida, and other plants, as first noted by Prof.

Thomas Meehan in scientific serials some yems

ago.

The Flowers of Mt. Ararat.—We had

the pleasure recently of examining a beautiful

collection of dried specimens made in the

vicinity of this famous spot, believed to be the

cradle of the human race. The great beauty

of these flowers reminded one of the beauty

said to have characterized the Garden of Eden.

The number of bulbous rooted plants was par-

ticularly interesting. Dwarf tulips, some of

crimson and others of yellow tints, were

among the chief contributions to the collection.

It seems remarkable that, as we reach higher

altitudes, where the struggle for life is the

most severe,—where there is no one to look at

or admire them,—flowers seem lo take on

their greatest beauty. In tropical countries,

where nature seems to favor vegetation more

particularly, there are very few flowers of

great beauty. While examining these fifty

specimens from Mt. Ararat, we were handling

another collection of fifty from the southern

portion of Mexico; there was not one showy

flower among the whole collection. If it were

not for the orchids, which have in a measun a

struggle for existence while attached to trees

and rocks, in a measure giving them the same

experience with the plants of elevated regions,

there would be little beauty in a tropical forest.

Hickory Lilies.—In this issue a pretty

poem appears under this heading, the subject

being the beautiful, Lily-like bud-scales of the

Hickory, which after serving the purpose of

bud-scales all winter make a renewed growth

when spring time comes. It is a similar sec-

Stem Bearing Yuccas.—It has been staled

in Meehans' Monthly that rhizomes are si u-

ply stems that have become geotropic instt d

of ascending. Some Yuccas have stems, ^n

these cases they have no rhizomes. They h^i e

rhizomes (as for instance Yucca filamentc..')

when they have no stems. Some time since

Ernest Walker, of New Albany, Indiana, ha> i

Yucca filamentosa, which, instead of rhizoni

threw up a stem. He kept it to see how t

would behave. Last spring a year ago

planted it out of doors. Unfortunately it •

killed during the winter. This confirms a i- t

already known to horticulturists that vegetatl. n

when underground will live that would (^^

under exposure. Death is not simply from 10"^

temperature, but from the evaporation of ti^

juices.

GENERAL GARDENING.

AN EVENING IN MAY.

How calm the landscape sleeps around,
How wildly sweet the far-off" sound
Of rippling waters as they pour
Their light waves on the distant shore.

The breeze comes laden with perfume
From many an orchard white with bloom,
And all the mellow air is fraught

With beauty beyond fancy's thought.

Outspread beneath me, breathing balm
Into the evening's golden calm.
Lie trellised gardens thickly sown
With nodding lilacs newly blown.
Snow-drops and jonquils, pale and prim,
^nd flamy tulips, burning dim
In the cool twilight, till they fold

In sleep their oriflanibs of gold.

—Sarah HeIvEn Whitman.

Ckdar of Lebanon.—A paragraph from a

Rochester paper, refers to some Cedar of

I.ebanons planted soon after the revolution, by

Piiillip Livingston, on his estates near New
\ork City. The trees were brought directly

fu in Palestine. The present owner of the

t tite is Clarence Mitchell, of New York City.

1 : .1 letter to a correspondent, Mr. Mitchell

s that the trees are still healthy, growing
V ;iere they are sheltered from northern and

urly winds. There are fine trees in the

' nity of Philadelphia which have been pro-

^ ing cones for the last twenty- five years. It

ild be interesting if some one would raise

's from this American vSeed, simply from

association with the original trees early in-

duced and experimented with. It is proba-

. however, that the ease by which seeds

be obtained from any of the leading firms

'Wl^ in tree seeds, is the reason why Amer-
seed is not sought for.

I-

I

t

i

c

AY LiUES.—Some of our English co-tem-

F iries make a distinction between "Day
L les" and "Plantain Lilies.'' We thought
t- >e names were applied indifferently to Fun-
l^Ms and Hemerocallises. If there is any dis-

t'"ction between Day and Plantain Lilies, it

^f>uld be well to know where the line is

(liawn.

The Russian Violet.—Mr. Ernest Walker,

of New Albany, Ind., notes that this variety

seems to be not at all a success as a forcing

violet. He says in a house planted with

Marie Louise and these violets the former have

been blooming prolifically since November,

last fall, but the latter began to bloom not till

February 15th. They carried buds all winter,

but by no art or method of coaxing could they

be induced to develop.

The variety nevertheless is a valuable one.

It has proved perfectly hardy here out of doors,

and well adapted for growing in frames for

early spring flowers. The flowers are large,

double, fragrant, of a rich dark blue, and in

the spring come in the greatest profusion.

Forsyth I AS.—So many early flowering

shrubs are white, that the bright yellow of

the Golden Bell, gains for it many friends.

The flowers appear before the leaves. There

are two kinds in nurseries, one known as

Forsythia suspe?isa, and the other Fotsythia

viriiiissima. Both kinds can be produced from

the seeds of the former, but they are distinct

enough in appearance to make good nursery

varieties. The former has a more graceful

habit and makes a larger bush than the

latter. The name "Golden Bell* was given it

by the famous landscape gardener. A. J.

Downing.

Destroying Weeds.—Meehans' Monthly
has shown that the most troublesome weed,

—

not even poison ivy, or Canada Thistle, can pos-

sibly live if the young leaves are persistently

cut away as they appear in spring. Referring

to this advice, a correspondent of the London

Journal of Horticulture says approvingly : "I

asked one who had become wholly ridden of a

most persistent weed how it was done, who

said ' I cut them for a few weeks every Wednes-

day.
' '

' There was no virtue in the Wednesday,

but by having a set time the work was surely

done.

KID

rs'i^^spf.
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Macadam and Telford Roads —It is re-

markable, that of the thousands of intelligent

people using these terms, rarely one can be

found who understands what these roads are.

Usually a broken stone road is called a Mac-

adam road ; but the principle of the Macadam
road is to have the stone so broken and ar-

ranged, that when the road is finally finished

under this system, not a stone will move out

of place. Whoever saw a modern ** Macadam"
road in which the stone would not move into

ruts or be in some other way misplaced, or

ground to mud in a short time? So in regard

to Telford roads. It has come to be under-

stood that a road with large blocks of stone at

N^

slush, and ground when thawed in the sprii g

is in the condition of slush. The property of

the writer of this paragraph occupies a portion

of one of the heaviest battle fields of the revo-

lution. Not unfrequently in digging deeply,

leaden bullets are turned up. These are never

found except at the depth of eighteen inches

or two feet from the surface, yet it is evident

that they were not driven this depth in the

ground when the battle was going on ; but

they have gradually sunk. In the spring of

the yeai , when the thaw comes, and the ground

is soft, the heavy bullets go gradually down,

so that at the present time they are found to

the greatest depth that a frost has ever pene-

trated. So with the stone roads. Heavy

blocks of stone, without something to

keep them near the surface, must evident-

ly sink.

Forest Planting —Among the bene-

factors of our country are those who are

aiding to protect our forests from ignorant

destruction. But even old trees will die

sometime, and the greater public bene-

factor is the one who can show how the

planting of new forests can be made

practicable and profitable. Canada with

all her present forest wealth, is looking

to the future. The Dominion has an ex-

periment forest at Ottawa of ninetttn

acres on which are planted ten feet by

five, 15,500 trees. Planters can le rn

what and how best to set out, by what

they learn there.
RETINOSPORA PISI FERA-'JUVEN ILE FORM.
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the bottom, and small ones at the top is a Tel-

ford road ; but a true Telford road is made by
having the lower blocks of stone somewhat of

the form of wedges with the narrow points

upward, the broken stone then fills in between

the narrow points and makes a sheet of stone,

which is almost self-supporting
; but a simple

large block of stone without the precaution

required by Telford, of having the narrow
points upwards, simply sinks deeper into the

ground with the first thaw, after the winter is

over, and the whole roadway rapidly disinteg-

rates. This is especially the case where the

land is not underdrained. These principles in

road making should never be forgotten—that

a heavy body in the ground will sink in soft

Women in Gardening.—Won-

n

have been successful as florists, seeds-" me.
'

and in other branches of gardening. -^

lyondon one of the most successful landsc. )€

gardeners is a lady—Miss Wilkinson. Tl y

have in that great city a very successful C 'y

Park and Public Garden Association, wh 'h

aids the city in securing open spaces, and

public gardens. This association employs ^

lady.

Three of the most successful of receti'ly

secured small parks,—Myatts' Fields, C<i
'-

berwell, and Vauxhall, were improved fruu

her designs. She is now at work on St. Mar >

and Woolwich small parks,—and has been

gaged by a cemetery company—the Victoria—

to design and lay out the grounds for them.

Deep Plowing.—In horticulture as well as

,: riculture, there has always been a difference

01 opinion as to the value of stirring the soil

deep. The discussion is another illustration

of a point often made, that differences of

opinion frequently come from not understand-

intr what each side of the disputation means.

If we have six inches of rich surface soil, and

pknved twelve inches, supposing that could be

(lone, by which all this rich surface soil is

thrown to the bottom and the poor soil brought

to the top, that would undoubtedly be an evil,

as plant food is always in the best condition

for assimilation by the plant when it is near

the surface, so that oxygen can act on it. To
bury food out of the reach of oxygen is liter-

ally to starve the plant. But deep soil is cer-

tainly an immense advantage to any plant,

whether grown by farmer or gardener. What
is known as subsoiling, that is, the loosening

of the subsoil, while still retaining it as sub-

soil, leaving the upper surface where it was
originally, near the surface, is one of the very

best practices in either farming or gardening.

If the question should be stated, is it right to

bury good surface soil deep below the surface ?

there would onlj^ be a negative side to it.

Public Parks.—Their Appreciation.—
The following note from Mr. Edwin C. Jellett,

' Philadelphia, is timely :

' One so often hears the remark, that the Pub-

Parks * are only for the benefit of the rich,'

• ^at it is very refreshing and stimulating to

1 we gone through the experience which we of

iladelphia have had very recently, and in

ich the voice of the people has unmistaka-
shown that they love their • open places,'

1 that in the ' Wissahickon,' which is the

•
, great, distinguished, natural section of

virmount Park, they will tolerate no dis-

f. lurement. This is doubly gratifying from the
f

'
t, that the ' Wissahickon ' is a wonderful

!
ce of natural scenery, and that it practically

i 'lains in its primitive condition. Scientifi-

cally and historically it is great. Such men as
C S. Rafinesque, Thomas Nuttall. Dr. Wm. P.

*^ Barton, Wm. Wynne Wister, Thomas Mee-
han, Dr. James Darrach, Isaac Burk, Robert
Scott, Joseph Meehan, Charles S. Sargent, bot-

anists
: CharlesJ. Wister, Henry Carville Lewis,

Angelo Heilprin, geologists : Alexander Wil-
son, John James Audubon, Thomas G. Gentry,

ornithologists, and others too numerous to m en

tion, have known it, have visited it, and

many have explored it for the treasures it con-

tains.

From the early days of the colonies it has

been known and appreciated. Within the

sound of its waters David Rittenhouse was
born. From the shade of its lofty trees the

noble Washington looked out upon its pleas-

antness, and from Judge Longstreth's house

upon its bank, Benjamin Franklin who valued

it, traced its outline to the • head lands,' be-

yond which it disappears. Not once, but many
times, the armies of the Revolution crossed and
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recrossed its silver stream. More than once

the roar of cannon reverberated among its hills.

So many causes have combined to make this

spot beautiful in the largest sense of that word,

that it is to the credit of the people of Phila-

delphia, that they desire no change in the nat-

ural beauties of the Wissahickon w^hatever.
"

Grafted Ampelopsis. — The Ampelopsis

tricuspidata, or as it is more generally known,

A. Veitchii, is said not to be hardy in northern

Wisconsin. The common Virginia creeper, A.

quinquefolia is hardy enough. It seems strange

that one should be hardy, and the other not.

However, Prof. Goff has succeeded in grafting

the Japan on the American root, and hoj es to

get hardy plants in this way.
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Araucaria imbricata. — This extremely

remarkable coniferous tree, of a family abund-
ant in the fossiliferous age, but represented

now by only a few species, was discovered over

a hundred years ago in Chili, by Menzies, the

botanist who accompanied Vancouver's expedi-

tion along the Pacific coast. The large seeds,

like most pine seeds, are edible ; and while

Vancouver's party put into the port of Val-

paraiso, they were entertained by the Viceroy

of Chili, who had these seeds on the table as a

part of the dessert. Menzies knew at once that

they belonged to a pine that he had not before

seen, and he succeeded in getting five seeds,

which were taken to England, and which sub-

sequently grew. Since then the native locali-

ties on the mountains of Chili have been dis-

covered. It is a tree that will not thrive very

well in high summer temperature, nor does

it like severe cold. Numbers of them have
been introduced at various times in America
during the last century ; but we do not know
where to look for any fine specimen. It must
be that some of these have succeeded in getting

through. Possibly there must be in some part

of our countr}^ specimens which have braved
all the disadvantages of summer heat, and
winter cold ; and Meehans' Monthly would
be glad to hear where there are any of these

fine specimens. A popular name of the tree is

*' Monkey Puzzle." This name is said to hrve

originated from the fact that monkeys are p;:r-

ticularly fond of the seeds ; and yet, on accou it

of the stiff, prickly nature of the cones, find

considerable difficulty in getting the seeds out.

Conditions of Climate.—It should not be

forgotten that when we speak of climatic con-

ditions in connection with gardening, low tem-

perature is not always referred to. The dry-

ness or the moisture in the atmosphere has quite

as much to do with the perfect idea as tempera-

ture,—as has also light or darkness. Light,

and not heat, plays the principal part in the

proper circulation of the juices of plants. In

a piece of dead wood it is simply heat which

drives out the moisture, and this is truly called

evaporation ; but the evaporation of moisture

from living plants, and which, perhaps, may

be more properly called transpiration, is rather

the effect of light than heat. Still most plants

must have a certain temperature before they

can ripen their wood well, and this ripening of

the wood is oftentimes an element in success.

The cultivation of the Grape vine, for instance,

in the old world, where there is little bright

light, the small light is of much more conse-

quence than the actual temperature. In Eng-

lad, the Grape is rarely hardy in the open air.

It is not so much because of low temperature,

for England is by no means a cold country in

the winter time, but because there is not ht at

enough in summertime to properly mature tlie

wood. A large number of American trees,

which will stand a temperature of zero in their

own country, are not hardy in the milder <
-

mate of England. As regards moisture in the

atmosphere, in our dry winter climate an e\H -

green has little chance; but in the moist clima.e

of England the evergreen finds its paradise.

FUCHSIAS AS BASKET PLANTS.

Fuchsias as Basket Plants.—The Fuchs a

is admirably adapted to partial shade. For p^ t

plants to adorn piazzas in summer, or for plann-

ing along walls or fences with a north aspe( t

in city yards, there is nothing more valuab'

They bloom the whole summer long. Gardei^-

ing Illustrated, an excellent London horticii -

tural magazine, finds they do admirably we ii

as basket plants. Basket p:ants usually prefer

somewhat shady places, and with American

experience with Fuchsias in shady places, the

hint is worth taking for gardening in Americn.

ruE Jujube Tree.—It does not seem to be

j^vnerally known that this tree, a native of

IC^ypt and Syria, is absolutely hardy in most
parts ofAmerica. In the vicinity ofPhiladelphia

it is hardy as an apple tree. It was a general

belief, in the past, that it was tender, and the

frunous Bartram planted one alongside of his

house, in order that it might get some of the

warmth and protection of the walls. One of

the earlier Philadelphia merchants, Duval, who
had a large conservatory, grew the tree in a

tub. protecting it in the conservatory during
the winter. Finally when it became too large

to be vso protected, it was left out in the winter
to die, but it lived and became one of the attrac-

tions of his beautiful country place, in the vi-

cinity of Philadelphia. From this tree num-
bers have been propagated, and are now found
in collections around Philadelphia, although
the original tree itselfdied a few years ago after

having been blown over. It is a very interest-

mg tree in many respects. Its habit is distinct

Trom almost all other trees, by reason of the
peculiar spread of its branches, and the branches
t Ik niseives are flexuose, or zig zag. The flowers,

p:reen and insignificant, however, are borne on
what seem to be leaves, and in the fall of the
>i.;r these leaves drop, excepting those which
aie to produce the fruit. These seem to have

' 'eater vitality, and remain on the tree until

^ fruit perfects. The fruit itself is about the
of a marble, and of an orange brown color,

pulp around the stone is the part from
oh the Jujube paste is made. This tree, as
• as a dwarf species called Paliurus aailea-

which is closely allied to it. has been taken
he plant from which the crown of thorns
ed on the Saviour's head, was formed, and
erm Spina-Chtisti is frequently applied to
^r of these plants, possibly for no other

• )n than because thej^ are common, spiny
's in Palestine. The crown of thorns
^•ted on the Christ Crucified, of Rubens,

^
s to be intended to represent our Honey

' St
,
Gleditsch ia triaca ?ithos, wh ich , however,

not grow in Palestine, although some
- thought that they can see some reseni-
!ice to the spines of the Jujube tree.

• 'IE AiLANTHUS.—This is called in France
^^'^ Japan varnish tree. It is at least the
^i^'-d kind of tree from Japan to which this
^^•^ine has been applied.

FK'yilTS S5S ¥E^ETi^PLES.

The Rouc.h Bark of Fruit Trees.—The
practical cultivator understands that nature

makes provision for getting rid of the bark of

trees as the trunk increases in size. On the

growth of the past season may be seen small

olive spots ; these are formations of cork.

From year to year, in subsequent development,

these little patches spread, really eating their

way through the bark. This is the provision

which nature makes for finally rifting the bark

in each species of plant. These cork cells

have their own special lines of development,

and this is the reason why each kind of tree

has its own particular bark. The characteris-

tics are so prominent that clever observers can

select different kinds of trees by their bark,

even at midnight. As it is the evident inten-

tion of nature to get rid of old bark, it is a

great help to the tree to assist nature in this

respect, and any washes or treatment which

aid the plant in getting rid of it, is a practi-

cal advantage. Soapy water washes, or lye

water is useful, and even scraping has been

found of great advantage. In a rough sort of

way, lime wash is frequently used. The only

objection being the white and glaring color.

It is, however, the cheapest and the best of

all bark treatment.

Grapes in Canada.—That it is not cold

but some other climatic condition that enters

into the hardiness of plants is evidenced by

grape culture in Canada. The foreign grape

does better there than in the United States.

At the great Columbian Exposition Mr. John

Craig of the experiment farm at Ottawa, ex-

hibited 122 different varieties of grape. It

would be interesting to know how many of

these were descendents of American species,

and how many descended from the European

stock.

Large Pears.—California has hitherto

claimed the credit of producing the largest

pears on record ; but Mr. A. L. Walling, of

Oswego, Oregon, questions this, and believes

that he has raised the largest and the heaviest.

A discussion is going on in some of the Wes-

tern papers regarding this claim of Mr. Wall-

ing 's, but the exact size of his pears are not

stated.
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The Evening Primrose as a Vegetable.—
Recently
Meehans'
Monthly
called atten-

tion to the

numerous
wild plants

of our coun-

try worth
an improv-

er's care to

develop into

V al uabl e

vegetables.

Foreigners

are doing
this for us.

Wemight
do it o u r-

selves. In

France our

common evening
primrose, CEnothera

biennis, is often
abundant in the mar-

kets. With this is

an illustration of one

taken from a piece

of poor waste ground

near us to show that

even under the most

unfavorable circum-

stances it has a fair

sized root. It is

about one-third the

natural size.

The Beet Sugar.

// —The Beet Sugar
*"

industry has been

CENOTHERA BIENNIS. ^^^"^ remarkably

EVENING PRIMROSE. SUitcd tO thC SOil

and climate of California. In order to have

profitable crops, mere growth is not sufficient,

there is something in soil and climate, which

has an influence on the amount of sugar

stored up in the beet root. In some parts of

the country the beet root would have compara-

tively little sugar. In other sections, the

sugar will be found to be in very great propor-

tions, comparatively speaking. In the East-

ern portion of the United States experiments

have been very variable, and nearly all h. ve

been abandoned chiefly from this cause. I' is

stated, however, that so far eastwardly fi /in

California as Indiana, beet sugar productions

might be profitable. Reports show that bcjts

there will produce an average of twelve |)er

cent, of sugar. In California as many as 7,000

tons of sugar have been produced from 50.000

tons of beets. The syrup produced from the

same beets being included. The usual average

is about 2000 tons of raw sugar from 20,000

tons of beet.

Transplanting Vegetable Plants.— Prof.

P. H. Rolf, the Biologist of the Florida Experi-

ment Station, calls attention to the mistake

which some planters of vegetables make, in

using plants from the seed bed, for transplant-

ing, that have been growing thickly together,

and consequently have but a comparatively

small portion of root. To many it seems a loss

of time to transplant these vegetables when

young, so as to give them more room to de-

velop, and they think they can gain time by us-

ing these longer and slender plants, simply be-

cause they happen to seem to be large, instead of

the stocky, transplanted plants, with an abun-

dance of roots that may not be half the size.

It is anything but time lost, to have a trans-

planted vegetable plant instead of one fresh

from the seed bed.

Mushrooms. — The West Chester Vilhige

Record in a very able article, calling aiien-

tion to the great neglect of Mushroom culture,

remarks, that, different classes of Mushrnvins

are favored in different states. In New ^ -rk

the Mushroom is preferred in the form of ' nt-

tons. or cups, while in Philadelphia the pr. er-

ence is for the larger and flat condition, kn \ n

as ''broilers." The 7?^^^r^ wonders why is

that market-gardeners and agriculturists ^^ th

so many facilities for growing Mushro ns

cheaply, would yet neglect this very profit )le

section of vegetable culture.

Protection from Sparrows.—In the id

World where the sparrow abounds, linen tw le

soaked in tan is woven into net-work v th

meshes small enough to exclude these bi<'is.

As the sparrow is now becoming troubles le

here the same method of protection will h ^^

to be resorted to.

vSi'RAYiNG Fruit Trees. — Spraying fruit

trees has now become such a regular part of

a successful fruit grower's operation, that con-

tinual changes in formulations are being pre-

sented. It is found that solutions of copper

s'i)rayed ov^er fruit trees are not only safe-

<;uards against the attacks of various insects,

but are especially valuable against fungus

diseases in Canada. They use the following

mixtures : 10 pounds of sulphate of copper,

or blue vitriol, to 100 gallons of water, and

add about the same weight of fresh lime.

The lime and copper are dissolved in separate

vessels, and mixed only whetj ready for use.

It has to be constantly stirred when about to

be used on the plants. In the case of the

apple, the spraying is performed just before

bloom, after the growth starts, and once or

twice after the bloom, which is for the des-

truction of the codling moth. For this latter

process, a small quantity of Paris green, or

London purple is added to the mixture. In

many persons' experience the addition of lime

is found to be of no great value, and is not

used. It gives a whitish appearance to the

foliage, which is not altogether agreeable ; but

tliere are others who contend that they have
much better results when lime is used, as above

Heated.

Birds and Fruit Growing —There is often

J reat difference between what one may theo-

tically believe and what he finds profitably

edient. The writer of this paragraph was
e passing by the residence of one fond of

tistics, who had frequently urged the great

^ne of birds to the American fruit grower,

was showing that only for birds, probably a

lion of dollars would be lost to the gardener
i farmer in the United States annually by
ravages of insects which the birds destroy,

t on the occasion above referred to, he was
'•^- in hand, banging away at the robins that

e depredating on his cherries, with a great
' '

'

more energy than one would expect from a

who so little a time before had been preach

-

up the advantages of the feathered tribe.

1 so it goes. One sometimes wonders
V'rther the astute Maine politician, who told

hearers that he was a warm advocate of the
^' line liquor law, but was opposed to its exe-

cution, had not more common sense than he
'^ generally credited with.

Crosby Peach.—Those Horticultural mag-

azines that expect to be bound for library refer-

ence for all time, can scarcely afford to follow

closehy the introducers of new fruits. It looks

bad to read in the volume for 1894,
—"We

have to retract our statement made in 1893

that perfection had been reached in Adam's

new gooseberry, for in Eve s new seedling we

have one that is far superior." Meehans'
Monthly prefers to let new varieties record

their own good deeds. The Crosby Peach

seems to be a kind that has come to stay

awhile and is well suited to New England

gardens. It originated near Lowell, Mass., in

1875. It is one of the sweetest of the yellow

Crawford class, and a particularly abundant

and regular bearer.

Spraying Nursery Rows ok Fruit Trees.

Mr. C. L. Longsdorfof Floradale, Pa., notes that

although the application of the Bordeaux mix-

ture to rows of fruit trees in a nursery is very

satisfactory-, the expense and difficulty of pre-

paring and applying it is too costly and needs

cheapening. He finds that the ammoniacal

solution is much cheaper and very easily pre-

pared ; but he thinks that a good sprayer

adapted to nursery work has not yet been in-

vented. It would be interesting to know from

those who have used these articles in nursery

work, their conclusions as to the best methods

of applying them.

The Plum in California.—Notwithstand-

ing that the plum seems to be so remarkably

well adapted to the north of Europe, it seems

to vie with that portion of the old world, when

introduced into California. California fruit-

growers state that the trees in a ten acre plum

orchard, and only four years old, near Vis-

alia, have near the ground, an average of six-

teen inches in circumference and an average

height of twenty feet. Certainly this cannot

be excelled, if even reached by some of the most

successful plum growing districts of the old

world.

The Elkerta Peach.—A Buffalo correspon-

dent notes the extra hardiness of this variety.

Crosby, Stump the World and others were

severely injured by the winter's cold (700 trees

in all, of different varieties), while every tree

of the Elberta was entirely uninjured.
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TO THE MEMORY OF J. M. A.

A FRAGMENT.

*• Durum ! sed levius fit patientia
Quidquid corriger est nefas.^^

Horace.

* * * Once more
Blue skies have followed sunny rain—
The glorious spring is here again.
The trees are budding in the wood.
By hill and dell, by fount and flood,

And a sweet spirit fills the air

Of life and beauty everywhere.

With rich festoons the budding vine
Garlands the cliff and crowning pine,
But from the pine a stifled sigh
Conies as I wander silent by
And says, with faint-heard spirit-tone
" We know wherefore thou art alone."

I know these woods are still the same
As when we here together came,

—

I know these quiet paths we ranged
Are by the woodman's axe unchanged.
That lowly, by the limpid rill,

The fair spring-beauty blossoms still,

And that the winding river flows
With the same flow that seems repose.

Now on the great elm's sunny crest,

The grosbeak, from his rosy breast,
Pours forth, with veiled and mellow voice.
His warble to the spring. " Rejoice,"
It seems to say, *' from grieving cease."

But o'er the sunlit wood and glade
There broods the shadow of a shade

—

A shade another cannot see.
That dims this light alone to me

—

My spirit sad that will not quit

;

A grief divine and infinite.

The hills, the dells, the streams, the leas,
I know there is no change in these, ,

On which the quiet sunlight shone
In springs that are forever gone.

They are the same, yet not the same.
As when from out the mart we came
Together here to while away
A golden hour of some sweet day.

The Shadow, feigned of fateful mien,
That mingles with us all unseen.
Thee, through the silent realm and dim
Had singled out to follow him.

Howard WorcEvSTkr Gilbert.

Kast Park, Philadelphia, April, 1891.

(78)

Common Names for Plants.— Pretty com-

mon names for our pet flowers are always wel-

come, when they become common. It is their

use in general literature before the name lias

become general, that makes general trouble.

Of this trouble Miss Bennett says :

" Usually common names are localisms. In

some sections Richardsonia scab?a is " False

Ipecac." What is commonly known in the

South as " Beggar-weed," even more commonly
•

' Beggar-lice, '

' is Desmodium molle—good food

for stock. Helenium tenuifolium,—when eaten

by cows, ruination to milk,—when made into

tea, destructive to ** Texas fleas, "is familiarly

written of as *' Yellow Mayweed," though not

a Mayweed at all.

Green Gage Plum.—The Green Gage plum

is of French origin, and is the representative

of a race known as Reine Claude, about which

the Gardener 's Chronicle has the following para-

graph :

Reine Claude, commemorated by a race of

delicious plums, was the queen of Francis 1 of

France. It is narrated of her (says the BulUHn
«

d'Arboriculture), that she caused a man to !)e

hung for stealing her plums. Shortly after an-

other candidate for the gallows passed by, ad
on inquiry being made as to the reason for t' is

second execution, the answer given was, " > 't

for stealing plums, this time."

Botany and Horticulture in the Pub; c

Schools.— Every now and then our nes -

papers paragraph the desirability of havi ;

the elements of botany and horticulture taug t

in the public schools. The difficulty in ti e

way is that text book instructions are alrea v

about overdone, and, besides teaching fro ;i

text-books, teachers who do not themseh 5

understand what is being taught, rart
'

amount to much. But in more recent tini 5

very much is being done in the public schooi •,

by teaching from nature, and simply directir^

the young minds to see, to compare, and Jo

think. In this way alive, active teacher, wi^ 1

no great profundity in science, can do remark-

;ii)ly well. In Boston, as we see by a recent

issue of the Globe, teachers and children visit

the city green-houses, and listen to instruc-

tions from the City Gardener, Mr. Doogue. In

this way both teachers and children are alike

instructed. A delightful account is given of a

recent trip under the Misses Martin and
Hough, teachers in the Martin school. It is

certain that the young minds will remember
wliat they hear on occasional trips of this

kind, as long as they live, and the information

gained must have a great influence for good,
on their whole lives. In Philadelphia much
of this work is also being undertaken. Under
the lead of Prof. Wilson, the eminent botanist,

L(reen-houses have been established in con-
nection with the Girls' Normal School. Two
of the teachers of this school have become ex-

cellent students in botany, the Misses Williams
and Schively, who give weekly lectures to the
Principals of other schools, drawing their les-

sons from actual illustrations from the living
plants which have been growing in the conser-
vatory. The Principals again carry the lessons
they have received, to their schools and in-

struct the children again to see and to observe.
X()thing is taught that is in the least hard to
le irn, or requiring any great efibrt of the mind
t'. memorize. They are simply trained to see

•11 living specimens, to observe, to compare
1 to judge. It is the only school in Phila-

;
hia where the teaching isirom natul-e, and
lout books. In the Germantown section of
ity, in which the writer of this paragraph
1es, one school under the charge of Miss
R. Caroland, has followed in Prof. Wil-

^ track, and botanical and horticultural
'

'

ers are taught from nature on the same
1 '

The children all go to this school with
' luch pleasure as they would go to play, and
^ nsequence of the pleasure which this kind

aching affords, become so interested in

other studies, that they will learn as
^' h in two years in this school, as in three

'^ in schools- where memorizing is chiefly

- ^ile. There is no reason why under this
^ pie method of teaching lessons in science
^ ^ not be introduced anywhere.

'Robert Lyall.—One of our Northwestern
'^ ohes Larix Lyalii is supposed to have been

"anied in honor of Robert Lyall, a botanist of

tl

whom little is known. The Gardener's Chronicle

states that the date of his birth in Scotland is

not known, but that the earliest record of him is

as a student of chemistry and medicine in the

University of Edinburgh, in 1801 . His earliest

botanical papers were about 1811 on the irrita-

bility of plants. In 1S15 he resided as a phy-
sician in a gentleman's family in Russia. In

1820 he appears to be residing near Moscow, as

he assisted Dr. Goldbach in publishing a list

of plants growing around that city. He made
an extensive tour through the Crimea in

the interest of science and returned to Mos-
cow in 1822. He left Russia for London in

1823. In 1827 he was appointed British agent

in Madagascar. In 1829 the natives of Mada-
gascar took superstitious offence, and he had
to flee the country, contracting a fever before

he reached Tamatave, and died at Port Louis

in the Mauritius, 1831. A large i)ortion of his-

botanical collections are in the Kew Herbarium.

The Landscape of Titian.—A correspond-

ent notes in relation to the gardens of the an-

cients, condensed from an article in the Gar-

dening World, that Titian was a figure painter

and never painted landscapes. The correction

is due to the many classical students who are

readers of Mkehans' Monthly.

Mr. Gilbert's Poem.—The beautiful poem
of Mr. Gilbert is rather longer than usually

selected for these head-lines, but it is so full of

natural associations with human life, to illus-

trate which is the object of this section of the

magazine, that the conductors cannot forbear

choosing it. It has had only a transitory

appearance in print before.

*• Injurious Insects and the use of Insec-

ticides." By Frank N. Sempers. Published

by W. Atlee Burpee & Co. , Philadelphia. This

is another of the series of remarkably beautiful

and instructive serials issued by this well-

known firm to which reference was recently

made in these columns.

The Lectures of the Seed Growers at

the World's Fair.—Atlee Burpee cSc Co.,

the well-known seed firm of Philadelphia, have

done good service in issuing with their cata-

logue the papers on seed sowing and seed cul-^

ture read at Chicago.
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FiyOWERS IN Glass. — A Bohemian glass

worker has been able to reproduce flowers

in glass to such perfection, that it is almost

difficult to conceive that they are not natural.

Harvard University possesses a collection

which, according to the Boston Transcript^ is

the only one in existence. They are housed

in the University Museum at Cambridge, over

the door of which is inscribed, '

' The Ware Col-

lection of Blaschka Glass Models." They were

presented to the University by Mrs. Elizabeth

and Miss Mary Iv. Ware in memory of Dr.

Charles E. Ware. The collection occupies 33

cases. In 1854 Leopold Blaschka, who was
born in 1822 at Aich, a village of Northern

Bohemia, commenced this wonderful work.

His specimens were seen by Prince Camille de

Rohan, and as fast as any rare plants bloomed
in the Count's gardens, they were sent to Leo-

pold who reproduced them in glass. In 1862

he had 60 species of orchids. The collection

was, however, destroyed by fire, but in 1866,

at the solicitation of Prof. George Goodale,

Director of the Botanic Garden at Cambridge,

the father and son under great pressure, con-

sented to go on again with their models. Mrs.

and Miss Ware seeing them, authorized him
to make the contract with the Blaschkas. At
the present time they are under contract to

give their entire time to the Museum of Har-

vard University for a series of years ; the

younger one journeying to the tropics and
elsewhere, making botanical analysis and
drawings, which he carries back to Germany
for reproduction in glass. They keep their

method of procedure and their process of man-
ipulation an entire secret. They manipulate

the glass while it is still plastic by heat. Even
those intimate with them are not allowed to

know of the process by which the glass is

colored. The shipments as made are received

in February and August of each year.

PoLYGALA Senega.—Can any friend send

the Conductor a few seeds of Polygala Senega,

the coming season ?

(80)

Shetland Ponies.—It is believed that the

small Shetland Ponies have been developed

from the larger horses, of the rest of the herd.

In consequence of a smaller amount of food at

the command of the horses in the more nor-

thern regions, resulting in what might be

termed a constant struggle for existence, they

have become reduced in size ; and, in that way,

took on the characteristics which distinguish

them now from other breeds of horses. This

must surely be nothing but an ingenious sur-

mise. Rough figures of horses and riders have

been discovered on the sculpture of the earlier

Celtic inhabitants of the Shetland Islands pre-

vious to the Norwegian invasion, and there

seems to be no difference now between the

Shetland ponies and those of these remote

ages.

AcoNiTUM UNCiNATUM.—The next plate will

represent one of the most beautiful of the wild

flowers of the Southern Alleghenies, one of the

curious aconite family, Aconittim uncinafnm,

from a specimen gathered by the senior con-

ductor at Hawksnest in Virginia. Much as

some recent pictures of wild flowers have gi> en

pleasure, it is believed this will at least etiaal

any of them in this respect.

A New Name for the Tulip Trek —
Botanists have been unanimous in adopt ig

Liriodendroii ttilipifera as the proper or^ 0-

graphy for the name of the tulip tree,—bu'» m
Italian botanist, Ugolini, contends they art ill

wrong, and that the name should be writ en

•' Leyriodendron. " He says the original Gr k

derivative is leyrion. It is not stated whet er

• our friend is of the Montagues, or the CapuK '
s.

Plum Growing in Maine.—Prof. Mun >n

of the Maine Agricultural Experiment Stat 1
1.

says that plum growing, once abandoned in

the Penobscot valley, is again being profitaMy

undertaken in some portions of the St'e.

Aroostook county has three-fourths of the pi ^"

orchards.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
\Jvertisemetits under this head, not exceeding 50 words,

,'! be inserted once for 50 cents, or three times for $1.25.

A reliable and thoroughly posted man, with inside

and outside work wants a position indoors, in a

Seed, Plant or Nursery establishment, commencing

with the New Year. Could acceptably fill position

as Superintendent of a Cemetery. Address, T. J.,

care Thomas Meehan & Sons, Gerniantown, Phila.

GARDENERS—on o^^ register will be found

the names of Competent Gardeners, adapted

for all positions, and we will take pleasuie in send-

\\\)i^ these to any one requiring their services. Cor-

respondence solicited. Henry A. Dreer, Seedsman
and Florist, 714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

ilClif CVCfC Cataractn, Scars or Film§

Hl^ff XI C O ABSOUUED. Our Luiiie

treatment CURES Diseased Eyes or Lida when all

othprsfail. Hundreds conTinccd. Pamphlet ^ee.

ho KisK. AddrebS TUE EYE, Glena EaliB, W. x.

DBligiits Botfi Scent

and sigiit

fills the air with fragrance and

the beholder with pleasure.

BBGfiters dqudib

FlowBilng HniBrlcan GraD
Received Highest Award at World's Fair.

Write to introducer for descriptive circular, free.

Sample spray of blossninn by iiihII, 8 centH.

THE STAUNTON NURSERY
THEO. BECHTEL. P»,o...«.

StaUntOH, 111.

DESTROYS!
Kliall U be lour HoiiMp ot

a Pound ol C opperf
{AJ Entirely new departure in pro-

Ijl tecting buildings from lightning

1)1 Patents of N. D. C. Hodges,
J

I

Ed itor of Science.
Send for circulars. Agents wanted.

American Liohtnino Protection Co.,

874 Broadway, New York.

FOR THB

BEST STHNDHRD FLOWER POTS
KDDReSS

THE iBiHILLDIN POTTERY CO.
713 TO 719 WHHRTON ST.. PHILHDELPHIH

LATEST NOVELTIES IN

ROSES, PHLOX, POPPIES, IRISES, PAEONIES,
PYRETHRUMS, DELPHINIUMS, ETC.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA, ROSA WICHURAIANA

-: Catalogues, 228 pages, fully describing the most unique collection of hardy plants in America. The

set for 5 two-cent stamps.

THE READING NURSERY
JACOB W. MANNING, Proprietor

tabilshed in 1854 READING, MASS.

CLASS SEEDS.
Our 93f»d ArJNUflLi CATAUOGUB

is now ready, and w\ll he mailed free on application. It contains

the largest collection in the world of

VBOBtaDle. Flower and Farm Saefls
including every standard variety and every novelty of established merit.

Beautifully illustrated with hundreds of cuts.

MAIL

J.M.THORBURN&Co.lS JOHN ST.NewYork

m^nfffif^



USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN. Fashions
IN

Flowers

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
Kor Pamphlet on " Bugs aud Blight," address

B. HAMMOND, Fishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y.

like fashions in dress, have their changes. They do not
change so often, but they change. HAKliY ORNAMEN-
TALS of all kinds are coming to the front. Something
permanent that does not have to be replaced every vear.
What makes the homes of the Old World so beautiful ? it is

the liberal use of Hardy OrnamentalH. Hardy ferns,

shrubs, vines, herbaceous plants and seeds that have Ueeii

grown in Vermont are sure to be constitutionally hardv.
My Catalogue will tell you how to grow them and where
to buy them. Send for it.

F. H. HORSFORDi Charlotte, Vt.

eOKSEHiraiES, HBEEKHOUSES, PBLIQ HOUSES,

IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

HITCHINGS St CO.
ESTABLISHED 1844.

GREENHOUSE HEATING AND YENTILATIN6. HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING

Shi
HI

•-'1

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION
GreenhouseH, Conservatories, Palm Houses, Graperies, etc.. Constructed Complete, or Structural Iron Wurk

pped ready for erection. Plans and Specifications furnished on application ; also estimate of cost.
TCH1NG8 & CO., 5833 Mercer Street, N. Y. City. Send 4 cents postage for illustrated catalogue.

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and Estimates furnished
on application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDEHS

FRONT VIEW OF A PORTION OF OUR EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S FAIR

SKND FOUR CENTS POSTAGE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Mention "Meehaus' Monthly." LORD 3i BURNHAM CO.p Irvington-on-Hudson^ N. Y.

dROUND THE WORLD
wTX An lllttstratotf Monthly Msfazimi off

Toursy TroYOls onrf Explorations

DEVOTKD TO A KNOWL-
CDQC or THE EARTH
AND OF ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

A MAGAZINE FOR THE LIBRARY AND
DRAWINO-ROOM

Printed throughout on fine coated paper, and intended for

prraianent preservation in the library of the household, club,

«cd college.

From the New York Nation :
** Prof. Heilprin's taste

goes hand in hand with his solid learning to produce a
very handsome journal, with charming illustrations."

T1IIIB:£ NVSIBEBS (Deoember, January and
February) NOW R£ADT.

No. I (December) contains, among other articles, **A Sledge

EDITED BY
FROr. /INQELO HCILPRIN

Journey and an Experience,*' by Mrs. Peary (illustrated),

with a fine portrait of the author.

This periodical holds a unique place in the magazine liter-

ature of this country, and is almost the only one which is

published with a view to permanent preservation, as a book
of reference, on the shelves of the library. It is essentially

a magazine for the family, and it will be found as indispen-

sable to the teacher as it is useful to the intending summer
and winter tourist.

¥«arly Subscription, 91.50. Single Copy» Iff cents. In Club with MBEHANS' MONTHL.Y for S8.00

THE CONTEnPOR/IRT PUDLI5I1INQ CO.
CAMVA88ER8 WANTED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

LIBERAL TERMS
6 BEEKMAN STREET. NEW YORK

628 CHESTNUT STREET. RHiLADELPHIA

PUBLISHED THE Isr AND 15th OF EACH MONTH
BY

THE GARDENING COMPANY
MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.00 A YEAR 24 NUMBERS

"For the enlightened owners of gardens and woodlands
this jonmal is invaluable."—A^zc York Tribune.

The most practical and valuable American Horti-
cultural publication. Departments : The Flower
Garden, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, The
Window Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vege-
table Garden, Insects and Other Pests, Mushrooms,
and others in season. See what subscribers say
about this valuable journal.

"For condensed common sense in gardening matters, for
reliable, unprejudiced and safe information, Gardening
Ci-.nnot be surpassed, and although moderate in size it ex-
pands upon perusal." W. C. Eoan, Highland Park, 111.

"GAftDBNiMO is the best horticultural paper printed in
America." Chas I^. Borr, Springfield, Mass.

'I am greatly pleased with the paper. It is practical and
ni^cstlvc. Its reproduction ofphotographic views of plants,
^.owers and landscapes is a most admirable feature."

W. M. JOHMSON , Hackensack, N. J.

"It is a delightAil paper aad ha« been very interesting and
1:1 4ntctivc to m«.** ^A2«X Bitcbcock, Davenport, la.

.

' I have found OAADBKHfO txtramcljr utelbl and interest-
ivy Yott have giveny<mf subacrttMirsa fr«»t deal more thaa
in^ moaey*awoifli.*^ Chas. %. BkOWK.

mutnouth. Nova Scotia

"Such a publication was long needed in this country.
H^rry line of its ooatrlbtttions ia a lesson in itself to many
pr; fensionala as well as to amateurs."
OHw BsRRv, Gardener to Senator Wolcott.Uttleton, Colo.

"I value Gardbnimo highly on account of the very practi-
ce character of its contents."

J. A. Pbttiorbw, Supt. Lincoln Park, Chicago

.
' ''cgRrd Gardbicino as one of the most practical maga-

xvie» issued in the interests of horticulture.'
W. F. Macara, Watervillc, N. Y.

"The paper is the most practical of any I read."
W. K Anns; Fond du I^C, W!«.

' subscribe to all tiie horticultural and lioricultural jour-
miiK on this continent as far as I know and find in Garden-
'^ i the most practidil one for an amateur like myself.*'

Dr. Obo. T. Hawlbv, Cor-' ~ N. Y.

• GARDEN>^ N D

FORES!
A •J9ryj^J>'ALOF HORTICULTURE
LANDSCAPE-ART AND FORESTRY

JANUARY 3 1894 •

A beautifully illustrated joiunal of

Horticulture, Iwandscape Art, and For-

estry, filled every .week with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take

an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the scope of the paper.

The best journal of its important kind.—/^I'M. Freu.

"The fotemost journal of its €iaam.**-^Boston Herald.

"A delightful weekly companion."—/far/^i Weekly.

It easily leads all similarjournals in this country, if not in

all countries.—jffoj/«n Transcript.

The engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare

trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes. -^A^. Y. Entening Post.

It sustains the high character which it assumed from its

commencement, and has no rival in its ^t\^.-~SpringJield

Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application.

Gardeo and Forest PnbllsWnK C«. ^''^ ?slw"

S

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS~TelL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEENAN8' MONTHLY.



USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN. Fashions
IN

Flowers

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
1 ui Pamphlet OH " IJn^s and lilijilit, addirss

]]. HAMMOMJ, I'ishkill-on-IIiulson, N. V

like fashions in <lress, liave their ihanges. I'hes

clian^t-* so often, but th<v chanj^c. IIAKI»Y <)l:^.\^! , N.

TALS of all kinds are coniinj^ to tlie front. Som
IMM'inaiK'iit that does not have to be re])laced c\ <

\\ hat makes the homes of the ( )ld World so beaiitifu,

the liberal use of llar<ly Oriiameiitals. lianl^
sfirubs, vines, lierbaeeous plants aiul seeds that ha
j^jovvn in Vermont are sure to be constitutional!', i. :-i.

My Catalojjue \villt«*II you liow to i;ro\v tlu'in aiul *\hiri'
to buy Uk'111. S<'n<l tor it.

F. H. HORSFORD, Charlotte vt.

EONSEIlVflTORIES, KREEIIHOUSEII, P|IL|II HODSES.

IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING,.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY.
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. j.

HITCHINGS Si CO.
ESTABLISHED 1844.

GREENHOUSE HEATING AND VENTILATING. HORTICULTDRAL ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING

r-<

fc , X . .-] .'.J.
\-- >-.•*>•

- ^ L-'^

•fJ-'TT "t "5<». ,.* I ''T-''™'5-^^i^-'..I.-*;*'ff-'''''**'^f*-^ '

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION
<ireeiihousf«, CNmsorvatories, ralni Houses, Ciraperies, etc., Constructed Complete, or Structural Irui-

shipped ready for erection. I'luns and Specifications furnished on api)lication ; also estimate of cost.
llirCiIIN<iS & CO., 'i\V,\ Morcer Street, N, Y. City. Send 4 cents postage for illustrated catalogue.

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEER

Plans and Ivstimates furnished
un application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDF ^

"Cur l»^i

-^ t

2. +

&s/ >rt:.*-Vi» "i^atiJ^jaiv
•

-^'»,^tO''flllllW\W^
, ~

;:...^L.KCT|i|fli,flM ntwermwrnm^mm

FRONT VltW UK A POHTION OF OVH EXHIBIT AT THF. WORLD'S FAIR

SKNU lOUR CKNTS rOSTAGK FOR ILM'STKATHD CATALOC^UK.

Mention "Meehans' MoullU)," LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-on-Hudson, N V

IROUNb THE WORLD
' An Illustrated Monthly Magazine of

Tours, Travels and Explorations

DEVOTED TO A KNOWL-
EDGE OF THE EARTH
AND OF ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

MAGAZINE FOR THE LIBRARY AND
DRAWING-ROOM

iiled throughout on fine coated paper, and intended for

inent preservation in the library of the household, club,

..(illege.

From the New York Nation : " Prof. Heilprin's taste

oeshand in hand with his solid learning to produce a
eiy handsome journal, with charming illustrations."

THREE NIIMBERS (December, January and
February) NOW READY.

• I (December) contains, among other articles, "A Sledge

EDITED BY

FROF. flNQELO HEILFRIN
Journey and an Kxperience,*' by Mrs. Peary (illustrated),

with a fine portrait of the author.

This periodical holds a unique place in the magazine liter-

ature of this country, and is almost the only one which is

published with a view to permanent preservation, as a book
of reference, on the shelves of the library. It is essentially

a magazine for the famil> , and it will be found as indispen-

sable to the teacher as it is useful to the intending summer
and winter tourist.

^ ' .irly 2Sub8crii>tioi), 91.50. Single C<»py, 15 cents. In Club with MEEHANS' MONTHLY for 93.00

THE CONTEnPOR/IRT FUPLISHIMQ CO.
VvASSERS WANTED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

LIBERAL TERMS
5 BEEKMAN STREET. NEW YORK

628 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA

PUBLISHED THE 1st AND 15th OF EACH MONTH
BY

THE GARDENING COMPANY
MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO

. BSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.00 A YEAR 24 NUMBERS

"For the enlightcTied owners of gardens and woodlands
this journal is invaluable."—AVrt' Yopk Tribune.

VOL VII. ii^?:^^:i^:>:*TAi;c^'^u:r^i:v<^t::^^T:i^ NO 3(6

lie most practical aud valuable American Horti-
lural publication. Departments : The Flower
!flcn, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, The
clow Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vege-

)ic Garden, Insects and Other Pests, Mushrooms,
^ otliers in season. See what subscribers say
Ml this valuable journal.

^ or condensed common sense in gardening matters, for
>Able, unprejudiced and safe information, Gardening

ot l>e surpassed, and although moderate in size it ex-
s upon perusal." W. C. Egan, Highland Park, 111.

ARDKNING is the best horticultural paper printed in
: ica.'* Chas L. Burr, Springfield, Mass.

urn greatly pleased with the paper. It is practical and
estive. Its reproduction of photographic views of plants,
'"rs aud landscapes is a most admirable feature."

W. M. Johnson, Hackensack. N. J.

:' is a delightful paper and has been very interesting and
uctive to me." Frank Hitchcock, Davenport, la.

! iiave found Gardening extremely useful and interest-
Vou have given your subscribers a great deal more than
money's worth." Chas. E. Brown,

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

uch a publication was long needed in this country.
V line of its contributions is a lesson in itself to many
cssionals as well as to amateurs."
'IN Berry, Gardener to Senator Wolcolt, Littleton, Colo.

' • alue Gardening highly on account of the very practi-
« liaracter of its contents."

J. A. Pkttigrew, Supt. Lincoln Park, Chicago

egard Gardening as one of the most practical maga-
•ssued in the interests of horticulture.'

\V. F. Macara, Waterville, N. Y.

" ie paper is the most practical of any I read."
W. E. Abbs, Fond du Lac, Wis.

"Inscribe to all the horticultural and floricultural jour-
•n this continent as far as I know and find in Garden-
>he most practical one for an amateur like myself."

Dr. Geo. T. Hawlev, Corning, N. Y.

GARDEN
A\ N [>

FOREST
AJOIJRNALOF HORTICULTl'RE
LANDSCAPE-ART AND EOREST'^N

.JANUARY 3 1894
•»-rr- Tf-t»»>»»»T-

iirrii|ir'

A beautifully illustrated journal of

Horticulture, lyandscape Art, and P'or-

estry, filled every week with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take

an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading- articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the .sco{)e of the paper.

The best journal of its important kind—/%/7rt. Ptrss.

"The foremost journal of its class."—i9oj/<?« Hoald.

"A delightful weekly companion."— //ar/^r'j Weekly.

It easily leads all similar journals in this country, if not in

all countries.

—

Boston Transcript.

The engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare

trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes.— A'l Y. Evening Post.

It sustains the high character which it assumed from its

commencement, and has no rival in its field.—Spring^eid
Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on applicAtion.

Garden and Forest PuWlsliing Co. '"'^i^ ?Srk"'

l-N WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY.

-* INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
•HR^S^



CANTON
CLIPPER

GARDEN PLOl
Weighs 20 lbs. Thousands in use

BRANCH HOUSES
^ Minneapolis Omaha

Pronounced as one of the best Garden Plows ever offer ,.

Three shovels and rake attachment, steel wheel, adjusta'I-

frame. The cut illustrates the plow. List price, $5.00. Wi •

for discounts.

A SURE SELLER
Send for catalogue and circulars of Plows, Cultivators, Harrows, etc.. 1

ParUn & Orendorff Co.
CANTON, ILL.Des Moines St. Louis

Decatur, 111. Dubuque

EDWARD CAMPBE
LflNDSQ/IPE /IRQHITEQT AUb ENQINEER

ARDMORE, - PA.

Sketch plans and planting maps prepared, and suggestions given for the laying out and improveii t

of country and suburban residences, public parks and grounds of every description.

Grounds laid out and their construction undertaken by contract or day labor, and carried out uti -or

strict personal supervision. The choice grouping and effective arrangement of trees and shrubs has I 1

made a special study. Trees furnished and planted by experienced workmen.

Draining Plans and Surveys. Fine Crushed Stone for Walks and Carriage Drives.

1892./ /.

TRY
DREER'S
GARDEN
SEEDS

Plants, Bulbs and Requisites.

They are the best at the lowest
prices. Calendar for '94 mailed
free. Address

HENRY A. DREER.
714 Chestnut St., Phila.

mmm mmm m mmi
New Edition, rewritten and greatly enlarged. A u

to the amateur in the Fruit, Vegetable, and Flower Gar
with full descriptions for the Greenhouse, Conservator-
Window Garden. It meets the wants of all cla.sses, in co;.:

city and village, who keep a garden for their own enjo\

rather than for the sale of products. By Peter Heudei -

92.0Finely Illustrated. Cloth, l^mo.

HOT WATER HEATINO
«« »»

BOILERS, PIPES, FITTINGS, ETC.

Frederic O'NeiU
56 N. Seventh Street and 2116 Race Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

HIRES & CO., Limited, f LARGE STOCK
LOW PRICES

•lanufacturers and
Importers

PLATE WINDOW

Colored and Bnameled Glass.
Ijooking Glass.

French Sheet.
Fngllsh Sheet.

Removed to 626 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

rACTomcs : « '^^^^ ^"^y House in Philadelphia that car-

•uiNTON. N. J. ri^^ ^ lull Stock of Polished Plate Glass.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS,

Germantown, a,

IT WILL PAY YOU to send for our new a-

logue, which tells of Hardy Trees, Shr !'8,

Plants. Roses, Fruit, and our special stoc ot

Riiododendrons. It will interest all who are i:
1-

ested iu such matters.

ANDORRA NURSERIES, ?l;,irCr.'
Wm. Warner Harper, manaqer

EVERGREENS.
La rKcststock in Amer-
ica, including

Colorado Blue Spruce

and Douglas Spruce

of Colorado.
Also Ornaynental.

Shade and Forest Tnes.

Tree Seedn, Etc.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, PLEASE MENTION MEEHANS' MONTHLY.
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JUNE, 1594 No. 6

ISSUED MONTHLY, $2.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANOE, SINGLE COPY 20 CENTS.
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PUBUISHHD BY

Thomas Meehan & Sons,

G«t(tnantouin, Philadelphia.

COPVRIOHTCD ia»A

KirrXRBD AT THE PHILADELPHIA P06T OFFICE AS SECOND-CLASS MATTBE.

'•*^i.

TIGHT BINDING TEXT GUT OFF
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rieehans*
Monthly
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

Thomas
riEEHAN & Sons,

Qermantown, Phila.

Subsepiption Price $2.00 per year.

$1.00 for Six Months. Back Numbers 20 ots. Each.
Two Subscriptions for $3.50 per Year.

/
ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

Forms close on the 20th of each Month,
preceding date of issue.

Address all Correspondence relating both to

Editorial and Advertising matter, to

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Publishers

Germantown, Phila., Pa.

Just THREE DOLLARS is

all It will cost you this month

for the Cosmopolitan Magazine

and Good Housekeeping, one

year each. To secure these

two publications for one year

for that sum, send this month

THREE DOLLARS to GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING, Springfield,

Mass.

The Native Flowers and Ferns of the United States.
Many readers of Meehans' Monthly who have learned to look with

pleasure to Its coming each month, are not aware of the fact that it is a con-
tmuation, m a measure, of a great work undertaken by Prof. Thomas Meehan

nXrJf f-"°" f^"^'' 'K'''^^
°^"'^^'" ^^^^^^ Fl°^^^^ ^»d Ferns of theUnited States, four magnificent volumes were published, each volume con-

TTrl ^T^-^'^ ,
handsomely lithographed plates, by the celebrated firm of

^;;.f^ ;'. .°'*°"'/''*^,'^'*^ ^'"'^' P^^*^ fo""^ pages of descriptive text,
or 192 pages of text in each volume.

.nd
^"ly/^'- f^7"^d^" demise of the publisher of the work, the lithographsand popular text accompanying them, now in use in Meehans' Monthly,

^ri lf7 TVTJ^'J ^^^'}''>'f
volumes of "The Native Flowers and

ceeding vohmi^^^^^

^ ''''' '"
'"''' ''''^ ''''' originally prepared for suc-

To those possessing the volmnes of Meehans' Monthly, and desiring tomake the work more complete, the possession of the four volumes of "TheNative Howets and Ferns of the United States" would doubtless be a great
pleasure. We can supply the four volumes at the following prices

:

Cloth, gilt edge. SJ.SOper vol. Half Morocco, gilt edge. S9.00 per vol.
Full Morocco, gilt edge, $lO.SO per vol.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS - Germantown, Philadelphia.

Henderson's * Practical * Floriculture.
BY PKTER HENDERSON.

A guide to the successful propagation and cultivation oi
florists' plants. Ihe work is notione for flori.sts and warden
ers only but the amateur's wants are constantly kent inmind, and we have a very complete treatise on the cultiva-
tion of flowers under glass, or in the open air, suited tothose who grow flowers for pleasure as well as for those whomake them a matter of trade. The work is characterized bvthe same radical common sense that marked the author'sGardening for Profit," and it holds a high place in theestimation of lovers of horticulture. Beautifully illustratedNew and enlarged edition. Cloth, i2mo. Price »1.60.THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS. Germantown,

HENBSRSON'S 6ASDE»IN6 FOE PLEASURE,

New Edition, rewritten and greatly enlarged. A g-
to the amateur in the Fruit, Vegetable, and Flower Gar
with full descriptions for the Greenhouse, Conservatory
Window Garden. It meets the wants of all classes, in couu
city and village, who keep a garden for their own enjoyn
rather than for the sale of products. By Peter Hendersor

Finely lUustrated. Cloth, 12ino. «8.00

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS,

Germantown,
WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS. TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHL
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V

ACONITUM UNCINATUM.

AMERICAN MONKSHOOD.

NATURAL ORDER, RANUNCULACE^.

ACONITUM UNCINATUM, LiNN.^us.—Stem sttiooth , vine-like, erect ; leaves three to five-cleft, with the lobes ovate-lanceolate,
coarsely toothed ; raceme few-flowered

; flowers large, blue ; upper sepal helmet-shaped. Stems two to six inches long.
Leaves rather rigid. (Ch'-pman's Botany of the Southern C'nitfd States. See also Gray's Afanual of the Botany oj
the Northern United States, and Wood's Clasi-Book of Botany.^

Ttie natural order RanunculacecB , to which
the aconite belongs, is, to use a botanist's

term, a very natural one. And yet the flowers

often assume such odd forms, that the general

observer, unused to analysis, would scarcely

imagine they all belonged to one family. The
larkspurs and columbines, with their long

spurs or nectaries, are in striking contrast

with the regularity of the buttercup. Here
in the aconite, we also have a striking irreg-

ularity. What w^e note as the beautiful blue

ht re, is chiefly the calyx, composed of five

pieces. One is very large, and forms the

h' ' xled upper portion we call the helmet, which
!i be readily seen in any of the flowers in

t picture. Then there are two lateral ones
itai are rounded, which we may almost call

Mo:s. Finally we have the other two at

til lowest point, long and slender, and very
I' ke the other three. The artist has afforded

xcellent front-face view of these five differ-

i sepals in Fig. i, so that the whole flower,

e see it, is composed but of a colored calyx,

^ ii highly diversified sepals. When we open
' -^e slightly, we find two small petals with

>rt spur or nectary, as if the plant would,
V little provocation, start itself on the road

' ards a larkspur. There ought to be five

Is to correspond with the five sepals. We
^ often trace the rudiments in the lower por-

of the flower, but if they were to be fully

' 'Uced the plant might not be regarded as an
ite. It is the great and singular irregular-

and the orer-developnient and under-
' elopnient of parts, that make it what it is.

'^\ hen the species here illustrated was first

' vovered. there was no other one known
1' the New World. And as there were a

number described from other parts of our
^
'''be. it was natural that it should be dis-

tinguished as the American Aconite. Since

then Dr. Asa Gray discovered another species,

A. reclinatum. When Dr. Gray issued his

illustrated genera of North American plants

in 1848, these were then the only two known
to our country. Since then Nuttall discovered

another distinctively American species, now
known as A. Colurnbianum . It is found in the

Rocky Mountains and westwardly, and is often

marked A. nasnitim in herbariums. The
famous A. napellus, of Europe, is found in the

Northwest, with some variation from the typ-

ical form ; and another Siberian species, A.
Kamtschaticuniy is occasionally- found. These

are all the species of aconite the United States

possesses.

Our species, Aconitum tmcinatinn, derives its

name from the incurved or hooked spur on

the small included petals which has already

been referred to. Its leathery leaves are also

usually only three-lobed, as shown in Fig. 2.

The upper sepal is also at least as well mark-

edly helmet-shaped as any in the genus. Its

very slender flexuous stem is also characteristic.

Indeed, it is almost of climbing habit. One of

the earlier botanists, Elliott, in his Botany

of South Carolina, notes it as climbing, and

Muhlenberg named it A. scandc?is from its

supposed climbing power. There is an allied

species in Siberia, A. volubilis^ that does ab-

solutely climb. The specimens from which

the illustration was taken, grew in the steep

rocky slopes of the New River, near Hawks-

nest, in Virginia, together with coarse grasses,

sedges, Lilium siiperburn^ and other strong

growing vegetation, but managed to push its

slender, heavy, almost climbing stems above

them all. Virginia seems to be its natural

home, though it extends northwardly along

the Alleghenies to New York, and southwardly
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AMKRK'AX MONKSHOOD.

NATURAL ORDER, RANrXCULACH.i:.

M r.NCiNAruM, LiNN.Kfs.—Stem smooth, vine-like, erect ; leaves three to fivc-cleft. with the lohrs ovate latuH-olate,
..ar>ely toothed

;
raceme fe\v-(lo\vered

; flowers laiKe, blue ; upper sepal helmet-shaped. Stems two to >i.\ itu h<s '.oii^'.

I -tves rather rijjid. (Ch-pman's IU)tan\ ot'(hfSotith,'tnrnt!,dS!i:(t's. See also (",ra\ 's .1/.;;///^;/ ^^ - -// /: '.•>••. -

\'o>lh>}n {'nift'd Sfa/t's, and Wood's Clasi-Book of' Botattv. i

ll'

r.ii

i'tic natural order Raiiiinculacece, to which
• aconite belongs, is, to use a botanist's

• a very natural one. And yet the flowers

11 assume such odd forms, that the general

-irver. unused to analysis, would scarcely

ii:ine they all belonged to one family. The
\>])urs and columbines, with their long

- or nectaries, are in striking contrast

.1 the regularity of the buttercup. Here
ihc aconite, we also have a striking irreg-

'\. What we note as the beautiful blue

is chiefly the cal^'x, composed of five

( )ne is very large, and forms the

1 upper portion we call the helmet, which
readily seen in any of the flowers in

,V(1

•c

icture. Then there are two lateral ones

ire rounded, which we may almost call

>. Finally we have the other two at

owest point, long and slender, and ver}'

e the other three. The artist has aflorded

xcellent front- face view of these five difier-

e])als in iMg. I, so that the whole fiower,

see it, is composed but of a colored calyx,

highly diversified sepals. When we open
slightly, we find two small petals with
rt spur or nectary, as if the plant would,
'ittle provocation, start itself on the road
ids a larkspur. There ought to be five

< to correspond with the five sepals. We
;ten trace the rudinients in tlie lower por-

r the fiower, but if they were to ])e fully

CL'd the plant might not be regarded as an
*e. It is the great and singular irrcgular-

nul the OTer-developnien*t and under-
' »pnient of parts, that make it what it is.

'<--n the species here illustrated was first

t-red, there was no other one known
the New World. And as there were a
•1 described from other parts of our
U was natural that it should be dis-

tinguished as the American Aconite. Since

then Dr. Asa Oray discovered another species,

A. recUnatiim. When Dr. (iray issued his

illustrated genera of North American plants

in 1S4S, these were then the onh' two known
to ourcountr}'. vSince then Nuttall discovered

another distinctively American species, now
known as - /. Columbianum. It is found in the

Rocky Mountains and westwardly. and is often

marked ./. nasKtum in herbariums. The
famous A. napellus, of Ivurope, is found in the

Northwest, with some variation from the t\]>-

ical form : and another Siberian species. ./.

KajntSiJiaticitm , is occasionally found. These

are all the species of aconite the United States

possesses.

Our species, .Iconitiim unciuatuDi, derives its

name from the incurved or hooked spur on

the small included petals which has already

l)een referred to. Its leathery leaves are also

usually only three-lobed. as shown in I"ig. :..

The upper sepal is also at least as well mark-

edly helmet-shaped as any in the genus. Its

very slender fiexuous stem is alsocharactei istic.

Indeed, it is almost of climbing habit. One of

the earlier botanists, IClliott. in his Botany

of South Carolina, notes it as climbing, and

Muhlenberg nanie<l it A. scandois from its

supposed climbing j)Ower. There is an allied

species in Siberia. .7. volnbilis^ that does ab-

solutel\' climb. The specimens from which

the illustration was taken, grew in the steep

rocky slopes of the New River, near Hawks-

nest, in Virginia, together with coarse grasses,

sedges, Liliujn sitperbmn, and other strong

growing vegetation, but managed to j)ush its

slender, heavy, almost climbing stems al)o\e

them all. Virginia seems to be its natural

home, though it extends northwardly along

the Alleghenies to New Vork, and southwardly

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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as far as the AUeghenies go. Westwardly it is

not often found at low elevations, though it was
collected in the barrens of Indiana by Dr. Short.
One of the most interesting features of

modern botanical geography is the discovery
of the fact that in the Atlantic portion of
the United States the vegetation has a marked
similarity to that of Japan, and many species
are exactly the same. This species of Aconite
is one of those common to both portions of the
earth. Thunberg, in 1784, described the Japan
species as A. Japonicnm, which has since been
found identical with this species of Linnseus,
named in 1764, so that our name has the prior
right. It is called in that country Loo Huso.
The species, however, varies somewhat, and
some botanists have noted two marked varie-
ties, one as LinncBana, the original form
as described by Linnaeus, with a pointed
horned helmet, as in Fig. 3, and variety,
Michauxiana, with the point still different.

But as our picture shows, these characters vary
on the same plant.

Philip Miller says it was cultivated in 1770
by James Gordon. It does not, however, take
well to cultivation, in American experience. It

seems to have been first received from Phila-
delphia, and Pennsylvania is given in subse-
quent notes.

The whole family of aconite is often called
Wolfsbane, because a species growing in the
Alps was used to destroy wolves and bad dogs

;

and the family history of the genus is a record
of deadly poison. Indeed, Shakespeare and
other poets not only refer to the plant as the
" deadly aconite, " but use the name of aconite
for any subtle, deadly poison. One of the an-
cient Ovidian fables has its chief incident based
on the deadly effects of the plant. The plant
itself was raised from the foam from the mouth
of the terrible dog Cerberus, that guarded the
entrance to the infernal regions. Medea, the
sorceress, determined on the destruction of
Theseus, bethought her to employ this aconite
which she had brought with deadly intent
from Sythia. ^geus, however, saved him
from her deadly hate. The story is thus trans-
lated by Sandys

:

•*And now arrives, unknown, ^geus' seed,
Who, great in name, had two-sea'd Isthmos

freed
;

Whose undeserved ruin Medea sought
By mortal aconite, from Sythia brought

;

This from Echidnean dog dire essence draws.

There is a blind steep cave, with faggy jaws
Through which the bold Tyrinthian hero stra'i: cd
Dragged Cerberus, with adamant enchained ;

'

Who backward hung, and scowling, looked asKcw
On glorious day, with anger rabid grew

;

Thrice howls, thrice barks, at once with his tliree
heads,

And on the grass his foaming poison sheds.
Thi» sprung; attracting from the fruitful soil
Dire nourishment, and power of deathful spoil.
The rural swains, because it takes delight
In barren rocks, surnamed it aconite.'*

In regard to the origin of the name Aconite,

as applied to this plant, it may be noted that

many of our botanical authorities accept the

explanation of the Roman poet without ques-

tion. The name is, however, Greek, and Theo-

phrastus, the Greek author, who flourished

some two centuries and a half before Ovid,

states that the name is from the village of

Akonat in Bithynia, and because some species

grow plentifully there. The only true Aconite

now growing in Greece is the well-known . /.

Napelbis, but, according to Sibthorp, it does

not grow in Bithynia, but in Laconia, some
thousand miles southwest, where it is still

known in vernacular Greek as aconite. It

may be rash to disturb now, what centuries of

scholarship have accepted, but it does look as if

the modern habit of shrewd guessing was not

unknown two or three centuries ago. It can

scarcely be believed that one plant once so

abundantly native in Bithynia, and reproduc-

ing itself so easily by its little turnip shaped

roots (the name Napellus is derived from the

turnip-like resemblance), should have since

wholly disappeared. The aconite of the an-

cients was especially deadly. An old witvir

says, "The heads of Arrows being dipt i 10

the juice thereof, so Empoysons them that tl y
kill all Living things who are Wounded tlic'e-

with." In olden times, however, many thi rs

were grouped together under the name > ry

distinct from the genus as now limi' v^.

Gerarde relates that in his day the n- ^t

venomous kinds were other Ranuncuh^ i^

with regular flowers, and that the irreg ir

ones that we now limit as aconites, ^' re

regarded rather as antidotes. Grifiith, in -
is

Medical Botany, reports that some careful :x-

perimenters have not found the noxious ;
->•

perties in them to the degree others have.

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURE.

AMERICAN WILD FLOWERS.

But here at home, where we were born,

Thou wilt find flowers just as true,

Down-bending every summer's morn
With freshness ofNew England dew.

For nature, ever kind to love.

Hath granted them the same sweet tongue.
Whether with German skies above,

Or here our granite rocks among.—LowEi^i..

vSpring Flowers Near Philadelphia.—
Mr. Edwin Jellet notes :

— '* To those who find

pleasure in keeping a record of nature's ex-

pressions, the present season will long be re-

membered as one among the most remarkable

ones. On Christmas Day, 1893, the shep-

herd's purse, dandelion, chickweed, quaker-

lady, skunk cabbage, and witch-hazel were

found in full bloom, and on Easter Day, March

25, 1894, the following plants were noted in

full bloom :

—

Acer rubrum
Acer dasycarpum
Alnus serrulata
Benzoin odoriferum
Capsella bursa-pastoris
Coinplonia asplenifolia
Chrysoplenium americanum
Claytonia virginica
Crocus vemus
Cercis Japouica
Draba verna
Hquisetum arvense
Kpigica repens
Forsythia viridissima
Galanthus nivalis
Houstonia coerulea
Ilepatica triloba
Hyaciuthus orientalis
Jasminum nudiflorum
Lamiura amplexicaule
Magnolia conspicua
Orontium aquaticum
Pyrus japonica
Populus monilifera
Symplocarpus foetidus
Stellaria media
Saxifraga Virginiensis
'I'araxacum dens-leonis
llmus fulva

Swamp maple •

Silver maple
Smooth alder
Spice-wood
Shepherd's purse
Sweet-feru
Golden saxifrage
Spring-beauty
Crocus
Japan judas tree
Whitlow grass
Horse-tail
Arbutus
Golden-bell
Snow-drop
Quaker-lady
Hepatica
Garden hyacinth
Yellow jasmine
Ground ivy
Early magnolia
Golden club
Fire-bush
Cotton-wood poplar
Skunk-cabbage
Chick-weed
Saxifrage
Dandelion
Slippery elm

That SO many plants at so early a date

were to be found blooming simultaneously,

was indeed remarkable, and it would serve to

v'^lu>\v, that the vagaries and development of the

reasons, are dependent upon causes and in-

l^uences, in the main unknown to us.**

remarks that ** those who have dug up the

bulb of the ' Adder's-tongue,' or 'Dog-tooth-

violet,' know that it is located deep in the

ground. How this bulb gets so far beneath

the surface, is a question. The plant sends

up a blossom and produces seed. The seed

falling on the earth produces new bulbs as is

proved by the numerous small bulbs found

half-buried in the earth. Since the blossoms

come from the deeper bulbs, these surface

bulbs must go deeper, else there is no use of

the plants producing seed ; but if they do go

deeper, no one seems to have explained how it

is accomplished. It has recently been found

[Report State Botanist of New York, 1893,]

that bulbs of this plant often send out long,

white leafless runners that produce new plants.

These runners often come to the surface and

after describing an irregular curve enter the

earth again. But this does not explain what

becomes of the small surface bulbs. It is well-

known that the individuals of this species that

bloom each year, are greatly outnumbered by

those that do not. Are these non-bloomers the

products of the immature bulbs? "

As the writer understands the case, the bulbs

are annual, a new bulb forms on the end of

the stolon or runner, and the parent bulb sub-

sequently dies. The stolon that forms the

flowering bulb, pushes deep into the ground.

faExplanation of the Plate.— The upper portion ft

flowering stem in three sections, j. Front face view, sl"^

ing the five irregular sepals. 2. Showing the usually tl'-e*

lobed leaf. 3. Showing the usually reflexcd curve o' in*

apex of the helmet.

Root Growth of the Adder*s-Tongue.—
^^ir. Willard N. Clute, Binghamton, N. Y.,

Floral Calendars.—It has been stated

that the times of flowering in plants depend

on the seasons, and hence floral calendars are

impracticable. To some extent this is true,

and yet there is an average time for each

flower. The Skunk Cabbage, for instance,

may be said to flower in February, but it is

sometimes in flower in Januar>% and occasion-

ally not till IMarch. It would be fair to fix

"February" as its usual time of flowering.

There is rarely exactness in nature. We say

in a general way that the sun rises in the east

and sets in the west ; but in the latitude the

writer lives in, it is rising in the southeast

to-day.

(83)
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The Common Names op Trillium.—In ad-
dition to what has appeared about the Tril-

lium, Prof. B. J. Hill, Englewood, 111., says :

**The inquiry in the February Meehans'
Monthly about the significance of bath-nut
as a name of Trillium erythrocarpum , recalls

some of the names that were known to be ap-
plied to Trilliums in Western New York in
boyhood days, and probably in use still. The
plant best remembered and the most common
one in that part of the Genesee country was
Itillium erectum. Its common name was red
bethroot. Those with white flowers were
called white bethroot, probably without limi-
tation to the white-flowered form of this
species, but applying to all with white flowers
which grew there. Sometimes they were called
bath-root, and it may be bath-flower, a name
subsequently made familiar from ** Wood's
Botany.'* I do not remember having heard them
called birthroot or birthwort. This seems to
be the correct name as far as this class of
names applies, and the source of those with
kindred spelling. It doubtless was connected
with the medical properties of the plant, real
or imputed. Rafinesque gives the name beth-
root in his " Medical Botany." The red beth-
root was the one most esteemed, which would
also be in harmony with a statement of Rafin-
esque, that ''the Indians have a notion that
those with red blossoms (which they call male)
are the best. " The medical uses of Trillium
were evidently derived from the Indians, the
genus being so largely North American. One
of these uses was in connection with parturi-
tion, so that it would be very natural to give
them the name applied in England to Aristolo-
chia Clematitis. The appellatives beth and
hath I have regarded as corruption of birth
since the name birthroot was learned. The
substitution of one vowel for another, and the
occasional dropping of r before / or ^ are ways
in which other English words are changed in
pronunciation, and which may become per-
manent in a name used by common people.
May not the appellation bath-nut be due to

some resemblance the short, thick rootstocks
of some species have to a nut,—not very close,
perhaps, but sufficient to suggest a name ?

Other examples of this are found in ground-
nut, a common name for the edible tubers of
Atalia trifolia and of Apios tubetosa, and in
nut-grass, a name which comes from the nut-

like tubers of Cypcrus rotundus. Trillium c. cc-

tum has a large premorse root-stock, wb )se

abrupt ending below the rootlets was a great

oddity when dug up for use or examination in

those early days of inquiry into the secrets of

the fields. The name might indeed be derived

from the shape of the rather large globose or

ovate, berry-like fruit borne by several of the

species, but this seems hardly as probable,

since solidity or hardness is usually associated

with a nut. The fruit of T, erectum is quite

large and nearly black, or reddish-black, and

has a suspicious look ; while that of T, erythro-

carpum, as its specific name indicates, is of a

brighter red.

Variations in IvEAves.—Mrs. W. A. Keller-

man writes :
'

' The statement made in the l'>b-

ruary number of Meehans' Monthly, in com-

menting on the note concerning variation in

horse-radish leaves, that ' all leaves have a

tendency to become entire as they approach

maturity,' will bear discussion, for it seems

to me that the reverse is true of plants gener-

ally. Those plants which produce the cut or

divided leaves when young, and entire ones

when mature, being the exceptional ones (and

possibly these exceptions can be satisfactorily

explained at another time).

The young seedlings of most plants beai en-

tire leaves. In the maples, walnuts, hickories,

chestnuts, etc., the mature trees present che

most complex foliage. The leaves of the seed-

ling maple are not lobed. Those of the clicst-

nut are almost entire ; the walnuts and :he

hickories have simple, instead of compo ud

leaves to start with. The young oak trees '>^ar

larger, but never so deeply lobed leaves as he

mature trees. The seedling Trillium gra: di-

flonim has but a single leaf during the >'st

year ; and it takes the Podophyllum se\ ^al

years to reach the nine to eleven-lobed fori of

leaf.

The general tendency of plants seems t -
be

to bear divided foliage. The entire leaves

would become notched or lobed ; the lobed oi '-s,

parted or divided ; the simple, would becc ne

compound ; the compound leaves still contir:ne

the upward march by beceming de-compoi id.

There are examples and illustrations of t lis

tendency everywhere. Scarcely a plant that

one may pick up, but is an affirmative ariru-

ment of this progressive variation.

1.-594.]
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The ferns which uniformly have finely di-

vided foliage, still retain, at the extremity of

tiieir fronds, evidences that in the long, long

a:jo, this division was in its incipient stages.

The division in the ferns proceeded in the same

way as it has in the walnuts, the hickories, the

cotTee tree, etc., and for similar reasons. The

vegetation which towered above the ferns in

that far-off" dawn, smothered and starved them,

and it was essential to their existence that they

l)etter sift the air, which came to them, second-

hand, as it were, and the best sieve nature was

able to devise was the finely divided foliage.

Those plants, therefore, which are capable of

adapting themselves to this over-population

condition, are the ones most likely to survive

the longest on the face of the earth, providing

climate, and the other conditions of environ-

ment continue favorable.'*

Thanks are due to Mrs. Kellerman

opportunity of correcting an

ambiguous expression. The
facts are just as she states

them ; but it was the inten-

tion to go farther with the

illustration than she has

done. The trees have, at

first, entire leaves ; with

> outhful vigor the leaves are

more divided. When the

^^ovvering stage is reached

—

aich was intended by matur-

.y—the leaves again become
' ore entire, frequently ap-

pearing as mere bracts.

inches high. The illustration gives it reduced

two-thirds. The •* silk, " or mass of styles, is

protruding from the apex, and the miniature

male flowers forming the tassel, are in the

sheath on the upper portion of the stalk. Had
the pollen perfected there might have been a

full ear of corn. Children of a "larger

growth," as well as the little girls in Miss

Caroland's school, may learn valuable lessons

from this pigmy corn plant. For instance, it

is often a source of wonder after ploughing up

an old pasture or clearing an old wood, to note

something growing that was never known to

be there before, when really they were over-

looked, and had been seed-bearing and seed-

growing continually in a miniature condition

A Pigmy Corn Plant.—
a recent issue of Meehans'

-onthly, note was made of

e efforts being made in some schools in

ston and Philadelphia, to teach "science"

schools by merely directing children to ob-

rve, and to compare what they saw for them-

ves under the direction of wide-awake and

t ogressive teachers. The school supervised by
iss May R, Caroland in Germantown, was re-

- red to because it happened to be under the

eye of the writer. Recently one of the assist-

HTJt teachers in this school, Miss Susan Snyder,

'^(^nt to this office a pot of Indian Corn plants,

^ i.sed by the children from seed sown by them
during the past winter, among which one took
on itself to start an ear of corn, when but a few

YOUNG INDIAN CORN PLANTS.
Reduced H

I. Plant bearing a grain spike. 2. The ear in silk. 3. Male flowers in the sheath.

that led to their not being seen ; and we may
further learn that the ear of corn is really the

central portion of the axis or stalk, and that

when the central portion becomes arrested in

its growth for reproductive purposes, it is

pushed on one side, and the terminal shoot be-

comes an axillary ear of corn. Then a side

branch erects itself, and becomes the leader in

the place of the leader deposed ! The writer

of this has shown in more technical papers,

that this is the order of things in many cases.

In no case that we know of, however, is this

better illustrated than in the case of this little

corn plant.
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Character of the Aconite.—In regard to
what is said of the aconite in another column
it may be added that, on the whole Griffith

believes the evidence to favor the belief
that it is possessed of extremely acrid and
dangerous properties. Salmon seems to hint
that the name aconite may have been derived
from some old Greek root having reference to
the deadly character of the ancient kind, what-
ever it may have been.

At the present time the genus embraces
about 80 species, — botanists diftering as to
whether some should be classed as more than
marked varieties.

Whatever may be the merits of the contro-
versy as to what was the terrible aconite of
old, or the true character it ought to bear, the
poets have so stamped it as the emblem of de-
ceit, that there will probably be no escape from
this reputation.

Bowring expresses the universal thought
when he says : f

**And such is man, a soil that breeds.
Or sweetest flowers, or vilest weeds.
Flowers, lovely as the morning light,

—

Weeds, deadly as the aconite.*'

It is, however, some comfort to believe that
our beautiful floral friend does not deserve the
dark character with which history has sur-
rounded it.

The American Bidder.—Possibly one of the
most widely distributed plants known is the
elder tree. It is found all over the north of
Europe and Asia, and extends over our Ameri-
can continent from the extreme north almost
to the equator. The forms of Europe, Asia
and America have been given different botani-
cal names, on account of the very slight dif-

ference—so slight that in few other plants
would these differences be considered to war-
rant different names. The American form has
been supposed to be different from the Euro-
pean mainly in its inability to make a com-
paratively large tree, as its European ally does

;

but Dr. Bronson, of Indian Springs, Florida,
has specimens quite as large of the American
species, Sambucus Amef^tcana—quite as large
as has been recorded of any specimen of the
European form, Sambucus nigra. The writer
of this paragraph has himself seen in shel-
tered places in New Jersey, the common form
with a trunk 12 inches in circumference and

eight feet high, although this luxuriant growth
is unusual so far north. Specimens of ccn-

siderable size have also been found in the West
Indies. It seems remarkable that a plant which
should start in the extreme north by being
of considerable size, should get smaller as it

travels through the United States, until, reach-

ing its southernmost limit, again produces
plants of a large size. This is not in accord-

ance with the general law prevailing in these

cases.

The Bark of Trees.—A number of corres-

pondents have written of the pleasure which
the recent note on the bark of trees has given

them. A number of them state that it has

opened up an entirely new feeling of interest

in their wanderings through the woods and

forests. One of them calls attention to the

criticism that has been made on the statement

that the rough bark of trees is of no value, and

nature is trying to do its best to get rid of it,

and that it is the object of the good fruit grower,

to help nature to get rid of this bark as soon as

possible. The critic states that the rough bark

of trees is there in order to protect them from

the sun in summer or the severity of the tem-

perature in winter time. Another illustration

is given of the danger of reasoning out practi-

cal subjects by merely sitting in one's room

and thinking. It would seem, without looking

closely, that the rough bark of trees might be

of some value as a protector ; but on examin-

ing trees it will be found that its rough b.irk

only comes into existence at stated periods dur-

ing the tree's life. Some trees will get roiiLfh

bark on branches that are but three or fciir

years old. On another species of tree, he

rough bark appears about the twelfth 3 -ir,

while in some others, as in the ordinary ck t-

nut, the rough bark does not appear u til

twenty years. Now it does not take a gv ^t

effort of reasoning to conclude that if a t ce

does not need protection to its bark until it is

twenty years old, it would scarcely need roi.^h

bark after that period. One would supl '^'^e

that the rough bark, as a protection, wc id

be of more service the first twenty years tiJ.n

it would at any subsequent period. Howev-^r,

it would be well for students to look at the

trees themselves in order to see the absurdity

of the suggestions, that the rough bark of the

tree has anything to do with protective duties.

GENERAL GARDENING.

THE SONG BIRD'S WELCOME.

When warm South winds evoke the vernal

showers.
To budding plum-trees feathered songsters fly,

And revel in the fragrance of the flowers.

And carol forth their gladness to the sky.

Now that no more are felt keen winter's harms.

Each longs most ardently for peace and rest

;

Within the lovely plum-trees' sheltering arms

Each yearns to build and hover round his nest.

—From the Japanese, by W. R. Furness,

in Lippincott,

Lawn Grass.—Questions are often put as

to the proper amount of seed to sow per acre in

order to get the best results in lawn grass
;
the

usual quantity is about 75 pounds to the acre.

This depends, however, a good deal on the

kind of grass used, some being lighter per

bushel than others; but when what is gener-

.iily known as mixed lawn grass seed is em-

ployed, this is about the quantity to use. It

\\\\\ be remarked in this connection, that very

ni\ich of the beauty of a lawn depends on its

\y \Vi^ properly weeded. The first season, in

f te of every precaution, weeds will appear.

I is not that the seeds of the weeds are mixed

V. ' i\\ the seeds of the grass as a general thing ;

the w^eeds come from the seeds which will

n the earth sometimes for several years be-

germinating. These coarse weeds should

lug out with a pointed trowel or sharp

ife, and if comparatively large holes are

1 le, these should be filled with earth. To-

' ds the dry weather of summer the whole

uld be thoroughly rolled. Of course many
-ds can be pulled by hand. After the grass

vS started and has thorough possession of the

V and, it will itself keep down the most un-

irable weeds.

The St. John's Bread Tree. — Notwith-

r- nding the belief of Prof. Riley that St. John
^v IS just as likely to have fed on the real

locust as on the succulent seed vessels of

Caatonia Siliqua, this particular tree will

i»l vays be known as St. John's Bread Tree.

It has been very successfully introduced into

southern California and southern Florida, and

is now getting in good demand. It is known

as the carob tree, which is the Arab name for

the seed pods, on account of their horn-like

shape. They like a rather dry climate. Two

very fine trees are said to be growing on Mt.

Olivet, just above the Garden of Gethsemane.

It was a great surprise to Americans to see

among the collections of agricultural articles

from the South of Europe, during the Amer-

ican Centennial, how much this tree was ap-

preciated ; as nearly every collection had sam -

pies of varying varieties in their lists. In

the South of Europe it is generally the chief

article for feeding horses, cattle and swine,

as well as the general article of food among

the poorer natives.

Improvement in the Sand Cherry —It is

remarkable that no attempt has been made to

improve the dwarf sand cherry, Cerasus pum-

ila. The famous garden plum is supposed to

be an improvement on the " Sloe "—the wild

plum of the north of Europe—a much less

likely subject for improvement than the sand

cherry. It is now, however, being taken up

by Martin Klein of Detroit, who is selecting

and pushing the best of them. Such attempts

deserve encouragement. When people read

his advertisements as relating to the " Dwarf

Cherry," it must not be supposed he is referring

to cherries grafted on the Mahaleb stock, which

are generally known as '

' Dwarf Cherries.
'

'
It

is the misfortune of most matters of this kind,

pushed by those who have not had much horti-

cultural experience, that they spoil their cases

by too much extravagance of expression

through not knowing what has gone before.

If we remember that it is the sand cherry

which is being pushed as •' Dwarf Cherr>\" we

may fairly be glad this long neglected native

American is getting a chance at last. Four

two-year old trees in full bearing made a great

deal of attraction at the World's Fair, in

Chicago, last year. The four trees had at least

600 cherries on them.

(87)
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Hybrids by Grafting.—Whether hybrids
can be produced by grafting or budding, is still

a mooted question. A Laburnum, known as
Cytisus Adami, which appears to be interme-
diate between C. purpurea and C Laburnum is

generally regarded as a successful instance.
There are, however, many thoughtful students
who have experience with the remarkable man-
ner in which plants will sometimes vary, where
no question of hybridization can possibly be
raised, who have had some doubt about the
hybrid origin of this curious production. Dr.
McFarlane, however, of the University of Penn-
sylvania, is thoroughly satisfied from micros-
copical examination of the structure, that it is

a genuine case ofgraft-hybridization. A corres-
pondent of the Botanical Gazette giv^s instances
of two geraniums being simply inarched to-

gether and then allowed to grow, each in its

own way. One was a pure white and the other
a pure red variety. Now the flowers produced
on each, have blotches of white among the red
flowers, and blotches of red among the white
ones. In no other way, however, do they show
any hybridization, leaves and other characteris-
tics of each are precisely the same. That color
is affected by graft hybridization has been
long known. Variegated abutilons may be
produced in the whole stock of a green-leaved
variety, by simply inserting the bud from a
variegated plant. Blood-leaved Birch has been
known to affect the trunk of the regular green-
leaved Birch. It has been grafted so to have
blood-leaved branches come out from the stock.
Similar experiences are quite common,—and it

is certainly fair to infer that if the transfusion
of characters can thus be accomplished so far
as color is concerned, other peculiarities might
also be conveyed. At the present stage of the
question, it is fair to decide that the probabili-
ties are in favor of the proposition that there
may be such things as graft-hybrids.

Variations in the order op Magnolia
Flowerings.— In the last generation the
dates of flowering of plants were carefully
noted, and a general belief seemed to prevail
that they came into bloom at about the same
time every year. Recent observations show
that not only is this incorrect, but that flowers,

which will bloom before some other species

one year, will be last and not first in another
year. This comes from the different effects of

temperature. A few days of very warm wearier
will frequently bring some plant forward v .ry

rapidly, while another only comes for\\.ird

rapidly under the more lengthy period of the

lower temperature. A remarkable illustration

of this is given by the order of flowerin^^ in

the list of Magnolias given in the London
Gardeners* Chronicle. The order is given as

follows :

—

'The general order of flowering, beginning
with the earliest, is, M. conspicua, M. stellata

(Halleana), M. conspicua Soulangeana, M.

conspicua Alexandrina, M. conspicua Nor-

berti, M. purpurea, M. Fischeri, INI. conspicua

speciosa, M. conspicua Soulangeana nigra,

M. purpurea var. Lenn^, M. glauca, ]\I. glauca

Thompsoni, M. Campbelli, ]M. tripetala, M.

acuminata, M. hypoleuca, M. Fraseri."

In America the order of flowering of all these

species is very different. The conspicua is all

right. In America as in England it is the first

to open its blossoms ; but glauca instead of

being in the middle of the list, as given in

here, is about one of the last to flower in

America, while Fraseri, which is put in Eng-
land last on the list, flowers in America be-

fore tripetala. The list as given will, how-

ever, be very interesting to our readers, who
can for themselves watch the suggestion of the

flowering of the species in our country.

Hardiness of the Crape Myrtle.—Mr.

Albert L. Willis, New York, notes that "In the

northern neck of Virginia, on the Chesapciike

shore, the crape myrtle grows to a height of

fully fifteen feet. The latitude is near thai of

New Albany, but the winters average miU!^ r,

roses sometimes blooming in mid-winter."
In Philadelphia the crape myrtle dies to . le

ground in winter, but springs up from ' e

roots and flowers as if it were an herbace« -S

plant.

Science in the Schools.—Miss Bessie 'v.

Putnam, remarks that she is glad tint

Meehans' Monthly is agitating the qu ^-

tion of Science in the public schools. ^ <2

would like to see beds of wild flowers or i-

nected with public school yards, and s *e

thinks that this is more especially feasible 11

the yards of country school houses where th. e

is more room than in the school yards of < i*

cities.

The Camellia in Hardy Gardening.—
There are scarcely any plants of Japan but

which thrive well in many parts of the United

States, but the Camellia does not seem to have

liad the attention it deserves. The double forms

are grown in some gardens south of Baltimore,

but even these are seldom seen. As a rule

double varieties are not as hardy as the original

single ones. It is more than likely that if the

wild single form of Japan were given a fair

chance, it would be found to thrive far north-

wardly. The fair chance would be to plant it

Domesticating Camphor Trees in the
United States.—Although the camphor tree

is a native of China, Japan and Formosa, the

authorities of the United States Department of

Agriculture state that it has been a subject of

distribution by the Department for nearly

thirty years. It is a very ornamental plant

and has been used to some extent as a shade

tree. The trees thus distributed are grown
from seeds, the plants being raised in the

nurseries of the Department. The camphor
tree flourishes in perfection in some of the

THE WILD CAMELLIA.
Flowers bright red, with yellow stamens.

5 ' ihe shade of buildings, or even in the shade
^1 a wood if the tree roots were far enough
"" ay to prevent the earth from drying. Pos-

• ^ly one of the finest specimens of the wild
"m out of its native places, is in the gardens

Queen Victoria, at Osborne House, in the

•th of England, of which an illustration

- recently appeared in the Gardeners' Chron-
'^^- The red cup-like flowers, as seen in the

1 'Cture, are nearly as numerous as the leaves,
^nd must form a gorgeous sight when in blos-
som. Such a lovely picture is worth some
trouble to reproduce in an American garden.

Southern States, especially along the Gulf

coasts. It grows rapidly from the seed, and

the Department of Agriculture has frequently

raised seeds from this source, which, when

sown in a garden border, as a common garden

pea is sown, rapidly vegetate and form plants

from eighteen inches to two feet in height

the first season. While the camphor tree

flourishes best in warm climates, it will stand

twelve degrees of frost without being injured,

and any locality where the thermometer does

not show lower than 20° F. is fitted for the

growth of the plant.
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Hybrids by Grafting.—Whether hybrids
can be produced by grafting or budding, is still

a mooted question. A Laburnum, known as
Cylisus Adami, which appears to be interme-
diate between C purpiirea and C Laburnum is

generally regarded as a successful instance.
There are, however, many thoughtful students
who have experience with the remarkable man-
ner in which plants will sometimes vary, where
no question of hybridization can possibly be
raised, who have had some doubt about the
hybrid origin of this curious production. Dr.
McFarlane, however, of the University of Penn-
sylvania, is thoroughly satisfied from micros-
copical examination of the structure, that it is

a genuine case ofgraft-hybridization . A corres-
pondent of the Botanical Gazette gives instances
of two geraniums being simply inarched to-

gether and then allowed to grow, each in its

own way. One was a pure white and the other
a pure red variety. Now the flowers produced
on each, have blotches of white among the red
flowers, and blotches of red among the white
ones. In no other way, however, do they show
any hybridization, leaves and other characteris-
tics of each are precisely the same. That color
is affected by graft hybridization has been
long known. Variegated abutilons may be
produced in the whole stock of a green-leaved
variety, by simply inserting the bud from a
variegated plant. Blood-leaved Birch has been
known to affect the trunk of the regular green-
leaved Birch. It has been grafted so to have
blood-leaved branches come out from the stock.
Similar experiences are quite common,—and it

is certainly fair to infer that if the transfusion
of characters can thus be accomplished so far

as color is concerned, other peculiarities might
also be conveyed. At the present stage of the
question, it is fair to decide that the probabili-
ties are in favor of the proposition that there
may be such things as graft-hybrids.

Variations in the order op Magnoua
Flowerings.— In the last generation the
dates of flowering of plants were carefully

noted, and a general belief seemed to prevail

that they came into bloom at about the same
time every year. Recent observations show
that not only is this incorrect, but that flowers,

which will bloom before some other species

one year, will be last and not first in another
year. This comes from the different effects of

temperature. A few days of very warm we., er

will frequently bring some plant forward ry

rapidly, while another only comes forw rd

rapidly under the more lengthy period of lie

lower temperature. A remarkable illustr;* ,on

of this is given by the order of floweriii: in

the list of Magnolias given in the Lon on
Gardeners' Chronicle. The order is given is

follows :

—

"The general order of flowering, beginning
with the earliest, is, :\I. conspicua, M. stcliata

(Halleana), I\I. conspicua Soulangeana, M.

conspicua Alexandrina, :\I. conspicua Nor-

berti, IM. purpurea, M. Fischeri, :M. conspK iia

speciosa, M. conspicua Soulangeana ni^ra,

M. purpurea van Lenno, :\I. glauca, INf.glaiica

Thompsoni, M. Campbelli, :M. tripetala. M.

acuminata, IM. hypoleuca, M. Fraseri."

In America the order of flowering of all th< se

species is very different. The conspicua is .ill

right. In America as in England it is the li;.st

to open its blossoms
; but glaiica instead of

being in the middle of the list, as given in

here, is about one of the last to flower in

America, while Fraseri, which is put in Ijig-

land last on the list, flowers in Americ:i I't-

fore tripetala. The list as given will, Iuav-

ever, be very interesting to our readers, wlio

can for themselves watch the suggestion of 'he

flowering of the species in our country.

Hardiness of the Crape Myrtle.—
Albert L. Willis, New York, notes that " Ir.

northern neck of Virginia, on the Chesapc
shore, the crape myrtle grows to a heigh
fully fifteen feet. The latitude is near thn

New Albany, but the winters average mil

roses sometimes blooming in mid-winter."
In Philadelphia the crape myrtle dies to

ground in winter, but springs up from
roots and flowers as if it were an herbace

plant.

f

Science in the Schools.—Miss Bessi'

Putnam, remarks that she is glad t

IMeehans' ^Ionthly is agitating the q'

tion of Science in the public schools.

would like to see beds of wild flowers

nected with public school yards, and
thinks that this is more especially feasible

the yards of country school houses where th

is more room than in the school yards of

cities.
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i'liE Camellia in Hardy Gardening.—
Vi.ere are vScarcely any plants of Japan but

\v'i.ich thrive well in many parts of the United

-t.ites, but the Camellia does not seem to have

!•.;.<! the attention it deserves. The double forms

ic grown in some gardens south of Baltimore,

i)iit even these are seldom seen. As a rule

double varieties are not as hardy as the original

sinj^le ones. It is more than likely that if the

wild single form of Japan were given a fair

chance, it would be found to thrive far north-

wardly. The fair chance would be to plant it

DOMESTICATINC; CAMPHOR TkKKS IN THE
United States.- -Although the camphor tree

is a native of China, Japan and Formosa, the

authorities of the I'nited States Department of

Agriculture state that it has been a subject of

distribution by the Department for nearly

thirty years. It is a very ornamental plant

and has been used to vSonie extent as a shade

tree. The trees thus distributed are grown

from seeds, the plants being" raised in the

nurseries of the Department. The camphor

tree flourishes in perfection in some of the

THE WILD CAMELLIA.

Flowers bright red, with yellow stnmens.

^he vShade of buildings, or even in the shade

1 wood if the tree roots were far enough
'" v»y to prevent the earth from drying. Pos-

y one of the finest specimens of the wild
"^1 out of its native places, is in the gardens

Hieen Victoria, at Osborne House, in the

^h of England, of which an illustration

• -^ recentlj' appeared in the Gardeners' Chron-

The red cup-like flowers, as seen in the
cture, are nearly as numerous as the leaves,
•-n must form a gorgeous sight when in blos-

'•^t.'iu. Such a lovely picture is worth some
'nble to reproduce in an American garden.

Southern States, especially' along the Gulf

coasts. It grows rapidly from the seed, and

the Department of Agriculture has frequently

raised seeds from this source, which, when

sown in a garden border, as a common garden

pea is sown, rapidly vegetate and form plants

from eighteen inches to two feet in height

the first season. While the camphor tree

flourishes best in warm climates, it will stand

twelve degrees of frost without being injured,

and any locality where the thermometer does

not show lower than 20^ F. is fitted for the

growth of the plant.

intentional second exposure
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Pruning Hedges. — In the pruning of

hedges, as well as in the pruning of other

trees, it should not be forgotten that the ulti-

mate effect of all pruning is to weaken the

growth power of the plants. This is evident

to any one who will consider the effect of prun-

ing a hedge. Though the plants may be 20

years old, it is seldom that the plants in the

hedge rows will have stems thicker than one's

wrist ; while if the same plants had been suf-

fered to grow up as trees they would have
trunks of three or four feet in circumference.

Applying this principle to pruning in general,

no young tree should be touched for some years

unless with the evident object of keeping it

small and dwarf; and in the treatment of

hedges especially, the young plants set out

should not be touched until they have acquired

great vigor of growth. In setting a hedge of

osage orange, for instance, the plants should

be suffered to grow as they will, for two or three

years, according to the richness of the soil

and the vigor of growth ; and after they have
achieved this extra vigor, they should then be

cut to the ground in the winter season. The
result of this is that very strong and vigorous

shoots then push up, and these can be trimmed
into the form desired, during the next growing
season ; and for hedge purposes, the form
should always be that of a truncate cone. The
object of this form of training, is to allow every
leaf to have the full benefit of sunlight, which
they cannot have when the hedges are trimmed
perfectly upright and flat on the top. Hedges
trimmed in this latter way, soon get bare of
foliage at the base ; while hedges trained coni-

cally, always retain their strength and foliage

clear to the ground. In pruning trees, the same
principle prevails. If a large tree be headed
off severely, it seems to throw out a few very
strong branches ; and the impression might be
given that this was an evidence of the strength

of vital power ; but the reason for this strength

is that the new branches with their numerous
leaves avail themselves temporaril3^of the large

supply of food stored up in the trunk. But
these same leaves have to store up food for an-

other year, and it is impossible for the com-
paratively few leaves—no matter how strong

these shoots may be—to furnish sufficient food

for the enormous number of cells which require

nutrition. As a consequence, numbers die of

absolute starvation, and rotten portions appear

in every direction. Large trees so pruned, con-

sequently, soon become hollow from decay, c^ud

very often die within a few years ; or if they

live at all, are never healthy. Lengthy chap-

ters might be written on the minute details of

pruning, without telling more of general prin-

ciples than has been given in this paragraph.

The Pepper Tree.—For many years in the

gardens of the curious, a plant was frequently

grown, called Schinus Molle. Its chief inter-

est to the public mind was the fact that

when the leaflets were broken in little pieces,

and placed on the surface of a vessel of water,

they would dart and shoot like living crea-

tures in every direction. This was believed to

be caused by the propulsion of a gas from the

veins and mid ribs. This tree has now been

introduced into California for the purpose of

shade, and is widely known as the pepper tree.

It exudes a gummy matter from the foliage,

which is said to cover the tops of carriages

driving under it, with spots. The gum forms

a good dentifrice, and it is said that a lotion

made from the bark is good for reducing in-

flammations. It was supposed to be a tree

which would be distasteful to all insects ; but

the California papers tell us that in that coun-

try it is subject to the ravages of a scale in-

sect ; and this is about the only defect to its

general use as a first-class shade tree.

Celery Culture.—An animated discusson

is going on in English horticultural papers as

to whether it is better to grow celery in d ep

trenches or to plant near the surface of 'he

ground. So far as a looker-on at this dista ce

can judge, the advocates of the deep trei :h

system are able to prove that they can r se

the largest, finest and best flavored produc n

this way. On the other hand it seems t(^ '>e

conceded that fairly good celery can be 1
0-

duced at a less cost when planted near the j^ 'Ef-

face.

The Chinese Pink.—This was first Jr at

from China to Paris by missionaries in i, 5*

The double ones were first noted among scvd-

lings in 1719 in Paris gardens. Of late years

the improvement has been rapid, and to-^iy

there are few more satisfactory or beaut. iUl

plants in garden borders, than the improved

China pinks.

Summer Pruning of Fruit and Orna-

Mi NTAL Trees.—In the art of pruning noth-

ing is more essential than a knowledge of

what ought to be done in the summertime. It

ii? quite common to find parties objecting to

street trees or orchard trees growing tall,

and in order to make them low and bushy the

heads are sawed off in the winter time. Very

little observation would show that such trees

send out strong and vigorous shoots during

the summer, which grow rapidly upwards, and

take the place of the branches cut away. It is

a maxim in social economy, that the tendency

is for "the rich to get richer, and the poor to

get poorer," and this maxim equally applies

to the branches in the community which we

call a tree. The tendency is for the stronger

branches to get stronger and wholly at the ex-

pense of the weaker ones. The proper thing

to do, is, in the summer, when these strong

ijhoots push out from near the places where

the larger ones were cut away, to pull them out

by hand as soon as they appear. The vigor of

the plant is then thrown into the side branches,

and in this way we can get the strong lower

branches which are desired. In like manner

shrubs are pruned in the winter time, in order

to keep them low. Anyone can see that the

slioots which push out from the top of the

1 !shes are all the stronger, through having

tl e plant cut back. If these strong shoots are

lied out, as sprouts, early in the season,

':()r would be sent into the lower branches,

i we should then get the dwarf bushy plants

juired. This is a great reason for the sum
' " pruning of hedges, and also the reason

y the truncate-conical form is adopted for

ging. We cut off the strong shoots which

always at the top early in the summer, and

result is that the vigor of the plant is

*. own into the side branches. In no other

^^ '^ can we keep a hedge bushy at the base.

J I ised to be an axiom with practical garden-

• that summer pruning weakens, and winter

ning strengthens the parts of a tree just be-

where the pruning has occurred. In a cer-

•
• sense this is true. It does no harm, how-

<^v(ir, to accept this as an axiom ; and the man
^vh'j believes that summer pruning weakens
i^hc point where the pruning occurs, and winter

i'' lining strengthens it, will have a good base

on which to operate. Pull out strong shoots,

'11 summer,—let weak ones grow.

FI^^llTS ^a ¥E^ET/^PLES.

Seedless Grapes.—It has been stated in a

recent essay by a prominent horticulturist,

that seedless grapes are produced by growing a

plant from cuttings for several successive gener-

ations. The theory is, that a plant becomes ac-

customed to this mode of propagation, and then

the natural process of producing seeds becomes

abortive by disuse. While those of wide ex-

perience may smile at this speculation, it is

really one on which many scientific men differ.

That there is no ground whatever for believing

that seedless grapes can be produced in this

way, is evident from the case of the red cur-

rant of our gardens. This has been continu-

ously propagated by cuttings, from the time

when the Romans had sway in England ;
and

yet, as it is well known, it produces seeds as

freely to-day, as if it had been raised continu-

ously from seeds for a couple of thousand

of years. Just how Nature does produce the

seedless grapes is not yet well known ;
and the

honest answer to the questions as to how seed-

less grapes are produced would be to say that

"we don't know."

Black Salsify. — This is the American

name, which is now widely prevailing for the

vegetable known in the old world as Scorzo-

nera. It is a near relative of the Salsify,

although that also has been Americanized as

Oyster plant. In the books on vegetables it is

described as a somewhat bitter root. A Buffalo

correspondent notes that it is not bitter at all

;

but that the pure white flesh under its black

skin has a sweet nutty flavor. In the family

of our correspondent, it is one of the most

favored vegetables, —she says her boys eat

them as they do raw turnips,—and while the

family will somewhat tire of the common

Oyster plant, the taste for the Black Salsify

never runs out.

Crocus and Snowdrop.—These as usually

planted in gardens are not wholly satisfactory

;

but any one who has a few dozen trees forming

a small piece of woodland, should plant these

bulbs to remain in permanence. They thrive

remarkably well in such situations, and add

very much to the beauty of a natural piece of

open woods. The best time to plant them is

in September or October.

Wi^^^'^'^^^si^mmm^
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Popular Knowledge of Fruits. — The
valuable knowledge stored away in the pro-

ceedings of societies is enormous. Some rich

association would render good service by annu-

ally going over all issued, and indexing with

abstracts all that is new. The proceedings of

the Georgia State Horticultural Society, just

issued, is especially notable for its value. By
the way, in looking through it one will be

struck by the statement of Major Glessner,

that the public are so utterly ignorant of the

varieties of fruit, that the showiest has to be

grown for them, irrespective of quality. But
the public does certainly come to know in time

the difference between a good looking poor

fruit, and a plain looking thing of good qual-

ity in other respects. The Delaware grape sells

well for all its small size, and the Rhode Island

greening apple is as popular as a kind with

rosy cheeks.

Dandelion as a Salad.—In the vicinity

of Philadelphia, as soon as the spring season

arrives and the dandelion pushes its leaves

through the ground, and before the snow is

hardly melted, large numbers of men, women
and children hunt the fields for dandelion

greens. It seems remarkable that a plant

which is so popular in its wild state as a deli-

cious vegetable, should be wholly ignored by
cultivators. By selection, large, strong leaved

varieties could be produced, and would no
doubt sell as readily and profitably as spinach

does, in the fall of the year. Besides this, it

transplants easily, and when blanched is re-

garded by many as far superior to the best

forms of lettuce.

Celery.—Supposing that the selinon of

Homer's Odyssey is correctly identified with
our modern celery, celery is one of the oldest

of cultivated vegetables. The consumption in

America is enormous. According to the cen-

sus of 1890, there are about 16,000 acres de-

voted to celery market gardening.

Productive Pear Trees.— There seems to

be gaining ground a belief that the stamens of

some varieties of pears are not productive of

perfect pollen, and that in these cases they are

productive only when planted near kinds which
produce an abundance of pollen. This is quite

likely to be the case, as a similar circumstance

is known in connection with the strawberry,

which belongs to the same family of plants s

the pear. The Seckel pear is considered one of

the varieties which has an abundance of goxi

pollen, and is able, therefore, to produce lar;;e

crops of fruit, even when the tree is entirely

isolated.

Camphor. — It is very gratifying to note

that more attention has been paid to introduc-

ing economic plants and trees than heretofore,

with a view to adding to the variety of Amer-

ican industries. The Camphor tree is one of

these. It has been grown to considerable ex-

tent in California, and also in Louisiana and

Florida ; but it is not yet certain that the col-

lection of the gum of the tree can be made

profitable. An enormous amount of camphor

is imported annually, and if all this could be

saved to our country, it would be a great com-

mercial gain.

Bananas.—It is well known to experienced

fruit growers, that some fruits require to be

gathered before ripening, if we would get the

best flavor from them. Indeed, ripening pears

is quite an art, requiring considerable skill.

The Popular Science Monthly says that the

best bananas, like some pears, must be gathered

before ripenins:. If ripened on the tree they

are poorer. Those found in all our markets-

are gathered before ripe.

Destruction of Scale in California.—

Where fruit growing is carried on to such in

enormous extent as to be one of the most im-

portant industries of the State, spraying htS

become such an essential power in cultivati^i

that even large boilers of eight or ten hor e

power are used in connection with the practic ^

It is maintained that when the material is p -•

pared in a hot water vat under long boiling -

that is to say, two or three hours,—the mixtu e

becomes so perfect that scarcely the slight .
-t

trace of remains can be found on the tre

For the destruction of scale, 50 pounds of li^ -

to about 100 pounds of sulphur are placed

vats, and then about 100 gallons of water r

into the vat from the hot water tank ; steam

then turned on. After two or three hours bo -

ing, about 150 pounds of lime and 75 poun s

of salt are added, when the whole is boiled f r

about an hour longer.

Ppar—Duchesse d*Angouleme.— This is

rl ill one of the chief favorites with pear grow-

, 1, on account of the large size, beautiful ap-

pearance of the fruit, and abundant bearing

proclivities. It is, however, one of those pears

wliich require considerable art in producing

to j^erfection. As'very often experienced, they

liave a poor flavor and general character.

Those amateurs'^lwho desire to have them to

perfection will find it an excellent variety to

experiment with. It is generally believed that

this is one of the pears that require to be left

on as long as possible before being taken from

the trees ; while some pears require to be gath-

ered somewhat
early. This, how-

ever, is a mooted

(question ; and we
have never known
any two good pear

growers to agree as

to which is the best

plan. Much, pro-

bably, depends on

the health of the

ta-e itself. Some-
t ines leaves fall by
the operation of a

ngus before they

ould otherwise

pen naturally ; at

her times, the

aves remain
ilthy and green

til frost destroys

/m. Very much
the character of

•ear on ripening,

'ends on this circumstance. This pear is

:>ecially valued by those w^ho grow them on

ince stocks. Whoever wants a dwarf pear

almost sure to select this var iety for the

p of the list.

flowers, or morning glories, just as deserving

as the Bona-nox. One other of these is now
being pushed by the Michels of St. Ivouis.

This is a bright rosy pink, known in some

works as ipomoea panictdata,—but which the

" Index Kewensis " regards as a synonym of

/. digitata, which is characteristic of its finger-

formed leaves. It is a native of the tropics of

both hemispheres. The perennial root can be

stored like dahlias.

Straightening Crooked Trees.—One can-

not always get a straight tree ofthe kind desired.

A crooked tree or none is then the only alter-

•
\

TheFinger-leaved Moon-flower.—Num-
rless beautiful flowers have been introduced

'-at would give pleasure to thousands, but

^vhich have fallen into obscurity because no
>c has had the pecuniary courage to push

' iem. Ipotncea Bona-nox had been known to

' le collectors of the curious, but not till it was
I'Hshed as the moon-flower did it reach hundreds

* gardens. There are scores of these moon-

STRAIGHTENING A CROOKED APPLE TREE.

native. A correspondent, Mr. J. C. Roop, of

Stroudsburg, shows how easily the crooked

may be made straight by the following illustra-

tion. A very stout stake is first driven in, and

then a stout piece of wood fastened to the stake,

is made to fit in against the outer side of the

curve. The upper portion of the bow is then

drawn back till the trunk is on a straight

line and then secured. After one year of this

treatment the trunk will continue straight.

When a tree is but a few years old, and can be

made to bend by the hands it can^ be bent

straight by main force. Though the wood may

crack or split somewhat under the strain, all

will grow together again, and no injury result.
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Popular Knowledge of Fruits. — The
valuable knowledge stored away in the pro-

ceedings of societies is enormous. Some rich

association would render good ser\ ice by annu-

ally going over all issued, and indexing with

abstracts all that is new. The proceedings of

the Georgia State Horticultural Society, just

issued, is especially notable for its value. By
the way, in looking through it one will be

struck by the statement of Major Glessner,

that the public are so utterly ignorant of the

varieties of fruit, that the showiest has to be

grown for them, irrespective of quality. But
the public does certainly come to know in time

the difference between a good looking poor

fruit, and a plain looking thing of good qual-

ity in other respects. The Delaware grape sells

well for all its small size, and the Rhode Island

greening apple is as popular as a kind with

rosy cheeks.

Dandelion as a Salad.—In the vicinity

of Philadelphia, as soon as the spring season

arrives and the dandelion pushes its leaves

through the ground, and before the snow is

hardly melted, large numbers of men, women
and children hunt the fields for dandelion

greens. It seems remarkable that a plant

which is so popular in its wild state as a deli-

cious vegetable, should be wholly ignored by
cultivators. By selection, large, strong leaved

varieties could be produced, and would no
doubt sell as readily and profitably as spinach

does, in the fall of the year. Besides this, it

transplants easily, and when blanched is re-

garded by many as far superior to the best

forms of lettuce.

Celery.—Supposing that the selinon of

Homer's Odyssey is correctly identified with
our modern celery, celery is one of the oldest

of cultivated vegetables. The consumption in

America is enormous. According to the cen-

sus of 1890, there are about 16,000 acres de-

voted to celery market gardening.

Productive Pear Trees.— There seems to

be gaining ground a belief that the stamens of

some varieties of pears are not productive of

perfect pollen, and that in these cases they are

productive only when planted near kinds which
produce an abundance of pollen. This is quite

likely to be the case, as a similar circumstance

is known in connection with the strawbei
,

which belongs to the same family of plants s

the pear. The Seckel pear is considered one .f

the varieties which has an abundance of go d

pollen, and is able, therefore, to produce lai-e

crops of fruit, even when the tree is entir. y

isolated.

Camphor. — It is very gratifying to note

that more attention has been paid to introdr. :-

ing economic plants and trees than heretoft c,

with a view to adding to the variety of Amer-

ican industries. The Camphor tree is one <^f

these. It has been grown to considerable ex-

tent in California, and also in Louisiana and

Florida ; but it is not yet certain that the col-

lection of the gum of the tree can be made

profitable. An enormous amount of camphor

is imported annually, and if all this could lie

saved to our country, it would be a great com-

mercial gain.

Bananas.—It is well known to experienced

fruit growers, that some fruits require to be

gathered before ripening, if we would get the

best flavor from them. Indeed, ripening pears

is quite an art, requiring considerable skill.

The Popular Science Monthly says that the

best bananas, like some pears, must be gathe- 1

before ripening:. If ripened on the tree tliey

are poorer. Those found in all our markets-

are gathered before ripe.

Destruction of Scale in California

Where fruit growing is carried on to such

enormous extent as to be one of the most i

portant industries of the State, spraying '^

become such an essential power in cultivat:

that even large boilers of eight or ten ho

power are used in connection with the practi

It is maintained that w^hen the material is y

pared in a hot water vat under long boiling

that is to say, two or three hours,—the mixt'

becomes so perfect that scarcely the slight

trace of remains can be found on the tre

For the destruction of scale, 50 pounds of 1'.

to about 100 pounds of sulphur are placed

vats, and then about 100 gallons of water 1

into the vat from the hot water tank ;
steam

then turned on. After two or three hours b<

ing, about 150 pounds of lime and 75 pour

of salt are added, when the whole is boiled

about an hour longer.

•1

e

xK_DrcHESSE d'Anc.ouleme.— This is

one of the chief favorites with pear grow-

on account of the large size, beautiful ap-

; nice of the fruit, and abundant bearing

; livities. It is, however, one of those pears

; iiich require considerable art in producing

t- -.crfection. As'very often experienced, they

' ISC- a poor flavor and general character.

r]H)se amateurs"!who desire to have them to

jxrfcction will find it an excellent variety to

tNperinient with. It is generally believed that

this is one of the pears that require to be left

or. as long as possible before being taken from

the trees : while some pears require to be gath-

ered s o ni e w h a t

early. This, how-

ever, is a mooted

(juestion ; and we

have never known
;i!iv two good pear

wers to agree as

lu which is the bevSt

n Much, pro-

11 'ly. depends on
': health of the

* itself. Some-

es leaves fall by-

operation of a

:gus before they

aid otherwise

• n naturally : at

f:er times, the

I \' e s remain
Ithy and green

il frost destroys

ni. Very much
the character of

•ear on rii)ening,

ends on this circumstance. This pear is

ecially valued by those who grow them on

ince stocks. Whoever wants a dwarf pear

dmost sure to select this var iety for the

of the list.

flowers, or morning glories, just as deserving

as the Bona-nox. One other of these is now

being pushed by the Michels of vSt. Louis.

This is a bright rosy pink, known in some

works as lpo?ncva paniculata,—but which the

"Index Kewensis " regards as a synonym of

/. digitata, which is characteristic of its finger-

formed leaves. It is a native of the tropics of

both hemispheres. The perennial root can be

stored like dahlias.

Straightenin(; Ckookkd Treks.—One can-

not always get a straight tree ofthe kind desired.

A crooked tree or none is then the only alter-

TiiE Finger-leaved Moon-flowkr.—Num-
•'ess beautiful flowers have been introduced

I would give pleasure to thousands, but

ich have fallen into obscurity because no

' has had the pecuniary courage to push

ni. Ipomcca Bona-fiox had been known to

collectors of the curious, but not till it was

>lied as the moon-flower did it reach hundreds

s^ardens. There are scores of these moon-

STRAIGHTENING A CROOKED APPLE TREE.

native. A correspondent, Mr. J. C. Roop, of

Stroudsburg. shows how easily the crooked

may be made straight by the following illustra-

tion. A very stout stake is first driven in, and

then a stout piece of wood fastened to the stake,

is made to fit in against the outer side of the

curve. The upper portion of the bow is then

drawn back till the trunk is on a strai.i^ht

line and then secured. After one year of this

treatment the trunk will continue straight.

When a tree is but a few years c^d, and can be

made to bend by the hands it can ^ be Uent

strai.uht by main force. Though the wood may

crack or split somewhat under the strain, all

will grow together again, and no injury result.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE



BIOGRAPHY AND LITERATURE.

THE LOST FRIEND.

If only in my dreams I may behold thee,
Still hath the day a goal

;

If only in my dreams I may enfold thee,
Still hath the night a soul.

Leaden the hours may press upon my spirit
Nor one dear pledge redeem ; .

I will not chide, so they at last inherit
And crown me with the rapture of that
dream.

Ten thousand blossoms earth's gay gardens
cherish

;

One pale, pale rose is mine.
Of frost or blight the rest may quickly perish

;

Not so that rose divine.
Deathless it blooms in quiet realms Elysian

;

And when toil wins me rest.

Forgetful of all else, in blissful vision
I breathe my rose, and clasp it to my breast

!

Fi,ore:nc« EARI.E Coaxes,
tn Atlantic Monthly.

YEI.LOW Oak.—The continual changing of
botanical names, as often as it is discovered
that some obscure writer or obscure publication
has had a name, which under the iron bound
" rule of priority " should prevail, is found
to operate disastrously in practice. It is worse
with common names. It is very difficult to

get a common name of a tree into common
use, and the great objection to common
names is because like common sense they
are very uncommon. It is unfortunate that
when once a common name really becomes
common any rule should upset it. Almost
universally Qiierais tiyidoria has been known
as •' Black Oak,'' but the United States docu-
ments have recently been applying the term
" Yellow Oak " to this species. The •Yellow
Oak" hitherto has been Qiiercus castanea, of
Muhlenberg. It may be noted that what is

commonly known as the " Chestnut Oak" is

the one formerly known as Quercus monlicola.

This is distinguished from the former in correct

popular designation as the " Rock " Chestnut
oak.

The Great Columbian Exposition.—The
fair is over,—but its great work is only just
beginning to tell. Had there been no fair,

(94)

there would have been no great volume like
*

' The Book of the Fair '

' to perpetuate its won-

ders. Bancroft & Co., of Chicago, are issuing

a magnificent folio work of i,ooo pages, and

2,000 illustrations of the leading exhibits so as

to strengthen for all time the memories of those

who saw the wonderful sights. If the fair was

worth seeing at all, the ** Book of the Fair "

will be a necessary memento. Nos. 11 and 12

have the fruits and forestry exhibits depicted

and described . Aside from the instructive re-

minders the superior artistic character of the

book in paper, printing and engraving will

make it a library or parlor ornament which

any family may prize.

Audubon.—Audubon was born in Louisiana

on the 4th of May, 1780. His father, though

French, settled in Louisiana, but purchased a

farm near the present village of Narcissa on

Perkiomen Creek, not far from Philadelphia.

This farm young Audubon inherited about

1 798, and here he was hereafter, whenever he

was '* at home." He remained pretty steadily

here for twelve years, clerking for a company

which was operating a lead mine near there.

The old house is still standing, as is the neigh-

borly house from which Audubon had his wile.

It is said to have been a strong love match.

In 1810 he started off on his great hunt : r

birds, removing his wife and children to H<: -

derson, Ohio. In 1826 he went to London,

where his great work on American Birds v,. s

published.

L'l'C

(, -

The American Florist Company's Dir

TORY. One of the best trade papers in

world is the American f^lorist, and it is i>

sibly through its influence that the great

ganization known as the American Florist-'

Association achieved such prominence. Gre it

as the profession of the florist has become ?ii

America through these organizations, it wiU

require a directory like this to afford a full

appreciation of its magnitude. It is published

by the American Florist Company, Chicago.
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Dr. William Baldwin.—Two pretty com-

y?v)site plants collected by William Bartram in

the South, were named by Nuttall, Baldwinia.

or Baldwin Dr. Gray says : ''Dr. Wm. Bald-

\\ in, collaborator with Elliott, died early.
'

' Few

know how much of the great advance which

botany made in our country in the early part of

the century is due to Dr. Baldwin ; and only for

the glimpse of him through his letters as col-

lected by Dr. Darlington, very little would be

known of him at all. The portrait here given,

is from the painting by Peale, and evidently

from the same plate as that given in Darling-

ton's " Reliquae Baldwiniana. " He was born

in Newlin Township, Chester County, Penn-

sylvania, on the 29th of March,

1779, and died at Franklin,

Missouri, September i, 1819,

while acting as naturalist on the

great expedition of Major

Stephen Long, to discover the

sources of the Mississippi. He
was an explorer during all of

his comparatively short life. He
^'i.iled for China in 1805. He
wrote a treatise on some peculiar

diseases of seamen in China, on

his return. In 181 1 he made a

botanical exploration on foot

through Georgia. In 18 12 he
' rved as surgeon in the navy,

18 16 botanically explored

^Jorida, and in 181 7 went as

rgeon in the frigate " Cong-
.:ress," on Rodney's mission to

• mth America.

ofa sudden for some flower, insect, or other good

subject, evidently to the alarm of the driver.

Once they were all out but Felton. The driver

took the chance to inquire who his patrons

were, and was told " a party of naturalists from

Boston." " I thought so," was the driver's sat-

isfied remark.

Subsequently President Felton heard the

driver telling another of his fearful experiences

with " a party of naturals from an asylum

in Boston "—natural being synonymous with

*' imbeciles" in that city. Felton thought

that often the antics of an over-joyed scientist

might reasonably be taken for those of an in-

sane man.

C. C. Felton.—C. Conway
Mton, formerly President of

•arvard, was born at West New-
•iry, Mass., and according to

e Boston Traveller^ was pro-

ibly the most eminent Greek
holar in America. He was as

ill of fun as the jolliest of his

'^indents could be. He enjoyed
'^nce telling the writer of a good
joke on his friend, Professor Asa
^-^ay. He, with Dr. Gray, and
'i few friends of science were
'«:aking a rural jaunt, and, as is

usual with students in science,

^^re continually jumping out

^i^A^>7^ y

4^/3 cU^-u^^,
1

1
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BIOGRAPHY AND LITERATURE.

THE LOST FRIEND.

If only ill my dreatiis I may behold thee,
Still hath the day a goal

;

If only ill my dreams I may enfold thee,
Still hath the night a soul.

Leaden the hours may press upon my spirit
Nor one dear pledge redeem

;

I will not chide, so they at last inherit
And crown me with the rapture of that
dream.

Ten thousand blossoms earth's gay gardens
cherish

;

One pale, pale rose is mine.
Of frost or blight the rest may quickly perish

;

Not so that rose divine.
Deathless it blooms in quiet realms Elysian

;

And when toil wins me rest.

Forgetful of all else, in blissful vision
I breathe my rose, and clasp it to my breast

!

Florence Earle Coates,
in Atlantic Monthly.

Yellow Oak.—The continual changing of
botanical names, as often as it is discovered
that some obscure v^rriter or obscure publication

has had a name, which under the iron bound
"rule of priority" should prevail, is found
to operate disastrously in practice. It is worse
with common names. It is very difficult to

get a common name of a tree into common
use, and the great objection to common
names is because like common sense they
are very uncommon. It is unfortunate that
when once a common name really becomes
common any rule should upset it. Almost
universally Quercus tindoria has been known
as •• Black Oak," but the United States docu-
ments have recently been applying the term
" Yellow Oak " to this species. The "Yellow
Oak" hitherto has been Ouerais casta?iea, of
Muhlenberg. It may be noted that what is

commonly known as the "Chestnut Oak" is

the one formerly known as Quercus moNticola.

This is distinguished from the former in correct

popular designation as the " Rock " Chestnut
oak.

The Great Columbian Exposition.—The
fair is over,—but its great work is only just
beginning to tell. Had there been no fair,

(94)

there would have been no great volume iiKe

" The Book of the Fair " to perpetuate its W(mi-

ders. Bancroft & Co., of Chicago, are issuing

a magnificent folio work of 1,000 pages, .nid

2,000 illustrations of the leading exhibits so as

to strengthen for all time the memories of those

who saw the wonderful sights. If the fair w as

worth seeing at all, the " Book of the Fair
"

will be a necessary memento. Nos. 11 and i:

have the fruits and forestry exhibits depictttl

and described. Aside from the instructive re-

minders the superior artistic character of the

book in paper, printing and engraving will

make it a library or parlor ornament which

any famil}^ may prize.

Audubon.—Audubon was born in Louisiana

on the 4th of May, 17S0. His father, thoiiuh

French, settled in Louisiana, but purchased a

farm near the present village of NarcivSsa ow

Perkiomen Creek, not far from Philadelplna.

This farm young Audubon inherited ab* ut

1798, and here he was hereafter, whenever e

was •

' at home. '

' He remained pretty stead v

here for twelve years, clerking for a compa v

which was operating a lead mine near tla

The old house is still standing, as is the neii ;-

borly house from which Audubon had his w
It is said to have been a strong love ma*

In 18 10 he started off on his great hunt r

birds, removing his wife and children to IT -

derson, Ohio. In 1826 he went to Lond

where his great work on American Birds v -

published.

The American Florist Company's Dik -

TORY. One of the best trade papers in

world is the A?nerica7i florist ^ and it is ]- -

sibly through its influence that the great <

ganization known as the American Florisi-

Association achieved such prominence. Gn ^

as the profession of the florist has become ^

America through these organizations, it \\

require a directory like this to afford a fi; I

appreciation of its magnitude. It is publish

by the American Florist Company, Chicago

)R. William Baldwin.—Two pretty com-

ite ])lants collected by William Bartram in

South, were named by Nuttall, Baldwinia.

' Haldwin Dr. Gray says : ''Dr. Wni. Bald-

in, collaborator with Elliott, died early." Few

Know how much of the great advance which

' utany made in our country in the early part of

the century is due to Dr. Baldwin ; and only for

the glimpse of him through his letters as col-

lected by Dr. Darlington, very little would be

known of him at all. The portrait here given,

is from the painting by Peale, and evidently

from the same plate as that given in Darling-

ton's *' Reliqure Baldwnniana. " He was born

in Newlin Township, Chester County, Penn-

sylvania, on the 29th of ]March,

1779, and died at Franklin,

Missouri, September i, 1819,

while acting as naturalist on the

;j:reat expedition of Major

Stephen Long, to discover the

sources of the MissivSsippi. He
was an explorer during all of

his comparatively short life. He
.iltd for China in 1805. He

wrote a treatise on some peculiar

iiseases of seamen in China, on
'- return. In 181 1 he made a

lanical exploration on foot

• rough Georgia. In 18 12 he

:ved as surgeon in the navy,

18 16 botanically explored

>rida, and in 18 17 went as

r^eon in the frigate *' Cong-
css, " on Rodney's mission to

nith America.

C. C. Felton.—C. Conway
• ton, formerly President of

\rvard, was born at West New^-

ry, Mass., and according to

Fioston Traz'cllcr^ was pro-

•ly the most eminent Greek
olar in America. He was as

"1 of fun as the jolliest of his

"lents could be. He enjoyed
oe telling the writer of a good

J"ke on his friend, Professor Asa
^^ay. He, with Dr. Gray, and
" ^ew friends of science were
uiking a rural jaunt, and, as is

usual with students in science,

^^re continually jumping out

of a sudden for some flower, insect, or other good

subject, evidently to the alarm of the driver.

Once they were all out but Felton. The driver

took the chance to inquire who his patrons

were, and was told " a party of natuialists from

Boston. " " I thought so," was the driver's sat-

isfied remark.

Subseciuently President P>lton heard the

driver telling another of his fearful experiences

with " a party of naturals from an asylum

in Boston "—natural being synonymous with

"imbeciles" in that city. Felton thought

that often the antics of an over-joyed scientist

might reasonably be taken for those of an in-

sane man.
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GENERAL NOTES.

Additional Smai^l Parks in Philadelphia.
—Three more of the small parks located under
the Meehan ordinances have been taken actual

possession of by the city of Philadelphia. One
was once the homestead of a branch of the
original founder of the eminent Wharton fami-

ly, and is now known as Wharton Square.
The city paid out for this $60,000. Another,
Stephen E. Fotterall Square, costs the city

$130,000. The selection of this name will

commemorate a rare mark of filial affection.

Mr. Meehan, in his efforts to serve the city,

asked Mr. Fotterall what he would throw off"

of any amount a jury might award, if the
Park were named Fotterall Square,—there
being no historic associations connected with
the spot. Mr. F. disclaimed any desire for

fame of that kind, but offered to throw off

$10,000 if the initials of his grandfather, Ste-
phen B., who was an officer in the war of
181 2, should be appended to the name, and
for whose memory the family entertained a
warm affection. It is worth placing on record
that this full name was given to this square
for a reason like this. The plot is one of
the largest of the small squares taken so
far, being about eight acres, and is close to
what was once the old garden of Bernard
McMahon, in whose house the famous ex-
pedition of Lewis and Clark across the con-
tinent was planned ; on whose grounds the
first osage orange and other seeds collected
on that expdition were sown,—and after whom
Nuttall named the Mahonia. McMahon 's trees
and home were swept away before Mr. Meehan
got his small Park law into practical operation,
or these famous grounds, like Bartram's, Wis-
ter's, Logan's and others, might have been
saved for posterity.

The third, and one of the greatest of these
small Park achievements by the city of Phila-
delphia, is Vernon Park, the price awarded
being $323,300. This was the home of the
early Philadelphia banker Meng, a rare lover of
plants, and under whose patronage Kin made
his unrecorded collections over the Eastern

(96)

part of our continent, but whose plants are

among the treasures of the Royal Herbarium

in Berlin. The first Magnolia macropliylla

ever cultivated is still living in Vernon Park.

Sprouting of Seeds in the Human Sys-

tem.—When Baron Munchausen relates that,

getting out of shot he loaded his gun with

cherry stones, and the next year saw the deer

he had fired at, covered with young cherry

trees sprouting from all parts of its body, the

doubting Thomases remarked on the imposvsi-

bility of seeds sprouting in this manner. But

it is recorded that a little girl, Addie Cunning-

ham, of Fall River, Mass., had a water melon

seed to lodge in her wind pipe. After being there

since September, it was removed last February,

and found to have pushed out its rootlet to a

considerable extent. If it had reached the

stomach, the gastric juice would probably have

destroyed it.

Mertens.—A very curious error in modern

botanical bibliography has been brought to

our attention by a sharp eyed, and therefore

specially valued correspondent. It is harcUy

likely that Roth would name a plant after a

boy who was only one year old. There see? s

a sad mixture of these several Mertens. 1 'e

Royal Society's catalogue does not give ' e

initials of the " Mertens, " who wrote f e

works on Algae, and after whom the gen .s

was named ; and though the second volu e

of Roth's " Catalecta" is at hand, the first s

not. It was in this first volume the pi t

was originally described.

St. John's Worts.—In July, just about t e

time when collectors of wild flowers becoi e

interested in St. John's Worts, some one si
-

cies or another of which may be found ov.r

most of the Union, Meehans' Monthly ^^
'^

help them by giving a colored plate of one 'f

the number. Hypericum densijlorum, one i

the most delicately pretty of the group, vvill

be illustrated in the July issue.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
xdvertiscments under this head, not exceeding 50 words,

^ iU be inserted once for 50 cents, or three times lor $1.25.

A reliable and thoroughly posted man, with inside

and outside work wants a position indoors, in a

Seed, Plant or Nursery esUblishment, commencing

with the Ne^y Year. Could accepUbly fill position

as Superintendent of a Cemetery. Address, T. J.,

care Thomas Meehan & Sons, Gerniantown, Phila.

GARDENERS

—

^^ ^^^ register will be found

VJ the names of Competent Gardeners, adapted

for all positions, and we will take pleasuie in send-

ing these to any one requiring their services. Cor-

respondence solicited. Henry A. Dreer, Seedsman

and Florist, 714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

ilClAI CVCfC Gataractn, 8carB or Films

IItW 'tit a ABSOUb^D. Our Lome

?re5m?nt CUBES DiseaBed Eyes or ^^'^s when all

others fail. Hundreds conTinced. Pamphlet ire©,

ho KwK. Address TiJE EYE. Glens EaUs, N. Y.

liAHDRETHS'
Gardening Operations for June

The labors of the gardener will mainly consist in the

tillage of the growing crop.
^ ,. r -« i

The aid ofappropriate tools, in the culture of crops and

the extermination ofweeds, is indispensable. The use of I.ees

Wheel Hoe. or some other labor saving machine will t)e ol

untold cultural value. ... m„«*i.
Asparagus-beds keep clean Beans. Bush or Bancii,

plant for succession, and cultivate those in growth. BeetM.

thin to four inches. Broo«oli. plant out of those sown in

April Cabbage also, especially the sorts which it is desired

shall come into use in September and October, in advance ol

the Winter varieties. Celer>, plant out a portion for early

use Curombers. sow successive crops of Cbolce and

Turkey, Corn, Landreth Sugar, plant for a succession

Endive, sow Leeks, thin or transplant. I'eas. a few may
be planted as a succession Sow Bloonisdale Uuta-Baga

"Tandreths* Rural Register, containing a catalogue of

Garden, Field and Flower Seeds, with full directions for

culture, mailed free to all applicants.

D. IiflNDRHTH 6t SONS
Seed and Implement Warehouse,

flos. 21 and 23 S. Sixth St»«««t

Philadelphia
BP«nah Stor« : D«1««i«p« Av«. and A^h St.,

Opposite Steamboat Landing

Seed, tubers and roots. Now is the time to plant hardy varieties

of poid lilies, sow seeds of all kinds; -^^^^^"^If^^Zn^^^'f^llt
white and blue Water Lilies and three varieties of Nelu" bmm for^f i.oo.

Start tubers of tropical varieties indoors Th^s
"JJ^* ;^

y">
n^velttcs

tory. Zanzibar Lily tubers, 50 cents each. My C°l"mbian novelties

now ready for distribution. Prices and catalogues on applicaUon.

Meehans' Nurseries

are known all over the world as headquarters for new and rare

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and Evergreens. We aim to furnish

stock of the very best quality : strong, healthy and thrifty.

Descriptive catalogue on application.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Germantown, Phila.

CLASS SEEDS

IS now

OUP 93t.d Ar4NUAU CATAUOGUB

ready, and will be mailed fi*e« on application,

the largest collection in the world of

It contains

VBDBtalJlB, Flower and Farm SbbUs
including every sUnd'ard variety and every novelty of established.merit.

Beautifully illustrated with hundreds of cuts.

B^WE MAIL IT FREE"®B

J.M.



USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
For Pamphlet on " Busfs and Blight," address

B. HAMMOND, Fishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y.

Established 1824

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

My Annual Priced Catalogue is now ready and

mailed free to all applicants. It contains all the

leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FARM AND FLOWER SEEDS,

besides all the desirable novelties of last season,

and nearly everything else in my line of business.

ALFRED BRID6EMAN,
37 EAST 19th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

CD|l!IEB1(IIT0lilE!i, HBEEIIHOOSES, PeiPI iOSES,
IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

HITCHINGS Sd CO.
ESTABLISHED 1844.

GREENHOUSE HEATING AND VENTILATING. HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Palm Houses, Graperies, etc.. Constructed Complete, or Structural Iron Woik

nJ££^ ready for erection. Plans and Specifications furnished on application ; also estimate of costHITCHINGS * CO,, «33 Meroer Street, N. Y. City. Send 4 cents postage for illustrated catalogue.

LORD Sl BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and KvStiraates furnished
on application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

FRONT VIEW OF A PORTION OF OUR EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S FAIR

SEND FOUR CENTS POSTAGE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Mention "Meehans' Monthly." LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-on-Hudson, LY.
f

mdiir* ittiE sff^MJb DCVOtKDTOt KdOWI.-
KOaC or THE KAHTH
AND or ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

A fVIAGAZIfiB rOR TM€|L|WRARY AND
dRAiAnHGi-iidclM

T^rmted throwgtooot oil Hue ooaiect pjiper. aad intended for

permanent prescrv|itibtl itt tJ|c)il>rar/ofthe l^ousehold, club,

ai:'J college, i j ^
'

,
i ,* -,

,

From th« N«5^ York mu^n: *> PTof ^eUpriJ*^.* ta»te

goes hand itr hand with *htt ic4!d-learfliiig tok produce a
very handsome joumiM. withxhanning iUua^r»tions."

TBRBiE NVMBKRS (uieceiitb^rt January and
: February) NOW RKADT.

No. 1 (Dccetiber) contains, among other articles, "A Siedge

E^ITCq BY

PROr. HHQCLO HCItPRiri
• ' ' '

. ' ' r t 1

Journey and an Ezp^ftnce,'' by Mrs. Peary H^uttrlited),

#lth % fine portrait 6f the author.

Thin periodical holds a unique place in the magazine litcr-

atu|«Of t]|ia^ countty, and is almost the only one whicb is

published with a iri^w ta permanent preservation, as a book
of fefereuoe, on the shelves of t];)e library. It is esaeutialty

s magazine for the family, add it Will be found as indispen-

sable 'to the teacher as it is useful to the intending summer
and winter tourist.

Yearly Subscription, Sl.:60. Single Copy, 1ft cents. In Club %ith MEEHANS' BfONTHLY for 93.00

THE COHTCnPOR/IRT PUDLI5HIHQ CO.
CANVASSERS WANTBO THROUCHOUT THE COUNTRY

LISERAL TERMS
6 BCEKMAN 8TRCCT. NCW YORK

628 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHiA

"For the enlightened owners of gardens and woodlands

thte journal is invalBable."—A>«' York Tribune.

PUBLISI^Ep fH^ 1st ANb 15th OF EACH ^NTH
BY - '

^'

THE GARDENING COMPANY
NIONO'N BUlLDiryG, CHICAdo

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, ^$1.00 A Y|AR—?4 NUMBERS

The most practical and valuable American Horti-

cultural publication. Departments: The Flower
tkirden, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, The
v.indow Gardeji, The Frijit Garden-, The Vege-
uble Garden, Insects and' Othei\P*st8, Mushrooms,
"d others ii}. season. See what subscribers say
out'this valtiai)lc journal

.

roL

. GARDEN

«

FOREST
A JODRMAL OF HORTICULTURE
LANlQSCAPEARt AND FORESTRY

5 IB94

Ui I

«
'-or condensed common sense in gardening matfets, fc^
lable, unprejudiced and iMife iilformation, Gar»bncn<I
inot be surpassed, and although moderate in size it ex-
nds upon peni^l .'^ W. C HgAn, Highland Park, 111.

GAaDENiNG is the best horti«mljural paper torinti-d in
ieri(ia." CItas L. B0Rk,SpriugOeI<l, Mass.

' am greatly pleased with the paper; It i« practical and
;estive. Its reproduction of photograDhic vicKvs of plants,
ers and landscapes is a mOat a^n^rabl? ftatiire."

ii

\

II

tmctive tio

^, M- JOHNfoil, llicl4itnsack, N. J.

t1
t

is a ddigbtfiit pAp^^ii4h«s ieen Vety inienUtjng ^4

i^^nq.tluui
I have Ibn^d^
Yotthfvf

I

"

Such a publl
ry Hni afiu
fessfoitaB lis

^ITN Bfeattt. to senator Wolcott,t«fttlttoa, Coiio.

jjton lMt<Hdli< t^!4 ^«^^<

I value GaAdbi^i>ig ^i^hly t>n aeeount of thQ vory practi-
character qf Its contents.*

'^

. \ '.
-

. j; A. firtTTloni^W, 3bpt. pijcOlii P|rk, <Jhic««o

I regard Gi|Rt>E^iKc|f ais One of the^moitt pk-actfoat tfiaga-
es issued in tfie Interests of 'hafrtictfltare.'''

> ^ .
W. F. Maoim, WattryiUe, K. Y.

Tie paper Is Siemost practical of any I read."
W. E. Abhs Pond du Lac, WU

A beautifully iljustratfed jounial oi

Horticulture, Landscape Art, and For-

estry, filled every week with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature (5r take

an interest in flowa^ shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and Eiiropean authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

bestT|t^*t|ire.c^ itbe( iioiepn £01 iiibkct|i

^ "V4 «x^4oi|j^t^afd i>f^ils <|a|i.?-4i^^i(4 /Ma/f
"A ^dOffkt^l>teilf ciNp9nf»4."4-^sfr;ji^j ^^^.r^ .

If easfly|ead^aj| iii|niil«r jonrvalp in this cO|intr|, if liot in

all cotintrfes.^i»a»/ai» 7>^»«#crf>/.

'

The engf^vings ^<l&ttt a rictt v^rletiy ofnemar^able or rare

trees, fldMrers» ahmbs and ISnds^pes.—TV, K. Etkn^ng B>ai.

/ It sustains 01C hds^ chsraclerwliich it assumed from its

con>ntence|neni, and. has no t-iVal in Its &it\k,-^^ringfield

RrP^tHitan

.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. I4.40 A YEAfi.

Specimen copy free Dii apptication.

Garden and Forest PablisMnt! Co.
Tr'b«5?Bj.iidi.„g

HEN i^BITING TflTAO^^TISFftS TELL THES YOI^SAW THEW CAM) IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY.

i subscribe to all the horticnltnral and florictiltur&l Jour
s on this continent as **»? f>« T know and fin^^ »" Oart.kv
the most practical o amateur Hk<

I>R. ' tlAW

«

- »

5



USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN. Established 1824

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

My Annual Priced Cataloi^nic is now readv

mailed free to all ajjjjlicanLs. It contains all

Icadinj^ and most jjopular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FARM AND FLOWER SEEDS,

i besides all the desirable novelties of last se i-'

and nearly everything else in my line of busiiu

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
I'or rainplilet on " IhiKS and lUiKht," iuitlress

j

H. HAMMOND. 1 ishkill-on-Hndson, N.Y.
' 37 EAST 19th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

ALFRED BRIDGEMAN,

GOmilllTOIIIES, IIIIEEIIHOUSES, P0L|1I HOOSES,

IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

HITCHINGS St CO.
ESTABLISHED 1844.

GREENHOUSE HEATING AND VENTILATING. HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING

"*l^>l|i4^„,

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION
<>reeiiliuiiHeN, CoiiKorvatories, l»alui Houses, Ciraperh^s. etc.. Constructed Complete, or Structural Iron W

2?JEP^^ ready for erection. IMans and SpeciHcation.s furnished oti application • .dso estimate of cost.HITCHINGS & CO., 23a Mercer Street, N. V. City. Send 4 cents postage for illustrated catalogue

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and Hstimates furnished
on ap))lication HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDER V

sis IQ «»f<^'"'wiiiilHi»wiffllSflrrrirri

FRONT VIEW 0^ A POtn ION OF OUR EXHIBIT AT THE WOHLP'S FAIR

SKND FOUR CKNTS I'OSTAt.K FOR ILM STK.A THI) CATAl.OCrK.

Mention "Meehans* Monthly.' LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

i THE WORLD
Ad Illustrated Monthly Magazine of

Tours, Travels and Explorations

DEVOTED TO A KNOWL-
EDGE OF THE EARTH
AND OF ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

aGazine for the library and
drawing-room "'

:v<\ throughout on fine coated paper, and intended for

iTient preservation in the library of the household, club,

:icge.

I oni the New York Nation : " Prof. Heilpriu's taste

> hand in hand with his solid learning to produce a

V handsome journal, with charming illustrations."

I'll RKE Nl'MBEKS (December, January and
February) NOW READY.

: December) contains, among other articles, "A Sledge

EDITED BY

PROF. flNQCLO HEILFRIM
Journey and an Kxperience,'* by Mrs. Peary ^illustrated),

with a fine portrait of the author.

This periodical holds a unique place in the magazine liter-

ature of this country, and is almost the only one which is

published with a view to permanent presenation, as a book

of reference, on the shelves of the library. It is essentially

a magazine for the famil> , and it will be found as indisiH-u-

sable to the teacher as it is useful to the intending summer
and winter tourist.

> Subscription, 91.50. Single Copy, 15 cents. In Club with MEEUANS' 3IONTHLY r<»r 93.00

THE CONTEflPOR/IRT PUPLI5HIMQ CO.
ASSERS WANTED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

LIBERAL TERMS
5 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK

628 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA

"lor the enlightened owners of gardens and woodlands

this journal is invaluable."—AVxi' }'oyk Ttibum.

-PUBLISHED THE 1st AND 15th OF EACH MONTH
BY

rHE GARDENING COMPANY
MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO

BSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.00 A YEAR 24 NUMBERS

he most practical and valuable American Horti-

ural publication. DkparTmknTS : The Flower
(Icn, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, The
idow Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vcge-
c Garden, Insects and Other Pests, Mushrooms,
others in season. See what subscribers say

at this valuable journal.

or condensed common sense in gardening matters, for
J'le, uni)rejudiced and safe information, Gardknino
!ot V)e surpassed, and although moderate in size it ex-
is upon perusal." W. C HoAN, Highland Park, 111.

ARDENiNG is the bc.st horticultural paper t>rin ted in

GARDEN
.^ N C

FORES7
AJOURNALOF HORTICULTliRE
LANDSCAPE-ART AND FOREST'<Y

[. JANU*PV 3 Icdi' ' "mr -^^ -*— •pnr 'TT'^ ff**" tf*" -f^"

nca »» CUAS L. Burr, Springfield, Mass.

am greatly pleased with the pni>er. It is practical and
estive. Its reproduction of photographic views of plants,
ers and landscapes is a most admirable feature "

W. M. Johnson, Hackensack, N. J.

is a delightful paper and has been very interesting and
active to me." Frank Hitchcock, Davenport, la.

have found Gardening extremely useful and interest-
Vou have given vour subscribers a great tleal more than
money's worth.'" Chas. E. Brown,

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

-uch a publication was long needed in this country,
y line of its contributions is a lesson in itself to mauy
-siouals as well as to amateurs."
TN Berry, Gardener to Senator Wolcott,I«ittIeton, Colo.

vahie Gardening highly on account of the very practi-
haracter of its contents.''

J. A. Pettigrew, Supt. Lincoln I'ark, Chicago

regard Gardenino as one of the most practical raaga-
- issued in the interests of horticulture.*'

,
W. F. Macara, Waterville, N. Y.

he paper is the most practical of any I read."
W. E. Abbs. Fond du Lac, Wis.

subscribe to all the horticultural and floricultnrhl Jour-
on this continent as far as I know and find in Garden-
the most practical one for an amateur like myself.''

Dr. Geo. T. Hawley, Corning, N. Y.

A beautifully illustrated journal oi

Horticulture, Landscape Art, and For-

estry, filled ever}' week with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take

an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the sco^^e of the paper.

The best journal of its important kiml —Phila. Ptess.

"The foremost journal of its cX^iSs.*'—Boston Hcfald.

"A delightful weekly companion."— //icr/^'y'j ll^tekly.

It easily leads all similar journals in this country, if not in

all countries.

—

Boston Transcript.

The engravings afTord a rich variety of remarkable or rare

trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes.— iV. V. E7>ening; Post.

It su.stains the high character which it assumed from its

commencement, and has uo rival in its hcX^.—Spting/ield

Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application.

Garden and Forest PnblisWng Co. ^'t^^ ?s«k"'

HEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS. TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY.
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EDWARD CAMPBELL

L/INDSQ/IPE /IRCniTECT AUb ENQINEEF

ARDMORE, PA.

Sketch plans and planting maps prepared, and suggestions given for the laying out and improvemc,
of country and suburban residences, public parks and grounds of every description.

Grounds laid out and their construction undertaken by contract or day labor, and carried out undo
strict personal supervision. The choice grouping and effective arrangement of trees and shrubs has bc<
made a special study. Trees furnished and planted by experienced workmen.

Draining Plans and Surveys. Fine Crushed Stone for Walks and Carriage Drives.

LATEST NOVELTIES IN
«

ROSES, PHLOX, POPPIES, IRISES, PAEONIES
PYRETHRUMS, DELPHINIUMS, ETC.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA. ROSA WICHURAIANA

4 Catalogues, 228 pages, fully describing the most unique collection of hardy plante in America. Tl
set for 5 two-cent stamps.

THE READING NURSERY
Established in 1854

JACOB W. MANNING, Proprietor

READING, MASS

1892 ZX. DREER'S
GARDEN
SEEDS

Plants, Bulbs and Requisites.
They are the best at tlie lowest
prices. Calendar for '94 mailed
free. Address

HENRY A. DREER.
714 Chestnut St., Phila.

C DESTROYS I

,/)y Shall It be Your House or
ty] a Pound of Copper?
}\ %y Entirely new departure in pro-

tecting buildings from lightning.

Patents of N. D. C. Hodges,
Editor of Science.

Send for circulars. Agents wanted.
American Liohtninq Protection Co.,

874 Broadway, New York.

HOT IXTATER HEATING
QStJSSItHauVRS and D/WI^Ir&llfQS

*« »»

BOILERS, PIPES, FITTINGS, ETC.
Frederic O'Neill

56 N. Seventh Street and 2116 Race Street
Philadelphia. Pa.

IT WILL PAY YOU to send for our new cat
logue, which tells of Hardy Trees, Shrub

Plants. Roses, Fruit, and our special stock
Rhododendrons. It will interest all who are intt
ested in such matters.

ANDORRA NURSERIES,
'.^^^Zl^!^,

Wm. Warnfr Harper, manager

HIRES & CO., Limited, f
Manufacturers and ^late

importers ^^^^
Golored and £nauieled Glass,
liooking lilHSs.

LARGE STOCK
LOW PRICES

WINDOW

French Sheet.
Engfllsh Sheet.

Removed to 626 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
rACTORiKS : . 1]he only House in Philadelphia that car

aUINTONt H.4.
'• ries a full Stock ot Volished Plate Glass.

Prevents and checks MILDEW an<
BLACK ROT on Grapes, Fruits,

and Plants

3 Cottnfios Slip, New York

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, PLEASE MENTION MEEHANS' MONTHLY.

^ijl JULY, 1594 No. 7

ISSUED MONTHLY, $2.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE, SINGLE COPY 20 CENTS.

PUBUISHBD BY

Thomas ^eehan & Sons,

Qepmantoain, Philad«lphie.

4

i

COPVniOHTKO ta*A

BITTBRBD AT THB PHILADELPHIA POST OFFICB AB SBCOKD^LASS MATTBR.

TIGHT BINDING TEXT GUT OFF
i
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Heehans' Thomas
Monthly heehan&sons,

Germantown, Phila.PUBLISIIKD MONTHLY BY

Subscription Price $2.00 per year.

$1.00 for Six Months. Back Numbers 20 cts. Each.
Two Subscriptions for $3.50 per Year.

/ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

Forms close on the 20th of each Month,
preceding date of issue.

Address all Correspondence relating both to

Editorial and Advertising matter, to

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Publishers

Germantown, Phila., Pa.

Just THREE DOLLARS is

all it will cost you this month

for the Cosmopolitan Magazine
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HYPERICUM DENSIFLORUM.

DENSE-FLOWERED SHRUBBY ST. JOHN'S WORT.

NATURAL ORDER, HYPKRICACE.^^.

Hypericum prolificum, I.inn.f.us.—Branchinpr ; branches ancipital, smooth: leaves ohloiiK^-Ianccolate, obnise, narrowed
at base, crenulately waved at the edge ; cvnies compound, leafv ; sepals unequal, leafv. ovate, cuspidate; petals obo-
vate, a little larger than the sepals. Leaves 2 to 2J.2 inches long. 4 to 6 lines wide. 1 lowers g lines iliatntter. orange-
yellow in an elongated inflorescence. Stamens indefinite, fiowers Julv and August : I'at d,'nsin<'tupn. Torrev and
Gray. Branches very numerous ; leaves crowded, much smaller (less than i inch longj ; flowers verv numerous, in
compound cymes, and much smaller (about 6 inches in diameter). (Wood's Cla^s-Book of JioUinv. See al.so C.rav's
Manual 0/ Ihc Botany of the Northftn United States.)

Although the description adopted from
*• Wood's Class-Book of Botany," gives this

as a mere form of Hyperician proUficum, the

tendency of later botanical thought is to ac-

cept Pursh's opinion that it should be honored
with a distinct specific name. It will probably
for all time stand as H. defisiJJorum, Pursh,
vvho first described it under this name. The
relationship to H. prolificu7n is undoubtedly
close, but it retains its peculiarities over so

great an extent of territory, and shows no dis-

position to have intermediate forms rendering
the collector uncertain in which species to

])lace it. It is only when such intermediate
forms occur that the botanist regards a pro-

:
o.sed species, as a variety merely. It not only

maintains its distinctness when growing side

y side, but when growing under different cir-

umstances. Pursh noted it as growing on
Me "Dry ridges and Savannahs of the Vir-
nia mountains." It has since been found
mndantly in flat sandy locations, or as Brit-
on says in his " Catalogue of New Jersey
lants," the pine barren country, and confined
^ the yellow drift, and retains all the peculi-
"ities characteristic of mountain specimens.
he illustration is from a New Jersey plant.
It has a remarkably rich and glowing effect

*^ the landscape m its New Jersey home,
ovvper's description of its European ally,

'fvpericum perforahim, might, in many res-

.
cts be more appropriately applied to this.

' J?fTericuni all bloom, so thick a swarm,
Of flowers, like flies clothing her slender rods,
That scarce a leaf appears "

l^he black dots which seem to cover the young
i-'Hvers, and which may give a fly-like charac-

ter to the perforated St. John's wort, are want-

ing in this species, but the " all bloom" well

describes it. The dense heads of golden yellow

in the height of its season, well warrants the

statement "that scarce a leaf appears." As
shown in the plate, the weaker branches, form-

ing the upper portion of the plant, usually die

during the winter, a peculiarity which adds

much to its dwarf and densely shrubby char-

acter.

Although some botanists, notably Torrey

and Gray, in their " Flora of North America,"

have endeavored to classify the species by the

number of the carpels, some being said to have

the "carpels pentacarpellary" or with five-

celled fruit, and others with fruit " tricarpel-

lary" or three-celled, this character is remark-

ably inconstant in many species of l/yperi-

cum. The artist has here given sketches (Figs.

2, 3) of fruit from the same plant, showing in

Fig. 2, a full face view and cross section of a

tricarpellary case, and at 3, one with four

—

one, however, being smaller, though apparent-

ly as fruitful as the other three. The origin of

the name Hypericum is lost. Some plant

under this name was known to the Greeks as

far back as written history reaches, the plant

of Dioscorides being identified by Sibthorp, in

his "Flora Gra?ca," as Hypericum crispum,

and some authors suppose the name derived

'
' hon\ yper, on account of, and ^/Wyt^' heath,

from its growing in similar places. " But Sib-

thorp states that this plant grows in Greece

•*in cultivated places," which is the last place

that a heath would be found to grow. Others

state that " the name is derived from uper and

eicon, an image ; the superior part of the

(97)
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

HYPIiRIClxM Dl^NSIl LORrM.

I)kxse-flo\vi:ri:i) sHRUiinv s'i\ loiixs wori.

NATURAL ORDI'R, IIVPiaUCACi: j;.

ri;KlcrM i-romi iCfM, Linn.t.cs.— IJrancliiiiL: : hratiches aiici}>ita!, sin«>otli ua\ <-^ ,,1. Ion:;-;. iiic.olaU-. obtuse, iiai: 'Ucd
at l)asr, cremilately waved at the edge ; cviiies cuin})i>uiid, U-afv ; sepals iineinial, ifafv. nvatf, rtispi-iate ; i.ctals oho-
vatc, a little larj^tT than the sepals. Leaves 2 to jj. imhes lun^, \ t<» f) lines wide. I lowers >, line- diani-ter, u!ank;e-
\ell()w, in an elon.^ated inllorescence. Stamens indefinite. f1(.we!> luly and Aui^usl : Wit d> • <uw, [orrev and
Crav. I'ranches very numerous ; leaves crowded, much sjualler (less than i inch lonjr ; th-w -v njiineron^, iji

compound cymes, and much smaller (a])()ut 6 inches in diameter). (Wood's (7.; .^-i: / > -. -^ '• 'No (•,-:r.'>
Man mil of thr I'otauy of t/ir .\oi llii t n I 'nitrd Stat.-<:. >

Although the description adopted from

Wood's Class-Book of Botany," gives this

IS a mere form of Ifypericum prolificinu, the

ttiidency of later botanical thought is to ac-

t t])t Pursh's opinion that it should be honored
^" ilh a distinct specific name. It will probably
:'>r all time stand as //. doisijlof urn, Pursh,

Alio first described it under this name. The
ciationship to //. prolifiann is undoubtedly
lose, but it retains its peculiarities over so

reat an extent of territory, and shows no dis-

'.^ition to have intermediate forms rendering:

ic collector uncertain in which species to

ice it. It is onl^' when such intermediate
rms occur that the botanist regards a pro-

osed species, as a variety merely. It not only
'lintains its distinctness when growing side

-ide, but when growing under different cir-

. instances. Pursh noted it as growing on
"Dry ridges and Savannahs of the Vir-

nia mountains." It has since been found
nndantly in flat sandy locations, or as Brit-

1 says in his "Catalogue of New Jersey
I'Us," the pine barren country, and confined
the yellow drift, and retains all the peculi-

ities characteristic of mountain specimens.
ne illustration is from a New Jersey plant.
It has a remarkably rich and glowing effect

the landscape in its New Jersey home.
vper's description of its European ally,

^cricum perforatum, might, in many res-

'^^ be more appropriately applied to this.

' Hypericum all bloom, so thick a swarm,
J

>t llowcrs, like flies clothing her sleuder rods,
fliat scarce a leaf appears "

' ne black dots which seem to cover the young
^t^rs. and which may give a fly-like charac-

ter to the perforated St. John's wort, are want-

ing in this species, but the •• all l)l()()in" well

describes it. The dense heads of golden xellow

in the height of its season, well warrants the

statement "that scarce a leaf appears." As

shown in the plate, the weaker branches, lorni-

ing the u])per portion of the j)lant. usually die

during the winter, a peculiarity which adds

much to its dwarf and densely shrubby char-

acter.

Although some botanists, notably Torrey

and Gray, in their " 1-lora of North America."

have endeavored to classify the species by the

number of the carpels, some being said to have

the "carpels pentacarpellary " or with fi\e-

celled fruit, and others with fruit "tricarpel-

larv" or three-celled, this character is remark-

ably inconstant in many s])ecies of llypcn-

ciim. The artist has here given sketches ' I'igs.

2, 3) of fruit from the same plant, showin;^ in

Vxsi. 2, a full face view and cross section of a

tricarpellaiy case, and at 3, one with fcnir

—

one. however, being smaller, though apparent-

ly as fruitful as the other three. The origin of

the name Hypericum is lost. wSome plant

under this name was known to the Greeks as

far back as written history reaches, the plant

of Dioscorides being identified by Sibthorp, in

his " PTora C;nuca," as Hypericum crispum.

and some authors suppose the name derived

" from yper, on account of. and crrikc heath,

from its growing in similar places." lUit Sib-

thorp states that this plant grows in Greece

"in cultivated places," which is the last place

that a heath would be found to grow. Others

state that " the name is derived from upei and

eicon, an image ; the superior part of the
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flower represents a figure." But this is evi-

dently also far fetched. It is safest to say of

Hypericum, " derivation unknown."

It is remarkable, however, that from the

earliest times the plant has been connected

with the legendary lore of many nations, and

if the origin of its name could be traced it

would probably be found in connection with

some curious story. The strongly perforated

leaves, especially of the vSpecies known distinc-

tively as Hypericum perforatum attracted par-

ticular attention. Describing a festival of

flowers, an old author says :

—

" Hypericum was there, the herb of war,
Pierced through with swords, and seamed
with many a scar."

and the dots and globules of gummy matter

on the flowers and leaves were held as of pecu-

liar significance. In the old Scandinavian

mythology, Baldur was the analogue of Phce-

bus the Grecian sun-god, and the little sun-

like flowers of the Hypericum were probably

dedicated to him. To this day the plant is

known to the Norwegians as Baldur' s plant.

The little red globules which appear at times

on the plant are called Baldur's blood. In

modern history the plant has been dedicated

to St. John. This saint is usually represented

with a sun-like halo round his head, and it is

more than probable he replaced the Scandina-

vian sun-god, and that the legends connected

with Baldur's plant, followed the plant when
it became St. John's wort. A writer quoted

by the Reverend Hilderic Friend says : "St.

John represents among the Christian Saints

the light par excellence. His festival falls at

the time of the summer solstice, or on the 24th

of June, the last of the three days which

mark the culmination of the sun's ascension

in the heavens. On this day the sun may be

said not to set, the night is so short, if night

there be, for the whole heavens are in some
places, luminous and bright. The St. John's

fires which are lighted here symbolize the

celestial fire, the sun. * * * According to

a popular tradition found in Tuscany, the dew
which falls on various plants before the sun

rises on the morning of St. John's Day, is

capable of preserving the eyes from all disea'-^s

during the rest of the year. In Sicily it is

usual to gather the St. John's wort and dip "t

in oil, so transforming it into a balm for ev< •

wound.'*

The same author says : " The plant used to

be gathered on the eve of St. John's Day.

June 24th, and hung up near the door or win-

dow as a preservative against evil spirits,

thunder and other much dreaded ills. It is

said that the custom of gathering it as a pre-

servative against thunder is still observed with

great ceremony on St. John 's Eve by the peas-

antry in some parts of France and Germany,

while the Scotch formerly carried it about

their persons, as a charm against witchcraft.

The plant was at one time in great repute for

its supposed influence in conjurations and en-

chantments, as we learn from the fact that it

used to be called Fuga dcsmonum, or, as we

might say in English ' scare-devil.' The name

Hypericum, by which the St. John's wort is

known among botanists, is an additional testi-

mony to the fact that it was regarded as having

magical properties over evil spirits, for that

name comes from a Greek word, meaning ' to

hold over in such a way as to protect from

any thing. '
"

Our American species of Hypericum have

found no place in legendary lore, poetrv or

sentiment, but having to bear the family name

of St. John's wort, may claim to share in a

portion of the family history.

There are about 160 known species, of winch

about twenty-five are indigenous to the United

States. The present species has an additiwual

interest beyond those growing in other local iits

from its forming one in the list of sp -es

common to high regions in the lower .- e-

ghenies and the lowlands of the Jersey c- t.

In these high regions are often conside' <
le

areas of these lowland Jersey plants, gi ^

the impression that when the mountains '
e

thrown up the plants were elevated with t! <n.

Explanation of the Plate.—A branch from r,

Jersey plant, showing the growth from below tin

branches (Fig. i.) of last year. 2. Elevation and cro -

tion of a three-celled capsule. 3. The same of one tour

ad
ec-

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURE.

SUMMER.

Then came the jolly Summer, being dight
In a thill silken cassack coloured greene,
That was uulyned all, to be more light :

And on his head a girlond well bescene
He wore, from which, as he had chauffed been,
The sweat did drop ; and in his hand he bore
A hoawe and shaftes, as he in forrest greene
Had hunted late the libbard (leopard) or the bore.
And now would bathe his limbes, with labor heated

sore. —Spenser.

Testing the Age of Trees ry the Rings
oi- Wood.—Mr. Thos. H. Douglas, of Wau-
kt'gan, Ills., sends some facts in connection
with observations in California, made on many
different coniferous trees in which the age was
exactly known, and in almost all the cases the
rings of wood were in excess of the known
age. In no case, however, according to the
figures which he gives, were any of the num-
ber of rings double the age of the trees, and
Mr. Douglas seems to account for this by the
-let, that in some seasons, trees will make two
<rrowths, and he sees no reason for believing
V hy, with two starts of growth in the branches

' .e same season, there may not be two corres-

nding circles of wood. The writer of this

-agraph has never been satisfied that those
• 'lo have advocated the growth of more than
' e ring of wood a year, had made a careful

1 accurate observation that warranted their
luction

; but after reading the careful state-
nts made by Mr. Douglas it does seem

' -. fectly clear that more than one circle of
^'od can be added to the trunk in some sea-
'^^- It will not do, therefore, to count too
^^ly the age of a tree from the concentric
-es in any case where a tree is likely to

^ ^e two growths a year. It may be noted
t in the vicinity of Philadelphia the strong
inches on the English oak, frequently make
^e rhythms of growth a year, and the apple

;
' has two cycles of longitudinal growth

li' almost all their branches. Nurserymen
who are continuously planting and cutting
' wn trees, the ages of which are well known,
^u^^ht to be able to settle this question.

t'
..I i(

A Shower of Manna.—"A correspondent

of La lYature, says Popular Science, from Bag-

dad, describes a fall of • Manna' that took

place in 1890. A surface of about ten kilome-

tres in circumference was visited. The nutri-

tious substance was picked up by the people

and made into bread, which had a pleasant

taste and was easily digested. A specimen

sent to La Xature, was in the form of spher-

ules, about as large as millet-seed and agglu-

tinated together, was 3'ellowish on the outside

and white within. It proved after a botanical

examination, to be a lichen (Lecanora escu^

lenta), which, according to Decaisne, is com-
mon in the arid mountainous regions of the

Tartarian desert, where it lies on the ground
scarcely distinguishable from the gravel. Par-

rot told in 1828 of a shower of it which fell in

Persia, where it was collected by the people

and greedily eaten by the cattle. The particles

had probably been taken up by some whirl-

wind and separated from the accompanying

sand while passing through the atmosphere."

Bulb Growth in the Dog-Tooth Violet.

—Prof. W. H. Seaman, Washington. D. C,
sa3's :

'

' Referring to article on * Root growth of

the Erythronium,' page 83, last number of your

Monthly, a Washington boy, Mr. Blodgett,

of Rutgers, has worked out the whole problem

about as you state it. See Botanical Gazette,

vol. xix, page 61, with illustrations."

Fruit of Robinia hispida.— Recently this

magazine noticed the rare instance of fruit of

the rose acacia from North Carolina, through

the instrumentality ofMr. H.R. Kelsey. Small

and Heller, two good botanists, have also col-

lected fruit on the summit of Table Rock Moun-
tain, also in North Carolina.

Rock Elm.—" Rock Elm," says the Xorth-

west Lumberman, ' • is taking the place of oak in

many industries,"—but what is the Rock Elm ?

Judging from the locality it is probably the

White Elm ofNew England, Ulmus Americana,
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The Force of Lightning.—Young people

who see whole cars full of people pushed along

at great speed by an electrical current passing

along a light wire are often astonished at the

intensity of such a force,—but the same great

power is to be seen in a tree stricken by light-

ning as the expression is. On page 105 is a

sketch of a white oak in which the wood and

bark have been riven out as easily as we would

peel an orange ! When we remember how sharp

the axe, and how sturdy has to be the axman

before much impression can be made towards

felling an oak tree, one can readily appreciate

the intensity of the electric force. It has never

been definitely settled whether electricity has

a partiality for one tree over another. The

writer believes he has seen trees of most species

*' struck" at some time or another. In this

section, however, the Tulip tree or Liriodend-

ron has many attacks in proportion to num-

bers.

There was a tree on the old Logan estate near

Philadelphia, that was stricken annually for

many years, yet living on till it became so light

a shell as to blow off one day in a storm. Last

summer a group of three tulip trees in the

Meehan Nurseries, standing about six feet from

€ach other, were each one stricken, the bark

being riven in a thin line for many feet down
the trunk to the ground, without any apparent

injury to the trees.

Large Chestnut Trees.—Questions occur,

who has and where is the largest chestnut tree

in America. Dr. Gordon W. Russell, of Hart-

ford, Connecticut, reports one standing in the

town of Mansfield, on the land of Mr. Whipple

Green. It was pointed out to him by Mr.

Nathan Starkweather. He visited it on the

27th of August, 1890. It is in an open pasture,

about three-fourths of a mile east from Mans-

field Station, perhaps fifty rods from the house

of Mr. Green, and not far from the traveled

road. A small brook runs a short distance

from the tree. The circumference, measured as

above described, is twenty-three feet three

inches at four feet from the ground. It is

heavily buttressed all around, and the trunk is

apparently sound. Four large branches have

been sent out ; the lowest, ten feet from the

ground, measured sixteen feet four inches in

circumference, and extends towards the north-

-east. The circumference of the buttresses, or

rather of their roots exposed above the groutvl,

is fifty-four feet. Some of the large and hi<:rh

branches have been broken, the result probably

of severe snow or ice-storms, so that it is not

perfectly symmetrical. The diameter of tlie

spread of the branches from the northeast to

the southwest is eighty-three feet ; and from

the northwest to the southeast, one hundred

feet. Mr. Starkweather estimates the height

to be about eighty feet.

Lead-PenciIv Wood.—Most persons know-

that the wood of the best lead pencils is from

a form of the American red cedar. The best

for the purpose is said to belong to the vaiitty

known as Juniperus \Hrghiiana, variety Hcv-

mudiana. This form of red cedar seems to

have its home on the Island of Bermuda, it

being the only tree found on the Island. It is

supposed originally to have been started from

seed of our common red cedar, brought to the

Island by birds, or in some other way, and

that the continual force of circumstances, diff-

erent from those under which our red cedar

exists, has caused it to change in some respects

its character. The same form is, however, now

found in the South, possibly from seeds brought

back again from Bermuda by birds, as in the

first instance. It is said that Mr. Faber, whose

name is inseparably connected with the bt-.st

class of lead pencils, has growing on his estates

at Schloss Stein, near Nuremberg, Gernianv,

some 12 or 13 acres of this kind of cedar, from

which he expects in the future to raise enoiii^h

wood for his pencils, without importing it from

the New World.

Effect of Frost on Chemical Products.

—The influence of frost in the production ot

sugar in the sap of the sugar maple is w 11

known. It has also an influence on the astni-

gent principle in fruit. This is illustrated n

the case of the Persimmon, which puckery i i e

day as to be beyond eating, will be sweet a:id

delicious the day after, if exposed to fn

Another example recently occurred to the wri l 1

It has been discovered that a species of dock

known as Canaigre, is highly charged with

tannic acid. Some roots which had been fro/ -H

were subjected to chemical analysis, and found

to be utterly destitute of tannin. The ni fi-

ner in which frost acts to produce these changes

has not attracted the attention of investigat- ^.

Dodecatheon Meadia.—Mr. S. W. Hei-

nitsh, Lancaster, Pa., writes that the American
cowslip, Dodecatheon Meadia, grows along the

Conestoga Creek, and so abundantly on a hill

a mile north of Lancaster, that the children go
there when on " Maying" excursions to gather

the flowers. The hill is generally known as

^[edea Hill, from the abundance of the plant

there. •

The name of the hill is

interesting from the fact that

it could only have been

given by the famous Lan-

caster botanists of the early

century, when the plant was
called Meadia instead of Do-
decatheon.

It may further be noted

in reference to the reasons

given for the discarding of

the name by Linnreus, that

all that is attempted in the

chapters accompanying the

plate, is to give some ab-

stract of history as it is

written. But history is not
always just. ' Index Kew-
cnsis," which has appeared
since the chapter in '* Mee-
HANs' Monthly" was
written, gives 1751 as the
date of Linnreus' name Do-
decatheon, and 1752 as the
•late of Catesby's name of
^feadia, so that he would
't' fully warranted in chang-
•ng the latter name for Do-
hratheon under the rules of

'priority.

Double Trunked Trees.
—Trees with double trunks,
"r branches with loops, are

^^asionally seen, and excite curiosity as to how
-e peculiar condition is brought about. They
- e cases of inarching. In the case illustrated,

^^^^ for the sketch of which, by the way, Mee-
''•^Ns' Monthly is indebted to the polite-

• ' ss of Mr. J. C. Roop, of Stroudsburg, Pa.,

^^'•e leading shoots were brought and kept

y some means in close contact for a year, and
]^ nunited. One of these points subsequently
led, or there would be two leaders or trunks

above the united portion. This must have
taken place in the trees illustrated some years

ago, as the rough line caused by two systems
of bark growing over each other, reaches to

nearly the top of the picture,— this rough-bark

line coming down to about one-fourth of the

distance from the ground. As these two trees

are rather close, they will meet wholly in future

years, and only this rough line of bark remain

A TREE WITH A TWIN TRUNK.

to indicate that the one trunk had a loop origin-

ally. This growing together of parts as the

tree grows, and the persistency of the rough

bark line, can be seen on an}- tree. Branches

which were once (c^o. from the trunk, thicken.

The trunk also thickens, and so branch and

trunk come together,—but we can always tell

which was which by the rough bark line, w hich

takes an inverted V shape under each branch

of the tree.

ws?:^.v
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The Force ok Lightning.—Young people

wlio see whole cars full of people pushed along

at great speed by an electrical current passing

along a light wire are often astonished at the

intensity of such a force,—but the same great

power is to be seen in a tree stricken by light-

ning as the expression is. On page 105 is a

sketch of a white oak in which the wood and

bark have been riven out as easily as we would

peel an orange ! When we remember how sharp

the axe, and how sturdy has to be the axman

before much impression can be made towards

felling an oak tree, one can readily appreciate

the intensity of the electric force. It has never

been definitely settled whether electricity has

a partiality for one tree over another. The

writer believes he has seen trees of most species

''struck" at some time or another. In this

section, however, the Tulip tree or I.iriodend-

ron has man}' attacks in proportion to num-

bers.

There was a tree on the old Logan estate near

Philadelphia, that was stricken annually for

many years, yet living on till it became so light

a vshell as to blow off one day in a storm. Last

summer a group of three tuli]) trees in the

Meehan Nurseries, standing about six feet from

each other, were each one stricken, the bark

being riven in a thin line for man}' feet down
the trunk to the ground, without any apparent

injur}' to the trees.

rather of their roots exposed above the grou-

is fifty-four feet. Some of the large and h

branches have been broken, the result probaK.

of severe snow or ice-storms, so that it is r

perfectly symmetrical. The diameter of H

spread of the branches from the northeast

the southwest is eighty-three feet ; and froi

the northwest to the southeast, one hundi>

feet. Mr. Starkweather estimates the hei- -

to be about eighty feet.

1

Largiv Chestnut Trees.—Questions occur,

wdio has and where is the largest chestnut tree

in America. Dr. Gordon W. Russell, of Hart-

ford, Connecticut, rei)orts one standing in the

town of Mansfield, on the land of Mr. Whipple

Green. It was pointed out to him by Mr.

Nathan Starkweather. He visited it on the

27th of August, 1890. It is in an open pasture,

about three-fourths of a mile east from Mans-

field Station, i)erhaps fifty rods from the house

of Mr. Green, and not far from the traveled

road. A small brook runs a short distance

from the tree. The circumference, measured as

above described, is twenty-three feet three

inches at four feet from the ground. It is

heavily buttressed all around, and the trunk is

apparently sound. Four large branches have

been sent out ; the lowest, ten feet from the

ground, measured sixteen feet four inches in

circumference, and extends towards the north-

east. The circumference of the buttresses, or

Lead-Pencil Wood.—Most persons know

that the wood of the best lead pencils is irnv,\

a form of the American red cedar. The I o>t

for the purpose is vSaid to belong to the vaiitty

known txs Jiiniperus I'lrg i?n'a?ia, viinQty AV;-

viudia7ia. This form of red cedar seeni> to

have its home on the Island of Bermuda it

being the only tree found on the Island. It is

supposed originally to have been started fn'iii

seed of our common red cedar, brought to the

Island by birds, or in some other way, and

that the continual force of circumstances, d lif-

erent from those under which our red cedar

exists, has caused it to change in some respt cts

its character. The same form is, however, now

found in the South, possibly from seeds broii-ht

back again from Bermuda by birds, as in the

first instance. It is said that Mr. Faber, whose

name is inseparably connected with the 1
-t

class of lead pencils, has growing on his est.i'' ^

at Schloss Stein, near Nuremberg, C^erni'

some 12 or 13 acres of this kind of cedar, tv hi

which he expects in the future to raise eiK^n li

wood for his pencils, without importing it :

the New^ World.

Efeh:ct of Frost on Chemical Proiu ^

—The influence of frost in the productio

sugar in the sap of the sugar maple is

known. It has also an influence on the asi

gent principle in fruit. This is illustrate (

the case of the Persimmon, which pucker>

day as to be beyond eating, will be sweet

delicious the day after, if exposed to fi

Another example recently occurred to the wr
'

It has been discovered that a species of d. -

known as Canaigre, is highly charged w
1

tannic acid. Some roots which had been fro
^

were subjected to chemical analysis, and for. 11

to be utterly destitute of tannin. The m

ner in which frost acts to produce these chanvo.s

has not attracted the attention of investigat •

Dodecatheon Meadia.—Mr. S. W. Hei-

,,itsh, Lancaster, Pa., writes that the American
owslip, Dodecatheoji Meadia, grows along the

Conestoga Creek, and so abundantly on a hill

.t mile north of Lancaster, that the children go
there when on " Maying" excursions to gather

tlu- flowers. The hill is generally known as

Medea Hill, from the abundance of the plant

there.

The name of the hill is

interesting from the fact that

it could only have been

^nven by the famous Lan-

caster botanists of the early

century, when the plant was
cidled Meadia instead of Do-
decatheon.

It may further be noted

i!i reference to the reasons

givt-n for the discarding of

the name by Linn.xus, that

all that is attempted in the

chapters accompanying the

plate, is to give some ab-

stract of history as it is

written . But history is not

dways just. " Index Kew-
onsis," which has appeared
ince the chapter in " Meic-

V N
s

' Month lv '

' was
written, gives 1751 as the
iate of Linnreus' name Do-
^Uwit/ieofi, and 1752 as the
lite of Catesby's name cf

l^(\7dia, so that he would
tully warranted in chanir-

i; the latter name for Z)o-

.^thcon under the rules of

^lority.

above the united portion. This must have

taken place in the trees illustrated some years

ago, as the rough line caused by two systems

of bark growing over each other, reaches to

nearly the top of the picture,— tlii*i rough-bark

line coming down to about one-fourth of the

distance from the ground. As these two trees

are rather close, they will meet wholly in future

vears. and onlv this rouirli line of bark remain

HouBLE Trunked Trees.
-Trees with double trunks,

branches with loops, are

^^isionally seen, and excite curiosity as to how
^e peculiar condition is brought about. They
" cases of inarching. In the case illustrated,

' for the sketch of which, by the way, Mee-
^^s' Monthly is indebted to the polite-

^^ of Mr. J. c. Roop, of Stroudsburg, Pa.,

' *- leading shoots were brought and kept
ome means in close contact for a year, and
"united. Oneof these points subsequently

^'d. or there would be two leaders or trunks

A TREE WITH A TWIN TRUNK.

to indicate that the one trunk had a loop origin-

ally. This growing together of parts as the

tree grows, and the ]iersistency of the rou^h

bark line, can be setn on any tree. Branches

which were once {:t^ from the trunk, thicken.

The trunk also thickens, and so branch and

trunk come together,— but we can always tell

which was which by the rou^h bark line, which

takes an inverted V shape under each branch

of the tree.

<^i^ ^m^yw:.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
^^mmm.
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Sargassa Weed.—When Columbus was
crossing the Atlantic he found islands of a

peculiar sea weed floating in that part of the

ocean since known as the Sargassa Sea. It had

never been known before, and was supposed to

be born and developed floating on the ocean's

surface. It is only in comparatively recent

times that its home has been traced to deep

water in the West Indies. It becomes de-

tached and floats away with the Gulf current

towards the Arctic seas. It is often called Gulf-

weed, from the location where found. It is

often so dense that a vessel can scarcely get

through it. The fronds are very slender, two
or three inches long, and not more than two
lines wide, armed with straight teeth like the

projection from the upper jaw of the sword fish.

Some one hundred and fifty species have been

8ARGA8SUM REPANDUM.

described by algologists. Annexed is a very

pretty species, Sargasstun subrepandum , taken

from an admirable work by Prof. K. Goebel of

Munich, called " Phlanzenbiologische Schilde-

rangen.*' The common and best known one,

which so troubled Columbus, is Sargassum bac-

ciferiun. The grape-like air vessels, serve as

floats.

flora, certainly scentless as a general thing is

often quite fragrant. Of this latter point Mr.

W. F. Bassett, of Hammonton, New Jersey, re-

marks :

•' If it is generally understood that the white

swamp azalea is the only fragrant one, the

general understanding is in error. Azalea

nudiflora in Massachusetts is as sweet as the

common garden pink and the fragrance is

nearly the same. It seems a little singular

that they should be generally destitute of fra-

grance in the Middle States. Has climate any-

thing to do with it, or is it the result of natural

selection and evolution of different specimens

in the different localities ? We have just re-

ceived IvUther Burbank's list of New Creations

in Fruits, and note that he offers a new calla

especially because it is fragrant, and remarks

that the common calla has no frag-

rance except occasionally an odor of

muriatic acid or mushrooms. I had

supposed the common calla to be one

of our sweetest scented flowers and

that its odor is peculiarly delicate. Is

it possible that open air culture or the

climate and soil of California have

changed it?"

Mr. Harlan P. Kelsey, of Kawana,

(his new post office) remarks on the

sweet odor of Azalea arborescens of the

mountains of North Carolina,—while

Mr. Willard N. Clute, of Binghamton.

New^ York, observes that in th^at

locality, the common Azalea nudi-

flora, so often scentless, perfidies

the whole wood."

GENERAL GARDENING.

Variation in the Odors of Flowers.—

A

matter that has not attracted the attention of

vegetable biologists to any serious extent, is

the variable character of the odors of flowers.

It has been noticed that mignonette when grow-

ing in our gardens is sweeter at times than at

others,— and it is being brought out by the

coriespondents of Meehans' Monthly, that

the common wood honeysuckle, Azalea nudi-

Rhododendron and Azalea. — The c in-

fusion arising from the continual chan, ing

of plant names in order to carry out the la of

priority to its rigid extent, may be illustr -.>:d

in the case of Rhododendro7i and Az^' h

though the reason for dropping one is ' ot

the same. Because some of the charac^^rs

employed by the earlier botanists to dir. ti-

guish these are not found reliable. Azalea nas

been dropped. But to the great garderig

public an Azalea will always be an Azalea, nnd

a Rhododeyidron a Rhododendron, Some f^''*^t-

class nurseries have, however, followed botan-

ists and sold ''Rhododendrons'' for Azaleas

ordered, and have got themselves into a whOiC

peck of trouble.

FERTILIZATION OF FLOWERS.
" These have their sexes, and, when summer

shines.

The bee transports the fertilizing meal
From flower to flower, and e'en the breathing

air

NVafts the rich prize to its appropriate use."

Cowpkr.

The Echinops.—One of the most striking

ornaments of a large park or garden, can be

formed out of groups of plants of the genus

Echinops. They have a thistle-like appear-

ance ; but have very little relation, actually,

to the thistle family. In almost all composite

flowers, such as the dandelion or daisy, the

heads are made up of a large number of small

florets, but in the Echinops every floret forms a

distinct flower, with its own separate set of in-

volucral scales. We have known some botan-

ists to be puzzled by their first examination of

a head of flowers of this class. The flowers

have a bluish-white tint, although not showy,

till on the whole, as noted, will make
. striking object when grown in a mass.

There are some half a dozen species, natives of

the Old World, and one of them has been intro-

duced into general cultivation, by a gentleman
hy the name of Chapman, as a honey plant.

' ndoubtedly bees are extremely fond of the

• -wers. They throng around the heads when
'he plant is in bloom, and work so industri-

'isly about them, as if they had but a mo-
rdent to live. Another advantage is that the

nowers continue to produce heads successively

• 'r nearly a month, and in this respect have a

creat advantage over many plants that are vis-

aed by bees, which produce a number of flowers

t once, and in a week or so the blooming sea-

' )n is entirely over.

Succession of Flowers in Azaleas. —
^»y a selection of the different species of Azalea

some one or another may be had in bloom for

a long time, with the advent of spring. The
various forms oi Azalea pontica, known in gar-

<^ens as the Ghent azalea, from the fact that

the greater number of varieties have been pro-

duced in Belgium, are in full bloom before the

leaves have scarcely expanded. These give us

a good show during the earlier part of May;
towards the end of May and early part of June,

we have the azalea of North Carolina, Azalea

calendnlacea, and these have scarcely' begun to

fade before the sweet white azalea, of the New
England States, Azalea viscosa, takes its place

at ornamenting our gardens. In this way we
have azaleas from the early part of May to the

end of June, which is a good long season for

any one class of plants to do good service. All

these azaleas are veryeasil}' grown on any soil

that is not clayey or stiff"; broken stones,

gravel or sand, or even clay, where there is a

large portion of sand mixed with it, so that

the fine little rootlets can have a chance to

spread fairly well, will grow azaleas ; in fact,

anywhere except where the land is so clayey as

to bake under dry weather, these beautful

plants will grow to perfection.

Timber Culture.—A Kentucky correspon-

dent has three acres of black walnut, planted

from nuts some six years ago, in marked out

rows, as if for corn, four feet apart. As they

will naturally be too thick for permanent for-

est, he inquires if every other one could be

transplanted. It would probably be better to

sow another lot in eight feet squares.

It has never been decided in American for- •

estry what is the best width to make the orig-

inal planting. European works recommend to

plant thickly, and make profit out of the thin-

nings. But this will not do in America. The

removal of the "brush" from the thinnings

would be costly,—and to leave it rot, furnishes

food for forest fires. On the other hand, if set

too wide apart, the side branches grow too

strong, and the trunk furnishes timber too

knotty. What is just the medium distance to

plant so that thinning shall not be required,

and yet have the trunk grow tall and straight,

with few strong side branches to make knots ?

Does anybody know ?

(J03)
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Azalea amoena.—The Belgium horticul-

tural journals state that in that country the

Azalea amosna is as highly appreciated as it is

in this country. It is a very distinct species

from the ordinary Chinese azalea, the leaves

being very small and somewhat leathery. The
bright rose-colored flowers, are also not half

the size of the ordinary azalea, and these are

produced in such immense quantities that

frequently scarcely a leaf can be seen. For
bordering the larger growing kinds of azalea,

it is incomparable. The original species, from
which the one in cultivation was obtained,

does not seem to have been introduced from
China. The one we have has the ordinary

green calyx turned into a corolla, so that the
flower presents the singular appearance of one
flower being pressed into another, just as one
teacup would be occasionally fitted into an-

other teacup. The Belgium papers especially

praise its hardiness, stating that it has never
been injured there in the most prolonged or

severe winter, and this is the American exper-
ience, where probably the unfavorable circum-
stances have been more severe than even in

Belgium.

Araucaria imbricata.—There appeared an
inquiry in Meehans' Monthly, as to whether
there is any good specimen of the Chili pine in

the United States,—in reference to this Mr.W.
F. Bassett, of Hammonton, N. J., says :

*'A specimen of this tree was planted in the
front yard of a place in Hammonton, probably
twenty years ago, and lived without protection
until the very severe winter of 1892-3, which
finished it. It got one set-back in a previous
severe winter, from which it recovered, but it

never got much above two feet in height. The
soil in which it grew was extremely sandy."
And Miss Pinckney kindly informs us that

a year ago there were some half a dozen vigor-
ous specimens of the Chili pine on the estate

of Mr. Vanderbilt, at Asheville, N. C. They
were about ten feet high. They ought to do
well there, as no place in America would be so
nearly like their own home.

Magnolia conspicua.—On account of its

early flowering and sweet odor, this is one of

the most popular of all magnolias. In Eng-
land it doesn't seem to thrive as well as in

America, the summers of that region not seem-

ing to be sufficient to properly ripen its wood.

Even in comparatively mild climates, they

have to plant against high walls or buildings,

in order to get the additional summer heat for

this purpose. Foreigners are, therefore, sur-

prised when they come to America and find

trees 50 or 60 feet high covered with thousajuls

of its large white, cup-like blossoms. It is one

of the earliest to bloom, coming out before the

winter is scarcely over ; in fact, not un fre-

quently blossoms are destroyed by late frost.

Although a tree, it has the advantage of

flowering quite young ; two or three year old

plants frequently bearing one or two blossoms.

Some people object to having a tree covered

with bloom without any leaves, and criticize it

as unnatural, but for all this, it is generally

popular in spite of these criticisms.

Hollyhocks.—For a number of years the

hollyhock was troubled with a small fungus,

which destroyed the leaves before the flowers

opened. This fungus was known as Pucciuia

malvacearum. So destructive was the fungus

that the plants were destroyed before the flowers

matured ; on account of this they nearly dis-

appeared from cultivation. Since that time,

plants having been introduced free from the

disease, the plants have become comparatively

healthy, and now form very prominent objects

in gardens of taste. Very often they die atur

flowering, especially if the plants are not vt v

healthy. It is wise to cut off* the flowers before

they attempt to produce seed. When this is

attended to, the hollyhock will last in perk t

health for a number of 3^ears.

Preparations against Insects and Pm -

siTic Funguses.—The ease with which inj;-

-

ous insects can now be overcome by vane s

solutions and powders, renders amateur g
-

dening much more of a pleasure than forme:;' .

Still there is great room for progress in m.

respects. It is often more of a trouble to ^
t

the preparation ready than to apply it. W;

heated to 130°, for instance, is a certain '

truction to insects, — but few have patic -

to get the water, and keep the thermoiii' ^

steady just at that degree. Those who la' r

to have preparations just ready to apply at r v

moment are good friends to the present ph'' t

grower. It is a pleasure to note that g '

things in this line are from time to time being

offered.

Interculture.—One of the merits claimed

for keeping orchards in grass in warm lati-

tudes is that it tends to keep the soil cool,—the

grassy surface preventing the hot rays of the

suu from absorbing the moisture from the soil.

In many cases it is not so much the atmos-

pheric warmth which is against the success of

those kinds of fruits and vegetables which nat-

urally come from a northern climate, as it is

the warmth of the ground. It is an admirable

lesson in gardening, to burj'a thermometer six

or seven inches in ground which is exposed to

the summer sun. The heat will often be found

very much higher than the atmospheric heat.

Ciood cultivators in warm climates have there-

fore found a great benefit from growing trail-

ing plants along with crops which require some
distances apart

for each plant.

In the South

the cow-pea, a

species of /V/^.y-

coIhs is em-
ployed for this

purpose. In

the North it is

not unusual to

have pumpkin
planted among
'<>rn in this

way, and it has
f •' e q u e n 1 1 y
' -en stated
th it one can

- t just as

• ige a crop of

^ n when a

- ^p of pumpkins is also taken from the
• ound as from the corn alone. In Cali-

lornia the pumpkin is also useful to plant
among the orchards of apricots, plums and
. uilar fruits. The trees are found to be
J althier and more productive by having the

rface shade which the leaves of the pump-
i<ins afford. This department of double crop-

i' ng has not received nearly the attention from
a<lvanced cultivators which it deserves.

AN OAK SHIVERED BY LIGHTN I N G.--sck paoc too.

are not much thicker than knitting needles, and

they penetrate far and wide into the earth
;

every little piece, though not exceeding a quar-

ter of an inch, will grow so that often the fight

to destroy it only tends to disseminate it the

more abundantly. It is spreading rapidly over

the whole country. We note that Trof. Hil-

gard speaks of its introduction into California.

The writer of this had it once introduced ex-

tensively into his nursery with foreign impor-

tations. It was not noticed at first, and it

spread so as to be in considerable profusion over

nearly an acre of ground. The remedy was

to set a boy with a small hand fork to dig up

the plants as soon as the leaves could be well

recognized above the ground. It is a well-

known principle in garden botany that no

roots can live

if deprived ot

healthy leaves.

The digging,

therefore, had

to be done be-

fore the young
plants made
fully expanded

foliage. After

having gone

over the tract

in this way,

some few more

appeared about

m i d s u m m e r ;

the hoys were

again set to

work to take

them out as be-

fore. The j'ear following only a few here

and there appeared ; these were taken out

as before, and the whole of this tract was thus

entirely' cleared of the pest during the second

year. Many suppose this hand weeding busi-

ness is ver\' expensive, but we are quite sure

the total cost of weeding out these plants did

not exceed Sio. These tasks of weeding out

pestiferous plants before the foliage has gained

much headway, is easier than is supposed.

I HE English Bindweed. - People who talk
^'f the trouble they have with Canada thistle,

^voukl find it a pastime to try to get rid of it, as
compared with the English bindwood, Convolvu-
^iis ar-jenm. The underground roots or stems

Cut Wild Flowers.—The general markets

of Philadelphia were stocked with cut wild

flowers to an unprecedented extent this season.

Anything that is pretty was brought in, and

found ready purchasers.

\>.tii,>; fr-/fr^^ij«pjy-
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Azalea amoena.—The Belgium horticul-

tural journals state that in that country the

Azalea amccyia is as highly appreciated as it is

in this country. It is a very distinct species

from the ordinary Chinese azalea, the leaves

being very small and somewhat leathery. The
bright rose-colored flowers, are also not half

the size of the ordinary azalea, and these are

produced in such immense quantities that

frequently scarcely a leaf can be seen. For
bordering the larger growing kinds of azalea,

it is incomparable. The original species, from
which the one in cultivation was obtained,

does not seem to have been introduced from
China. The one we have has the ordinary

green calyx turned into a corolla, so that the
flower presents the singular appearance of one
flower being pressed into another, just as one
teacup would be occasionally fitted into an-

other teacup. The Belgium papers especially

praise its hardiness, stating that it has never
been injured there in the most prolonged or

severe winter, and this is the American exper-
ience, where probably the unfavorable circum-
stances have been more severe than even in

Belgium.

Araucaria imbricata.—There appeared an
inquiry in Meehans' Monthi.y, as to whether
there is any good specimen of the Chili pine in

the United States,—in reference to this Mr. W.
F. Bassett, of Hammonton, N. J., says :

"A specimen of this tree was planted in the
front yard of a place in Hammonton, probably
twenty years ago, and lived without protection
until the very severe winter of 1892-3, which
finished it. It got one set-back in a previous
severe winter, from which it recovered, but it

never got much above two feet in height. The
soil in which it grew was extremely sandy."
And Miss Pinckney kindly informs us that

a year ago there were some half a dozen vigor-
ous specimens of the Chili pine on the estate

of Mr. Vanderbilt, at Asheville, N. C. They
were about ten feet high. They ought to do
well there, as no place in America would be so
nearly like their own home.

Magnolia conspicua.—On account of its

early flowering and sweet odor, this is one of

the most popular of all magnolias. In Eng-
land it doesn't seem to thrive as well as in

America, the summers of that region not seem-

ing to be suflicient to properly ripen its wood.

'
;
-!

Even in comparatively mild climates, tl

have to plant against high walls or buildiii

in order to get the additional summer heat

this purpose. Foreigners are, therefore, -

prised when they come to America and \

trees 50 or 60 feet high covered with thousa

of its large white, cup-like blossoms. It is < ,

of the earliest to bloom, coming out before in-

winter is scarcely over ; in fact, not unfu

-

quently blossoms are destroyed by late frcx I.

Although a tree, it has the advantage ')f

flowering quite young ; two or three year < . 1

plants frequently bearing one or two blOvSsotiis.

Some people object to having a tree co\ei I

with bloom without any leaves, and critici/< t

as unnatural, but for all this, it is genernly

popular in spite of these criticisms.

Hollyhocks.—For a number of years the

hollyhock was troubled with a small fungus,

which destroyed the leaves before the flowers

opened. This fungus was known as Piiccifiii

inalvaceartim . So destructive was the fungus

that the plants were destroyed before the flowers

matured ; on account of this they nearly ibs-

appeared from cultivation. Since that time,

plants having been introduced free from the

disease, the plants have become comparative v

healthy, and now form very prominent objt> ;.-

in gardens of taste. Very often they die a r

flowering, especially if the plants are not \

healthy. It is wise to cut off" the flowers be: .

they attempt to produce seed. When thi ^ ^

attended to, the hollyhock will last in per i

health for a number of years.

Preparations against Insects and Pa

siTic P'uNGUSES.—The ease with which in;

ous insects can now be overcome by van

solutions and powders, renders amateur ;.

dening much more of a pleasure than fornu

Still there is great room for progress in ni.

respects. It is often more of a trouble to

the preparation ready than to apply it. ^^

heated to 130°, for instance, is a certain '

truction to insects, — but few have pativ

to get the water, and keep the thermoin

steady just at that degree. Those who Ii

to have preparations just ready to apply 'it

moment are good friends to the present ph

grower. It is a pleasure to note that u

things in this line are from time to time be

offered.

iNTKKCULTURE.—One of the merits claimed
- keeping orchards in grass in warm lati-

pirs is that it tends to keep the soil cool,—the

gr.issy surface preventing the hot ra\'s of the

nil from absorbing the moisture from the soil.

In many cases it is not so much the atmos-

j.heric warmth which is against the success of

U.ose kinds of fruits and vegetables which nat-

urally come from a northern climate, as it is

the warmth of the ground. It is an admirable

lesson in gardening, to bur}' a thermometer six

or seven inches in ground which is exposed to

tlie summer sun. The heat will often be found

\'.ry much higher than the atmospheric heat.

( .ood cultivators in warm climates have there-

i'tk found a great benefit from growing trail-

ing plants along with crops which require some
distances apart

for each plant.

In the vSouth

the cow-pea, a

species of 77/^75-

O'liis is em-
. oved for this

rpose. In

North it is

^.'•t unusual to

•lave pumpkin
! 1, lilted among

: n in this

\
. and it has
'

1
u e n 1 1 >'

'1 stated
' one can

j u St as

'' a crop of

' when a

: of pumpkins is also taken from the

• nd as from the corn alone. In Cali-

-a the pumpkin is also useful to plant
•.ong the orchards of apricots, plums and

'lar fruits. The trees are found to be

^hier and more productive by having- the

loe shade which the leaves of the pump-
atlord. This department of double crop-

-: has not received nearly the attention from
aiiced cultivators which it deserves.

AN OAK SHIVERED BY LIG HTN I N G. -sec paoc ioo.

are not much thicker than knitting needles, and

they penetrate far and wide into the earth
;

every little piece, thouj^h not exceeding a quar-

ter of an inch, will grow so that often the tight

to destroy it only tends to disseminate it the

more abundantly. It is spreading rapidly over

the whole country. We note that Prof. Hil-

gard speaks of its introduction into California.

The writer of this had it once introduced ex-

tensively into his nurser\' with foreign impor-

tations. It was not noticed at first, and it

spread so as to be in considerable profusion over

nearly an acre of ground. The remedy was

to set a boy with a small hand fork to dig up

the plants as soon as the leaves could be well

recognized above the ground. It is a well-

known principle in garden botany that no

roots can live

if deprived ot

healthy leaves.

The <ligging.

therefore. ha<l

to be done be-

fore the young
plants made
fully expanded

foliage. After

h a v i n g gone

over the tract

in this way,

some few more

a])peared about

midsummer ;

the 1) >ys were

again set to

work to take

them out as be-

fore. The year following only a few here

and there appeared ; these were taken out

as before, and the whole of this tract was thus

entireh' cleared of the jiest during the secon<l

year. Many suppose this hand weeding busi-

ness is very expensive, but we are quite sure

the total cost of weeding out the.'ie plants did

not exceed 5io. These tasks of weeding out

pestiferous plants before the foliage has gained

much headway, is easier than is supposed.

' nic English Bindweeh. - People who talk

' -he trouble they have with Canada thistle,

'hi find it a pastime to tr^' to get rid of it. as

^^^''•ipared with the English bindwood, Convoizu-
'

' Tn'ensi's. The underground roots or stems

Cut Wir.n Flowers.—The general markets

of Philadelphia were stocked with cut wild

flowers to an unprecedented extent this season.

Anything that is pretty was brought in, and

found ready purchasers.

^^J^<me^SS^'

^J^wroSINTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
rr*^?^'
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Fungicides.—One of the most valuable dis-

coveries in modern gardening is the fact that

there are appliances that will destroy fungus

vegetation without any injury to vegetation

of higher organization. Until comparatively

recent times, sulphurous acid was the only de-

pendence of the cultivator; but this had only

a local and limited application. The farmer

then discovered that when grain was steeped

in copperas water, there was no injury to the

seed, and the wheat which followed was wholly

free from smut. It was easy to travel from this

point to the Bordeaux mixture, and other solu-

tions of copper, and the general application of

spraying which has followed. At present the

line of thought is in the discovery of cheapen-

ing and rendering less laborious the applica-

tion of these solutions. A good step in ad-

vance is in the employment of ammoniacal

solutions in connection with the copper. In

about 45 gallons of water, three pints of con-

centrated ammonia and five ounces of copper

carbonate are dissolved. The cost is less than

one dollar a gallon.

continued for a couple of years, will not destroy

it. The best way to get rid of it, it is said is

by sowing the land with clover, and then nu^w-

ing the clover twice during the season.

ViRGiLiA LUTEA.—Mr. G. H. Cocklin, Bow-
mansdale, Cumberland County, Pa., writes

that a small tree of Virgilia lutea, or as it is

properly Cladrastis tinctoria, planted thirty

years ago, is now 52 inches in circumference

4 feet from the ground. Its magnificent head,

with its abundant racemes of white, wistaria-

like blossoms, looked charming at the end of

May.
This is possibly as fine a tree as many can

show, though the original ones brought from

Kentucky presumably by the early botanical

collector Kin to Germantown, are naturally

much larger.

Children's Play-Grounds in Pip.i.ic

Parks.—A correspondent claims that whatt ver

may be the oversight in eastern public parks,

in providing special places as play grounds

for children, San Francisco cannot be classed

in that list. The Golden Gate Park has set

apart special quarters for that purpose. They

have sheltered places, resting places, retiring

places, lunch rooms, spaces for goat and don-

key riding and merry-go-rounds ;
all are situ-

ated in a warm and protected valley, and

surrounded by lawns and beautiful flower-

beds. This portion of this beautiful park is

among the most popular of its attractions

;

numbers of visitors to the Park going to this

particular spot, as lookers-on, enjoyinj^ the

happiness whi^h the children in their frolic-

some play present.

Ferns as Weeds.—It is singular to note

the different classes of weeds which trouble

the cultivator in different parts of the globe.

Plants entirely innocent in some quarters are

considered grave transgressors in others. In

Oregon, for instance, one ofthe greatest troubles

of the farmer and fruit grower is to get rid of

different species of ferns ; the worst species

being probably the Bracken of North of Eng-
land— Pteris aquilina—which the writer has

seen in the northwest covering many an acre,

and standing as thick as a crop of wheat. It

is said that ploughing and harrowing, although

Weeds as Ornaments.—No plant is a weed

except when growing where the cultivator does

not want it to grow. It is surprising how

beautiful the rankest weed may become in our

eyes when it fills a spot that requires filling

What is more despised than the common bur-

dock ? Passing an unoccupied house with its

little 20X 20 grass plot in front, with no tender

fingers to weed the garden, a burdock had pos-

session of the centre. The yellow celan^'ine,

some stray branches of honeysuckle, md

other homely things had grown among and

over the leaves. It was a charming sigh:

The Drooping Golden Bell.—Mr. < S.

Conover notes that Forsythia suspensa the

drooping golden bell, does admirably tn ned

up as a climber. The common golden ell,

Forsythia viridissima , which makes a sti. up-

right bush, and is so great an ornament . our

gardens in spring, is but an infertile for 1
oi

F. viridissima.

Food of the Cuckoo.—Mr. W. F. Ba ett,

Hammonton, New Jersey, has seen the ci^-l^oo

feeding voraciously on the tent-caterpi lar.

Professor Smith, of the New Jersey State Col-

lege, regards it as wholly insectivorou: and

one of the cultivator's best bird friends.

Fungicides.—Much is made of the supposed

modern discovery that copper sulphate is des-

tructive of most kinds of mildews and moulds

which are so injurious to vegetation, and yet

the use of copperas in destroying fungi, as

stated in another column, has been known
to every intelligent farmer for many years

past. Smut, of the wheat and other kinds

of grain, which is a manifestation of one

of the lower forms of fungi, has been pre-

vented by simply soaking the seed before

sowing, in a solution of one pound of commer-

cial copper sulphate, to 24 pounds of water,

soaking the grain for about 24 hours before

sowing. It is now thoroughly understood

that the germs of many of these species of

minute organisms travel with the seed, and

enter the system ofthe plant while the seed is

growing, going through the whole circulation

and germinating in the leaves and young
branches. ^lany of the California conifercX',

carry their special funguses along with them
in this manner. The mammoth Sequoia,

especiall}', carries a species not found on any
other, and it is chiefly on account of the pres-

ence of this fungus that it is impossible, with

^ut a few exceptional cases, to cultivate the

tree successfully in eastern gardens. It is

: ore than likely if the vSame treatment was
i)plied to it as is applied to grain, by steep-

lig the seeds in a copper solution, this great

iietny of the grower of coniferae might be

entually conquered.

T-RADE IN Flowers.—The flower perfume
iide. which has reached jmmense proportions

" the Old World, has very little attention in the

-N-w World. It is said that in the vicinity of

ce alone, the value of the product of flowers

r perfume, and for seed raising for large

•holesale establishments, reaches the equal

• about two millions of dollars in American
'iiey a year. The larger portion goes for

'^tilling perfumes, although much attention

'^ i^iven to raising specialties in the flower line

''^t- seedsmen,—one tract of 35 acres alone is

^ ul to be given up by one party to raising

'Vds of the Chinese primrose. The chief

'' Hvers raised, however, are for perfumes, and
^ insist chiefly of orange flowers, rose petals,

J'ismines, peppermint and lavender. Violet

i*^nvers are also raised largely for perfumery
piirposes.

n^^DTS 5SS ¥E^ETi^©LES.

New Varieties of Fruits and Vegetables.
—Almost all leading agricultural and horticul-

tural periodicals have the pages filled with de-

scriptions of new varieties of fruits and veget-

ables.— a large majority of which, after being

tested, prove to be of no more value than those

w^hich they superseded. It may be wondered
whether this branch of horticultural literature

is a benefit or disadvantage. Certainly in the

very large number of classes of fruits and
vegetables, varieties popular to-day are no bet-

ter, if as good, as varieties that were in vogue

a half century ago. This is particularh- the

case with the strawberry. Certainl}', the pro-

portion of large and high flavored fruit seen in

our markets is far less than it has been in

former times. One could go into a garden and

gather fruit, eating it with a relish directly

from the vines ; in these times one would

scarcely think of eating them unless heavily

smothered in sugar and cream. The only thing

to be said in favor of this influx of new kinds

is that in some unexplained wa\'—though pos-

sibly from unnatural systems of cultivation

—

varieties degenerate, and other varieties have

to be introduced. Not so much, ])erhaps, to

improve the kind, as to make up for the de-

generation which has been experienced. As
a vital principle of vegetation there is no such

thing as a degeneration of varieties. If left

to nature, or even under systems of cultiva*

tion, there is no evidence that a variety'

would ever wear out ; but as a living fact,

within the experience of every one engaged in

fruit and vegetable culture, varieties certainly

do wear out, and very often wear out much
more rapidl}' than the cultivators find profit-

able.

Care of Currant Bushes.—Currant bushes

often seem to have a much weaker growth

than should be natural to them. When such

weakened branches are cut across they will

often be found hollow from the work of the

currant stem-borer. Before winter conies the

larva crawls out and goes into the earth to un-

dergo its transformation. If the affected

branches be cut away and burned early in

autumn, the larvae are destroyed. The punc-

ture on the stem where the ^gg was deposited,

can easily be detected.
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The Canker Worm.—This insect, which

is so destructive to the apple orchards in the

New England States, seems to be getting con-

quered by the use ofso many of the weak poisons

which are now becoming popular and which

it is found can be successfully used when in

the hands of careful persons, without the

slightest injury to any one. Mr. L. H. Far-

low, of Boston, Mass., who has been troubled

in the past to an alarming extent with the can-

ker worm, made last year a concoction of one

pound of London purple, reduced in 150 gal-

lons of water, and had the trees sprayed with

a fine nozzle. The worms had already spoilt

part of his orchard before he began. The in-

sects were entirely destroyed and the trees that

were saved afterwards brought the finest speci-

mens of apples that he had ever seen,—the

fruit being extra large and free from worms
and fungus. It is becoming more and more
clearly demonstrated that the easy way of

growing fruit in America, which our fore-

fathers experienced, has had its day. All that

was necessary in the olden times, was to plant

the tree and leave the rest to nature ; but the

different kinds of fungus diseases and injurious

insects have so spread that we not only have

to gain our bread by the sweat of our brows,

but to get our fruits also in the same way ; and

yet the very little extra labor required to pro-

cure good fruit would insure us having an

abundant supply for all time to come. It will

soon be that it is only the lazy and neglect-

ful that will have much to say about losses

from insects and fungus.

one saw a plum in the market. But as soon as

the Geneva fruit growers, mainly under t'ue

leadership of Mr. S. B. Willard, undertook to

protect their trees by the shaking process,

crops began again to be produced, and the

plum became a common article in fruit mar-

kets. The insect is kept down by jarring the

trees suddenly with a pole protected at the

ends so as not to break or bruise the branches.

Where orchards are planted on a scale exten-

sive enough to make it worth while to employ

persons regularly to do this work, very large

crops may be obtained, and, of couise, with

the comparative scarcity in the market, good

prices result. Certainly, in this sense, the in-

sect has proved to be the fruit grower's friend ;

but the fruit grower whom he befriends, is not

the lazy one, but the one who is willing to be-

lieve that all good things must come from the

sweat of one's brow.

A Fruit-Grower's Friend.—A prominent

writer contends that the curculio, as the little

beetle which is so great an enemy to the plum
grower is called, is really a friend rather than

an enemy, because it keeps down an over-sup-

ply of fruit, and in this way enables the intel-

ligent and industrious fruit grower to make a

good profit out of a crop that would otherwise

be scarcely worth attention. To a great extent

this is true. The plum is so abundant a bearer,

that before the curculio spread so extensively

over the country, they were scarcely worth tak-

ing to market, and only when they were cut

and dried by women and children, was there

much of a margin for profit. When, however,

the insect became so abundant, the fruit crops

everywhere were destroyed. It was rare that

Large Strawberries.—In some back num-

bers of Meehans* Monthly, paragraphs have

appeared in reference to the largest size the

strawberry has been known to reach in Amer-

ica. A correspondent of the London Journal

of Horticulture states that the largest straw-

berry on record in that part of the world, was

10 inches in circumference, its greatest diameter

2^ inches, and the weight rather more than

three ounces. It should be stated, however,

that the strawberry was flat, as one may judge

by the weight. We fancy that a perfectly round

strawberry, with the above diameter, has n- ver

been seen.

In response to an inquiry in Meehans

Monthly as to the largest strawberry in >ur

country, Mr. Lunzer informs us that he n^ de

a drawing of some for Mr. E. W. Reici. of

Bridgeport, Ohio, last season, that were round

and 2>^ inches in diameter. This would be 7
'2

inches in circumference, and ought to sat i>

any one that large strawberries are not vtt

things of the past; and on the whole prob .
ly

beating the English ones.

Growing Filberts for Profit.—A cores-

pondent from Montreal, asks whether fi.'^^'^t

culture could be made profitable in Nova Sco-

tia, and what would be the principal req^^ ce-

ments. Without knowing of any experiment

in that part of the world to test the matter.

there would seem to be no reason why 1

~;.oiild not be entirely profitable, far more so

tlian in latitudes further south. The chief

lifliculty in southern latitudes arises from the

r,u t that it takes a less degree of heat to bring

Mit the male blossoms than it does the female

blossoms; and in early spring the male cat-

kins mature and scatter their pollen while the

female flowers are still in the bud. These
female blossoms remain closed until the spring

has set in, and when they open find no pollen

to fertilize them, and as a consequence no
nuts result. In more northern regions where
the winters are continuously cold until the

spring time comes, this does not occur. The
male and female plants open together, and in

this way the full crop is insured. It would
be well, however, in these more northern lati-

tudes to have a large number of plants grow^-

in.iT together. This is all that can be said as

a matter of suggestion
; but it would seem

from these principles, to be entirely practica-

ble to have filbert culture made a great suc-

cess.

Curious Behavior of Turnip Seed.—Mr.
S. S. Thomas, of Lynn, Susquehanna County,
I'a., states that a quantity of turnip seed, evi-

fVntly of considerable age, was found in an
old store. It was marked purple top, strap-

I'-aved turnip. After testing, it was found to

n-e germinating power. Possibly twenty
arsons sowed some of it. Strange to say in

' ' case did the crop result in a turnip, noth-
i'!>r but a long slender stalk pushing up into

-ossom, and a straight downward root not
ir^^erthan a knitting-needle. Our correspon-

' '-nt seems to be under the impression that

• his inability to form a proper turnip root, is

n some way connected with the age of the

-d. It would indeed be a matter of great in-

rest if this fact could be proved ; but there
iil remains the possibility that it was rape
ed and not turnip seed, and that it had been

' roneously marked in the first place. It

'uld, however, be worth while to note when
Old seed of any kind is planted whether any
variation from the original type occurs from
t tt fact.

l^KWHERRiES. — While the blackberry has
been improved remarkably of late years, very
• '^^e attention has been given to the dewberry,
although a variety of blackberry once extreme-

ly popular, called Wilson's Early, was suspec-

ted to be a hybrid between the blackberry- and
the dewberry. A variety, however, called the

Lucretia, is considered a very good dewberry.

The chief value of this class lies in its earli-

ness. Those who grow Lucretia for market,

however, do not find it very profitable, as dew-
berries have to be supported on stakes ; while

blackberries are usually stiff enou<2;^h to be self-

supporting. For the amateur, however, who
does not care so nmch for the little time taken

in the cultivation of his fruit, so long as he

has vSomething superior, the dewberry is a very

good fruit to <^row.

A Winter Cucumher House.- -I'ew adjuncts

to a nice garden will compare in interest with

a cucumber house. A house for roses, carna-

tions, or for any other specialties may give plea-

sure ; but a cucumber house, with its large yel-

low flowers, tropical-looking foliage, and long

glossy fruit, will fully compare with it. And
then the kitchen folks can join in,—for there

is utility as well as beauty in culture of this

kind. Appended is a sketch from Gardening

Illustrated, showing how such a house is con-

structed in the Old World. Hot water pipes are

employed for heating in small houses, though

steam pipes, so common now in large American

establishments, would do as well.
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THE DIOSCURI.
The Persian roses shower upon his tomb
Their dawn-tinged leaves, in memory of Khay-

ydm

—

A flush of beauty and an orient balm

—

From crimson censers shedding rich perfume.
As English roses now anew they bloom ;

—

For a twin-bard, amid the rural calm,
With wine-red roses crowned—the minstrel's

palm

—

Sweeter, their Asian fragrance they resume.
Revolving round one centre, each twin-star
That glows alternate, with a different light,

Yet equal splendour,—but that doth not mar,
Outshining,—makes the kindred orb more bright.

These twain shall thus together beam afar
With mingled rays down time's slow-deepening

night. Howard Worcester Gilbert.

Miss Wilkinson, the Lady Landscape
Gardener.—A friend of Miss Wilkinson writes

that this lady is naturally interested in the
attention which Meehans' Monthly has in

America directed to her successful efforts in

this field hitherto unoccupied by any lady in

the Old World. She writes to this friend :
•• I

know our Park and Garden Association has
many correspondents in the States, but I did

not think my fame would have traveled so far.

I am very much interested in my work, and
have as much as I care for."

Our correspondent says that Miss Wilkin-
son's grandfather was George Walker, of Long-
ford, near Homesburg, an English farmer, who
about 1 830 had some fame as an instructor of
young men in advanced agriculture, and her
mother, Mrs. Wilkinson—born Walker—was
remarkable for her endeavors that her children

should lead useful lives. The mother there-

fore must have part of the credit due to the ad-

mirable lesson of usefulness which the daugh-
ter's example is teaching.

Titian and Landscape.—In relation to the
point whether Titian had eminence in land-

scape as well as figure painting. Prof. E. J.

Hill says :

"If it is permissible to correct a correction,

as it must be where truth is the aim, it may be
said that the allusion to Titian in the article

(no)

on the * Gardens of the Greeks * was emi-

nently proper. Though preeminent as a painter

of figures, Titian excelled in landscape also.

Lanzi, one of the best authorities on Italian

art, in his * History of Painting in Italy,'

says of him :
' I shall avail myself of the

judgment of an excellent critic, who was ac-

customed to say, that Titian observed and drew

nature in all her truth, better than any other

artist.' To this I might add the testimony of

another, that of all painters he was most fami-

liar with nature in all her forms ; the universal

master who, in every subject he undertook,

whether figures, elements, landscape, or other

pieces, imprinted upon all that lively nature

constituting the charm of his genius. ' He
was equalled by none in his landscape ; and he

was careful not to employ it, like some artists,

as a mere embellishment. ' Titian made land-

scape subservient to history and to the objtct

he had in view when used in his figure paint-

ings, so that the chief beauty of the 'Venus

del Pardo,' an injured picture of his now in

the Louvre, lies in the landscape."—And our

friend says in response :

*' I went to the Philadelphia Library and con-

sulted the ' Encyclopedia of Painters and Paint-

ings.' Under Titian it gives a long list of iiis

paintings—only two of them are landscapt s.

He made his reputation in his pictures of I'le

human figure, and his wonderful colorini;.

Therefore Prof. Hill is right, in strictness • >f

speech, that he was both a landscape and a

figure painter ; but I was right, essentially, ^'>

he is so nearly altogether a figure painter. 1
'
^

is known only as a figure painter."

Prof. C. V. Riley.—Prof. C. V. Riley 1; «^

resigned his position as entomologist of ' '^

United States Department of Agriculture -
n

the ground of impaired health. He remains e

of the honorary curators of United States Na-

tional Museum, in which connection he hoj^

to do some long contemplated entomologic i

work he could not devote himself to while 1

public office.

OMAR Khayyam.—It is said that few poets

excel in all that constitutes poetic genius like

llie Persian Omar Khayyam,—and those who
h;iveread the translation of his •* Rubaiyat," by

i;dward Fitzgerald, will appreciate the justice

of this claim. And of the translator, Fitz-

gerald, it may be said that it requires a great

poet to successfully translate another, especi-

ally from a difficult Oriental language ; and the

honors paid to Fitzgerald are almost as great

as those to Omar Khayyam himself. Recently

rose plants from the Persian poet's grave have

been planted on the grave of Fitzgerald, and for

the occasion the following singularly appro-

priate and beautiful lines were prepared by

another great poet, or rather poetess, Edwina
IJooth :

•

" Here, on Fitzgerald's grave from Omar's tomb,
To lay fit tribute, pilgrim singers flock

;

lyonjjj, with a double fragrance, let it bloom.
This rose of Iran on an English stock."

It is rare that such a succession of pretty

thoughts grow out of and follow each other so

freely as in this case.

It was a happy thought to bring roses from

the grave of the great Persian poet, Omar
Khayyam, and plant them in England on the

i^rave of his scarcely less great translator. It

is a worthy theme for the beautiful original

poem given to-day by Mr. H. W. Gilbert.

The Floral Emblem of Utah.—Attempts
to select National or State flowers usually fail,

because such State flowers cannot be merely

elected, but must have some relation to some
famous State or National event. In other

vords State flowers have to grow and cannot
'-e made any more than the natural flowers

themselves. The emblem of Utah, the Sego,

r Calochortj4S Nuttallii, will probably stand

s that State floral emblem, as it is associated

'th the struggles of the little band which
r nnded Salt Lake City, and subsequently the

rritory or State. Mrs. Emiline B. Wells,

^itress of the Woman's Exponent, gives this

as the reason for the honor the flower has re-

ceived. President Wilford Woodruff, has re-

cently stated to an interviewer, that the original

party of 150 men and three women halted in

their march of 1848, where Salt Lake City now
stands, from sheer lack of food. Sego roots,

roasted grasshoppers and the water of City

Creek chiefly kept them alive until they could

get something from the ground. Mr. Wood-
ruff" was one of the first settlers to look to the

ground about them for support. He planted

the first orchards and gathered the first fruits.

It was a fair struggle of mind over wild nature,

as the alkali had to be washed out of the earth,

before crops would grow.

Bioc.raphv of Baldwin.—Dr. Fred. Bren-

del, Peoria, Ills., kindly sends us the following

corrections :

In the Monthly of June, p. 95, is a historical

error. Baldwin was the botanist of the first

expedition of Major Long to the Rocky Moun-

taiyis (not Mississippi), 18 19 and 1820.

Long's second expedition was that to the

sources of the St. Peter s (Minnesota) river.

Lake Winnepeg, etc., in 1823, four years

after Baldwin's death.

The first expedition to the sources of the

Mississippi was commanded by Cass, in 1S20,

described by Schoolcraft.

Fruit Culture in the United States.—
Nothing excites the wonder of intelligent

Europeans more than the extent to \^h^ch

fruit culture has been developed in Amtrica.

Mr. Felix Sahut, of Montpellier, has issued a

reprint of an exhaustive paper on '* La Cul-

ture Fruitiere aux Ktats Unis," which appeared

originally in the annals of the Natural History

Society of Heinault, in which this feature of

our industries is graphically but justly des-

cribed.

The Blashka Glass Flower Models at

Harvard—The ''Botanical Gazette" gives

in vol. xix, page 145, a graphic account of the

models of flowers in glass, as recently des-

cribed in Meehans' Monthly. Mr. Walter

Deane, the author of the account, says that

in the most complicated flower the minutest

details are given. He regards the care and

accuracy of the work as marvellous.

Patrick Barry. — Mr. P. C. Reynolds is

preparing a succinct biography of the late Pat-

rick Barry, for private circulation among

friends. Possibly no one did more for the

present eminent position of American fruit

culture, and gardening in general, than Mr.

Barry, and every tribute to his memory meets

a general welcome.

IH^WWH^
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GENERAL NOTES.

Forest Fires.—Hie vSaid that in Boston the

recent great fire was caused by some boys start-

ing a bon-fire among a lot of rubbish that was

left lying under a base-ball stand. Boston

should take a hint from some of our forestry

conventions, and ask the Legislature for a corps

of paid inspectors to notice rubbish piles and

arrest boys likely to start rubbish fires. In-

spectors are being asked for everything, and

soon one-half our population will be employed

inspecting the other half.

To Mekhans' Monthly it has always

.seemed more reasonable to have a force of hard-

working men to collect and burn the dead

underbrush in dangerous localities, than to

leave it exposed for boys to burn, and to go

further and fine those who leave such dangerous

material lying loose around rather than those

who fire it— usually by accident. Thousands
of acres could be thus rendered comparatively

safe at a less cost than to employ mere watch-

ers. But it is less respectable to work than to

watch.

Curving of old Trunks of Trees.-^-The

curious subject of the curving of the mature

trunks of trees, when these trunks blow over,

recently brought to prominent notice by an
illustrated article in Meehans* Monthly, is

receiving marked attention. Hon. J. Sterling

Morton, United States Secretary of Agricul-

ture, and the founder of Arbor Day, writes

that on his grounds at "Arbor Lodge," in Ne-

braska, are some curious illustrations of the

fact.

Trenton Falls, New York.—The tired

citizen seeks the country for a summer rest.

Some care only for social pleasures, and often

return to active city life more tired than when
they went away to rest. The more sensible do

not ignore JBocial enjoyments, but look for ad-

ditional quiet pleasure in which even activity

means rest. Natural history pursuits, are

chief among these. They are the most restful

of all active pleasure. Trenton Falls is one of

(112)

the best of these pillows of rest. With the

best society there is a rare chance for the 1)ot-

anist, geologist, palaeontologist, ornithologist,

and the physical geographer. A little pani])h-

let on our table issued by the Moores of tliat

place, leads us to say this good word for the

benefit of those who in " the love of nature "

desire to " hold communion " with her many

lovely forms ; and rest at the same time.

Classification of American Species of

Ash. — An intelligent reader of Meehans'

Monthly does not believe the Belgian bot-

anist referred to recently as attempting a new

classification of the Ashes knows as much

about it as he might. Nor do we. The para-

graph was given as news. American asht^s

need some new definitions,—but the proposed

arrangements do not mend matters.

The Love of Nature in the Puhmc

Schools. — Mrs. Franklin Fairbanks, of St.

Johnsbury, Vt., offers a premium to the boys

and girls of the public schools of that cit\ ,—

one, a $5 gold piece, for the largest collection

of over 25 different varieties of wild flowt rs

found in the vicinity, and $2.50 for the second

best collection. The collections are to be

brought to the City Museum by July 3ist,

where the decision is to be made.

Decorative Plants.—Prof. W. Trelease,

the chairman of a sub-committee of Ameri> m

florists would be glad to receive three coi i s

each of any catalogues of decorative pi s

issued during the past year, so that an ofiu ^1

list of kinds may be prepared.

)-

T
O

Pentstemon Cob.ea.—The large and b

tiful family oi Pentstemo7i will furnish thes

ject for our next colored plate,

—

P. Cobna bt

chosen for the honor. The encomiums '

-

stowed on these plates and the popular desc ,>-

tions, by so many friends while renewing tVeir

subscriptions, are very gratifying to the i

^'

Ushers. They hope it is a pardonable pride.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Advertisements under this head, not exceeding^ 50 words,

uill be inserted once for 50 cents, or three times for $1.25.

A reliable and thoroughly posted man, with inside

and outside work wants a position indoors, in a

Seed, Plant or Nursery establishment, commencing

with the New Year. Could acceptably fill position

as Superintendent of a Cemetery. Address, T. J.,

care Thomas Meehan & Sons, Gerniantown, Phila.

(^ARDENERS—on our register will be found
^^ the names of Competent Gardeners, adapted
tor all positions, and we will take pleasure in send-
ititj these to any one requiring their services. Cor-
respondence solicited. Henry A. Dreer, Seedsman
and Florist, 714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

JHE HUMBOLDT INSTITUTE Eikhait,

Ind. A school of the Natural and Applied

Sciences, Business, Shorthand, Type-writing, and
Conmion Knglish Branches. Special course for

farmers and mechanics. Both sexes and all grades

admitted. Terms very reasonable. Expenses low.

Address the secretary, H. A. Mi maw, M. D., for

circulars.

A GE NTS.—^'reatest seller out. Something new.

Big profits. Boys and girls make good agents.

Write now. Address, Dr. H. A. MuM.wv, Klkhart,

Indiana.

IIFUf BVE'C Catarnctn. Scars or FilmsRkff CIC O Aii.>Uia{t:i>. Uur home
trpatment (jL'RKS Dineast'd Ey«'Hor Lids when all
oth«'rs fail. I!undre<H c<inTinc«'d. Piiniphl(>t free,
^o Kidk. Address TUL ^\)u^ (il«Da lalls, K. Y.

Seed, tubers and roots. Now is the time to plant hardy varieties
of pond lilies, sow seeds of all kinds; also Nelumbiums. Seed of red,
white and blue Water Lilies and three varieties of Nelunibium for li.oo.
Start tubers of tropical varieties indoors. This mode is very satisfac-
tory. Zanzibar Lily tubers, 50 cents each. My Columbian novelties
now ready for distribution. Prices and catalogues on application.

Meehans' Nurseries

are known all over the world as headquarters for new and rare

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and Evergreens. We aim to furnish

stock of the very best cjuality ; strong, healthy and thrifty.

Descriptive catalogue on application.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, GermantowD. Phila.

CLASS SEEDS.
OUP 93tfd AflNUALi CATALiOGUH

is now ready, and will be mailed fpe« on application. It contains

Uie largest collection in the world of

Yegetatile, Flower and Farm Seeds
including every standard variety and every novelty of established merit.

Beautifully illustrated with hundreds of cuts.

WE MAIL IT FREE -^8

J.M.THORBURN & Co. IS JOHN ST.NewYork

^"wm^



USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
For Pamphlet on " Burs and Blight," address

B. HAMMOND, Fishkillon-Hudson, N. Y.

Established 1824

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

My Annual Priced Catalogue is now ready aid

mailed free to all applicants. It contains all the

leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLF, FARM AND FLOWER SEEDS,

besides all the desirable novelties of last season,

and nearly everything else in mj^ line of business.

ALFRED BRIDGEMAN.
37 EAST igth STREET, NEW YORK CITY

SOnHTOBIES, 6EPBSES, PPLPl HOOIiES,

IRON FRAME. PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

HITCHINGS St CO.
ESTABLISHED 1844.

GREENHOUSE HEUTING AND VENTILATING. HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION
Greenhouses, ConservHtorles, Palm Houses, Graperies, etc.. Constructed Complete, or Structural Iron ^^oi^

shioped ready for erection. Plans and Specifications furnished on application ; also estimate of cost.

HITCHINGS & CO., 233 Mercer Street, N. ¥. City. Send 4 cents postage for illustrated catalogue.

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATINQ ENGINEERS

Plans and Estimates furnished
on application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDE iS

FRONT VIEW OF A PORTION OF OUR EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S FAIR
Vf -.'- -

SKND FOUR CKNTS POSTAGE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Mention 'Meehans' Monthly." LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-on-Hudson, M. Y.

mOmity THE WORLD
'^ * A0 IlluslratofI Monthly Magasliie of

TourSf Travols and EKpioratlons

DCVOTKD TO A KNOWL-
KOQC or TMK CANTM
AND or ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

A MAGAZINE FOfl THC tlB^ARY AND
DRAWmf&oROOM

Printed thronghoitt on fifte coated paper, and intended for

t crmanent preservationIn the library of the household, club,

ATI'! college.

,

From the New York Nation :
*' Prof. Heilprin's taste

^oes hand in hand with bis solid learning to produce a
very handsome journal, with charming illnstrations."

THRICB mJAIB£RS (December, January and
Febroary) NOW R£AOY.

No. 1 (December) contains, among other articles, "A Sledge

Yearly Subscription, 91.50. Single Copy, 15 cents.

CDITCD BY
FROP. ^NQCLO HCILFRIN

Journey and an Kxperience,*' by Mf». Peary rillostrated),
with a fine portrait of the author.
Thia periodical holds a unique place in the magaxine Htcr-

atarc of this country, and is almost the only one which la
published with a view to permanent preservation, as a book
of reference, on the shelves of the library. It is essentially
a raagaiinc for the family, and it wMl be found as Indispen.
sable to the teacher as it is useful to the intending sommer
and winter tourist.

In Club ^ 1th MKEHANB' MONTHLY for 98.00

THE CONTEnPOR/IRT FqDLI5niNQ CO.
CANVASscaa WANrco throughout the country

LIBERAL TERMS
5 SeCKMAN STREET. NCW YORK

628 CHISTNMT STREET, rHILAOCLPHIA

PUBLISHED THE 1st AND 15th OF EACH MONTH
BY

THE GARDENING COMPANY
MONON aUILDING, CH4CAGO

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE^ $1.00 A YEAR 24 NUMBERS

The most practical and valuable American Horti-
cultural publication. Departments : The Flower
t irden, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, The
Window Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vege-
table Garden, Insects and Other Peats, Mushrooms,

. and others in season. See what subscribers say
about this valuable journal.

"» or conden^d common sense in gardening matters, for
«hle, unprejudiced and safe information, Gardening

c .nnot be surpassed, and although moderate in size it ex-
p:.ads upon perusal." w. C «gan, Highland Park, III.

i.ARDENiNO is thc bcst horticultural paper printed in^^^- Chas I^. Burr, Springfield, Mass.

am greatly pleased with thc paper. It is practical and
^ -festive. Its reproduction of photograph ic views of plants

« •v.ers and landscapes is a most admirable feature."
W. M. JoBNSoN, Hackensack, N. J.

uctivetonie." iPift^int HirtHCocr^ DavenpSt; la.

,M^Si5^ «^.2?^y®'^S*^*»*« »«^*^«»J^more thanmoney's woithi*'^ \ CsaA. ». BijbwJ?,
Krarm^Sth, Nova Scotia

"For the enlightened owners of gardens and woodlanda
this journal is invaluable."—A>w York 1\ihuKe.

^ _' 'And ""^'"tffcFOREST
JANUAftV i !894

'

*» -

uch a puMiflirtlon tiaa fi^ ii«ide<S in ttiia cotmtry.

^sionaJsasweU^'a^toapaCenri'^^
>f HN Berry, Gardener,toSenator Wolcott.Littleton, Colo.

J. A. |»sttiorbw, 3upt. I^incoln Park, Chicago

li trs^rSfi!,?^"^*?**^® •<>«« o^ *he "moat practical maga-" rs issued ia the interests of horticultare."
W. F. Macara, Waterrille, N. Y.

l^e paper is Uie moat pracUcal of any I read."
W. E. Abbs, Fond duLac, Wis,

n-^'^ on*!!K**** *?.*" "** horticultural and floncultural jour-
TN'^ «i!i21if^****"^°*^ <*" *« I know and find in Gardbn-uie most practical one for an amateur like myself."

Dr Ovo. t. HA^YX.Bv ^^—

-

»- t r

A beautifully illustrated journal of

Horticulture, Landscape Art, and For-
estry, filled every week with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take
an interest in flowers, scrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American
and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the scope of the papet.

The beat jonmarof ita important k|n^.-^/%ito. Prest,

"The foremost journal of iU daaa.*'—^or/^M Ifetaid,

"A delightAil weekly conipanion."^/raf^rr'y Weekly.

It eaaily leads all similarjonmals in thla country, ifnot in
all countries.—i?M/<>it Tranictipt. •

The engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare
trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes.—^. K Evening Post.

It sustaina the high character which it assumed from its

commencement, and has no rival in its ^^^.—Springjield
Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application.

Garden and Forest PgbUsblng Co. ^'^{Jg;;? ?gg^^!"»

^HtN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS. TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY.
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USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN. Established 1824

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

LD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
l<or rami)lilcl on " Hti^s :in«l r.liy:ht, " address

]\. HAMMOND. I'ishkill on-Hudsoii, N. Y.

My Aiinii.'il Priced Catriloguo is now roa<K ,i,l

mailed free to all ap})li(\'ints. It contains

Icadin^^ and most ])()])ular sorts of

VEGETABLF, FARM AND FLOWER SEFn

besides all the desirable novelties of last so - i,

and nearly cvervthin*^ else in mv line of l>ii<

ALFRED BRIDG£MAN.
37 EAST 19th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

GOnVIITOillES, 6BEEIIH0KSES, PPLjIl HOOSES,

IRON FRAME. PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY.
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J

HIXCHINGS 3t CO.
ESTABLISHED 1844.

GREENHOUSE HEATING AND VENTILATING. HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTURE AND BUlLDiNG

^•l^jimfftirrwmiitiSfr^

IRON FRAME CONSTRUCTION
GreeiiliouHPH, CoiiKprvatori^H, I'alin lIouHes, tiraperlcs, etc.. Constructed Complete, or Structural Iron

shipped ready for erection. Plans and Specifications furnished on application ; also estimate of cost.
llITCIIlNiiiS & CO., 2MI Mercer .Street, N. Y. City. Send 4 cents postage for illustrated catalogue.

LORD 6l BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEER

Plans and l'>timates furnished
on api>licntion HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILD S

FRONT VIEW OF A POHTION OF OUK LXMIBI 1 Al 1 Ht *VORL D ' & F AIR

SKNl) ia:)llR CKNTS I'OSTAGl': FOR ILLISTKATKI^ CATAI.CHIUK.

Mention "Meehans' Mouthiy." LORD & BURNHARR CO., Irvington-on-Hudson, ^ ^

ROUND THE WORLD
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine of

Tours, Travels and Explorations

DEVOTED TO A KNOWL-
EDGE OF THE EARTH
AND OF ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

AGAZINE FOR THE LIBRARY AND
DRAWING-ROOM

; (1 throughout on fine coated paper, and intended for

rent preservation in the library of the household, club,

lege.

iromthe New York Nation: '* I'rof. Heilprin's taste
s hand in hand with his solid learning to produce a
\ liaiidsome journal, with charming illustrations."

' HKKE NrMBERS (December, January and
February) NOAV KKADY.

I f December) contains, among other articles, "A Sledge

IV Subiicriptioii, 191.50. Siu;<;le Copy, 15 cents.

EDITED BY
FROF. flNQELO HEILFRIN

Jouniey and an Kxperience,*' by Mrs. I'eary illustrated),
with a fine portrait of the author.
This periodical holds a unique place in the m.igaziue liter-

ature of this country, and is almost the- only one which is
published with a view to permanent preservation, as a book
of reference, on the shelves of the library. It is essentially
a magazine for the famil\ . and it will be found as indispen-
sable to the teacher as it is useful to the intending summer
and winter tourist.

InCJub^ith MI:EHANS' monthly for»3.00

THE CONTEnPORflRT FUDLI5HINQ CO.
ASSERS WANTED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

LIBERAL TERMS
5 BEEKMAN STREET. NEW YORK

628 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA

"For the enlightened owners of gardens and woodlands
this journal is invaluable."—AW^ York Tttbune\

PUBLISHED THE 1st AND 15th OF EACH MONTH
BY

THE GARDENING COMPANY
MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO

8SCRIPTI0N PRICE, $1.00 A YEAR 24 NUMBERS

ic most practical and valuable American Horti-
iral ptiblication. Department.s : The Flower
Icn, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, The
low Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vege-

e Garden, Insects and Other Pests, Mushrooms,
others in season. See what subscribers sav
t this valuable journal.

r condensed common sense in gardening matters for
.

le unprejudiced and safe information, Gardenixg
•I be surpassed, and although moderate in size it ex-
tipon perusal." w. C Egan, Highland Park, 111.

\RDKNiNG is the best horticultural paper printed in
^^' Chas L. Burr, Springfield, Mas.s.

; m greatly plea.sed with the paper. It is practical and
^tive Its reproduction of photographic views of plants

t
:

s and landscapes is a most admirable feature."
W. M. Johnson, Hackensack, N. J.

.5 a delightful paper and has been very interesting and
. :tivc to me." Frank Hitchcock, Davenport, la.

^ave found Gardening extremely useful and interest-
^ ou have given your subscribers a great deal more than
loney's worth." Chas. E- Brown,

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

h a publication was long needed in this country.
' '"'^ of Its contributions is a lesson in itself to many
•lonals as well as to amateurs."
< Bi: RRY, Gardener to Senator \Volcott,I,ittleton, Colo.

Hie GARnENiNO highly on account of the verv practi-
racter of Its contents." " *

J. A. P«TTiGREw, Supt. Lincoln Park, Chicago

-,'ard Gardening as one of the most practical maga-
-'"sued m the interests of horticulture."

W. F. Macara, Waterville, N. Y.

^I>er is the most practical of any I read."
W. E. Abbs. Fond duLac, Wis.

-x't ibe to all the horticultural and floricultural jour-
tnis continent as far as I know and find in Garden-
nost practical one for an amateur like myself."

Dr. Geo. T. Hawley, Corning, N. Y.

PVII :f^-^^^^ \T ^16
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A beautifully illustrated journal of

Horticulture, Landscape Art, and For-
estry, filled ever)' week with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and accurate infor-

.
niation for all who love nature or take
an interest in flowers, s^irubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American
and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the scoj)e of the paper.

The best journal of its important kind.—/Vi/A;. Press.

"The foremost journal of its claf^s."—Boston Ifetald.

"A delightful weekly companion."— //<7r/^» '5 IfWk/v.

It easily leads all similar journals in this country, if not in
all countries.^Boston Transcript.

The engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare
trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes.— A^. }'. Evening Post.

It sustains the high character which it a.ssumed from its

commencement, and has no rival in its ^e\i\.—Springfield
Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application.

Garden and Forest Pablishing Co. ^'"^i"^ %'^tc"'

WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY.
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EDWARD CAM

L/INDSC/IPE /IRCniTEQT AND ENQINEE
ARDMORE, PA.

Sketch plans and planting maps prepared, and suggestions given for the laying out and improver

of country and suburban residences, public parks and grounds of every description.

Grounds laid out and their construction undertaken by contract or day labor, and carried out u

strict personal supervision. The choice grouping and effective arrangement of trees and shrubs has '

made a special study. Trees furnished and planted by experienced workmen.

Draining Plans and Surveys. Fine Crushed Stone for Walks and Carriage Drives.

.T

n

LATEST NOVELTIES IN

ROSES, PHLOX, POPPIES, IRISES, PAEONIE8,
PYRETHRUMS, DELPHINIUMS, ETC.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA, ROSA WICHURAIANA

4 Catalogues, 228 pages, fully describing the most unique collection of hardy plants in America, i ic

set for 5 two-cent stamps.

THE READING NURSERY
JACOB W. MANNING, Proprietor

Established in i854 READING, MAJ^^S.

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"""""""""""""""""""''!:

s ^ ,-^^ .«^*«.tf^ma«Aa E Headquarters for leading choice varieties of =
SMH^HMB POT GROlnfN ^'"* - the tlnest strawberries. No poor ones sold.:
s ^^ — ^* ^^ _^ ^ 5 Potgrownplantssetnowbear full crop finest s
3 ^^^^% M EMm t^ ^^ ^m ^m m ^^ ft - berries next year—in your own garden, too. 5
a V # U MM UMm r€J" rmn ## -\ = J-^'Cffi FnUt. strongest Plants. Lowest prices. =

iO # n/i OTrX/iUflfifiCU iRogersMurseryCo.,MoorestowD,N.J.I
•tlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllKIIIIIIXI""****"""*"

1892. / /-

\^ -v:

PHILADELPHIA.

TRY
DREER'S
GARDEN
SEEDS

Plants, Bulbs and Requisites.

They are the best at the lowest
prices. Calendar for '94 mailed
free. Address

HENRY A. DREER.
714. Chestnut St., Phila.

c, DESTROYS I

/iQ Shall It be Your House or

*A^) a Pound of Copper?
AJ Entirely new departure in pre

\\
I tecting buildings from lightniup

U' Patents of N. D. C. Hodges
J

I

Kd itor of Science .

Send for circulars. Agents wanted.

American Lightning Protection Co
874 Broadway, New York.

HOT WATER HEATING
«« »»

BOILERS, PIPES, FITTINGS, ETC.

Frederic O'NeUl
B6 N. Seventh Street and 2116 Race Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

IT WILL PAY YOU to send for our new
logue, which tells of Hardy Trees, Sh\

Plants, Roses, Fruit, and our special sto(

Rhododendrons. It will interest all who arc i

ested in such matters.

ANDORRA NURSERIES, ^;;,*A!l
Wm. Warner Harpcr. manager

HIRES &. CO., Limited, f LARGE STOCK
LOW PRICES

Manufacturers and
Importers

PLATE WINDOW

Colored and Knauieled Glass.
I<ooklng Glass*

French Sheet.
English Sheet.

Removed to 626 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

•AAVAMivB • The only House In Philadelphia that car-

•oiMTOH. N. 4.
* »^e* * f^" ^^^^ ^^ Polished Plate Glass.

Prevents and checks MILDEW
BLACK ROT on Grapes, Fruits,

and Plants

SY C XX.
3 Coanties Slip, Now York

E -r
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PENTSTEMOX COB.EA.

COB.KA—BKARD-TON( ;UK.

NATURAL ORDER, SCROPHULARIACE.K.

TKNTSTEMON coii^A, NUTTALL.—Softpuberiilent: leavesovateoroblonji;. or the lower broadly lanceolate and the iiDDcrsuhcordate clasping, two to four inches long; corolla abruptly campanulate. ventricose above the narrow tul)e from
1- 1^ ., '. P"rP^« to whitish, glabrous withiu

; slender sterile filament, sparsely bearded. ( C.rav's .V, not>liiai J'lomof i\orth Amettca.) .,/..• .i »

The genus Pcntstemoii exists only in the

New World, and in the United States seems to

be most at home in the Rocky Mountains, or

territory contiguous thereto ; east or west of

this their numbers decrease. In the Atlantic

portion of the United States it is represented

almost alone in Pcntsteynon pubesceyis, the first

known species on which the genus was first

founded by Dr. Mitchell, in 1739,—he publish-
ing the name as Penstemon, the correct ortho-

:-rraphy, Pentstemon, appearing in the later

editions of Linnaeus' "Species Plantarum.''
The name was suggested by the appearance of
a fifth stamen, while so many of its congeners
have but four. This fifth stamen is but an
imperfect one. It is unlike the others in

appearance, has no anther, and is generally'

more or less bearded, and from this fact

-i>taiiists have suggested the common name
of "Beard tongue." It shows, however, how
fi ilicult it is to suggest common names for

e common people, who are apt to think
• ^tin names hard, simply because they are

"familiar; for though "Beard-tongue" has
en repeated over and over again in our
'tanical text books, it is rarely, if ever,

'>ed b}' the common people for whose sup-
' >sed convenience or prejudices it was coined

;

^lile its botanical name, Pentstemon, has
ecome also its common one. All persons

y pentstemon, as they say dahlia or ver-

na,—and it does not seem any more learned

pedantic than to say "Beard-tongue." It

rather that some botanists dread the effect

hard names on the common people, that so
'^nch anxiety is exhibited for common names.
"'It when a plant is wholly new, and a name
'i«is to be learned, it is seldom any more
^hllicult with an intelligent person to learn a
^•'Ort Latin word than a long vernacular one.

When there is any marked peculiarity in a

plant. or it becomes associated with any pretty'

story, the "common name" grows in a

natural way, and it seems useless to forestal

the common people with a common name.
It is interesting to note how rapidly our

knowledge of this beautiful genus has grown
during the present century. In 1800, when
Willdenow gave a history of all the plants

known to that time, Poitstemon pubesceus was
about all that was known. In iSiS, when
Nuttall wrote his " Cienera of North American
Plants," he noted but nine species, and six of

these were species he had himself described

and named. Douglass added more to the list

between 1834 and 1836, during his explora-

tions along the Pacific coast. In 1S7S, Dr.

Gray, in the work from which we have taken

our description, describes no less than seventy

species, and it is probable that some more
will be added as the interior of the continent

becomes better known.

In beauty few genera will compare with

Peutstouon as now known. The}' seem pecu-

liarly adapted to the dry and arid soil so

characteristic of the dryer regions of our

country. In these dry regions flowers are

noted for their brilliant colors, but few give

greater brilliancy to the floral scenery than

the various forms of Peutstcmon. Their roots

are general I3' woody, and extend deep into

the earth,—and they are thus enabled to keep

their foliage fresh during man}' months of

dry weather.

The species we now illustrate is one of the

most beautiful of this beautiful genus. It

was one of the latest of Mr. Nuttall 's dis-

coveries, having been found during an excur-

sion to what was then the Arkansas territory,

on which he was sent at the expense of Mr.

(113)
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

l^IiNTSTILMOX ( ()i;.i:a.

cor.jA— 15i:ari)-'I'()N(,l'i:.

NATURAL ORDKR, SCR( )PHri,ARIACi:.i:.

.N.->rKM()N COI.1..A. Nr-TTALL-SoftpuberuK-nt: leaves ovate or ..bL.ti;., or tlie lower hroa.llv lancenlatr aii.l tin- -it.i rr.nUordateclaspn,- two to four inches lon^^
; corolla ahruptlv cam, .ami!atc, vrntricose above the narrow tube fV .mdul reddish purple to whitish, glabrous within ; slender sterile filament, .parsdv bearded , C.raVsS, ,- 7^' .'/ / \,?"

The genus Pcntstemon exists only in the
New World, and in the United States seems to

:.most at home in the Rocky Mountains, or

uiritory contiguous thereto: east or west of
''lis their numbers decrease. In the Atlantic

i'ltion of the United vStates it is represented

'most alone in Pcn/sfefnon pii/>esce?is, the first

'.iiown species on which the genus was first

! winded by Dr. Mitchell, in j 7^9,—he publish-

er the name as Penstemon, the correct ortho-

•aphy, Pentstemon, appearing in the later

iitions of Linuicus' "Species Plantarum/'
name was suggested by the appearance of

!
I fill stamen, while so many of its congeners
ive but four. This fifth stamen is but an
i!'crfect one. It is unlike the others in

I't-arance. has no anther, and is generally
«>re or less bearded, and from this fact

*»tanists have suggested the common name
lieard tongue." It shows, however, lunv

Hicult it is to suggest common names for

common people, who are apt to think
Un names hard, simply because they are

^^niliar; for though "Beard-tongue" has
en repeated over and over again in cnir

•tanical text books, it is rarely, if ever,

' by the common people for whose sup-
' d convenience or prejudices it was coined

;

1'' its botanical name, Pentstemon. has
•:ome also its common one. All persons

IKMitstemon, as they say dahlia or ver-

i.—and it does not seem any more learned

^lantic than to say " Peard-tonguu. " It

tiler that some botani.«-ts dread the etlect

hard names on the common peopL^ that so
• 'ch anxiety is exhibited for common names.

when a plant is wholly new, and a name
to be learned, it is seldom any more

''Cult with an intelligent person to learn a

^ Latin word than a long vernacular one.

When there i.s an\- marked ])tculiaritv in a

plant. or it becomes associated with anv pretty

story, the "common name' grows in a

natural way, and it seems useless to forestal

the common people with a common name.
It is interesting to note how ra{)idl\- (>ur

knowledge of this beautiful genus has grown
during the present century. In 180... wlien

Willdenow gave a history of all the i)lants

known to that time, /V/z/vAv;/''// pidu'SirNs was
about all that was known. In iSis, when
Xuttall wrote his " U.enera of North American
Plants." he noted but nine species, and si.x of

these were species he had himself described

and named. Douglass added more to the list

between 1S34 and i8;,6. during his explora-

tions along the Pacific coast. In 1S7S, Dr.

(tray, in the work from which we lia\e taken

our description, describes no less than seveiit\

species, and it is probable that some moie
will be added as the interior of the continent

becomes better known.
In beaut}' few genera will compare with

Pe)itstcnio)i as now known. They seem pecu-

liarly adapted to the dry and arid soil so

characteristic of the dryer regions of our

country. In these dr\' regions flowers are

noted for their brilliant colors, but few give

greater brilliancy to the floral scenery than

the various forms of PtiitsfiniON. Their roots

are generally woody, and extend deep into

the earth,—and they are thus enabled to keep

their foliage fresh during many months of

dry weather.

The species we now illustrate is one of the

most beautiful of this beautiful genus. It

was one of the latest of Mr. Nuttall's dis-

coveries, having been found during an excur-

sion to what was then the Arkansas territory,

on which he was sent at the expense of Mr.
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Zaccheus Collins, and a few other gentlemen

of Philadelphia, who subscribed together $500

for the purpose. He was to explore the terri-

tory for one year. It is interesting to note how

few were Mr. Nuttall's wants when on these

journeys ; and how great was his desire to ex-

plore these then unknown wastes. His letters

to Mr. Collins when on these excursions, are

preserved in the Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia, and in one he tells that the

amount subscribed has not nearly been ex-

hausted, and hopes, in consequence, to be

alloxeed to remain another year. The new

plants he found, were described in the Trans-

actions of the American Philosophical Society,

in 1834, and our Pentsttmon Cohcea is there

introduced to us for the first time. The Cohcea

is a familiar plant to those who love green-

house flowers. It is a Mexican climbing vine

of rapid growth, and has large purple bell-

shaped flowers. In his description of this

Pentsteraon, Mr. Nuttall says, "flowers

bluish-purple, nearly as large, and almost the

same form as those of Cobcea scandens.'' There

is, indeed, something to warrant this sugges-

tion, when the Pentstemons then known to

Mr. Nuttall are considered, but the likeness is

not very close. Drummond collected it in

Texas soon after Mr. Nuttall found it in Ar-

kansas, and a figure appears in the Botanical

Magazine for 1836, taken from a plant raised

from Drummond' s seeds. It is much smaller,

however, than the flowers given in our plate,

which is from a plant raised from seeds col-

lected by the author in the Indian Territory, in

1873. It very much resembles Mr. Nuttall's

plant, and may be regarded as the typical

form. Mr. Nuttall states that he found it

in the sterile and denudated portions of the

prairies of the Red River, in calcareous soil,

—

flowering in May. The seed was gathered by

the author, in August, no flowers being visible

at that late date.

The period of its flowering depends in a

great measure on the location in which it

grows. In the garden of the writer, near Phila-

delphia, it flowers about the end of June. In

England it appears much later. In Mr. Robin-

son's Garden for December, 1878, he writes :

'The G?<^<r^-^ Peyitstemon ('Beard-tongue' does

not seem to have taken any root in England)

is one of the handsomest of the yet introduced

kinds. It may be found in several collections

of hardy plants near London, and thriv-s

vigorously and generally quite unprotected,

but it is very difficult to propagate in quan-

tity. It does service in trade lists for several

spurious kinds, but it can be readily recocr-

nized when in flower by the above descrii)

tion. It is a native of the interior of Texas

and was introduced to cultuie forty years

ago. " It may be remarked here that it makes

very few offshoots, and this is why it is

scarce in cultivation when attempted to be

propagated in that way ; but it matures seeds

in some abundance, and may be increased more

freely in that manner than by offsets. It is

not confined to the interior of Texas, but ex-

tends up through Arkansas and Indian Terri-

tory to the southern part of Kansas. It has

not been found, to the writer's knowledge, any-

where this side of the Mississippi, or west of

the Rocky Mountains.

Before the Virginian botanist Mitchell saw-

sufficient reason for making a distinct genus

of these plants, the older botanists, who had

become familiar with the earliest known spe-

cies, classed them with Digitalis, Chelom\ or

Dracocephalum. The curious development of

the fifth stamen afforded a very fair character

on which to start a good generic character, in-

dependently of the difference in the general

appearance of the plants, which is always a

hint to the modern botanist to look after dis-

tinctive lines. Mitchell, in noticing this vecu-

liarity, notes that he cannot conceive of what

use can be this long style-like filament. Kven

then observers looked for some especial ust to

the plant in every variation of form, as U -s

even more the habit to do now. When so

much is studied in regard to the cross-fertil'. -

tion of flowers, and so general a belief exi>^^

that there is an advantage to the race by en :

^

fertilization, it is not surprising that some

have fancied they see in this fifth stamen
•

aid to this cross-fertilization by in some v v

obstructing an insect's passage, and caus'n<.; "^

to better carry away to other flowers sonu
>

'

the pollen it has received. But there

others who see in many of these forms nu

an expression of that variety which must t ^
^

in all nature.

Explanation of the Plate.— 1. Two sections of .^^-'

plete flower stalk. 2. Flower with corolla cut away to si

^^^^

the direction of the fifth stamen across the throat o

corolla.

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURE.

A SUMMER FLOWER.
When the winds were still, and the sun rode high,
And the clear mountain stream ran winiplin' by,
Wiien the wee birds sang, and the wilderness bee
Was floating awa' like a clud ower the sea,—
This bonnie wee flower was blooming unseen

—

The sweet child of summer— in its rokely green.

—Hogg,— 77/^ Etrick Shepherd.

Modern Botany.—Prof. Millspaiigh writes

to Science his views of modern botany. In the
old time, and that, not so many years ago, all

that was taught of botany, was how to analyze
flowers, so as to be able to understand the de-

scriptions in the text books, and thus enable
one to collect and distinguish species—after

which the specimens were carefull^^ dried and
put away

; and the results of the study of little

more value than the results following a boy's
collection of postage stamps. In modern times
the flower-lover is really more of a botanist
than the old-time collector of museum speci-

mens. He looks into the flowers and watches
their growth, endeavors to understand how
they are made, and studies how they behave ;

and those particular branches of study indicate
a botanist to-day, far more correctly than the
luere collector of plants once did. The geog-
raphy of plants, or the knowledge of how they
are distributed over the surface of the earth,

has also come to be a very fascinating depart-
ment of botany, and the investigation of their

iiistories in relation to altitude, climate, and
even the relations of plants to insects have
oome to be quite as much matters of botanical
interest, as the older studies which relate sim-
ply to the classification of plants.

Holy Basil.—Dr. George Birdwood writes
ill the Academy :—''The most sacred plant
in the whole indigenous materia mcdica of
India is the Tulsi or holy basil {Ocymum
sanctum) sacred to Krishna and called after
the nymph Tulasi, beloved of Krishna, and
turned by him into this graceful and most
J>agrant plant. She is, indeed, the Hindu
I^aphne. The plant is also sacred to Vishnu,

whose followers wear necklaces and carry
rosaries (used for counting the number of reci-

tations of their deity's name), made of its

stalks and roots. For its double sanctity it is

reared in every Hindu house, where it is daily
watered and worshipped by all members of the
household. No doubt also it was on account
of its virtues in disinfecting and vivifying
malarious air that it first became inseparable

from Hindu houses in India as the protecting

spirit or Lar of the family. In the Deccan
villages the fair Braminee mother may be seen

early every morning, after having first ground
the corn for the day's bread, and performed
her simple toilet, walking with glad steps and
waving hands round and round the pot of

holy basil, planted on the four-horned altar

built up before each house, invoking the bless-

ings of Heaven on her husband and his

children—praying, that is, for less carbonic

acid, and ever more and more oxygen. The
scene always carries one back in mind to the

life of ancient Greece, which so often is found

to still live in India, and is a perfect study at

once in religion, in science, and in art."

Basil is often grown in American gardens,

the seeds being easily obtained from the larger

establishments.

PENTSTEMON GOB.KA IN GARDENS.—The
Ivondon Garden says of tlys pretty herbaceous

plant

:

It growls about two and a half feet high,

and has broadly ovate and sharply-toothed

root- leaves, the upper ones somewhat heart-

shaped and stem clasping. The flowers are

very large, being nearly two inches in length,

with a much-inflated tube and a spreading limb
about one inch across. The color is pale-

purple, distinctly pencilled with red streaks,

and delicately suflfused with yellow, with the

base of the tube of a creamy white. They are

freely produced in long leaf\ racemes late in

autumn. As well as being one of the most
beautiful, this is one of the rarest of Pent-

stemons.

(1151
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A Natural Wild Flower Garden.—Mr.

W. H. Carpenter, Logan's Ferry, Pa., gives

the following pretty sketch of a natural flower

garden :

•'Fourteen miles above the mouth of the

Allegheny River, there is a sheer and rocky

hillside facing the Northwest. From November

till February scarcely a glint of sunshine falls

upon this declivity, and the snow remains un-

melted till late spring. The moisture, freezing

as it runs over the rocks, forms a billowy

Niagara of icicles, — a person longing for

Spring, wonders if these slopes will ever be

green again. Yet, the earliest wild flowers are

found just there ; not in single specimens, but

in masses and millions.

For two miles the Allegheny Valley Railroad

has had a precarious single track, perched

between the rocks and the river, clinging to

the hillside, yet ever sliding into the river,

which is here deep and lake-like.

This road is now blasting for a second track,

and much of the beauty is spoiled. Yet, the

rocks now decorated with masses of wild

columbine on every ledge, will soon be clothed

with waving verdure; and nodding asters will

bid good-bye to the sun.

First in the procession, as seen from the car

windows, thousands of hepaticas blink at the

first warm sun. At the same time there is a

pure white flower, bunched on a long stem,

and a delicately veined flower of the same

form. I should like to know the names of these

(possibly an anemone). A little later we have

the dog-tooth violet, the common blue violet

;

also the yellow, the white and a veined white.

Then there is a coarse plant with umbels of a

disagreeable reddish-blue color, very showy.

Then masses of wild phlox, wnld larkspur,

millions of Dutchman's breeches, and a white

sheet of trilliums. Every ledge has its tuft

of red pinks or the flaming columbine. Now,

May 20, there are masses of a delicate lavender

flower, slightly fragrant, and an ageratum-like

plant with a purple tuft. Also a white plumed

flower rising from lily-like leaves. Then I

found a yellow flower on a long stem, rising

from two beautifully veined leaves close to the

ground. The laurel thickets are also in bloom,

soon the hedges of the thimble berry will be

rosy with blossoms, and some swampy ground

formed by the railroad embankment affords

space for a number of bog plants, while

Eighteen-mile-island is a wilderness of wik:

roses. Altogether this mile or so forms ar

enchanting natural garden in the early spring,

combining bog, river, rocks and hanging gar-

dens. It lies between Hutton and Parnassus,

and a rapid panorama of it can be obtained by

those travelling over the Allegheny Valley

Railroad."

Food of Animals.—Though animals arc

classed as carnivorous and graminivorous, it

is being demonstrated that many, equally with

man, occasionally mix their food. Even can-

ines in a perfectly wild condition have been

known to diet on Indian corn, when animal food

has been scarce. Among birds many wood

peckers, though they have a structure specially

adapted to predation on insects, are fond of

vegetable sweets, and the Baltimore oriole

maybe often seen searching flowers for nectar.

The sap-sucker's holes in many trees are well

known, though those who hold to the strict

lines between the herbivora and carnivora

contend that the holes are bored in search of

insects, which the experienced entomologist

knows are not there. The lover of natural

history is well aware of many instances in

which one creature manages to live on the

labor of another, and a correspondent of

Science speaks of the aid to the humming

bird of which this reference to the sap sucker

reminds one. He says the holes these birds

make in the sugar birches and maples, are fic-

quented later on by the humming bird, which

makes a rich repast on the sugary liquid which

flows from the holes.

Variable Forms and Leaves in the Ja^'

Ivy.—A lady of Buffalo sends us a large, grapc-

vine-like leaf of the Ampelopsis veitchii belicv

ing it can scarcely be the same as the ones wiia

smaller and even trifoliate leaves. It was •

:

account of this power of variation that ^

obtained two botanical names,—the sma. r

leaved and trifoliate conditions deceived bot " -

ists, and thus it received the name of./'

lopsis veitchii,—v^\i\\Q the large, grape-vi' -

leaved condition was the only one at tr t

known to botanists, and received the nan-

tficiispidata. There are many instances ^

plants having very different foliage unu r

diff"erent vital conditions, but few are peih >;
>

so strongly marked as in this case.

f
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The Sweet Gum.—If Thomas Meehan had
:)een let into the secret of the honor intended
him by the citizens of Philadelphia of planting

I tree in Fairmount Park on Arbor day to bear

liis name, and had been asked to choose his own
favorite tree, the sweet gum—the one planted

—

would possibly have been his choice. It was a

youthful essay on the beauty of this tr^e pre-

pared for thecelebrated Andrewjackson Down-
ing 's//<9r//V////wr/5/, now many years ago, w^hich

had much to do with leading the public to ask
for more. It leads to the remark that little

seems to be known of the flowers of this tree.

The male and female flowers are borne together

at the ends of the branches, as in the accom-
panying illustration. The male or pollen-bear-

ing flowers are on the erect branch. The female

head of flowers are on the slender stalk droop-

ing in among the leaves.

Willard, in the same county, in 1857, or per-

haps earlier. It was again found, in some
considerable abundance, near Oxford, in the

same county, by Mr. F. V. Coville, from whose
specimens Dr. Gray determined it to be a new
species, which he described as A. Xovcboracense,

"Bull. Torrey Bot. Club," vol. 13, p. 190.

Through the kindness of Mr. Coville, I have
also had this plant in cultivation. Its validity

as a species, distinct from A. uncinaturu,

admits of no question. In addition to other

difierences, it may be mentioned that, although

slender, it is perfectly erect ; that its height is

about a foot and a half, and that it shows no
disposition to twine.

These facts suggest two inquiries—Does the

AcoNiTUM UNCINATUM, L.—For several years

I have had this plant in cultivation, and thus
been able to give its habits close atten-

tion. There is no doubt that it will

twine whenever it has the opportunity
;

but its process is peculiar and worthy of

note. At first, not knowing that the

]»lant would twine, I gave it no support.

It then invariably became prostrate.

But after I gave it the support of a

stick I found that the upper portion of

the stalks would make one or two revolu-

ions around it. In a little while, grow-
i!ig stronger, it w^ould push upward a
few inches, without twining, but often

"vrlaxing its hold. Then it would again
2:icircle its support. In this way, I have had
It attain the height of six or seven feet.

The fact that the species twines was fiist

noticed, I believe, by Elliott, in his •' Sketch
* the Botany of the Carolinas," vol. 2, p. 20.

ater botanists, who have mentioned the fact,

•i'lve probably done so on his authority. I

link its being an intermittent twiner is now
tated for the first time.

A. HHcinatum is probably not a native of the
^^tate of New York. The plant, collected many
years ago in Venango County, N. Y., and then
lost, was called by that name by Dr. Torrey in
tHe "Flora of New .York," vol. i, p. 21. But
his description w^as quite plainly derived from
Hliiott's sketch. It seems altogether likely
that this is the same plant discovered by Mr.

'*^i.-^

SWEET GUM.

true A, uncinatum enter the state of Pennsyl-

vania ? Has A. Noveboracense been recognized

in that state? David F. Day.
Buffalo, N. Y.

The Virginia Creeper as an Epiphyte.—
Mr. Burnett Landreth, Bristol, Pa., says :

•* On one of our Virginia farms is an old

pride of China tree to which we planted, many
years ago, a vine of Ampelopsis qiiinquefolia

which finally reached to a height of twenty feet.

By an accident the lower part was destroyed,

and the main stem pulled off". One of the upper

branches rooted in a crack of the bark of the

tree, and it is now a very flourishing vine

drawing its entire root substance from the cir-

culation of the tree."

itjL/v.i^'v^:'^ ^i''*:"i'
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The Relation Between Flowers and

Insects.—When the views of the close rela

tion between color and fragrance in flowers

and insects, now so prevalent, were first pro-

mulgated, the enthusiasm with wliicli they

were received was boundless. Our own great

naturalist, Prof. Asa Gray, boldly challenged

any one to produce an instance of color or

fragrance, in which it could not be shown that

the flower had special arrangements for cross-

fertilization. There are man}^ such illustra-

tions, but, on the other hand, some authors are

getting together a formidable list of vshowy or

sweet flowers that are so arranged that self-

fertilization can only occur. In a recent issue

of the '* Proceedings of the Philadelphia Acad-

emy," the author of a paper on the subject

boldly claims the whole of the very large order

of Compositre, in which are a large number of

showy flowers, as being self- fertilizers. He
claims that wherever it occurs that nearly

every flower or floweret on a plant is fertile,

this of itself is an evidence of close fertiliza-

tion. He claims that in thOvSe orders like

Orchide?e, and others in which the flowers are

dependent on wind or on insects, failuie to per-

fect vseed in most flowers is the rule. In this

chapter the author cites the well-known poke-

berry, blue-curls, tomato, pepper, witch hazel,

besides some cultivated plants of other coun-

tries, as being so arranged that cro.ss- fertiliza-

tion is impossible.

—

ludcpcndcnt.

roots for the roots of the Calamus,—there ivS

some resemblance of a general character to this

root, in the thick, fleshy, under-ground stems

of the elder. It seems impossible to guard

against mistakes of this kind,- all that can be

done is to inform children of these probable

dangers wheiever they are likely to be tempted

by theim.

The Prairie Rose.—The early botanist

Michaux named this Rosa sctigera,—and a trifle

later one was named in the " Hortus Kew-

ensis," from seed sent by Masson, who, by the

way, died five years later in Canada, R. ruln-

folia. Botanists consider them the same, and

use the older name. But the plant in the

writer's recollection as seen in Kentucky bar-

rens years ago, seems so different from the more

eastern Atlantic form as growing in his garden

that he would be thankful for a few^ seed from

that region. Masson 's plant is the western

fonn, and it maybe worthy of being kept dis-

tinct. It is in the " Flora of Warren County,

Ky.," by Sadie T. Price, without the address,

strangely enough, of the authoress, on the

book.

The Elder as a Poisonous Plant.—The
public prints have recently given an account

of the death of five children, at Tarrytown, N.

Y. , and the serious injury of seven more who
subsequently recovered, from eating a poison-

ous root. One of the attendant physicians has

kindly sent to Meehans' Monthly a portion

of the root and a young growing shoot of the

plant which did the injury. It is a great sur-

prise to find that the plant is nothing but the

common elder, and this is probably the first

instance to be placed on record, of the roots of

this plant having this very virulent character.

Lindley in his " Medical Flora " states that

the bark is highly purgative, and that over-

doses have been known to produce inflamma-

tion of the bowels. On chewing a small piece of

the root it w^as found to have a slightly pungent
and inflammatory character on the tongue and
lips. It is said that the children mistook the

Meehania cordata.— Prof. Britton has

been going over careful!}^ the genus Cednmelia

and finds that C. cordata of eastern North

America cannot be considered as a Ccdrojwi^
'

at all, but should be the representative of an

entirely different genus. He compliments the

senior conductor of this magazine b}^ dedical

ing the new genus to him 2iS Meehania cordata.

Although the plant is not uncommon in

woods and thickets from western Pennsylvania

to North Carolina it is not growing in the Mee

han Nurseries, and as it is a flower well woilb

cultivating, a root or two from some g> o'

friend who may chance to come across it, or a

few seeds, would be thankfull}^ received.

Aphvllon fasciculatum.—A Spokane cor-

respondent finds Aphyllon fasciculatum at-

tached to the roots of Eriogotucm niveum, as a

host plant. Probably many or most of these

plants are not over particular in their nefarious

modes of life. The writer of this paragraph

has traced the Aphyllon's connection with the

roots of one of the sage brushes, Artcmisni

frigida, in Colorado.

.±!Mi''

GENERAL GARDENING.

MIDNIGHT IN THE EAST.
*• 'Twas midnight—through the lattice, wreath'd

W'itli woodbine, many a perfume breath'd
From plants that wake when others sleep,
IVoni timid jasmine buds, that keep
Their odour to themselves all day.
Hut, when the sun-light dies away,
Let the delicious secret out
To every breeze that roams about."—Thomas Moore.

The Science of Tree Planting.—A nur-

sery friend tells a tale in Meehans' nursery

office, that is worth preserving. He had told

a purchaser of trees, that the whole science

and art of successful planting was in leaving

no air spaces among the roots, but in packing
every possible crevice and cranny solidly with
earth. " Draw^ the tree up and down suddenly
and jerky," said he, "so that the powdered
earth may fall in between the roots, before the
final pounding down." The trees died and
were pronounced "no good." The nursery-
!nan went to see what w^as the matter, and was
assured that his advice had been faithfully

practiced. " The trays had been jark'd a lots

"times." But it was found that they had
l>een set immediately after a heavy rain when
the earth was paste, and naturally a "jerk"
'Hider these circumstances, would leave more
stjace than before.

The nurseryman assured the "gardener"
t.iat it was all right but a trifle of fertilizer

: id been omitted. A few brains should have
'"^-en added to the planting. In amazement

^ man exclaimed, " Brains I where did ye
^t em. We have bought bone dust, but

iiever had enny brains."

The story reminds us of one of Colman's
'l<;es. The doctor placed on the bottle '

' before

^ iken, to be well shaken." When the doctor
• ame the man w^as dead. " Did you follow my
'^^'Structions?" "Yes. we shook him well."

Shook what.^" " The patient, we shook
'•m twice." " vShook the patient ! and what
ti^en!" "and then sir, he died." Just in this
^v iv are " practical" instructions in tree plant-
ing often carried out.

Progress in Traveling.—Few classes have
so much to be thankful for in the great pro-

gress of railroading as the lovers of trees and
flowers. Where would the millions of trees

be, that are now flying at railroad speed all

over the world, if we had only the stages of the
last century? Below is a clipping from the

Philadelphia Weekly Menur}' of March Sth,

1759-

"JOHN BUTLER, with his waggon, sets
out on Mondays from his House, at the Sign
of the Death of the Fox, in Strawberry Alley,
and drives the same day to Trenton Ferry,
when Francis Holman meets him, and proceeds
on Tuesday to Brunswick, and the passengers
and goods being shifted into the waggon of
Isaac Fitzrandolph, he takes them to the New
Blazing-Star to Jacob Fitzrandolph 's. the same
day, where Rubin Fitzrandolph, vvith a boat
well suted, will receive them, and take them
to New York that night. John Butler return-
ing to Philadelphia on Tuesday with the pas-
sengers and goods delivered by Francis Hol-
man will again set out for Trenton Ferry on
Thursday, and Francis Holman, etc., willcarr\*

his passengers and goods, with the same expe-
dition as above to New York."

Even the writer of this paragraph can re-

member starting from New York at 2 p. M.,

reaching Philadelphia at i r. m. the next dav.

John Butler must have elicited great aston-

ishment at his enterprise in his day, but there

seems no one to do him homage now. The
Fitzrandolphs are, however, still among the

enterprising citizens of the districts in which

their ancestors made such sensations.

Growth of Public Parks—As noted re-

cently in Meehans' Monthly there is a

growing feeling that a small park in a large

city, should appeal to public charit}*, as well

as depend on municipal legislation. The

Pacific Rural Press has been informed that a

wealthy lady of San Francisco has in her will

a bequest of a million of dollars for small

parks, and that another lad\' has set apart five

hundred thousand dollars for a similar pur-

pose.

'^if;\-',-J^ .'.•.. fiti tiilltiL>st''^'j i'iii.'VjftS
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Cissus Ampelopsis. — A friend hands the

conductors Hitchcock's "Woody Plants of

Manhattan Co.," Kansas, and asks what kind

of a Cissus this is, as it is not found in any

standard work on American botany. The query

affords an excellent opportunity to show the

folly of each one deciding for himself what

name to adopt. Among the grape vines— Vitis

—are some with few seeds and some slight dif-

ferences from ordinary grape vines. Linnaeus

thought there were sufficient grounds for a

distinct genus, and founded it as Cissus. As
knowledge progressed, no botanist could say

positively that he had a Vitis or Cissus. So

Gray, Hooker, and all the botanists dealing

with botany in a broad sense, have abandoned

it, and the plant in question is Vitis indivisa,

as so named by Willdenow. "Index Kew-
ensis," just issued, follows Gray and other

great systematists, in calling it Vitis indiiisa.

Now let it be granted that Mr. Hitchcock is

right, and that the plant ought to be Cissus

Ampelopsis by the makers of monographs,

dictionaries and encyclopedias in general use,

—how is botany served by his employing a

term which none of his readers understand ?

In this office we set aside our own preferences,

and follow " Index Kewensis." The plant in

question will be Vitis indivisa in Meehans'
Monthly.

Forest Fires and Wicked Weeds. —
Whenever there is a costly forest fire, or some
pestilential weed overruns a territory, the first

rush is to legislatures for help. It reminds

one of the ^sopian fable of the wagoner stuck

in the mud, and praying to Jupiter to pull the

wheels out. There could be no forest fires

without an accumulation of dead brush. The
annual fall of leaves or dead twigs might have
a yearly fire run through them, and the trees

not suffer at all. Instead of employing hordes

of "inspectors," at enormous salaries to dress

up in uniform, to " arrest gunners or campers,

who may build fires or accidentally start a

blaze,*' the same number of "men," at half

the wages, to go to work and burn dangerous

material, would make forests absolutely safe.

And this is just as true of pernicious weeds.

A handful of men, boys, or girls, would pull

out all the weeds on a hundred acre farm in

short order, if taken in time. But it seems

so nice to look to " the State " for everything.

Disease in the Japan Ivy.—In the com

mon Japan ivy, Ampelopsis veitchii, as it is

commonly called, the leaves, covering a large

surface, may often have a yellowish tint. If

the stocks are examined carefully, they will

be found, near the healthy green portion, to be

in a measure girdled by a fungus. This fun-

gus affects the whole specimen and foliage

above the part injured. In a general sense

the branch is said to be affected by a ferment

fungus. This attack does not in any way

affect the general health of the plant, for

although the branches with these yellowish

leaves eventually die, a strong vigorous growth

of shoots below the point of injury soon fol-

lows, and covers the vacant spaces. A similar

form of disease attacks many plants, for in-

stance, the pear and apple blight is of this

character. Sometimes the attack is so severe

and at so low a portion of the plant as to

nearly destroy the whole of it, but as a general

thing it is only the upper portions that are

affected, leaving the remainder of the tree per-

fectly healthy.

Rhododendron and Chrysanthemum.—

A

friend suggests that Rhododendron and Chry-

santhemum, are all Greek to him. That he is

an English speaking person, and would be

glad if Meehans' Monthly would give him

the easy common name. The Greek names

are the only common names known to the

conductors. The only English name for the

one the writer ever heard was " Roaring

Dandy," and for the other " Mum. " But

these names are anything but " common"

names. Common names are very pretty.

" mist-bush" is preferable in gardening to

Rhus cotifius, "sweet William," to Dia?ithus

harbatus, and "oak" to Qjiercus. But when

a plant gets common under its botanica.

name, it is really the common name we use.

Dahlia becomes just as much a common name,

as Dahlia is a botanical one. There is niucli

ignorance and misconception in much of th^

talk about uncommon "common*' names.

Parks at Newark, New Jersey. — -^

Board of Public Parks has been established at

Newark, New Jersey. It is composed of fivo

members. No definite plans have been decided

on, Mr. F. W. Kelsey, a noted horticulturist,

is one of the Commissioners.
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Landscape Gardening. — The history of
landscape gardening as an art subservient to
the pleasure and happiness of mankind has
had its rests and progressions in our country
as well as in all others. Taking up only the
j^resent generation, the department of land-
scape gardening, the art of beautifying
<rronnd made a grand advance under A. J.
Downing. His sudden and unexpected death,
severely paralyzed the movement, and the
civil war brought it almost to a standstill.

} lorticulture and gardening came to mean little

more than raising trees, fruits and vegetables
for profit, departments well worthy of all the
attention they received, though not capable of
affording the real pleasures which gardening
as a fine art and as an element in a broad
education is capable of affording. A few good
men bravely
battled fo r

better things.

William Saun-
ders, the de-

signer of the

pretty Hunt-
ing Park in

Philadelphia,

andtheGettys-
burg Memorial
^'ark

: Charles
H. Miller, well-

' nown in con-

nection with
*'" a i r m o u n t

'it-k, and other

• od work

such an advertisement might be called, issued
by Gray and Blaisdell of State street, Boston,
giving just enough to lead to a taste for more.
They show how the true artist is not a destroyer
of that which exists, but one who can make
nature do a little more than she is herself dis-

posed to do. Some of the illustrations are
from English sources. The one here repro-
duced shows how an old-fashioned church tan
be advanced to a model of beauty. The balus-
trade fence seems a part of the building, and
makes the vegetation appear as part of the
architectural belonging, instead of something
foreign to the plan, an efiect heightened by
the two elm trees which are in some sense
made to appear as supporters to the spire.

LANDSCAPE GAROENINQ.

mnd Philadelphia and elsewhere ; Olmsted
•^^ Co. who have had much to do with
'

;ny of the fine parks of the country and
J>^ivate establishments

; and others of more or
-s fame that might be mentioned, did much

•^'J preserve our national reputation for garden
tane through these dark times. But possibly
^^•<- greatest gain to the modern revival of in-
tclugent gardening for its own sake came in
^^ 'th the establishment of Professor Sargent's

^

"ture in Gardtn and Forest. Those who
;
'Ke pride in the modern revival, will always

'' '^'e to hold Garden and Forest in grateful
'"-iembrance. The field is now large. It is

^ pleasure to note the income of new laborers.
^^on advertisements in this line show fine

^'^'^te. On the table is a little book-card, as

The English Oak in Amkrica.—The Eng-

lish oak, Qucr-

ens y b u r
^

grows with
great rapidity

in the North-

eastern Allan-

tic States, but

the dry atmos-

phere favors

the growth of

a minute fun-

gus, w h i c h

gives the
leaves a glau-

cous hue. It

has been found

by ex per it nee

with other
trees, especially the larch, that when the

leaves get injured in this wa^-, the timber

is not durable. In California, the Eng-
lish oak does not suffer in this way, and it

promises to be one of the best timber trees

there.

Gardening as a Civilizer.—Mrs. Lora La
Mance, of Pineville, Mo., has a pretty story

in the New York Independent, relating the

happy effect of allowing •• street arabs " a

kindly view of some of her floral treasures.

Pessimists love to remind us of .-Ksop's story

of the thawed snake •• stinging " the farmer's

family. This sometimes happens, but in nine

cases out of ten the kindly heart of humanity
wins.
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Public School Gardens.—It is remarkable

how often ideas which seem to be desirable are

found impracticable after being tried. A few

years ago there was an effort made to intro-

duce "little rock gardens" and other flow^er

adornments, in connection with some of the

public schools in Philadelphia. Some six

years ago, the writer of this paragraph visited

one' school that had a number of little rocker-

ies filled with ferns and other plants of a

prominent character, which made the school

yard look like a little paradise. Visiting the

school again recently it was a surprise to find

that the whole had disappeared, leaving only

the circular patches which had been bricked

over where the ' little rock gardens" had been.

On inquiry he was told that the little girls

and boys wanted space to romp about and

play, and they soon got tired of walking

around admiring the ferns, "like old men and

women. »

»

Although it is very desirable to cultivate in

chiMren the love of nature and a desire to

learn, it must not be forgotten that they are

still children, to whom romping and playing

becomes in a measure second nature.

House Board, and promised to become indus-

tries of some importance, but experiments in-

stituted by the Board soon proved that lard-

oil answered the requirements of an illumin-

ant better than "colza," and the latter was

soon superseded by the former. ISIineral oil is

now used.

123

Chionanthus retusus. — Superintendent

Laney of the Rochester Board of Park Com-

mission, says of the Chinese fringe tree.

—

" In Meehans' Monthly for October, 1892,

at page 154 you described Chionanthus reUisus.

On the 28th inst. Chionafithus retusus blossomed

in Highland Park, Rochester, N. Y. The

plants w^ere obtained from Veitch, of London,

England, two years ago, and have proved

hardy here. In comparing the plant wnth

your plant, there can be no doubt but that our

plant is rightly named. Our plant does not

seem to be so stiff as your plant represents it

to be. I think that the plant is a valuable

acquisition. Chionanthus Virginicus^ is not in

blossom yet.

Colza-oil.—Mr. Tillinghast notes, that in

1 86 1 and 1862 about 17,000 gallons of colza-

oil were used as an illuminant in light-houses

along the coasts of the United States. The

wild cabbage Brassica oletacea, a native of

Europe, furnished the seed from which this

oil was expressed. The home cultivation of

the plant and home manufacture of the oil

were fostered by the United States Light-

A Costly Boulevard.—Without consulting

any landscape gardener, and without any com-

mission or intelligent body or person to plan or

take charge of the work, the City Councils of

Philadelphia have voted to knock down a mile

of buildings to make a tree-lined avenue 160

feet wide. The assessed valuation of some 500

houses and land taken is near five millions,—

and the total cost of the work estimated

variously at from ten to twenty millions.

Philadelphians will boast of having the cost-

liest mile of road in the world. Over 400,000

cubic yards of earth will have to be hauled in

from somewhere to get trees and grass to grow-

over the brick and mortar debris of the build-

ings, but the Mayor vetoed the bill.

Additional Parks for Philadelphia.—

During the recent session of the legislature of

Philadelphia some small parks were ordered in

addition to the number already provided for.

One of these, to be called " League Island

Park," is nearly 300 acres in extent. This is

the largest effort that has been realized since

Fairmount Park was provided for so many years

ago. It is in the opposite end of the city, from

Fairmount, and is to be arranged chiefly as

play-grounds and recreation spaces for the

people generally. It is in the midst of a lar^re

working population that have no means of

reaching the larger and greater park.

Michaelmas Daisies.—What we know as

asters, are called in England, "Michaelmas

daisies, " from the fact of one having been

dedicated by the old monks to Saint Michatl.

whose festival is held on the 29th of Septem-

ber—the asters flowering about that time, cone

naturally into association with the festival of

the Saint. One of our commonest specus.

Aster pu7iiceus is said by the Gardener's Chir-

icle to be one of the most beautiful. There

are a great number of varieties of these wiUi

in our country ; the one which they appear to

praise the most highly they call puieherrifni-

Worms on Lawns.—Before the advent of

the lawn mower, worm casts made the chief

plague of the scythesman. The whetstone had
as much attention as the scythe in the effort to

rt^tiiin a sharp edge. Now and then, in his

desperation, the mower would with a watering
pot,' drench the whole lawn with lime-water,

an) destroy the whole brood of worms for a

tin;e. They would come to the surface and die,

thick as autumn leaves. Sitting on his lawn in

the early morn, the writer notes the male robins
pulling the earth worms out at an average rate

of SIX a minute. It may be doubted whether
lime water would be needed now, though the
scythe had yet remained in use. How these
birds know the worm is there, the writer has
vainly endeavored to decide. He plants him-
self beside the worm cast, turns his head
downwards in an attitude, either for better
sight or better hearing, and in a moment
the worm is on its way, presumably, to feed
the female engaged in domestic duties, though
numbers first serve the male robin's hungry
appt tite. None but male robins seem engaged
'n these early morning worm-hunting expedi-
tions. Towards evening the female robins as-
sist in worm explorations ; but the cherry tree,

^^tnerally, is more attractive to them.

FiqitS ^ ME^ETi^PLES.

A Six-celled Apple. — Many species of
plants will vary in the number of cells which
the fruit contains. Some of the St. John's
^yorts, for instance, usually have a fruit with
i!ve cells, six are occasionally observed. The
apple, however, is uniformly five-celled, as
^very one knows, and a variation from this
V^ I'e is worth placing on record. A specimen
of such a six-celled apple has been kindly sent
to us by Mr. William Zimmerman, of Chicago.
^li Zimmerman casually observes that it is
" \v interesting to make thick vertical slices

Hie different kinds of fruits, holding them
^'P to the light in order to see the structure.

Osage Orange for Railroad Ties.—A
correspondent relates that in 1S73 a tie from
-'' osage orange was placed in the road bed of
^i- New York Division of the Pennsylvania
^^iilroad. It is yet sound after 21 years of
sf^rvice. White oak ties on each side of it,

have been replaced six times. The "olive
w. od" merchandise of some parts of Europe is
made from Texas osage orange timber.

Little Used Vechtahles.—A French hor-
ticultural magazine, /.von Horticole, notes that
a number of plants, not generally used, can be
employed excellently as vegetables. In the
market of Montpellier large quantities of
Thlaspi perfoliatum is sold during the winter,
under the name of " Salade de Campagne.

"

It is said to be very agreeable. The demand is

such as to make its cultivation in that vicinity
very profitable. The dandelion in its young
state is also sold in the markets of Lyons in

considerable quantity, as is also the young
leaves of the Barkhausia, for which no com-
mon name seems to be in use. The teazle,

Dipsacus sylrestris, is also taken in large

baskets during the winter, to the markets.
Towards the Pole, it states, the natives use
largely of Arenaria peploidcs, a statement
which the writer of this paragraph can con-

firm, having seen it largely in u.se by the

Alaskan Indians. The Acanthus ma/or, the

famous plant from which it is stated Callima-

chus obtained the idea of the celebrated Corin-

thian style of architecture, is also used in

Arabia. As a vegetable, it is said that the

plant yields so handsomely, that one will furn-

ish enough to make a meal for a large family.

Species of Begonia it is also stated are used

frequently in a fried condition in warm coun-

tries. Roots of species of the bellflower, Cam-
panula Rapuncuius, and the C. trachclium,

when boiled, it is said make very agreeable

eating ; while the Caiduus oieracius, although

not frequently used, makes a very tcothsonie

dish. "Asparagus in oil" is said to be the

common name given to the young shoots of

our American plant, Phytolacca dccandra.

Although it is known to be useful, it is not

often used with us, probably because i^spara-

gus can be had at the same time very cheaply,

and probably better suited to American tastes.

The young, tender sprouts of a number of

plants are named as being capable of making
rare dishes. Among these * • Solomon's Seal' ' is

mentioned, Conrailaria polygonatum, various

kinds of broom rape, Orobanche : Tragopogon

pratcnsis, which is already slightly known in

our gardens as the Scorzoncra : a species of

Phytcu?na, or bellflower, and a number of

others. Even the common mignonette is used

as a vegetable occasionally.

W^^!^^^^\ y^ssmm
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Vital Resistance. — The Prairie Farmer

makes a good point in relation to animals what

horticulturists and others have found in con-

nection with plants, namely, that there is

something in what is generally called vital

resistance. No one knows exactly what they

mean when they talk of vital power, and yet

it is well-known, from the results, that there

is something which resists untoward circum-

stances, although we may not be able to define

exactly what it is. For instance, a tree may
be taken from a well fed and well cared for

piece of ground, and another, apparently the

same in every respect, may be taken from a

piece of ground comparatively impoverished
;

the two may be transplanted into new circum-

stances precisely alike ; the winter may be

unusually severe, or the summer may be ex-

ceptionally hot. The tree from the impover-

ished piece of ground dies, the one from the

well cared for piece of ground lives, and not

only lives but does well. The full feeding has

given something to the plant which we call

vital power, and which the other one did not

possess. The term vital resistance under thCvSe

circumstances is very aptly chosen.

Thinning Fruit.—Mr. Edward W. Lincoln,

in his report to the Worcester Co., Massachu-

setts Horticultural Society, states that from

practical experience there is no alternate bear-

ing in fruits. The reason why trees do not

bear in successive years, is chiefly from the

fact that they have been allowed to overbear

the previous year. He experimented chiefly

on pears. From a single tree of the Belle

Lucrative he pulled off two thousand young
fruit. Not only does this practice tend to

give regular crops every year, but the size and

quality of the fruit is much enhanced by this

practice. He thinks there is no more reason

w^hy fruit growers should not systematically

thin out the too abundant crops, than there is

for not hoeing out superabundant corn and

potatoes.

Interplanting.—A paragraph in a recent

issue of Meehans' Monthly called attention

to the great advantage of keeping the soil

cool between growing crops, in warm latitudes,

and that this good point can be gained by

growing trailing vines under the trees or be-

tween the crops. In southern Illinois, it is

found that the strawberry and the melon, wili

grow admirably together. The strawberrie.s

are planted in rows some 3 or 4 feet wide and

melons between them. The runners are kef-

cut off and the melon vines not allowed to rui:

over the strawberry plants. In this way the

earth is kept completely shaded and always

cool. The famous strawberry grower of Pitts-

burg, a quarter of a century ago, the Rev.

Jeremiah Knox, used to attribute a large

measure of his wonderful success, to laying

clean rye straw between the strawberry rows

but it would seem that the trailing plants,

like the melon with its mass of foliage, would

do just as well as a shade, besides yielding a

profitable crop.

Preparing Pears for Use.—One of the

most successful p^ar culturists that we know

of, who always has pears of first-class quality,

states that his method of curing them is very

simple. He is careful that the fruit should be

left on the trees as long as the trees will bear

them. He ascertains when the fruit is fit to

gather by gently lifting it, if it separates

easily from the branch, it is fit to gather; if it

does not seem inclined to separate, he leaves it

on a little longer. He does not put them in

an absolutely cool place, but one where the

temperature may be about 55 or 60. He pre-

fers this spot to be rather dark than light. In

this way he thinks he gets the best advantage

that it is possible to get in the ripening of

pears.

Pruning Pear Trees.—Few things reqine

more judicious pruning than the pear tree.

The strong, upright shoots will rob the lower

branches of most of their vital power, a .d

these require to be kept in check. Sumn:er

pruning,—which means twisting out the stroig

shoots before they have grown vigorom"

enough to rob the weaker ones,—is the essci-

tial point in the proper pruning of the pear

The Porcupine as a Peach Eater.—Tie

porcupine is known as one of the enemies )f

the peach growers in California. It ascends to

the larger limbs of the peach trees, drawing io

the fruit from the weaker branches, and gna v-

ing off the upper and richer portions of t le

fruit, leaving the under side on the trees. Tlie

peach growers watch for, and shoot them.

Mildews and Blights. — Since the perfec-

tion of the microscope, blights, mildews and
molds are not the mysterious agents in pro-
ducing disease they once were. They are now
well understood to be as truly organized struc-

tures as an ox or an oak. Even when it came to

he understood that most of the troubles known
as blights and mildews were microscopic plants,

it was thought they were rather scavengers,
the work of which w^as to clear away dead or
diseased vegetation. To ci great extent this is

the fact,—but it is now known that they can
attack in many instances, perfectly healthy
vegetation, and thus induce disease. Still the
uumber of species that possess this superlative
power, seems limited. Among the large
number of species belonging to the mushroom
family, only a few can injure healthy vegeta-
tion. One known as Agaricus melleus, is of
this special class. The common mushroom,
Ai^Luicus campestris, has never been known to
do anything but feed on decaying matter, but
the '

'
spawn, '

* or mycelium of the other, attacks
the healthiest root, and, in some way not yet
clearly made out, spreads a baleful influence
through the whole tree. It is particularly
fond of the roots of the alder, hornbeam, peach,
an 1 the white pine and Norway^ spruce
aniougst evergreens.
There are some kinds
^vhich attack both dead
•nid living matter. A
!^nver pot on a wooden
shelf, will often be found

' ith a cobwebbv fungus
" n the wood under it,

^^id this has been known
> spread to grape vine

>tems, in graperies, and
•.oroughly girdle them.
robably the best illus-

I'ation of the power to
-attack living vegetation

^ in the case of the
'"^tato disease, — eniin-
ntly known as ''the

^ i^nt." This is caused
^ a minute parasitic

I'^'int, which has had
'"'^"y changes in its

^^ientific name, but is

'"^v known as Phytoph-
'-'^^ infestans— ^ close

relative of the one which destroys the young
growth of the nettle tree, and causes it to
branch out by second growths, to innumer-
able small ''crow's nests." Where this

potato fungus kept itself for so many ages,
has never been found, but in 1845 it ap-
peared on the south side of the Isle of Wight,
from spores blown (mere conjecture) frcm
some one of the many vessels which pass close
by the island. It went northward, travel-

ing about forty miles a day. reaching Scotland
in about ten days. Every potato plant, new
variety or old, well or poorly cultivated,

became blackened in one night, as if killed by a
white frost. Those who study pathology tell

us that even these minute plants lose much of
their vigor by age. or by traveling over old

ground. This is said to be the virtue of inoc-

culation against small- pox. The potato plant
now satisfies itself, at least in America, by
blackening only portions of a leaf. Tht* illus-

tration, which by permission of Hon. Sterling

Morton, we have had made from one of the

Department's plates, illustrates this point. On
the whole it is a great gain to get the fact so

thoroughly impressed on the horticultural

mind, that molds and mildews will attack at

times perfectly healthy vegetation.

POTATO LEAF WITH BLIGHT.
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IN A COLLEGE SETTLEMENT.
The sights and sounds of the wretched street

Oppress'd me, and I said :
" We cheat

Our hearts with hope. Man sunken lies

In vice, and naught that's fair or sweet
Finds further favor in his eyes.

"Vainly we strive, in sanguine mood,
To elevate a savage brood

That, from the cradle, sordid, dull,

No longer has a wish for good,
Or craving for the beautiful."

I said ; but chiding my de«ipair,

My wiser friend just pointed where.
By some indifferent passer thrown

Upon a heap of ashes bare.

The loose leaves of a rose were sown.

And I, 'twixt tenderness and doubt,
Beheld, while pity grew devout,
A squalid and uneager child.

With careful fingers picking out
The scentless petals, dust defiled.

And straight I seemed to see a close.

With hawthorn hedged and brier-rose ;

And bending down, I whispered, "Dear,
Come let us fly, while no one knows.
To the country—far away from here !

"

Upon the little world-worn face
There dawned a look of wistful grace,
Then came the question that for hours

Still followed me from place to place :

"Real country, where you can catch flowers?"

—Flori^nch Earlk CoaTES,
in Harper's Weekly,

Real Country Where Flowers Grow.—
In Philadelphia there is an organization known
as the Children's Country Week Association,

which gathers up poor children, who never

saw anything but brick and mortar, and

arranges a " week in the country " for them.

The beautiful poem of Mrs. Florence Earle

Coates, at the headline of this column, pre-

sents a pathetic incident in this lovely task.

Imagine the pleasure of a barefooted and

ragged girl, gathering faded rose-petals from

an ash heap, to be invited to the country where

"real flowers" grow! What a grand theme

for a master in painting! This "College

Settlement " is a patch in the slums, given by

Charles Starr as a location for a mission. The

City Councils of Philadelphia have placed on

(126)

the city plan as a small park the whole square

of rookeries surrounding it, and have recently

arranged to tear down some of them. By next

year the children of this forlorn section will

have a chance to see near them what real

flowers are in " Starr Garden Park."

History of the Osage Orange.—At page

96 it is stated that the first osage plants weie

raised by Bernard McMahon. The seeds of

the exploring expedition were divided between

McMahon, and David Landieth at Twenty-

Second and Federal streets. McMahon's plant

when it flowered proved to be female as is shown

by the specimen of Nuttall in the Herbarium

of the Philadelphia Academy. The first sted-

bearing fruit known w^ere from Landreih's

plants, and he had to get pollen beating

branches to fertilize the female flow^ers. This

tree was sacrificed twenty years ago to the

march of improvements. The first osn^e

orange balls seen by the writer of this para

graph, came to the Royal Gardens, Kew. in

1847, where the writer was then a student. It

fell to his lot to open the barrel on a day \\ben

Queen Victoria was a visitor. The odor was

most grateful. The Queen inquired of tli^'

Director if thev were eatable, and was assural

they were. Biting at one, she looked up ."-vs

piciously with a " Sir William ! "—for the Dii -^ ^

tor was not above a practical joke even wiili

royalty. "I have been told, your majest^

.

that the natives eat them," which was tut

enough, and the joke went no further. Tht v

are said to have something of a true mulber/y

flavor, roasted.

Yellow Oak. —Mr. C. C. Laney, Supt

intendent Board of Park Commissioners, K -

Chester, N. Y., observes:

"The term ' yellow oak ' is often applied 1

the early settlers of this county to Quctt< >

tindoria, as the inner bark was formerly used

for dyeing yellow. In southern New York tbe

term yellow oak, is generally applied to o '

of the chestnut oaks.'*

Mlss Wilkinson, the Landscape Gar-
dh.n'ER.—The interest in Miss Wilkinson's
L^iccess as a landscape gardener is spreading
to such an extent that the lady's portrait is

given in this issue of Meehans' Monthly,
from a picture kindly placed at our disposal by
a correspondent. In addition to the points in

the lady's history heretofore given in the mag-
azine, we learn that she was born in Manches-
ter, and, determining to devote herself to land-
scape gardening as a profession, applied for

admittance to the "class" which was one of
the Crystal Palace studies. At first she w^as

told the class of studies were only intended for

men, but they finally admitted her. The
celebrated landscape gar-

dener Edward Milner,was
her instructor. Survey-
ing, leveling, drawing
plans, making estimates,

and staking out from
plans were mastered un-
der him. She has been
six years professionally

engaged, and, besides a
large general practice

does all the work of the
lyondon Public Gardens'
Association, which has
secured 380 small parks
for that great city in

twelve years. W^hen
sked by the correspond-

<-nt if the profession paid
•ler, she replied that it

T»Hid her—"but then her
^Nants w^ere few\" On
tlie suggestion that her
iccess might be owing

^o the fact that, being a woman, she probably
^-^harged less than a man would for similar set-
tees, she replied

:

" I certainly do not let myself be underpaid
'•> many women do. There are people who
nte to me because I am a woman, and think

^ will ask less than a man. This I never do.
know my profession and charge accordingly,

^^ all women should do."
^auxhall Park, her work, has recently been

opened by the Prince of Wales, who is regarded
iis a good critic in landscape gardening. He
characterised it as one of the best pieces of
landscape gardening he had seen.

Arbor Day in Philadelphia.—Arbor Day
was observed in Philadelphia with more than
usual earnestness. An event to be remembered
was the planting by the Pennsylvania Forestry
Association of eight trees to the memory of
departed eminent Philadelphians, Dr. Lundy,
the founder of the Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-
ciation, Dr. D. Hayes Agnew whose fame as a
surgeon did honor to Philadelphia everywhere.
General Meade, the hero of Gettysburg, and
one of Philadelphia's most energetic Park Com-
missioners, Geo. W. Childs. the famous phil-

anthropist and proprietor of the Public Ledger,
Furman Sheppard, one of the brightest orna-
ments of the Philadelphia judiciary, Ex-Gov-

ernor Hartranft, the first

prominent high oflicial

to aid in the forestry

movement. Dr. Joseph

Leid3\the eminent natur-

alist and ex-President of

the Academy of Natural

Sciences, John Welsh, for

years President of the

Park Commission, aiul a

leading spirit in all that

tended to the commercial

greatness of his native •

city and in honor of one

living representative of

Philadelphia's interest,

Thomas Meehan.

\ V.

MISS WILKINSON.

\v

\
Clkistocene Flow-

ers. — In violets and

many other plants, seeds

are produced from nn

opened flower buds, no

corolla being i)erfected as

in "flowers" poi)ularl3' so called. This is

called, in botanical language, cleistoganu',

Mr. Darwin looked on this method of sted-

bearing as an effort of the plant to economize.

In a recent study of the w*ild balsam, hnpaliens

fulva, which has both petal bearing and cleis-

togene flowers at times. Prof. Thomas Mtehan
reports to the Acadeni}- of Natural Sciences,

that it seems but a result of impaired nutrition,

and of no ph\-siological importance. Prof.

Geo. Henslow writes that this idea as to the

origin of cleistogamy, is in exact accord \\'\W\

his conclusion as given in his "Origin of floral

structures," pp. 262-265, issued in 1S88.

'!^'ra8S5l •T?^55!RE
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IN A COU.ECxE SETTLEMENT.
The sights and sounds of the wretched street

Opprcss'd me, and I said :
*' We cheat

Our hearts with hope. Man sunken lies

In vice, and naught that's fair or sweet
Finds further favor in his eyes.

"Vainly we strive, in sanguine mood,
To elevate a savage brood

That, from the cradle, sordid, dull,

No longer has a wish for good,
Or craving for the beautiful."

I said ; but chiding my despair.

My wiser friend just pointed where,
liy some indifferent passer thrown

Upon a heap of ashes bare.

The loose leaves of a rose were sown.

And I, 'twixt tenderness and doubt.
Beheld, while pity grew devout,
A S(|ualid and uneagcr child,

With careful fingers picking out
The scentless petals, dustdefiled.

And straight I seemed to see a close,

With hawthorn hedged and !)rier-rose ;

And bending down, I whispered, "Dear,
Come let us lly, while no one knows,
To the country— far away from here I

"

Upon the little world-worn face

There dawned a look of wistful grace,
Then came the question that for hours

Still followed me from place to place :

"Real country, where you can catch llowers?'

—I'LORKNCi-: E)ARLE COATES,
in Hdr/>t'r's Weekly.

Real Country Where I'low ers Orow.—
In Philadelphia there is an organization known
as the Children's Countr}- Week AvSvSociation,

which gathers up poor children, who never

saw anything but brick and mortar, and

arranges a " week in the country " for them.

The beautiful poem of Mrs. Florence Earle

Coates, at the headline of this column, pre-

sents a pathetic incident in this lovely task.

Imagine the pleasure of a barefooted and

ragged girl, gathering faded rose-petals from

an ash heap, to be invited to the country where

"real flowers" growl What a grand theme

for a master in painting! This "College

Settlement " is a patch in the slums, given by

Charles Starr as a location for a mission. The

City Councils of Philadelphia have placed on

(126)

the city plan as a small park the whole vSquan

of rookeries surrounding it, and have rectntl)

arranged to tear down some of them. By next

year the children of this forlorn section will

have a chance to see near them what real

flowers are in " Starr Garden Park."

History op the Osage Oran'ge.—At i)a^e

96 it is stated that the first osage plants weie

raised by Bernard McMahon. The seeds "i

the exploring expedition were divided between

McMahon, and David Landieth at Twenty

Second and P'ederal streets. McMahon's i)laia

when it flowered proved to be female as is shown

by the specimen of Nuttall in the Herbarium

of the Philadelphia Academy. The first S( e(^

bearing fruit known were from Landreili s

plants, and he had to get pollen bean;.-

branches to fertilize the female flowers. This

tree was sacrificed twenty years ago to tin

march of improvements. The first os. u^

orange balls seen b}- the writer of this ]>

graph, came to the Royal Gardens, Kew

1847, where the writer was then a student,

fell to his lot to open the barrel on a day wbtr"

Queen Victoria was a visitor. The odor v> ^

most grateful. The Oueen inquired of

Director if thev were eatable, and was assi.i

they were. Biting at one, she looked u]'

picioiisly with a "Sir William !"—fortheDi:

tor was not above a practical joke even u

royalty. " I have been told, your majesi

that the natives eat them," which was t;

enough, and the joke went no further. Tl-

are said to have something of a true mulbe

flavor, roasted.

Yellow Oak. —Mr. C. C. Laney, Sup-

intendent Board of Park Commissioners.

Chester, N. Y., observes:

" The term ' yellow oak ' is often applied

the early settlers of this county to Quo^

tinctoria, as the inner bark was formerly u'^

fordveing vellow. In southern New York

term yellow oak, is generally applied to

of the chestnut oaks."

Miss Wilkinson, the Landscape Gar-
ner.—The interest in Miss Wilkinson's

; iccess as a landscape gardener is spreading
such an extent that the lady's portrait is

^iven in this issue of Meehans' Monthly,
i.uni a picture kindly placed at our disposal by
.} correspondent. In addition to the points in

tlie lady's history heretofore given in the mag-
azine, we learn that she was born in Manches-
ter, and, determining to devote herself to land-

scape gardening as a profession, applied for

admittance to the "class" which was one of
the Crystal Palace studies. At first she was
told the class of studies were only intended for

men, but they finally admitted her. The
celebrated landscape gar-

dener Edward Milner, was
her instructor. vSurvey-

ing, leveling, drawing
plans, making estimates.

an<l staking out from
plans were mastered un-
der him. She has been
six years professionally

engaged, and, besides a
large general practice

iioes all the work of the

I >ndon Public Gardens'
\->sociation, which has
>• >Mired 3S0 small parks

that great city in

elve years. When
ked by the correspond-

if the profession paid ' \
. she replied that it

id her—"but then her
lilts were few." On
suggestion that her

^cess might be owing
the fact that, being a woman, she probably
'iged less than a man would for similar ser-
• •^, she replied:

I certainly do not let myself be underpaid
niany women do. There are people who
te to me because I am a woman, and think

' 'H ask less than a man. This I never do.
'<"ow my profession and charge accordingly,
•iH women should do."
^ auxhall Park, her work, has recently been

Pf*ned by the Prince of Wales, who is regarded
'^^ i^ good critic in landscape gardening. He
iiaracterised it as one of the best pieces of
^-ndscape gardening he had seen.

Arror Day in Philadelphia.— Arbor Day
was observed in Philadelidiia with more than
usual earnestness. An event to be remembered
was the planting by the Pennsylvania Forestry
Association of eight trees to the memory of
departed eminent Philadeljdiians, Dr. Lundy,
the founder of the Pennsylvania 1-orestry Asso-
ciation. Dr. D. Hayes Agnew whose fame as a

surgeon did honor to Philadelphia everywhere,
General Meade, the hero of (Gettysburg, and
one of Philadelphia's most energetic Park Com-
missioners. Geo. \\\ Childs. the famous phil-

anthropist and proprietor of the Piihlic f.edL:c>^

I'nrnian Sheppard, one of the brightest orna-

ments of the Philadelphia judiciary, !• x-Gov-

ernor Hartranft, the first

prominent high olTicial

to aid in the forestry

movement. Dr. Joseph

Leidy,the eminent natur-

alist and ex- President of

the Academy of Natural

Sciences. John Welsh, for

years President of the

Park Commission, \\\v\ .1

leading spirit in all that

tended to the commercial

greatness of his rative •

city and in honor of (»iie

living re])rcsentati\'e of

Philadelphia's mtert st.

Thomas Meehan.

MISS WILKINSON
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many other plants, seed.^

are produced from nn
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in "flowers" popularly so called. Tl'.is is

called, in botanical language. cleistogain\-,

Mr. Darwin looked on this method of st cd-

bearing as an eflbrt of the plant to econoni'ze

In a recent study of the wild balsam. /mpatieKS

fulva. which has both petal bearing and cleis

togene flowers at times. Prof. Thomas Mteh.m
reports to the Academy of Natural vSciences.

that it seems but a result of imi)aired nutr-ition.

and of no physiological importance. Prof.

Geo. Henslow writes that this idea as to the

origin of clcistogamy, is in exact accord with

his conclusion as given in his "( )rigin of floral

structures," pp. 2(^2-2^1, issued in iSSS.
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GENERAL NOTES.

Centennial Business Firms—David Lan-
DRETH &SoNS.—In the Old World it is a boast

of a number of business firms, that they have

been in existence from son, back to father,

grandfather, and others, — in some cases for

ages. In America this is rarely the case,

—

constant changing being the order of the

day. It is said that in the United States

there are not over thirty business firms that

have been in existence for over loo years.

The nursery and seed business may be proud

that one of these is the well known firm of

David Landreth & Sons, whose descendant,

Burnet Landreth, is the organizer and presi-

dent of an association of centenary firms, esta-

blished in order to do honor to this class of busi-

ness enterprise. The original David Landreth
was born in 1752, at Berwick on the Tweed,—
the boundary line between England and Scot-

land. He was fond of tree growing, and emi-

grated to Canada in 1781 ; but shortly after

cast his lot with Philadelphia. In 17S6 he
associated with his brother Cuthbert, and
started the business of nurserymen and seeds-

men. The first place of business was on what
is now Market Street, and exactly opposite the

immense structure now erected as the terminal
offices of the Reading R. R. Co. The nursery
was at Twelfth and Filbert Streets,—a part of

Philadelphia then far in the country. The
representative of the firm in the next genera-
tion, David Landreth, Jr., was born in the above
place, in 1802.—having their nursery in the
lower portion of the city, between the Dela-

ware and Schuylkill Rivers, on the spot that

is now occupied by one of the finest public

schools in the city of Philadelphia, namely,
the Landreth School, in the the 26th ward.
Nearly all the large old trees of any value about
the city of Philadelphia, and in the public

squares, came from these nurseries. In 18 10

the seed establishment was moved to Second
Street, below Market, which was then the great

centre of Philadelphia business enterprise. A
branch establishment was established in 1818

at 353 King Street, Charleston, S. C, the whole

(128)

of which was confiscated, together with all the

merchandise, by the Confederate States in 1862,

on account of the proprietors being residents

of the North. As the city grew the seed esta-

blishment was moved westwardly, and 85

Chestnut Street was bought in 1820 for the

purpose. In 1828, the more modern period

began, with David Landreth, Jr., and Thomas
Landreth, the son of Cuthbert, taking the

business of their fathers; David, Jr., takinir

the seed department, and Thomas the nursery.

The original David Landreth died in 1836. To

aid in the business, partners were soon after

taken, so that in 1843 the firm became Lan-

dreth & Munns; in 1845, Landreth & Fulton,

In 1848, the seed business, having grown to an

enormous extent, no less than 500 acres hav-

ing been purchased near Bristol,—the nunsery

branch was sold out entirely to James D.*Fulton,

who subsequently removed it into Delaware.

In 1853, agricultural implements were added

to the seed department, and the present large

premises. No. 21 and 23 S. Sixth Street, pur-

chased and occupied. In 1864, another eft'ort

was again made to reconstruct the southt:n

branch, which was destroyed by the rebellion,

and St. Louis, Mo., selected ; but this was dis-

continued after seven years. In i860 anotli

grandson, Oliver Landreth, became connected

with the firm, which has been continued sin t

as David Landreth & Sons. The present pa:l-

ners are, Oliver Landreth, Burnet Landretii,

and Leopold Landreth, the father -David Lan-

reth, the second, having died in 1880. The

conductors of Meehans' Monthly have be n

led into these examinations through a search

for some facts connected with the great bota 1-

ical collector, John Lyon, after whom the

Lyonia arborea, or, as it is now often calh I

A7idromcda arborea, was named. So little is

known about him that it was thought but jn-^-

tice to try to find more. It was found tint

it was the firm of Landreth that first z^y<'^

.him encouragement to come to America, and

who had him first in their employ. They tirst

employed Robert Buist, and other famous men.

Hardy Summer Flowering Perennials
—The great deaith of hardy flowering shrubs
from July on throughout the summer has
always been a source of great regret to those
who take an interest in their lawns and gar-
dons. During that last few years it has been
found that the flowering season can be j>ro-

longed during the summer and fall by the
nse of hardy perennial plants, and these are
now being planted extensively among beds
of hardy shrubs. Hollyhocks, Columbines,
Daisies, Canterbury Bells and "Sweet Wil-
liams" are all favorites that were used many
years ago, and are still necessary,— but there
are now many more equally as u.'-efiil and
beautiful, vSonie flowering at the same time
and others at either earlier or later periods.
There are few new places now but what

have a plot set apart cspeciall}- for a garden of
these plants,—a spot where one can go and
rut flowers for the house, or for decorative
purposes. This method of planting probably
allbrds a great amount of pleasure than any

BOLTONIA LATISQUAMA.

(

)

ther. The expense of planting such a bed is

not large
; one hundred plants would fill quite

a large bed, and these can be purchased lor
'^11. 00 when the selection of varilies is left
to us.

We shall be glad to correspond with anv
<^ne, giving information and plans for planting
>^ucli a bed, and also give estimates as to the
(^ost of supplying the plants. August and
September are excellent months for setting
"Ut these plants, but persons contemplating
such work should correspond at once so that
-niiple time may be had to arrange the matter.

fhe illustration rei)resents the BolUviia
i^^tistjiiavia, a beautiful hardy perennial. The
lowers look like those of an Aster.—they are
I'Hik and are borne in great profusion. A
flump of these, last fall, attracted a gre^t
deal of admiration. Price each, j)ostpaid, 30
eciits; $2.50 for 10. New catalogue now in

preparation. Thomas Meehan cS: vSons. Nur
SLTynien, Germantown, Philadelphia.

JHE ELKHART INSTITUTE, Elkhart,

Ind. a school of the Natural and Applied

Sciences, Business, Shorthand and Type-writ in j.j,

and Common Kn^lish Hranches. Special course for

farmers and mechanics. Roth sexes and all grades

admitted. Terms very reasonable. Expenses low.

Address the secretary, H. A. MiM.xw, M. I)., for

circulars.

AGENTS.—C'ircatcst seller out. Sonicthinj^' new.

WV^ profits. Roys and j^irls make j^ood agents.

Write now. Address, Dr. II. A. Mumaw, l':ikliart,

Indiana.

ilClII CVC'C Catnrnrto, Sraro or Films
RCff 'CI C O Ali>Uia(KI). Uur«huiiit«
tri'utnit'nt (jLKKS l»i"<t';irt«Ml K>»rtor I^i''"* wliou all

c>fln'r-< fiiil. UmiiiIp'iN («>nTiiir«-«l. riiniplil*'t frw),

ho KiaK. Addrt-dsTUE K VL, Gleua Faliii, 1^. ¥•

"For the enliKlileiied owners of Rardeiis and woodlands
this journal is invaluable."

—

Xew Yotk Ttibune.

Vol VI '^^r-^^Tu'O*^ .kJt)

^GARDEN^W -X N ( > SSiFOREST
AJOUKNALOl^ llORTICUl.TI'Rr.
JLANDSCAITARI ANIMoRliSIKN
bonoi
iMMMMilUM

•MMAMkAMMilir |\V|i-\|<>, 3 igQA '

A beautifully illii.stratcd journal of

Ilorticiiltiirc, Landscape Art, and I'or-

cstiy, filled even* week with fre.sli, en-

tcrtainintr, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take

an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and luiropean authorities, and tlie edi-

torial and leadiujL;; articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the scope of the i)aper.

The Ix'st journal of its important kin<l —Phila. Pprss.

"The foremost journal of its class.''—-/.V.v/ow Urtald.

".A delightful weekly comi)an!on. "—//«/>//•# 'j IfWl/v.

It easily leads all similar jouriials in this country, if not in

.ill countries.

—

Hiysfon Tmnn t t/>f.

The engi avinjfs affot <1 a rioh variety of remarkable or rare

trees, flowers, shruhs and Iandscai>es. -.V. J'. /': ,-uiftj^ Post.

It siistains the high character which it a.vsumed from its

cotumencement. and has no rival iu its f\e\i\.-S/>ti»gJield

Kt-pHelicon.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application.

Garden and Forest Pnblishing Co. '"tl^: voUk"'
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USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
For Pamphlet on " Hugs and Blight," address

B. HAMMOND, I<ishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y.

Strawberries
Marshall, Timbrell, Belle, Rio, Premium,

Noble, Tennessee Prolific, Mary, Cyclone.

Splendid, Banquet, Jucunda, Jucunda Im-

proved, Bisel, Crawford, Aroma, Woolverton,

Beverly, Princeton Chief, Leader, Princess,

Gov. Hoard, Barton, Beder Wood, Bubacli

and others.

For prices, descriptions and other informa-

tion send postal to

M. Crawford,
Cuyahoga Falls, 0.

EOHSEIIYIITORIES, 6REEPDSES, PflLPI HOUSES,

IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

HITCHINGS & CO.

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS.

HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS
AND LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

GREENHOUSE HEATING and VENTILATING APPARATUS

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, PALM HOUSES, ETC., ERECTED COMPLETE, WITH OUR PATENT IRON FRAME

CONSTRUCTION. PLANS AND ESTIMATES OF COST SENT ON APPLICATION.

SEND FOUR CENTS IN STAMPS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES.

233 MERCER STREET. N. Y.

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and Kstimates furnished
on application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

LARGEST BUILDERS CF GREENHOUSE STRUCTURES. SIX HIGHEST AWARDS AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

SEND FOUR CKNTS POSTAGK FOR ILLUSTRATliD CATALOGUK.

Mention "Meehans Monthly.

'

LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-on-Hudson,

Imymb the world
^ Av IllustraUid Monthly Magaxlno off

TourSy Travol* aiMl Explorollons

MAGAZINE FOR THC LIBRARY AND
DRAWING-ROOM

DCVOTKD TO A KNOWL-
CDQI or THE CARTH
AND OF ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

EDITED BY

PROr. ANQCLO HEILPRIN
I Tinted throughout on fine coated paper, and intended for

pf^rmanent preservation in the library of the household, club,

and college.

From the New York Nation :
*' Prof Heilprin's taatc

goes hand in hand with his solid learning to produce a
very handsome jotimal, with charming illustrations."

THBK£ NUMBfiOlS (December, January and
February) MOW RBADT.

No. I (December) contains, among other articles, "A Sledge

Jonmey and an Experience,*' by Mrs. Peary riUustrmted),

with a fine portrait of the author.

^This periodical holds a unique place in the magazine litetw

ature of this country, and is almost the only one which la

published with a view to permanent preservation, aa a book
of reference, on the shelves of the library. It is essentially

a magazine for the family, and it will be found as indispen-

table to the teacher as it is useful to the intending summer
and winter tourist.

1^early Subscription, 01.50. Single Copy, Iff cents. In Club with MB£HANS' MONTBLLY for 03.00

THE CONTEnPOR/IRT PUPLISHIflQ CO.
CANVASSERS WANTCO THROUGHOUT THC COUNTRY

LIBERAL TERMS
6 BEKKMAN tTRCCT. NKW YORK

628 CHESTNUT STRCCT. FHILADCLPHIA

PUBLISHED THE Ist AND 16th OF EACH MONTH
BY

THE GARDENING COMPANY
MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO

SUBSCRIPTION PRICI, $1.00 A YEAR 24 NUMBERS

The most practical and valuable American Horti-
cultural publication. Departments : The Flower
Garden, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, The
Window Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vege-
table Garden, Insects and Other Pests, Mushrooms,
and others in season. See what subscribers say
about this valuable journal.

"For condensed common sense in gardening matters, for
'cliable, unprejudiced and safe information, Gakdbnimo
cannot be surpassed, and altliough moderate in sise it ex-
pands upon perusal.*^ W. C Eoan, Highland Park, 111.

"Gardbnino is the best horticultural paper printed in
America." Chas L. Bu&a. Springfield, Mass.

"I am greatly pleased with the paper. It is practical and
suggestive. Its reproduction of photographic views of plants,
Howers and landscapes is a most admirable feature."

W. M. Johnson. Hackensack, N. J.

"It is a delightftil paper and has been very interesting and
'nstructivc to mft,*' PranIl HrrcBcocK, Davenq^ort. la.

"I have Iboad GaUdskino tetremeljr usefial and IntemC-
' ng. Tonha^ given yoursatMeribena grtatdeal more than
tiieir moneys WMth.'^ Cbas. B. Bkown.

Tarmoutb, Nova Scotia

" Sucih a publication was long needed in this country.
very line of its contribntions is a lesson in Itself to many

'rofeastoaals «• well ss to amatennk"
John Bbuit, Oardentr to Senator WolGott,Uttleton, Colo.

"I value GAmDBNiMO highly on account of the very practi-
a^ character of its contents.*'

J. A. Fbttigrbw, Supt. I«incoln Park, Chicago

I regard Oabdbnino as one of the most practical maga-
es issued in the interests of horticulture.''

W. P. Macaba, WaterviUe, N. y.

"The paper is the most practical of any I read."
W. K. Abbs. Fond dn Lac, Wis.

'I subscribe to all the horticultural and floricultural jour-
' ^Is on this continent as far as I know and find in GABOKa-
iN'o the most practical one for an amateur like myself."

Db. Gbo. T. Hawlby, Coming, N. T.

blRQE

TkEE5

•les

roR innEDi/iTE crrccT

It is commonly supposed that very large

trees will not move easily, and this may be

true where they have not had proper care, but

here we make a specialty of these large trees,

and by heavy manuring and cultivation we

send out such stock in such excellent condi-

tion that the percentage of loss is very small,

—no greater than is usual with small sized

stock.

The advanti^e of using large trees on both,

new and old places is apparent. Visitors

should select such stock now and have it

reserved until the proper planting season

arrives. Prices furnished only by correspond-

ence. Visitors to our nurseries are always-

welcome.

Thomas jHeebao & Sons

Oepfnantooin, Phil*.

I. Y.

«HEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN NEEHANS' SONTHLY.



USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.

LD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
loi i'ainpliU-l oti " I'.ii^s ;m(l lilis^lit,' ;Ml.lifss

15 HAM MOM >, 1 i>likill nii-Hu«ls«»ii, N. Y.

Strawberries
Marsliall. TiinhrcU, P.elk-, Rio, I'reniiuir

N()l)le. Tcntu-ssce Prolific, Mary, Cycloii-

Spk-ndid, liaiKiiKl, Jncunda. Jucnnda 1 r.

])r()Vt'(l, r.isil, Crawford, Aroma, Woolvertur.

IWvcrly, I'linccton Chitf, Leader, Priiice.^^

C.ov. iloard, I'artou, Hcdcr Wood, lUibacl

and others.

P'or })rices, descriptions and other infornn

tion send postal to

M. CRAWF ORD,

Cuyahojj^a Palls, (>

CONSERVHTDRIES, GREENHOUSES, P|IL|II HORSES,

IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

HITCHINGS & CO.

ESTABLISHED f.O VEARS.

HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS
AND LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

GREENHOUSE HEATING anu VENTILATING APPARATUS

1
•• iM. »/•_ *-Lr;i ";*'-"-' .."„ m»m lit III I 111 '',

Mt:
•c*^:

CONStRVATuRIES, tiRE L NHOUSt S. PALM HOUSES. ETC., ERECTED COMPLETE, WITH OUR PATENT IRON FRA.M

CcNSTRLICTIdN. PLANS AND ESTIMATES OF COST SENT ON APPLICATION.

SEND FOUR CENTS IN STAMPS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,

233 MERCER STREET. N. Y.

LORD 6l BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and ICstiniatrs riinnsln-il

on ;ii»])licali()n HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

. ^

>^::is.f

.«. *
'^k^-:^^

•.,«'»/*'

.

!
, • ix ri.":..

//7/.

'H-i^

LARGEST BUILDLRS ^ F GREENHOUSE STRUCTURES. SIX HIGHEST AWARDS AT THE WORLDo FAIR.

sKNi) i-ouK ci-:nts rosTAC.r: i-or ii.i.rsrKATi:i) catai.ocu'i:.

Mention Mechans Monthly. LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-on-Hudsofi, N. Y,

ROUND THE WORLD
Ad Illustrated Monthly Magazine off

Tours, Travels and Explorations

DEVOTED TO A KNOWL-
EDGE or THE EARTH
AND OF ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

lAGAZINE FOR THE LIBRARY AND
DRAWING-ROOM

! inted throughout on fine coated paper, and intended for

anent preservation in the library of the household, club,

)Ilege.

From the New York Nation :
*' Prof Heilpriu's taste

. es hand in hand with his solid learning to produce a
cry handsome journal, with charming illustrations."

TIfR£E NVAIBERS (December, January and
Febiaary) NOAV READY.

1 (December) contains, among other articles, "A Sledge

EDITED BY

FROF. flNQELO HEILFRIN
Journey and an Rxperience,»' by Mrs. Peary (illustrated),

with a fine portrait of the author.

This periodical holds a unique place in the magazine liter-

ature of this country, and is almost the only one which is

published with a view to permanent preservation, as a book
of reference, on the shelves of the library. It is essentially

a magazine for the family, and it will be found as indisjjcn-

sable to the teacher as it is useful to the intending summer
and winter tourist.

«rly Subscription, 91.50. Single Copy, Iff cents. In Club with MEEIIANS' MONTHLY for 93.00

THE CONTEnPOR/IRT FUPLISHINQ CO.
VASSERS WANTED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

LIBERAL TERMS
5 BEEKMAN STREET. NEW YORK

628 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA

PUBLISHED THE 1st AND 15th OF EACH MONTH
BY

THE GARDENING COMPANY
MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO

JBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.00 A YEAR 24 NUMBERS

\j\mt

The most practical and valuable American Horti-
lural publication. Departments : The Flower
rden, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, The
ndow Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vege-
jle Garden, Insects and Other Pests, Mushrooms,
(1 others in season. See what subscribers say
>nt this valuable journal.

For condensed common sense in gardening matters, for
f-liable, unprejudiced and safe information, Gardbnino
iinnot be surpassed, and although moderate in size it ex-
•luds upon perusal." W. C Egan, Highland Park, 111.

"Gardening is the best horticultural paper printed in
erica." Chas L. Burr, Springfield, Mass.

1 am greatly pleased with the paper. It is practical and
^'gestive. Its reproduction of photographic views of plants,
^ers and landscapes is a most admirable feature."

W. M. Johnson, Hackensack, N. J.

It is a delightful paper and has been very interesting and
i-tructive to me." Frank Hitchcock, Davenport, la.

I have found Gardening extremely useful and interest-
You have given your subscribers a great deal more than

-ir money's worth." Chas. E. Brown,
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

Such a publication was long nefded in this country,
ery line of its contributions is a lesson in itself to mauy
oiessionals as well as to amateurs."
'"HN Berry, Gardener to Senator Wolcott, Littleton, Colo.

I value Gardening highly on account of the very practi-
' character of its contents.'*

J. A. Pbttigrew, Supt. Lincoln Park, Chicago

I regard Gardening as one of the most practical maga-
es issued in the interests of horticulture.''

W. F. Macasa, Waterville, N. Y.

The paper is the most practical of any I read."
W. E. Abbs, Fond du Lac, Wis.

I subscribe to all the horticultural and floricultural jour-
^ on this continent as far as I know and find in Garden-
' the most practical one for an amateur like myself."

Dr. Geo. T. Hawley, Coming, N. Y.

TkEE5
FOR innCDI/ITE EFFECT

It is commonly supposed that very large

trees will not move easily, and this may be

true where they have not had proper care, but

here we make a specialty of these large trees,

and by heavy manuring and cultivation we

send out such stock in such excellent condi-

tion that the percentage of loss is very small,

—no greater than is usual with small sized

stock.

The advantage of using large trees on both

new and old places is apparent. Visitors

should select such stock now and have it

reserved until the proper planting season

arrives. Prices furnished only b3' correspond-

ence. Visitors to our nurseries are always

welcome.

Thomas jWeehan & Sods

Gepm&ntouin, Philo.

HEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHAN8' MONTHLY.
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Now is the Time to

Plant to Secure a

Crop next Season.

Desc7M)li7e CatJilo^^e'oHhe Best varieties (old and new) I also Hat of Holland
2?i^^"-i.^J!^^^J*»«*

for Fall Planting, mailed ri I lAffBMf^PB P. BinilV Mount HopeJ^Meries,
free on application.

POT-GROWN STItAWBERRIES
ELLWANGER.&.BARRY,

«*The most complete Nurseries on the Annerican continent." 84th Year.

LATEST NOVELTIES IN

ROSES, PHLOX, POPPIES, IRISES, PAEONIE

PYRETHRUMS, DELPHINIUMS, ETC.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA, ROSA WICHURAIANA

4 Catalogues, 228 pages, fully describing the most unique collection of hardy plants in America.

set for 5 two-cent stamps.

THE READING NURSERY
JACOB W. MANNING, Proprietor

Established in 1854 READING, MASS.

!..»..iiiiHiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii«iniiHfi.iiiiiiiiiiiiuHiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMi"iii"«i""«"««"

1838. 1892. / /-

TRY
DREER'S
GARDEN
SEEDS

Plants, Bulbs and Requisites.

They are the best at the lowest
prices. Calendar for '94 mailed
free. Address

HENRY A. DREER.
714 Chestnut St., Phila.

c DESTROYS

I

/)0 Shall It be Your House 01

U*' ) a Pound of Copper?
AJ Entirely new departure in pro-

Ul tecting buildings from lightnmt:.

il' Patents of N. D. C. Hodges,
Editor of Science.

Send for circulars. Agents wanted.

American Lightning Protection Co..

874 Broadway, New York.

HOT WATER HEATING
QRSSKHlOUSBS and BWE^I«XiIKQ8

«* »»

BOILERS, PIPES, FITTINCS, ETC.

Frederic O'Neill
R6 N. Seventh Street and 2116 Race Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

LARGE STOCK
LOW PRICESHIRES & CO., Limited, f

"•"t'ptt':;I
•""*

EEi!GLA8S EEE*

IT WILL PAY YOU to send for our new .

logue, which tells of Hardy Trees, Shr

Plants, Roses, Fruit, and our special stoc

Rhododendrons. It will interest all who are i:

ested in such matters.

ANDORRA NURSERIES, ^r;.t>.'!
WM. Warner Harper, manaqkr

Colored and Bnameled Glass.
liOofcing Glass*

French Sheet.
English Sheet.

Removed to 626 Arch St.» Philadelphia, Pa.

vACTORiKS t ^^^ ^^^y House in Philadelphia that car-

QUiNTON. M. J.
* Ties a lull stock of Polished Plate Glass.

Prevents and checks MILDEW ;

BLACK ROT on Grapes, Fruits,

and Plants

BY C «- JOOBXI
3 Coentles Slip, Now York

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, PLEASE MENTION MEEHANS' MONTHLY.

Vol SEPTEMBER, 1594 No. 9
ISSUED MONTHLY, $2.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE, SIN6LE COPY 20 CE»ifsr~

R

p ^'^^pj^'

PUBblSHBD BY

Thomas IVIeehan & Sons,

Gcpmantouin, Phllad«lpbla.

* I

CO^VRiaHTKO 1*94
EirTBRBD AT THB PHILADELPHIA POST OFFICB AS 8BCOND-CLAS8 IfATTBK.
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rieehans'
Monthly
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

Thomas
riEEHAN & Sons,

Qermantown, Phila.

SubsePiption Price $2.00 )V year.

Sl.OOfor Six Months. Back Number )cts. Each.

Two Subscriptions for $3.50 ^ Year.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

Forms close on the 20th of each Month,

preceding date of issue.

Address all Correspondence relating both to

"Editorial and Advertising matter, to

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Publishers

Germantown, Phila., Pa.

Henderson's * Practical * Floriculture.

BY PETER HENDERSON.
A guide to the successful propagation and cultivation of

florists* plants. The work is not'one for florists and garden-
ers only, but the amateur's wants are constantly kept iu

mind, and we have a very complete treatise on the cultiva-

tion of flowers under glass, or in the open air, suited to

those who grow flowers for pleasure as well as for those who
make them a matter of trade. The work is characterized by
the same radical common sense that marked the author's
"Gardening for Profit," and it holds a high place in tht

estimation of lovers of horticulture. Beautifully illustrated.

New and enlarged edition. Cloth, i2mo. Price, •l.SO.
THOMAS MKEHAN & SONS, Germantown,

HENDSRSON'S 6ASBENIN6 FOR PLEASURE~

New Edition, rewritten and greatly enlarged. A guide

to the amateur in the Fruit, Vegetable, and Flower Garden

,

with full descriptions for the Greenhouse, Conservatory and

Window Garden. It meets the wants of all classes, in country
,

city and village, who keep a garden for their own enjoyment

rather than for the sale of products. By Peter Henderson.

Finely Illastrated. Cloth, l^mo. 92.00

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS,
Germantown ) Pa

The Native Flowers and Ferns oi the United States.

Many readers of Meehans' Monthly who have learned to look with
pleasure to its coming each month, are not aware of the fact that it is a con-

tinuation, in a measure, of a great work. undertaken by Prof. Thomas Meehan
some years ago. Under the title of '^The Native Flowers and Ferns of the

United States,'' four magnificent volumes were published, each volume con-

taining forty-eight handsomely lithographed plates, by the celebrated firm of

L. Prang & Co., of Boston, and with each plate four pages of descriptive text,

or 192 pages of text in each volume.
Only for the sudden demise of the publisher of the work, the lithographs

and popular text accompanying them, now in use in Meehans' Monthly,
would have been used for additional volumes of ^^The Native Flowers and
Ferns of the United States;'' in fact, they were originally prepared for suc-

ceeding volumes.

To those possessing the volumes of Meehans' Monthly, and desiring to

make the work more complete, the possession of the four volumes of **The
Native F'lowers and Ferns of the United States" would doubtless be a great
pleasure. We can supply the four volumes at the following prices

:

Cloth, gilt edge, S7.50 per vol. Half Morocco, gilt edge, S9.00 per vol.

Full Morocco, gilt edge, $I0.50 per vol.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS - Qermantown, Philadelphia.

EDWARD CAMPBE
L/IND5Q/IPE /IRQIIITECT AUb ENQINEER

ARDMORE, - PA.
Sketch plans and planting maps prepared, and suggestions given for the laying out and improveniei

of country and suburban residences, public parks and grounds of every description.

Grounds laid out and their construction undertaken by contract or day labor, and carried out under

strict personal supervision. The choice grouping and effective arrangement of trees and shrubs has been

made a special study. Trees furnished and planted by experienced workmen.

Draining Plans and Surveys. Fine Crushed Stone for Walks and Carriage Drives.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHLY.

MUTILATED TEXT
'*'^?^i!iyi?H9i',



ACTINOMERIS HELIANTIIOIDHS.

SUNFLOWKR actinomi:ris.

NATURAL ORDER, COMPOSIT.^C.

Ac MNoMERis IIKLIANTHOIDKS, NuTTALL.—Stciti hirsute, witij^ed, cxcept near the base ; leaves alternate, ovate lanceolate,
(lecurrent, acuminate, serrate, liirsute and scabrous : corymb contracted ; rays ^to 1 1, long, irregular ; scales erect. In
barrens and prairies, Western States It is a rough plant, with the aspect of a Ilelianthus. Stem 2 to t feet hiKh.
Leaves 2 to 4 inches by 6 to 1 1 inches, grayish. Kays 1 inch long. (Wood's CUi.ss liouk 0/ /•'oditix. Sec also Ciray's
Synoptical Flo* a, and Chapman's Fh ra of the South* tn States.)

It was many 3'ears ago, when portions of

Illinois formed gennine prairies, that the writer

first made his acquaintance with the plant here

illustrated, Ac/inomen's helianthoides. Nearly

all its floral companions had gone to rest, and

most of its own family were in a seed -bearing

state. Amidst yellow and fading leaves every-

where some branches of the Actinomefis were

})ushing out green and healthy, as if the dying

plant had taken another lease of life. They
seemed to enjoy their late autumnal blooming,

though had they been living things they would

have sorrowed in the thought that their joy-

( 'Illness could not last for long. They might
w 11 follow Shakespeare and say :

" That time of year thou may'st in me behold.
When yellow leaves, or none, or few do hang

I'pon those Ixjughs which shako against the cold,

Bare ruin'd choirs, where late tlie sweet birds
sang.

In me thjii secst the twilight of such day
As after sunset fadcth in the west.

Which by and by black night doth take away,
Death's second self, that seals up all in rest

;

In me thou seest the glowing of such fire

That on the ashes of his youth doth lie
;

As the death-bed whereon it must expire,

Consumed by that which it was nourished by.
This thou perceiv'st, which makes thy love more

strong
To love that well which thou nmst leave ere

long.''

Possibl}' it was this last feast of the bloom-

ng prairie that gave a deeper impression of

s beauty than if it had been seen in its

• »n season, late summer and early fall, sur-

')unded as it would then have been b}' more
ludy companions. At any rate the seed was

'>llected and sown, and from these were raised

plants which have been continualb' kept in the

author's garden, and from which the present

'lustration was taken. It has never seemed
J^o strikingly handsome as it did that daj', but
it has always seemed to have a good claim to

a place among the pretty things.

Unlike W\^ AcUtiotneris sqtiatrosa figured in

series I, vol. i, tabtila y), of the Floicers a?id

Fenis of the United States, this species was un-

known to botanists until the end of the last

centurv, when it was discovered on the western

side of the Alleghenies by AndrO Michaux, the

well-known botanical traveler, who in i7S5was

sent by the French Government to make a

thorough examination and collection of the

flora of our country. Very little of special

interest has been noted in regard to it since

that time, and most of the references in the

atithor's collection simply name it as an item

in some local catalogue of the plants found

there. Thus in Reardslee's list of the plants

of Ohio it is found " in the central and south-

ern parts of the state." and so on in other

lists. vSo far as its present ascertained geo-

graphical range is concerned, I)r ( iray. in the

Synoptieal Flora, observics that it is found '

' from

Ohio to Iowa. Georgia and Texas." Within

this range are many tracts in which it has not

been noted, and yet where it probably exists,

so that there is room for geographical discovery

in relation to it. Dr. Chapman notes that it

seems to commenceat Louisville in Georgia ; it

travels .southwesterly.

It has proved, however, a very disturbing

element in systematic botany. Michaux re-

garded it as a species of / 'erbesina, and named

r. helianthoides, vSome of the species, then

called Vcfbesina, had been referred to Coreopsis,

and Michaux remarks of this species that it

had the flower of a Ilelianthus, with the seeds

of a Coreopsis. In iSiS Nuttall took some of

those regarded before as \ V; besina and Coreopsis,

and made the present genus Aetinomeris, the

name being made up of Greek terms, referring

to the irregularity in the size of the ray florets,

as may be noted in our picture. lie says of it :

" a genus apparently intermediate with I'erbe-

(129)
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it was inaiu' years aii^o, when portions (»f

::<)is formed <]^eiinine ])rairies, that the writer

:-i made his acquaintance with the j)hint here

! li.ited. Aclinomcris hcUanthoidcs. Nearly

N floral companions had j.^one to rest, and

most of its own family were in a seed-hearing

'

i- Amidst \'ellow and fadini^ leaves every-

• re some ])ranches of the .-Icfifiomen's were

;>ri-hin;j: out <^reen and healthy, as if the dyiu^

1 .lilt had taken another lease of life. They
- ni -d to enjoy their late autumnal bloomini;'.

'\:\\ had they been living; thini^s they would
• sorrowed in the thought that their joy-

.-iijss could not la-^t {or long. 'J'hey might
'1 follow Shakespeare and vSay :

"li.it time of year thou may'st in nic l)ch()l(l,

When yellow leaves, or none, or few do han;..;

'Oil those l)()iighs which shakr against thecold.
liarc ruin'd choirs, where late tlie sweet ))irds

sang.
' i;ic th HI socst the twili.^lit ot such day
As aflcr siuisct ladcth in the west,

Vhich hy and by hlack night doth take awa\-.

Death's second self, that seals uj) all in rest ;

1 iiic thou sccst the glowing of such tire

That on the ashes of his youth iloth lie ;

. the dcath-hcd whereon it nnist expire.

Consumed hv that which it was uourishctl by.
'his thou })crcciv'st. which makes thy love ni*»rc

strong
To love that well which thou must leave ere

long."

l'ossil)ly it was this last feast of the bloom

-

: l)rairie that gave a deei)er impression of

beauty than if it had been seen in its

season, late summer aiul eaily fall, sur-

inded as it would then have been by more
udy com}) inions. At any rate the seed was

Hected and sown, and from these were raised

uts which have been continually kept in the

Ihor's garden, and from which the present

ustiation was taken. It has never seemed

strikingly handsome as it did that day, but

> has alvvays seemed to have a good claim to

:''uice among the pretty things.

I'nlike the . L finivucris S'^uiu >(->m2 figuicd in

series I, \-ol. i, tabula ;,, of tlu- /-V-;. v; x nid

/]'/'// s •'/ ///<•' I 'fn'i(\i SUiU's. this sj^ccie^ was un-

known to botanists until the cral of tlu- last

century, when it was discovered on the we.>>tei 11

side of the AlKghenies by Andr^ Michaux, the

well-known botanical traveler, wlioin i7S5was

^ent b\ the French <'.overiinunt to iiMk-- a

thorough examination and collection ol the

tlora of our country. Wry litll'- ol" sjiecial

interest has b'.Lii noted in regaid to it since

that time, and most ot" the ret\ien(-<.^ in the

author's coliect^'U sinipiv nani'- it a- .n: 'torn

in Some local c\italogiie oi Uie p", ir.t- : i;nd

there. Tlins m lUartNlee's '. '>t of the plants

of ()hio it is lound "in the ceiitr.i- an-i ^^uth-

ern parts of the state, " .md so on in other

lists. So far as its j)resetit .isceitaind ;^e..-

;raphua! raii-e i,^ co'/.r^ri-.e'l. 1 »r <.:.i>\ '". tin-^1

'UlSv//(>pfic\ii I-^' ' .'. ob>er\«L-.s that it i.-^ f )H!i I

Ohio to Iowa, (".eorgia and Texas." Wnii'.n

this range are many tr.icts in which it li.t.s nca

been noted, and yet \\diere it ])robd)'.\- < \:-t-,

St) that tlKiv i.sr<.oni tor geogra})hical di.^co\eiy

in relation to it. Pr. Ciiapnian notes tliat it

seems to commence at I/)ui>\'ille in (leor,;: i
:

it

tra\els south Westerly.

It has i)roved, however, a veiv distiiibing

element in systematic botariy. Mich.inx le-

^'-.-.rded it as a speci-s of / 'I'rhcsiK'ii .
and named

r. //c'.iin/f//')/(/cS. Some of the specie.-, tlieii

called I 'cthcsi?ia, had been referred to >

'

and Michaux remarks of this species th.it it

had the flower of a I Llianthiis. with the -eeds

of a Coreopsis. In iSi^ Xuttall took some of

those regai (led belbreas [ 'rf /usi/iu an<l ( wr-'/^/.s',

and made the present genus . /< //v^m'^v/.v, the

name being made up of (ireek terms, referring

to the irregularity in the si/.e of the ray ll >rets,

as may be noted in our picture. He says ol it :

"a genus apparently intermediate with ! rrlw-

1 2^'
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sina and HeliantJuis, but without any shadow of

affinity to Coreopsis. The calyx and rays

remove it from Verbesina. From Heliaiithusy

notwithstanding an approximation in some
measure by the calyx and discal florets, it is

easily distinguished by the flat and marginated

seeds, furnished with transverse sutures and

persistent awns." In the work quoted, Ge?iera

of North Afnerican Pla7its, he first describes

this species, and probably had it chiefly in

mind in establishing the new genus. " Here it

has remained till 1884, when Dr. Asa Gray
remanded it back to the position it was placed

in, and it appears in Synoptical Ftora2iS Verbe-

sifia helianthoides. It is interesting to note

that only two are retained in Adinomeris by

Dr. Gra}^ A. squartosa and A. alba, the one

which mainly gave birth to the new genus

being found illegitimate. We learn from this

that there is nothing in nature to warrant man
in dividing plants into genera and species.

What is or is not a good genus is simply the

opinion of an expert. Dr. Gray, with his

abundant material and excellent judgment, is

an ''expert" whose decision will doubtless

meet with universal acceptance ; but as the

name Actinomeris helianthoides has become so

generally diffused through botanical literature,

it seemed to serve general convenience to retain

it for the present at the head of the chapter.

The lines drawn between this and neighboring

North American genera are very fine. If a

student for the first time had to study plants

of Coreopsis, Bidcns, Aetifiovieris, Verbesina,

Ximenesia and Ileliauthus, he would be uncer-

tain from written description alone in which
genus to place the specimen.

It may be here noted that little account has
been taken by authors of the form and charac-

ter of the floret in their descriptions of genera
and species of Compositie. In other natural

orders these points in flowers receive due con-

sideration. In our figures of Compjsitcr en-

larged drawings of the florets have generally

been given, much to the instruction of the

.student. So far as Heliayithus and I'erbesina

(Encelia) are concerned, Fig. 2, in the present

plate can be compared, as florets have been
given of all, and the sti iking differences be
readily seen. The outline drawing of the

receptacle (Fig. 3) is given—a portion of the

plant which also furnishes good characters in

Compositne.

The student will find in the sunflower Acti-

nomeris a good chance to consider the curious

occurrence known as " decurrence " in plant ..

This is the appearance of a green portion of the

leaf-blade running down the stem from the

point where the leaf-blade seems to have its

origin. The WTiter believes, and has regularly

taught, that the leaves of plants do not originate

just below an axillary bud, but from some
indefinite point far below this,—that the outer

portion of the bark, or epidermis of the bark

of branches, is composed of the sheathin^^

bases of leaves,—and that the point near the bud

is simply the point of departure of the leaf

when forming leaf blades. The edges of the

leaves either meet (forming square stems) or

lap over (forming round ones), or in cases of

decurrence, not meeting but having free por-

tions of what might have been a true leaf-

blade. The winged stalk in the upper portion

of the flowering branch gives a good illustra-

tion of the continuity of the leaf to where the

blade diverges. One can scarcely imagine it

to be a case where leaf-blade has become decur-

rent—that is, has run down from the point of

the leaf's divergence. The term winged-stem

seems more accurate than **decurrent."

This department of botany, technically

known as morphology, has not received tlie

attention from general plant-lovers that it de-

serves. It is taught as a general principle,

that every part of a plant is but leaf-bladc^

modified. But few students fully appreciate

the fact that a leaf, a branch, a bud, a flowtr,

with all their many interesting particulars,

might have been some other organ than what

they are, but for the varying intensit}' of n

growth wave,—and again that this intensity :-

influenced by varying powers of nutrition. It

gives an interest to every species of plant un-

known to the last generation. The plants 01

the natural order Compositic afford better oppor

tunities for comparing the facts of morpholoi: ^

than probably those of any other class. It

especially interesting to compare a composite

with an umbelliferous head. But the Acti

nomeris, with its many special vagaries, i-"

they may be called, is especially instructive.

The coiling and overlapping make the five-

winged stalk.

Explanation of thk Plate.— i. Full-.sized brancli, i

three sections. 2. Magnified floret, with its subtcDded .scnl'^

3. Vertical section of the receptacle.

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURli.

THE FERN TO THE OAK.
I^cncath an oak, majestic, straight, and strong,
A fcrii lifts up its head in whispered soug

;

Its fccl)le speech has purpose wise and true,
For it, O hard, would utter thanks to Vou.
It seeks to say how in its little time
It has enjoyed your royal shade sublime ;

'Tis ever summer where you are, and I

Look up through spreading houghs to sec the sky.
Wm. Bruntox, /// Christian Register.

SoMK Rare Wisconsin Plants, Calycocar-

piim fA'oni.—Mr. J. M. Dunlop says : "During
a visit to Durwarch Glen, which is situated in

the valley of the Wisconsin River, I found
several plants which, though a close observer,

I had never seen before. One of them, Calyco-

caypum Lyoni deserves a place wherever
climbers are useful. It grows on the heavily

wo )ded ridges and climbs to the top of the

tallest trees, covering them with long festoons

of whitish flowers. The glen is formed by a

rifi in the rocks through which a fine spring
creek finds its way to join the Wisconsin River.

The rocks are 200 feet high and wider apart at

the bottom than at the top. The face of the
r vks is covered with Sullivaiitia Ohionis, with
its graceful white flowers ; Woodsia Ihensis is

f*'tnid in great abundance, as are also Polypo-
dium vulgare, Asplenium Trichomanes. Over
th- tops of the rocks and fully exposed to the
'SlOMii are plenty of Cheilanthes lanuginosa.'^

\\ hile reading the above we were struck with
t'le thought of how little is known of John
^ ' >n. after whom Nuttall named this species

and also the Lyonia arborea, and held the note
'^' i reminder to see if something could not be
li' nted up not known about him. The matter
Rt' \v in interest, and it has taken longer than
^^' expected, but we hope soon to give all that
^^ Unown so far of this energetic, though
^ufortunate earlv botanist.

' I i:s AND Flowers.—In early spring, wdien-
^^<^r there is a fine day, honey-bees wander
fi 111 the hives in search of flowers. No open
^^"^ver of any kind is neglected by them. Even
^"e obscure chickweed receives attention. One

of our subscribers, Mr. W. T. Davis, of New-

Brighton, Long Island, has even seen them at

work on the skunk cabbage, "remaining in

the spathes a long time," as making the most

of the few floral opportunities of the early

season when these flowers come.

IxcKNSK Plant oi- Calii-ornlx.—A coircs-

pondent of the Pacific Rural Press, thus sptaks

of a pink flowering currant of that region

which may be Ribes sauguinea. " As an at-

tractive hedge I would suggest the :cild /l<'urr-

ing currant or ' Incense plant ' (so called by

the native Californians. probal)ly on account of

the odor it exhales as resembling the perfume

of burning incense which is used in Catholic

church ceremonies).

It is a shrub of rapid growth with currant

leaves and abundant beav.tiful pink blossoms,

which though smaller in form, resemble the

purple lilac. Those in the grounds mentioned

above, are now in full bloom, and j)articularly

sweet in untold charms for bees of almost every

variety that swarm over and around the bush

in the sunshine, and add to the peculiarly

dreamy dolce far niente effect of the flowers'

fragrance on the l)eholder by their monotonous

droning and dro\vsy humming. We And here

too, the red elderberry, a handsome shrub

which has been successfully cultivated. The

Ceanothus or California lilac has grown here

into an elegant tree, and attracts attention to

its soft pale blue flowers delicately fragrant as

a spice breath of air from * Araby the blest '
"

Variation in Ridbkcklv hirta. — Mr.

Williard N. Clute remarks: "Since Rud-

beckia hirta has become common in our

meadows it has established a reputation for

being one of the most vaiiable of our com-

posites. Its tendency to produce more than

the usual number of ra3's is well-known, but

here is a phase of doubling that is not so qo\\\-

mon. Fig. i represents a flower head com-

posed of two heads in one, each perfect, except

that one stem does for both, and the rays are
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absent from the side where the heads join.

Many heads of this kind were found, often of

more than two combined heads ;
the highest

number found together was five (Fig. 2), and

these had a single ray-flower near the centre of

the head. In this case the common name of

the Rudbcckia,—'QO\\^ flower'—would not apply

for the centre was flat instead of a cone. Only

one specimen showed a doubling of the stem,

and this is seen in Fig. 3. Above and below

the opening the stem is perfect, only the

divided portion hinting at the doubling."

The study of malformation, which Dr. Mas-

ters terms Teratology, is a specially interest-

ing one. It affords the best field for exploring

derivations of one part of

structure from another, or

even the evolution of one

species from another. The

cases are not only curious

but instructive.

Fig. 2.

BOTRYCHIUM ViRGINICUM.—Mr. E. Jt tt

writes : — '* Prof. Thomas Meehan, in iiis

* Flowers and P'erns of the United States,'

notes the fact, that Botrychiuvi ternatum, and

Botrychium liinarioides are identical plants

with a variation only ; and that between the

two varieties of B. lu7iarioides var. obliqiium,

and var. dissectum recorded by Dr. Gray, there

is no real diflerence. The writer is of the

opinion that not only are the botrychinins

mentioned, varieties ; but he also holds to a

belief that every recorded botrychium coninion

to the eastern section of the United States is

but a variety of Botrychmm virginicuvi . In

** Franklin Woods," Philadelphia, there is an

extended area covered by botrychiums, which

one year will appear as B. virgiriiaim, and at

another year will appear in every form from

B. ternatiim to B. virginicinn. To test the

matter, several plants of B. dissectum were

grown in pots, and in one year they reverted

to the common form in B. liinarioides. The

change, however, was not so marked. In good

growing seasons we find B. virginicinn, in

dry seasons we have B. liinarioides. Iut a

time this was the cause the writer confidently

vSettled upon ; but it was not conclusive, ft»r it

did not always hold good. With some of the

recorded species as ternatiim for example.

the form would appear to be fixed ;
but the

facility with which many of the species and

varieties change, and by a little attention to

soil and moisture may be made to chLinL^e,

gives strength to a belief that they are hut

varieties of an original form."

The Value of the Grasshopper. -lo-

custs and other devavStatory insects, like Sat an,

occasionally serve useful purposes to mankna.

It was said lately of Sutter county, C.il.:

*' Egyptian corn is being harvested mostl >>'

the blackbirds, they having to take to con^ on

account of the scarcity of grasshoppers. '1 h^

thermometer during the week has been hi ^r-

ing around the 100° mark."

ViciA Cracca.—The blue vetch is -^>^v

thoroughly naturalized in New England. >iid

forms one of the most beautiful feature i"

certain classes of wild flower scenery. A cor-

respondent who sends a sample for nan^ng-

says it is getting the local name of "•"^i*-''

flower."
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i^icAUTiFUL Gardens.— Mr. C. N. Garfield,

r,rand Rapids, Mich., in an address before

the State Horticultural Society, remarks on the

peculiarity of ancient writings in picturing

future places of happiness, ornamented chiefiy

w l.h valuable minerals, — streets would be

paved with gold, or enameled with rubies, and

the inhabitants of these cities pictured as sit-

ting in golden rocking-chairs, be jeweled with

opals or jasper, and singularly omitting all

n ference to the beauties of trees or the sweet

sounds of song-])irds. It is certainly remark-

able that such pleasures have not been pictured

in that happy way ; but it only goes

to show that there is evolution of

mind as well as of material things

in general, and we might infer from

this thought, that mankind has won-

derfully improved, when even such

thoughts as those drawn out by Mr.

(Varfield, are regarded worthy of con-

bideration.

Leaves Chanu.ing to Branches.— It is only

during the pre.«ent century that it came to be

clearly understood that every part of a plant

is but a modification of one simple form. The

usual expression is that evtry part of a i)lant

is but a modified leaf blade. It has, however,

not been clearly demonstrated that even a leaf

blade is also a modification, and that a leaf and

a branch have such a close and common origin

that one may be transferred to the other ; but

the gardener knows that many leaves, such as

those of begonia, will produce buds that ulti-

mately become woody plants, and many in-

vSoME New Bladder- worts. —
These plants, botanically called Utri-

:'aria, have been long known as

iiriosities in the vegttable kingdom,

tl:e whole under water growth being

c«)vered with small bladders which it

was supposed were provided for the

'ant in order to enable it to float.

)nie species, however, grow among
-T>agnum moss, out of water, and yet

re as freely supplied with the bladder

as those w^hich grow in \vater. A few

•ars ago an acute observer, Mrs. Mary
' eat, of Vineland, N. J., discovered

hat the bladders were really little

il)s by which the plant caught min-

:e animalcuUe. the plant being a

'ver of animal food. The species are

: dicult to determine botanically, and it re-

. ires something of a specialist in that line of

" uly to define them properly. A German

'lanist, Prof. F. Kamienski, generally re-

^^ives the specimens collected on many of the

v.\i)loring expeditions He has recently issued

" l>aper in Der Dcutschen Botanischen Gesell-

'VA January, 1894, in which he describes

' ne new species, or marked varieties. These

a.e from the most distant portions cf the globe;

«ne from Madagascar, several from Africa, one

^rom Australia, and two from Brazil.

CABBAGE Le#F.

Stances of these are occurring every day.

Even a common cabbage leaf will often .•-hew

a tendency to produce a woody stem. One of

the best illustrations is the case of a cal)bnj;e

leaf sent to us by Mr. Tillinghast. and which

is reproduced here. The upper portion of the

mid-rib has started off on its own account, and

formed a stalk with small cabbage leaves pro-

jecting from it. Usually these little occurrenr. s

are passed over as mere curiosities without the

observer perceiving the very important les^c^n

which they teach.

^^
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Trillium grandiplorum.—Mr. G. M. West,
of Escanaba, Michigan, says :

— '* Probably in

no part of the United States can such a mar-
velous display of Trillium grandiJloru7n be
seen as in the so-called * hardwood' of the
upper peninsula of Michigan. In numbers,
luxuriance of growth, size of flowers, purity
and waxiness of the petals, we have never
found a locality that could in anyway favor-

ably compare with this section.

Their season of blooming there extends over
a month in spring, and flowers measuring
five, and even six inches across, are not up-
common. Many are found with four leaves,

three sepals, and four petals ; a less number
with four leaves, three sepals, and five petals

;

and this spring near Kscanaba, a lady picked
a very fine double one. This plant had the
three leaves and three sepals of the ordinary
trillium, but it had six sets of alternate super-
imposed petals, making a very perfect eigh-
teen petalled flower. The bulb was not
secured.

As none of these ' erratics' were found dur-
ing the forepart of the flowering season of
this plant, one is led to believe that such
flowers are from bulbs that have undergone
some change which delays their growth and
flowering. This double flower was found at
the close of the season ; numerous four, and a
few five petalled flowers having been gathered
at or about the same time.

I note that botanists claim that the petals of
this trillium turn pink or greenish as they
ripen, but a careful search for this characteris-
tic in this region, disclosed that but few ever
thus change color

; and so persistent is the
pure white coloring, that I have been led to
think that those showing a pink tinge, and
they do this some time before they ripen, might
be a diflerent variety, or changed, as many
flowers are, through some variation in plant
food.

These flowers are there called wake robin,
trillium, beth-root, wood lily, and buttermilk
flower, the latter name coming from the pecu-
liar odor ol some of the varieties that are
found in the lower peninsula of the State.
They are usually in bloom on Decoration Day,
and are freely used on that occasion, and no
rare exotic or hot house favorite can excel in
chaste loveliness, or graceful beauty, this
grand white lily of the great north woods.

Perhaps it is not well-known that to produce
the finest flowers they should be gathered
when the buds are full grown but not open, by
plucking them with as long stems as possible,

taking them into the house where they can be

kept at a temperature of not over 65, and kept
fully supplied with water, when they will not

only fully expand, but grow to a much larger

size than if grown in the woods.
They are easily grown in the garden, the

bulbs being taken up and planted during the

summer after the plant has withered, and they

could be readily forced for florists' use ; and
for a *• bride's bouquet" these exquisite

flowers, stripped of their large green leaves

and intermingled with maiden hair ferns,

would compare favorably with the more rare

and costly flowers that are used for that pur-

pose.

"

How Plants Grow.—In a recent issue of

the Philadelphia Academy s "Proceedings,"
is a paper on rhythmic growth in plants.

Growth is not continuous, but is a series of

advances and rests, and some portions of plants

rest longer than others, and again longer at

one time than at another time, and manv of

the characteristics of plants are wholly depen-

dent on the duration and force of the growth
cycles. For instance, some plants form lateral

flower buds during the growth of the flower

spike, which continue growth and developnitnt

as the flower spike advances. There will then

be immature buds at the top of the spike,

while the lowermost buds on the spike advance

to full blossoming. The hyacinth illustrates

this class. Compound flowers, of which the

aster family is an illustration, make buds which

are partially developed and then rest till the

terminal bud is reached, which then blossoms,

and the others successively downward follow.

The author of the paper cited shows an inter-

mediate class in the willows. The catkin is

formed as in the second class noted. The lou^r

florets in the catkin rest after being partially

formed until the catkin has assumed its full

length, but the new growth cycle is not from

the top down or bottom up, but from the center

of the catkin.

—
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THE BOWER OF ROSES.

There's a bower of roses by Bendcmeer's stream.

And the nightingale sings round it all the day long;

\\\ the time of my childhood 'twas like a sweet
dream.

To sit in the roses and hear the bird's song.

That bower and its music I never forget.

Rut oft when alone, in the bloom of the year,

I think— is the nightingale singing there yet?

Are the roses still bright by the calm Bcndenieer?
—Thomas Moore.

The Californian Dogwood.—A recent

number of Garden a?id Forest, on page 436, has

n chapter by Prof. Greene on the Californian

flowering Dogwood, Cot7ms Nuttallii, first

figured in plate 467 of" Aububon's Birds, " and

again figured by Nuttall himself in a supple-

ment to Michaux 's
•

' Forest Trees ofAmerica. '

'

It brightens the woods of Northern California,

Oregon and Washington with its bright white

' bracts" (so called), in the spring of the year,

as our Comus florida does the woods of the

eastern Atlantic states. It is not seen in cul-

tivation in the east, on account, as we suppose,

of some microscopic fungus following it from

the west to the east, and being much more de-

structive in the east than in its own country,

—at least every attempt to induce it to take to

I astern cultivation in Meehans' Nurseries dur-

ir.g the past quarter of a century, has been an

absolute failure. If any one has succeeded with

It. it would interest numbers of our readers to

karn the fact.

AcoNiTUM uncinatum.—VenaugoCo., N N •

page 117, August issue, should have be^n

Chenango Co.

IntroducingNew Plants.—There is always

. nipathy for the raisers of new plants and

fruits. It is well understood that they seldom

receive anything near like the equivalent which

oiher good service to progressive horticulture

Stems to require, but the party who has to

make old acquaintance with the new plant

is seldom thought of, and yet, as a rule,

the first introducer to commerce of the new

I^lant gets as little for his work as the original

Miser does. Almost any large firm could give

their experience in confirmation of this point.

The popular Japan ivy is a good illustration.

The first nurseryman probably to ofier it for

sale in America was Mr. John Charlton, of

Rochester, N. Y., who spent heavy sums of

money in advertising it, with very few to

respond. Thousands of dollars have since

been made on the sales of this plant, but very

little from this is represented in Mr. Charlton's

bank account. That was in 1S6S. Few plants

have achieved so wide a i)opularity— it is seen

everywhere, in every part of the Union. The

writer of this paragraph was recently showing

the Japanese Commissioners the sights of the

city of Philadelphia, when one of the com-

missioners exclaimed in his newly acquired

English, and at the same time pointing to the

ivy growing over the walls of the Academy of

Natural Sciences: "Me feel very much at

home."

Double Chinese Primroses.—There are

some semi-double Chinese primroses that can

be increased from seed, but the old-fashioned

kind, and the best kind, does not seed. The

Jotirnal of Horticulture says that at a meeting

of an English society, "the propagation of

double primulas was also discussed, Mr. Collier

advising that after flowering, when the plants

have become somewhat exhausted and are

becoming tall, the lower leaves can be trimmed

away, and some sphagnum moss mixed with

sand placed round the stems. Into this mate-

rial in April and May the stems will root as

quickly as possible, when they can be taken off

and potted. Young cuttings like these make

the best of plants. Some use turfy soil for

rooting the stems, but he considered moss and

sand to be the best."

Large American Chestnuts. — Now and

then cases of large fruited American chestnuts

come up, only to be resolved eventually into

the Spanish variety. When any one has a

large American chestnut, really and truly,

this ofiice would thankfully examine such a

specimen. The twigs should be sent with the

fruit.

(135'
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Ferns from Spores.—There is no great

difficulty in raising ferns—at any rate, those

of the commoner varieties—from spores, the

chief necessities being that the latter should be

fresh, and that plenty of patience and close

attention be brought to bear upon the opera-

tion. The spores may be sown in pots, pans,

or boxes, either of which must be half filled

with broken bricks, &c. , for drainage, and sur-

faced with some fine, mellow loam of a rather

sandy nature, used in a somewhat rough con-

dition, and by no means sifted. Some use

peat, but this is so liable to '* green" on the

surface as to be comparatively useless, for if

once the mossy growth gets ahead of the tiny

fernltts, good-bye to all chance of saving more
than a very small proportion of them. With
the object of avoiding this occurrence, as well

as the necessity for such frequent waterings as

are needed during the summer, fern-spores are

usually sown in the winter or early spring,

when evaporation is much less active. The
soil is moistened by dipping the pots or pans
nearly to their rims in water for a few

moments, and when thoroughly saturated the

spores are scattered evenly over the surface,

but no covering of soil or sand whatever is

given. When vSown place the pots, &c , in a

quiet corner of a moderately warm stove, or

in some place where a temperature of 60 degs.

to 70 degs. is regularly maintained, with a

moist atmosphere and freedom from draughts.

Those who raise ferns in quantity usually im-
provise a kind of low pit or frame at the end
of a warm house, where the seed pots, &c.,

can be kept by themselves, and cover them,
but not too closely, with loose sheets of glass.

Shade from even slight sunshine is necessary,

and the soil must be kept constantly moist,

but by dipping only, no water being given
overhead until the ferns are well up and grow-
ing. In due time, if all goes well, the tiny

ferns will appear, presenting the appearance
of a kind of lichen on the soil. From this

the wee fronds will presently begin to push
up, and they must then be pricked out into

other boxes in little clumps, as at this stage it

would be impossible to separate them. Here,
with a fair share of warmth, moisture, shade,

&c., the seedlings will grow very fast as the

summer draws on, and when beginning to

touch may be separated and pricked out singly
into other boxes of any good, light, loamy or

peaty soil. Still keep them warm, moist,

rather close and lightly shaded, and wheii

strong enough transfer them to "thunil)"

(2-inch) pots, and from these shift them on

into larger sizes as required. The great thing

is to maintain a suitable atmosphere—geni;U,

humid, and "quiet "—about the young plants.

In some houses young ferns appear by thou-

sands without any trouble or care, while iu

others it is only with great difficulty that they

can be raised at all.—B. C. R. in Gardeni)i{;

Ilhistrated.

Dracocephalum nutans.— The growing

love for wild flowers has developed into an in-

creased taste for growing hardy herbaceous

plants, and in borders especially, for they :ire

now getting common in many gardens. With

this growing taste there is encouragement to

the florist and nurseryman to introduce new

and beautiful kinds. One of the best of these

new additions \s\.\iq Dracocephalum iiutans, and

which, perhaps, the lover of plain English

names might want to translate into the ** nod-

ding dragon's head," although it would be

difficult to say in what way this name would

be applicable to this plant. However, without

starting the inquiry as to what is in a name it

may be stated that it is among the most beau-

tiful of all the early spring flowers ever intro-

duced. The frost is scarcely gone before the

plant is a blaze of blue. The blaze in this case

would properly mean a sulphur blaze. Many
plants that are beautiful do not continue long

in blossom, but this plant produces a succes-

sion of bloom continually for two months. It is

closely related tothe catmint family, ox Nepeta,

and the foliage when rubbed has the pleasa^it

odor of the plants of that family. A mass of

these plants makes a brilliantshow in the herba-

ceous ground.

The Oak-leaved Hydrangea.—Our exctl-

lent contemporary Gardeyiing , has an illustra-

tion and a good word for the oak-leavi.d

hydrangea. As it justly says, it is one of the

most unique of foliage plants, as well asof con-

siderable interest for its flowers. It was dis-

covered by Bartram in his travels in Georgi ^

and has been distributed through the United

States, mainly from plants originally brought

to the Bartram Botanic Garden, by this zealous

botanical collector of the last generation.
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Ferns from vSporics.—There is no great

diniculty in raivSing ferns—at any rate, those

of the commoner varieties— from spores, the

chief necessities being that the latter should be

fresh, and that plenty of patience and close

attention be brought to bear upon the opera-

tion. The spores may be sown in pots, pans,

or boxes, either of which must be half filled

with broken bricks, «S:c., for drainage, and sur-

faced with some fine, mellow loam of a rather

sandy nature, used in a somewhat rough con-

dition, and 1)}' no means sifted. Some use

peat, but this is so liable to "green" on the

surface as to be comparatively useless, for if

once the mOvSsy growth gets ahead of the tiny

fernkts, good-bye to all chance of saving more
than a very small proj^oition of them. With
the object of avoiding this occurrence, as well

as the necessity for such frequent waterings as

are needed during the summer, fern-spores are

usually sown in the winter or early spring,

when evaporation is much less active. The
vSoil is moistened by dip])ing the pots or pans
nearly to their rims in water for a few

moments, and when thoroughly saturated the

spores are scattered evenly over the surface,

but no coveiing of soil or sand whatever is

given. When sown place the pots, <S:c , in a

quiet corner of a moderatel}^ warm stove, or

in some place where a temperature of 60 degs.

to 70 degs. is regularly maintained, with a

moist atmosphere and freedom from draughts.

Those who raise ferns in quantity usually im-

provise a kind of low pit or frame at the end
of a warm house, where the seed pots, &c.,

can be kept by themselves, and cover them,
but not too closely, with loose sheets of glavSS.

Shade from even slight sunshine is necessary,

and the soil must be kept constantly moist,

but by dipping only, no water being given
overhead utitil the ferns are well up and grow-
ing. In due time, if all goes well, the tiny

ferns will appear, presenting the appearance
of a kind of lichen on the soil. From this

the wee fronds will presently begin to push
up, and they must then be pricked out into

other boxes in little clumps, as at this stage it

would be impossible to separate them. Here,

with a fair share of warmth, moisture, shade,

&c., the seedlings will grow very fast as the

summer draws on, and when beginning to

touch may be separated and pricked out singly

into other boxes of any good, light, loamy or

peaty .soil. Still keep them warm, nio'

rather clo.se and lightly shaded, and \\]

strong enough transfer them to '*thuinl

(2-inch) pots, and from these shift them

into larger sizes as required. The great tlii .

is to maintain a suitable atmosphere—gen'
'

humid, and " quiet "—about the young plai;

In some houses young ferns appear by tli

sands without any trouble or care, whik .

others it is only with great dilhculty that tlu;

can be raised at all.—B. C. R. in Garden

Illustrated.

Dracocephalum nutans. — The growimr

love for wild flowers has developed into an pi

creased taste for growing hardy herbacet»!;s

plants, and in borders especially, for they ic

now getting common in many gardens. With

this growing taste there is encouragement to

the florist and nurseryman to introduce new

and beautiful kinds. One of the best of thisc

new additions xsth^ Dracoccphaluvi nutans, and

which, perhaps, the lover of plain English

names might want to translate into the " nod-

ding dragon's head," although it would be

difficult to say in what way this name wonhl

be applicable to this plant. However, without

starting the inquiry as to what is in a name it

may be stated that it is among the most be:

tiful of all the early spring flow^ers ever int;. -

duced. The frost is scarcely gone before t^ ••

plant is a blaze of blue. The blaze in this c

would properly mean a sulphur blaze. Mar

plants that are beautiful do not continue lo-

:

in blossom, but this plant produces a succ

sion of bloom continually for two months. 1 1
-

closely related to the catmint family, ox Nepc'

:

and the foliage when rubbed has the pleas ; -

odor of the plants of that family. A mass <"

these plants makes a brilliant show in the hei

ceous ground.
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-The Oak-leaved Hydrangea.—Our exc

lent contemporary Gardening, has an illusti -

tion and a good word for the oak-leav<d

hydrangea. As it justl}' says, it is one of l''^*

most unique of foliage plants, as well asof con-

siderable interest for its flowers. It w^as i;

covered by Bartram in his travels in Geori:

and has been distributed through the Unit :

States, mainly from plants originally broui:,l''t

to the Bartram Botanic Garden, by thiszealov.s

botanical collector of the last generation.
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Forestry IN Scotland.—Through the kind-

ness of Mr. Daniel Dewar, the forester of Lord

Lovatt, in the north of Scotland, we have

before us some interesting figures in regard to

forestry in that part of the world. Although,

of course, the great credit for the forestry work
is due to the capitalists who furnish the money
and the ground, nurserymen who furnish by
their skill the young trees, receive a great deal

of praise. The first nursery which was thus

established for the production of seedling

forest trees was started by James and George

Dickson, on ground near Edinburgh. The
kinds of trees used for Scotch forestry are chiefly

Scotch fir and larch, and of these not less than

ten million have been sold, one or two years

old, i'n a single season. The annual output of

forest trees from these nurseries is estimated at

an average of five million yearly ; this means
that about 700 acres of trees have been planted

every year in Scotland from trees grown by this

single firm alone. It is said that the planting

of forest trees in Scotland is now declining.

This is not because all the ground that could

be possibly planted has been occupied, but

chiefly on account of the insecurity which land-

holders feel in regard to political land agita-

tion. Nurserymen have, as a consequence, in a

measure got out of the business, and what
forest trees are on hand are being sold at a

sacrifice in order to close out that particular

line of trade. Trees hitherto have been sold

at very low prices—the total cost of the trees,

including planting, has been only about three

dollars an acre, although this is considered the

lowest price that such planting has cost. Until

the disposition to plant forests grew extensivel}^

sheep farming was the chief industry in the

north of Scotland ; but this department of

agriculture and forestry will not go hand in

hand together. Deer were formerly very prev-

alent in the north of Scotland, but these also

were found to be enemies, as they eat down all

the young trees. Formerly trees were planted

very closely together, in which case it took

80 or 100 years before the forests would reach

maturity. Since planting has been wide apart

the trees reach sufficient dimensions for profit-

able timber in about 40 years, so that it was
common for younger members of families to

plant with the feeling that it was like an in-

vestment for them in older age. With the feel-

ing of insecurity, on account of political agita-

tions as to the propriety of parties owning la^'.d

for any length of time, this feeling naturally

does not strongly operate to favor forest

planting.

The Boston Public Garden.—The Boston

papers say they are never tired of braggiii"^

about the beauty of their public garden. A
large number of sub-tropical plants are em-

ployed, which gives the flower garden a unique

appearance. The most interesting point of in-

terest this year, is the employment of the com-

mon coxcomb, for gardening effect. The bril-

liant colors make a show for long distances,

and it is found that the plant rather thrives

under our hot summer suns. Other novelties

are in the shape of pineapple plants, which it

is said are used with great effect. Mr. Doogue,

the city gardener, receives great credit from the

city papers for the admirable skill and judg-

ment which he shows in producing the magni-

ficent effects of which Bostonians are so proud.

Pacific Plants in the East.—Many regret

that the madrona, and other beautiful Pacific

plants, are not seen in Eastern gardens. They

nearly all fail, as it is believed, from the com-

parative dryness of the Eastern atmosphere.

Plants have their vital powers of resistance

weakened and fungus diseases follow. Though

there are long periods of dry weather in many

parts of the Pacific, the atmosphere has con-

siderable moisture. In Eastern climates, the

winter climate especially dries the moisture

rapidly out of vegetation. Plants known as

hard}' do not die in winter so much from low

temperature as from the loss of moisture, which

the drying tendencies of our low temperature

induces.

Acacia Julibrissin.—The julibrissin is a

native of the south of Europe, and like many

beautiful trees and shrubs, is not very hanly

beyond Southern New Jersey and Souths

Pennsylvania. So far north as Philadelphi i

it manages to get up a little, the shoots dyit.^

back about one-half yearly. It seems, ho -

ever, to do much better along the sea coast th-^ •

inland. There are some very fine specinu •

at Atlantic City, N. J., which do not seem to

sufler much from the winter. It is a beautin 1

tree, both in foliage and flowers, where t

does well.
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Injury from the Rose Beetle.—Mr. J. G.

T^ester, of Olneyville, R. I., says : "For the

first time in my garden the rose bug has

attacked and greatly injured the leaves of the

rhododendrons. The injury was done almost

before I perceived it, and the disfigured leaves

are now annoying me. If this is to continue

I must try sponging, and I must find out what
can be UvSed without injury—about as bad—to

the foliage. I have found the rhododendron

quite sensitive to any wash—whale-oil soap,

for instance.

" In these times of discontent the gospel of

the garden can be preached, for to him who
studies nature in the garden she is most kind
—

* she speaks a various language.' "

This is a case where Paris green could be

applied without much objection. Where there

are flowers enough to satisfy these creatures

they seldom feed on leaves. One does not like

to Paris green flowers.

ri^'mTS £SS ¥E^ET/^Pl,ES.

Treatment or Hedges.—Hedge plants that

were set out last spring should not be cut down
the coming season, but be allowed to grow for

another year just as they like, if a strong and
vigorous hedge be desired. The plants cut

back when two or three years old will then

sprout vigorously the next season, and during
the summer following may be trimmed to the

shape desired. It must not be forgotten that

trimming in a measure weakens the roots. By
letting plants grow for two or three 3'ears as

they will, we get these roots strong before the

veakening process of trimming is resorted to*

The Yellow Iris.—The yellow iris, pseud-

oo^ms, though growing in dry garden ground
as well as any other iris, is reall}- a swamp
lover in its native place of growth. In the Old
World it is found along lakes and ponds,

•^equently growing almost wholly under water.

It is one of the best of all plants for lake

decorations. In our country it flowers about
the middle of June, or one might say in the

luiddle of the iris vSeason. as some kinds, nota-

'^ly some of the Japan species, are fully in

flower about the middle of July.

f^oUBLE Pansies.—Dark blue Pansies. sim-

'ilating huge violets, are on our table from
W- H. King, of Rochester, N. Y., and very

pretty things they are.

A Strawberry CVardkn.—The Massachu-

setts Horticultural Society offers premiums for

the best market garden of strawberries, and
last year made a visit to the garden of two of

the competitors. Mr. Varnum Frost, of Arling-

ton, Mass., and Mr. F. J. Kinney, of Worces-

ter, Mass. A committee of the vSociety visited

these grounds on the i8th of June, and speak

in terms of high compliment of the success of

these gardens. They say that Mr. IVost pre-

fers a deep subsoil for strawberries, which is

capable of retaining moisture well during a

dry time, and that very well rotted stable

mature was found to be the best fertilizer.

The plants are set about the first of May, in

rows five feet apart, and the rows themselves

distant from each other two feet. He has

found the best economy in setting the plants

about the first of August one foot apart in

double rows, one foot distant from each other,

leaving vacant paths two feet wide between

each set of double rows. For this layer plants

are considered the best. As he cultivates his

ground wholly for profit, he raises other cro])s

between the rows of strawberry plants set out

in the spring ; in this way he gets a crop of

vegetables from the same ground before the

strawberry fruit conies in. Mr. Kinnev likes

to manure his ground the year before he sets

his plants, usually preferring to have a well

manured crop of potatoes in the ground the

year previous. He took off* a crop of turnips

after the potatoes were dug ; then, in the

spring, before setting the strawberry plants,

about the first of May. sowed a large quantity

of fine ground bone on the ground. He uses

horse cultivators between the rows. Once a

week, however, boys go through to hoe out

weeds between the plants. The runners are

layered by boys who pick the berries. The

new plantations are made from these. After

the ground has frozen two or three inches deep,

the strawberry beds are covered with a thin

layer of meadow hay—a few bean poles put

over to keep the hay from being blown around.

In the spring the hay is left on the runners

where ]iaths were wanted. Among the varieties

used are many of the older standard kinds, such

as Charles Downing. Jucunda and Sharpless.

The latter is profitable, but seems more tender,

being liable to be injured by late spring frosts.
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Grape Culture in America.—One need grapes of the Mission variety (many bunclK .

not be very old to know from personal knowl- weighing six and seven pounds), the crop

edge, how rapidly has been the advance of being generally made into wine. The old lady

grape culture in America. Our fathers planted who planted this one-vine vineyard died in

the European grape, but they refused to grow 1865 at the age of 107.

more than a few years before failing ; and even The one thing which strikes the conductors

after the secret of rapid improvement had been • wonderingly is the use of the word viticulture

discovered by Mr. Rogers of Salem, Mass., instead of the well-known and perfectly under-

very little was done towards shipping success- stood term ' grape culture." The latin word

fully. The Catawba and Isabella were the vitis is simply grape—and w^hy grape-culture,

first to get a reputation for traveling, and the one solid English word, is not as good as viti-

impression w^as that the Ohio growers were culture, which is a mongrel of two languages,

the first to make shipping successful. But is difficult to understand. It must be very

recent government statistics give the credit to trying to the government author to be coni-

New York. The report says that in that pelled to speak of '' vineyards' in the body of

state, in what is known as the I^ake Cayuga the paper,—it will probably come to "viti-

district, a grower of grapes shipped his first yards" one of these days. But it will then be

crop, amounting to fifty pounds, to the New found he^s not a happy man, for some one will

York market about 1845 byway of the New discover that the vitises are not grown in yards

York and Erie canal. The grapes were deliv- but in fields, and then not merely fields but in

ered in good condition, and the commission whole townships. Verily the way of the word

houses handling them wrote encouragingly to reformer is hard,

the shipper, advising further shipments. The
next year the grower was able to ship some The Wilder and White Imperial Cuk-

200 or 300 pounds. He overdid the matter, rants.—New fruits can only be judged faiily

however, and the New York market on grapes by comparison. To say that this or that variety

broke under the pressure. It is estimated that is good, or very good, tells nothing that the pro-

during the season of 1890 there have been gressive fruit grower can profit by. But this

shipped from this same district and carried by test was applied to the white imperial currant,

thedifferent railroad and express companies to and the Wilder— a red variety— sent to

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and other Meehans' Monthly by Mr. S. D. Willard, <-^i

distributing markets abqut 20,000 tons or Geneva. The Wilder is at least as large m

40,000,000 pounds of grapes, and probably one- bunch and berry as Fay's prolific, and sweeter

quarter of this amount was, in addition, sold —while the Imperial is equal to White Grape

to wine manufacturers. in every respect, but much sweeter. They are

On the Pacific Slope the European grape both good novelties.

thrives as well as in the Old World ; and grape

culture has extended to a prodigious extent, Crambe maritima—A Delicious Vegeta-

notonly in acreage over the whole territory m^^.— Lyon Hortkole s,\.dX^s that the blanch'

d

but in individual vineyards, although the young shoots have been found to be a delicicr.s

phylloxera, which is one of the foes ot the vegetable. It is easily raised from seeds, or ro't

European grape, is doing much mischief. cuttings. It gives at length its culture, whiVH

Thelargest vineyard in the state is at Tehama, is similar to the culture of asparagus. Tie

3,800 acres, with 1,000 more soon to be added. American form C. Americana is very coui-

California has the largest vineyard in the mon on the Atlantic sea coast.

world ; it may be well to state that she has

also the smallest. It is a vineyaid consisting The Redfield Raspberry.—Some of tlie

of a single vine, in Santa Barbara county. It Western newspapers are speaking very highy

was planted by a Mexican woman about sixty- of a new raspberry raised by Messrs. J. W ra,. ;

eight years ago, and has a diameter one foot cSc Son, of Waukee, Iowa. Very careful te ^-^

from the ground of 12 inches, its branches have been made between it and other varietit-.

covering an area of 12,000 feet, and produces and it is said to be far more abundantly fruitlu

annually from 10,000 to 12,000 pounds of than any of the varieties which have been testt*'.

Large Tomatoes.—There always seems an

interest attached to the production of large and

fine fruits, and some question has arisen as to

what is the largest perfect tomato that has been

raised. Some one has placed one on the con-

ductor's table weighing nineteen and a half

ounces. This is perfectly round and smooth.

Heavier ones have no doubt been raised having

a curled or cramped form, and we have no

doubt that some one could bring forward a

finer perfect specimen than the one here

recorded.

Shanking oe Grapes. — Those who grow

grapes under glass are frequently troubled by

what is know as ' 'shanking.
'

' This is a species

of deca}^ which attacks tne stem of the

bunch near its junction with the main

branch. When this occurs the berries

never ripen. All treatises on the subject

that the writer has seen, refer the trouble

to something in the soil, or something

in the manner of treatment ; but it has

always seemed from analogy in many
other cases that it must be the work of a

fungus. By a paper which has recently

appeared in the London Joional of

Horticulture, it seems that the grape

growers of that country have now proved

certainly that it is the work of a fungus

which they call Polyactis cinerca. It is

said that the fungus is found on grapes

in California as well as in the glasshouses

of Europe.

The fungus is a very prett}' one under

the microscope, and is re})resented by

the annexed illustration from the journal

quoted.

Timbrell Strawberry.—In the July issue

appeared a note from our artist, Mr. Alois

Lunzer, in relation to a large strawberry he had

drawn for Mr. Reid, of Bridgeport, Ohio. Mr.

Reid states that this variety is called the Tim-

brell, from a New York gentleman of that name
from whom he purchased the entire stock two

years ago. It is a remarkably healthy and

productive variety—twenty -six full formed ber-

ries have been found on a single stock. Ten

berries have been gathered which weighed

twenty- five ounces, and would measure almost

a quart and a half. We doubt whether any

larger berries have ever been produced—if

there have been let us hear about them.

A Wild Strawbkrrv Field.— J. M. H.,

Livermore Falls, Maine, says :

"By the side of Wilson Pond, Winthrop,

Maine, is a five acre piece which was cleared of

wood, lot comprising deciduous and evergreen

trees, latter mostly pine, three years ago, and

was burned over two years ago. This year it

is a wondrous strawberry field, that is the part

not given to hoed crops. The fruiting stems

grow ten and twelve inches high, with many

larcre berries on each stem. The ground was

fairly red with berries which had ripened by the

26th of June. 1.S94. In three days there were

picked six bushels of berries on stems which

gave fifty quarts of hulled berries, and more

than that amount were left to rot on the ground.

SHANKING FUNGUS OF GRAPES.

One woman picked ten quarts in twenty-four

minutes. The plants seemed in beds and were

as luxuriant as any cultivated ones. The ber-

ries were as large as many cultivated ones seen

in the markets. Can any one tell how the seeds

came there? There was a great variety of vege-

tation, /^^/V7/////w pcdatum .
grew in abundance.

f

»

Evening Primrose .\s a Veget.ahle. —
Mr. Alois Lunzer notes in regard to paragraph

on CEnothera biennis, at page 76. ^o^- I^'» ^°

Evening Primrose as a \'egetable :

" I can state

that Oenothera root is excellent for salads, and

extensively grown in Europe, especially in

Saxony, where it is known as ' Rapunzel.'
"
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THE WILD GARDEN.
**I love the garden wild and wide,
Where oaks have plum trees by their side

;

Where wood vines and the twistinjj; vine
Clip round the pear tree and the pine.
Where mixed jonquils and gowans grow,
And roses 'mid rank clover blow
Upon a bank of a clear strand,
In wimplings led by nature's hand

;

Though Docks and Brambles here and there
May sometimes cheat the gardener's care,
Yet this to me's a paradise
Compared with prim cut plots and nice,
Where nature has to art resigned,
Till all looks mean, stiff, and confined."

—Allan Ramsay.

Robert Douglas.—Robert DoiiglavS is a

household name to every lover of American
gardening, and especially to those who are fond

of evergreens. He was the first to make the

raising of evergreens from seeds a great success

in America. Until his time by far the greater

number of evergreen trees planted in America
were imported from the old world. Garden and
Fores/ gives an interesting sketch of his history.

He w^as born in England ; but he was among
the earliest of the pioneers who crossed the
continent at a time when such ajourney meant
considerable hardshij). When settling down
he started from the Cireen Mountains in a buggy
in the year 1S44, ''^nd found himself in the
middle of June in the country about Chicago.
It was very difficult in the confusion to find

accommodations, and he had to sleep on the
floor of a hotel through early comers having
pre-empted the dining room tables. The next
day he started for dryer land, and kept on until

he reached Waukegan, about thirty miles from
Chicago, where his horse gave out and left him,
as the saying is, "stranded;" but there he
made his home. His first great effort was, as
a nurserymen, in raising apple and pear seed-

lings
; up to that time very nearly the whole

of the apple and pear stocks used in America
were imported from the old world, although
some smaller efforts had been made in Western
New York. His experiments with raising

evergreens continued through several years,

(142)

until he discovered that regular moisture and

partial shade were essential features of success.

He made arbors, the shade of which was fur-

nished by brush from the woods, and in this

way managed to make the raising of evergreen

seedlings a perfect success. He was the first

to recognize the fact that the blue spruce of

Colorado, then called A dies Moiziesii, was

much hardier than the supposed same species

from the Pacific coast, and it was through this

discovery by Mr. Douglas that the Colorado

spruce became so popular. When Dr. Warder
discovered that the catalpa tree of the west was

a different species fiom the catalpa of the east,

and much better fitted for a timber tree than

that species, Mr. Douglas was one of the first

to enter largely into its culture. They have

planted over three million of trees in Scott

county in Kansas alone. Not only is Mr.

Douglas' name esteemed everywhere among
horticulturists for the great good which he has

done to the art of horticulture, but also for his

personal worth and character is he as highl\

esteemed. Good humor and good feeling art

vStrong points in his character, and although

at present nearly eighty years of age, he

still takes a w^arm interest in everything

that concerns horticulture and humanity in

general.

Dimorphism in the Trailing Arbutus.—
Professor Meehan having declined the honor

of the first discovery of separate sexes in tht

Epiga:a tepefis, in favor of Professor Lindley,

in the "Botanical Register," it is still in

order to make a further correction, by noting

that Andre Michaux has an entry dated

Morganton, North Carolina, that the plant

had been in flower some days before th«

entry, April 2d, 1796, and that " some indi-

viduals had all the flowers without even the

rudiments of stamens, w^hile in other individ-

uals all the flowers were hermaphrodite." It

was probably noted bj^ the Pilgrims when they

landed at Plymouth Rock, and possibly by the

ancient Norsemen.

The Henna Plant—Lawsonia alba.—Says
Prof Wickson of the University of California:

" We are indebted to Prof Thomas Meehan,

of Philadelphia, for the seed from which we
have grown a few plants of this interesting

and historical oriental shrub. It is described

as a small, handsome and sweetly scented

hush, first grown on the borders of Persia, and

thence its use and cultivation probably spread

westward into Africa and eastward to the

several provinces of India. The use of the

dye prepared from its leaves, pounded with

catechu or lime, as a cosmetic is evidently of

Mahomniedan origin, being chiefly used by

the women of that race for staining the hands,

fingers, nails and feet. The simple decoction

of the leaves also is frequently used in dyeing

cloth and handkerchiefs ; color produced is a

shade of yellowish or redish- brown or red.

Tlie leaves are also said to have marked heal-

ing properties. We anticipate its chief value

in California will be as a handsome orna-

mental."

Wild Flowers of Western New Eng-
land.—A paper under the title of Wild Flowers

f Wesiern New England, read before the Hol-

>>ke Horticultural Society, by Edward S.

Waters, of Springfield, Mass., has been pub-

i >lied in a miniature pamphlet form, and

i
.obabl^' can be obtained from the author. It

\^ a model of popular teaching, in that it is

nevoid of the dry and technical details which

often repel instead of attracting the student.
'' is probable that much of the objection made
o botanical names, comes from the pedantic

c of them without occasion. Really, these

'mes are no harder than those that are used

hemical, geological or even medical wiit-

'• i::s, and so far as medicine is concerned, the
' Uient usually- prefers a Greek name for his

>ease, and a Latin name for the medicine
' tich is to help him. However, with such an

^sih' understood essay as this is of Mr.

aters, no one could be found who would say
\',

\ r

it botany was anything else than one of the

^I'.ost pleasant of studies.

Burning or the Scribner Herbarium.—
'I'he famous Herbarium of Prof Scribner was
last in the great Washington fire. The loss of

^ many type specimens of grasses described

^'y Prof Scribner will be widely felt.

Mrs. J. DuNDAS Lippincott.— The recent

death of this distinguished lad}', is a severe

loss to the Small Parks Association of Phila-

delphia and the American I'orestry Associa-

tion, of which she was an active member. Her

husband is the grandson of James Dundas, who
was one of the principal supporters, in his

time, of the Pennsylvania Horticultural vSo-

ciety, and he was the third or fourth to flower for

the first time in America, what was then the

greatest floral wonder of the time— the \'ictoria

Lily. The finest specimens in Philadelphia of

Magnolia gHindiflora, English Hawthorn, and

other famous trees, are on the Lippincott-

Dundas grounds. Her desire to do good was

superior to even her great wealth,—but her

physical strength was not equal to the tax.

Possibly no lady ever passed away in a great

city, so universally mourned and missed for

her good works as Mrs. Lippincott will be.

Russian Thistle.—One of the l-uroptan salt-

worts, SalsoIa 7'ragus, of LinniL-us, has found

itself very much at home in Dakota, where it

has been christened " Russian Thistle." The

politicians of that section, like politicians ekse-

where, proceeded at once on its becoming com-

mon to stamp it out utterly by an act of the

Legislature,— the *' compensation for the over-

seers," of course, "not to be less than two

dollars a day. " This was in 1S90,—but the

•' Russian Thistle " still holds the fort.

General AiGisTrs J. Pleasanton. — A

devoted lover of gardening. CieneTal A. J. I'leas-

anton died at his country seatatOverbruok, ntar

Philadelphia, on the 27th of July, in the eighty-

sixth year of his age. He will be well known

to many by his experiments with blue glass

on the growth of plants. He was a graduate

of West Point, being engaged mostly on

topographical service during his active con-

nection with the United States service. Dur-

ing the Rebellion he was the chief organizer of

military bodies in the city of Philadelphia.

Frederick O'Neill. -^Philadelphians will

regret to learn of the decease, recently, of Mr.

Frederick O'Neill, who for many years carried

on the business of greenhouse heating in this

vicinity. His son, Frederick H. O'Neill, will

continue the business, conducted so success-

fully by his father for so long a period.

^mf^m
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GENERAL NOTItS.

Crested Aspiditjm acrostichoides.—Mrs.

W. A. Kellerman, Columbus, Ohio, sends a

sketch of a crested frond of the Christmas

fern, with the following interesting note con-

cerning it

:

'\ %>

mi^'p

"Although the ferns seem very set in their

ways, admitting of but slight variation, here

is a rough sketch of a rather interesting case of

branching. There were two fronds growing
on opposite sides of the plant, which seem to

be^'almost identically abnormal. There was
quite a tendency towards favScination where the

branching began. The pinnru of the little

branches were not at all normal, having lost

the characteristic little " thumb " entirely, and
being very irregularly branched and serrated.

I have several abnormal specimens of different

ferns, but none which show such profuse

branching."

It furnishes another illustration to many on
record that there is no dividing line in the
great workshop of nature, between leaves

(or fronds) and branches. Fronds not only
branch at times, but produce bulbils from
which plants will follow. A curious fact is

that thcvse crested or branched ferns can be
reproduced, with tolerable similarity, from the

spores.

(144)

Fighting the Russian Thistle. — Ti.e

Salsola Tragus, which has obtained the name of

"Russian thistle" in the west, has been

honored by a place in the United States legis-

lation. An item of one million of dollars

having been inserted in the annual appropria-

tion bill towards ridding the west of this un-

welcome emigrant. Whether this item will

be allowed to stay there before the final passage

of the bill is not known at this writing. The

misfortune of legislation of this kind is that

it originates under what is known in political

slangasthe *' Hip, hip, hurrah " stj^eof legis-

lation. Somebody says we ought to do some-

thing, another says we must do something, and

the final result is an appropriation to do some-

thing ; but no one has the slightest idea of

just what is to be done. The only way to get

rid of the Russian thistle, or an}^ other weed,

is to pull it out before it seeds ; but this indus-

trial method is never emplo\'ed—no doubt a

million of dollars spent in employing pervSons

to weed ought to get rid of the plant entirely ;

but the money will not be spent in that way

—

a vast majority will go to overseers, who will

simply compel parties to pull out the weeds

themselves, which they ought to be willing to

do without having a paid overseer to compel

them to do it. It was vStated during the ('i>-

cussion that the money was only to follow up

other laws, stringent laws, so it was stated. 10

be made b^' the States in which the w^eeds w :e

growing.

FoREvST Fires Again.—It is said that ' le

recent tremendous forest fire in Atlantic courv,

New Jersey, got beyond control from the cu r-

mous amount of dead and dry underbrush. It

will be in order to apply to the legivSlature r

a few more thousand dollars to employ over-

seers to arrest the gunner whose wad, or U\^

cigar smoker w^hose '* stump" starts tlu-e

disastrous conflagrations. Dry underbru-H

must be preserved at all hazards, —at least suv li

seems to be the underlying thought with all

forest legislation.

LflRQE

TkEE5
FOR innEblflTE EFFECT

It is commonly supposed that very large

trees will not move easily, and this may be

true where they have not had proper care, but

here we make a specialty of these large trees,

and by heavy manuring and cultivation we
send out such stock in such excellent condi-

tion that the percentage of loss is very small,

—no greater than is usual with small sized

stock.

The advantage of using large trees on both

new and old places is apparent. Visitors

should select such stock now and have it

reserved until the proper planting season

arrives. Prices furnished only by correspond-

ence. Visitors to our nurseries are always

welcome.

Thomas IWeehan & Sons

Gernoontou:in, Phila.

JHE ELKHART INSTITUTE, of Art,

SciKNCK. AM) iNDrsTKV, Klkhart, In<l. In-

structions thorough and eminently practical.

Terms very reasonable. I^xpcnscs low. Hoth

sexes admitted. Careful home training;. Location

attractive and healthful. Day and cveninji sessions.

Diplomas awarded. Students can enter at any time.

Circulars free. Address, II. A. Mrmaw, M. D.,

Scc'y, as above.

AGENTS.—rircatest seller out. Something new

Big profits. Boys and girls make gocnl agents.

Write now. Address, Dr. H. A. Mumaw. Klkhart,

Indiana.

ilClif CVCfC Ciitiirart-.. Scars or Films

H^ff Clk O A^i'^Oiau.l). Our htiiiio

troatmontCl-KKS DiHiMt^.tl t>.sor Li'lf* ^\»«*'" *ll

i-th.i^f.iil. Huii.ln-hc..nvin...l. r.iinrhl»-t frw.

^olCl^h.. Address 1 UK LV L, Okuu * all"*, >• »•

lix':;;;':;:: Agents. $7d

rtiHli-< for a faimlv in one minute.

W»-.h-s, rifi'**-* »» 1 drift ih'-m

without w«?tnin{ til" htn<l«. Yuu
puih thf bution. iJ"- ni«chiu'"lo«-i

the r'St. Brishi. pollnht-'l tli«h<?»,

and .-heprfiil wivr*. No scaMr.i

tin«"r«,no<oile.lhan>lsorrliiihiui|.

N.. broken 'llxhen. DO inu««.Ch»'ap.

lurahlt'.warmiitt «1. i'lr •ular^fr*-*'

W. p. HARRISON A CO., Clerk No. I-.*. 4 olumbua. O.

We Grow ^J; rM?.S!,? Roses Annually

Manyothi rtbiiij;sasiarj?eiy. Are headquarters for the choicest

FrultandOrnamentalTrees,Shrubs,Vlnes, Roses, Plants,

Xofincr assort mcrjf. of T.Jir;jro or Small Fruits. Shrubs or

Kost'slti Amorifa. ^Vi(U rnon^ ju'i-es of Oriianioiitals than

^^^^^^^^ any otlier Nui-stTy <'an show. IMantors as wt'll as Nur-

sorvmeu, Florists and Dealers an; cordliilly \n\\Wy\ to call and lii>| t tmr

stock. FALL PRK K LIST AM> HI LB < ATALiMili: l'Hi:i:.

BULBS.

4Ist YEAR. 1,000 ACRES. 2<» GREENHOUSES.

STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 8 Painesville, Ohio.

AROUND THE WORLD
Am a- iiiaa«tr»ffAal Moiithlv Maaazino ofAn Illustrated Monthly Magazine

Tours, Travels and Explorations

DEVOTED TO A KNOWL-
EDGE OF THE EARTH
AND OF ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

A MAGAZINE FOR THE LIBRARY AND
DRAWING-ROOM

I'rinted throughout on fine coated paper, and intended for

permanent preservation in the library of the household, club,

^nd college.

From the New York Nation : " Prof. Heilprin's taste

Roes hand in hand with his solid learning to produce a

very handsome journal, with charming illustrations.

TllKKE NrMHKRS (IH'ceinber, January and

Febiimry) KOW READY.
No. I (December) contains, among other articles, "A Sledge

EDITED BY

PROF. flMQELO HEILPRIN

Journey and an Ivxperience.'' by Mrs. I'cary < illustrated),

with a fine portrait of the author.

This periodical holds a unique place in the magazine liter-

ature of this country, and is almost the only one which is

published with a view to permanent preservation, as a book

of reference, on the shelves of the library. It is essentially

a magazine for the family, and it will be found as indispen

sable to the teacher as it is useful to the intending summer

and winter tourist.

Yearly Subscription, 11(1.50. Single Copy, 15 cents. m Club with MEEIIANS- MONTHI.Y for ea.OO

THE CONTEnPOR/IRT PUPLISHINQ CO.
CANVASSERS WANTED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

LIBERAL TERMS
6 BEEKMAN STREET. NEW YORK

628 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA

W^-'^j



USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
For Pamphlet on '* Bugs and Blight," address

B. HAMMOND, Fishkill on-TIudson, N. Y.

c DESTROYS I

./iv Shall It be % our House ot

iP] a Pound ol Copperf
/A^ Entirely new departure in pro-
Vh tecting buildings from lightning

W Patents of N. D. C. Hedges,
1

1

Ed itor of Science .

Send for circulars. Agents wanted.
American Lightning Protection Co.,

874 Broadway, New York.

TREES
PLANTS, Etc. I
FRDIT and •

ORNAMENTAL
We offera full line

of the hest at bottom price. Write uow for

Catalogue, pienier & Ftlmly, Kosello, >.J.

COmiEIIVIITOIIIEIi, GREEHHOUSES, PHLm HOUSES,

IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

HITCHINGS & CO.
established 50 YEARS.

HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS
AND LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

GREENHOUSE HEATING andVENTILATING APPARATUS

•'•^iiKlS^Sti:'i»cv.. -fc»«^5_.^

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, PALM HOUSES, ETC., ERECTED COMPLETE, WITH OUR PATENT IRON FRAME

CONSTRUCTION. PLANS AND ESTIMATES OF COST SENT ON APPLICATION.

SEND FOUR CENTS IN STAMPS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES.

233 MERCER STREET. N Y.

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and Rstiniates furnished
on application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

LARGEST BUILDERS OF GREENHOUSE STRUCTURES. SIX HIGHEST AWARDS AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

SEND FOUR CKNTS POSTAGE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Mention "Meehaus' Monthly." LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvlngton-on-Hudson^

"Potash in Agriculture."
Results prove conclusively that by the use of

fertilizers rtcA in potash the crops of

Wheat and Rye
are largely increased and the soil is positively enriched.

We will cheerfully mail our pamphlets on Potash, its Use and Abuse on the Fam\
Jtte 0/ cost. They will cost you noihing to read, and will save you dollars.

GERMAN KALI WORKS. <)3 Nassau Street. New York.

HIRES & CO., Umited, -f
^a^^^ock
LOW PRICES

"•"iSSSt?:'"" SSiGLASS SSSS
Fr«nch Sheet*
KDgtIsh Sheet.

Colored and Bnameled OlaM.
I«ooklng Glasfi*

Removed to 626 Arch 8t.« Philadelphia, Pa*

rACTomts

:

OUINTON. N. 4.

^ The only House In Philadelphia that car*
* ries a fall Stock of Polished Plate Glass.

Prevents and checks MILDEW and
BLACK ROT on Grapes, Fruits,

and Plants

3 CooiHies Slip, N«w York

"For the enlightened owners of gardens and woodlaBdf

this journalis invaluable."—iViftf Vork Tribune.

PUBLISHED THE IsT AND 16tm OF EACH MONTH
BY

THE GARDENING COMPANY
MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO

yoi. viL

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.00 A VEAR~— 24 NUMBERS

The most practical and valuable American liorti-

onltural publication. Departments : The Flower
V arden, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, The
Mudow Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vege-
.:\ble Garden, Insects and Other Pests, Mushrooms,
lid others in season. See what subscribers say

Al>out this valuable journal.
'For condensed common sense in gardening matters, for

Pliable, unprejudiced and safe information, Gardbnino
-innot be surpassed, and although moderate in size it ex-

K mds upon perusal." W. C Eoan, Highland Park, 111.

Gakdenxivo is the best horticultural paper printed in
uerica." Chas 1,. BuRR.Spnngfield, Mass.

^GARDEN-
FOREST

A JOURNALOF HORTICULTURE
LANDSCA PE ART AN D FORESTRY

: janujarTI \m'

I am greatly pleased with the paper. It is practical and
ion ofphot<^aphlc views of plants,
B a moat adsuraole feature."
W. M. JOHNSON. Hackentack, N. J.

ggestive. Ita'reproduction ofph6t<^aphlc views of plants,
jwers and landscapes is a moat adsurable feature."

'It is a deliilttlhl paper aad has been very interesting and
:^tructiv« to ibe.*' Frank Hitchcock, Davenport, la:

' I have fbnfid GARDBNUf^ eztreaitily uaefol and interast-

i. Yonhave gfvQii four aubacribera a great deal more than
•Jir mo^efu-^ctrk. Chas. H, Brown,

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

'Such a publication was long needed in this country.
• ery line of its contributions is a lesson in itself to many
^fessionala as well as to amateurs."
^oHN Berry, 6ardener to Senator Wolcott, Littleton, Colo.

"I value Garobnino highlv on account of the very practi-
=il character of its contents.'

J. A. Prttiorew, Supt. Uncoln Park, Chicago

I regard GardbninO aa one of the most practical maga>
ues issued in the interests of horticulture,"

W. F. Macara, Waterville, N. Y.

The paper is the most practical of any I read."
W. K. Abbs, Fond du Lac, Wis.

"I subscribe to all the horticultural and Boricultural jour-
Is on this continent as far as I know and find in Garden-

' NO the most practical one for an amatenr like myself.''

Dr. GBO. T. H • '« ' ' "•^' rr»»^«Jt,qr^ JiJ. Y,

A beautifully illustrated journal oi

Horticulture, Landscape Art, and For-

estry, filled ever>' week with fresh, en-

tertaiuing, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take

an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the scope of the paper.

The bestjournal of its important kind.—^i7a. Press.

"The foremost journal of its class.*'—.ffw/<wi Herald.

"A delightful weekly companion."- Harper's Weekly.

It easily leads all similar journals in this country, if not in

all countries.—^tfj/on Transcript.

The engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare

trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes. -iV. K Evening Ptst.

It sustains the high character which ft assumed from ita>

commencement, and has no rival in its Bcld.-^SjpringJeld

Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Spedmen copy free on application.

Garden and Forest PoblisUng Co. ^",^ ?s'rT"

I. Y.
HENWRifiNfiTO ADVERTISERS, TELL THES YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' SOWTHLY.
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' Ly"^ 874 IJroadway, New York.
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PLANTS, Etc. I
FRUIT and 2

ORNAMENTAL \

CONSERVHTORIES, iEEHHOUSES, PHLIfl HOUSES,

IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS GLAZING, PATENT VENTILATING

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

HITCHINGS & CO.

rSTABLlSHkD 50 YEARS.

HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS
< AND LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

GREENHOUSE HEATING and VENTILATING APPARATUS

«. ' - -V V '^jit,'*" f v^-^ii*- .' V'r '**'.>•'-' >-'-c—^»-^ WV*»»,*i»»- • *-. *—*^ '

<-^^' f<<* »•'«';*»: 'T •'

CUNSERVATORirS, GREENHOUSES, PALM HOUSES. ETC., ERECTED COMPLETE, WITH OUR PATENT IRON F'^

CONSTRUCTION. PLANS AND ESTIMATES OF COST SENT ON APPLICATION.

SEND FOUR CENTS IN STAMPS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES.

233 MERCER STREET. N Y

LORD 6l BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and l<)stimates hirnished
un application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDER

^:k'^t

LARGEST GUILDERS OF GRELNHOUot STRUCTURES. SIX HIGHEST AWARDS AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

»^SKN1) l<OUK CllNPS rOSTAOlv lOR II.l.rSTKATKD CATAI.OCUTK.

Mention Medians Monthly. LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvlngton-on-Hudson, N. Y

"Potash in Agriculture."
Results prove conclusively that by the use of

fertilizers r/V// in potasli the crops of

Wheat and Rye
are largely increased and the soil is positivclN'enriclied.

We will cheerfully mail our pamphlets on Potash, its Use and .\l)use on the Farm,
/fee of cost. They will co.^t you nt)iliing to read, and will save you dollar-.

GERMAN KALI WORKS, o.^, Nassau St rcot. New York.

3ES & CO., Umited, f large stock
LOW PRICES

tJillKJI "" !SB GLASS "^^^^^^

Colored and Bnatueled Olans. French Sheet.
Looking Glass. Knglish Sheet.

R'i^moved to 626 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

actorics : . The only House in Philadelphia that car-

NTON, N. 4. ries a lull Stock of Polished Plate Glass,

PUBLISHED THE 1st AND 15th OF EACH MONTH
BY

THE GARDENING COMPANY
MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO

JBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.00 A YEAR 24 NUMBERS

he most practical and valuable American Horti-
tiiral publication. Departments: The Flower
rdeu, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, The
ndow Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vcge-
le Garden, Insects and Other Pests, Mushrooms,
others in season. See what subscribers say

•ut this valuable journal.

I'cr coudensed common sense in gardening matters, for

able, unprejudiced and safe information, Gardening
not be surpassed, and although moderate in size it ex-
!ds upon perusal." W. C Egan, Highland Park, 111.

CiARDENiNG IS the bcst horticultural paper printed in

erica.'' Chas L- Burr, Springfield, Mass.

I am gfreatly pleased with the paper. It is practical and
-festive. Its reproduction of photographic views of plants,
•ers and landscapes is a most admirable feature."

W. M. Johnson, Hackensack, N. J.

It is a delightful paper and has l)cen very interesting and
^ructive to me." Frank Hitchcock, Davenport, la.

I have found Gardening extremely useful and interest-
. You have given your subscribers a great deal more than
ir money's worth." Chas. E- Brown,

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

Such a publication was long needed in this country.
ry Hue of its contributions is a lesson in itself to many
essionala as well as to amateurs."
'HN Berry, Gardener to vSenatorWolcott, Littleton, Colo,

] value Gardening highly on account of the very practi-

character of its contents.'

J. A. Pettigrew, Supt. Lincoln Park, Chicago

I regard Gardening as one of the most practical maga-
es issued in the interests of horticulture.''

W. F. Macara, Watcrville, N. Y.

The paper is the most practical of any I read."
W. E. Anns, Fond du Lac, Wis.

I subscribe to all the horticultural and floricultural jour-
'S on this contiucnt as far as I know and find in Garden-
<i the most practical one for an amateur like myself.''

Dr. Geo. T. Hawley, Coming, N. Y.

Prevents and checks MILDEW and
BLACK ROT on Grapes, Fruits,

and Plants

C. H. JOOBTEN
3 Coenties Slip, New York

"For the enlightened owners of ganleiis and woodlands

this journal is invaluable."—-\>:f Vot k Ttibune.
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A beautifully illustrated journal of

Horticulture, Ivandscape Art, and For-

estry, filled every week with fresh, en-

tertaining, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take

an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the

best literature of the time on all subjects

within the scope of the paper.

The be.^^t journal of its important kind —/V/ /7a. Ptfss.

"The foremost journal of its c\as9,.*'—Boslon Herald.

"A delightful weekly comi)anion."- Hatper's IfWkJv.

It easily leads all similar journals in this country, if not in

all countries.—Bos/on Transctipt.

The engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare

trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes. -iV. Y. Evening Rist.

It sustains the high character which it assumed from its-

commencement, and has no rival in its ReXd.—Springjifld

Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application. '

Garden and Forest Pabllsliing Co. ^"^i^. ^s'^t'"'

HEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN HEEHANS' MONTHLY.
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T^ES
SMALL PRUIT5. GRAPES, SHRUB5. ROSES.

HARDY PLANTS, BULBS.
Larcest and choicest collections in America.

FOR FAl,l, PI^ANTING.
Handsome new 160 p. Catalogue, best of Its kind J'rec.

T-r»iT7r TL T^dma^cmt-ai ELLWANGER & BARRYi
rKUl I Ol UKiNAiViCrN 1 AL. mount hope nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.
S1»KCIALTIEH FOIl FALL PLANTING. 54tli YEAR.

i

u m-.- I,

LATEST NOVELTIES IN

ROSES, PHLOX, POPPIES, IRISES, PAEONIES
PYRETHRUMS, DELPHINIUMS, ETC.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA. ROSA WICHURAIANA

4 Catalogues, 228 pages, fully describing the most unique collection of hardy plants in America. 1

set for 5 two-cent stamps.

THE READING NURSERY
JACOB W. MANNING, Proprietor

Established in 1854 READING, MASS.
<;;;::iiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>s

s ^^%"va ^\^%0^\.mMWkM E Headquarters for leading choice varieties of 3
a""^^™""" r^^/T^ CSR^/l^N ^^" S the finest {Strawberries. No poor ones sold, s
2 ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ m m m mm, m^ mm. m^ m ^^ ^^ s ^^^ grown plants set now bear full crop finest 2
s ^m ^r^M Mm mmm ^m ^^^M ^J # ^^C*~ Worries next year—in your own garden, too. 5
5 _m M mm MM IJ|r r% r* r% W% m W^ «^ = Fre^h Fruit. Strongest Plants. Lowest prices, s

iU # #*/ W^i/A-#'''#A.U iRogersNurseryCo.,Moorestown,N.J.i
?iim(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiriiiiuiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii3

THY
DREER'S
GARDEN
SEEDS

Plants, Bulbs and Requisites.

They are the best at the lowest
prices. Calendar for '94 mailed
free. Address

HENRY A. DREER.
714 Chestnut St.. Phila.

IT WILL PAY YOU to send for our new cv

logue, which tells of Hardy Trees, Shrut

Plants, Roses, Fruit, and our special stock

Rliododendrons. It will interest all who are int

ested in such matters.

ANDORRA NURSERIES, V^^,Zy.
WM. Warner Harpir, manaocr

Bermuda Easter Lily Bulbs
(LILIUM HARRISII.)

Failure to flower these bulbs successfully in the house at the time u

wanted, is not from lack of practical knowledge, but chiefly neglect to ot

and plant the bulbs early.
To secure PICKED BUI.BS for growing indoors and ensure their flower

at Christmas and Kaster, you must order from us now. and your order will

filled immediately upon receipt. Their cultivation is as simple as that ot

Geranium, but, to ensure success, we send free, with each order, full

explicit cultural directions.

The larger the bulb the greater abundance of flower

Each. Dozen.
( 5 to 7 inches around produce 5 to 8 flowers, 7c. 60c. "I

BULBS ^7 to 9 " " •' 8 to 12 " 15c. $I25U^„,„_,,
^9 to 12 " " " 12 to 20 •• 25c. 2.25

f

Postage 1.

Monster Bulbs, 12 inches and over, 6oc. 5.50

J

Freesia refracta alba Bulbs.

BERMUDA EASTER LILY.

The.se are deticiously sweet-scented flowers of recent introduction, and
eciually simple in cultivation, giving an abundance of pure white flow

remarkable for their beauty and fragrance. With all orders for Lilium Ham
from this advertisement, amounting to 50c., we will send, free of charge.
Freesia bulbs ; orders amounting to $1.00, 25 Freesia bulbs; 52.00, 60 Fre
bulbs

; $3.00, 100 Freesia bulbs ; and so on in proportion.
Descriptive Bulb Catalogue free on application.

United States Nurseries,
Short Mills, N. J.

Pitcher & Mand.
WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, PLEASE MENTION MEEHANS' MONTHLY.

Vol
\i OCTOBER, 1594 No. 10

ISSUED MONTHLY, $2.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE, SINOLE COPY 20 tENTS.
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Thomas jUeehaD & Sods,
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rieehan^*
Monthly
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

Thomas , ,

riEEHAN & Sons,
Germantown, Phila.

Subscription Price $2.00 per year.

$1.00 for Six Months. Back Numbers 20 cts. Each.

Two Subscriptions for $3.50 per Year.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

Forms close on the 20th of each Month,

preceding date of issue.

Address all Correspondence relating both to

Editorial and Advertising matter, to

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Publishers

Germantown, Phila., Pa.

[)EW, HAHE and BERUTIFUIt PliHHTS

STBOBILflNTHEZ DYERIflKU
This is the most valuable novcltv which has been iiiti

duced for years. For bedding it U superior to the fine-

coleus—withstands hot suns and dry weather better.

A large collection of rare hothouse and greenhou-
plants, carefully grown, at low rates.

Rare and Beaatifal Bverifreengf
m

Ornamental Trees, Shrabs, £tc.

Orchards—A very extensive stock; East Indian, Mexi
can, Central and South American, etc. , »

PsDoni^s—A large collection of the fin«t in cultivation

.

Hardy Perennials, Phloxes, Japanese Iris, Roses, Clemati
etc. New and Standard Fruits, etc.

4^Catalogues on application.

JOUN SAUL, Washington, D. < .

HOT HOUSE GRAPES
Strong One^Yeat' Vines

in vlglit iaab pota.

List of varieties and prices on application to

XHOIWAS IWBBflAri St SOfiS
OBRl«AHTOW)4. PHIIiADHIiPHIA, PH

The Native Flowers and Ferns ol the United States.

Many readers of Meehans' Monthly who have learned to look with

pleasure to its coming each month, are not aware of the fact that it is a con-

tinuation, in a measure, of a great work undertaken by Prof. Thomas Meehan
some yeafs ago. Under the title of **The Native Flowers and Ferns of the

United States,'^ four magnificent volumes were published, each volume con-

taining fofty-eight handsomely lithographed plates, by the celebrated firm of

L. Prang & Co., of Boston, and with each plate four pages of descriptive text,

or 192 pages of text in each volume.

Only foi* the sudden demise of the publisher of the work, the lithographs

and popular text accompanying them, now in use in Meehans' Monthly,
would have been used for additional volumes of "The Native Flowers and

Ferns of the United States;" in fact, they were originally prepared for suc-

ceeding volumes.

To those possessing the volumes of Meehans' Monthly, and desiring to

make the work Inore complete, the possession of the four volumes of **The

Native Flowers and Ferns of the United States" would doubtless be a great

pleasure. We can Supply the four volumes at the following prices

:

Cloth, gilt edge, S7.50 per vol. Half Morocco, gilt edge, $9.0O per vol.

Full Morocco, gilt edge, $I0.50 per vol.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS - Oermantown, Philadelphia.

Large Trees for Immediate Effect.
I i

It is commonly supposed that very large trees will not move easily, and this may be tr

where they have not had proper care, but here we make a specialty of these large trees, and 1

heavy manuring and cultivation we send out such stock in such excellent condition that tJ

percentage of loss is very small,—no greater than is usual with small sized stock.

The advantage of using large trees on both new and old places is apparent. Visitors shoii'

select such stock now and have it reserved until the proper planting season arrives. Pric

furnished only by correspondence. Visitors to our nurseries are always welcome.

Thomas Meehan & Sons, Qermantown, Phiiada.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHL
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• !ten and greatiy en arged. \ ^iiide to the amateur in th-- I .u ,ir work t ontair.s
!^ 'It. Veget.ihie an»l I'lower (.ardia, witii fuil descriptions tor cies .ual v.ir:'-tie> . ' ,

• t ireeiihouse, C onserv.itory and W'ituiow (i.irden. It meets tuir.s ; . u-p . ...:>,•
' wants of all classes, in couniry, > ity and \i lage, who ke< p a --•.>.
c '.en fi>r thiir own enioymeiit rather than for the sa!r o: p^ (

• \ .. .
,
!^; no

•- kv I'eter Henderson Fiiielv i'lnstiat.d (
'

. th. ijmo.8»VJ.<IO
,,,.„. .1. It I .• >. . , ,

Tin* I'ropa^Mt i<»n ol I'lanU. ! \ - .

iM|<>rNon*s Handbook ol riant««. \ . oUi ise and ompre- t-tte! u n le-., - ti
•

t
- \-

Hsive dictionary of pi. ints. with instructions on pi ipag.ition .md ,. jut' ^^^ V, ' . '

-'"^ ri.th.large -v..
.
»4.00 .pe, :;s an i v..r:et:e.. au.I aUo\i.e ma:.. u:IU ; et;: :

>id«-r»on% rra<>li('ul Florirnll nr«'. I'.y I'eter Henderson. . utivaied pl.»;.ts m iv "e j-r.-pa^a*'-.; ind :: u t

~ ide to the successful propag.ition and cu tiv.ition ot fl-rists' i.na.. . !*l..'iO
'!its The work is not one for florists and ganleners on \ . i iit

• amateur's wants are constantiy kept in ii:in<}. and v\e h.iv- .1
T''*" IS«»^»' 1 1

s ("iilf ivation. > arift ii-s. ,i,

' y coiiijiiete treatise on the • nltiv.ition ot tV 'wers under gl.tss, or '^'.i.nv.it: -n. : : p .iM.iig, pMir.in^, p:

'•'e open air. stnted to those who grow flowers for p!-.. sure as .'is,..,s,-> .,nd mse.-: enemi p.nrt .

: as for those who make them .i matter of ti.ide I he work is
h.ition. .Mph.det;...: md (iescnp- •

a. teri/ed Iiy the s.uiie radica common sens.- th. it markeii the iif;\ s:.v v ira-ne- V~\ H. k 1
w.,- ."fcl..'.!

: .oi's ••
1 .;.rdening for I'n-tit.'- ..nd -t iuUis a high pl..ce i,, -he

x,.,.,., ;,,„| Tr.-.- IMsuilinu. 1

- uiuion of lovers ol hr rticu tun r-eaiuifully illustrated. \eu
| ^ j, t ,; . • ,,, . r- '•

,; en!. irged edition. C."lotii. i.Mno, Trh-p, S I
."»<>

re! itive ,

• • , •

*iik'h Orniiin«'ntal Gard«>nin^; lor .\Mi4-ri(>aii«. A li. r i mo.' . .
•* I .n

on !'• .uitityiii;; Homes. Rural I ''strit ts and t "emeteries \

I II and practica. work at a moiierate prii e. with niiineious ulus Vifk'«« Flo\>»«r and \'«';;«'ta lih- (tardni. \

' i'ns, and instructions so p'am that th'V iii.iy he re.niily fo - pa^- s }i:.n'r i;- * ...:;-• •

ky I ii.is \. I.ong. I ..Jtui^capc .Arciiitet t . lllustr.ited. v'f pr ictical <lirec;;' ns for t •

' " !*'i.00 .md kit hen _.tr.;ei, • t- !*l.'.0

Sent postpaid on receipt of price

Thotvyms T^eehmn 5t Sons
CERTV^KNTOAaZN, RHILHOei-PHIH
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Two Siib«crlptlon8 Tor $l50 pir Ytar.
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Address all QMrespondende relatiog both to

^torial and Advertising matter, to

THOMAS MlEHAN &, SONS, Publishers
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QermaitoWtiy Phljfa,, Pa.
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tivation.
{ Clematis

., w i m

canJ^entr«4a»4S9uth fW^|0#ii;^^^ ^

HAiiyv^«w*iil<l#»^Jllmi,^at>a»«ieiIrt8,
et^. r K«vi^<iSU«dard PrattiL etc.

j|9^Q•Ulog:^e8 oil api^iofiuon.

jpifN SAOIi, Waahlni^ii, D. <;.
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HOT HOUSE GRAPES itt
'

iim m

StfTong One^Yeor Vines
in «lsht ltx9lx pota.

l,tst pf/varieties and pficcst on a^Hcation to

II 11 i» w I p II I I ri ii» < i j II i| I ^l ly »
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Tilt Mi?« Hofers and Ferns 4 tbe B8M<Sti^. >|;

4^

%

I Ma»y readers of MbehAns' M^NTHLt who tiave liatned to look with

pleasure to its coming each month, are not aware of the fact that it is a cdn-

tmuation, in a mep3U^ei of a gtekt work undertais^n by Ptof. Thc^i|a| Mceban

i |# sdme yeafs.ag<^, Xhkix the tit^ of "The Nativt Plo^^em and Feri^ *f t|ie

United Stites^*^ 4>tM: tna|rnificent v)diumes ^weire jp^hlished, eael\ |r*liiiiie con-

taining , f9itx-^igl<t » liaiK^m^y litte^aphed platqjs, by tbe celebiated .film of

L. Prang & fco., ofIBostD% ana With eacli |>late^f0nr pages of descriptive te^t,

or 192 page^ of text iti eabb volume.

Only fo^ the stiddeu, demise of tl^e puhiijibet of the werkv the lithographs

and popuUr text accpthpanjdng them, now in tise in MiSEHANS* Monthly,
would have been used for additional volumes pi" **Th^ ^Native Flowers and

Perns of the United States;'' in fact, they were originally prepair^ iot suc-

ceeding volume^
Tb those possessing the volumes of Meehans' MONTPfrY, and desiring to

niakc ^he y^p^. Inore complete, the ^pbJisession of ^bei pw. volumes of ,",The

||e»^ mcw^m^^ four vbW^^^!#W J

i
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L^rge Tiniees for IniRieilikte Ef^yiii:.
? i -i

I

It is commot^y iiuppofed tfhat vtty laxfst%rtm wiU ^ot mo^^ easily, aod thia toay he tni

where they have not had proper care» Ijtrt; here Wi make a si)Ctefelty of thesfe largjb "^^reeil, and h w,

heavy maturing and cultivation \ve setjd otit i^uieh $tock in auch excellent cotfdltioii fliiit tli. yl

percentage of Idss is very *iiall,—no greater than is usual, ^iijitji sito4U sized stock.

Ttie advantage of using large troes o^ both p^a^^ pH f>laQea is^apjp^lSrent. Visitdra shpu>

select such stQfck now and have it reserved until the proper planting season arrives. Pric«^

ftirnished Orily by correspondence. Visitors to our nurseries are always welcome.

Thomas Meehan & Sons, Qermantown, PhUada.
» > »i I m ! 1 < 'I f '

" ^ '**

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS. TEtt THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS' MONTHL

m
INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

Useful BOOKS OQ lloftioulturai aod Ijurai SuDjecls

Harry's Fruit Garden. I}y P. Harry. A standard work on fruit

and fruit trees ; the author having had over thirty years' practical
experience at the head of one of the largest nurseries in this coun-
try. New edition, revised up to dute. Invaluable to all fruit-

growers. Illustrated. Cloth, lamo 99.00

Do8ifi:n8 for Flower Bedn. By Ceo A. Solly & Son. The
author of this work has devoted nearly forty years to the study of
landscape gardening and floriculture, anil j;ivt.s here some very
carefully executed designs, many of them coloreil, for laying out
and planting flowerbeds, which he has selected as the best ami
most pleasing. Most of these beds can easily be arranged and
made attractive by any intelligent amateur as well as by a profes
sional gardener . HO.OO

Elliott's Handbook of Praotical Lundsrape Gard('nin)>:.
Hy F. R. Elliott. Designed tor city and suburban residences and
country schoolhouses, containing Designs for Lots and (irounds
from a lot 30x100 feet to a 40 acre plant. Cloth, Svo . . 81.50

Ferns in Their Homes and Ours. P,y John Robinson. Fully
illustrated. Colored plates. Cloth, i2mo 91.50

Froits and Fruit Trees of America. On their culture, propa*
gallon and management. With a description of all the finest vari-
eties, native and foreign, cultivated in this country. l'»y A. ].

Downing. Second revision and correction, with large additions.
It contains the names and synonyms of over 10,000 varieties. I'.y

(.'harles Downing. Over 1100 pages, with several hundred outline
engravings, including supplements. . ..... 95.00

Fuller's Practical Forestry A Treatise on the Propagation,
Planting and Cultivation, with a description and the botanical and
proper names of all the indigenous trees of the I'nited >tates,
both Evergreen and Deciduous, with notes on a large number of
the most valuable Exotic Species By Andrew S Fuller, author
<-f " Grape Culturist," "Small Fruit Culturist, etc. . . 91.50

Handbook for Fruit Growers. By F. R. Elliott. Contain-
ing instructions as to soil and location, how to grow from seed,
hud and graft, the making ot cuttings, pruning, best age for
transplanting, etc., etc., with a condensed list of varieties suited
to climate. .... 91.00

Heinricli's Window Flower Garden. The author is a prac-
tical florist, and this* enterprising volume embodies his personal
experiences in Window Gardening during a loag period. New
and enlarged edition. By Julius J, Heinrich. Fully illustrated.
Cloth, i2mo 76 cents.

Henderson's Gardening for Profit By Peter Henderson
New edition. Entirely re-written and greatly enlarged. 'I he
standard work on Market and Family ( hardening . The success-
hil experience of the author for more than thirty years, and his
willingness to tell, as he does in this work, tjie secret of his success
for the benefit of others, enables him to give most valuable infor-
mation. The book is profusely illustrated. Cloth, i2mo. 92.00

Henderson's Gardening for Pleasuie. New edition, re-
written and greatly enlarged. A guide to the amateur in the
Fruit, Vegetable and Flower Garden, with full descriptions for
the Greenhouse, Conservatory and Window Garden. It meets
the wants of all classes, in country, city and village, who keep a
garden for their own enjoyment rather than for the sale of pro-
ducts. By Peter Henderson. Finely illustrated. Cloth, i2mo.92.C)0

Ht'nderson's Handbook of Plants. A concise and compre-
nensive dictionary of plants, with instructions on propagation and
culture. Cloth, large Svo 94. OO

H«'nderson's Practical Floriculture. By Peter Henderson.
A guide to the successful propagation and cultivation of florists'
plants. The work is not one for florists and gardeners only, but
the amateur's wants are constantly kept in mind, and we have a
very complete treatise on the cultivation of flowers under glass, or
m the open air, suited to those who grow flowers for pleasure as
well as for those who make them a matter of trade. The work is

characterized by the same radical common sense that marked the
author's " ( lardening for Profit," and it holds a high place in the
estimation of lovers of horticulture. Beautifully illustrated. New
and enlarged edition. Cloth, i2mo, Price, 91.50

'•«»ng'» Ornauaental Gardening for Americans. .\ Treat-
'se on Beautifying Homes, Rural I )istricts and Cemeteries. A
'Main and practical work at a moderate price, with numerous illus-

irations, and instructions so plain that they iiiay be readily fol-
"wed. By Eiias A. Long, Landscape Architect. Illustrated,
^loth, lamo 9'J.OO

Mushrooms. How to Grow Them. For home use fresh
mushrooms are a delicious, highly nutritious and wholesome deli-
cacy

;
and for market they are U-ss bulky than eggs, and, when

properly handl'^d, no crop is more remunerative. .\ny one who
has an ordinary house cellar, woodshed or barn can grow Mush-
rooms. This is the most practical work o.t the subject ever writ-
ten, and the only book on ^rowin^; .Mushrooms ever pubiished in
-America. The whole subject is tre.ited in detail, minutely and
plainly, as onlv a practical man, actively engaged in mu-hroom
growinii can handle it. The author describes how he himself
grows Mushrooms, and how they are j^rown f..r profit by the lead-
ing market gardeners, and for home use by the most successful
private growers. Ihe book is amply and pointedly iliistrated.
with enjjravings drawn from nature exjressly fortius work. By
Win. Falconer. Is nicely printed and bound in cioth. Prii e
Po^'paid 91.r>0

Nicholson's llliistnited nictionarv of Ciardt'ning. By
G. Nichc^lson. In fwur volumes, e oth, 4to. .\ practical and
scientific encyclopedia of horticulture. With v.o. o first-class en-
gravings. Each volume 95.00

Parsons on the Kose. }\y Sanmel B. Parsons. A treatise on
the propagation, culture ami history of the rose. New ami re-
vised (.oition. In his work upon the rose, .Mr. Parsons has gath-
ered up the curious legends concerning the flower, and gives us
an iffea of the esteem in which it was held in former times. A
simple garden classification has In-en adopteil.and the lea<Nng
varieties iincerrach class enumerated and briefly . escribed. Ihe
chapters on multiplication, cultivation, and training are v. ry full,

and the work is altogether one of tht- most complete before the
publij. Illustrated. Cloth, lamo.

, 91.00

Roe's Play and Profit in My Garden. The author takes
us to his garden on the hilUi'ie in the vicinity of West Point, and
shows us how out of it, after four years' experience, he evoked a
profit of 51,000. and this while carrying on pastoral and literary
labor. It is very rare that so much literary taste .ind >kiil are
mated to so much agricultural exj)ericnce and good sense. ( loth,
lamo SL.'iO

.Success in Market Gard«Miing. A vegetable grower's man-
ual. By W. W. k.iwson. Illustrated. Written by otie ol the
most successful market gardt-ners in Kngland 91.00

The Amateur's Flower Garden. .\ Guide to the Forma-
tion and .Management of the Flower ( larden and the Cultivation
ot ( iarden Flowers, New and revised ecition. By Shirley Hib-
bard. Illustrated with colored plates. Cloth, i2nfio. . • . 93.50

The Amateur's Greenhouse and Conservatory. Aiiuide
to the Constniction and Management of Pl.int Houses, and the
Selection, Cultivation and Improvement of (>rnamental Green-
house and Conservatory Plants. By Shirley Hib!)ard. Colored
plates. Cloth, lamo. ...... ... 9'i.aO

The Orchid Grower's Manual. Sixth edition, en arged and
revisei). By Benjamin Samuel \Nil iams. F. I,. S , F. R. H. S.
This popular work contains descriptions of upward of 1470 spe-
cies and varieties of ()rchidaceous plants, together with 47^1 syno-
nyms

; profusely illustrated with a large number of page .»nd

double-page engravings on wood, together with blocks illustrative

of types of the various genera. . . 97.OO

The PropagHtion of Plants. By .Vndrcw S Fuller. Illus-

trated with numerous engravings. An eminently practical and
useful work. Describing the process of hybridizing and crossing
species and varieties, and also the many oiflTerent modes by which
cultivated plants may be propagated and multiplied. C'oth,
i2mo ... .... 91. ."JO

The Rose— Its Cultivation, Varieties, etc. Directions for

cultivation. f(jr planting, pmning, propagation, the treatment of
diseases and insect enemies— particul.trly va'nable for its c assi-

fication. Alphabetiial and descript;ve list of nine hunilred .md
fifty-six varieties. By H. B. Ellwanger. Cloth, i' mo .

91.'45

Trees and Tree Planting. By Gen James S. Brisbin, U S.A.
F.ach family of trees is carefully described by the author, and the
relative values cf the several varieties of each are specifie '

i2mo, cloth 91.AO

Vick's Flower and Vegetable Garden. A book of over jo
pages. Hundreds of illustrations and six colored plates Full
of practical directions for the cultivation of flcnvering, ornatneiitai

and kitchen garden plants . . 91.r>4>

-Sent postpaid on receipt of price-

Thotv^ks T^Yeehan St Sons
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TRY
DREER'S
GARDEN
SEEDS

Plants, Bulbs and Requisites.

They are the best at the lowest
prices. Calendar for '94 mailed
free. Address

HENRY A. DREER,
714 Chestnut St., Phila.

IT
WILL PAY YOU to send for our new cata-

logue, which tells of Hardy Trees, Shrubs,

Plants, Roses, Fruit, and our special stock oi

Rhododendrons. It will interest all who are inter-

ested in such matters.

ANDORRA NURSERIES, """"" ""'
Philadelphia. Pa.

Wm. Warner Harper, manager

m^

We Grow';'f rM?mrn1>? Roses Annually
Many othcrthinss as largely. Are headquarters for the choicest

FruitandOrnamentalTrees,Shrub8,Vines, Roses, Plants,

No finer assortment of Large or Small Fruits, Shrubs or
Koses in America. With more acres of Ornamentals than
any other Nursery can show. Planters as well as Nur-

serymen, Ilorists and Dealers are cordially invited to call and insi)ect our
stock. FAL.L. PIllC K L.IST AND BULB CATALOGUE FBEK.

4 1st YEAR. 1,000 ACRES. 29 GREENHOUSES.

BULBS.

STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 8 Painesvllle, Ohio.

EDWARD CAMPBE
MNDSCAIPE /IRCniTEQT /INb ENQINEER

ARDMORE, PA.
Sketch plans and planting maps prepared, and suggestions given for the laying out and improvement

of country and suburban residences, public parks and grounds of every description.

Grounds laid out and their construction undertaken by contract or day labor, and carried out under

strict personal supervision. The choice grouping and effective arrangement of trees and shrubs has been

made a special study. Trees furnished and planted by experienced workmen.

Draining Plans and Surveys. Fine Crushed Stone for Walks and Carriage Drives.

per wfok,
to AffOlltH*
LtudlcM ur

$25 to $50
(>flitl«'ini>li. iioinic ur .rllinK
''411(1 Ki liubli> I'ltttcr." Only
praciii-sti way lo rt'plait* ruoty ami
worn kiiivph, forks kpoonit, «>tr;

({uiokly di>iK- by ilippiuK iu iiielti d
niftal. No experifiice, polishiii);

or raachiaory. Thick plate at one
operation; lasts 5 to 10 > cars; tine

QniHh wh<M) taki-n from the plater.

Every Taniily has itlatiiiK to do.
Plater mils rcadllv. Proilts large.

W. 1'. llarriMD tt Co., ColambusU).

World's in
Fair '-'"^

Highest
Award

THE KEYSTONE
Dehorning Clipper,

The most humane, rapid and durable
knife made. Fully warranted

CIRCULARS SENT rREI.
3CHRANVII

.

PennsylvaniCRRn^lll^ COCHRANVILLE,
DnUOlUOf Pennsylvania.

THROW AWAY YOUR CURRY COMB AND BRUSH

BURLINGTON StayOn
Stable Blanket

( Write
an

AND
BUY
A
Your horse Is always clean ,it keeps
the liairsuKKHh aiul gkissy. No sur-
cingle nHjuirtHl. No light girth. No sore backs. No chafing of mane. No rub-
bing of tail.No horse can wear them under his feet.NOCOM E OFF TO TuEM.

We confine our sales to Jobbers only. S^ d^^So^'^k^
them, we will, in order to convince yoxt of the superiority of the BUULINC4-
TON "STAY ON" over all ImlUUions and old style blankets, send onlj' one
blanket to any address, express paid on receipt of price.

S'pr^"!?""" BurUngton Blanket Co., BurHngton. Wis.

t

1

wm^^rix^:
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OSMUNDA CLAYTONIANA.

CLAYTON'S FLOWERING-FKRX

NATURAL ORDER. FILICES.

O. CLAYTONIANA L—Frond smooth throucfhout. pinnate, with lance-linear pinnatifid leaflets; lobes obtuse entire the
veinlets all once forked, some 2 to 7 of the intermediate leaflets fertile. Common in low grounds. Iromls ample 2
to 3 feet high, light green, interrupted near the middle by 2 to 4 pairs of fertile leaflets, which are so Tiiuch nu-tamor-

Staffs.)

10 3 leei nign, iignt green, interrupted near the middle bv 2 to 4 pairs of fertile leaflets which are so niuch
phosed as to resemble dense, compound racemes, densely covered with small reddish brown sporaniiia
Class Book of Botany. See also Gray's Manual 0/ Botany And Chapman's Flora of th,' Southetn Inited St

Few ferns have given more interest to polite

literature than the original on which the

genus was founded, namely the Royal Fern,

Osmii7ida regalis. Why it should be called

Royal Fern, and why Osmunda, have been

equally the subjects of many critical essa3^s.

Although growing but two or three feet high
in America, in parts of the old world it reaches

eight, ten, and, it is said, sometimes twelve

feet in height. If dubbed "royal" by reason of

its vigor, as above the other species around it, it

is well named,—though in other parts of the

world it would be a dwarf in comparison with
some others. Other species of the genus,

fossiled, however, render it probable that in

iincient times there were species of Osmtinda
that would dispute the claims of the now
Royal Fern to royal honors on this account.

In Colorado a species is found in the Laramie
group of the Tertiary formation, named by
Lesquereux Osmu?ida 7?taJor, expressly from
its supposed gigantic proportions. But this

was long before the present order of things.

U grew then among palms closely related to

the Oreodoxae, which are now found only in the

West Indies and tropical America. It seems
difficult to those not well versed in the science

of Palaeontology, to believe that near where the

city of Denver now stands, tropical palms,

and gigantic relatives of our Osmiinda, flour-

shed, and in the shape of lignite have left us the

ecord of their lives. Even the Royal Fern
Uself was then in existence, but has managed
'^o get through the cataclysm, and to-day is

ound in many parts of the four quarters of the

;lobe,—a longevity that few other plants can

^laim. Impressions of it are frequently- found
•n nodules of iron-stone, as long ago placed on
record by the writers of the earlier part of our

century.

Though Osmuuda regalis was so named by
Linnaeus when introducing the modern double-

name system of designating plants, he simply
employed terms he found in use. The name
Osmunda, in connection with this fern, occurs

in the works of Dodonxus, a Flemish botanist,

who wrote a work on i)lants, wonderful for that

age— 1583,—and even he refers it to another

countryman who wrote a little before him

—

Lobel, 1576. It is possibly' because of this

early source for the name, that modern botan-

ists have generally come to some unanimity in

noting that " Osmutida is a name of Scandina-

vian origin, Osmuuda being another name for

Thor, the Jupiter of the Scandinavians."

Gerarde, however, who wrote his " Herbal "

some fifty j-ears later, and who copiously uses

DodoncX'Us' and Lobel's cuts without credit,

gives no hint of the origin of the name, but

says that the whitish centre of the rhizome is

called "the heart of Osmu?id, the Water Man."
The species now illustrated, Osrnunda Clay-

to7iiaua, is much more limited in its geo-

graphical distribution than its royal brother,

Osmunda regalis. It does not extend to

Japan, as does another close neighbor, the

Cinnamon Fern, Osmunda ciunarnomea,—but is

confined to the upper portion of the North

Americah continent, extending down a contin-

ually narrowing district along the coast till it

finds its boundary' in North Carolina. Strange

to say, it again appears in Nepal, on the north-

east of Hindoostan. The wide gap between

this portion of the ICast Indies, and a jilant of

North America, is one of the evidences of great

geological changes ; the plants which undoubt-

edly existed between these remote points hav-

ing been wholly- destroyed by some great con-

vulsion in nature, or change in the condition

of things. The fact that these and other ferns

(145)
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CLAYTON'S ft.owi:ri\(m-i:k\.

NATURAL ORDKR. FILICLS.

\.. Claytoniana L —Frotul smooth throuirhout. pinnate, with lauce-lincir pKiiiatifi.l It-atlet.s Icho obtuse ejiti'c the
veinlets all once forked, some 2 to 7 of the interinecliate leaflets fertile- ComtJiMii in Ii.w yrotuuN 1 roti'-U imi.'le 2
to 3 feet hijjh, liglit K"-een, interrupted near the middle hv 2 to ; pairs of k-rti!c leaflets, whi.h are so junch m.tamor-
I)hosed as to resemble dense, compound racemes, densely covered with small reddish brown sporatiyia (Wood's
Class Bouk of Botany. See also (Cray's i^/a«//(// <v" />'<^A/«v and Chapman's /-V-. ;,;,,/'///, .s,./<///, ; // I nitr-,! Staffs

)

Few ferns have given more interest to polite

iiterature than the original on which the

^cnus was founded, namely the Royal Fern,

Osmunda rcgalis. Why it should be called

<oyal Fern, and wh}' Osmnnda, have been

equally the subjects of many critical essays.

Although growing but two or three feet high

111 America, in parts of the old world it reaches

eight, ten, and, it is said, sometimes twelve

Icet in height. If dubbed "royal'' b\' reason of

:Ls vigor, as above the other species around it, it

•s well named,—though in other parts of the

world it would be a dwarf in comparison with

-ome others. Other species of the genus,

ossiled, however, render it probable that in

iicient times there were si)ecies of Osmunda
hat would dispute the claims of the now
i-oyal Fern to royal honors on this account.

:> Colorado a species is found in the Laramie

,
oup of the Tertiary- formation, named by
'-vSquereux Osniunda major, expressly from

s supposed gigantic proportions. But this

vas long before the present order of things.

- grew then among palms closely- related to

ne Oreodoxae, which are now found onlv in the

'^'cst Indies and tropical America. It seems
• nicult to those not well versed in the science

t Pala'ontology, to believe that near where the

ty of Denver now stands, tropical palms,

'^^ gigantic relatives of our Osmunda, llour-

^bed, and in the shape of lignite have left us the

^'cord of their lives. Even the Royal Fern

^self was then in existence, but has managed
> get through the cataclj'sm, and to-day is

und in many parts of the four quarters of the

lobe,—a longevity that few other plants can

laim. Impressions of it are frequently found
'1 nodules of iron-stone, as long ago placed on
ecord by the writers of the earlier part of our

-'enturv.

Though Osminida >rgalis was so named by
Linnaeus when introducing the modern <l(nible-

name system of designating plants, he simply
employed terms he found in use. The name
Osminida, in connection with this furii. occurs

in the works of Dodon.i us. a Meiiiish botanist,

who wrote a work on ])laiits. wonderful for that

age—
1
5S;,.— and even he refers it to another

countryman who wrote a little before him

—

Lobel, 1576. It is possibly because of this

early source for the n.ime, that modern botan-

ists have generally come to some unanimity 111

noting that " (l^minida is a name of vSciiiulina-

vian origin, (l^fninida being another name fur

Thor, the Jupiter of tlu- Scandinavians."

(lerarde, however, who wrote his " Herbal
"

some fifty years later, and who c()j)iously uses

Dodon;eus' and I.obel's cuts without credit,

gives no hint of the ori.Lrin of the name, but

says that the whitish centre of the rhi/onie is

called "the heart of ( K^jnufii/, the Water Man."
The si)ecies now illustnited. ( ^smiun:\j Cldv-

tofiiana, is much more limited in its .L:eo-

graphical distribution than its royal brother.

(^smiinda ftxah's. It does not extend to

Japan, as does another close neighbor. tlK

Cinnamon I'ern. (hfnuNtia riNfiafNonwii

,

—but is

confined to the uj)per j)ortion of the Xorth

Americah continent, extending down a contin-

ually narrowing district along the coast till it

finds its boundary in Xorth Carolina. Strange

to say. it again a])pears in Nepal, on tiie north-

east of Hindoostan. The wide gap between

this portion of the I{ast Indies, and a j)lar.t of

North America, is one of the evidences of great

geological changes : the plants which undoubt-

edl}' existed between these remote ])oints hav-

ing been wholly destroyed by .some great con-

vulsion in nature, or change in the condition

of things. The fact that these and other ferns

SS^S'WI? .SSi^^dSL

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
m^^^^:.

Tr-T^ ^^^T Trr«
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have existed for untold ages, and yet continued

unchanged through all the varying conditions

that must have occurred, is a strong point

made by those who do not regard changes in

plants to be due to gradual modification

through long periods, so much as to some in-

herent law not yet clearly unfolded.

The first knowledge botanists had of the

species here illustrated, was from specimens

sent to Professor Gronovius, from Virginia, by

John Clayton, and from whose collections the

latter prepared the " Flora Virginica." Clay-

ton has been commemorated in our "Spring
Beauty"

—

Claytonia,— ' 'but yet, " says Darling-

ton, " he is entitled to more credit than has

generally been awarded him." He was an

English physician, and emigrated to Virginia

in 1705, making specimens and studying bot-

any during time taken from his professional

pursuits. A number of papers on the natural

history of Virginia appear in the Proceedings

of the Royal Society of London. He is believed

to have died in 1773, but just where and when
is unknown. In the '* Flora Virginica" it

is recorded as ''Osmunda fro7idc primata ;'" but

when the binominal system was adopted, Lin-

naeus designated it as Os7nunda Claytoiiiana,

It is, in that work, remarked as being • most
singular of all the species, in having the fruc-

tification borne on various parts of the frond, a

character which does not obtain in any other

species." This character obtained for it the

name of Osmunda internipta, from Michaux,

—

a name now universally regarded as a synonym
of this.

Those familiar with the Cinnamon Fern and
the Royal Fern, will readily imderstand the

difference,—as in these the w^hole of the later

fronds are metamorphosed into spore-bearing

spikes. It is one of the peculiarities of Clay-

ton's Fern, that it has no fixed method of

arranging its spores, though they are generally

seen as in Fig. 3. These are formed by the

complete rolling up of the green portion of the

pinnule, so as to form berry-like sporangia,

which, w^hen mature, open vertically. Prof.

W. W. Bailey, of Brown University, has, how-
ever, noted that often this species, as well as

Onoclea sensibilis, the Sensitive Fern, bears the

sporangia on the flat under-surface of the pin-

nule, just as a Polypodium would,—and just

such a specimen has been selected for the illus-

tration accompanying this chapter, as seen \\\

Fig. 3. These exceptional cases are instruc-

tive, as showing the steps nature takes in lead-

ing to ultimate work. The pinnules at Fig. 3

are comparatively stronger when the repro-

ductive force over-came the vegetative, but by

no means as vigorous as those which may be

called normal, as in Fig. 2.

We thus learn that varying phases of vege-

tative vigor have much to do with determ-

ining the manifestations of sex in plants.

This has been before demonstrated, by the

writer of this, in papers before the American

Association for the Advancement of Science,

—

and it has become an accepted dogma with

most vegetable biologists, that when the check

to vegetative vigor, that ends in the triumph of

the reproductive principle in plants, arrives,

the female follows in the most vigorous,

and the male or barren in the w^eaker lints.

The whole appearance of our plant reminds

one of a Polypody,—and with the relation noted

between vegetative vigor, and the manifesta-

tions of sex, it may be concluded, that when
the laws that decide when a fern should be

simply a Polypodium, and when an Osmunda,

shall have become thoroughly understood, vital

power in relation with nutrition will be found

the leading motor in the question.

Neither the Clayton Fern, nor an^' of its im-

mediate connections, play any great part in the

economy of modern human life,—but when we

consider the lignite beds in which Osniundas

have evidently borne their share in forming,

we have little room to expect more from them.

The spores are highly bituminous,—and it may
be that when in the future man has exhausted

the coal which nature provided for him, he

may have advanced so far in knowledge as to

take nature's own plate in making the coal

himself from these same ferns. A P^rench

writer says, the European form has the power

of inducing sweet sleep and prophetic dreams,

—but the method of using it for this purpose

is not given.

Explanations op thk Platp:.— i. A frond from a plant

growing near Thiladelphia. 2. The berry-like spore cases,

as usually seen. 3. The interrupted or intermediate coniii-

tion of the fructification.

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURE.

CHARACTER IN THE FOREST.
The forest seems a living multitude
Where every passion has its worshippers.
There stands deformity in gorgeous robes

;

Here, grace and beauty, modestly arrayed
;

Some proudly spread their branches as to show
How broad a shadow they can cast on earth

;

While others meekly rise in taper form.
Seeking how near they can approach to heaven.
Some send a balmy fragrance far and near

;

And some bear fruit and scatter plenty round
;

( )thers are standing idle all day long,
Or yielding only sorrow-piercing thorns.

Henry C. Moorhhad.

The Divisions of Flowering Plants.—
Flowering plants are divided into monocotyle-
donous and dicotyledonous. To distinguish

these is one of the first great lessons in prac-

tical botany. Dr. Rothrock observes :

" Monocotyledonous plants are, as a rule, in

such strong contrast with the dicotyledonous

that their recognition is generally easy. Thus,
there is but one seed-leaf to the embrj'o
plant. There are no concentric rings on the
stem, but instead (on a cross-section) one finds

1 undies of woody fibres, the ends of which
-iiow as small dots, as seen in the rattan and
ill the corn stalk. There is no cambium layer,

hence, there is no distinctly separable bark.

The parts of the flowers are usually in threes
or in multiples of that number, and the leaves
are conspicuously parallel-veined ; that is, the
veins run from the base toward the apex of
the leaf in a nearly parallel direction. The
h y is a good example of a monocotyledonous

I ant, which was once the recognized type of
^'•1 endogen."

The Golden-rod.—The golden-rod, which
has so many species representing it in the
Eastern States, has also a member of the same
family which gives considerable interest to the
^vild-flower scenery of the Pacific coast. A
California paper says that in the mountainous
region of San Fernando, a considerable quan-
tity of one species is found. The remark is

"lade that bees do not frequent the golden-rod
for honey, but only for pollen. This state-

ment is made about many plants, but it is a
mistake, arising from the fact that hees when
they start from the hive in the morning usu-
ally go either for honey or for pollen, and they
continue to work all day on that which they
start out to do ; sometimes for days together,

a bee will be collecting only pollen, and again
for days together will be collecting honey.
The difference can readily be determined by
the loads which the bees are carrying on their

thighs, if they are simply collecting ])ollen.

The fact is that l^ees gather both honey and
pollen from all llowers, onlj- making separate

tasks for each one.

The Yellow Do(; tooth \'iolkt.—Mr. C.

F. Saunders suggests a change of name in the

dog-tooth violet :

•' Many times this s])ring, when in the haunts
of Etythfoniuvi Atnencanu?n, I h.ive been

struck with the appropriateness of John Bur-

roughs' suggested English name for this beau-

tiful flower, /. d'., 'fawn lily.' Particularly

when twoorthreeof thesepals are curved back,

and one of the mottled leaves stands more
upright than the other(not an unusual attitude

of the plant) does the comparison to a startled

fawn seem extremely true. As the common
name, 'dog-tooth violet,' is so inaccurate

—

the plant not being a violet—would it not he

w^ell to make Mr. Burroughs' substitute better

known .^"

The comparison is admirable, and, as an

abstract proposition, the point well taken. In

practice, so much confusion in literature and

common use follows attempted change of names,

that it is found better to endure a bad name
than to introduce others, though better.

RuDBECKiA hirta.—Note has been made in

Meehans' Monthly of Rudbeckia /ihta\\^\'\r\g

sometimes a deep crimson base to the ray florets.

Miss Florence Beckwith has found near Roch-

ester, flowers with a double row of '* ray " or

ligulate florets. A "double" form might be

raised from seed of it.

(147^
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Winter Studies.—Prof. W. Whitman Bai-

ley, of Brown University, well observes that,
*

' The student of nature is never without objects

of study. Winter may narrow his horizon,

but it does not wholly shut him in. From his

very occupation he is an observer, and having
once learned to keep his eyes open, he uses

them at all times.

We have seen the dawn of a new life as it

first came upon some college student. He has
lived in the world, been part and parcel of it,

and yet knew nothing of it.

Do those plants have a life in them? Are
chemical processes going on in them? Are
they affected as we, by heat, light, and the

other forces of nature? Is there a plan in

their structure ?

The teacher holds up to a class so common
and well-known a flower as our garden Pelar-

gonium, and shows that we have had under our

eyes for years a singular point of construction.

The flower stalk is hollow. How comes this

about ? Why one division of the calyx, which
in related plants (like Tropceolum) is a detached

spur, is here a tube soldered down to the

pedicel. Look at those stamens in the Grass

of Parnassus, you perhaps see nothing queer

about them, but the more acute observer shows
you that they come up in place, and open fire,

as it were, one after the other, like a line of

skirmishers. In Rhexia Virginica, our meadow
beauty, squeeze the anthers and see the pollen

ejected as from a bellows ! All these are sum-
mer things, but in winter there is much to

engage our study. We never yet gave unlim-

ited attention to any plant without learning

something new about it ; at least new to ns.

This does not by any means imply that one
should at once rush into print with it. With
age conies caution. There has been more seen

than one always wots of. The chances are

that those wonderful Germans have had the

first say, but this need not deter us from
looking. Suppose we do get ahead of them !

What sweet reve?ige\ much better than Johnny
Crapaud longs for

!

Out of doors there is much to see : the tracery

of branches ; the arrangement and pushing
of buds ; the drooping tassels of alder, birch,

sweet-fern ; the silky tips of willows ; the red

berries of ilex, or the blue ones of smilax; the

rattling oak-leaf that will not fall. On every

tree, too, on a damp day we will note the green

slime of Protococcus. Lift off the scale of

ice from yonder pool and dip up a vial of

water ; it will be full of organisms, a micro-

cosm in which is enacted tragedy, comedy,

melo-drama. And as for beauty of form what

shall surpass the tiny diatoms ?

Truly is he happy who has early wooed and

won the heart of Nature. In sickness, in sor-

row, in affliction, no touch is so kind as

hers !

"

To these apt suggestions, may be added that

the writer of this has found some of his most

instructive studies in the woods in winter.

The root leaves of many herbaceous plants are

at their best at that season, and the manner

in which many plants protect themselves when

at rest, shows to the best advantage at that

season.

Elder Trees.—Our North American elder

—Sambucus Canadensis, is more inclined to be

a shrub than a small tree, although we occa-

sionally find it in sheltered places, with trunks

18 inches to 2 feet in circumference. As we

get further south, it makes much largt-r

trunks, and grows taller, but never equals in

size the elder of the Old World, which is

Sambiicus nigra. The American Agriailtnrisf

notices that along the Gila river, in Arizon 1,

the wild elder of th^t region, known as Sam-

bucus glauca, often reaches dimensions which

will compare favorably with some EWer

trees of the Old World. It gives an illustni

tion of a specimen which is suggestive of ^in

apple tree, of an age just coming into bearing.

It says that the general characteristics are

much more nearly related to the European

species than the one usually found in the

Atlantic States.

Seeing by Night.— Nocturnal creatures a -

sume night activity for some other reas* r

than that they cannot see by day, or that thty

see better by night. The bat sees admiral

in the brightest sunlight, as anyone knows who

has ever teased one by poking a stick at '.

It will open its mouth and make an angiy

grab at the stick, when it is not near it ;>}'

several inches. Prof. Bolles says it is the

same with the owl. They see perfectly n

bright sunlight, and better at night than ni'^t

creatures.

SwEET-ScENTED Centaurea.—It is remark-
.ible that the great majority of plants have
flowers that are neither conspicuous nor odori-
ferous, and this has become a consideration
in discussions on the relations between insects
and flowers, color and fragrance being assumed
to have been accorded to flowers in order to
render them attractive to insect visitors, under
the effort for cross-fertilization. Meehans'
Monthly has already noted that among the
large number of species of violets, very few-

have odor, and among the numerous Resedas,
only one, the common mignonette, is sweet.
Among many hundred species of
Begojiia, only one has been worthy of
l)eing styled Begonia odorata, and
Ceiitaurea odorata is another illustra-

tion in a particularly large genus.
This latter has been rather over-

looked by our flower gardeners, and
it may be well to introduce it to their

acquaintance, for the opportunity of
doing w-hich we are indebted to the
Ihilletin of the Horticidtural Society of
Tuscany,

have been silenced
; but in spite of this check,

it must be undoubtedly true that if creatures
were made so as to live by eating,—something
must be as purposely made for the mouths to
eat. This means that the final destiny of the
vast majority of seeds is to be eaten, and not
to grow\

If we can once disabuse our minds of the old

notidn that care for the individual, and not
care for the whole, is the chief end of nature,

we shall have a better chance to work out the

problems C. suggests.

Why do Not More Seeds Grow ?

—W. N. C, Binghamton, N. Y., says :

" It is well known that many plants

produce seeds in numbers out of all

proportion to the number of the same
plant in existence. Orchids, for in-

stance, produce innumerable seeds,

yet but few plants spring up, each
year. The question is, why are not

more plants produced? Are many of
the seeds abortive to start with ? Or is it

because nature does not care for them properly ?

i3o the seeds of the summer flowers germinate
^s soon as they fall, or do they lie in the

earth till the following spring? If the latter,

^vould protecting the seeds permit more plants

to be raised ?
"

Questions like these admit of no adequate

solution. A story is going the rounds that an

Hnglish peasant was complaining to a Bishop
about the future prospects of support for his

enormous family. " Tut, Tut !" was the com-
liient, "the Lord never makes mouths, but he

prepares something to feed them with. "Yes,

"

the peasant replies; "but somehow, all the

food is sent to your Reverence's table, and all

the mouths to mine.**—The Bishop is said to

SWEET-SCENTED CENTAUREA.

United Tree Trunks.—Mrs. LaMance,

Pineville. Mo., furnishes the following very

interesting note :

"Four miles from Pineville, Mo., on the

grounds of J. L. Parish, Esq., is a freak of

nature so curious that if I had not seen it with

my own eyes, I could scarcely have believed it

possible. On the bank of Elk River rises a

large tree that towers high above the neigh-

boring trees. At the ground a solid, buttressed

trunk appears, from eight to ten feet in diam-

eter. A little higher than a man's head

this high trunk divides into four lesser trunks,

the two smaller of which are in themselves

fair-sized trees, while the other tw^o are far

above the average size. Here comes in the

queer part of the story. Of these divergent
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trunks, the two larger ones are respectively an
elm and a sycamore, while the two smaller

ones are an oak and a sycamore. Above the

union of common trunk, each tree in leaf,

branch, and bark, is normal to its type. The
trunk itself seems one homogeneous whole. I

would not presume to say that close examina-
tion would not show in the bark from different

sections of the trunk those peculiarities^ that

^distinguish the bark of one tree from that of

another, but certainly these characteristics do
not show on cursory examination, nor are

there lines of jointure visible where the four

trunks coalesce. I doubt if any one can point
to a stranger growth than this—two sycamore,
an oak, and an elm, all growing from one
common trunk."

This meeting together of four youthful tree-

trunks as they thickened with age is occasion-
ally seen, but this is an unusually fine illus-

tration. Each tree must, however, form its

own bark, that is to say no one of them has
been wholly enveloped by another. Hence a
careful investigation ought to disclose a slight
line where the incurving bark of each original

tree meets.

Disease op Almond Trees in California.
— The Pacific Rural Press states that the
almond tree in California is subject to a serious
leaf disease, which causes the leaf to curl and
have light brown spots, similar to those which
appear occasionally on strawberry leaves. The
disease is caused by a microscopic fungus. It

is known, botanically, as Cercospora circutn-

cissa. Several species of this genus follow
Californian plants and trees even to the east-

ern part of the Union, An allied form of the
€ercospora, C. sequoicp, follows closely the
mammoth tree of California, Sequoia giga7itea.

It is so destructive that out of thousands of
trees planted in the eastern states probably
not a hundred survive, and not more than
half a dozen have grown sufficiently to get
fame. The spores of the fungus come with
the seeds, attack the young plants on germina-
tion, and continue their growth as long as
the plants grow. Usually, in the East, the
fungus absolutely kills the young trees before
the second year ; but sometimes vigorous trees

will get several years of growth before they are
seriously injured. On the grounds of the
writer, only one poor specimen exists after 20

years of endeavor to get one to live. This
illustrates the vicious character of this species
of the genus, and it is no wonder that the Cal-

ifornia almond growers are alarmed at the

progress of the other species.

The Table Mountain Pine.—It is not many
years ago since the " Table Mountain Pine."

as it was called by Michaux, because of his

discovering it in no other place than Table
Mountain in North Carolina, was discovered

in Bucks County, Pa., by Prof. Meehan, who
has since then discovered it in numerous places

in Pennsylvania. Indeed, it seems rather com-
mon, and it is remarkable that so distinct a

pine should have been so long overlooked.

Prof. Rothrock, in a recent number of ' Forest

Leaves," states that it is quite frequent in

Fulton County. The Professor, however, wants
to change its common name, and call it Poverty
Pine,—the reason being that it does not grow
only on Table Mountain, North Carolina ; but,

the name is part of its history,—this history

would lose much of its value by the change
of name. Although of no great lumber value,

it makes a beautiful ornament in gardening
on account of the beautiful rich crimson color

of the male catkins in the spring of the year.

But unlike many other pines it produces these

flowxrs when quite young.

Vancouveria hexandra. — Mr. Herman
Dock, Philadelphia, calls attention to the fact

that the Vancoiiveria hexandra, of the north-

west coast, gives oflf a delicate vanilla scent.

when drying. It is worthy of note that its

relative, the "May Apple" of ,the eastern

coast, gives off a strawberry odor from the

ripening fruit.

<T

Rose—Augustine Guinoisseau.—An abso

lutely white rose has become popular anion

the florists of Germany, under this name,

which is said to be a sport from La France.

It is given out that it has all the good prop-

erties of this popular variety with purity of

color added.

Early Golden-rods. — Golden-rods com-

menced to open in the mountains of Berks

County, Pennsylvania, on the 21st of July.

Acres of floral sunshine gladdened the sight

on that date.

GENERAL GARDENINC;.

AN ARABIAN MORNING.
The morn has risen clear and calm,
And o'er the Green Sea palely shines,

Revealing Bahrein's groves of palm.
And lighting Kishnia's amber vines.

Fresh smell the shores of Araby,
While breezes from the Indian Sea
Blow round Selama's sainted cape.
And curl the shining flood beneath.

Whose waves are rich with many a grape,
And cocoa-nut and flowery wreath.

Which pious seamen, as they pass'd,
Have tow'rd that holy headland cast

—

Oblations to the Genii there
For gentle skies and breezes fair.

—Thomas Moore.

Carnation Diseases.—There are two kinds

of fungus diseases which are very annoying to

the carnation grower ; one is known as " rust,"

which attacks the leaves, and which is known
to botanists as Uroviyces caryophyllinus ; the

other is from some fungus which appears when
in the mycelium or cobwebby condition, and
which does not appear to have been properly

identified. It attacks the roots, and so serious-

ly injures the plant, that it usually rots before

flowering. This fungus attacks the plants in

the open ground. One plant may be noticed as

having a green tint, lighter than the rest. In a

few weeks a number of plants around these

have the same appearance, and before the

plants are ready to move from the open ground
to the carnation -house, a space several feet in

diameter may have all the plants of this lighter

tint. All these plants will be found on examin-

ation to be attacked by this fungus, which has

spread from one original centre. Its presence

can be detected not only by the eye, but by the
" mushroomy spawn," as gardeners would call

it of some mushroom. All such plants should

be discarded when planting the carnation-

house.

Twig Blight. — Dr. Cheston Morris, re-

cently made an address before the Philadel-

phia Academy of Natural Sciences, on the twig

blight among fruit trees, so remarkably prev-

alent this season. He ascribed it to the opera-

tion of the larvne of a minute beetle, Scolytus

pyrce which bore the twigs.

That young twigs when starting in growth

in the spring die under the operation of this

insect, is well known ; but an examination of

the severe trouble known as "fire blight" in

the pear, and akin to which is the prevalent

disease in other fruit trees, will show that

that is something very different. The odor

alone tells us that fermentation is going on,

and the microscope reveals that bacterial fer-

mentation is prevailing. Professor Burrill has

demonstrated this point so clearly as relates to

the pear, that no confirmation is needed. The

twig blight in the apple and quince is slower

in its fatal results than in the pear, and prob-

ably is referable to another species of bacter-

ium. While a whole branch will seem to give

way in a single da}', it is often a full week

before every part of an attacked apple twig

succumbs.

Clematis Virginiana. — Mr. Frank E.

Lord, of Chicago, notes that all the plants of

the native "Virgin's Bower" that he has seen

in that vicinity are staminate, and so produce

no seeds. As the bright silver\' tails to the

seeds furnish one of the chief beauties of the

plant, propagators will have to raise their

stock from hermaphrodite parents.

Destroying Poison Vines—Mr. Chas. G.

Schrank, Philadelphia, desires to know how to

destroy poison vines. Any plant, poisonous

or otherwise, can be easily destroyed by being

cut off just beneath the ground after the

young leaves have pushed, and before they are

thoroughly mature.

The Dahlia Stem-Borer.—Mrs. Seliger has

discovered that the borer, which plays much

havoc with the stems of dahlias in that section,

is the common corn-stalk borer, Gortina nttcle.

This upsets the old notion that insects are

good botanists. They have made a big jump

from the Indian corn to a dahlia stem.
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Tecoma grandiflora.— Tecoma, or as it is

sometimes called, Bignonia gtaiidijlora, is

a native of northern Asia. Tecoma radicans is

a native of the American continent. The two
are as different as day is from night, as any
one may see who compares the calyx in each

species, aside from other characters. No bot-

anist has ever dreamed of uniting them. One
of the conductors spent a half day of valuable

time in pointing this out to Mr. Kift, on the

grounds of the Meehan nurseries. Mr. Kift,

Jr., now sends us a marked copy of the Village

Record, of West Chester, with a long article,

which the following extract shows the pith of.

"When planting the Bignonia grayidijlora,

one very important matter must be borne in

mind. This variety is a branch sport of the

old Bignonia radicans, and not as hardy as the

original. Bignonia radicans is generally grown
from root cuttings, and grows quite readily in

this way. Bignonia grandiflora is mostly
grown by grafting. It can be propagated, how-
ever, by branch cuttings just as easily."

Mr. K. is evidently very proud of '* being of

the same opinion still."

Cut-Flower Rack. — A very helpful con-

trivance is noticed by the London Joiimal of
Horticulture, as coming into favor with ladies

who are fond of cut-flowers, in the shape of a
galvanized wire rack, by which all the flowers

may be easily taken out of the vase, and the

water changed, or the flowers sorted over.

The vase and the rack must, of course, be
fitted to each other, but it ought not to be

diflGicult to in-

vent an adjust-

able one of sim-

ilar character.

The rack could

be suspended on
a pair of cross-

bars.

Bryophyllum calycinum. — Mrs. Johii

Dickson, of Moylan, Delaware Co., Pa., pre-

sents a remarkably healthy specimen of this

Mexican sub-succulent shrub, which has

become naturalized in Florida, and there

received the common names of "Life ever-

lasting," " Live-for-ever," and some others.

It belongs to the same family of plants as the

stonecrop and houseleek {Ctassulacece), but is

more shrubby and leaf-like in character.

When the leaves are left to dry, buds will pro-

ceed from the ends of the veins, and good

plants result. It is from the scattering of the

leaves in this way that the plant is so common
in a wild state in southern Florida. The

botanical name, Bryophyllum, is derived from

this character,

—

Bryo, bud—and phyllon, leaf.

Some will call these Greek terms hard, but it

seems no harder to say bryo, as part of the

name of a plant, than to say "embryo" in

every-day language,—while "life everlasting"

is a common name given to hosts of different

things.

MY GARDEN.
My garden stretches not so far.

But one can see it's every side
;

Yet in its bounds sweet pleasures are,.

In every nook fresh beauties hide.

Blue clematis my porch entwines.
Sweet honeysuckle clasps it round

;

One corner boasts its Passion vines.

And graceful ferns beset the ground..

Clematis crispa crowns the fence,

Nasturtiums gay its posts embrace ;

And shaded by the elm tree dense
The grateful pansy lifts her face.

Like sentinels fair roses stand.
In June's bright sun superbly drest

;

Near by, Paulownia lifts her hand
In benediction o'er the rest.

Scarce waking from her April dream
The flamed azalea lights her torch

;

Actaea's ivory berries gleam
When August suns her neighbors scorch.

Each day some tree, some shrub, new blown,
Unfolds to me its secret dear

;

Each month brings glories of its own,
As slips away the busy year.

From spring's first breath till winter's wrath
Remorselessly blots all from sight,

I daily stroll my garden's path,
And daily find some new delight.

Think not, dear friend, that I am blessed

With some rich, broad, expensive spot;
Such luxury is all compressed
Within a common city lot. H. K.

Plantation of Palm Trees.—Those of us
who are only familiar with forests of what wx
know as the hard woods, in other words trees

with the ordinary forms of foliage such as

oak and ash, or even the more shining leaved

evergreens of the tropics, have no ide i of the

peculiar sensation which arises on seeing for

the first time, forests composed wholly of palm
trees or other endogens. The accompanying
illustration of a plantation of date palms, as

they are seen growing in the

vicinity of Tunis, gives a

little idea of their peculiari-

ties. Judging by the growth
of the date palm in our hot-

houses, these palms must be

of immense age. We have
in the vicinity of Philadel-

phia, plants in tubs that

have been growing in very

warm houses for nearly a

hufidred years, yet have
trunks not more than six

feet high. Of course they
would grow w4th more rapid-

ity in their native- country,

where there w^ould be more
room for the roots to spread
and get a greater abundance
of food than is possible in a
tub

; but still with all this

allowance such very tall trees

nmst have taken many years

to grow. The writer once
saw in New Orleans, a tree

that had a trunk as high as

a tw^o-story building, and the

palm leaves made a very good
shade over the house. He
was told that that tree was
believed to be over two hun-
dred years old. It was one
of the sights which the lovers

of trees were generally taken to w^hen visiting

that city. The illustration is taken from a

very interesting serial, Natur und Haus,
published in Berlin.

many flowers on a bunch. It is not uncommon
to be able to count seventy or more in a clus-

ter. A crimson one, under the name of

"Crimson Rambler." has recently been
brought to notice by Ellwanger & Barry.

Licorice in America.— Ever since our first

colonists settUd, attention has been <jiven to

the cultivation of licorice. In lookinj^ over
the records of the paf?t, attempts are frequently

Rose—Crimson Rambler.—Perfectly hardy
climbing or rambling roses are not numerous.
ThePolyantha rose, a recent introduction from
Japan, is found to be able to resist our coldest

winters. The name, Polyantha, refers to the

PLANTATION OF PALM TREES.

referred to ; but no great success recorded.

Failure seems to be more from the want of care

in selection of proper soil than anything else.

In heavy clay soil, leaves burn in the summer
time, and the growth is consequently checked.

If the deep open soil could be chosen, and a

locality where the summer heats were not ex-

cessive, there might be some success. A very

profitable field is open to the parties who v ish

to succeed.
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Tecoma grandiflora.— Tccoma, or as it is

sometimes called, Bignoiiia f^tandijlora, is

a native of northern Asia. Tecoma radicans is

a native of the American continent. The two
are as different as day is from night, as any
one may vSee who compares the calyx in each

species, aside from other characters. No bot-

anist has ever dreamed of uniting them. One
of the conductors spent a half day of valuable

time in pointing this out to Mr. Kift, on the

grounds of the Meehan nurseries. Mr. Kift,

Jr., now sends us a marked copy of the Village

Record, of West Chester, with a long article,

which the following extract shows the pith of.

"When i^lanting the Jyignoiiia gra?idiJlora,

one very important matter must be borne in

mind. This variety is a branch sport of the

old Bignonia radicans, and not as hardy as the

original. Bignonia radicans is generally grown
from root cuttings, and grows quite readily in

this way. Bignonia grandijlora is mostly
grown by grafting. It can be propagated, how-
ever, by branch cuttings just as easily."

Mr. K. is evidently very proud of "being of

the same opinion still."

Cut-Flower Rack. — A very helpful con-

trivance is noticed by the London Journal of
Horticidture, as coming into favor with ladies

who are fond of cut-flowers, in the shape of a

galvanized wire rack, by which all the flowers

may be easily taken out of the vase, and the
water changed, or the flowers sorted over.

The vase and the rack must, of course, be
fitted to each other, but it ought not to be

difl5cult to in-

vent an adjust-

able one of sim-

ilar character.

The rack could

be suspended on
a pair of cross-

bars.

Bryophyllum calycinum. — Mrs. John

Dickson, of Moylan, Delaware Co., Pa., pr

sents a remarkably healthy specimen of th

Mexican sub-succulent shrub, which h.

become naturalized in Florida, and there

received the common names of " Life e\er-

lasting, " '* Ivivefor-ever," and some others.

It belongs to the same family of plants as tlu-

stonecrop and houseleek {Crassulacecc), but i>

more shrubby and leaf-like in character.

When the leaves are left to dry, buds will pro-

ceed from the ends of the veins, and good

plants result. It is from the scattering of the

leaves in this way that the plant is so common
in a wild state in southern Florida. The

botanical name, Bryophyllum, is derived from

this character,

—

Bryo, bud—and plivllou, leaf.

Some will call these Greek terms hard, but it

seems no harder to say bryo, as part of the

name of a i)lant, than to say "embryo" in

every-day language,—while "life everlasting"

is a common name given to hosts of different

things.

MY GARDEN.
M3' garden stretches not so far,

Rut one can see it's every side
;

Yet in its bounds sweet pleasures are,.

In every nook fresh beauties hide.

Blue clematis my porch entwines,
Sweet honeysuckle clasps it round

;

One corner boasts its Passion vines.
And graceful ferns beset the ground.

Clematis crispa crowns the fence,
Nasturtiums gay its posts embrace ;

And shaded by the elm tree dense
The grateful pansy lifts her face.

Like sentinels fair roses stand.
In June's bright sun superbly drest

;

Near by, Paulownia lifts her hand
In benediction o'er the rest.

Scarce waking from her April dream
The flamed azalea lights her torch

;

Actiea's ivory berries gleam
When August suns her neighbors scorch.

Each day some tree, some shrub, new blown.
I'nfolds to me its secret dear

;

Each month brings glories of its own,
As slips away the busy year.

From spring's first breath till winter's wrath
Remorselessly blots all from sight,

I daily stroll my garden's path,
And daily find some new delight.

Think not, dear friend, that I am blessed
With some rich, broad, expensive spot

;

Such luxury is all compressed
Within a common city lot. H. K.

Plantation oi- Palm Trees.—Those of us

vho are only familiar with forests of what we
know as the hard woods, in other words trees

\\ith the ordinary forms of foliage such as

...ik and ash, or even the more shining leaved

. vergreens of the tropics, have no ide i of the

peculiar sensation which arises on steing for

vhe first time, forests composed wholly of palm
trees or other endogens. The accompanying
illustration of a plantation of date palms, as

they are seen growing in the

vicinity of Tunis, gives a

little idea of their peculiari-

ties. Judging by the growth
«)f the date palm in our hot-

houses, these palms must be

.)f immense age. We have
in the vicinity of Philadel-

phia, plants in tubs that

have been growing in very

warm houses for nearly a

hundred years, yet have
trunks not more than six

feet high. Of course they

would grow with more rapid-

ity in their native country,

where there would be more
room for the roots to spread

and get a greater abundance
of food than is possible in a

tub
; but still with all this

illowance such ver^-tall trees

nmst have taken man}- years
to grow. The writer once
saw in New Orleans, a tree

that had a trunk as high as

a two-story building, and the

palm leaves made a very good
hade over the house. He
was told that that tree was
>elieved to be over two hun-
Ired years old. It was one
of the sights which the lovers

t trees were generally taken to when visiting

'hat city. The illustration is taken from a

"ery interesting serial, Natur and I/aus,

,>ublished in Berlin.

many flowers on w bunch. It is not unconinion
to be able to count seventy or more in a clus-

ter. A crimson one, under the name of

"Crimson Raml^ler." has recently been
brought to notice by I'llwan^^er c\: Uarrv.

LicORicic IN Ami:kka.- Ever Since our first

colonists settkd, attention has been -ivtn to

the cultivation of licoiice. In lookin^^ (>\er

the records of the p.ij-t, attempts are frequently

Rose—Crimson Ramuler.—Perfectly hardy
climbing or rambling roses are not numerous.
rhePolyantha rose, a recent introduction from
Japan, is found to be able to resist our coldest

winters. The name, Polyantha, refers to the

PLANTATION OF PALM TREES.

referred to ; but no great success recorded.

Failure seems to be more from the want of care

in selection of proper soil than anything else.

In heavy clay soil, leaves burn in the summer
time, and the growth is consequently checked.

If the deep open soil could be chosen, and a

locality where the summer heats were not ex-

cessive, there might be some success. A very

profitable field is open to the parties who wish

to succeed.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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Xhe Japan Umbrella Pine. — This inter-

esting coniferous tree from Japan, known
botanically as Sciadopitys vcrticillata, is of ex-

tremely slow growth while young, though

growing rapidly after it obtains some age and

strength. Some question has been raised as to

where in our countrj^ the largest specimen is

to be seen. '' Garde?ii?ig'' states that on the

grounds of Mr. Charles A. Dana, at Queens, on

Long Island, they have a specimen 13 feet high

by 5 feet wide. On the grounds of the conduc-

tors of Meehans' Monthly is one 11 feet, by

cofYKicHT iHi? ar^-

'THO£ MCEHM '

TH -: JAPAN UMBRELLA PINE.

4 feet wide at the base. As an illustration of

the slowness of the early growth of this tree,

it ma}" be said of the latter specimen that the

seeds were brought Irom Japan on Commo
dore Perry's expedition, in 1853, during the

incumbency of President Fillmore. It took

nearly 20 years to get but a few feet in height;

during the last nine or ten years, however,

the average rate of growth has been about a

foot a year.

The Effects of Colored Glass.—It is in-

teresting to note that while the efforts of the

late General Pleasanton to show that blue

colored glass had a beneficial influence on

plants growing beneath it seem to have failed

to make any permanent impression on Ameri-

can cultivators, that just about the time of his

death, the English cultivators are believing

they find good effects from it. Before us is a

lecture by Professor Henslow, on the effect of

light on the germination of seeds. He tried

a large number of experiments himself, and

stated that violet colored glass had been used

by a London grower of market flowers, and

that under this glass his flowers bloomed

fourteen days earlier than they would under

other circumstances ; but Prof. Henslow re-

marked that while he had flowers in this way

the plants themselves were undoubtedly weak-

ened. He states as the result of his experiments

that so far as the vital power of plants were

concerned, colored glass of all kinds had an in-

jurious effect in various degrees.

Stemming Cut Flowers.—The Camellia,

which a half century ago, was the leading

flower, has wholly disappeared from the roll call

of the florist, mainly because the flowers re-

quired stemming. It is characteristic of Ameri-

can enterprize, that those kinds of flowers that

require artificial stems have been abandoned,

—

and in the case of roses, carnations or similar

plants that could be improved by selecting seed-

lings, kinds have been produced that give long

stems by nature. " Stemming " is practically

abandoned by the American cut-flower-lover.

Halesia parviflora.—Mr. A. S. Fuller,

Ridgewood, New Jersey, believes this should

rank as a good species. Besides the flowers

being small, the seed vessel is long and nar-

row, while the flowers have a pinkish tinge

not common in the ordinary //. tetraptera.

Verbena angustifolia.—A correspondent

from Hamburg, Pa., reports this pretty species

of vervain to be a very bad weed in that

section. Like most species of plants that fer-

tilize themselves without the aid of insects, it

is a prodigious seeder.

Wall-Paper Flowers.—There seems to be

no reason why the conventional flowers and

plants used to ornament wall-paper, might not

be copied from natural , flowers, instead of be-

ing exaggerations which we so often find them

to be. Take, for instance, the oak, which is

often represented with its acorn and leaves

coiling around as if it belonged to a twining
plant. There are other real climbers which
would be just as ornamental, and quite as

effective as these monstrosities. Through the

kindness of Baron Mueller, of Melbourne,
Australia, we have been furnished with samples
of panel papers, which are models of botanical
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^ANEL PAPER, WITH THE BLUE AUSTRALIAN LILY.

accuracy, and at the same time would be pro-
nounced as of the highest type of artistic work.
^Ve give an illustration of one of these, in the
hope that the hint may be taken by lovers of
art in our own country. The plant illustrated
is the well-known blue Australian lily, Nym-
phcea ccerulea, which is now often seen in gar-
dens, grown in small tubs of water, and also
in the lakes and ponds of our large aquariums.

Trained Peach Trees.—Peach trees, in

England, are trained on walls having southern
aspects, and in this way get heat enough to

mature. The branches are skillfully trained,

so as to cover the whole surface of the wall

with branches a few inches apart. In some
cases glass fronts are placed before the walls,

to give additional heat. There is one tree, in

the north of England, treated in this manner,
which is considered a great curiosity in that

country. It covers a wall twenty-three feet long

by seventeen feet deep, and four hundred and
twenty good sized peaches have been gathered

from the tree, in a single season. The variety'

is the Royal George ; and the age of the tree is

fourteen years. In this special treatment of

the peach everything that can aid in the health

and growth is of course assiduously attended

to. Inferior fruit is taken out when quite

small, and no one fruit is allowed to crowd up-

on another. Under these circumstances the

fruit produced is remarkably fine, no one being

seldom less than six inches, and many reach-

ing eight inches round, while the flavor is

correspondingly delicious.

Disease in Cherry Trees.— In America,

the Morello class of cherries is particularly

liable to be attacked by a disease which we
commonly know as the "plum knot." This

is now^ understood to be caused by a minute

fungus. The London Gardeners' Chronicle no-

tices that a fungus disease, which, by its de-

scription is very much like that above referred

to, is attacking the cherrj' in the old world.

Branches die completely and suddenly above

the point attacked, giving the appearance just

as it is with us, of having been stricken by

frost or lightning. After a careful examination

they have discovered that it is caused by a

minute fungus, just as in the case of our

trees ; but they consider the fungus which

causes their trouble ver}' different from that

known to operate here. They call it Monilia

fructigena.

The Hampton Court Grape Vine.—This

grape vine is 126 years old, is remarkably

healthy, and is bearing 1200 bunches this sea-

son, each of which will weigh over a pound.

;!S^l'":if'l"3»^'
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Mushrooms.—It is remarkable how widely

the edible mushroom is extended over the

world. In the early explorations of Colorado,

the writer has found them of large size ;
as it

seems to him in recollection, though not actu-

ally measured, larger than good sized saucers.

A Florida paper before us, states that they are

extremely common in certain seasons in that

state, and a suggestion is made that with a lit-

tle care they might be made one of the most

valuable of the industrial resources of the

vegetable grower and cultivator. When as

much attention has been given to the cultiva-

tion of the mushroom in this country as it

deserves, they certainly will afford profitable

marketing. They require very nice conditions

in order to succeed well, but a very little intel-

ligent practice will enable one to soon get the

mastery of these special conditions. In the

old world they have them in abundance in cul-

tivation the whole year round. Until recently

it was necessary to make the artificial mush-

room beds in sheds, cellars, caves, or under

some building where they might be protected ;

but now they grow them in England, in a very

profitable way, entirely out of doors. The
Gardeners' Chrofiide gives an account of one

person, who has mushroom beds, which, if put

along end to end, would extend to fully one-

half a mile. These beds are started in Octo-

ber, and by the first week in January, they

have mushrooms to gather. The first pickings

from these beds at that time, giving about 91

pounds. By the middle of February, although

pickings had been continuous, they could

gather 664 pounds,—these gatherings being

made twice or three times a week. This, how-
ever, can only be accomplished where there is

an abundance of stable manure at command.
500 bushels of spawn were placed in these

beds in order to start them—the cakes being

broken into pieces of six to each cake, and
pressed in about six inches apart over the

whole surface. The beds are made in succes-

sion, and in this way they have mushrooms up
to the end of June. It is said that mushrooms
grown in the open air this way are much
heavier and every way better than those grown
in sheds or houses. The beds are made under

orchard trees, in connection with the growth of

apples, pears or plums. In order to preserve

from frost, the mushroom beds are covered

rather thickly with litter. In the colder parts

of our country this method could not probably

be pursued, but in states south of the Potomac

where the winter temperature is by no means

severe, there seems to be no reason why this

open air mushroom culture might not be car-

ried on as a very profitable element in vegeta-

ble and fruit growing.

Cogswell's Dwarf Cherry.—Mr. E. D.

Cogswell, of Detroit, Mich., sends a branch of

this cherry which he is distributing. Botani-

cally it belongs to the Cerasus piimila, and as

Meehans' Monthly has said before, it is in

the line of an improvement which deserves en-

couragement. This species of cherry usually

grows as a bush, and sometimes not even doing

more than spreading and rooting along the

ground; but this variety makes a tree five or

six feet in height, and is remarkably pro-

ductive. Though we have seen cases of the

sand cherry, as it is commonly called, making

small trees, nothing like the great productive-

ness of this one introduced by Mr. Cogswell

has come under the observation of the con-

ductors. It is, of course, not a cherry to be

compared with the ordinary garden cherry.

There will yet be found astringency in the

fruit; but this must have been the case origi-

nally with the wild cherry of our gardens, and

there seems to be no reason why great im-

provement might not follow in the selection

from this species as well as that. This partic-

ular one was selected from 300 seedlings by the

introducer. It will be valuable for culinary

uses. The fruit ought to have a good place in

pomology.

Roots of the Stachys.—A new vegetable

has been introduced from China, commonly

called Chorogi, although its name does not

seem to be much easier to pronounce than its

botanical name, Sieboldii; yet we have tuberous

species of Stachys in our own country, that

produce larger tubers, and are probably quite

as good. One especially known to botanists

as Stachys Flofidana ought to be quite as good

as its Chinese relative. The Horticultural

Bulletin of the Cornell Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, gives a sketch of it. As figured,

it has the appearance of a huge caterpillar of

some three inches long and about half an inch

wide, by reason of its necklace-like appear-

ance.

Immediate Effect of Pollen on Fruit.—
Mr. Willard N. Clute says : "In Meehans'
Monthly for May, 1894, the statement is

made that ' pollen has no immediate effect on

fruits.' If this always holds good, how shall

we account for the crossing of squashes and

pumpkins ? Here is Darlington's testimony

on the subject, taken from '

' American Weeds

and Useful Plants." ' When grown in the im-

mediate vicinity of squashes, the fruit of this

variety [the pumpkin] is liable to be converted

into a hybrid of little or no value. I have had

a crop of pumpkins totally spoiled by inad-

vertently planting squashes among them, the

fruit becoming very hard and warty, unfit for

the table, and unsafe to give to cattle.'
"

The reply to this must be that even so acute

an observer as Dr. Darlington was mistaken.

He took coincidences for causes, as many of us

are apt to do at times. He made no actual ex-

periments. Direct experiments have been

made resulting in proving that our garden

plants of the cucurbit family will not cross.

A Large Grape-Fruit Tree.—A variety

of the Citrus family is extensively grown under

this name in Florida—the name being derived

from the fruit growing in grape-iike clusters.

In California, the same fruit is grown under

the name of Pomelo. A correspondent of the

Florida Farmer a?id Fniit Groiver, states that

it is one of the most profitable of all of the

Citrus family. He describes one tree grown by
Mr. J. R. McDonald, of Plant City, as some-

thing enormous, and worth traveling miles to

see. The size of the tree is not given, although

it is referred to as the " Giant ;" but it is said

that 67 crates of the fruit were packed from it,

and sent to New York recently,—the gross pro-

ceeds of the sale being $292.00—of course, ex-

penses of shipment have to be deducted ; but

t is said that the yield, clear of every expense,

was $83.75. A pretty good profit from a single

tree.

Insectivorous Insects.— It is not as widely

known as it might be that most of the particu-

lar little insects known as lady- birds feed on

other insects, and it is wise to encourage their

presence in gardens as far as practicable. In

California an insect bearing the name of l^eda-

iia cardinalis has been imported from Austra-

lia, especially to keep down the orange scale.

It has been found remarkably effective. Mr.

Thomas H. Douglas, of Waukegan, Ills., writes

that the common lady-bug of that section,

rather smaller than Vedalia, is doing excellent

work among the scale on the fruit trees of that

section.

Healthy Bark on Trees. — After a few

years, nature does her best to get rid of the ex-

ternal bark. Few operations are more useful

in comparatively old orchard trees than to

scrub or wash the bark in the winter season.

Some few people think that this old bark in

some way protects the trees from low tempera-

ture ; but any observer may note that it is not

until a branch is several years old,—in the

apple tree, for instance, it is ten years old

before the rough bark appears, and if protec-

tion from cold be the province of old bark, the

young branches would require that protection

much more surely than the older and stronger

portions of the tree.

Ripe Watermelon.—The Southern Stock-

ma?i states that, in the South it is easy to tell

whether a watermelon is thoroughly ripe or

not, by drawing the thumb nail slightly over

the melon, so as to scrape the thin, green skin.

If the edge of the scar is ragged and the rind

under the scar smooth, with a glassy appear-

ance, the melon is ripe : but if the edges of

the scar are smooth and the skin does not

come clean off, the melon is not sufiiciently

advanced. It is said that a little practice on

two melons, one ripe and the other unripe,

will soon familiarize one with the knowledge

required.

A Double Pepper.—A " bullnose pepper"

was gathered the past summer, at Newman.

Georgia, which had another perfect seed pod

inside of it. Remembering that a seed pod is

only a series of stem and leaves, transformed

into floral parts, the explanation of the double

pepper pod is clear. There was a renewed ad-

vance of the growth wave, resulting in the

formation of another series of stem and leaves,

which have in turn been transformed as the

first series was. The similar cases of a rose

growing out of another, and of small oranges

growing out of larger ones, are familiar illus-

trations.
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AN AUTUMN MORNING.
Morn on the mountain, like a summer bird,

Lifts up her purple wing, and in the vales
The gentle wind, a sweet and passionate wooer,
Kisses the blushing leaf, and stirs up life

Within the solemn woods of ash deep-crimsoned,
And silver beech, and maple yellow-leaved,
Where autumn, like a faint old man, sits down
By the wayside a-weary.

LONGFEIXOW.

FivORA OF Mount DEvSERT Island, Me.—
By Edward L. Rand andJohn H. Redfield. Pub-
lished by John Wilson &Son, 1894.—Botanists

are mainly born of local "Floras." Interest

is excited by what is seen around, and the local

'• Flora ' * enables the inquirer to easily ascer-

tain the name and complete history of any
plant in question. It is not so easy a task

when a huge volume is searched. The limited

number to be searched among, is just so much
ofagainto the student. One soon learns to

feel that he is really a botanist when he is able

to work out the history of a plant by himself.

This truly beautiful Flora of Mount Desert
Island is, therefore, a contribution to the ad-

vancement of general botany, as well as a boon
to the summer traveler, who yearly more and
more is coming to understand that vacation
time need not be an utter vacancy in human
life, and natural history, and especially botany,
is becoming a leading summer pleasure. Visi-

tors to Mount Desert Island will be thankful to
these ardent botanists, Rand and Redfield, for

this contribution to their enjoyments. A large
geological map, prepared by William Morris
Davis, is attached to the book.

Botanical Names.—Botanists have found
that names which have no relation to the
characters of the plants they bear, are less

likely to mislead than those which have con-
nection, and hence it is a custom to give the
names of new plants to the discoverers, or in

honor of some individual. Prof. Ed. Greene,
notes that one hundred and twenty-six Amer-
ican genera commemorate American citizens.

Washington and Jefferson are in the list.

(158)

The Osmund Fern.—The story of the Os-

mund Fern as told in another column, will yet

admit of extension.

Anne Pratt, in her History of British Plants,

connects this with a legend, as follows. ** A
waterman of this name dwelt at Loch Tyne,

and on one occasion, when bravely defending

some of his family from the cruel Danes, shel-

tered them among the tall branches of this

magnificent plant, which is more like a shrubby

or tree fern than any other of our native spe-

cies." These stories are all pretty enough to

be worth recording,—but it might be worth

remembering that Gerarde's " Water Man "

need not necessarily be a modern "waterman,"

and how his "Heart" came to be associated

with the central substance of the fern's stem

needs to be told before consistency is reached.

Wordsworth seems to have wholly another

idea of the origin of the name in mind. In

Par?iassus he says: "Fair ferns and flowers,

and chiefly that tall fern, so stately, of the

Queen Osmunda named." It is at least as

probable that the fact of the impression of the

fronds of this fern in iron ore, nodules of

which were in the middle ages known as

'' Osmojids,'' must have been noticed by the

ancients, who were more observing than they

get credit for,—and would readily account for

the name. It would be the " Osmond Fern."

The "Southern Florist.'* — a 16-page

octavo monthl}^ magazine, under the title of

Southern Florist a?id Gardener, has been issued

at Chattanooga, Tennessee. The "Hints for

the Month," adapted to Southern horticultural

wants, seem to be very well prepared, and this

useful feature, with other embellishments, will,

no doubt, make the new venture welcome to

garden lovers in the South.

Book of Orchids.—Mr. Geo. Hansen, of

the Agricultural Experiment Station, at Jack-

son, California, will soon issue a book on

orchids and orchid culture, in which branch of

botany and horticulture he is an expert.

Ginger.—Mr. W. Faucett, Director of the

Public Gardens, Jamaica, has made an admir-

able report on the collecting and curing of

ginger in Jamaica. It appears that very much
of the value of ginger depends on the method
of curing. After being scraped it should be

kept from dampness, and be exposed to the

hot sun until hard. The slightest mildew will

injure it, and if put away spongy, it is likely

to mildew. The best ginger is prepared late

in the season, when there is constant sun-

shine. When dug, the roots are at once
scraped and peeled with thin knives especially

imported, and known as ginger knives. They
are then washed once or twice, and turned out
on mats to dry. Some varieties are said to be
better than others. The best ginger brings
profitable prices. Poor ginger hardly pays.
It is said that there are two distinct forms of
the plant, one producing what is known as

yellow ginger, and the other blue ginger. The
yellow is regarded as being the best. A gin-
ger patch has to be planted every year. They
commence planting at Christmas time, and
continue until March and April ; from thence
to December, it is being harvested. Small
pieces of the root stocks are planted in the
same manner as we plant potato sets. In
judging ginger, the more brittle it is the better

the quality, and yet care has to be taken to

keep it from being broken, which depreciates
its value. Lime juice is often used in wash-
ing the roots, to make them look whiter,
V hich insures a better price ; but the quality
of such ginger is said to be inferior. Ginger
1^ one of the principal paying agricultural
crops in Jamaica.

Revision of the North American Species
^F Cactus, Anhalonium and Lophophora.
—Prof. John M. Coulter has arranged for the
v^nited States Department of Agriculture, a
catalogue of the portion of Cactacecc, which are
known in gardens as Ma?nmillaria, a list which
^vill be extremely useful, as one now has to
Ro through numerous publications to get a
View of the whole genus. Linnaeus embraced
"nder the genus Cactus, everything that is to-

<^^ay known under the popular term of Cactuses,
l-ater authors have divided the genus into

^^^avitnillaria, Echmo-cacttis, Echinopsis.Cereus,
Opuntia, and some others. In this revision
IVof. Coulter has dropped the name Mammil-

laria^ and taken the name Cactus for what we
have knt)wn as ^fammillaria heretofore, 1 educ-

ing the whole list of Mammillarias to synonyms.
He thinks Linnaeus had Cactus Ma?n?niilaris

first in mind when he established the genus
Cactus, but, as he placed what we now know
as Melocactus communis—the Turk's-head Cac-

tus—as species No. 2, following C. Mammil-
laris in his system, Prof. Coulter will scarcely

get many followers in the belief that Linnaeus

ought to be made responsible for the babelish

confusion that would follow if we tried to root

the word Mammillaria out of literature at this

time.

A Child's Story of the Pansy. — The
flower has five petals and five sepals. In most

pansies, especially of the earlier and less highly

developed varieties, two of the petals are plain

in color and three are gaj-. The two plain

petals have a single sepal, two of the gay

petals have a sepal each, and the third, which

is the largest of all, has two sepals. The fable

is that the pansy represents a family, consist-

ing of husband and wife and four daughters,

two of the latter being stepchildren of the wife.

The plain petals are the stepchildren, with

only one chair ; the two small gay petals are

the daughters, with a chair each, and the

large gay petal is the wife, with two chairs.

To find the father one must vStrip away the

petals until the stamens and pistils are bare.

They have a fanciful resemblance to an old

man wnth a flannel wrap about his neck, his

shoulders upraised and his feet in a bath tub.

The story is probably of French origin, because

the French call the pansy the stepmother.

Edmund Williams.—Mr. Edmund Williams,

of Montclair, N. J., died on the 12th of July, at

the age of sixty-three years. He was one of the

more intelligent class of lovers of horticulture,

who have done so much during the more recent

past to elevate horticulture to a position among

educated people. His loss to advanced horti-

culture cannot well be replaced.

Fuller's Grape Culturist.—Though first

published thirty years ago, Mr. A. S. Fuller's

"Grape Culturist" has passed through so many

editions that tjie plates have been worn out,

and the author is now engaged on a revised

issue of the work.
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
Advertisements under this head, not exceeding 50 words,

will be inserted once for 50 cents, or three times for $1.25.

• GENERAL NOTES.

Women in Gardening. — Gardening taste

has always been conceded to be strong in

women. They have always been among the

best patrons of gardening. But as a matter of

business or profit, man has hitherto occupied

the field. Women are now legitimately claim-

ing a share. This magazine has recently given

a few instances. Here is another from an

English source :

' It is said that Lady Carlisle is training an

entire staff of women to take charge of the

extensive grounds of her fine York estate. She

claims that women, by right of their superior

taste and judgment in everything pertaining

to floriculture, should be, and are, better

adapted to the lighter work of garden making

than are men ; and with the tendency of the

age, which is to give women the first chance

at everything, she is trying her experiment on

a wholesale scale.

"

A Lover of Flowers. — The writer was

caught on a trolley car, near Pottstown,

Pennsylvania, in the great electric storm

which burst over that city in the middle

of July. While the rain was still pouring,

though the height of the storm had passed, a

gray-headed old man was seen in his garden

trying to steady an umbrella against the wind

and rain, with one hand ; and with the other

raising a bunch of hollyhocks which had been

prostrated, and, with one end of a piece of

string in his mouth, trying to twine it about

the stake which had before supported the

flowers. An ardent lover, protecting his

adored one, could furnish no lovelier picture.

The Fringed Gentian. — It is too much

the fashion to give places in our picture gal-

leries to the '• great unknown." The true lover

must have a place in his album for dear friends.

So the plate and chapter on the fringed gen-

tian, which will appear in next Meehans'

Monthly, will be a treat to every true lover

of wild flowers.

(160)

Protecting the Forests and Destroying

Weeds.—The Friends' Intelligencer takes ex-

ception to the remarks in Meehans' Month-

ly that the true line of public policy should

be in the direction of getting rid of the

causes of forest fires—dead underbrush, than

in the line of preventing this brush from tak-

ing fire. And so far as weeds are concerned,

it believes a million of dollars expended by

congress for the "extirpation" of the Rus-

sian saltwort or - thistle, »' would be wise.

But Meehans' Monthly still holds to its be-

lief that all the legislation we have had has

not saved a single forest fire, and to its opin-

ion that there will be just as many - Russian

Thistles" to fight after the million of dollars

has been expended, as before.

The Mole-plant.—Wonderful stories are

told about the mole-plant, botanically—^?'-

phorbia Lathyris. It is said that it kills all

moles that come within many yards of it.

This has been said of many other plants

at various times. On the grounds of the

conductors this particular mole-plant has

been growing annually for a number of years,

usually coming up from self-sown seeds^

We have no evidence that it ever destroyed

a mole—to be sure we do not remember of a

mole being near the plant any more than

any other plants that are growing with it

:

but the moles certainly burrow in the grass

pathway which runs along within a few feet

where the mole-plants are growing.

The British Museum.—The growth of this

educational institution is phenomenal. An

adjoining five acres on which to erect additions

buildings has recently been purchased fo^

$1,000,000.

Ulmus racemosa.—Prof. C. P. Wheeler, of

the Michigan Agricultural College, notes th^t

the Thomas elm, Ulmus racemosa, is the roc^c

elm of New England.

PARDENERS:—We shall be glad to furnish

names of competent gardeners adapted to

large or small places. Gardeners wishing situa-

tions should correspond with us. THOMAS
MEEHAN & SONS, Nurserymen, Germantown,

Philadelphia.

\A/ANTE D.—Situation as gardener, by a Scotch-
^ ^ man, unmarried ; age 36. Thoroughly posted
ill all branches of Horticulture and capable of
taking charge of either a large or small place. Has
had full charge of large conservatories and estates
in Europe. Best references. A. B. Westland,
Box 361, Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.

\/\/ANTED.—Situation in greenhouse on private
* ^ or commercial place. Best references. Ad-
dress R. P., 20, care Mkkhaxs' Monthly, Ger-
mantown, Philadelphia.

\A/ANTE D.—Situation as gardener or as garden-
* er and coachman. Fifteen years experience.

First-class recomuiendations. Scotchman, age 35.
Wm. Watt, Nailesboro, St. Lawrence Co.,N. Y.

ERMAN wants situation as gardener. Has
had many years experience in one private

])lace in Philadelphia. Good references. Hknrv
Klauser, 1 132 Snyder Avenue, Philadelphia.

A MAN ^vlio thoroughly understands planting^ pleasure grounds, propagating, greenhouses,
hotbeds, etc., also nursery business in all its

branches, wants position ; or will attend to planting
private places. Address, Horticulture, care of
Messrs. D. Landreth & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

DESTROYS I

Shall it be Your House ot
a Pound ol' Copper?

Entirely new departure in pro-
tecting buildings from lightning.

hi Patents of N. D. C. Hodges,
i|
^ Ed itor of Science .

Send for circulars. Agents wanted.
American Lightning Protection Co.,

874 Broadway, New York.

JHE ELKHART INSTITUTE, of art,

SciKNCK, AND INDUSTRY, Elkhart, Iiid. In-

structions thorough and eminently practical.

Terms very reasonable. Expenses low. Both

sexes admitted. Careful home training. Location

attractive and healthful. Day and evening sessions.

Diplomas awarded. Students can enter at any time.

Circulars free. Address, II. A. Mlmaw, M. D.,

Sec'y, as above.

A GE NTS.—<^reatest seller out. Something new

Big profits. Boys and girls make good agents.

Write now. Address, Dr. H. A. Mumaw, Elkhart,.

Indiana.

IIClll CVC'C Cataracf*. Scars or Films
llkff CIC O AB:?UKlSb:i). Our home
troatmcnt (j'-'KKS lUseased tyi-rior Litis wheu all

ethers fail. ]Iuii<lro«is convinrt-il. raiupliN-t free,

l«o lUsK.. Addrtds TUE LYL, tileud i^'uliti, N. Y.

Daffodil Bulbs
Emperor 30 cents. Dozen, 53 00
Empress 25

" " 250
Sir Watkin 25

'* " 250
Horsfiehli 20 " " 2.00

Heiirv Irving 12
" "

i 00
Ard iii^h 10

*' "
1.00

i*rineep.s 8
" *'

.75

Trumpet MHjor 5
" "

.50

Also three varieties of roetleus Ntireissus icarly, medi-
um and late), 20 cents per dozen ;

ji.co per 100 ; one dozen of
each, 50 cents.

Alba Plena, a donhle Poeticus ; late, fragrant, beauti-

ful. Nearly always in bloom here on Decoration Day. 25

cents per dozen ; $1 25 per 100.

These are all my own prowinp, are superior to imported
bulbs. They will be mailed at these prices until the middle
of October. Much lower when ordered in large quantities,

by express. Sets at half price.

M. CRAWFORD
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO

flROUND THE WORLD
Ad Illustrated Monthly Magazine off

Tours, Travels and Explorations

A MAGAZINE FOR THE LIBRARY AND
DRAWING-ROOM

Printed throughout on fine coated paper, and intended for
permanent preservation in the library of the household, club,
and college.

From the New York Nation : " Prof. Heilprin's taste
Roes hand in hand with his solid learning to produce a
very handsome journal, with charming illustrations."

THREE NUMBERS (I>ecember, January and
February) NOW READY.

No. 1 (December) contains, among other articles, "A Sledge

DEVOTED TO A KNOWL-
EDGE or THE EARTH
AND OF ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

EDITED BY

PROF. /INQELO HEILFRIN

Yearly Subscription, »1.50. Single Copy, 15 cents.

Journey and an Experience,*' by Mrs. Peary f illustrated),

with a fine portrait of the author.

This periodical holds a unique place in the magazine liter-

ature of this country, and ic almost the only one which is

published with a view to permanent pre.servatiou, a.s a book

of reference, on the shelves of the library. It is essentially

a magazine for the family, and it will be found as indispen-

sable to the teacher as it is useful to the intending summer
and winter tourist.

In Club with MEEHANS' MONTHLY for ea.OO

THE CONTEnPORflRT PUPLI^Hir^Q CO.
CANVASSERS WANTED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

LIBERAL TERMS
6 BECKMAN STREET. NEW YORK

628 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA



uSED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN ULBS.

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
Vor Pamohlet on " Burs and Blight," address
tor

^^"^P^JJ^'jj^AMMOND, FishkiU-on-Hudson, N. Y.

B_
- - __ —^ In every garden a space,

II I Ij^5 large or small, should be

^^
planted this Fall with

bulbs of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Jonquils,

Crocus, etc. They will greet you early in the following

Spring with beauty and fragrance, before other flowers

are developed. Require very little care. Send for our

catalogue and make a nice selection. Our bulbs are all

choice. No auction bulbs.

b. L/JNDREThV 50N5
21 i 23 S. SIXTH ST.

B„.«cH STORE PHILADELPHIA
DCLAWkRE AVE. AND ARCH ST.

^

"IflMMEs, mmm, m bouses,
^

,Ro" ?RAS"pATEN-f PUTTyVeSS OR WOOD PUTTY OLAZ.NO.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
148-156 Randolph Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

Mention Meehans' Monthly.

ESTABLISHED
50 YEARS"hitchings & CO.

HORTICULTURBL flRCHlTECTS BUD BUILDERS

„i i.„..i Greenhouse Heating and Ventilating Apparatus
Manufacturers of ^" ^^ ^

The highest awards re-

ceived at the World's Fair

for Horticultural Architec-

ture, Greenhouse Construc-

tion and Heating Appar-

atus.

Conservatories, Green-

houses, Palmhouses, etc.,

erected complete with our

Patent Iron Frame Con-

struction.

SEND FOUR CENTS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES.

233 MERCER STREET, NE^ YORK CITY

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

LORD & BURNHAM CO.^^^-^^^^^^^^
^^„ ^„,^„,„3

Plans and Estimates furnished
on application

LARGEST BUILDERS OF GREENHOUSE STRUCTURES. SIX HIGHEST AWARDS AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

SEND FOUR CENTS POSTAGE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

: .1^ y. c. Monthiv ' LORD & BURNHAM CO., IrwIngton-on-Hudson,
Mention 'Meehans* Monthly. »-w«»w ^i»» w

I.Y.
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^ 1,
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arge
iHH^^e^s cotitj|irti4»|^ a^gh perceotage pfpotash

prodwc^ l^rg^St ' ^ield| an<r< best quality of m
and all Winter crops.

Seiid foV our psWpihlets on ttik 'use bf ^ota^h 'bA\^e fiimv

They afe«sflfht ^«. It will c^si you noAihg tp read theni. and tW ^iU sive u
cJoHars. A4drea6, ^ GBRMAN; Kali WORKs, 93 ii^agsatx Street New Vork.

V »'*

HIRE^ 4 CO;, UdiM, -f \.^ISIJ^*-

l4MdKtitt GU^« Sai^l«h Sheet,

Pravahts and checks MILOBW and
BLAdk ROT on Grapes, Fruits,

and Plants
Removed to626ArpN9t.»Philade^fil*, Pa.

I Boi.15 BY C H. JOOaTXCN-
mersiinca: « Tlie only pLon^e in

•uiNTOM. ? K. 4 . rie» a fUU«B|odk of
bfta tliAt oar*
PlateOrOlisa 9 GMttties Sii|i, Hmm Yorii''II II I » «» n III II n M l « III g II

^ 1 —^—ai I I

"For the QQllgliteiied owners of gardens tend woodtoads
this journal is tnva;^Qable.">-A>«e> Y^k lyibune.

puagEi^Hifli Tjif t^T^Afiif) i6tw ofmeacm month
BY

THE GARDENING COMPANY

VIA

ii» i-

',
i

.GARDEN,
OREST

SUB8CltlPT(0N PRtCE, $1.00 A f/EAU ^24 NUfilBElB
..< . ..-- ,1. , -

The ittoit*t»ftiQticd| and valuable Amedcan HorU-
cultural pttljici^db^ ^DpPARtM^K1QS i |!^e^k>wilr
Gardea, TrM in^ IS^c|i!>8,cTh6 Ocbenfi<$ii$e, ihie
WintlQw G^rdeo, the ^Frnit (hrdi^t Tile Vege-
table GaHeQ, liis<^ ai|dXHher PesISi Mttshrdptus,
and oihtr^ In. i^tm<int : See what st^bsciiberdf 9ay
about tlds valiiable jbtfrna!.

*'Por condetised ^mmon ke»8e in gardening matters^for
tellable, noprejndlced ansd 6afe iofbrmatloa, GARPaKbro
cannot be 8srpa|Bed, and altheufh moderate Insiaelt.ex-
pands apon pcruilal.'* W. C. Eoajn, Higbland Park. 111.

"GAiiDXNtNO is the beet horticultural paper printed in
America.'' Chas t. BiTR&.Spfingfield. Mam.

'^am greatlf fA«iised wHh the paper. II t« |>racttcal and

AJOU NALOF HORTICULTURE
LANiPSeAPEARTANDRPRESTRY

'tvalpaCiiMli^^
^alxUaffic|ef^l|s

J*. Am

,?^kfllt,ti^jtlCtQti, Coilo^

vnJatfx^qt «^6ie v^ry la-aitl-

BW. Supt. i,i6c^i pirt , Chicago
'

-*4 1
"I regard <»AKDa|iivaaaa|ieoltlle.inost practical mara*
ines iatu^ fn tHe fnt^sll 4f Mtfenkttre.''

tt. F. lilcJaA, waterrilie, N. Y.

The paiM^ ii thereat pra^icaJ ot toii I niad.'
W. ]^. Ai}B<}, Fodd di^Lac, Wis.

"I tub6cribe to all tl^e |iortica|taral and florioeltural joni-^
lali Ofnlhia ^oattoentas^' far as 1 knaw aad^a<^iQ G^apai^

I Htf thehiD« praetical one for an aiaatenr filet aijeaf."
Da. Gao. T. Ha , Cominjf , N. Y.

mi^fSJBMl^»

A beautifully illustrated journal of

Horticukure, Landscape Art, and For-

estry^* $lled every week with fresh, ^n-

tertaiung, practical, and accurate infor-

niiation for all who Ib^e nature or take

an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American

and Eufopean authorities, and the edi-

t<irik£ 4^' leadit^ ^rtldes constitute the

MR HIeittture of the time on all subjedfcs

lj(|^M^|4lj^coii|pl|B^a.*'^i^^^ 9ritkity.

hl^^iOip liAUario^raall j|b |h^ coanfry. if not in

:jihi^ eagKcA i^andbrd a pdk variety of remarkable or rare

tr«^^fl^4et^, i/btWilB and l^indacapea^—K ^ ^vtnimg f^st

It aaalaipai^ high character , which it apsamed ^om its

coma&eacem^i, and taaa no rival in tia'h^^.-'J^ringi/ield

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Spedmen copy free on ai^licatloB.

Gardei tnd Forest PiUlsblng Ci ^'*^^
?S'r1!"'

——«——

-

WHEH WRIT1NS to ADVERTISERS, TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS^ MONTHLY.
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CxENTIANA CRINITA.

FRINGED GENTIAN.

NATURAL ORDER. GENTIANACEi:.

Gentiana CRINITA, Frcelich.—vStciu from one to two feet high, terete, branched ; branches cj josite, axillaiv, erect, four-
angled and slightly winged. Leaves one to two or three inches long, ovate-lanceolate, clcj^ely j-ei-silc. 1 lc%\ers »oli-
tary, on long terminal naked peduncles ; corolla about two inches long, bright blue, and I eautifullv frinj^ed ; calyx
four-angled. Seeds curiously echinale or hispid, (Darlington's J^loa Ctihica. Ste alto Chai man's I-ltia oj ihr
Southern United States ; Gray's Manual of the Botany of the Ncithetn luited States, and "Weed's Class Bovk of
Botany.)

Dr. W. p. C. Barton, in his Flora of Ten

Miles Around Philadelphia
,
published in 1 8 1 8

,

reports the fringed gentian as one of the rarest

plants of that district. He had never known
it to be collected anywhere but in one locality,

on the River Schuylkill, and very rarely there.

The winter of this had never collected it at all,

near Philadelphia, and his first knowledge of it

from Dr. Barton's district was from the speci-

mens from which the drawing w^as made, and
which were brought him by Miss Anna Howell,

who gathered them on the upper portion of the

Wissahickon . In other parts of the United

States it is more abundant ; but it is one of

that class of plants which, though widely scat-

tered, is seldom found in such abundance in

any one place as to have any marked eflfect

on the natural scenery. It is recorded gen-

erally as being found in open woods, — but

those which have come under the author's

observation, w^ere growing in rather damp,
grassy, open situations. Though not usually

found in masses of great extent, the single

plants are very beautiful, and attract the

attention of any one who may be out gather-

ing autumn flowers or faded leaves, at the

end of the floral season. It is remarkable

that a flower so suggestively beautiful should

not have received more poetical attention,

—

but though the species are abundant in both
the old world and in the new, and many of

the species are so showy as to compel ob-

servation, references to the gentian are not

numerous. Mrs. Browning has to say about

** Eyes of Gentianella azure.
Staring, winking at the skies.'*

And generally such passing thoughts are all

it has received. But there are two poems

wholly dedicated to the gentian that are worth}-

of the subject, and it would be scarcely doing

justice to the popular literature of the gen-

tian, not to quote them here. One is by S.

R. Bartlett.

" I know not why, but every sweet October
Down the fair road that opens to the sea.

Dear in the wayside grasses tinging sober.

Blooms niy blue Gentian faithfully for nie.

The fretted spears of Solidago golden
Lead to this quiet spot they half conceal

;

There, in her silken fringes soft enfolden,
Year after year, my blue-eyed Gentians steal.

Leaves of the scarlet Sumach glow and flitter,

Warm rolls the western wave upon the shore
;

The little birds of Autumn flit and twitter,

The glorious day grows lovely, more and more.

Won to expansion in the radiance tender,

Upgazing to the Heaven whose hues they win,

Serene and steadfast in the season's splendor,

My blossoms blue beam beautiful again.

Faith's emblem true, of all the flowers up-
springing,

I cannot say, I know not why she lives
;

To every sweet October dearly bringing
A lesson in each azure cup she gives

;

I cannot say, I know not why I love her,

Although the wherefore I so poorly tell
;

Yet all of Heaven's own love to me brims over

In these fair blossoms of the wayside dell."

Poets often draw largely on their imagina-

tions or on the imperfect memory of things of

which they have read ; but this picture of

Bartlett 's is very life-like. Among the sober

tinging of October grasses, half hidden by

golden rods, the silken fringed flowers of the

gentian love to steal for protection . The scarlet

leaves of the sumach and other colored-

leaved plants fall around them under the influ-

ence of the warm western autumn breeze, and

the wrens and chipping-sparrows, with other

(i6n
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CxENTIANA CRIXITA.

FRINCKD GKXTIAN.

NATURAL ORDER. GKNTlANACE-i:.

Okntiana crinita, Hr(KLIch.—stem from one to two feet hi^h, terete, brai'.chtd
; branl.rs c

j } r^^itc, jixilla: v titct fcur-
aiiKled and sli.tilitly wintjed. Leaves one to two or three inchts long, ovate-laiiteolate. clcsely ."e.^silf 1 U ucis >oli-
tary, on Ions terminal naked peduncles

;
cort)lla about two inches lon«. ))rij^ht blue, rii;d I e:iuti!ullv frirj^td • tal> x

four-angled. Seeds curiously echinate or hispid. (Darlirgtoti's //,/</ (t.^iniu. See al^o Chaj n:an".s /:, i u , > 7/
Southttn United Stoles ; Grays Manual of (he Hotany of th> yii!/i,)n I mtcd .sv;/,

, ar.d Weed's. C/a.- /, , ; .

-

Botany.)

Dr. W. P. C. Barton, in his F/ora of Te?i

Miles Around PhiladclpJiia, published in 1818,

reports the fringed gentian as one of the rarest

plants of that district. He had never known
it to be collected anywhere but in one locality,

on the River Schuj'lkill, and very rarely there.

The writer of this had never collected it at all,

near Philadelphia, and his first knowledge uf it

from Dr. Barton's district was from the speci-

mens from which the drawing was made, and
which were brought him by Miss Anna Howell,

who gathered them on the upper portion of the

Wissahickon. In other parts of the United

States it is more abundant ; but it is one of

that class of plants which, though widely scat-

tered, is seldom found in such abundance in

any one place as to have any marked effect

on the natural scenery. It is recorded gen-

erally as being found in open woods, — but

those which have come under the author's

observation, were growing in rather damp,
grassy, open situations. Though not usually

found in masses of great extent, the single

plants are very beautiful, and attract the

attention of any one who may be out gather-

ing autumn flowers or faded leaves, at the

end of the floral season. It is remarkable
that a flower so suggestivel}^ beautiful should

not have received more poetical attention,

—

but though the species are abundant in both

the old world and in the new, and many of

the species are so show^y as to compel ob-

servation, references to the gentian are not

numerous. Mrs. Browning has to say about

'* Eyes of Gentiauclla azure,
Staring, winking at the skies."

And generally' such passing thoughts are all

it has received. But there are two poems

wholly dedicated to the gentian that are worthy
of the subject, and it would be scarcely doin^'-

justice to the popular literature of the gen-

tian, not to quote them here. One is by S.

R. Bartlett.

" I know not why, l)Ut every sweet October
Down the fair road that opens to the sea.

Dear in the wayside .L;rasses tinginj^ sober,

IJloonis my l)luc Gentian faitlifully for me.

The fretted s{)cars of vSolidai^^o j^^oldcn

Lead to this (juiet s])()t they lialf conceal ;

There, in her silken fringes soft enfolden,
Year after year, my blue-eyed Gentians steal.

Leaves of the scarlet Snniach glow and llittcr,

Warm rolls the western wave u])on the shore ;

The little birds of Autumn flit and twitter.

The glorious da^- grows lovely, more and more.

Won to expansion in the radiance tender,

I'pgazing to the Heaven whose hues they win,
Serene and steadfast in the season's siilendor,

My blossoms bine Ijeani beautiful again.

Faith's emblem true, of all the flowers up-
springing,

I cannot say, I know not why she lives
;

To every sweet October dearly bringing
A lesson in each azure cup she gives

;

I cannot say, I know not why I love her.

Although the wherefore I so poorly tell ;

Yet all of Heaven's own love to me brims over
In these fair blossoms of the wavside dell."

Poets often draw largely on their imagina-

tions or on the imperfect memory of things of

which they have read ; but this picture of

Bartlett's is very lifedike. Among the sober

tinging of October grasses, half hidden by

golden rods, the silken fringed flowers of the

gentian love to steal for protection. The scarlet

leaves of the sumach and other colored-

leaved plants fall around them under the influ-

ence of the warm western autumn bree/.e. and

the wrens and chipping-sparrows. with other

,i6n
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little birds, usually abound at this season in

the places where the gentians grow. But the

faithfulness of the poet to his picture of nature

is particularly marked in the description

given of the expansion of the flower as the

October day grows more glorious. If the day

be dull the flower remains closed, as in

Fig. 2. But if a sudden burst of sun occurs,

the flower expands in a very few minutes,

and appears as in Fig. 3. They close at night,

or if the sky becomes overcast, and open the

next day if the sun shines again. If the

weather be dull for several days, they do not

open at any time more than we see in Fig. 2,

in which condition they remain till Fig. 4 is

reached, after which they never open again.

The pistils and stamens do not mature at the

same time, and this is assumed to mean by
some physiologists that the flower is arranged

for cross- fertilization. The expanded flowers

afford good opportunities, and bees could

force their way into the closed ones ; but

many closed flowers show no signs of having
been rifled of their pollen, and these flowers

are evidently self-fertilized, and produce seeds

as freely as those which have been cross-

fertilized by the bees.

Besides this beautiful poem by Bartlett,

there are Bryant's pretty lines, not quite so

suggestive as Bartlett's, but yet a poem to be

generally admired.

" Thou blossom bright with autumn dew
And colored with the Heaven's own blue,
That opeiiest when the quiet light
Succeeds the keen and frosty night

—

Thou comest not when violets lean
O'er wandering brooks and springs unseen,
Or columbines, in purple drest.

Nod o'er the ground-bird's hidden nest.

T^hou waitest late and com'st alone,
When woods are bare and birds are flown.
And frosts and shortening days portend
The aged year is near his end.

Then doth thy sweet and quiet eye
X»ook through its fringes to the sky,
Blue—blue—as if that sky let fall

A flower from its coerulean wall.

I would that thus, when I shall see

The hour of death draw near to me,
Hope, blossoming within my heart,

May look to Heaven as I depart."

Though so showy and attractive, many of

the early botanists did not enjoy its acquain-

• tance. lyinucxus seems to have made his first

acquaintance with it from Dr. Golden, of New-

burg, New York, who made a catalogue of the

plants of his state, which was published at

Upsal, in Sweden, in 1743. About the same

time, John Bartram had sent seeds to England,

as we learn from a letter of Peter Collinson to

John Bartram. Under date of October 20, 1740,

he says :
— ** I have several very curious flowers

out of the mixed Virginia seeds. * * A
very pretty dwarf gentian, with a large blue

flower, the extremity of the flower-leaves all

notched or jagged. The whole plant is not

above three or four inches high. I am afraid

it is an annual." He is not satisfied about this

question of duration fifteen years later, for writ-

ing on January nth, 1753, he inquires of John

Bartram, "is that charming autumn Blue Gen-

tian an annual, or biennial, or perennial?"

Exactly one hundred years later, we find Dr.

Darlington, in the work from which we have

quoted, asking the same question ; and even

now the only point certain is that it dies after

flowering.

Some of the earlier botanists divided the

genus according to the number of their floral

parts. There are some which have four lobes

to the calyx, four to the corolla, and four sta-

mens ; and others which have five. Those

with five were to be the true Gentiana\—the

others were called Gentianella. Our best

modern botanists do not recognize this distinc-

tion, because the natural resemblances are so

uniform, that the division seems a shock to

the natural system of botany. Under the sex-

ual system of Linnaeus our species would have

been in the class Teirajidria, from its four sta-

mens, and Gentiafia proper in another. This,

as a system, is so evidently unnatural, that it

is no wonder such arrangements discouraged

the student. But for generic classification, the

characters, from the number of stamens, might

have more value. Fig. 5 has just enough of

the calyx and corolla cut away to show the

arrangement of the four stamens.

Gentia?ia crinita, or "fringed gentian," was

so named by Joseph Aloysius Frcelich, in a

work published in Germany, in 1796, called

**de Gentiana libellus"—a small treatise on

gentians. It grows westward to Dakota, and

through the Allegheny mountains to Georgia.

WILD FLOWERS AND NATURE.

Explanation of thk Platk. — 1. t'pper portion of a

complete plant. 2. Closed flower. 3. Flower open under

sunlight. 4. Flower finally closed. 5. Flower with portion

of calyx and corolla cut away to show pistil and stamens.

TO THE YUCCA GLORIOSA OR SPANISH
BAYONET.

A thick, sharp nest of dagger-pointed leaves,
Black tipped, from the gray mesa rises green,

And from its heart there springs amidst the sheen-
As a white pinioned bird the sunshine cleaves •

As Hope, who life's sharp bitterness relieves— '

A blossom spire that greets the sky serene.
In calm dominion o'er the desert scene.

Thick hung with creamy bells that chime strantre
breves, **

O Yucca gloriosa ! Spirit soft.
And full of strange, mysterious, subtle scent,
Slow swing thy fair white blossom bells aloft

In the calm mesa's wide environment,
Ringing the dirge of that old race which oft

Heard music in thy bells and smiled content.

—Fi^oRENCE E. Pratt.

Wisconsin Goi.DENRODS.—Goldenrods have
just had their season, and the following from
Mr. John M. Dunlop of Milwaukee is timely :

—'There are about 26 species of goldenrod
belonging to our State, and most of them are
very beautiful. I will take the liberty of in-
troducing you to what I think most worthy of
notice, and to assist those who may desire to
make a collection. The first to bloom is

Solidago uliginosa; but there are so many
good ones that I need not describe it.

From about the loth of August to the middle
of October the prairies are a flower garden,
and the species to be found on the prairies are
different from those in the woodland. There
are about eight species which grow on the
open prairie. Solidago rigida, S. Riddelli, S.
Ohiocnsis grow together, and their style of
blooming, a compound umbel, is the same. The
first may be known by its stiff, upright stem,
ovate lanceolate leaves, embracing the stem by
heart shaped base. The next, S. Riddelli, has
long slender lance leaves recurved, and em-
bracing the stem by a long winged petiole. ^.
Ohioeyisis has lance oblong leaves, on short
petioles, and is the most beautiful of the three.
On dryer parts of the prairie you will find 6'.

nemoralis, S. bicolor, S. negUcta. The first,

^S. nemoralis, is very showy. The heads are
turned to one side and are of a bright yellow.

S. bicolor will be known by its elliptical lan-
ceolate leaves, and its two-colored flowers,
nearly approaching white and yellow. S.
neglecta, stem rather stout, leaves thickish, ob-
long, lanceolate, the spike or panicle close, and
heavy, apt to double in the middle, from its

weight. S. jiincea and 5. Canadensis are also
found around the prairies. The last may be
classed with those growing in the woods, and
grows five feet in height, has large panicles of
flowers, with lanceolate serrated leaves. 6".

patula, S. iilmifolia, S. serotina are all strong
growers with fine spreading heajds. S. lanceo-
lata and tenuifolia are not of any great beauty,
owing to the smallness of the flowers. 5.

speciosa, is one of the most beautiful of this
large family

; the color a light yellow, grows
six feet in height with fine foliage, and large
panicle of light yellow flowers, and is the last

to be found in bloom. 5. Missouriensis grows
about three feet in height, and blooms in a
dense crowded raceme, with broad lanceolate

leaves, and would make a good border plant.

We have so many species that I could not
mention all, so will quit with the hope this may
induce many people to cultivate these beauti-

ful tfative plants."

Wild Fuchsia.—This is the name given in

Texas, according to a correspondent of Gap-den

a?id Forest, to a malvaceous plant, known as

Malvavisc7is Drum?nondii. The flower is bright

scarlet, hangs like a fuchsia, and has exserted

stamens just as the fuchsia has. In cooler and
more northern climates the common Maiva
rotundifolia produces fruit which is eaten by
children and sought for under the name of
" cheeses," the fruit very much resembling in

form a small block of cheese when it first comes
from the press. The wild fuchsia of Texas is

closely allied to this plant, but differs in pro-

ducing a more berry-like fruit, which is bright

scarlet and quite showy. It is sought after by
the children for eating, just as is the fruit of
its more northern relative. There is scarcely

any taste whatever to the fruit.

(163)
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Sheathing Petioles and Stipules. —
^'Heracleum Ia7iatum,'' says Mrs. KeUerman,
'* furnishes a good example of the development

or origin of leaves, and is also, in itself, an

argument against the popular idea, that the

stipules are an outgrowth from the base of the

leaf. It would surely be placing the cart be-

fore the horse, to claim that the leaves in this

case were produced prior to the development of

the sheath ; they certainly spring Irom the ex-

tremity or apex of the sheath, and must be an

outgrowth, — an evolution from the latter.

Sachs says, that the sheath in the UmbelUferce

answers the same purpose as the stipules in

other plants. And so it is. We see in the

HERACLEUM LANATUM

rose, for example, nice gradations from the first

crude bract to the stipules, and from the

stipules up to the perfect leaves.

But the stipules, I take it, are the ancestors

of the leaves, instead of being appendages,

mere hangers-on, as it were, which have
sprung from the base of the leaf.

In the accompanying illustration this same
process of development is represented. Here
we have the leaves springing from the broad

expanded apex of the sheath, bearing as yet,

no petioles. Indeed, one cannot say just where
the sheath ends and the leaf begins, so slight

is the differentiation between the lamina and
the sheath, at the place of union. Here, also,

is figured a higher stage, in which the leaves

spring from the contracted apex of the sheath,

and are furnished with long petioles. Later

on, the sheath takes on the office of protector,

and the normal leaf springs directly from the

axil of the now reduced sheath.

How interesting are these leaves growing

from the top of the sheath. They have a sort

of ancestral air about them, as if they belonged

to a type which existed long ago when so

much division, and serration, and the like,

was not necessary. But leaves, like people,

have some little understanding of ventilation,

and the leaves, at least, try to live up to their

highest conceptions (?) of the best modes of

ventilation ; hence they become lobed, dividing,

etc., to admit of a more thorough circulation

of the air.

In so many plants with which we meet, by

the roadside, or in the garden, if we but under-

stood their language, there are clues given of

much of their history. Even the variation of

stipules is full of interesting things—puzzles

and problems meet us here as elsewhere ;
but

each little step in advance, helps to make clear

the succeeding trial at solution "

Sachs does not state what the ''purpose of

the stipule" is. The fact is, the sepals and

petals of magnolias, roses, and many other

plants, are stipules, or the sheathing bases of

leaves,—for there is no dividing line between

the two,—and at the point where growth ceases^

and buds are formed, the bud-scales are again

but modified stipules. We may say that the

purpose of stipules is the protection of tender

parts. The tulip tree furnishes a pretty illus-

tration of the protective purpose of the

stipule.

Expulsion of Seeds from their Capsules.

—Mr. W. F. Bassett, Hammonton, N.J., notes

that '' Centroseina pods, when luUy ripe and

exposed to a hot sunshine, open suddenly and

expel their seeds forcibly, and the pods then

curl up. The pods of the Chinese wistaria

open by the action of frost, and the seeds are

projected some distance and with considerable

force. The writer has a vine near the house,

and when very severe cold comes often hears

the seeds strike against the glass, and finds

them scattered to a considerable distance.'

'

It has been recorded that the wistaria throws

its seeds long distances, even when in rooms

secure from frost.
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Speckled Rhododendrons.—That branch
of vegetable biology which has to do with the
evolution of species, would be vastly benefitted

if the leaders in that branch were more familiar

with the plant growth which is within the ex-
perience of the lovers of gardens. Horticul-
ture indeed ought to be made a branch of
vegetable biology. Whether or not an acquir-

ed character is hereditary, could easily be
answered by the experience which every flower
lover has. Varieties which seem to spring
suddenly into existence, and which is about
all that is really known of an "acquired"
nature, are well known to be

hereditary, and what are

called in flower gardens
''races," well exemplify this

point. There is really noth-

ing known of any truly ac-

quired character, in connec-

tion with heredity. We may,
for instance, look at the vast

army of bicyclers who bend
themselves on their machines
like the letter " Q". These
men, it will scarcely be con-

tended, are likely to be the

progenitors of a curved back
race of human beings, be-

cause of the characters they

themselves have acquired of

riding in such an uncouth
position; but any new charac-

ter in any plant, which seems
to spring into existence from
some unknown law, is well

known to be hereditary.
With this we give an illustra-

tion from the London Garden-
er's Chronicle, of a new race

of rhododendrpns, to be called

the speckled race, and which will be found
as truly hereditary in character, as any of

the species of rhododendron are usually sup-

posed to be. This particular variety is known
as the Princess William of Wurtemberg. Its

value for itself as a pretty variety, is just as

good as from illustrating the point made in

this chapter, that any character once appear-
ing in a plant by its own natural law,

may be hereditary. Raising rhododendrons
from seed is not, however, practiced in

America.

Hybrid Pitcher Plants.—A correspondent
who has been spending some weeks in the
Carolinas and Georgia, is studying the pitcher
plants, and feels satisfied that in the state of
nature they sometimes hybridize. He has
found plants which are so intermediate between
SarraceniaJlava and 5. purpurea, that he is sure
they are hybrids. These plants are capable of
hybridizing freely, as is shown by the number
of varieties which have been raised by this pro-

cess in the Old World ; at the same tijue it does
not follow that because a plant appears to be
intermediate between two others, it is neces-

SPECKLED RHODODENDRON.

sarily a hybrid. The ran^e of variation

which plants possess naturally, in response to

some innate law which has not yet been accur-

ately understood, is much greater than even

many of our best botanists understand. It is

very important to bear this fact in mind, be-

cause it is the innate power of plants to vary,

aside from any external conditions, that is re-

garded as one of the great forces acting in

the evolution of species. Granting heredity to

hybrids, there should be more wild species

than there are.
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Dodder.—These plants, belonging botani-

cally to the genus Cuscuta, are among the most

troublesome of parasitic weeds to the gardener

and farmer in the old world. Some of the

species have become so destructive in French

agriculture and horticulture that the Prefect of

one of the large provinces, Charente-Inferieure,

has issued instructions, which are circulated

freely among cultivators, making it obligatory

on every one to destroy the plants wherever

seen. The mandate is accompanied by descrip-

tions by which the cultivators may know the

pests as soon as they have begun their growth.

It is remarkable that the plant is an annual,

and commences its growth by s^ed in the

ground as ordinary plants do ; but after they

find something to attach themselves to, they

draw their sustenance from the host plant, and
then the connection between the plant and the

soil dries up, and the plant is completely

severed from its terrestrial connections. The
plant belongs to the natural order of Convol-

viilacece, that is to say, the section to which
the common morning glory belongs, and some
of these, as, for instance, in the common
Moon flower, have warty excrescences along

their stems, which some have supposed to be

young, abortive, aerial rootlets. A recent

communication to a scientific society, con-

siders these excrescences to be incipient haus-

toria, which is the name given to the little

suckers which are thrown out from the dod-

der, and which penetrate the host plant and
furnish food to the parasite. In other words it

might be stated that these morning glories

are in an incipient state of evolution towards
the parasitic condition.

A Paragraph in The Independent, a few
years ago, quoted the opinion of an observer

that the beautiful nest of the pewee {Contopus

virens) faced so beautifully on completion by
attractive lichens, could scarcely be solely for

protective reasons, but indicated the possession

of an esthetic faculty. Prof Asa Gray entered

the lists against this view. He was sure the

birds had no thought of anything but to make
their nest as much as possible like a lichen-

covered branch, so as to deceive the raptorial

enemy. It seems to be admitted that the

greater beauty of the male bird is to aid him
in his amatory transactions. This would cer-

tainly be granting some force to the esthetic

argument, though Dr. Gray's point might hold

good in nest making, where protection from

enemies would naturally be the uppermost

thought. Dr. C. C. Abbott, the eminent orni-

thologist, has been making some experiments

to test this point in connection with nest build-

ing. He placed woolen yarn where a pair of

orioles could find it convenient. It was of yel-

low, purple, gray, green and red. He mixed

them so that the bright colors should be in

the most tempting situations. But they would

not touch a single strand of yellow or red. All

of the gray was taken, with here and there a

few strands of purple. It was impossible not

to conclude that the prevailing colors of the

bark of the trees with their mosses and lichens

instigated the selections of the woolen yarn.

"We must deceive the enemy as far as pos-

sible, " was evidently the avi-architects' leading

thought in the construction of their building.

Viper's Bugloss.—A lady of Pittsfield, N.

H., sends, for naming, a plant raised from

seeds sent from Switzerland. It is botanically

known as Echium vulgare. In England it is

universally known by the common name of

"Viper's Bugloss." In Virginia, its common
name is "Blue Devil,"—the agriculturists of

that region so naming it on account of its be-

ing one of the most pernicious of weeds. It is

a remarkable fact that so many plants, which

are not annoying to agriculturists in the old

world, seem to thrive with greater vigor and

persistence when introduced into our country.

The lady who sent the plant, refers to the

remarkable difference between the root leaves

and the leaves of the flower stem. This is a

point much more worthy of the attention of

even critical botanists than it generally

receives. Herbarium specimens too frequently

contain nothing but flower shoots or stems.

The root leaves are just as important, for in a

large number of cases there is a striking dif-

ference between the two classes of foliage.

It has even been stated that quite as much can

be learned of plants by studying their winter

leaves as by studying the parts of inflorescence.

Range of Cornus Canadensis.—Mr. C. F.

Saunders noted several little plantations of the

dwarf dogwood, Cor?ius Canadensis, on Mount
Pocono, last summer, and inquires regarding

its most southern range.

m^mi-

GENERAL GARDENING,

WITHOUT THE BIRDS.

Think of your woods and orchards without birds !

Of empty nests that cling to boughs and beams
As in an idiot's brain remembered words
Hang empty 'mid the cobwebs of his dreams !

Will beat of flocks or bellowing of herds
Make up for the lost music, when your teams

Drag home the stingy harvest, and no more
The feathered gleaners follow to your door?

—LONGFELIyOW.

Swamp Plants on Dry Land.—It should

be well known by this time that swamp plants

as a rule will do much better in comparatively

dry land than in the swamps where we natur-

ally find them. Even, the rice plant, which

usually grows in w^ater, will grow well and

produce a fair crop of seeds in common garden

ground. The reason for this has been fully ex-

plained in scientific serials. It reads oddly in a

report just issued by the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, suggesting that the com-
mon swamp rose- mallow, Hibiscus Moscheutos,

would possibly grow in dry land, as an experi-

ment was made to test this fact, on the Dela-

ware River, thirty-five jears ago. The plant

is growing in every well ordered herbaceous

ground, and is one of our most popular border

plants. It is a weakness of the United States

Department of Agriculture that it is so often

behind the times in its publications. One of

the best tasks for that department would be to

make an index of what has been placed on re-

cord in the many serial publications of our

country during the last half century. Dr.

Franklin B. Hough did something of this

work in forestry when he was in this depart

ment. It is much to be regretted that such

useful work has not been given a broader

scope.

The Mole—the Gardener's Enemy.—
One of the most annoying of living things to

the cultivator is the mole. It roots and turns

up the soil in every direction ; but the scienti-

fic man tries to comfort the flower lover by as-

suring him that the creatures are only after

grubs and worms, which would destroy his

plants at any rate. It is, however, coming to

be acknowledged as a fact that nearly all crea-

tures will eat either animal or vegetable food

as it suits them. Among birds, it is believed,

there are not a dozen in America that live ex-

clusively on animal food, and it is probable

that even this dozen would readily change their

habits if the proper amount of animal food was

not forthcoming. In relation to the mole it is

stated, that a lady in Oregon, a Miss Talbot,

arose in her place in meeting, and protested

against the assertion of the Professor, that the

mole lived on animal food alone ; she was, how-

ever, talked down ; but determined that she

would not remain in the class of ignoramuses,

she therefore caught one, caged it and gave it

nothing whatever to eat but vegetable food,

and when the convention met next year she

produced her pet mole before the Professor, fat

and hearty for all its exclusively vegetable

diet. Miss Talbot states that she found her

mole especially fond of peas.

RoRiNiA viscosA. — This beautiful species

of locust was discovered by Michaux, in his

celebrated journey through the Alleghenies ;

but it is understood that no botanist has ever

been able to find it truly wild, since that time.

It is remarkable that it should disappear so

entirely from a wild state, considering that it

will grow from suckers as well as from seeds.

Under cultivation it is found to be much more

troubled by the locust borer than the ordinary

yellow locust, which, it is well known, suffers

considerably from this insect's depredations.

Very few persons, therefore, can j-how a nice

specimen of this beautiful tree. In the West

Laurel Hill Cemetery, near Philadelphia, there

is, however, a beautiful specimen, one of the

finest that we have ever seen, and which seems

to be so far entirely free from the depredation

of the insect. It is chiefly to the locust borer

that the various ornamental forms of locust, so

abundantly employed in European gardening,

are seldom seen in American collections.

I167I
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Evaporation and Transpiration. — I

stated in your valuable Monthly for Septem-
ber, 1 89 1, that my observation and experience
led me to the conclusion, that the knots left in

the body of the tree, when large limbs were
cut off in March or April, were more liable to

rot and thus weaken and rot the tree than
when such limbs were cut off in September,
and I still think that this is the fact. It may
be that the abundance of sap in the little tubes
which supplied the limbs cut off in early

spring, stagnates and ferments and causes rot,

whereas if these limbs were removed when
these tubes were comparatively free from sap,

say in the fall or early winter, their greater

freedom from sap and the cooler weather might
cause the knots to season instead of rotting.

My attention was in early life called to this

point by the fact that a tree deprived of large

limbs by the wind in September did not have
its knots rot in the tree, while limbs cut off

in March had their knots rot and weaken the
tree. In after years I thought my observations

proved this a general truth.

In commenting upon what I wrote, you re-

mark that summer pruning is at the cost of
foliage and that a tree usually needs all the
leaves it can possibly get. I presume that

trees generally have about the proper number
of leaves

; but there are exceptions. Leaves
€xhale or transpire a great amount of water
and if too many are left upon a tree when it

is transplanted they may throw off water
enough to dry and thus kill the tree. For this

reason when transplanting trees at anytime of

year, we trim the tree if necessary, in order

that it may not have leaves enough to exhaust
the moisture of the tree faster than it can be
supplied by the roots. When transplanting
in summer we not only trim but pick off leaves

so as to leave very few to exhaust the moisture
in the trees before the roots get attached to the
soil so as to supply the needed water. I have
revived newly set trees which were apparently
dead' and the leaves of which were withered
and dried, by severely trimming them and wet-

ting the ground and their bodies and keeping
the trees covered with wet rags or straw for a
week or more. Instead of trees always want-
ing all the leaves that they can possibly get

the cottonwoods of the west, will, when the

ground is moist in the spring, start out with
an abundance of leaves ; but as the ground

dries during the summer they will drop many,
perhaps half, of their leaves, their roots being
unable to find water enough to supply the
transpiration from so many leaves. Judge
Hutchinson, of Kansas, one summer noticed

that the large cottonwood in his front yard had
apparently forgotten to fill his yard as usual
with leaves and that it kept up its vigorous
growth notwithstanding the drought. Here
was a case that even a judge could not under-
stand. Soon the pump refused to bring water
from the cistern. ' Examination proved that
the cottonwood had sent its roots into the cis-

tern and drank up the family supply of water.
As long as it could steal water enough to sup-
ply all of its leaves, it kept them all. The
amount of water transpired by trees and other
plants is to me an exceedingly interesting

subject. If my figures are correct and my
memory has not failed me, that grand man,
Asa Gray, estimated that the Washington elm
at Cambridge would, during the months of the
year in which it is in leaf, transpire water
enough to cover the ground which it would
shade under a vertical sun to the depth of

fourteen feet. I presume the fact will be
found to be that plants are during droughts
put upon a short allowance of water as is some-
times the case with shipwrecked sailors and
other unfortunates. If such be the fact, the

difference between the amount of water which
a tree does actually transpire, and what it

would if abundantly supplied all the time is

immense. J. D. LvxMAN, Exeter. N. H.

MEEHANS' monthly—GENERAL GARDENING.

Cool Orchids.—Some Mexican orchids can
be grown well in the open air in summer, and
a bay-window or attached greenhouse in win-
ter. One of our subscribers, Mr. H. Cramer,
of Germantown, succeeds admirably with
them, as a note and illustration in a former
volume amply testify. The present season a

wonderful specimen was hanging at his front

door, dispensing fragrance to wide distances.

It was in a wire basket about a foot in diam-
eter, filled with old bark and peat, and nine

spikes of flowers were hanging from bottom
and sides of the basket ; on the spikes fully ex-

panded nine blossoms were open, so that nearly

one hundred blossoms will be the total num-
ber. There were twenty-five healthy leaves on
it. The variety appeared to be 5. occellata.

Can anyone tell of a finer one?

The Trumpet of Jericho.—Our French
contemporary, Lyo7i Horticole, is indignant at
the confusion in common names of plants and
brings up the case of the well-known Brug-
mansia arborea, which is being styled trurn-
pette de Jericho,—vi\v^vi the common Calla Lily,
Richardia ^Ethiopica, it insists, is the true
trumpette de Jericho. The walls of Jericho
could hardly have withstood the discussions
which this subject of common names for plants
has originated, even had they been built of
Bessemer steel.

Whatever may be the final decision, it is
very popular as a lawn plant around Phila-
delphia, and probably in

other parts of the Union
as well because it is so
easily taken care of in

winter time, as for its

large showy flowers. The
stems being somewhat
fleshy, a plant may be
grown in the open ground
all the summer season,

where it will flower pro-

fusely, and the plant can
then be taken up with
most of the earth shaken
out from the roots,—the
roots cramped into a small
box, with a very little

earth about them, and
transplanted the next
season with very little

care being given to it.

It starts into growth at

once when the warm
summer season comes,
and blossoms profusely
the whole year. Its

botanical name is Bnigtnayisia arborca. Our
English contemporary. Gardening Illustrated,

figures a double variety, which is regarded as
more beautiful than the original single one, and
is said to flower much more profusely . It is only
double by having an inner corolla,— it appears
as though one flower was put into another,
just as children do in the case of any tubular
flower. This double form is called Bnigmaiisia
Knightii,

Paulownia Imperialis.—Mr. Geo. Balder-
ston, of Colora, Md., referring to a paragraph

169

in MEEHANS' Monthly, relating to the intro-
duction of Paulownia Imperialis about Phila-
delphia, states that the first tree in that sec-
tion was introduced by Caleb Canby, in or
about 1850. It measures four feet across the
stump, or say twelve feet in circumference near
the ground. The seeds are very little, and
young trees appear at long distances from
seeds, carried by the wind. The young seed-
lings are usually killed to the ground the first

year; but sprout up again and are subsequently
uninjured. The tree grows easily from a piece
of root. Seedlings from the original Canby
tree are now about six feet in circumference.

TRUMPET OF JERICHO.

The Evergreen Trumpet \\^i£,.—Bignonia

capreolata is one of the best evergreen self-

attaching vines in Philadelphia, and possibly

much further north. On the grounds of one
of our subscribers a plant became detached

from the wall, and was cut awa}'. In a short

summer it again covered the whole wall sur-

face 25 feet high.

Pruning Hedges.—The golden rule for suc-

cessful hedge treatment is always to have the

lower or basal portion the wi^^est part of the

hedge.

imssmmmm^:.
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Evaporation and Transpiration. — I

stated in your valuable Monthly for Septem-
ber, 1 89 1, that my observation and experience
led me to the conclusion, that the knots left in

the body of the tree, when large limbs were
cut off in March or April, were more liable to

rot and thus weaken and rot the tree than
when such limbs were cut off in September,
and I still think that this is the fact. It may
be that the abundance of sap in the little tubes
which supplied the limbs cut off in early

spring, stagnates and ferments and causes rot,

whereas if these limbs were removed when
these tubes were comparatively free from sap,

say in the fall or early winter, their greater

freedom from vSap and the cooler weather might
cause the knots to season instead of rotting.

My attention was in early life called to this

point by the fact that a tree deprived of large

limbs by the wind in September did not have
its knots rot in the tree, while limbs cut off

in March had their knots rot and weaken the
tree. In after 3^ears I thought my observations
proved this a general truth.

In commenting upon what I wrote, you re-

mark that summer pruning is at the cost of
foliage and that a tree usually needs all the
leaves it can possibly get. I presume that

trees generally have about the proper number
of leaves

; but there are exceptions. Leaves
exhale or transpire a great amount of water
and if too many are left upon a tree when it

is transplanted they may throw off water
enough to dry and thus kill the tree. For this

reason when transplanting trees at anytime of

year, we trim the tree if necessar3% in order

that it may not have leaves enough to exhaust
the moisture of the tree faster than it can be
supplied by the roots. When transplanting
in summer we not only trim but pick off leaves

so as to leave very few to exhaust the moisture
in the trees before the roots get attached to the
vsoil so as to supply the needed water. I have
revived newly set trees which were apparently
dead* and the leaves of which were withered
and dried, by severely trimming them and wet-
ting the ground and their bodies and keeping
the trees covered with wet rags or straw for a
week or more. Instead of trees always want-
ing all the leaves that they can possibly get
the cottonwoods of the west, will, when the

ground is moi.st in the spring, start out with
an abundance of leaves ; but as the ground
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dries during the summer they will drop many,
perhaps half, of their leaves, their roots beino-

unable to find water enough to supply the

transpiration from so many leaves. Judge
Hutchinson, of Kansas, one summer noticed

that the large cottonwood in his front yard had
apparently forgotten to fill his yard as usual
v/ith leaves and that it kept up its vigorous
growth notwithstanding the drought. Here
was a case that even a judge could not under-
stand. Soon the pump refused to bring water
from the cistern. ' Examination proved that

the cottonwood had vSent its roots into the cis-

tern and drank up the family supply of water.

As long as it could steal water enough to sup-
ply all of its leaves, it kept them all. The
amount of water transpired by trees and other

plants is to me an exceedingly interesting

subject. If my figures are correct and my
memory has not failed me, that grand man,
Asa Gray, estimated that the Washington elm
at Cambridge would, during the months of the

year in which it is in leaf, transpire water
enough to cover the ground which it would
shade under a vertical sun to the depth of

fourteen feet. I presume the fact will be

found to be that plants are during droughts
put upon a short allowance of water as is some-
times the case with shipwrecked sailors and
other unfortunates. If such be the fact, the

difference between the amount of water which
a tree does actual^^ transpire, and what it

would if abundantly supplied all the time is

immense. J. D. Lyman, Exeter, N. H.

Cool Orchids.—Some Mexican orchids can
be grown well in the open air in summer, and
a bay-window or attached greenhouse in win-
ter. One of our subscribers, Mr. H. Cramer,
of Germantown, succeeds admirably with

them, as a note and illustration in a former

volume amply testify. The present vSeason a

wonderful specimen was hanging at his front

door, dispensing fragrance to wide distances.

It was in a wire basket about a foot in diam-
eter, filled with old bark and peat, and nine

spikes of flowers were hanging from bottom
and sides of the basket ; on the spikes fully ex-

panded nine blossoms were open, so that nearly

one hundred blossoms will be the total num-
ber. There were twenty-five healthy leaves on

it. The variety appeared to be ^". occcUata.

Can anyone tell of a finer one?

The Trlmpet of Jericho.—Our French
contemporary, Lyon Horticok, is indignant at
the confusion in common names of plants and
brings up the case of the well-known Jhuo^^
mansia arlwrea, which is being styled tnun-
pette de Jericho, ~\s\\^xi the common Calla Lily,
Richardia .Ethiopica, it insists, is the true
tnimpettc dc Jericho. The walls of Jericho
could hardly have withstood the discussions
which this subject of common names for plants
has originated, even had they been built of
Bessemer steel.

Whatever may be the final decision, it is

very popular as a lawn plant around Phila-
delphia, and probably in

other parts of the Union
as well because it is so
easily taken care of in

winter time, as for its

large showy flowers. The
stems being somewhat
fleshy, a plant may be
grown in the open ground
all the summer season,

where it will flower pro-

fusely, and the plant can
then be taken up with
most of the earth shaken
out from the roots,—the
roots cramped into a small
box, with a very little

earth about them, and
transplanted the next
season with very little

care being given to it.

It starts into growth at

once when the warm
summer season conies,

and blossoms profusely
the whole year. Its

botanical name is Brugmansia arbona. Our
English contemporary. Gardening Illustrated,

figures a double variety, which is regarded as
more beautiful than the original single one, and
is said to flower much more profusely. It is only
double by having an inner corolla,— it ai)pears
as though one flower was put into another,
just as children do in the case of any tubular
ilovver. This double form is called Brugmansia
^^'nightii,

Paulownia Imperialis.— Mr. Geo. Balder-
^"^ton, of Colora, Md., referring to a paragraph

I(;y

in Mkehaxs' Monthly, relating to the intro-
duction of Paulownia Imperialis about Phila-
delphia, states that the first tree in that sec-
tion was introduced by Caleb Canby. in or
about 1S50. It measures four feet acro.ss the
stuni]), or say twelve feet in circumference near
the ground. The seeds are very littk-, and
young trees appear at long distances from
seeds, carried by the wind. The young seed-
lings are usually killed to the ^^round the first

year; but .sprout up again and are subsequently
uninjured. The tree grows easily from a piece
of root. Seedlings from the original Canby
tree are now about six feet in circumference.

TRUMPET OF JERICHO.

Tin: Evergreen Trumpet Vi^K.—BiL^nonia

capreolata is one of the best evergreen self-

attaching vines in Philadelphia, and j)ossil)ly

much further north. On the grounds of one

of our subscribers a plant became detached

from the wall, and was cut away. In a short

summer it again covered the whole wall sur-

face 2^ feet high.

Pruning Hedges.—The golden rule for suc-

cessful hedge treatment is always to have the

lower or basal portion the widest part of the

hedge.

'^S^^SSIp

intentional second exposure
l^ra^w^^^
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Japan Medlar. — The true medlar is a

species of Mespilus, M. Germamca. They do

not seem to thrive in America, preferring a

cool climate to our warm summers ; the leaves

soon become diseased, and the fruit that fol-

lows is insipid, as is generally the case when
the leaves of a tree become injured before the

fruit is ripe. The Japan medlar belongs to an-

other genus, but one very closely related to

Mespilus, namely, Eriobottya. Unfortunately

this plant flowers so very early in the season,

that outside of the extreme Southern states,

they are all destroyed by early spring frosts.

In New Orleans they are known as the Japan
plum, and are sold everywhere, from street cor-

ners to the elegant fruit stores. There is a great

difference in the quality of the fruit as sold in

that city
; some are scarcely worth eating,

while others are again delicious, and equal in

flavor to many a fruit with a high reputation.

Probably there is some secret in manipulat-

ing the fruit, or there may be different varie-

ties. Mr. Berckmans says that " the plants do

not mature fruit north of Charleston." Many
persons, however, like to grow them as tub

plants, but we do not know that they fruit in

this way, although there seems no reason why
they should not. Mr. Berckmans also says

that, **for transplanting, seedlings should be

grown in pots." He says that "trees grown
in the open ground, and transplanted, very

often fail to grow."

The Tupelo Tree.—Few trees are made
more beautiful by their colored foliage in the

fall of the year, than the Tupelo trees, Nyssa
sylvatica. The rich scarlet-crimson of the

foliage is not equalled by any other tree.

There is a great variety in the habits of the

trees, depending in a great measure on sexual

characteristics. A large number of trees have
only male flowers, and these trees never reach

the large proportions and noble appearance

that the berry bearing trees do. The blue ber-

ries give the tree an additional attraction, as

whenever an individual specimen proves fruit-

ful, the numerous blue berries make a pretty

contrast with the brilliant color of the autumn
foliage. Unfortunately there is no way to dis-

tinguish the character of the tree until it comes
into bearing, so that planters have to run their

risk. It was at one time supposed that the

tree was difficult to transplant. This was

chiefly from experience with trees taken from

the woods. Seedling trees raised in nurseries,

and transplanted as other nursery trees are

before they are sold, move as well as the

average of trees.

Chrysanthemum Culture.— Mr. Geo. W.

Clemson, of Taunton, Mass., is regarded as

one of the best chrysanthemum growers in

that state. He has learned what a large num-

ber of other growers have not, that it is an

error to pinch back the shoots in order to make

the plants bushy at a late period of their

growth, as this late pinching results in com-

paratively small flowers. He gives the plants

their potting on the 20th of June, and never

pinches back the shoots after the loth of July.

Water is never given, unless the individual

plant requires it, whereas so many cultivators

dash water over every pot whether the plant

needs it or not. A good syringing, however,

is given all the plants every evening after hot,

sunny days. Liquid manure is given after the

flower buds appear ; but not oftener than twa

or three times a week. Kerosene mulching or

tobacco water is given with the syringe, about

once in five days, to keep down the black fly.

Mr. W. W. Craig is the gardener in charge of

the plants.

Hydrangea paniculata.—Itdoes not seem

to be recognized that there are two forms of

this hydrangea, in cultivation, that are often

confused, one is the Hydrangea paniculata,

properly so-called, and the other Hydrangea

pajiiculata grandijiora. The difference being

that the latter has many more male flowers, as

the large white ones are called, than the former.

Where gracefulness and a feathery appear-

ance is desirable, the original species is prefer-

able to Wi^ grandijiora, although for intrusive

showiness the latter is far superior.

Rhododendron Disease. — It may be as

well to remind the reader that a fungus

disease occasionally kills branches of rhodo-
•

dendrons, the owner being able to recognize

only that "something is the matter with

them.' ' The appearance in spring is often that

ot being injured by frost. But frost does not

kill some branches, and let others alone.

Pruning out the diseased branches and wash-

ing with some copper solution, is the remedy.

Araucaria Imbricata.—Mr. Robt. Doug-
lis, Waukegan, Ills., notes:—''In the July
Monthly, it is stated that some half dozen
Araucaria imbricata, about ten feet high, are
growing on the estate of Mr. Vanderbilt near
Asheville, N. C. This statement might lead
planters astray, because if the plants are left
out in winter they will surely die, and parties
reading the article might infer that they are
hardy in that climate. This tree is quite at
home in south California, but I do not recol-
lect seeing it doing well as far north as San
Francisco, although I recollect seeing A ex>
celsa doing passably in sheltered spots around
San Francisco.- 'V\i^ Araucaria imbricata or
Chih pine, endures a temperature anywhere
above zero in the south of England. Its hardi-
ness IS more a question of atmospheric moisture
than of the degree of cold. Young plants in
English nurseries are now chiefly raised from
home collected seeds.
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Succession in Flowering Trees.~A ladv
was recently praising the Chinese sumach.
Rhus semi-alaia-ov Rhus Osbeckii^ as it has
been called in some collections-because of its
Hmnense bunches of feathery white flowers,
appearing in August, when few other trees
were in bloom, regretting that there was noth-
ing else to follow

; but it may be remarked that
there is a small tree, not of the same family.
but having similar large white sprayey inflor-
escence which follows immediately after thealUng off of the sumach flower, namely Aralia
spuwsa, often known as the '^Hercules Club"

Angelica tree." The beautiful effects from
tfu Angelica tree, indeed, rather exceed those
ot the sumach.

h.Iadelphia is about as far north as the crape

R'^ndT^'n'^'''^- ^^""^^ killed. to the

^
ind It will push up and flower like anh ..aceous plant. Possibly it would give
attraction to gardens, in this herbaceous

^;^^ much further north than Philadelphia,
^--ral correspondents write that it is not

deinv 1^ ^''^'' ^^^"^ ^° ^^^ "^^th as Phila-

•n adelphia, instances a specimen, 5 to 6 feet

^^jj
^ wh^ch must have passed several winters

Bacterial Diseases.—In a recent number
of Meehans' Monthly it was noted that the
hollyhock fungus, which a few years ago was
so virulent as to nearly destroy the cultivation
of the hollyhock in America, had about disap-
peared, and that the hollyhock was again
popular in many gardens, in its old time
glory. The paragraph was scarcely in print
before disease again appeared with its old time
virulence. The season, in fact, has been par-
ticularly favorable to the existence and spread
of the lower forms of fungus parasites, and
also for these still lower forms which now go
under the general name of bacterial diseases.
Under this latter expression, we are now to
class a twig blight in the apple and quince.
Fire blight in the pear and some of its allies,
and we believe in similar cases connected with
other fruit trees, the peculiar organism has
been named Bacillus amylovorus, the specific
name, we suppose, meaning a '* feeder on
starch." This little parasite eff*ects an en-
trance into a portion of the tissue and then
sends its influence in the form of a ferment
throughout the whole structure above the
point attacked. In somewhat recent times
these were classed in rules on gardening as
Zymotic diseases, and we do not know but
what this term is yet just as good as the more
modern "bacterial troubles." As before noted,
this season seems to have been particularly
favorable to these troubles. There seems to be
no effectual method of preventing them. It is

fortunate, however, that very nice combina-
tion of conditions are requisite before they
can develop much strength. They do not as a
rule injure trees permanently, except in so far

as the parts destroyed are concerned, and it is

only in exceptional seasons, like the present,
they are destructive. It is fortunate that
nature seems to protect us here where we are
unable to take care of ourselves.

A Large Crop of Potatoes. — Professor
Maynard, of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College, had twelve acres and a quarter in po-
tatoes, which last year produced three thou-
sand five hundred (3.500) bushels, which
yielded, at 50 cents a bushel, $1,750, the cost

of producing same being $714 ; interest on the
value of the land is not counted.
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Early Ripening op Pears. — Artemus
Ward, the American humorist, is credited with

the joke that there was something in the soil

or climate which prevented water-melons from

ever ripening in the vicinity of theological

colleges, and Mr. Erwin Smith hashed the

joke as an original one before a recent meet-

ing of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science ; but many certainly

know of cases where there is something in the

soil or climate which prevents pears and other

fruits from ripening in the vicinity of any
classes of boys or young men. Pears especi-

ally are the first to drop in this mysterious

Avay from the trees. Fortunately there are a

few pears, which when gathered from the trees

when about full grown, although they may be
a month from their natural time of maturity,

will still ripen well if gathered before their

natural time. One of these is the Bartlett ; the

natural time is the beginning or middle of

September ; but if taken from the trees at the

beginning or the middle of August, or the

iiionth before the natural ripening, and placed

in a dark apartment or cellar, they will ripen

in a few days, and be very nearly of as good a

quality as if left on the tree for the full,

natural term. There are probably other varie-

ties of pears that would do this, and a list of

them would be very useful to fruit growers.

Preserving Grapes. — In our country,

where cold storage has become such a wonder-
ful success, no difficulty is found in preserving

grapes, or other fruits, long after the natural

season has been passed. Our process, how-
ever, does not usually preserve the beauty of

the grape ; they have to be packed in boxes,

and when they come out lose their good form,

however much the> may have preserved their

edible character. In the Old World, however,

where the beauty of the fruit is as much ap-

preciated as its quality, they have to look to

other means of preservation. One of the most
popular methods of preserving the grape so as

to secure this beauty of form as well as length-

ening the period over which grapes may be ob-

tained, is to have long racks in the fruit

houses made to sustain bottles of water, the

grapes are cut with portions of branches at-

tached, and these branches placed in the bot-

tles. The water prevents, of course, the evap-

oration of the juices of the fruit, and if care

is taken to guard against mold, they can bj

had many months after the bunches have been

taken from the vine. The great beauty of a

bunch of grapes, when it appears on an Eno:-

lish dinner table, is in the waxy bloom which

covers the grape, and by this method of pre-

serving bunches, this bloom can be preserved

intact.
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A, Destructive Grape Vine Beetle.—It

has been found by experience, that when an

insect finds itself in a strange country, cut ofi

from the plants it has been in the habit of feed-

ing upon, it soon learns to select another plant

on which to bestow its attention. In this way

new enemies to the fruit grower are continu-

ally appearing. It is said that in Ohio a bee-

tle, long ago named Ftdia viticida^ has appear-

ed in considerable numbers in some of the

vineyards. By its specific name, it is evident-

ly known as • * a feeder on grape vines and

leaves," or it would not have been so desig-

nated ; but the trouble now comes from the

"grub," as it is now becoming popular to

style all these worms. These white grubs at-

tack the roots, and are said to be very injur-

ious.

Docks as Vegetables.—The common dock

is considered a nuisance by cultivators, and

yet some of them serve a useful purpose. The

common one known as "Sorrel" is used in

the Old World to make special sauces for

meats, and one of the species is used in the

form of spinach ; this is known as the spinach

dock; botanically it is Rumex patientia. They

are not, however, as much appreciated in the

New World as in the Old, and the probability

is that other kinds of vegetables are more

easily produced in bulk, and suit the taste just

as well.

The WiNCHELL Grape.—The report of the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society states that

this should be the proper name of the " Green

Mountain Grape, " and states further that it is

of thoroughly good quality, ripening a little

while before Moore's Early.

The Largest Peach.—What is the largest

peach on record ? Mr. W. A. G. Adams, of

Dallas, Texas, has raised Chinese clings ten

and a quarter inches in circumference.

An Apple Fruit without Flowers. —
Nothing is more instructive than departures

from normal types in fruits or flowers. In

apple trees there are occasionally some with no
petals yet bearing fruit,—and others bearing
apples which have no cores in them. No ex-

planation has been given until recently when
some from Virginia were sent to the Phila-

delphia Academy of Natural Sciences, by Mr.
Joseph Anschutz. It w^as there seen, under the
light furnished by morphology that every part
of a fruit might have been leaves or branches,
the explanation of these apetalous and core-

less apples was very simple. The apple is

simply made up of more than the usual num-
ber of leaf series. In cutting an apple
lengthwise the lines show that it is made up
of two separate fleshy sets. If a branch had
been formed instead of an apple, these would
have been their leaves instead of fleshy sub-
stances. A, in the cut, shows
where the first series of leaves on
the stem would have been, b and c
the other two. The first two would
have terminated in the calyx lobes,-

and petals, and other series would
have formed the carpels which en-
closed the seeds. But in this ab-
normal case the stem undertook a
new advance in growth before the
transformation was complete, and
tried to make a new "apple" on
the top of the incompleted one.
What would have been calyx,
petals, or carpels, did not perfect, but some
of the stamens and stigmas seem to have so
nearly reached perfection, as in a few in-
stances to produce a few small seeds. A view
of the calyx basin in the other cut shows
these duplications of parts very well. The
usual calyx lobes are merely five swellings,
and the usual petals represented by five small
pointed scales between the lobes. What might
have been five sepals, and five sepals then fol-
low alternately, representing the secondary
effort of growth noted. One might say in brief
that a coreless and apetalous apple results
from nature trying to form two apples in one.

Failure of Fruit Crops. — It has been
l^nown that in many early-blooming trees the
stamens can be excited to growth by a much
lower temperature than will excite the pistil

to growth. A few warm winter days will so
often advance the stamens in plum flowers,

that the pollen disappears before the pistil is

receptive. Plum crops often partially fail for

lack of the necessary fertilization. Practical

men have long since discovered that a south
aspect is not as good for fruit trees as any of
the others, without knowing the real reason.

Grafting the Tomato on the Potato.—
When the potato is grafted on the tomato,

which can be done by reason of the close rela-

tionship between the two plants, the potato

roots continue to produce potatoes, while the

tomato grafted on the potato stalk continues

to produce tomatoes. This is considered in

some of the agricultural papers as remarkable,

that one plant should produce two different

kinds of products ; but it is no more remark-
able than all other experiences in grafting. A

CORELE8S APPLES.

pear may be grafted on the quince, but the

roots are still quince roots, although pears

come from the grafted portion. There have
been cases known where the graft will in-

fluence the stock, but to such a slight degree

as not to materially alter its character.

Heavy Apples. — As most apple-lovers

know, there is a vast difference in the weight

of apples in proportion to their size. A speci-

men on the table before the writer, of the

••Speckled" or Westbrook—an excellent golden

yellow roundish apple brought prominently

into public notice many years ago, b}^

Mr. Lorin Blodgett, the eminent statistician of

Philadelphia, weighs 7 ounces, though but 10

inches in circumference. Possibly few apples

could present a better record. The ''Cannon Ball

apple " would be a good name for such a fruit.
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THE BIRDS AND BEES.
I think the bees, the blessed bees,
Are better, wiser far than we,

The very wild birds in the trees
Are wiser, far, it seems to me

;

For love and light, and sun and air
Are theirs, and not a bit of care.

What bird makes claim to all God's trees ?

What bee makes claim to all God's flowers ?

Behold their perfect harmonies.
Their common board, the common hours !

Say, why should man be less than these,
The happy birds, the hoarding bees ?

—Joaquin Mit^er.

Forest Leaves.—Under this title there is

published in Philadelphia, monthly, by the
Pennsylvania Forestry Association, an unpre-
tending but very useful magazine in the inter-

est of forest preservation and forest culture.

With each issue there are illustrations of some
famous trees, or of something remarkable about
our forest trees, of special interest to every tree

lover, and these illustrations are in the hand-
somest style. In the issue before us is a
beautiful engraving of one of the few trees

that have been allowed to remain in old
Philadelphia, in the heart of the city proper.
This is an elm known as the Dundas Elm,
standing on the property of a former well-
known horticulturist and lover of plants, Jas.
Dundas, corner of Broad and Walnut Streets,

well preserved. His daughter in-law, Mrs.
Lippincott, recently deceased, took a just pride
in everything tending to the preservation of this
beautiful tree. There are few handsomer trees
of any kind, than this elm, in any part of
the older portion of the city.

The Shamrock. — The shamrock is the
national emblem of Ireland. Tradition goes
that St. Patrick was unable to convert a
powerful Irish King, and on the conveision of
this King depended the success of his mission.
The King was worried about the doctrine of
the trinity. He could not understand how
there could be three in one, and one in three at
the same time

; but Patrick is reported to have

(174)

taken up a trifoliate leaf of some kind as an
illustration, and in this way the King is said

to have been satisfied. The question has been

what kind of a trifoliate leaf did St. Patrick

use. Linnaeus, the great botanist of the last

century, seemed to have an idea that it was
one of the clovers, Trifolium prateiise ; but the

point has been made that this clover is not

truly indigenous to Ireland*, but came there

when commerce between Ireland and the civil-

ized portions of Europe commenced. Clovers,

generally seem to follow civilized man. Dr.

Prior states that in Queen Elizabeth's time,

the water- cress was used by the Irish as the

shamrock. Some have supposed that the

Oxalis acetosella, which is a true native of Ire-

land, might be the plant used by the Saint.

Dr. Prior, states that this is certainly without

the smallest shadow of reason ; but there is

very good reason indeed for it, for if it be

granted that the clovers were not in Ireland

in the Saint's time, without the Oxalis, which

is very abundant and a true native, the legend

would in a measure fail entirely, as there is no

other trifoliate leaf likely to have been access-

ible.

Annals op Horticulture in North
America for 1893, by L. H. Bailey.—This
is the fifth of the eminently useful series of

Prof. Bailey's, showing the annual advance-

ment of horticulture in our country. This

one deals mainly with the facts as brought

out by the Columbian Exposition, of which

every one who saw or heard of the magnifi-

cent affair, will be glad to have such a suc-

cinct reminder. It is published by OrangeJiuM

Company, New York.

The Oleander. — The rhododendron of

ancient history, reported as producing poison-

ous honey, which when eaten by the soldit^s

of Xerxes made them mad. is believed to have

been the oleander. It is still called " Laurier

Rose"—rose laurel, in France.

Greenhouse of Joseph H. White, Brook-
line.—Among the cultivators of house plants
by amateurs in America, probably one of the
most successful is Mr. Joseph H. White, of
Brookline, Mass. He has no less than nine
separate houses, in which many varieties are
forced and winter flowers grown. One of the
houses is devoted wholly to palms, or palm-
like plants, and in this house are gathered
rare species from the East Indies, Australia,
Cuba, Isle of Bourbon, the Pacific Islands, and
parts of tropical America, thus giving one an
admirable idea of the chief forest features of
the warmer parts of the globe. The curious
Aroid, Monstera deliciosa, of which we gave an
illustration, taken from the Missouri Botanic
Gardens, in our last volume, is growing here to
perfection and yields its luscious fruit of a
somewhat pine-apple flavor in considerable
abundance; then there are two houses for
flowering plants

; one chiefly for those from
the warmer parts of the world, and in which
fine foliage is one of the chief attractions

; the
other a color house, in which plants are valued
chiefly for their blooming properties. Then
there is what is now an essential adjunct to
almost all good places where flowers are grown
a rose house, in which the plants are grown iti
beds and borders and forced for the sake of
having plenty of winter bloom. Some of the
other houses are expressly for fruits. An
early grape house, and a late grape house, and
a peach house are especial features.

and was not turned away. The forester made
him happy. It was Christmas, and the wan-
derer took a sprig from a bunch of green on
the mantel and planted it by the cottage door.
For ever after as it grew, on Christmas day, it

was loaded with gifts which it bore for the
forester's family. Thus far in the realm of
story lies buried the good deed of the inventor
of the Christmas tree.

Christmas Trees-An essay before a recent
meetingof a Forestry association deplores what
It terms the -craze" for Christmas trees, by
so much, the author insists, fostering a spirit
destructive of the growing forests. To our
mind that which gives human pleasure is not
waste,—and what pleasure does not float around
the memories of the Christmas tree ! Even
from the timber-growing standpoint, little
harm is done, as in the Atlantic states they
are confined chiefly to red spruce and balsam
hr, — not by any means of great import in
tmiber calculations. Kinds that are valuable
for timber rarely come in. It is to be regretted
that the first inventor of the Christmas tree
cannot be known, and a monument built to his
memory. The idea originated in Germany,
fhe legend is that the Christ-child, disguised
as a vagabond, went to a cottage for shelter.

Mertens.—The following fact in regard to
the Mertens, after whom Mertensia was named,
is supplied by Dr. F. Brendel :

"Francis Charles Mertens, born at Bielefeld,

1764 (died 183 1, at Bremen), was professor in
the Mercantile School in Bremen, and worked
with Roth, who named the new genus Mertensia
after his friend.

The son of F. C. Mertens was Charles
Henry Mertens, born in Bremen, 1796, who
collected in Sitka. He died in St. Petersburg
soon after his return, 1830. His collection
was described and published by Bongard."

Southern Gardening.—Gardening in the
South is diff"erent from gardening in the
North, and we must not complain when some
southern people contend that northern prac-

tical hints hardly reach their necessities. But
if there are not many exclusively southern
horticultural serials, some southern catalogues
worthily fill the void. The catalogues of P.

J. Berckmans, Augusta, Ga., and G. Onder-
donk, of Nursery, Victoria Co., Texas, are as

valuable guides to southern gardening as a $2
book would be.

The Charter Oak ok Connecticut. —
Some controversy has arisen as to what spe-

cies the Charter Oak of Connecticut belongs.

The writer of this can say, through the

kindness of Dr. Russell, of Hartford. Conn.,
he was able to judge from material furnished

him, that the species was of the common white
OQ.\i—Quercus alba.

The Senatorial, Oak.—The oak has been
poetically described as the "Green Robed
Senator of the Mighty Woods. " It is a grati-

fying thought that theie is something in

nature to uphold the noble distinction which
for so many ages gave dignity to the toga
of a senator.
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GENERAL NOTES.

Tpie Colored Illustrations—We take a

pardonable pride in the good work we are do-

ing for popular botany, which is brought about
not merely by the illustrations and popular
chapters themselves, but in the train ofthought,
which our plates and chapters must necessarily

give rise to. This is especially illustrated in

the case of the Trillium plate. Comparatively
little was known of this plant, except that the

botanist was able to distinguish it when he
met with it ; but during the past few months
so many points of information have succeeded

one after the other, that it is safe to assume that

the plant was never so well known as it is

to-day,—and what is true of the development
in the case of the Trilliuju, is just as true of

all the plants that have been illustrated. It

was believed that when Meehans' Monthly
was started, it would render good service to

popular botany, and we really think that the

result has proved it far more useful than ever

thought of when the project was first enter-

tained.

The Million-Dollar Weed* Bill. — The
more one studies over agricultural legislation,

the more absurd does most of it seem,—but the

most scandalous waste is usually in the direc-

tion of weeds, fruit tree diseases and forest

fires. In relation to forest fires the recent

hundred million dollar losses are the best evi-

dence of the legislative failures. Of the weed
business Mr. J. B. Olcott says : *'I was glad

to see your notice of the Million Bill * for

weeds: I am making a two-months' count of

seedling weeds in this turf garden—none hav-

ing been grown or applied for the past four

or five years,—with a view of adding to our

knowledge of the life of seeds in the ground."

The Poisonous Elder. — Sarah B. Cone,

Stockbridge, Mass., notes that in New Eng-
land the black-berried elder is known as
** Sweet Elder," and the red -berried as **Poison

Elder." The leaves, flowers, berries, bark,

(176)

and pith of the sweet elder are all in common
use. " Having every year gathered and used
' sweet elder, ' and known the poisonous plant,

I am astonished," she says, ''that others do

not recognize them."

The most useful people are those who doubt.

The conductors of this magazine feel sure that

the roots which have such a fatal effect, were

of the common black or purple-berried elder,

—

but in a case of so much importance the matter

will be gone over again. Experiments will

soon be made by toxicologists in one of our

prominent institutions.

The Starr Garden Park.—Of this piece

of philanthrophy in Philadelphia, J. T. M.

writes :
— *' On page 121 of your August issue

of Meehans' Monthly, have you not made a

mistake in giving credit to " Charles" instead

of Theodore Starr as the giver of the property

in question ?

My friend was an active worker in the

"slums," and I think he should have the

credit if it belongs to him. *• The Starr Gar-

den" and " The Theodore Starr Savings

Bank" I know were both named after him."

Southern Florida.—Mr. A. C. Clavel, of

Wauchela, Florida, gives a glowing account of

that section as adapted to fruit and vegetable

growing. He says the prevalent idea that the

country is swampy is erroneous. It is, he

thinks, a paragon of health.

A Large Crape Myrtle.—Mr. Albert L.

Willis notices a pair of crape myrtle tree.s

near the garden gates of Mr. James Coles, of

Cloverdale, Northumberland Co., Va., that

are 27 feet high.

A Costly Funeral Wreath. — A Paris

florist charged the Emperor of Russia $1,000

for a wreath ordered for the funeral of President

Carnot.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Advertisements under this head, not exceeding 50 words

will be inserted once for 50 cents, or three times for $1.25.

QARDENERS:—We shall be glad to furnish

names of competent gardeners adapted to

large or small places. Gardeners wishing situa-

tions should correspond with us. THOMAS
MEEHAN & SONS, Nurserymen, Gerniantown,

Philadelphia.

VA/ANTED.—-Situation as gardener, by a Scotch-
man

,
unmarried ; age 36. Thoroughly posted

in all branches of Horticulture and capable of
taking charge of either a large or small place. Has
had full charge of large conservatories and estates
in Europe. Best references. A. B. Whst^and,
Box 361, Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.

\A/ANTED.—Situation in greenhouse on private
or commercial place. Best references. Ad-

dress R. P., 20, care Mkkhans' Month lv, Ger-
niantown, Philadelphia.

\A/ANTED.—Situation as gardener or as garden-
er and coachman. Fifteen years experience.

First-class recommendations. Scotchman, age 35.
Wm. Watt, Nailesboro, St. Lawrence Co.,N. V.

QERMAN wants situation as gardener. Has
^^ had many years experience in one private
place in Philadelphia. Good references. Hkxrv
Ki,ause:r, 1132 Snyder Avenue, Philadelphia.

JHE ELKHART INSTITUTE, of art.
vSciKNCK, AND iNorsTRv, Klkharl, Ind. In-

structions thorou^rh and omincntly i)ractical.

Terms very reasonable. Kxpcnscs low. Both
sexes admitted. Careful home training. Location

attractive and healthful. Day and evening sessions.

Diplomas awarded. Students can enter at any time.

Circulars free. Address, H. A. Mlmaw, M. D.,

Sec'y, as above.

yC^GENTS.—^^reatest seller out. Something new.

Big profits. Boys and girls make good agents.

Write now. Address, Dr. H. A. Mumaw, Klkhart,

Indiana.

World's i*i
Fair '-^
Highest
Award

THE KEYSTONE
Dehorning Clipper,

The uiost humane, rapid and durable
koifemade. Fully warranted

CIRCULARS SENT FREE.

.C.BROSIUS,«?Pe»lS*;fv^J„'i«'

r ^^^^•^i^^fc©
JlJLdb 16^
^M©^ ^s^
ilLE3^>t^

^^!?r-*:
5Ri

^^*i^ _r «^ ZmmM 1^^ WHgsir|j>ftJjft-L

h<^i^ m

AGENTS
LA DIES OR GENTS
S75AWEEK,

At home, usina: <>r i^ellin^ Gruv
PlatiT, or (rolloctiim coods for iH
i<» phitc. WTr (io all kinds of plat
iiiz at our works, niauufacture tin-

iiiat.-ritls and ouitits, ami teaeli
the art. W't'-.ell ihoonlvcoinplric
otittit, iiu'ludinn; lathe whffis, tools
Hiid mate-rials for {Kjlishine, prrpar-
ius, pliitiim and tinishing cvry
'hinz. Oiroulurs and prices fn e.

iiray & Co.. Plsitiiiff Works,
IK'p't 4, Culunibui*, Ohio.

B. W. 8MITU, Coc

BERKSHIRE, rheiter White,
Jersejr Red and I'oland China

PIGS. Jeraex , GutTusey and
Holstein Cattle. Thoroughbred
Sheep. Fancj Poultry. Hunting
and House Dogs. Catalogue.

raDTtlle, C'heater Co.. I'ennift.

THROW AWAY CURRY COWB AND BRUSH'

Burlington
^ Stay On

STABLE •'blanket.
Your Hnrs<> isahvay.scioaii.
it kvvps iJu' Hair" siiiiH>tl»

aiKi Kh,.s.sy. Nosuniimlr r»«-

ciuirni. N.. tiuht Kirth. No
sort' hack.v. No rhaliii« of
niaiie. No nih»)iii« of tail.

^T.rV-^Frr^^ ^^* horsf can wear themNO COMK OFF TO THK.M.
We confine our Sales to Jobbers only.

Rut I
'^ ^°^" DEALERS DO NOT KEEP THEM

LIUL . v\ e will, in onlor to conviiico voi- of tln'
superiority of the ltiiiliii;;toii -.sT.W ON"
over all imitatioii.s and old .style hiaiiket.s. wrid
only one blanket to any swidres.'j. e.\pre.s-< paid on
receipt of price. (Write for I'atalofru.' and |vi(.».s.,

BURLINGTON BLANKET CO.,«"''T,§.^°'''

flROUND THE WORLD
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine of

Tours, Travels and Explorations

DEVOTED TO A KNOWL-
EDGE or THE EARTH
AND OF ITS PRODUC-
TIONS

A MAGAZINE FOR THE LIBRARY AND
DRAWING-ROOM

Printed throughout on fine coated paper, and intended for

permanent preservation in the library of the household, club,

and college.

From the New York Nation :
•' Prof Heilprin's taste

Roes hand in hand with his solid learning to produce a
very handsome journal, with charming ilTustrations."

THKKE NIJMHEKS (I>ect>inber, January and
February) NOW READY.

No. 1 (December) contains, among other articles, "A Sledge

EDITED BY

FROr. flNQELO HEILFRm

V«arly SubHcriptioii, 91.50. Single Copy, 15 cents.

Journey and an Experience," by Mrs. Peary (illustrated),

with a fine portrait of the author.

This periodical holds a unique place in the magazine liter-

ature of this country, and is almost the only one which is

published with a view to permanent preservation, as a book

of reference, on the shelves of the library. It is essentially

a magazine for the family, and it will be found as indispeu

sable to the teacher as it is useful to the intending summer
and winter tourist.

In Club with MKEH AN8' MONTHLY for Sa.OO

THE CONTEnrOR/IRT FUPLISHIMQ CO.
(CANVASSERS WANTED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

LIBERAL TERMS
5 BEEKMAN STREET. NEW YORK

628 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA



USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
For Pamphlet on " Bu}?s aud Blight," address

B. HAMMOND, Fishkill-on-Hudsou, N. Y.

Bill 12 ^^ In every garden a space,

^J Lb^3^3 a large or small, should be

planted this Fall with
bulbs of Hyacinths, TalipM, Narcissas, Jonqullti,

Crocati, etc. They will greet you early in the following

Spring with beauty and fragrance, before other flowers

are developed. Require very little care. Send for our

catalogue and make a nice selection. Our bulbs are all

choice. No auction bulbs.

b. L/INbRETM 6r 50N5
21 & 23 S. SIXTH ST.

BRANCH STORE
DELAWARE AVE. AND ARCH ST.

PHILADELPHIA

COHSEQVBTOBIES, BBEEIIHOUSES, PflLPI HODSES,
IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS OR WOOD PUTTY GLAZING.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY,
Mention mekhans' Monthly. 148-156 Randolph Avenuc, Jcrscy City, N. J.

ESTABLISHED
60 YEARSHITCHINGS St CO.

HORTICULTURAL BRCHITECTS AND BUILUERS

Greenhouse Heating and Ventilating Apparatus
and largest

Manufacturers of

t^^^m^:^Si?-:^^^M^^'*^'^^^^^*^'::'^'T>,- ... stniction.

SEND FOUR CENTS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES.

The highest awards re-

ceived at the World's Fair
for Horticultural Architec-
ture, Greenhouse Construc-
tion and Heating Appar-
atus.

Conservatories, Green-
houses, Palmhouses, etc.,^ erected complete with our
Patent Iron Frame Con-

MERCER STREET, NEW YORK CITY

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plans and Estimates furnished
on application HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

LARGEST BUILDERS OF GREENHOUSE STRUCTURES. SIX HIGHEST AWARDS AT THE WORLD'S FAIR
SEND FOUR CENTS POSTAGE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Mention Meehaus' Monthly." LORD & BURNHAM CO^ Irvington-Ofi-Hudson, I. Y.
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^a|fl4rgl!}^iiheiia8ed k&d^t soil k positively enriched.

AiS^^^^St?^ Use and .\huse on the Farm,
•r^/«f^™ Th«y,\viU cost you notbii^ to read, 4nd ^irj «av^ you xioJlar.
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6TOCK

"-t^^-"* ^GLASS23H
Removed to a^e Arch St.. Phitadeiphia, Pa.

GERMAN KAH^ WQRgS> 9jr Nats^u Sttedt. New York.

rAGTomtir: «
•mWTOW. N. J.

The only House in Phiiadeiphia that c»r-
nes aJfitn Stock of PoUi^^dPlate GfasB.

Prevents and cheeky MILDEW and
BLACK ROT oh Grapes, Fruits,

and F^lkhte

3 Coentles Slip, Now York

"ffor the enligrbtcncd omi^f of gardens and woodland*
thfsjowrnalisraw^Jplble."—AVw K^^ tribung,

PVBil^H^DftXe 1«T AND ISt^IoF %AQHhkf>KTH
^ .,.;•,-< BY

THE QAf^OeNlNG COMPANY
Wa>4tlN BUIH-blNfe/OHrC/MSO

SUBSCBtPTlpN RRIpe^ $2.00 A vtAR.—^24 HUMeellS

The nao^t br^cticfal and valu^lc Am^oaa Horti-
cultural imbkcfttSoii. DsPARTMBi^ :11ie Flower
GarteJ.. Tteej ^d Shnibs, TMt Greeflli<mse» The
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A beautifally i|ijstmt^ journal oi

Hmic^ttijre, Laridya|)^ Art, and For-
e$tr}', filled every

' week with fresh, en-
ter^u^'i^ Rrqicticai, and accurate infor-

mation for air who love nature or take
an interp^ in flpwers, sfenibs. and trees.

Its writers are the foremast Anlerican
and ^luropeaji auetlpriiie^ ^ad the edi-
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' WP.'MAdKtA. Waiervaie.Ky.
The paper is the mo»t practical of any I read."

W. E. Abb8. Food do Lac, Wis.

*^ii ^!i*lS^"** *?.*^^ **** horticultural and floricultural jour-

"O tnc ttioat practical one fbr an amateur like myself "
^^ nvo. T ITAWi.i|T»Coming, n. y.

-i V -Ipie «ajajt»Aj|»5Mi>Al a y&i 4r^e|y of remarkable or rare

^^f*^?*l WjC»» chUracter w^&h it atemned from it«

^^Wi^h^Mk% &x^ tma xJd rl^al in Its field.-.S>r»a^^itf

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Speciftien copy free on application.

Garden mi Forest PiiWlslifng Co. ^'^i^ fgg^'"^

HEN WltmN« TO ADVERTISERS TELL THEM YOU SAW THCm CARD IN MEEHANS^TiONm^.
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USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN. Bill ^^ ^^ lu every xardeii a space

^J ^h^3^3b '''*'^^ ^^' small, shuuhl ht

planted this !• all wit

l)ulb.s of llyaciiitlis. Tulips, Narrissus, ,loii<|uil*s,

Ci-orus, <«fr. They will greet vou early in the followin:'

Spring with beauty and fragrance, before other flower-

are tleveloped. Kecjuire verv little care. Send f(ir oin

catalogue and make a nice selection. onr bulbs are all

choice. No auction bulbs.

SOLD BY THE SEEDSMEN.
l-oi I'amplilet on '* Jtugs and lUight," address

H. II.VMMONI), lishkill-on-Muilson, N. Y.

b.L/lNDRETn6r50N5
21 & 23 S. SIXTH ST.

BRANCH STORE
DELAWARE AVE. AND ARCH ST.

PHILADELPHIA

CONSERVIITOIIIEIi, DREEIIHOUIiEli, POLIIl HODSES,
IRON FRAME, PATENT PUTTYLESS OR WOOD PUTTY GLAZING.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

JOSEPHUS PLENTY.
Mention Mi:i iians monthi.v 148-156 Randolph Avcnue, Jersey City, N. J.

ESTABLISHED
50 YEARSHITCHINGS 5 CO.

HORTICULTURAL flRDHITECTS AND BUILDERS

Greenhouse Heating and Ventilating Apparatus
and largest

Manufacturers of

The highest awards re-

ceived at the World's Fair
for Horticultural Architec-
ture, Greenhouse Construc-
tion and Heating Appar-
atus.

Conservatories, Green-

f^ houses, Palmhouses, etc.,

erected complete with our
Patent Iron Frame Con
struction.

SEND FOUR CENTS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES.

233 TV^ERCER STREET, NEM YORK CITY

LORD & BURNHAM CO., STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING ENGINEERS

Plan.'; and ICstiniate.s furni.slied
on api)lication HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS
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LARGEST BUILDERS OF GREENHOUSE STRUCTURES. SIX HIGHEST AWARDS Al IHE WORLD'S FAIR
SUM) I'OUR CP:NTS rOSTACiH FOR II.MSTKATKI) C.\TAI.(>( .UI<;.

Mention Methaus Monthly. LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington-oii-Huclsoii, N. Y

"Potash in Agriculture."
Results prove conclusively that by the use of
fertilizers ricA in potash the crops of

Wheat and Rye
are largely increased and the .soil is positively enriched.

We will clieerfullv mail onr pamphlets on Potash, its Use and Abuse on the Farm.free of cost. They will cost you nothing to read, and will save vou dollar..
^

GERMAN KALI WORKS, 93 Nassau Street. New York.

HIRES & CO., Limited. 4* large stock^w WW, k.inii&ou, T* LOW PRICES
Maniifaeturers and TTTTl

Importers plate WINDOW
Colored and Bnamelod Glass.
liOoklng Glass.

French Sheet.
English Sheet.

Removed to 626 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. Sot^ti

Prevents and checks MILDEW and
BLACK ROT on Grapes, Fruits,

and Plants

fACTOfiics : . The only House in Philadelphia that car-
ries a lull Stock of Polished Plate (41a88.

QUINTON. N. J.

BY C H. jrOOSXEN
3 Coenties Slip, N«w York

"For the enlightened owners of gardens and woodlands
this journal is invaluable."—AVw York Tribune.

PUBLISHED THE Ist AND 15th OF EACH MONTH
BY

THE GARDENING COMPANY
MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.00 A YEAR 24 NUMBERS
\ '

I t / '
-

The most practical and valuable American Horti-
cultural publication. Departments : The Flower
Garden, Trees and Shrubs, The Greenhouse, TheWindow Garden, The Fruit Garden, The Vege-
table Garden, Insects and Other Pests, Mushrooms
.n^ ottiers in season. See what subscribers say
alx)ut this valuable journal

.

^

"For condensed common sense in gardening matters forellab e unprejudiced and safe information ^(^rd^'iJ,gannot Se surpassed, and although moderate i n s?ze it «ands upon perusal." w^ %gan. Highland Park, lit

^meriL'"'^""'*'*
'* '^^ ^^ horticultural paper crinted in^menca. chas^ i,. Bijrr. Spriug^eld, Mass.

"I am greatly pleased with the paper. It is practical andsuggesUve Its reproduction of photographic vi?ws of S antslowers and landscapes is a most admirable featu^l"
^ '

W. M. Johnson, Hackensack, N. J.

"It is a delightful paper and has been very interestinP' ktirfnstructive to me." Frank Hitchcock, DavenpSft, la

'xJ^
*>ave found Gardening extremely useful and interest-

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

"Such a publication was long ne<ded in this countrvcry ine of its contributions is a lesson in iielf to ma7volessionals as well as to amateurs " ^
,

John Bkrry. Gardener to Senator Wolcott,I,ittIeton, Colo.

-''^^7^i"^^ARDENiNG highly on account of the very practi-
^' character of its contents.'' ^ ^

J. A. Pkttigrew, Supt. Lincoln Park, Chicago
I regard Gardening as one of the most practical maM- i•es issued in the interests of horticulture." "*""' ™*^®

'

W. F. Macara, Watervillc, N. Y.

"The paper is the most practical of any I read."
'

!

W. E. Abbs, Fond du Lac, Wis.
;

ii o«*7!^*** ^?,*" **** horticultural and floricultural jour- '

r f^*^^ continent as far as I know and find in Garden-^ cne most practical one for an amateur like myself."
Dr. Geo. T. Hawlby, Coming, N. Y.

• GARDEN/\ N D

FORES!
AJOURNALOF HORTICULTI'RF
y^DSCAPEAR?AK6fe^RftyR^

A beautifully illustrated journal of

Horticulture, Landscape Art, and For-
estr}', filled every week with fresh, en-
tertaining, practical, and accurate infor-

mation for all who love nature or take
an interest in flowers, shrubs and trees.

Its writers are the foremost American
and European authorities, and the edi-

torial and leading articles constitute the
best literature of the time on all subjects

' within the scope of the paper.

The best journal of its important kind --/»Ai7a. FSess.

"The foremost journal of its c\2ls&:'-Boston Met aid.

"A delightful weekly companion."- Harper's H'eekly.

It easily leads all similar journals in this country, if not in
all countries.— 5£)j/<7w Transcript.

The engravings afford a rich variety of remarkable or rare
trees, flowers, shrubs and landscapes.-A^. K Evening Post.

It sustains the high character which it assumed from its
commencement, and has no rival in its ^^\A.~.Springfield
Republican.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. $4.00 A YEAR.

Specimen copy free on application.

Garden and Forest PaWlsIilng Co. ^'Si;^ %«*"'
HEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS. TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR CARD IN MEEHANS'lJiONfHlY.
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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EDWARD CAM
L/JNbSQ/lPE /IRCniTECT Am ENQIHEER

ARDMOFIE, PA.
Sketch plans and planting maps prepared, and suggestions given for the laying out and improvement

of country and suburban residences, public parks and grounds of every description.

Grounds laid out and their construction undertaken by contract or day labor, and carried out under

strict personal supervision. The choice grouping and effective arrangement of trees and shrubs has been

made a special study. . Trees furnished and planted by experienced workmen.

Drainiog Plans and Surveys. Fine Crushed Stone for Walks and Carriage Drives.
J—^—^IL I .Mj^i—»L wii^i II I I.I .1 I II

--'----
I I I I
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LATEST NOVELTIES IN

ROSES, PHLOX, POPPIES, IRISES, PAEONIES,
PYRETHRUMS, DELPHINIUMS, ETC.

CLEMATIS PANiCULATA. ROSA WICHURAIANA

4 Catalogues, 228 pages, fully describing the most unique collection of hardy plants in America. The

set for 5 two-cent stamps.

THE READING NURSERY
JACOB W. MANNINC. Proprietor

Established In 1894 READING, MASS.
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M^ehans' Nurseries

are known all over the world as headquarters for new and rare

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and Evergreens. We aim to furnish

stock of the very best quality ; strong, healthy and thrifty.

Descriptive catalogue on application.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Germantown, Phila.

CLASS SEEDS
IMPORTERS or

DUTCH .

FRENCH BULBOUS ROOTS
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, DAFFODILS.

LILY OF THE VALLEY PIPS. AURATUM and all other. JAPAN
LILIES. BERMUDA EASTER LILIES, TUBEROSES.

ETC.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE MAILED FR £E ON APPLICATION

J.M.THORBURN & Co. 15 JOHN ST.NewYork

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, PLEASE MENTION MEEHANS' MONTHLY.
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